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AIR. odode ore , buried § 50.4 p as to be scelud- 

ed from their meee port tion, of air wi 1 not vegetale ; for 

this reason, weeds, are Constantly, springing up. inpnew. "a 

_ ploughed igo "those seeds which betore Jay too deep (Oy 

» for vegetation being turned up nigher the, surfaces ‘i . 

Let seeds be sown in the gla ss, receiver ¢ ‘an airpump, 

exhausted of ait, and ey w a egetate; but dk 

air andsthey will grow ¢ Jot A, ad “ hy 

- The lodging, or falling, © same, kinds) ofygrai sand of — 

of grass, is owing to standing toot ck. to. admit a “ire | 

lation of alr, by means of which they ‘can or | 

healthy staté. Plant one grain of whe ak 

the richest soil, and the stalks when grown we 

plant a great number of ptaine in the sam 5 

together as to ey be a free circulation of 

the atts, an they become unable” to ‘sustain their @ a 

weight. ‘eru Pe ah FA | G.. 

Atr consists i different gases, aS they arestenmed ;) the " —- 

oxygene "Bas, 0 or vital air, which is essential-to t e emetence ig: 

of all ani 3 the, Pak aS, or etn ae ae 

nitrogen & ao 
_ oxygené, by having, »sert 

~ combustion," ndew h is. 

nic acid, a P 

the aero wells. and elsey 

“pal 3 eae ‘the applic oni a sufficient. of ¢, 

v. (heat) all liquid subst Aces, Gan NG changed oro a 

ous state. | % 

The “common, atmosphere i is principal 

ies and PM ae gases, being 
a rand seventy-nine of the ie ming vg 

We osu or respirat 
; J 

i nce of avimals; so the hydrog one | 
in plants, and is’ essentia to their grow 

while peaposed to the Jight, ‘emit ‘oxyger 

mt lle * 9 Seeie a 
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economy of Nature, the vegetable world is continually abe 

sorbing that air which is burtful'to Man, and is almost con- 

stantly reproducing that which ae 

See further, Foop RN TE : 

APPLES. ‘The glace oF an apple seldom ee trées 

which bear the same kind of apples. and hence the necessi- 

ty of grafting, when we would raise the same kind. 
judicious selection of trees which bear the best apples 

for different uses, is a matter worthy of particular attention. 
» See CriperR, ORCHARD. &c. 
In gathering apples, fo’ Winter-use, they should be 

ficked from*the tree, and laid arches in,a heap, under® 
cover, without being bruised. After they have sweated, let 
them be exposed to the air and well dried, by wiping them 
with dry cloths; then lay” eerie wat in adry place, where 
they will not freeze. The time requisite for sweating will 

~" be six, ten, ©or a. of rding, to the Wario of 

the weather. 
‘ 

; Mr. Forsyth Says, that ‘the most complete” Priettiou Of... 

Av saving them, so as to’preserve them the greatest length of 
ME gtimestis to wrap them in paper’abd pack them away in 

stone jars between layers: of, bran; having the mouths of + 

Pitive jars covered so) close as to preclude the admission of | ” 

air, and then to. _ ey in a dry place pigs they* will 
_not be frozen” aye 
' -vPhe fruit should not be géthared till fully Ae, which is 
known’ by” tle? stem parting easily from the. twig : It 
should also™be™ gathered ‘in dry weather: — when the 
dew issoff, Rae. Wine =f xe th 

| Mr. Deane, in his ‘ Vewengland rarmbbgietlit of his 
“a method of serving Winter apples, says: 4. 
ye 6 oT gatherthem about Noon on the day of the full of the 

ns} 1 7 the’ latterpart of September, or 
* ~~. ‘begining of October.’ the ete the in a ‘chamber, or 
a ‘ - gatret, where they lie. till wabout *the. last of November. 
a. ‘Then, at a time™when the weather is Nee remove them ~ 
Dy Vit into\easks, Or boxes, in@the ‘cellar, ouf*of the way of the 

ai frost : tTeprefer’ a. cool part of ‘the! cellat. With "this * 
r ty I find I can! keep. them till ‘the lastiof May, « 

so. wel ¢ not one in fifty will rot..« ? ‘ 
_ © Ih the? Autumn of, 1793, I “packed apples in the shav- 

" x ings*of ‘pine, so’ th t they scarcely touched one another. 
Be ees kept well till some. time in Muay? following; ‘though 
s were ae which are m iow for eating in Decertiber. _ 

~ Dry'saw dust’ migh perhaps - 
“barrel them up, and #keep them through ‘the Winter in . » 
upper Pee sine Hy with biankets or mats, to’pre- 

“yent ae ©) Dr y places are best for them.’ . 
Aifiiv. ee : oN il ee 

. ae a , ’ :. a" ““ it “ ad ow ie. : 
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_ Mr. Deane then goes.on to offer his reasons, why the full 
of the moon Should be pretered to any other time, and con- 
cludes with an opinion, that even apples, for) ci r should 
be gathered at that times { vertain it is, that many Farmers 
have the fullest belief, that the full/of the moon is the>most 
proper ‘imeltfer. many things to be, done, in the line of their 

. business; and it may: be knowledge which is the resu Ei en 

thrives ugiicr, in eo ‘sandy. oi 

fer, when graficd on a stock that has never borne 

* 

a 2 on a | ‘ “ im ee 

long experience, and handed down from: Father to 
even trom umes more remote than we are apt to imagine. ' 

It is confidently asserted by. many, that applés may be : 
safely kept in casks through Winter, ina cold chamber, or 
garret, by being yncnely coveped with linen 7 ae 

“APPLE fREE (Pyrus Molus.)§e@his' tree “Ablirishes wi 
mosi in a ieritic sandy loam, sendy, or rich, warm, gravely 
soil. A stiff clay is not good, even: though it be TiChe” At 

“than Mn ang. other poor ; 
< wv a # €arth. 

Some cle bear alternately and some peanty. “The 
cause of the former Is se 2 to b e owing to the young tree , 
bearing too large a cron rops: “for this so exhausis it as. . ee 
to render it unfit to; engi 2 next year; in the mean “e 

time, it becomes st ficiently recruited for a heavy crop the « 
third year; and thus it becomes confirmed in the hadct of we 
alternate bearing, in whic. it ever. atier continues. In 
order, therefore, to prevent, you ‘trees | m ¢ 
this habit, let the young frait’be striped “off MW 
appears ‘too plentitul, but less sand less eac year, ‘until 
such time as the: trée can bear a full, yearly crop, and thus 
become confirmed inthe habit ofa yearly bearer. Perhaps 
a tree that his. become confirmed in the habit of alternate 
bearing might” have its habit’ changed, by or twice “ale 
divesting it. of, its au g) -fruit’during the bearing year, and “ 

ing into 
hete.jt =~ 

manuring dopsvell. during that geason. ca 
‘Take a scion from a yearlyy and graft, it on’ the limb of ie 

» an alternate Bearers ae it ‘will. become alternate, and vice ' 
~ versa. But if e reason ha been given for alternate 4 dl. 

bearing, it does not follow: that a scion from a, TO LSet te a 
be ' 

come. alternate. In the first case, the habit of the. alte: + we 
bearer, being already confirmed, regulates the»scic yut wey 
where The habit of ihe scion “has asco patos hegre and. 
that of the young stock has not, it would: seem that the. 

_ habit of the scion must prevail. At the. Summer solstice; 2.1 
mm te barkyof the body: of an a re t iakensoff, and” 
anew bark will presently form, 1 ill, regenerate the 
tree, and. render such, as Fa 8 barren , productive. bg 

See turther; FRUIT TREES, Oncwann,”N URSERYS and 4 ” 
Cuaparens. iy a7 ir * 
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APRICO? The culture that i is proper for a, neciae 
f BAS 

is also Sood.for an apricot, with this difference, that it re- 
quires a lighter and wyarmer.soll tii peachtree, 

See: PERG HORER. mn Me tay ‘hi oi “y 

‘SH (Praxinus) ‘There: are three kinds of ash. in this * 

Conwy; the white, the yellow, and the black. The upland 
whited’sh is the best timber; but is liable to a white rot 
when kept\too much in contact with the ground. Winter 
is the best time for felling it to preserve the white part 

ad from worms. 
for rails, &e. 
i , 
ASHES. See Mass. 

“ASPAR AGUS (Offdinas 
celent Spring. g 

warmer. the bet 

dung; level it, 

made. : “ae 

a” 

~The bie baile is the most durable 
ep ‘# 

| mm 
age 

* cof 

Ww 

°o make a bed of this ex- 
reen, open rene rot or five feet wide .- 

at idvone foot deep, in the warmest! part of your garden; the 
ter. Bill es half full of good barn 
and scatter some ood earth over it; 

the shoots w! ich’ come up?during. the first six wee 
be cut off; but all after aes should” run to seed to 
en the plants 

the open 

‘ai 
fxs this plant is ‘one of es first green vegetables which 

ire: aso n, presents, and as no substitute equally 
productive ca ae 

w a El 

, beans, it becomes a matter of economy. to have t 

possible; the ot 
torus a gmorth 
corde er’ to. . retard 
«will | be 
“should be oli id 

throughout | the’ 
Jayer ot roten 

which may. in 

ern exposure, and it 
its. growth; yby which’ méans the 

equally large and yet very tender.’ The ‘roots , 
so deep as to admit of spading the 

* over. theme me he beds should be kept clear of 

; then a 
lay on your roots, eight or nine inches apart, in their natu- ¥ 
ral position; or, if, seeds be’ used, about half that distance , 
apart: Fill up the trench £. good soil and.your bed is °® 

Re anted , they, ay. be cut the second year; but 
rot til “thé third. After the bed is: fit for use, all 

Ss may 
ngth- 

ad till the season for green peas and’ 
o- rs 

“paragus beds; the first t8@ be brought forward as early'as_ 
her late. For this pu hae the latter ought) 

uld be spaded in’ 
plants 

round 

reeds 
& 

season. In ‘the Fall, they should’ have a 
ig ‘spread over them Ba an inch in depth, 

ni part be, taken off the” 
Sowhen thebed | Mmaeceo high h by. the constant a 
dung, part of 

betore "he, pine 
_ thin tl of 

y be pared off in the S 

ext ‘Spring; and, 
tion of 

ts shoot, and: the bed: ee again with a 
0 Cuylungeg: 4 é‘ 
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ASS A This i is a va nimal for ca 
* for’ Pot lga in : | 

that for these puff | 
between Nantz and Pa’ s; and tha it 
hay are ange ci rri€d oh their ba 

found an article of econotny; they’ will sub si 
est fare; may be kept ars@abisiant “service. 
few or no diseases ; rag live to! a reat age wi 

is also mentioned in ‘ The Complete\Grazier,” that 
Ae have been’ successfully used in Greatbritain for 
ploughing, > 4 lags, four of ay equal to two 

“Horses. e el 

is 

: *- ie 

BARLEY (Hoeum yy i dc aihardy brain, ailbjet to 
N, and is profitable for 

* cultivation. When hulled, it bé g ound. into flour, 
which makes a bread white ‘than’ wheat, and but little infe- Fd ‘ 

» rior in tasted} Soups” ce -when Rood 
‘those made of ric a: oolingy and de- P 
i crap evers. gers sider pt the better-— ty “ 

esis? as the cause of its’bad taste is owing. to 
“hs hull. The usual allowance of seed for an acre is «wo 

bushels; but “thi is hardly sufficient: In eneral, ‘two and 
_ahalf is better. Barley has frequently ‘been known to 
oyield sixty bushels amacre. It requires a soil in gocd COn= 
dition, and, like many other crops, turns to poor accounf ¥ 

» when sown on sugh as are poor. ‘The best for raising. 8 
_ are the loamy, sat@y-loamy, or gravelly soil ; tit will: 

© very weil even on a strong, stiff clay, provided it be 'w mn : 
mellowed with frequent and effectual ploughi ing al 
LTO s; and these cap be done to the besereay i 
Fal receding, + hy ids 3 

As barley is a ‘e! es pale ail eines ‘consid rable 
» Moisture to cause vegetate, ip should ye when. 

the ground ‘is sufficiently moist. pee also be sown as 
soon “as the oun ‘can be® vel avedin the “Spring? 

This grain r rect ves essential. be ig 

ae ee aed 

enefit from "being soaked in 
“lye, brine, or some other ‘ fert zing liquor. An English 
Writer mentions an oe ent ade, some years, Since; 

. "which may be worth insertin sa, ee ; 
i ; is . ; 1 le goarral e 

\ iii ‘ ® ' ‘i ee a ee ®, at : 

Lis 
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f «¢ The™Mlast Sia 2 says he, ¢ bein remarkably dry, I 
soaked m ey in the black w alain got from a re- 
servoir W ta ul ypreceive: the lraining of mj ‘duig- © 
heer As the’ light €o floated on the top I | 

est § twenty-f our hours. On 
a ed the grain with a ri a 

ake it spread regularl 
"The produce was ate 

‘a oth ar other fields with the 
he’crop, like those of my Neighbors, 

than twenty bushels An acre, d 
: seds. I also sowed some of my * a 
i, in each Me former ficlds but th 

ered yas very poo p we rronm thé other par rts of | 

Aiding some saltpetre to theyli uor, in w! hich the barley 
is souked, willyp i y be fou d-ofgreat service.” — i 

| li injuries ves Before | it is thoroughly 
> ripene 3. and, » vafier it isicut, it hould lie a*nicht or two ia 
? neudews* in order to make tire ar comeé off more easily 

a Se n threshing. 
This grain, like’ man sisi on Wer cnecatd 90 much 

in a few years as not to’ a culgrating. if the seed be 
“not frequent sha re 

1 orde tae which is mo St s 
the Soil. These al There i$ the two-ro 
four wre, and the Six-rowed barley; and» theresis : 
spegies of barley which has no. ay. upo nity witch Ps | 
con monly called Spelt. (See SpEL Jig The Bai rowed bar- 
ley is sowed in os a and Ireland, as-a Winter-grain, 

% fa is there called bear, bere, or barley ote, It shells very 
much, if suffered to stand until it is sufficiently ripe. The> 

r fered barley has generally been i YN in this and ‘gga 
1 g States; probab! ly because, in them, it has re 

eoobal ) n found the best for’cultivation. > 
As in sor € parts Farmers have attempted to cultivate 
tae without success, it may be well to ane . 

_perhi t se of this failure ‘was owing to yheir 3 
“not. Pinel een made sufficiently ‘rich; to not having been 
ploughed and harrowed ufficientty 5 to not hae sowed'‘on 
them a suf pcncy ae : et (for, if this. be not done, this 
grain will often be d.\ th weeds ie J seed, which 
had become’ de “By havin been too long used in. 

t ountry; oF me nhttpe to. the Kind of barley | 
not having been svital le* to th bil “If the Farmer has. 

Satisfied. himself as to ‘all t th nese articulars, and sul a 

of ait in ord 

4 it > 

P , 5 * \ 

y i rh m9) 
an ee & PB * i> a » ; * 
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himself unsuccessful in the culture of this grain, he may ) 
conclude that either his soil,.of wh: r kind 3 y-be, or 

y the climate ip whi i i D Mtable to. A 
os ms . fa ee ee . the culture of barl a : 

; Some Frater git ripe) 
have raised goods © ‘ ix or eight years: . 
succe sively, on the same gre ut iy mapuri ay. m 
atid With rather an increase ¢ 
whith this j is done is a deep da 
are usually about forty bushels, to ? 
with but slight culture; the stub er 
crop grew being merely -Plpughed up in Pand crop- 
pitbehed. in the Spring, w when the.next crop is) harrowed Rs a 

Min. Ip harvesting, aficr the crop is ‘cut with the” cradle, | “wee 
and has lain a a sufh ient length of time, it i | 
wg we ria a ee to sheaves, and carte 
» How se alm land 1 | | 
any manuring, and yet’ prod good | crops, or Pica: * ' 
similar results, may in general be obtained trom all 6ther 
good barley landsyis more than” ve a determine.» gee 

Wherever a country is found suitable to. the culture of; . @. Oe i. 
barley, and not so for raising wheat or rye, there, -pirticu- © a 
larly, it becomes highly expedieht to erect mills for hulling 
barley; for this grain, when hulled, can be converted into 

1) very good break Peas. ‘May also ‘be hulled.at i pels: 
which renders them excelent fo ‘o- si 4 Fi 

The soil 6m ‘ A 
ge craps ym 
are raised ‘ { 

Pikokoae ‘to ARN 

: . i wh hay a grail “shi be stored 
ing fildin, uae ent to payee them. Many mers con- 

themselves with a sm i barn, perhaps nots sient to ; 4 
i hold half their produce; while most ofpth hay is left in- ‘ 

theilapeadoy s, in stacks, to be there foddered out to the« |» 
>: cattle inthe cou se the. Winter, Inetbis way the 
“manure is almost ‘totally lds Sa stack containing five: ? i: 

ons of hay, fed out in Mis way, would not ao eer an’ A 
es. of an acre to any essential, purpose. Co ong, im 
ae is most beneficial when buried 2 adry soil; but, 

“When oa a wet soil it anSwers but Setipirpose., In 
the mean time, if the me dow, bappens: to.be bare: ‘andy 

frazen, as is ojten the case, the cattle maylndeed ‘ha 
chance of. Pi eae ome. dead grass; but at thege 
& destroying the and of iat the : 
feet, which pro ees additional-irjury to 

my Ht ll admit, the barn should be Boyt so far 
ch. ion rom it, as to © 

ied fro: phs.pne t) 
distant from cheat $e, ant 
preclude all danger of fie 

fe to ys on nf thie ng 
ad vo es : Po EL 

\ Pa q { 
sp» u ’ vy “e : 

: . j ran “ 4 : an 

Od \ Ais 7 a nae = se) 

\ ws ool wae ga ; ange Siva 
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The T brmens of the older parts of “Pennsylvania build 

very larg pe in’ general; and_ 
quences of t ‘or grain heating, 
‘poles*or ‘pit "timber are setyup in the middle, so as 
to form, withi the Pie a “toss spat “ok about two feet. The 
poles are braced pieces PM crtain distances. 

ich + 
‘Through the ap de, the extra moisture 1 
the hay or ae fas a 
its being ae chan Jarns are usually built of stone, 
vand in the. Wi lis aii roe number of small holes are made 
for the a Ami: sion of air. Their cattle are chiefly all 
housed, and their at ng is under cover when throw t 
of the ‘stables; to’ RR its being ‘injured by the rain 

roo patns: are erly Rake to preserve’ 

, ine hreshing, Gad: for et he 
it shoul navel layet of thin boards under it. It is most | 
advisable, also, to have a place set apart in the barn for the 
purpose ‘of storing a2 the grain, after it is threshed. 
The bins for the grain should be made of hard plank, to 
prevent the rats and mice eating through them, and should 

- have lids;which can be fastened down with padlocks. A row 
of narrow’ bins, with different apartments for various kinds 
of grain, may be placed wvery- conveniently » along the side 
of, the floor where the —— is oe so as to be 
partly, unider the manger. 

. BARNYARI , 
declivity is.a bad one, as in this way “vert 
washed » away, without essen ee bene i z € mate ning | 
grounds. “The yard should be level, el, and lowest in the a 

dle, in order. to, prevent the escape of much fertilizing 
liquor, that will’ otherwise run off from the “dung daring 

heavy rains. It should be cleared in the Spring of the 
dang made during ‘Winter 5 and if the Milch-cows and 
other ca are to be kept 1 in it at night, during Summer, 
much manure may be made in it by carting in rubbish of. 
various kinds, together with suitable earths, to miggagith the 
dung of the cattle: and absorb their stale. 
‘The yard should: als o have a high close fence round. it, 

EY well for. beg ‘the cattle as for breaking off the. 
ids; and, in order, to make the. most of a dong, the 

Pee, iwi _ be ce tee in te ard during thé 
season of - fodderin: es adjoining to 
supply them witt th : 
vyard, the, less m 
soaking into the ear 

», and. | a wel 
x Th eae uh e ‘soil of the barn) 

w roe st by he stale and wash — 
: tole wih is reason some have taken 

ith’a thick layer of clay.” M- 
te ’ by . 

ee is 

7 ' 

, 4 

‘obviate the —conse-— 

large mow, four @ 

escape, So as to ‘prevel y,* 

3 Why practice of niet ane i 

a 
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BEAN (Vicia.) There are a great#variety of beans; 
ome er best adapted for field-husbandry, and 

others for culi ry purposes. For the former, the English 
or Windsor bean is the best for strong clays and other rich 
soils, and the little white bean, for those. which are light and 
dry. They are each cultivated in the drill method, and 
ploughed and hoed like other hoed crops. , 

The English bean is to be sowed early, as a little frost 
will not hurt it. When they have grown to the height of 
ae three feet, and incline to become too tall, the tops. 
ee, broken off. After gathering the first crop, the 
stalks$ are to be cutoff close to the ground, and a growth 
of suckers will rise and affor anomy r green ee in 
the Fall. 

The little white bean is, to be Balled before the Fail” 
frosts, and. to lie on the. ground aa and ripen. The 
haulm of beans should be ‘saved for Winter-food for meg 
as they are very fond of it. Lae 

For culinary Paes the Can lada bean, which is a bush-, 
bean, ripens-.soon and is ther efariifi, be prefered for an 
early supply : The pods, however, become unfit for eatin gy 
when the bean has attained its size. Of those which have 
vines, the caseknife bean, the cranberry, and the thousand 
for one, so called, are very good: The short bean, as it is 
called, is also much esteemed, on accountlof the pod being 
good to eat w the bean is full grown. Mr. Dean’ says, 
thegpgst manu or beans which’ have, vines is hg s dung 
wi mixture of ashes. Se. 
‘When beans are cultivated i ina aise t is mat natu- 

ral to them, they defenerate; and, therefore, fresh supplies 
of seed should be obtained from that country to which they 
are best adapted. 

As the culture of the bean is fot likelyvever t to become 
a part of field-husbandry, in this Country, we omit going to 
any length on this article. Their culture here seems to be 
naturally superseded by that of antag corn. fy, #. 

BEER: Zo make Sprucebeer.* Boil some spruce-boughs Pp § 

vee strain the water, and stir in at the rate of two. 
f quarts of molasses to a half-barrel; work it with the empty- 

ings of beer, or with yeast if you have it. After working: 
sufficiently, bung up the cask, or, which i is better, Bottle its 
contents. € mu 

To make Molassesbeer. Take. eget bounties of ‘molasses, 
half a pint of yeast, and a spoonful of powdered | ginger; put 
these into a vessel, and pour on two gallons of scalding hot 
soft water; shake the whole till : a fermentation is produced; 

; *"y R 4s PR: 

’ - 

&* 
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then add of the same kind of water sufficient to fill up your 
half-barreh. If the®cask be greater or smaller than this, the 
component parts must be in proportion. gbet the liquor, 
ferment about twelve hours; then bottle it, “w with a.raisin or 
two in each bottle. 

If honey instead of molasses be used, at the rate of about. 
twelve pounds to the barrel, it will make a very fine hey 
ay after haying been bottled a while. ; 

‘0 make Beer with Hofis. Take five quarts of oheae 
bran and three ounces of hops, and’ boil them fifteen 
sminutes in fifteen, gallons of water; strain the liquor; add 
two quarts of molasses; cool it quickly to about t m- 
perature of new mill and put it into your half-barre], hay- 
ing the, cask completely fill d. Leave the bung out for 

_ twen our hours, in order that the yeast may be worked 
off and thrown out; and then the beer will be fit for use. 
About the fifth day, bottle off. at remains in the cask, or 
it will turn sour, if the weathef be warm. If the cask be 
new, apply, yeast, or beer-emptyings, to _bring on the fer- 
mentation; but, if it has been in this oe before, that will 
not be necessary. 

Yeast, particularly the whiter part, is much fitér to be 
used, for fermenting, than the mere’ grounds of the beer- 
barrel; and the same may be observed, in regard to its use 
in fermenting do opel for bread. | 

To.recover a task of stale Smallbeer. Take some hops 
and some chalk broken to pieces; put t in a bag, and 
put them in at the bunghole, and then, s ask 
closely. let the proportion’ be two ounc 2S ~O a 
pound of chalkefor a-half-barrel. 

To cure a cask of rofy Beer, Mix two handsful of bean- 
flour with one handful of salt, and stir it in. - 

Lo feed a cask of Beer. Bake a rye-loaf well nutmeens 
cut it in pieces, sand put it in a narrow bag with some hops 
and some wheat, and put the bag into the cask at the 
sees 

lanify Beer... For a half. barrel, take about six ounces _ 
of _ k, burn it, and put it: into the cask. This will bres 
turb the ‘liquor and fine it in ‘twenty-four hours. 

It is also recommended, in some cases, to dissdlye some 
loaf-sugar and add to the above ingredients. pe 
We omit going into any description of the method of 

making strongbeer, as the necessity for it among Farmers, 
asa household beverage, seems to be greatly obviated by 
that of. smallbeer, which is much less intoxicating, and by 
cider, a ‘stronger drink,, which is readily afforded from 
apple-orchards, which are more or less natural to almost 
every part of the United States, except a little of its south- — 
ern border, where the ernen gan be cultivated to advance: 

om ye 
* o 
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It is indeed true}: Ahat thany Farmérs in Gfbethtitait . 
brew théir ow strongbeer ; but*there is but little of that: 
country where’ ap orchards are natural, either to the soil 
or the climate; and hence, as a sublstzute for, cider, this 
drink has been resorted to. It is an expensive liquor for 
the Farmer to make much guse of, as it requires four 
bushels of malt to make a barrel, even of common ale, and 
eight, for a barrel gh bs beer of the cimaee nd 

BEES. - ‘Every hive must have ‘its Gacenbect and if she 
be al away, and cannot be replaced by another, or a new 
one brought forthjin “the manner hereafter to be mentioned, 
the Swarm soon quit ‘their labors and become extinct. © The 
Queenbee is the Moth er of the whole; as well of t SUC | 
ceeding Queens,”as Of the working Bees, which are much 
the most numerous ‘in ever ‘hive, and ofethe Males, or 
Drones, which do not work’, ‘The eges fi »each kind are 
laid in cells particularly intended for thet reception. The 
pendgets or “Mothe: : 

ers, ne Or 
inet) lar oer and, hg belly, and is of a darker color, ry thas 
the rest. a 
The only apparent use for the Males is for impregnating . 

the Queen; and yet but one out of the whole performs this 
office. On some fine warm day, early in Summerys she 
leaves the hive.for this purpose, mounts out of sight in 
the air, is gone’ some considerable time, and, if successful 
intftcomplis ing the _ purpose "of her fight, returns with 
evident marks of impregnation ; the genitals of the Male 
being left in her. i 
When the Males are no longer of use, for the purpose 

of impregnation, or rather in the month of August, they 
are fallen upon by the Workers, Hispaleney Wid their stings, é 
and thrown out of the hive. 

If the Queen is not impregnated, ‘until her the ee 
tion of twenty days from the time when. she first ¢omes 
from m cell, she will produce no other eggs tha those," 
for Dronés all- her life; and she will’ begittto lay in the , 
cells egy for them ji in ihe six hours after. her impregs 
nation. * 

But, if impregnated before she is twenty days out of ker 
cell; then, in forty-six hours’ thereafter, she lie 
laying eggs successively for the young Queens, a for the 
Workers, in the cells intended for them respectively, and 
pine rate of about two hundred a day, for about eleven of 

€ succeeding months; when A commences laying eggs 
for Drones, in the cells intendéd for them. | 

The cells for bringing forth the Workers, and the 
Drones, are the hexagonal bone of the combs. These are 

~ 

* 
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begun at the uppermost a of the! df eaygne per- 
pendicularly downwards, ‘so that the ei ie horizontally. 
After they have been used as the depositories of the young 
brood, they are cleaned out, and made the receptacles of 
the honey, and of the bee-bread; and, when emptied of 
these, in the course of the en’uing Winter, are again used 
the next season for bringing forth new broods of Bees. 

The ih the young brood of Quce ns are placed in 
the uppermost part of the hive, and hang perpendicularly. 

The young brood of | sarvae, or Worms, which form the 
future Workers, anc _ Drones, are fed in their cells, he 
Workers of the hive, with pollen or the’ farina of flowers, 
which, they gather and bring home. in yellow masses at- 
tach ‘to them on each side; andi of f th iis the bee- bread 
is also composed. The food of the’ ote intended for 
Queens is different from. ie b in 8 Sa of paste, or jelly, 
of a pungent taste. ; y. 
‘The eggs for all the tlie fens of B. are hatched in 

three days. A then remains © Pasys' In the ver- 
micular state; a ‘six and a half: and a Queen, five. 

@The Worker’s Wornt occupies thirty-six hours in spining 
its silken envelope or coccoon; in three days it changes to 
a Nymph; and only on the twentieth day of its existence 
does it become a perfect winged animal. The Drones are 
still “longer | in attaining this last metamorphosis, which 
takes place in twenty-four days after the for them, are 
laid. The Queen comes to,perfection i in n days. * 
¥ is coccoonlof the Workers, and Drones, covers them 

entirely ; that of the Queens covers Only the, head; thorax, 
and the first ring of the belly, leaving the most vulnerable 
part open to the attack of its Rival, whith may soonest ac- 
quire a perfect state cf existence, and be let out, by the 
Workers which guard her, from her cell. But, where a 
Queen is formed from the brood of the Workers, she is 
enveloped entirely in the coccoon, it being then indispensa- 

. bly n@cessary that, while: in this. state, she should ing secure 
“from all attacks. . 

The rearing of a new Queen happens when th Beciotine 
Cc 

Queens to be brought forth. As soon as this discovery is 
made, the hive becomes a scene of tumult and disorder; 
and destruction seems to be anticipated by the Bees, by the 
precautions they take to guard against a disaster of this 
kind. Should there be no eggs or brood in the combs af 
the Workers, the Swarm. must perish; their instincti 
faculties then seem to be ‘lo ; they cease to collect honey 
and prepare wax, and soon ‘disappear. But, if there be 
brood in the combs, their usual labors are continued. 

Fd # 

ells of the. 
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| rod of three days old, or less, they 
sacrifide three of .the contiguous cells, that the co the 
Worm may be formed into one adapted fora Q In 
the mean time, the Worm is fed with, the jelly, beforeamen- 
tioned, and at thesexpiration of, three ‘days ne proceed to 
alter: the cell into an upright, one: When, th Queen has 
reached maturity, the seal of the cel is broken, and She 

comes forth qualified t ul fil eval act : 
' preservation of So many lives def ee raat 

would therefore seem that. forkers. e imperfect 
ales in. thein organization ; ce his is further evident, 

from the fact that som eof them lajlessss y which however, 
produce no other Bee: than, Dron ey 

Honey is, the food ot B és: Jtis a veoetablela 
which appears at/ different ‘seasons of the year, an 

é in blow. The Bee licks it from larly when flowers are. 
these with its proboscis 5” the honey is med: and on 

i, from ye e trunk returning’ to the hive it is disgorged, 
of the Bee, rom its mouth, into, cells. some 
of these honey for daily use isiy ve wile ie into 
othersyis sealed up, afd reseryed {0 times of necessity. 
May of the Workers. free themselves of their collections, 
before reaching | hive, by” bestowing’ t them on others; 
and for this pur the. trunks of. ayers ag seen he 
and they receive the honey in ay alee Ne is dis 
? The waxtis fierwards form fro si ee. the 
i "always carry’ enoug es it with: them to 
“con fe “They can aie form these from 
sugat ; been proved by experin ents made for the 

Vp: € ow matter with which ey n laden 
food for 

the Moral of e Workers, and Drones, Beles ekaon: 
ed; and also of a resinous maiter, called propolis, which is 
used to line the: hive, and ‘stop. its crevices. _The*propolis 
is also used to cover any. offensive insect or <f 1 that’ 
may get into the hive, and which they cannot reiiove. after 
thai such as, snails, &c. In this case, t covering 

‘put over it. Brevenie | its becoming offensive and con- 
agious. 
sete. Queen that has rt Se a, Mother is treated with 
much more consideration and respect, than before this 
event has taken place. She is, nevertheless, the Leader of 
the first Swarm that leaves the | hive in the Season. ' She 
exhibits the first. symptoms of the swarming that is about 
to ensue. She becomes greatly agitated; runs about © 
among the rest, and communicates to them the same feel- r 
ing as she passes ‘along; drops her eggs at random: 
Those coming in loaded “neglect to unload themselves, but 
run precipitately about, * as the tumult becomes more gen- 

‘7 
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eral. At length; the whole, partakingri 
to the outlets of the hive, and” the Queen along withethem. 
This is an event that only happens in clear weather, and 
during the warmest part of the day. , 
On issuing” from the hive, they do not generally appear 

to have any place of settlement in view. The agitation 
pra soon raises: the degrée of heat among them very 
considerably ; jandsit/may -be this circumstance that at last 
induces them to ‘dwelling. They. will, however, 
return to it, 

5 

he impulael rush_ 

‘They often resort to a place unsuita ble in point c of bs Pe 
venience, and unfit f “a preservation. ; After risi 

et that arrests ‘their pro- 
ih at the extremity 

clusters in in Ficinity come. to ae n 
they will swarm: ‘invthe grass, near the 
saken ; though there may be trees at 

Sometimes all the precursors of swarmi 
agitation ave been @xhibitec 1; when a clo 
the sun nas festded 4 trana e 

When more than. one Swarm leaves. the hive in ‘asea- 
son, those followin - consist of the Bees which were abroad 
when ie first event took ‘Place, together with the young 

> 

ones 1 gone Oe this; eggs laid by: the Queen, 
before” ae - departar “succeeding | Swarm is led out 
by a young Qucenpas tc are several | ro} Wcells in the 
hive” but. the. cell that c ontains ‘the © oldeStof the royal” 
blood is always ‘opelied first ; as. Beeston a di 
of the ‘Tight of succession, and a knowledge of ‘the one on 
whom it should fall. Sometimes, — Howe two pe 
Queens will e found in the hive at « once. — 

% 
* Jf the Swarm’ be not removed from the plage where it. 

a 

obserygd if it be removed to an empty | live. Cells or 
combs eo constructed of wax from’ the honey the 
Bees ha arried with them; and the first eges laid will 
be those of the operative part of the Community. + | 

seitles, it;soon commences its labors ; and the same may be 

Having gone thus far “into the natural, history of. Bees, 
something is now to be said of the best means of managing 
them. om ‘ 

The method” Biweneea in this Country i is, to have rows 
of beehives ‘set close” together, in a building’ made for the 
purpose, which is called the ‘Dee- house. The apiary, spok- 

‘en of by British” Writers, seems to be quite different from 
, this; as the hives are recommended to stand six, some say 

into the ground. We have, however, never seen any par- 
ticular advantage pointed out, by having the hives so far 

a ” 
we 

twelve, feet apart; and to be firmly fixed in a stake set. 
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be. much greater, evéry hive must have its separate roof 
or covering. hall therefore speak of the a rY> or 
beehouse, as we have it in this Country.. 

It should be at a suitable distance from any plac Airere 

cattle are kept, 0 or where Horses are lied ; from opel, and 
every other place where filth is collecte /'Itis well to ‘place 

apart; while the nts 1% the: apiary must, in this way, 

it in a remote part of the garden, and let some shrubery ; 
grow round it for ihe Bees San athey are so diss 
posed, when thi warm: ¥ ait eS sk ay cae it. Let 

it stand leaping” grvard a litt as tere » and clear 

defably, to ‘retent rains fr 
‘hese. should be k pt cas _ dry, 
inter; but ‘Tot 30°-we 

Pele Me ; 
save pier Oe afford 
ce com ae vallowand the Redbreast, 

hem; but th is is rat er doubtful: Ae.» 
advisa 9 have i Fs small ones never 

. thrive so well; and for. Se ty oifmore small ones 
should be put together. arm should weigh from 
four to six. pound: ...To ascertain ap irgweight, that of the 
empty hive sho &, first ee 
then the stidiiena ai 

‘ << ele eal 

marked. on it; and 
ht_of the. Bees, 
is readily’ to be 

) ? arms, Maske a full Tica, att 
night, and lh bottom upwar rds ; ; then | set an. efhpty one 

“oof the same size, with its bottom exactly. on the. other, | and 
“# let there Be © SS, pieces. in the empty ore forgthe Bees to 

light on. Then strike gently on the two sides of the full 
hive to which. the edges of, the combs ate:fastened, and the 
Bees will leave. it and ascend into the upper. Then repeat 
the operation , jith another. full hive, the one with the 
Bees in being set.uppermost, as before, and yo 
Swarms together. Repeat it PRAMS | as before, a ou have 
three ; and so on, if more 1 r are: to be added. Then 
set senive, with the Bees i in it, where one of the full ones 
stood, and they Will. go. to. work together. The Queens 
must, however, be first searehed: a and all oe but 
one... ie 

Another ee commended is to take as full hive, set 
it on a cloth with the bottom, downwards, and. then, give it a 

® smart stroke, whic “will cause_all the Bees 40 all; search 
for the Queen and destroy, her; have. aaa full hive rea- 
dy, and put it over the. B eS, Gnd. they will soon ‘crawl ups 
Into it, and become Biased with thase a that, ives, 

aes with the froat part. of P jecting over 

r these birds. 

ave two. 

4 

4 

cane 
5 
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This may also be repeated, for the 
third Swarm to the other two. , w 

Lest any one should want faith, 3 

ythods ofgjoining Swarms, we will add the directions given 
by Mr. Thorley, for the purpose, which, though ‘attended 

with ye more oui) appears, to be perfectly practi- 

com ale Mi ot in ei 

| irects that hie: Bees” should be first, stupified with 

urpose of adding a 

the, se of tl ushroom, found in the fields, which 
is commonly called Puf-ball. It is first, tte compressed, 
and then ie L over till it will pep ae 

be joined are to ‘be placed me 
moly one when a piece*of 
1 1 er so that ‘the, 

[ Pier ino mene , ah 1en the Bees haye 
i) ed, let the ful Phi Whe knocked pat on 

the sides, the empty. nes in a 
_torpid state $ to be s¢ pan Fo 
and. killed. es 

The two seth are theft ‘to pd mixediitog ther, anit 
drope among thé}combs of one of it t ives, s, and set 
away where thathive stood. € into it is to be, 
covered with a’ cloth, to prevent their Bening out. Let the - 
hive into which tl are put be first examined, to see if it 
contains a sufficie Mier ing! for both ths hic 
mh he garrid day t union, | t ve the. ‘cloth, in 

the dusk’ of th: » alt they ill rth ; but, on 

account of a ing night, wilt’s0 rn. Keep 

them confined hice” or four ‘days, leting 1  O 
evening, as before, and then the cloth may bewrén 

Swarms may also be divided, in order to 1 crease the _ 
number; and this'is to be done ‘before t the usual time of 
swarming,” or when brood is in the “hives, Which is about 
the time the trees are in blossom. Three or four pieces of. 
comb, having brood in them, | ‘are to be cut out, and placed, 
in rackwork, in an empty hive, in the same position as 
when” taken out; then ‘take, say, 500 Bees from another 
hive, and@put them into jis and close it up, and keep it in 
a place where the temperature is moderate. 

Violent agitation will ensue among. these Bees; then Si- 
lence; then still louder noise: But, after the second day, 
they will begin to construct the Royal Cell. On the fourth 
or fifth"day the hive may be carried into ‘the garden, and. 
the prisoners suffered to escape, which they will quickly 
do;, but in about two hours they ‘will’ return, and in due 
season bring forth the new Queen. ‘This requires about 
fifteen days, and during that time the Bees should have. 
_honey, sufficient! for their oe given to them every, 
other day. ae “% 

ae 

4 
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We have before gbserved, that; Bees in swarming often 
appea? to have no place in view to remgye to; but at.other 
times the case is different. In, such case, after leaving the 
hive, they will rise to some Height in the air and go off inva 
straight direction, sometimes to the distance of two or three 
miles, to some — place apparently. before selected for their, 
future residence, which, in this panty is commonly 
some hollow in a tree. 
When “this happens, it is usual” to attempt to prevent 

their flight, by” ‘producing confusion among, ; them, by loud ° 
rattling noises, and thus bring ‘them down. and Cause them 
to séitle, For this purpose, ficing off.a.gup among,them is 
said to be” most eflicacious... Throwing sand. or fige-gravel 
among | them 4 is ‘also “recommended ; “the Bees, mistaking 
the sand for rainy are suddeniy Misconcerted. Whatever is 
doné in these, ways should be done, quickly, and effectually, 
or it will probably be. disregarded by the Bees: 

If they get fully under’ way, for the place of their desti>’ 
nation, they. < ere hardly to be arrested in, their prog:ess. 
They may be followed, if the Pursuer, ¢ an keeprin si, ht of 
them; and bros eht back, if not lodged. in the hollow of a Biorys', biag 

treé, or other Inaccessible place. If they light-on a.branch 
of a tree, for instance, after they’ have settled, the branch 
may be gently cut off and laid on the, ground ;, and then the 
hive, supported on two sticks, is to be set over them, and 
the whole covered with a sheet,. when they. wills soon, ascend 
into the hive ae commence Working. 

Th the evening, when all is still, within, ‘the hive. is to bes 
brought to- its plo ce in the bechouse. et ‘them settle 
where: they will, after ‘Swarming, they are to be got into the 
hiye in this way, or-as eatly so as the circumstances of the 
case will admit, and set to their place,in thé evening. — 4 

Ii is said by Mr, Bonner, that after they. have settled they 
may be taken up in handfuls, and ‘put into the hive... We 
shotild, however, advise to: previously: tortifying the hands 
with leather gloves. A. case is mentioned by Mr. Zhorlcy 
where the Bees lighted on the head of his servant Girl, and 
remained there, without ‘slinging, her.; and that, op finding 
the Queen and seizing her and some: ‘others,,and puting 
them into the hive, the rest, on missing her, soon followed 
in crouds anggoos possession of the hive. 

In dealing with Bees, care should be taken not to bréailie 
on them, as nothing is more irritating to them ;. while; at 
the same time, they take no offence at being Mave en with, 
a bellows. Where they are to be scraped together, make 
use of a feather for the purpose. - Tt is advisable 10sfi, your” 
dress to them, by puting on clothes through which they 
fanfot sting; and to protect the face, and particularly.the , 
yes, by a pair of gorgies; noe Jnany peblect these Bre 
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much less inclined, to sting, when § ming, than” Ustal; 
and, if gently dealt with, may then ‘€ommonly be “handled 
with safety. 

If two clusters of, Bees form in swarming, and remain 
separate, a Queen: will be found in each; and’as no Swarm 
that leaves a hive is ever too latfe, one of the’Queens must 
be destroyed, and then the Bees will all unites. In cases 
of this kind, it” would seem that the Queen last released 
from her cell is. Tet out a little too soon; ‘and before’ het 
‘Predecessor has” fhad ‘time to eo Off with a Swarm, and by 
fhis mean the youn er Queen goes off with’ the rest. ae, 

If a Swarm has been destitute of a Queen for as biul as 
twenty-four hours, they will receive ‘a “new one’ thatyis a 
Stranger; ‘but, if offered to” them at first, she would ‘be re- 
jected by them and put to death. . 

The hive’ should be proportioned to the Size. of the 
Swarm; one therefore weighing” from four "to six pounds 
"Sholld have a hive that will contain about three pecks. In 
this ‘Country, hives, are commonly ma of. boards “or of 
straw.” The former we believe to be as *@ood"as any, and 
must be used for the management we! “would recommend, 
which is as follows: 

The hive is to have a hole in the. op, say; two inches 
square, which as to be coyered with a slidins shutter ; and 
is to kept closed until the hive is filléd. Vien’ this i is the 
case, which is to bé known by the Beés lying, inactive about 
ats.mouth, open the hole above, by” dre wW i the shutter 
back, and set a small hive on the top, into. Ww ich the Bees 
will, ascend, and fill it withthe purest honey, and “ast 
comb, without any mixture of bee- bread, 

» When the upper hive is full, take it off in a cool morn- 
ing, when the Bees are ingctive, and Carry it into a room 
with the windows open to the morning sun, and as this en- 
livens'them they will fly eff to the hive left standing, to 
join their companions in, filling ‘another 'small’ hive, Which 
1s to be placed on the top, as before. When. this is full 
take it away, and put another’ in tits place, which; in due 
time, Is “also to be taken away; closing the’ shutter, and 
leaving the lower hive for the Wibter-food of the Swarm. 

The dipper hives should’ be sufficiently large to contain 
about seventeen pounds of honey, ‘which the Bees, if the 

Swarm be as large as it should be, will usually” att about 
three times ih the Season. 

In taking out the honey from these. smell vas; which 
should be done speedily, let those. Bees which are found 
unable fo fly be thrown into. a vessel of cold water, so con- 
trived that they can crawl out again,” and they will soon 
recover their wonfed activity, and go after their companions, 

cautions, without sustaining any, ae Bees are certainly 
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In.this method offfitanaging, it will be,seen, that there is 
no necessity for the process Of fire and brimstone for geting 
rid of the Bees; a procedure eqayy cruel and destructive 
of the race, 

Another method of taking ‘the honey} without killing the 
Bees, is by,driving them out of the full hive, at night, into 
an empty one, with its bottom set on A that of) the other, in 
the manner we haye before mentione ¥ nd then, seting the 
latter in the place where the former s od, they will’ soon 
go to work again. This method is sai to" be considerably 
practised i toe Prancen) jeu! 

Mr. Deane recommends a method’ $8 management which 
should also be'described; though we consider it eer ior to 
that we haye just recommended. 
He directs that three’ hives, fourteen inches in Ain dter, 
and ten high, be'set one on the’other; the two lower ones 
having ‘holeg in their tops; | and sliding shutters, as before 
mentioned. ack. hive is also to have a’place of entrance 
for ther Bées. _ The, holes of the two lower hives are to ‘be 
open at the commencement of. the oe when the Bees 
will first fillthe Upper hive. ~~. 
When full, close the shutter’ Below, and take this hive 

away, and: treat it in the manhér before ‘directed, and the 
Bees will proceed to fill the next hive ‘below. ‘When this 
is, full, take it’away, as before, and closé the aperture: in the 
top of the lower hive, and the Bees will thé proceed ‘to fill 
that with hone } which is to be left for their Winter-food. 

ne Says that, this’ method prevents the Bees) 
swarming; but in ‘this, we beliéve, he is mistaken.” ’ M 

What induces us to prefer the plan we have recommend- 
ed, is the purity of the “honey and comb, as before ‘stated, 
and its freeness from any mixture of bee-bread. The comb 
is very thin and. transparent, and the honey . is: perfectly 
clear. 

Another sort of ‘beehive dis. tecémmended in the Edin. 
burg Encyclopedia, as being much approved in Scotland. 

» This. is a. hive, with a number of leaves joined, together, 
like the, leaves of a, book; each leaf beingya frame, or piece 
of lattice-work, sufficiently wide to hold one comb, and ne 
more. «The hive: is to be composed of a suitable number of 
these leaves, which, like the leaves of a bovk, may be’open- 
ed at any. place, in the front part, and ‘the combs, formed in 
any of them, taken away ; which ‘vacancy’ ‘will be Soon filled 
again by the Bees. » Oh opening these leaves, the Bees are 
found to be very civil, or rather fearful; owing perhaps to 
the sudden influx of light. which is thus*occasioned. ° 

The principal advantages of the leaf: hive seem to. be, 
the facility it affords for taking’ away a ‘part OF its contents, 
at pleasure, and for examining the, condition of the Bees, 
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in regard to their, stock of papvisicgap their healthy and. 
whether they are tree from troublesome insects. Of ‘these 
particulars, something shall now be said. 
Were we merely, tosconsult our feelingsyewe should ad- 

vise to, feed Bees, when their stock is exhausted. If this 
be near the close ofsWinter, interest alone will dictate the 
measure ;_ but, if they are found destitute at an earlier pe- 
riod,, perbaps their. odestiny is only to. be averted, from mo- 
tives of com passion. »And is the industrious Insect, that 
toils for us incessantly during» Summer,,.unworthy of pity 
in the. hour of, distress ?. It. should, be remembered, ‘that, 
when-eyen a little. Bee perishes. with Jamine, ites feels a 
pane as great, as when a Giant. Vr Se ae 

Bat another Writer, quoted. by Mr. Deane, says. that 
Swarms, ‘which have nota good stock of, honey, to serve 
them through Winter, are, not,fit to keep.’ 
money 1s they most natural. food for. Bess It is to: be 

e345 

for themselves. va some age swecrmeat ay axed with 
the honey, and it will then’ go much farther. Sugar, or mo- 
lasses, may also..be used’in place of | epee A Writer, 
quoted by Mr. Deane,’ SAYSqu) 2, : 

‘ Some. prescribe toastsot bread, soped i ip strong: ale, and 
put into, the hive ; whereof they. will, not. tances onc: crumb 
emer: o i 

This is certainly Men ck the cheapest foad. . ve 
The. quantity, of provisions, the Bees «may. have in. store, 

isto be, known by the wéight of the hive. The weight of 
the Swarm, and of the hive of box containing them, should 
always be: known, and marked; andithen, aftera reasonable 
deduction,for.the weight of.the comb, the.remainder of the 
whole. weight. must be honey, and bee-bread.; The hive 
composed of. leaves,vas, before described,» affords,» however, 
 readier. way for. ascertainingsthe stock,of, provisions, ‘by 
opening. the leaves and examining. every part; and .this we 
think one, of its principal advantages. » 

Perhaps the leaf-hive,. withya. hole and shutter i in the tale. 
for the purpose of filling the»small hives, as first mention- 
ed, would be. found an wh la cpp inate the advan- 
tages of each. ~ 

In reper daany the, diseases. oh Bees,.. ite may. he: firstly ob- 
served, that epidemics,havesbeen known to prevaileamong 
them, and. sweep them off, almost entirely; that a case*of 

this kind happened,. about forty years since, in Syria, in the 
Archipelago, as is related. by the Abbe Della Rocca. Such 
instances are) very rare, however...The most common dis- 
ease.among them isa kindof diahoea, which is very: inju- 
rious; the commencement ofewhich may be observed by 
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the foulness of t ombs. These mul have: tion 
parts pared and scraped off. 

It is said by some, tha ‘the disease alee: ~ cured'by sup- 
plying the Bee raged a mixt sn ay and nated di- 
‘luted with L.wat J Others” Me 1 

this ree 3a tv 
in its. caterpillar’ ae 3 
us described by MM: Re . a) 

sé creature fetpillar kind, “its have 
§ and doa enter the 

sn thing 

c a ee | place, 
ession of the hive.’ 
on Bees, “ha ve com- 

eats the honey, 
ally those waxy 

| $ for the future 

oe deat ager vere 
ey at corre owith? They ‘form 

a ‘double matter. The first, 
-next to the bodys is ak ] 
the outer. cares = is of beeswax, laid on®/¢onsidetably 
thick. The catane aa t. thrusting its head-out to feed, 
goes on. Uevourin pices shite the Bees are buzing 
about’ him, atter vin vain, toy pierce. him. “with their 
stings: eineerer' pa 3 ing ; but ‘lengthens 
and enlarges it as ‘he Oe. ig down the’sides of 
the cells. in his. mya Ww ‘te i 7 at them one by 
one,» ‘the destruction’ he easions ‘ } 
ceived.” » % 

| rcely to ‘be Lag 

. pak 
Be 

“Wh Snsate: Mia's Tt. con acts ia 
bod bas within its doub : iy 
“nymph. state is. 
sin the form n' 
ed proboscis.” b 
© The Bees know their 
‘Stroy all the mothe they | 
sofortunate, however, as ls e ra | 
produced ; and, if only one escape, Ble @ lay a foun- 
dation of fevenge for the death? of its Brethren. 

Sip; 
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Aiythe aiegot the moth kind lay 7 number of eggs; 

anctbatle young ones’ produced from t of one surviving ° 
fémale, of os species, are sufficient to destroy many 
honey- on “Nays, any Abas ‘of them. The moth pro- 

er flies "but*li duced by this Caterpillar flies"butilittle; but is very’nimble 
in avoi ide danger y runing, which ‘ity does» with-great 

; 45 4 is mo Na AA x : 

noite tor ‘seve 
pass the northern’ 6 
hike eae other te 

= Van Se 

‘On inspecting an | : 
eggs deposited in ‘every part of them, but most generally, 
and in vast numb ers, under the ‘rims, and in the crevices of 
the floors or ‘stands, ne: st to’ ‘cores ifthe Tittle in- 
sect had anticipate M ants of i rogen 
ed to fixit ibe sustena | 

uP i Fo. oe 

‘He. Titel On cramininas cern | 1 ie dina 
caterpillars | and chrisalides,* and» the rem in n 
large clusters, enveloped’ in, webs suspended: therein, and 
apparently the ot tenants aerciocemer the a 
hive.” "atl ts ie at aga a 

¢ The great ‘desi¢ era an (as tie iain yiohents B an to 
destroy the tinea, or “how Wevent its | eat etia into. the 
hives.’ © ts 0S ath, 4.) ada, ae , 

Por destroying it, ie: chsleay the. sack. effectual ine: 
thod ‘whic T have’ yet “obse i o..Faise,the. hive bout 

an inch aboverthe floor and’ pre y itt eres, when, the moment 

nen , whether in the 
Ey lifferent stages. of 

the Bees discover ‘their. unmasked: 
shape of “exes pronaittesteren lars. in 
formation,’ they’ attack ryed ot with furys. and toil incessantly 
until they, Bane’ dest rome A cop tigecd vestige of them 
off the board.” +)". ee ae 
‘He farther Perpil ou i edbnraeg the oi 

of the Adonnt plank’ on: which the’ hive, stands, and also t. 
rim of the hive; tovbe ‘of. such baie is and dimens 

. ; 
ae 
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as would afford no yplace of toftealneist for the fly or its 
eggs.’ For thes@p urposes, therefore, let the plank be 
planed smooth, its’ Redebs all stoped, and-then either paint- 
ed, or white-washed with lime; and then, let the rim be 
pared off to an edge,. so, that it can,afford. no covering 
underneath, between the. edge and» >the - plank, Let the 
edge, be’ alsojpainted, and its cracks, Stoped. | 

With these: precautions, and with the further improve- 
ments, suggested and) put in practic », by Dr. Low, which 
‘weshall now mention, we are fally. conyiecel that the rav- 
ages of this, and every other. creeping 1 aa upon. the hike, 
may be, effectually prevented, 

His method is to suspend | the hive, by a ‘cord fastened ig 
the top, and haye the plank. forming the floor moveable up 
and down. During’ cold Weather, the plank is brought up 
close to the rim,, to keep the Bees sufficiently warm; but 
on the approach of Spring, or. when the weather has be- 
,come., sultably_ moderated, the, plank i is let.down about four 
inches, | and kept. in that ssituation during the warm or ison." At, particular cold spells, during the first 

“or latter end of the Ball, the floor,.no doubt, 
ought to be. sg oe until the return: of Warmer weather; 
butiit. should only ‘be kept i in, this poston, while the comfort 
of the Bees requires it...) , 
/Two ‘further advantages” are. mehtioned by. Dr. L.. as. be- 

ing) gained by this treatment. The: hive has. always suffi- 
cient fresh air¥within, SO. as; to save the: labor of some of - 
the Bees, w are aloted in every close hive to. perform 
the. business ¢ ‘ventilation ; and, the bottom of the hive be- 
ing entirely open, the Bees are not impeded: by each-other, 
in coming in or going out. 

Dt. BE; also found one of. ‘his hives infested with ants, 
which. were lodged between boards forming the bottom. 
Most probably, these insects. make thei. incursions into the 
hives at night 5: as, he» says the Bees quick!y routed them, 
as soon as their hidingplace was discovered. 
_ Some years since, whep the caterpillar was making great 
travages in Newjersey, a, Writer, in a, Morristown Paper, 
recommended raising the hives, and strewing fine salt un- 
der the rims, which he had tried for two years. withsé6tn- 
plete success: We ‘have! been informed, however, that 
others have not mgt with (he same success in makingrthis 
trial. 
«. Another formidable enemy. ‘of the, Bee is mentioned by 
some European, Writers, which is the insect. ‘Called. the 
Shhinx Atrofos.. It is said to prevail against) the, working 
Bees, by making. a clacking kind noise, which, for.a while, 
it would seem, deprives them of? the power of resistance; 
for ithis said the Queen also possesses the power of making 
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thisenoise, which disarms The Workers for a while; and 

that on hearing a similar sound, from the insect in question, 

it produces a similar effect, and gives the animal a chance 

of preying on the honey. 
But, as we believe, this insect has never made its appear- 

ance in this Country, wwe will refer those/of our Readers to 
the Edinburg Ency ae (article Bex) who are desirous 

of having a particular desctiption of this enemy .of 

Bees, A ee ep ee 

Wasps and hornets also prey on the contents of the 
hive} and should therefore have their “nests” destroyed, 

» 

whenever found any. where near the beehouse. — 
Sometimes Bees turn Robers and those owned by one 

will be fouad carrying of the honey, froor the hives belong- 
ing to another, to their own dwellings; and in that case the 
Bees’ of the emptied hives are said to fonloW. | 

Whether this be a matter of conquest oh the one Side, 

orief consent on the other, is perhaps difficult to say; but,. 

where the Owner of the deserting Bees finds this to be the 
case, which isto be known by the sodden desertion and 
emptying of bis hives, perhaps his ‘best temedy “is to re- 

move his remaining Swarms to another neighborhood, for . 
the season, or change his stock of Bees.” ._ eae 

Those which are’ the Robers may be ‘traced to theiz 

dwellings, by scattering.a little flour over them, as. they 

leave’the hives from ‘which they cafry the honey, 
and ob- 

P | ¥ 
serving their course as they go off. eo Ce 

Bees thrive best, and collect, most honey, in the neigh- 

borhood of flowers; and the. nearer to. them the better. 

Buckwheat, while in blossom, ‘ffords excelent food. for. 
them. Broom, clover, mustard, and the flowers of the 
poppy, afford them good pasties. The flowers of migno- 
nette are much relished by,.them, and give the, finest honey. 
Mr. Bromwich, a British Writer, ‘relates. that he planted 
a quantity of it before. two “beehives, at a considerable dis-. 
tance from any*éther Bees; and, with such abundant sup- 

plies as this afforded them, few ever,left the garden where. 
the mignonette grew. os C. aae 

In Séptember, “he took the honey, and°found it to.ex-— 
ceé@yaby above a third, what he obtained from any other 
two of his’best hives, where the Bees were obliged to fly 
farther; and thatthe honey was equal ih fragrance and.color 
to. what is imported’ from the warmer climates. 

For the purpose, therefore, of having the Bees as con- 
stantly’as possible Where they can have the easiest access 
to their food, ii/is the practice in some countries to carry 
them from place to. place, in search, of ‘tresh, or of the 
earliest, flowers; “and this is.*done both by land and 
water. ) | 
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On the Nile, theyiiare sent up, in boats con tructed” for 
the purpose, to e the flowers are carlion ¥ bloom 3; 
and return again in two or three months, stoping frequently 
where the feeding is best. Along the shoregot Asia. Minor, 
they are carried in boats, from one island to another, in 
search of food. In France, they i both: by 
land and water, for the same! purpose 

Ney 

A cases mentioned by M. Reaum 11 ry ofa M, \Protaut, 
2 “which ,Fhe moved, by 

land, twelit niles Sei inhe from hom: FS 
best feeding. From thirty to forty-eight were carried in 
one Cart, made. for the purpose; the hives being ‘properly 
arran ed ine tiers, and standing on) strong cloths, fastened 
s Pics, They traveled. slowly, and on the smoothest 

s. 33 and ete wit an aces ae the feeding was good.’ - 
a article, wit a ree 

ountries, where, aber 
chea ae me ® BE Bees is = 

bled to make th - which, PREREDS, might, nD a be 
found € ial t! is Country: 
Bees are Geral ayers’ profitabley te properly. managed, 

C ley; however, require more attention 
than is veya bestowed on them ‘here.’ We have endea- 

_to give’the general ouuine . 
‘of what is cons sidere -d, to be 50 

without efitering, too jutely into details, which are incon- 
sistent. with the. ntended brevity « of this Work. 

ur Counteyyis. probably ‘not calculated to support so 
me, ‘Bees, as one that has less of woodland, and more 
and that i ins cultivated. * The forests yield’ but little'food for 
rte Bee, ° except the honey- ‘dew, as it is called, which at 
times is found very plentifully om the leavesrof trees. This, 
however, affords bu indifferent honey ; and probably, when 
this dew abounds it | the “forest, the leaves of the plants of 
the’ cultivated’ fields are not wholly destitute of it. 
* There can be no doubt, however, ‘that almost every part 
of our ‘Country, Where it is cultivated, is capable of feeding, 
six times ‘the number of, ay 4 with which’ it at present 
abounds, » iG : 

being | 

wi 

BEET! c Beta. ) na are, varieties of, beets,; but the 
best gre’ the red, aud” the er sweeter. peta mear- 
ly, if the soil be not veryyrich; but they may be sown Jater, 
where it is strong. "The soil should be wel! mellowed toa 
good depth. “A soil naturally mellow is best for them. The. 
larger they grow-the farther they should be set apart, even 
‘o- “the distance of twelve inches. The seeds generally 
come up double, but ‘should ‘be separated. while young, 
otherwise both redts will be small, and sometimes twisted 

. ¥ 

{their natural histor 5 
management ‘of them, 

2 
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’ routid each ather. Those taken out Bp be transplanted; 
yet they will make but short roots... ts should be kept 
clear of weeds, ‘til the leaves covering the ground prevent 
their further wth. 

+s ‘The roots should be dug up. before any severe frosts; 
none of the abrout [ § should be taken away; nor ‘should 

this,situ tion they should be boile 
ir. vice. In Winter, they are 

gently stired »while it . ‘s 
fe dry, and white, i 
there aia presse 

verfeds ‘into sugar, ai i re, ‘or ees 
* We mention vahig use of the beet 
either it, or the pumpkin, may ‘afford th 

_ all those Beek ‘$001 to’ inhabit he. \ 
Hats y 2. hs ilf- 

ares sd 

bounds: le 
idrea 1 for 

lninbee tivelous' to say, that | 
readily as it will'sugar. a 

See further, ManceL Willner any Pp Prohi ‘ie 
found best rit for the ne pune of ae 

wae ie aa Ws z eagles 

ere these are ‘not # turf, but 
a mere lowe Bleck siren n be well drained, “having 
then a sufficient depth, t they ake valuable lands,” particu- 
larly for the purpose of ne hemp. The-drier this land 
can be laid the better. When thie earth is ‘carted .out 
upon upland, it is found a g a manure; and upland, parti. 

Re 

y 5s and sand, carted into bog-meadows, ‘is 
equally: beneficial. rodigious great crops of herds- 

; beeg, raised on them, wh thug manured with 
And. if. this . $0 beneficial for grass, why 

notrequally so with. hemp? uld s em, that not only 
grass and hemp, but pteatiee productions, such as Indian 
corn, potatoes, cabbage, carrots, beets, turnips, parsnips, 
and perhaps almost: every grain -but wheat, might be culti- 
vated to great. adv antage on. well-drained boglands, where 
they had been previously well manured: ‘with upland earths. 
‘The Indian corn, however, must be such as has been long 

* 

° 
os 
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cultivated in a > northerly climate, and, ‘of course, 
ripens so soon as cape the early frosts which ‘evail in 
bog-meadows. Hops are cultivated to ‘Breat aan” in 
these lands. : ¥ a 
The method of draining these lands eff tually is, first 

to run a ditch shea neenicdl and draw off as much of 
C. here the meadow is 

ie lowest part of the 
ane and thenge - 

very wet ss miry, “you comme 
“you gts ie eis 
sn Doak 

7 fF ahips ditch can be sunk the 
Pee ames deepr ‘all round — 

purpose of cuting | off all the, 
are to be made, in number 
extent of the bog, “and of the 
rounding .¢ wditchés.. Generally 

ee the, Ser. 

-Theln yun vena V 

ige the bog,*for t 

me. : pete om. bane to the 
expense of draining cy particularly if Mi be Peal gg 
with a thrifty growth of. timber. in 2 

See ee IT CHES. ce ie 4 

BORECOLE. ‘on -COLESEED | c ‘Brasaae raja.) We 
give the directions, for the oe of this plant, from the 
Gardener’s. Dictionary, ake Be 
. © This. plant, ‘which is ‘pe ateelly . feown by the name of 
Rape or Coleseed, is much cultivated"in the Isle of Ely, 
and some other parts of Englandy for its seed; from erick 
the rapeoil is ‘drawn: And it-has also been oultivted, of 
late years, in Sica places, feeding of cong to BERee 
advantage. he ‘3 ia 
6 The, coleseed, | when culti ated for feeding ot 

should be sown about: the. -middle: ‘of June. The groun 
should-be prepared it-in the same,manner a$ for turnips. 
The quantity of seed be of is from* 
eight pounds; and, as price of. seed is not” great, it is: 
better to allow Sipe ude: ‘for, if the: plants are too close 
in any part they may be thined; “when the ground is hoed; 
which must be pertormed in the same manner as is prac- 

-_tised for turnip heap wih Winstone only, of leaving thOse 
miuchssiearer ‘fwpetlter,; for; as they have -Abrous roots, 

* mM 

J 

We 

4 
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and diepdur stalks, so they do Hs t pire near so much 
ye yc SON ils 

‘ These plants. should have a sctOnds hoeing, about five 
or six weeks after the fifst, which, if well performed in dry 
weather, will entirely mestrpy the weeds, so that they gm 
ae soe no further’ cultu 

¢ When. there is 
plants had better b 

% when there may 
~ heads are cut off, and. ot 

will shoot again “earl in , and! pro 
second: crop in: “April; ; y her fed‘o 
“mited to run to. seed, as is ictice wl ain Si 
tivated for the seed.’ But, if, the fir: fe | do 
should be care taken’ thatthe « “net. 
stems, orpull them out of th 

’ © As this plant i is so hard) 
so it is, of great) service, 
‘Ewes; For, when the ‘ground i 
tur cannot be taken up, 

® a constant supply. This’ iG ‘Te te 4 i. 
turnips -are run to. seed; “and, if. it is ae: rwards permited 
to stand for seed, one acre. will produce as as much ge 
ey com putatior He will sell for, eae (ab 

ty: two dollars) ¢ clearc “Nitlcnee gS SOUT BRE * 
‘The same“Author ad vies } z a e y 

/© The curled colewort, o erian- borecoley is now more 
geiiechtiyg esteemed than nelpotne being extreme hardy, 
so it is never injured by cold; but is always sweeter in 
severe Winters than in mild seasons.’ is haa ce ee 

Mr. Deaneé'says: ys er a oF cantar. Me 
‘A Gentleman informs him that, “in Boeenws he made 

several trials of this plant, and found that the’ Winter’ did 
not injure it. It is fit for the ‘table ‘from December to 
April. f ORR ey ik ane We ys Es v i 

Mr. D. says? J (eae neat SAR , ma Amity a) 

§ He made trial 6f Mere kinds of. borecole, ahe pee year, 
in the latitude of» AA aT ets rew very well ‘till-Winter ; 
sae not > one plant in fif -any life in the following 

g. The sdrts were’ e'the green, the, white, and the red. 
Buit 3 it is pkobable that in some. partS.of Newengland, and 
in warm ‘sit@ations, this pl , » be» ‘cultivated to ‘advan- 

' tages thoug ot. in fields, | t may in shaped Ed ia 
It-is believed that: this: plant’ “might. be. advantageously 

cultivated, in the middle’ and more so — tat tes. 
yt ae ae 

BOTWOR MS. The! ‘manner in in uEpich the are pried 
edis this: An insect’ somewhat eae Beevin its 
head and neck, having a long: crooked ‘tail, maybe seen 

hy a, Shi 

f immediate: want of food, titel 
Te or Spring: feed; 

j after’ ‘ae 

bat 
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during the months, ‘of Autumn, almost constantly Aying ° 
about Horses ; and in the ‘course of a few Sees: will fill 
their hair, particularly about the breast andilegs,; with great. 
numbers of its nitss) Whenever the Horsg itches)in any . 
part, .he applies his teeth for the ihe ‘of scratching : # 
In doing this he loosens: some of .theseynits, and Pete are 
received into his mouth; whence they 
into the stomach; and from these th ti 
periments dich shave. aes commur ed. by) Mire Living 
ston put t tter out of ee 
| Fo kill Bots in a. Horse, por. a quart of; rum down his 

threat.» This will make them Joose hate hold of the, maw, 
and they will be fies "with. its, contents.» Repeat. pre 

often as may ound) necessary. A few doses of 
sed oil,’arpint: ‘each time, {will also’ quickly, effect a cure. 

other effectual. remedy, we have scen recommended, 

4 af Ae 

is, to takeva | ful of inslacked lime, at aytime, ance € 
it with the food of the Horse yMorning and evening, fo y 
three or fot » days, wit — completely Sal i. 

: 4 a a i 

: SRR he > ee eit gid 

( Pol; sonium. Aaheng ‘The pte Bi) _ 
grain. copeattenadiet as : ewheather, while: the. ‘growing 
crop is in blossom 9) fer, if the thee: “igi 90 aguade dip co 
that time, it may be expected to ) fitle ie! and ybevab 
but it may be otherwise, should the 
erat that time. Sixty and seventy: she : acre are 
sometimes’ raised of ‘this grain, where. ‘the. growth is suffi- 
ciently thick and heavy on the ground; but ofttimes the 
crop, for waht ae prope Ty will not yield a third of 
thi amount. sa MP iF 
“It ‘should. be ‘sown ‘at aud time; /as it will just ripen be- 

‘hte ‘the, Fall-frosts: are) ustally. to bevexpected. Half a 
bushel is. about Xe ‘proper lowance cf seed to the acre. 
The crop will, grow With’ more indifferent culture than, 
perhaps, any other. It is much Assisted*by gypsum, where 
that manure is suitable tothe soil ™Even te avet the seed 
before sowing} and then to,dnylit witha sufficient eats 
‘of that Manure, will greatly a ‘assist the-growth of the c 

It is considered excelent for: Beesy while the crop 
blossom. It may be cultivated yearly on thes; 
and to considerable Advantage light. lands 
value, but*whi¢h ” are. suitabl gypsum, as a4 ig 
would!seem. that i amight be raised, with some oral t 
mitch of that great tract of light mellow level land, , ich 

nds to a greater or ewe ‘distance back from the: ‘Atlan- 
Sim the southern States haige We iy’ a 

© Fors the: ‘erticle of bbeaale iciugidultl: Be a Yery: agreeable 
substitute for’ Indian corn) which is the graii principally 

Pye 
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used i in that country for that part of slipbnt, Indeed, the 
principal excelence of Buckwheat is formaking an agreea- 
ble bread; for the cakes made of its flour, if eaten while 
warm, are seqgrally “miich relished ;.and, for the purpose 
of bread, the e€ weight of flour, sof. this grain will, ere 
haps, go farther than that of any ‘other. whatever.” hen 
ground, or steamboiled;-biic kwheat is’ also good for feeding. 
and fating Swing other. | 

The crop, when ripe, Is cut w: 
® the swath, a few days to edhe 

bunches, which is*to be. done ir th 
shelling too- much. -Wheny 
‘driest. part of the day, it is draw My 
the. centre of the, field, which, adn 
usual practic and threshé imtr Wye 1 
ashi ie -with riety ab dry, < 

let lie ik, 
in. malt 

is easier raise die itaeeing id ae . than, per 
‘other. , pe) Oe lees rh, 
We cannot reconmienaas he as £ this. 

lands) which are suitable: for’ more we e crops ; | 
ie ‘smooth dands: .panoulariyy the! -Farme y find con-: 

able ‘account in. keeping a field, ofea few ‘acres, fora 
yeatly crop of buckwheat, as eI family-use as lomaae 
sisting 1 in fating bis Swine, &c. A, bushel of. gypsum to 

© perhaps legs, a applicd:-yearly to, the ground, vibe 
sufficier tO. keep it rich rah ll on cer 

a ae ae 

BULL. See Neat CAPIEE. 9 js ‘nies son 
- 

BURN. BAKING». A inethod of manurid stiff. clay: 
lands. It is performed by paring. of Snoring in pieces 
about eighteen inches. long, yore wide, and two or three 
inches thick; these are set on th their edges, leaning against, 
each other, to dry, which in good weather requires about 
three weeks. They aresthen laid up somewhat in form 
of ovens, with their mouths to a common windward sides’ 
having a hole,in the top of each for, the smoke to passioff. 
La a dry day; when the, swine loys” into the «mouths, they - 

on fire with straw, anc if they burn too briskly some. 
“must-be:thrown on tO deaded the fires. At the end 

‘of about three days they, will be completely burnt through; 
and then®th€ burnt earth is“ spread “over .the eviand, and 
ploughe ith a,shoal furrow. * 

See furtl er, Weeps, for another use SE Burn- ‘BAKING. 
For cuting up the swards i in squares for burn- baking 7a 

roller with sharp iron rims, round it, at suitable distances, is - 
to be used, \As the rollerypasses over the ground the rims» 
sink into it sufficiently deep,,: Pheground is first to be cube 
one wayewith. this implement; Ahen with another implement, . 

od 
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resembling a wheel-plough, it is cut intoesquares, by cross- 
ing the direction of theyroller; and the squares ‘are. atthe 
same, time severed underneath by a broad thin share for 
the purpose, and are-turned over in the mapner of turning 
over sward-ground. acy are then to be set up, as before 
directed. bait dk 

My. Young, the ae famou iculturalist, -of Great- 
britain, recommends \burn-baki re it can be. easily 
a bagi penton 

.. * BURN’ Sb LAY: This , a good: manure: for clay. and 
other heavy soils. In: ¢ The Complete. ‘Grazier,’» it is. also 

mended for light soils.» The, method’ of preparing it 
lows: es 
ie first place, dig 

» and let. them be well-dried in the-sun. Take small. 
le s of wood,’or faggots-of brush,,and pile them up. ing 

‘of a ogstoat three or four feet high; then pile’ 
of drie d-clay closely round this, leaving a hole on 

- tenet e fire, and anothi in the top forth \e 
smoke to pé si rround ‘the. pile’ again | rith two" 
enclosures’ 1€8 Sp ts of clay, and-then kindle the 4 

innate heat. enh” fire the. mass, ‘that wet 
“may be thrown on in. g reat -quancities., ‘Care must 

uomeiar be taken, not to ‘Vay at; on.-so. fast, Nor so 
as to put,out the fire, asin that case*you must be 
By raising a stage: round: the: spite, you may” throw, on clay 
till you get it as high | ‘as you please. The pile*must be 
watched day and-night, till u . 
»Farmers possessing. clay-latids «w il ‘do well to make ex: 

periments of this manu From®ten 
is a ggg ‘drenging ie 8 

a aps Re 

BUTTER. “For coring butter, pil Dr. Ander son’ 8 re 
Cipe;. as. follows: a 

‘ Take two parts of common em one of brown-sugar, 
and,one-of saltpetre; beat rhe ‘tOgether so as to blend 
them completely, and ‘apply, ene ounce of this to vith 
pound of butter; work it well ‘into’ the) mass, and cl 
up for use.’ , ws a | 
~ “Phis*will cost about a cent per-pound more 1 by 
ing butter in the usual way; but its peculiar exeeh ice is, 
that. butter thus cured will keep sweet for two or three 
years; and its taste is much superior to that which is cured 
in the common way. "Te must not, however, be used sooner 
than-a month after it bas been laid down, as it does not 
fully acquire its rich marrowy. taste, until about that. féngth. 
of time. Butter cured in this way and laid down:dor Winter: 

’ 

oh ie. ‘la ysis spits of the we ‘of 

oten. -well on fire, stop cup. the. holes. with: 
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~ heated, and the scumstaken off, which. will 
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use, will. then. be» found worth at least twenty-five per cent — 
more than that which has been cured with salt alone. ' 

Dr. Anderson condemns the practice of keeping milk in 

leaded vessels, and butter in stone jars, as communicating 
to the milk, a ant to the butter, a poisonous quality cumteme- 
ly injurious to the hunjap, constitution: 
To prevent the: ly of common salted butter, Mr. 

De Witt very judiciously tecommends making it into rolls, , 
and keeping it ina pure brinévin a cask, a lid and 
dasher, somewhat 81 ilar toy.the conn. . The 
dasher is for the purpose of | ping the rolls under'the 
brine, which is effected by me; 1s of a cord tied at-on 

of the vessel, run over the héad of the! handl 

dasher, and then tied down att the “opposite” 

brine does ‘not. “penetrate the bul er, and 

made; strong ;-and, tovkeep it pure, it m 

Country Merchants, who take in butter, 
this, may preserye: all, their Seeing and Sut 
sweet for the Ih ne 
ae o make the finest butter, tokp thoes 

fof each teat of the bese, Cows fo cI 
make it by itself The first part of t ttyl 
tains much th ee and: the “poorest of | mee cant 
made into nferior butter, or used for other purposes.” or 

nonth ‘o igo Siig? torbe the 
ape: 

» Butter | mi 

best for kee 

. 

CABBAGE (Brascia ) “There are i Me 
this plant, alias as the common) white and red cabbage, 
the Dutch, the Scoth, the »Savoy, the Wintergreen globe, 
the brocoli, the bord@eles the Battersea, &c. The oil called 
rapeoil is, made from the seeds of the borecole, or nol as 
it is; sometimes called. 

In Gi iiain, the cultivation of cabbages is a ‘part: oF 
field-husb: aye and they-are used for feeding and petng 

Cabbages require a soil made richie the kind is not so 
material. Mr. Young makes mention of good crops raised 
iny red» sand. Rich swamp-lands, well drained, are -good 
for them. They will grow yearly on the ysame ground; 
bat'they exhaust the soil considerably, For field-culture; 

ae a 
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the plants are to be set in rows four feet apart and about 
two feet from each other, and ploughed and hoed like other 
hoed, crops. Transplanting is the most advisable. method, 
though the seeds may be planted at first where they are 
designed to grow. Strewing soot, ashes, or lime round 

them, while young, will assist consi 

the insects which usually attac! 
_ liable to become club. footed, by 
* into their  - a small trifle of sz 

lem. Where they are 
in of worms which eat 

alt strewed round them is 
ood. MP ic: 3 

- When bages are to. Milch- -cows, the decayed 
eaves must be. taken off, or they will impart a had taste 

milk and butter. ' 
re: a field- pete _cabbages is to be raised or an 

arly crop for the table, the seeds for the plants should he 
| very early in the Spring ; where the crop is designed 
Fall and Winter-use, the seeds may be sown later; but, 

‘as the proper. time for this must still depend on the cli- 
it isa matter that is best learned by e perience. 

ses for, Winter-use should be pull in dry weath- 
dryed before they. are put into the ce 

be hung up in the cellar, with the heads dowh- 
‘The cellar . -should notbe too warm, or they will 

a ts They may also be kept well during Winter, by 
ee: off the heads and laying them awa Pt cask filled 
wit ce snow, and keeping them in a’cold pla 

But, for the Spring-supply, let a trench b made i in a dry 
soil -and line it w bo straw; set the heads closely, together 
with the roots upwards; cover them with straw, and then 
with earth, piledjup as ste as possible. In this manner 
they will keep till May, a n mar occasionally be dug out as 
theyyere wanted. _ BY? Sie oe 

Sits 

CALVES. See News eartr. 

‘ ‘CANKER. See Na the: chins: 

i CANKER:WORM. See Iyszers. 

CARRIAGES. Some of the beat British EA mers prin- 
cipally use one-horse carts, instead of wade: on their 
farms. Mr. Young particularly recommends ‘themefor this 
purpose, as being on the whole more convenient and 
cheaper. In Irelandjthe wheel.car is almost universally 
used on farms, and for transporting on the highways. On 
these, one Man is found sufficient to drive four cars; the 

Pi 

Horses, being under good command, follow each behind ~ 
the other. Each Horse draws from ten to twenty hundred 
weight, according to the state of the roads; for/it 1s found 

derably in keeping off "e, 
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that one animal drawing by itself, in a car or cart, can ag 
easily draw eight hundred weight, as two can draw twelve 
hundred weight, when put. togeth er in a wagon. _ The 
treason of this is obvious: In a cart, the Horse carries a part 
of the load on his back; and, in drawing, his exertions are 
not baffled by the jost and unequal exertions of another. 
Carts are, however, asily upset in bad roads than 
wagons. Another 0 against them is, that, they 
press too heavily on the e or Oxen, when going down 
hill, particularly when car in top- ig ols and they 
incline to tilt up behind, whe a up hill w such load. 
These defects are, however, easily ‘obviated by a con rh 
ance fixed in front of the box, for the purpose © Eve 
its fore. end when going down hill, a F sin] 
going up; so that, in either case, the cen re of gra 
the load will not be materially altered from what 3 - is on 
level ground. — 

A cart contrived and used by Lord Somerville, in Great- 
britain, answers*this purpose in part. Another co Xe 
of that Nobleman iefra wooden bar placed onsthe ¢ 

wheel, just ‘above the hubs, so that when C 

hilf'the bars are drawn by each end again st th Faices of. the 
wheels, so strongly as to impede tvieir motion, and thus 
prevent the load pressing forward with more force than i a 
convenient. . | A description of the means by which these 
several operations are performed is here omited, because 
they are, pe thaps, nearly as easily imagined as described. 
Any one, wishing to test their efipacys uct not be long at 
a loss for the means. os ae 

The cart-wheels made us 

¢€ 

is 

‘aba 

by the: Ne, Nobleman and 
ree. f Yet in diameter, 

spokes are, Hat, 
the - ‘the rim, so as 

to give them most they ot here most is wanted. If 
any part of the wheel happen to break, by a too violent 
concussion, it can be mended again with wrought-iron, 
when it will be as strong as ever. The axletree is of 
wrought-iron. Such a cart may last an age, with good 
usage, and the cost of them is not so great as that of carts 
made of wood. 

le Onystony lands; though their strength will be 
* if cast of the best metal to his had for the 

the cart, the a ssential 
points are to fit it for the. purposes for which it is mostly to 
be used; to place so much of it before the axletree as 
that, when filled, about a fifth of the weight of its contents 
will rest on the Horse; and that it be so contrived. as to be 
tilted up togsmpty its load. 

f, 

Probably they would, however, be found © 
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The improvements above mentioned, for regulating the 
centre of gravity of the load, and for impeding the progress 
of the carriage in gsoing down hill, may be equally well 
applied to our ox-carts. 

The wagons generally used in this 
one, two, or more Horses, are, perhaps, as convenient as 
those to be found elsewhere : bis particularly insist- 
ed on is, that, according to perience of the best 
British F rs, the _one-horse ould be prefered to 
the na ore “smooth well-eultivated farms, as being cheap- 
er, and more bari vanjent, for most uses. a 

Whe 1eels of carts be made o wood or of cast- 
i , the: rims ‘should be as. much as four inches broad ; 

Newt Rey Ri 
‘by mean they. hen s into the earth, and ‘Weretore 

ily. Their being low, and plasc-’ 
etty wide apart, Miso. renders the cart less liable to 

more safe ‘and 

upset. 
Carriages should be constantly shielded ‘from the weath- 
v Motin use: The Sum er sun cracks and shrinks 

£8 Pe Food : wet weather tends i impercept bly to decay ats 
and to waste the pz rts which are of iron by rust. 
For est method of seasoning timber for carts, 

wagons, Be. see. ‘Tiper. aa 
“Wagons and carts: may be made to run at; 

easier, by having iron rollers in the boxes. 
same time, saves the trouble of taring th ea 
plan has been patented for wagon-boxes with 
has the rollers held at equal distances, by having €ach end 
fixed in a rim or ring; so that, the rollers run round in 
the inside of themes the rine turns with them, and thus 
prevents any friction by the | “rollers geting out of their 
places. If four/or five dol lars a year can be saved by the 
‘easy runing of a carriage, , t by being enabled to carry, per- 
haps, a fifth more at a load, ‘it is well worth while to be at 
the additional expense of four or five dollars, in the first 
instance, to fit the Canriage for this purpose. 
my 

east one-fifth 
‘This, at the 

fetrees. A 

CARROT C ppteas. ) There are few articles of culture 
more profitable than that of carrots. They will yield, with 
the best cultivation, from six to eight ce le an 
acre. i 

ff. : } 

They require a mellow soil, into which th y. easily 
penetrate deeply. Bi will grow very well on' which 

S 
is moderately rich ; vided it be well and deeply ‘mellow- 
ed. A fertile sand andy loam, a dry warm loam, or a 
fertile gravelly Us, are each suitable for them, with pro- 
per ee and cultivation. The ground ought to be 
ploughed till it is perfectly mellow, and as deep as possi- 
ble, not less than eight inches in depth, if ee the 

¢ ae 

tae ~~ 

Country, whether for 

JC rt 

‘rol ers, which 

>. 

ee 
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best crops. The land should be perfectly free of stones. 
It is best to plough but one way; pe to cross-plough ; for 
this is only necessary in rough har a eapend, for breaking 
clods and other obstructions to the” ‘plough; but, for the 
mere purpose of mellowing land, cross-ploughing is not 

* more efficacious than ‘constantly ploughing one way. sin 
this way, where you” 
the next time to make 
the depth of the earth 
which is essential to 
ground ought to 
then but. little 

pis passing: furrow, oat beg 

the ae groltlnsor The 
be ploughed in this” way in 

/ will be requisite to pre 
r ploughing in the iene 

Be the seed. : 
The sowing is performed, either! 

the drill. In the former, the seed is caperea with a Take 
instead of a barrow, to prevent its being covered too deep. 
The first ho Beinegpone through, after, y have 
arrived to a su able size, t e ground is all harrow vers 
aie they are then to be gone over again, for the purpose of 
uncovering those which the harrow may have c 
is also a proper time for thinin them where they are too 
thick; they should stand from eur four to six inches ap i 
They may, however, be thined after this, when they ha 
got to some siz¢; and then those which are puled out may 
be given to the Hogs, as they are very fond of them, and 
will rea eat both roots and tops. As soon as they have 
got so al that the tops . iil cover the ground, they will 
stop the further growth 0 ceeds.’ Bor. _Neat-cattle and 
Hogs, they cannot be too lary ré 3 avid’ therefore ought to be 
sown as early as the fore pai tof May; ’ wie groundvand 
season will admit: They will, however, do very well when 
sown as late as the latter end ~ May, and yo are. (a 
best for culinary purposes. 

The garden-hoe is proper for working ‘aracel ehleriss 
It must be sharp for cuting weeds, and about four inches 

ea 

wide; and on the other side of the handle is fixed four. 
small prongs, similar to those of a dung for the pur- 
pose of stiting up the ground. 

Drilling, sowing in rows, would be much the best, 
were it 1 or the tediousness of the operation. © ~The 
seed must be droped into the rows hand, ualess some 
drill-machine can be devised by which to commit them to 
the earth more rapidly. This, probably, might be done, 
notwithstanding the seeds are so badly shaped for that pur- 
pose. If they were first rubed smartly together, so as to 
make them of rounder ‘shape, then made wet with lye or 
brine, and . 3 with gypsum, and this repeated till the 

- 

‘& 

te 
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eeonly in- 
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seeds should become encrusted; they might then probably 
be managed successfully im a small hand drill-machine, 
which may be a for the purpose. .y 

The first hoeing” ill-rows, after ploughing t tween 
them, requires considerable hand.labor ; after which it may 
be performed almost entirely by the horse- hoe or cultivator. 

sk are so.) islet” rows be 2 thined, so that the 

Way iF igh the ‘Winter, for 
se) ‘to bury them begga noist sand. In this way, 

aay also be kept for eading out to Horses, Cows, 
, &¢. and a cellar for the pur jose might be 

nil, coves ed with earth, adel ‘othe rwise for- 
to be sufficiently war 1 for’ that 

boiling carrots for feeding Hogs, 

Sa € * 

ale . 
R JLLARS. i oi Tosnors, 

$8) Foats, &e. Goars, Hensth Mang 
t BEEP) aa Bei 

attributed, to their cultivation in climates 
not indigenous. But th 
it is found that most plants 
seeds brought f 

Providence, i in ma 
ieee sna that 

to the west, and vice versa. 
# 
ea world as this, seems to 

nevertheless, be a commo 
‘acquain ince amon: s which inhabit it. They 
are invited abroad, for n aces which their own cli- 
mates do ni t furnish; they are Pinicied to a general inter- 
mixture, om a knowledge that is is beneficial; and the 

nefits, , be derived from a change of seeds, are. probably 
furtherance of tw _ general. design of a Community 

among: Nations. 
But we are yet much in ‘the ‘dark, as it respects the best 

changeit of seeds, and from what parts of the world they 
should be brought, to produce the greatest 
not this to become ‘oi ass of more general ¢ 
Irish Farmers sow flaxseed, and find great account in 
it. Would their flaxseed be equally beneficial, when sown 
here?) We have known flaxseed brought fom Longisland, 
and sown in Orange county, which produced nearly double 
the crop which the common seed there produced. Spring- 
wheat brought team, Canada, and sown here (Herkimer 

“ae 
w 

o 
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county) greatly enhances the crop; but soon degenerates. 
Siberian wheat yielded largely in this’ country, for a while. 
The seeds of apples brought from Ear i 
trees er than our own. For roots, it is generally sup- 

_ posed t seeds brought from a more southerly climate 
4 are best. Indian corn, brought far from that quarter, will 

be in danger of rip late ah brought far from 
the north will rip or large crop. 2% 
whole, the Farmer § make his changes"asij 
as possible; and in mist’ instances he wi 
product of his crops greatly increased. . | 

But, in order to prevent ‘seeds from 
long use, we are of opinion that the. 
Coofier, of Newjersey, will_be found 
belicve, that seeds, improved a 
undergo a further improvement, 

_ place, « 
His method is to make frequents selections. of the most 

ferfect plants of every kind, and to cultivate the $0 
eee by chet for t Pine) purpose oft aisins 

oved stocks of seed of every id; and fur 
he aises seeds of plants, o of e 
cies, he is careful to ‘set. ne 
hundred yards from each oth n Ohier that in pro gati g 
they should not.mix breeds, thus ‘produce spurious o 
degenerated. Sy partaking n ( re or less of the qualities 
of each . 

also sometimes susc te oflimprovement, | OF» 
growing varieties of the same | 5 toge er, for the pura 
pose of obtaining seeds of.a me o ¢ the two. But P 
we will further illustrate the: sy" ges i 

Thus, in making selectioh: f instance, séarch i 
for such heads as have the. is; and the greatest” i 
number in each head. In*Ind TD, ‘of any Pi jin ‘ 
variety, for stalks of good size, with the greatest number 

. of ears on each, and the ears the largest, most perfe ct of | 
the kind, and best filled. In flax, for the longest stalks,” 
and sacl as have, at the same time, seeds of good size. I i“ 
pumpkins, for such stalks as bear the greatest number, and_ 
these the | rgest, and sweetest. In short, in making the 
selections, take the most perfect and valuable plants to be 
found, of ¥ er kind is wanted, and from each of these 
raise the - y that is to serve as,the stock for seed of 
the different plants to be cultivated. ¢ 

ne In many kinds of plants, such as Indian corn, Raiskins, 
&c. the selections may be yearly repeated, without any ‘ 
essential inconvenience. In others, such as wheat, barley, — , 
&c. yearly selections would be too expensive. In such, 
let selections be made, say, every eight years; and from 

r . 
’ * a B.A) 
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the seeds of the plants thus selected raise a yearly stock, 
sufficient to serve for seed. The -more constantly the 
selections are made, however, the more valuable may the 
products be expect ym such seeds. 

In regard to the means, just mentioned, for pre ing a 
degeneracy of seeds, by the intermixture of different sfecies 
of the same plant, we will aiase ac Of the Brassica tribe 

sats’ there fect and also varieties of 

| varieties, common 

varieties. The ‘Abb are ‘valuatie 
leaves; the common tt ae for its bul- 

ea, for its bulbous stalk.” gis 
and for cabba: 

ther, the consequent 
"were 

‘Would 
that the bulb o r would become less, and its 
age more extended; while the head o r foliage of the 

caGaee would lessen, and its stalk ‘becom ‘Somewhat bul- 
be Hi pO he the spe: cies and val 

C y, grown together, for seec 
ieties ‘of the plant 
om. would grad- 

o plus a 

r instance, here ar q Ve , some prefera- 

- for greatness of product, and,o ers for mealit 
nest of taste; and, in such case, by growi 

: pany other plants; and ‘in 
ements might be made, Oy, 

Walities, of plants of different” 

: ; be, the doctrine of Mr. Cooper; 
f opinion that, in general, it is well founded. 

natural disposition in all seeds, or plants, 
become habituated to the soil, or climate, in 

are grown. i TA 

CHANGE “OF CROPS. Lands are least‘exhausted by . 
a judicious change of such crops as are mo ble to 
the soil. Some land§/are well suited for a gre E variety 
of crops; some, only#for particular growths, , or for a few 
plants. Some plants may be constantly raised in particular 
soils, without essentially exhausting them; and some re- 

_ quire a constant change of ground, to grow to any adyan- 
tage. : | re x i pg y ; 4 ; Ris 

e particular: qual omar yp her; some, 

\e 
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Flax, in came ler) cannot be fully grown on the same 
soil, oftener than once in seven years. Rye, on the con- 
trary may be raised for twenty he abe be on grounds 
most suitable to its growth, if the s be turned under 
as soon as the crop is har ested. Certain crops are more 
suitable than others, p eparations for. certain othe Crops. 

Generally speaki anges of leguminous, culmiferous, 
and root-crops are a visable, in soils which are well 
adapted to the grow 4 variety | of plan iss. such as e 
rich sandy, sandy loa etavel loam, ry; mellow loams, 

and those w roa a ‘large mixture. of vegetabl ae 

We yal el al designate such : s0i 
in this Country, and the changes | 
oy Ww 

A light redish sandy 
litle moisture, | or other food | 
of | more. retentive earths, and ot 
commonly too dry | for Indian Ph 
well manured ee 
soil. Second 1S 

. much as to aaee the 
#3 ird, rye, with. red_ 
harrow in the ring, wh 
service to the crop. The ty 
a light dressi of gypsum 

table. ‘manures. — ti 
First crop, turni 

able to. th 

or, if the sward can bet rr 
in more southerly climates it 
raised on this clover-lay to 
again with turnips. “a 

2. A dark-colored san ul. = Sucl 
tile and well adapted to the growth oF Indian 
together with potatoes, may be the first crop;_ 
ee wheat, if the CORDES, can be taken off suffic 

as betore ; and. then begin with Indian corn 
again. Or barley may come in after the te 
cloversee sown at the same time. . 

A “Sandy loam. This may have various degrees: of 
fertility, a rdir to the sand and the loam of. which it i is 
composed ; , generally, a rot simile to the last 
mentioned will answer very well. 7 

4. -A dry loam. Some of these soils are* well fited for 
crops of Indian corn, and perhaps for turnips, — Generally, 
the mellow reddish-colored looms will be found best adar 
ed for these crops; and, where this soil gs found suite’ 

_ 
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for them, the rotation ‘may be similar to that laste mentioned. ' 
With the aid of ‘gypsum, crops of Indian corn com= 
monly be raised to 

Or, sometimes,” 
tanured with dung; en Indian corn, manured with eyp- 
sum; and, when the ears are somew at hardened, let the 
crop be eut.up and carried. off the fiel 

‘ipen, and Ee Sa ae in. ee 
y 

pee: 

ee 

kg hat can fis, 
ay Te depend, 

S we however, b> 
rown on them, especi- 

though ; these. are 

je of. the a ay by heavy> rains, if it : ies ‘consi- 
piece pa Tn €, it is most advisable to 

*carry itheiridges i uch dire S will give’ th ma 
moderate descent 

bas pets, hougt Rintaetes 
teh yahitage. This’ may be 
Jet the ground be suffi- 
ha then’-very” shallow 

bedsitt Which to lay the dung; 
[may be. covered with a furrow 

y_ mo e) taken ‘off, the ‘fermentation’ m2 
readily be k up for. the ¢rop. of ‘the ‘nexts. AT... 

Rotate of the: atin a crop of “Indian corn: “may of 
raise ito. adya itage, by mellowing the ground in the’ 
ands] anting: Gnridges 's 
up against each other. 
#let the ground be thrown up in Piaves againgin’ we Balle | 
andthe next Spring sow it with oats, barley, or Summer. 

a wheat, according” “as the ground and the climate may age 
“mast suited. aE apeor the other ‘of these, prope. 

ay < 
Br 

id, 710. beset in, prog 

' ames on such soils, 
| crop should be potata y well » 

* 
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’* Good crops.of flax may also beyraised in sugh soils; jyand 
they are naturally suitable fory Winter-wheat, where they 
are sufficiently dry to enable that: CROP: to. withstand the 

. Winte¥frosts. 
With the third crop grass; seeds should commonly be 

sown, which should besthose of’ timothy or some other kind 
calculatea to withstar d tl frosts of Winter in such soils, 
Clover; no doubt,’ will swer’ where ‘the, ground is suffi- 
ciently dry for Wi nte sr-wheat. When the grass i 
fail, let theégtotind be broken up again. “Oats, 
rowed tn.om the sward, when this’is properly” tuified over, 
will often answer well for’ ae ae i fap such 
soils. ms He ; Gade 

| . darkness of the: colo 6. Dark. eileind dry Ree Th 
is.) commonly owing tora’ large | pr roportion of veget: 
earth being mixed with the loam/in such soils ;,and, as ‘vee ; 
getable matter’ is calculated to fertilize soils, ‘those of this 
description are “commonly well adapted » ) the growth of 
almost every plant, ‘and’ an extensive »rotation of “crops, 
whichmay be” similar. ‘to those mentioned, for a dry loar 
Whey are not always’ s so good for’ wheat, ee as som: 
‘of the stiffer soils,” which “have less. vege stable matter: in 
their composition ; nor 80" ‘godd: for pe as: some fertile 
sandy soils.” in 
CN Dareeploves wet! loams, § “These Beg iso largely 

“with, “vegetable ‘matter, ’ are. often: better caleulated 
veral gtowths of roots and grain, than the wet loams 

before’ Mentioned.” They are, generally ig a 
‘for many kihds-of grasses, and for a ( iy re otless » 

extensive rotation of grain and root- -Grops, accordi ne as. * 

they may be more or less’ retentive ‘of moisture. Ho tow-” 
draining may often be” found’a great improvement of suc 

‘esoils, where they are quite ‘wet; as. well ‘for the r ) 
grasses, as for crops of roots and of grain. = 4) 

8. A gravelly soil. This is commonly a poor’ ‘earth for 
culture;sbut more or;less so, according to the” proportion 
‘of gravel it ‘contains, and the sort of stoney matter .compos- 
ing | ‘the gravelly ingredient.’ Afine schistic © gr ravel 1 may 
sometimes be found quite productive. Generally speaking, 
‘however; hard gravelly soils are ‘best ‘adapted to crops of 
rye and ix d-clover, alternately ; and with the aid of gypsum, 
for whi manure this soileis peculiarly alanis and with ® 
deep ploughing, tolerably good Crops of each may be con- 
stantly raised. ° With the aid of gypsum, good crops of 
buckwheat: may be had-from eravell soils which are natu- 
rally very. sterile#® and this; instead of rye, may be the in- 
termediate crop between, those of clover, from which the 
most a is to be onan ah 
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‘» Saintfoin@fhay also be grown, to chnsincratie advantage, 

on hard gravels.’ See Grasses. | But on. fine /schistic 
gravelly soils, and’ those approaching’ more to the gece 
of that of which we ‘shall next speak, crops of pOtatoes, ‘ 

Indian “cern, and: ‘even tolerable! ‘growths of wheat, maybe 
had, in rotation, besidé clover, wills ic. of prey Psam and 
other suitable ‘manures, 7) 1) Se 

“A Stay : ly loam." ‘There a é vari 
a De® eee in this soil, accore ie %, the ea of 

frith the: ie of gypsum, and Sther ‘suitable oH ures, for a 
rotation; say first: tof potatoes, then Indian corn, followed by 
yi in Ca ‘Fall; after the crop jof*corn has been cut’ ups 
or; ba nthe Spring, and then clover.» Some of the 
rile wee and: richer sorts of this»soil‘may also “answer well 
for turnips, carrots, and Other roots, and generally for almost 
all’ kinds of crops suitable | ie dry upland soils. 

Bebe (8. “Clayey: soils. Ae Real stiff clays form but a small pro- 
portion: of the atable lands of this Country ; though there is 
an 2 por ition of them ‘that: Have” more or less alu- 
saat fi heir composition. ‘The: ayere ‘obdurate soiis’ of 

ption, when ‘long. manured with lime, and other 
Peecdicns jose that adhesion which renders them $0 un- 
pleasant in culpaatiouyy and ade become earegges tea: 
lated'to loamy soils. a 
Clays; in their original state, are unfriendly 7 

” for’ crops. of wheat; but, af they are sufficiently dry, they 
(well adapted *for subtitereinsediidt tctctebly: well for oats, 
ley, red-clover, timothy, and some other grasses; though, 

‘fer allithe: ‘natural meadow-grasses, the’ weter ‘clay® are best. 
‘Suff'clays, being but little assisted: by ¢ gypsum, do not pos: 
sess th “advantages | common to’ most*other ‘soils in this 
Country, which ‘are powerfully aided by: this, stimulant. 

The ext ent: “of any rotation of crops, on «clayey “lands, 
must» d€pend much on the proportion of ‘clay, they. may, 
_contain.® IP clayey*soils be sufficiently ‘dry, awith a propor- 
“tion of calcareous or Silicious earth mixed. with them, they 
‘may be then well ‘suited . for ‘rotations of such ‘¢ulmifero ey 
and’ leguminous: ‘crops as may be found most. ad nce 

® and also, for’ some ‘of the Yoot-crops, particularly Die tatoes. 
Thefotation in® such” case \may -be similar to: th: or | ary 

- Sams, substituting the potatoe-crop for that of turnips. $ hi 
If the soil ‘be merely a stiff dry, clay, the first crop may 

be, oats, well harrowed in’ on the: sward properly turned 
‘oVer: Such, at léast, is a common: abd successful ‘ ‘practice 

» Bei Greathyitattit: As soon’as the cropiis harvested, tua: the 
* stubble under 5 | and in the Fall throw up the, ground into 

~~. 

the, erowth ’ 
x, Bh 

fof root-erops, and some of them are t ‘too retentive of water’ 

a 

1 
¥ 

oo 
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high natrow ridges. Tn the, Spring, cleave these dowajand 

prepare the ground for barley, and’ manure the ground 

with a compost) suitable to the*soil; betore this crop is 

sown.’ Plough up the ground again, ‘as soon after harvest- 

_* ing as possible; put it in'qwheat in the Fall; and)“im the 
© Spring, harrow in clover “and” timothy-seed. After ‘ie 

crops of-grass begin to/fail," begin’the rotation with oats, as 

In England, the - 
“y 

rt of the 
answer So 

Canes oa ae Fe 
| an-crop- comes» in’ as.’ 

rotation in’ clay ‘soils; but probably it would mot ar 

well in this Country; or at least) this would seem’ to ‘be 

infered, from the circumstance that this culture “has never 

been introduced here; though probably it might be found 

peas nor Indian cormiean be raised ‘to advantage on suc 
soils “ee \ yy ead nae Rim. 2. GO tent ahaN 

a, 
bot 

exactly to 
when proper 
are found* toy 

. time best "sur » fol | other, i 

» coltivated, after making, due‘allowance for the gr 
baustion of the’ soil, 
than of othérsy 

SB a reater ex... 
occasioned .by the growing of some” 

Rye is the least of a scourger, of the sculmiterous c 4 

and perhaps Indias®corp the most so. Tf be root-Crops, and 

2 % 
r other 
se i 

ranhet; but no more than will just make thescurd come, 

ra ee ot fine’salt’to so much curd ‘as will make"@ 71% © 

theese of 
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greater or Mss. Stirthe curd till itis gathered; put it in 

a strainer, and with your) hands workyout.all thé whey. 

then lay it in a clean, Jinen cloth, put. it in) the hoop, and, 

covering it with the ¢lothy putéit.<an the press, and fet it 

stand there twosHours; then take’ it out; rub it over,with 

fine salt) put it in ‘another\dry clothjsand. put it in the press 

‘pours; then take it out agaihy put itvin another dry 
where it is to remain 

1 t it m. brine twenty-four 
"the brine: haye-as,much saltpetre in it as will 

‘And saltpetre 

‘The’ method of making the much-admired Stilton cheese, 
, England, as communicated by Mr. Monk, is as fol- 

we- z 

) Wake the night’s, cream and put it tothe morning’s ° 

wit 

ro 

omni withthe rupnet.” When the curd.1s,come, itis not ta 
ms be broken, as is done with other. cheeses; but take it out 
‘with a soil-dish altogether, ‘and place’ it in a seive to drain 
“gradually, and as it drains keep gradually pressing it, till it 

pecomes firm and. dry; then place it in a.wooden hoop; 
afterwards to-be kept dry-on boards, turned frequently, with 
cloth: binders round it) which are to be tightened as occa- 
sion requires. ‘Phe Dairy-maid must notibe disheartened, 
if she does not succeed perfectly insher first attempt. 

~¢Tn the dairies which I visited: (says. Mr. Monk) ‘the 

| cheeses, after being taken out of the wooden loop, were 
bound tight round. with a cloth, which was changed every ) 
day, until the cheese became firm enough to support itselt. 
After the cloth: var taken GR ey Gert vaio y bye 
all over, for two or three months, with a brush, and, af the 
Weatherwas damp or moist, twice.a day; and, even before 
the cloth was taken, off, the top’and bottom were well rub- 
ed every day. ae ae oF roe ie % of : : 

* There is no. doubt (says he): but those cheeses require 
2 great deal of attention; owing to.their richness and thick: 
ness. They run froin cight to eighteen pounds,’ © ' 

me 

wy 
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They) are néyer better than when about {a year’ sold: 
They sell in Ynglapd from twelve to. fourteen pence ster- 
ling per pound. ahs: 

But no good ‘cheese .can be” ‘made, Unless the runnet 
*be good. 7 

3 See RuNNET. 
The room where ‘eee are to. be. kept. for divine should 

be dark, to keep out flies; and, to prevent these from de 
positing thein eggs in the*cracks of the cheeses, let them 
be smeared over with a mixture,of salt butter and tar. To 
give them ay fine color, let a little annotto be put i in the: milk. 

ni ess: But beware of ee them With apy 
thing that,is poisonous. | 

The whey, after the curd has ier ‘galllerea,! is ante 
ing for Swine... It may, also be converted into good. vinegar, 
by being’ exposed to the sun, for a few. days; and this 1s, no 
doubt, the most roptable, use to which it! can, be applied. 

‘CHURN, A good ‘kind of churn is a, ‘oblong square, 
which is turned. ontwo pivots by a crank. The pivot are 
not placed in the centre of the two ends; but one is plac 
at one side of the end, ‘and the other at the opposite side 
of the other end, so that the churn is suspended diagonally. 
on, the pivots. This, ey it is turned, ‘gives the milk a 
violent motion from -one énd.of the, churn to the other: 
while, at the same time, it turns, very easily... The churn, 
ought to, be about. of thee following. proportions: ‘One ‘that 
is three feet long ought tobe one foot wide one. ‘way, and, . 
about nine inches wide: the other Way; so as to form. a “fat 
oblong square.. The eat are made of iron, and ‘are et 
ed on the outside, © A square hole is made on one’ side, for 
leting in the milk, and taking out the butter ; and)a squ: re | 
piece is made, exactly, fited to ‘fll up the hole, " whic “is 
fastened down to its place by a Tule’ iron bar, across a, with 
a staple at each end. a 

Another kind, of ‘churn, that is. Pouch appt is the. 
barfel-churn, which. is ‘turned on’ pivots, fastened” on the 
cen re) of each end. Two boards, like shelves, are fixed 
within, opposite. to” each other,” extending, from. the inner’? 
-circumference about, half way to the center ; and. asthe 
vessel turns the: milk keeps, pouting off the one or ‘the 
other, and thus is kept in violent motion, “It has a Aile at 
the side for puting in. the milk, and taking out thagprcter, 
similar to the one just described. 

Either of these kinds of churn is much easier Pat ked, 
than those in common use. & ” 

Some, who keep large dairies, make 1 use of a Horse fore. 
churning. “In this cas@, the Churn is an a, one, nearl 
similar-in shape to those in ‘cOmMmon use, and, instead of a 

¥ 

“« 
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dasher, angupright piece with the lower end set inthe 
bottom of We vessel, and extending, th ugh its lid, having 
two wings full of holes Within, is turned’ round, with suffi- 
cient velocity, )by means + a a cogwheel and trunnelhead, 
similar to those of a gristmill rm 
A churn of this kind might also be heuer With a sweep, 

by hand, or even by wind machingaaay when the winds blow. 
See" Winp- MACHINERY. = et Eat 

TE the .winds ‘should’ not’ blow, when the: churning should 
be done, and the particular time for this is not very essen- 
tial, the we = might be done by a Horse, or by hand. 
We offer this’ with some reluctance, howler ; for fear 

of being thought’ More theoretical than practieal, 
An improvement jin the dasher of the commén!) churn 

has also been made, by. Which that kind of churn 1s. ¢on- 
sidered by Many to be,” ‘for common purposes, eu. if not 
superior, to “any in use. . 
The dasher ‘turns. on the Handie® by being, f fixed toit by a 

pi t. , The dasher. is merely two ‘cross: pieces, say, three 
inches - § square, ‘put tog t ogether, by being’ let into ‘each other, 
‘whi a then form four wings. These are cut beveling. on 

at an angle of forty-five degrees, so that hie 
Ena! Paneorally the whole. “bei ng very ‘similar to the 
wings of” fits little” windmills (30 called)’ ‘which are set “up, 
on. -poles, to be ‘turned by the wind. 

‘this. dasher goes down, in the milk,’ it turns ‘one way, 
on ‘its pivot in the lower end of t handle,’ and | ‘as it Comes 
up, it turns the other ‘way; and’ this produces an agitation 
“of ‘the milk, better ‘calculate for ‘producing the “butter, 
+ an any method ever yer known. Tt is so efficacious "in its 

ration; that the. churning must be’ ‘performed moderately, 
sor. th butter will come too ao and: be awetted, as. it is 
‘techni ic Pe | 

Mr. ; 4 

mium 
, this Pte ds eae Ricided ee that ‘splashing of the milk, 
"#80 troublesome an the churn with the common dasher. 

Oak is generally prefered for churns, as pine is) apt to 
| communicate something of its taste to ie butter. Aualiaten: SF | caghak i 

CIDER. a the best cider, wera several. re-? tt 
i quisifes.” ’The apples should be of one’ ‘sort, and of the 

best. kind. They” should be perfectly sound, ripe, and 
clean.” “ Those’ which are shook ‘from the trees bya gentle 
shaking ‘are bests and ‘all knoty, wormy, and’Toten ones. 
should be rejected. #Such as are not of this prime rate may 
be made into come non cider, 
© The apples’ thus ‘selected’ should the spread on a floor, 
raised from the’ ‘ground, with a cover over ne and the sides 

a 

* 
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proeged building up the chéese a5 neatly perpendicular as. 
possible. “3 é ee i ate he na By he ig oa ees ao Ta 

In this. way; the che: se, by having the Straw to lap 
% e ch ¢": 2 Vast A ‘2 } Cape 5 ‘gods Sep). pA RAS y a SU Avi g 

in the:middle, or centre, 1s in no danger of bursting open 

enough to ‘rup off twenty-four barrels of Gider. ey” 

ay; with the straw brought..round 4 

The first and last runing of a cheese should ,be ‘put by mM 

itself, as-it' is not 80° good as the rest, In pouring 
¥ 

into the cask, let there be a Strainer of coarse clo va 
ri) 

bottom. of the funnel, to keep,out the pumace, New casks, 
“eee o 

/ 

ov those which, have just been emptied of brandy, are the 

best.” If old casks are to be used, it is of the utmost, ime © 

poftanee to. have them »perfectly ‘clean. When they are 

first emptied, they should be well, washed, and. then bunged), 

up tight’ For want of this precaution, they, often become - 

AUStY, - and: ‘t 
into them. (2. - 

pecs Lut he only successful method of ‘cleansingy.musty. 
wevhave ever heard of, is that communicated by Me 

learned of a French Peasant, aS appears mandes, which he’ 

i then they spoil all. tH the liquor’ afterwards put 

asks, 
enor 

in The Annals of Ants and Manufactures,’ published in 
‘France, and is as follows: 

‘Make ‘up in quantity .W 
sigteenth- part of what th 

P What will be eqtal to about ae 

@ caskite be cleansed will hold, of 
4 aes ¢ ‘ 

it 

. 
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the following ingrediéits, viz. about four pounds of common 
salt, and one of allum, added to a mixture of water with 
Cowdung fresh droped irom im a Cow (no other will answer) ; 
put the whole in a pot and?heat it almost to boiling, stiring 
it constantly ; pour it thus heated into the cask, and shake 
it well, turning it round on every side, and continue shak- 
ing it every hour of two, taking out,the bung while shak- 
ing, lest it burst. 3 | 4 

“contents haye become cold, pour them out, 
fan; then pour in some hot water, in which 

about two. hour. more offsalt, and one of allum, have been 
dissolved ; shake the cask well on every sidé, as before, 
and while the water - is” mt warm pour it out; drain the 
cask,‘ and. bung At up tight, till wanted for use. si . 

¢ This te Mr. L.) Will not’ only, make the cask Perfect 
ly sweet, but will even. restore ” 

te 2( 

that has, been i ured by, BRINg pu it it na smusty cask. : 

L’ Hommedieu ‘directs ‘to. take’ at the rate, of, about a pint of 
unslacked. lime for a barrrel,. put it in, and pour in three or 
four | allons. of hot water, or more fora larger cask; shake 

well jerySi yside, giving it some. vent, as before men- 
tioned * let it stand till” ‘cooled, | ne ‘then rinse it with cold . 
water, Repeat the operation, if thes cask does snot then , 
smell perfectly sweet, Most proba ly, a suitable quantity 
of “wooe ‘ashe: s.would more eeu calle eiany sour- 
ness) in the cask. i Sor i: 

After itshas been filled. with, ‘the liquor, the nest progess 
vist fermentation, and thisis’a matter of some nicety.’ 
oe. ge ee ‘fermentations ; the vinous, theacid, and 

the lutrid. hen the first ceases the.second begins, and 
: ‘geases the thirdibegins.’ Ls Phe first is only neces- 

Et and care must’be.taken .to stop all further 
ay as $0on as this is over. This 1 is known by the 

liquor ceasing. ‘to throw up little ‘bubbles to the top... Then 
too all the pumace is raised up, and, if sufferéd touemain 
there, will. again sink to the béttom ands render the, liguors 
turbid. * ‘Let ‘this time then be. earefully: ebacryedy: and let 
the liquor then ik jrawn aye too rat | 
other clean casks, or. bottled, sed t and set. 

- a cool ee Dee a gallon off 0 er 
ehh?! barrel. ‘io Be 

But, ‘to further improve it, let it undergo a fur er « Y 
ration, as follows:» As you draw.off the. cident 
first casks, put it into,fresh ones, filling each a ) 
quarters full, and setythem away till Winter ; at which time 
let them be exposed fo the frosts, until one-half or even 
two-thirds of ‘the contents of each are frozen; pive’the li- 
qour some vent t while freezing ; draw off the unfrozen part, 

8 i 

i 
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“bottle it, or put it in clean new casks) nd set it away ina 
cool cellar, and let it remain there for vo -or three Yeates 
and it.will then nearly equal be” bes st wes 

See further, WinE. 
If it should ‘require (ae. let it-be done with isin- 

glass, or it may be leached through a - of powdered 
‘ chatcoal; wi will ‘render.. it very. clear; but the tub 

should ed’ ‘cleite to prevent any yaporation of the 
spirit. To a ify it with ising lg: om into. each vessel 

about a pint of the infusion, ,of "about sixty gra 
most transparent of this glue in @ little wh swine and -rain 
or river water, stired well together, aft ir 
through a linen cloth. This’s 

". @ over the. surface of the Ha 
ith it to the bottom. Fee cn 

Some | boilcider 3 in the ¢ but the 

Ctice is a ) dip brass 
ttles, i : ever proper fo r, it must be 

“as it comes from t y press. i ope Pee d of — 

treating wate 
pumace after tl 

* treating all. dider. — ‘6 | 
© Cider maybe ke 
ing, by ba t 

very fine. ¥ 
A pu ae sd « 3 

the ch * 
Bevod cider wo 
Hed fu , bunge 

ney, or, molasses) ai 
dded to a barrel of cider, 

yehy and will restore at. which’ has become 
To, prevent its. _be€oming. pricked, or 

3 Js 0; “put a little pearl-ashes, or other: 
mild alkali, into ‘the,cask..~A lumpeof chalk broken, in 
Ae, ‘and thrown in Ao, is also good. ‘Salt of tartar, when 

. thes cider i is about to yaaa, is also recommended. 

= % | sid 3 : . * 
ai 

a 
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To refine cider, and ‘give it a fine amber-color, the fol- . 
lowing method is much approved of. Take the whites of 
six eggs, with a handful of fine beach sand, washed clean; 
stir them well together; then boil a quart of molasses down 
to a candy, and cool it by pouring im cider, and put this, 
together with the eggs and sand, into.a barrel of cider,‘ and 
mix the whole well together. » When thus managed,it will 
kéep for may years. Molasses alone will also refine cider, 
and give it @ higher color; but, to prevent the molasses 
making if prick, let an equal quantity of brandy be add- 
ed to it. Skim-milk, with some lime slacked .in it, and 
mixed with it, or with the white of eggs with the shells 
broken in, is also good! for clarifying all liquors, when 
well mixed with them. A piece of fresh bloody meat, put 
into the cask, will also refine*the liquor and serve for it to 

z 

wt 

sk. and stir it up well. 
Open, for the froth and 

¢ 
black, andi 
head; add" 

as strong, arid as pleaSant, as ‘the most of wines!’ 
Cider has been made in Greatbritain, of such superior 

quality “as to command a price of sixty guineas a hogshead. 

een days, the froth wiil 

Je 
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1 such can ne made there, it can also be made here, where 
our climate in general is more’ Ce ae for the production 
of apples of the best qualities. 
Mr. Wynkoop (of Pa.) says that the Virginia crabapple 

is the best for making cider within bis Bpawiedee. 
“'See CRABAPPLE. " 

*, . We will also add his riethod of : sing the ltiet froth 
that apple.’ be ae 

He says that when, by placi the pin’ he bung, a 
hissing noisé€ is no longer heard, heat the: fer ation ‘has 
ceased; and then the cider should be: drawn off. If this 
be not done, the pumace at the bo tom, will, 

: " which” ‘Produces a 

re 
pater 

. we second’ fermentation, of the ce t id, w. ic “fur the | 

| hen the i “casks, an 
i ition, pervades al the 

ng is Beye 
* open till the 
tight, leaving th : 
and then close th 

'. He fines his c 
“after uhe seconi ) racking 
, draws off somt gall 

‘the rate of t 
drawn off, wi 
i » days, so ty 

hole is strained thre 
“a clean hogshead, which 

om which a part wa 
He racks off his ¢ 

ation has ceased; "se na, wher t 
third, when drawn off to be put on the 1 
drawn off, the. Ices of the fining; fifth, ‘w | 

has again ceased, an he veha erha 
ad ma it is then draw oe «I ne 

quality 
‘1. con- 

when or. ‘heated, - and! 
oil there sre i 

ee Weather ; and 

tt is ’worth. but, little fe 
good for mowing, “ ‘er’ 

mene a damp, 
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soil be destroyed ‘by proper manures, and it be laid dry by, 
hollow-draining, it then becomes a fine soil for most pro- 
ductions. i 

See Manures, and HoLtLow-DRAINS. 
Some’ -nicety is requisite, as to the proper time, for 

ploughing this ground. If it be too ays ‘It will not ¢rum- 
ble; andyif. too, wet, the ploughing will only render it more 
@onipact. “The hard clods are easiest mellowed’ by the 
plough; after’they have been merely wet’ through with a 
gentle rainy 

See further, EARTHS. 

. CLEARING or LANDS. But little need be said on 

ber were all taken off; and the year: following the ground 
will*afford the requisite:supplyvof. pasture and hay. When 
the limbs of the standing trees begin to rot and fall off, cuty 
the whole.down, and let them lie there; as the pasture 
will not’ be injured, but rather,eyentually benefited, by the 
trees lying and guns upon it. This method of killing 
trees, by fire is) hOwever, only’ recommended where they 
are such ascannot be killed»by girdling; such as" beach, 
maple, basswood, &e. re oo 
New Settlers, who will’ take this’method, of/ providing a 

supply of pasture and:hay, will always, find their’account tn 
tworways: “It is turning the grounds {6%immediate profit, 

: 
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with the least Dssible expense ; De the surplus of hay and ; 

J 

ihe 

pasture will command an extra price ; as those articles are ’ 
“always “SCarce, ae the commencement of new’ settle- 
ec PA Sa 4 

such time as is suitable to the clima In, northerly cli- 
mates, OF in very elevated sitaafionviee Spring” and ‘Aut 
tumn press closer upon each other; and there the 
crops must be planted, or sown, later, and tk 
earlier, than in more temperate climates. — The right time “i 
for pianting ‘and sowing must, therefore, be ascertained by 
the judgment of the Farmer, foutd@ed on due Orperiene; 
and a knowledge of the climate in ich’ he'lives,* 9 
i ees ces ee YON altitude as. well as ‘lat 
This is; trikingly. exer ed, th; 
sides 

CLIM ATE. ei: ‘seeds are to be pikes or ‘sown, at ih. { 

Bee 

ts highest 
cult tivable oat ‘they are te 
and at its extreme. point | 
~The: highest lands” 
Blackriver, in this 
ny; yet the climate, 

not. ea iailes orth ¢ 
ae. is at = six — 

eB AL 
From a knowledge. oft 

“same production ns will no 
“under the same : dépree: : 

®,QLOVER C Trifoltuns 

but thé product 1s) toc 

: seem, a an ‘dliedtio’ of its 
Sap it certainly nell 

profit as linac Src thi 
smost othe 
yield, 
cultivat 

ae 

one 

‘wheat or- er. The crop, «h 
ie i eiovedl ‘ ism owed and not | fed” by cattle. 
Another good q yois. Bey sod oe | over almost alk 
peice en mellowing and enriching the soil. It de- 
tives most’ o f its ‘nourishment froma a considerable depths 
to) heal tapsropted. plants, it “exhausts the land «but 

* ¥ 

i 7a i. . 
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little; while, at the same time, when plodghed under, it 
forms a,good green-dressing forsthe. soil. . i 

Green clover is.a good food for Swine, during Sammer ; 
and clover-hay, when boiled, is also found to be a good food 
for them, during Winter. Mr. Livingston makes mention 

of a Earmer.at Rhinebeck, who fed his Hogs, during Wins 
ter, with no other foodwbut boiled clover, and that they 
swere kept in good condition. .The clover used’for them 
Vis preserved by being salted, a half peck to a load.” It 
was cut.and left in winrows about six hours, then put into 
small cocks. The next day, about noon, these were open- 
ed; towards evening they were hauled home, and laid away 
With salt, which kept, the hay green all the year. 

Sce further, Swiwe, and SteEamsoiLeER. ' 
ie quantity of red-cloverseed, to be sown to'the acre, 

is about fourteen pounds, and none but clean seed ought to 
be sown:a awe og ie — : 

The best, crops with” which: to: sow clover, are barley, 
oats, and, Spring-wheat. Itsis, however, frequently sown 
in the Spring, on Wintet-wheat, or rye; but in this way it 
often happens that the seeds do not grow, owing to, their 
not being covered. This difficulty may, however, be obvi- 
ated; by giving the ground a rushing, by draging. a large 
bunch of bushes, tied together, ayer it, where the land is’ %, 
rough; or by giving it a light harrowing, where it isi 
smooth; either of which methods, but particulayly the lat-: 
ter, will be a benefit to. the growth of wheat or rye. It 
may also be sown with, Winter-wheat, or rye, in the Fall; 
-but there is:danger in, that casé of its *being killed by the 

® stcceeding Winter,. | as ‘ 
.«@ Clover yields two crops in the season, if the land begin) 

P. 

cing 

‘good heart; unless it be in the northerly parts of the State, 
Where the second growth will generally be.too small to 
mow > ‘advantage, and is, therefore, best to be fed off. 

vee. 

year, w . ee the tenth of June; an | then let it grow: 
up forthe seed/crop, which is to stand “till’the ‘seeds are 
fully ripe. = aa 

As this growthy when it has stood so long, is.of but little 
value for hay, We believe the best plan is-merely to cut off, 
with the sickle, so much of the crop as to he all. the 
heads; and then to turm the rest under with the=plough, as 
a green-dressing for the soil. a? 

See GREEN-DRESSING, & eo a 
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By this matagement the land will be essentially improv- 
ed for b ing the next crdp, and the expense of threshing 
out: the seed will be greatly diminishedy on account of its 

being contained in a much less quantity of the crop, than 
where it Is mowed off with the sithe. © 94) 
F i po containin ng the seed must be well dried in the 

sun, the seed can i ieee al out, ‘hich 
operation may be performed with Horses.. Abc 
bushels of seed may be expected from. an acre; 
usually sells for about elevenvdollars per ushel. ah" ae 

If it be desirable to keep land constantly in 'red-clover, 
‘it may be done by sowing about half the usuak arene git 
seed every Spring on the groun wee Jit 
ing; which will assist the growth, 
already y the soil, and seryt ‘to 

lucing the greates 

etc causa 
_a suitable proport 0 
“the “two latter ing! 
i additional manur 

“the | others. 
is : und to. pro ap great 
cheats ses nae on.th 30% 
: have. ae thy. 01 By seo i 

MTs 

Jars. 

_ | great, saving in the. use of this: macl 
' " to get out of repair; and, with care, WO 

a cents: AD number. of I farmers or Planters may, very 
readily, h one of these” “machines in common stock. 
The ee it eee the ooo of Wash- 
ington.. | : big 
p+ : ‘gg 4 ee” ev pf | ty " ’ A 
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COTTON (Gorsypium.) There are differefil species 
of cott6n-plants; but all natives of warmer Climates. “41, ‘The 
common herbaceousj cotton, that creeps along the ground, 
has yellow flowers, "succeeded by. large oval pods, filled 
With yseeds and cotton. 2. The American cotton, ‘with 
hairy stalks, two or three feet high’ 38. The, Barbadoes 

ton, with a shrubby branching stalk, four or five feet 
hich, | 4.) The tree cotton, with a branching’ woody stalk, 
six or eight feet high: The flowers and pods of the three 

’ latter. species are like those of the first. The three first 
species are annual, and the fourth perennial. 
The cotton-plant cultivated in the Southern States‘is an- 
ay planted in April,-or earlier. The ground is prepar- 
ed, | the seed commited to the earth, ina manner very 
similar to,that pursued in the culture of "Indian corn. The 
youne ite come up. with two, yawning lobes, similar to 
the cotyledons of thé common beanyand when they, appear 
above ground, the weakest ane. lied Up, and none’ Jett but 
‘those which. are strony ant vigorous. "Phe weeds ate 
eradicated from the ‘growing ‘plants in the’ usual manner of 
hoed cropsy. and the crop) is collected : in Bobet and No- 
vember,. ; ie dt 

wit double the niitnbeboiogl Eistids? are: requisite tO nok 
gather thé crop, that: were necessary in raising it; but, in 
this. harvest, Children‘are,capable,of performing a consider- 
able, ‘Share of the ‘business. The wool is’ cleared of the 
seeds. bythe in, and:is afterwards. hand. picked;*in order to 
clean -it thoroughly. from: any. ‘particles Of -the pods or other 
substances adheringsto it. It is then stowed in large bags, » 

are it is well trodden down as it is thrown in; and, in™ 
der to assist in/pressing it more, compactly, some water is 

rand. then: sprinkled of the outside ofthe bag. 
y ountry;. cotton of the best’ a y is produced in 

the immediate “Vieinity of the ocean: € séaisland cotton 
is: therefore se Most valuable. The fertility. of theysoil for 
raising the. crop does not seem so#essential. Dr. Mease 
says, he has «seen it grow and flourish with equal’ luxu- 
riance in the black alluvial-sdil OF an isl _in the Altama- 
ha, and in the blowing. sand of- St. Simons? >. 

As the €fop does not very essentially exhaust che soil, it 
would, seem that,level lands may, for a.considerable length 
of. time, be kepti one of this plant; but where the 

- dands lie rolling ‘or ulated; and are at the same 'time of 
a retentive, nature, the heayy showers; which commonly 
preyail in the, southerly latitudes, are Calculated reatly to. 
injure grounds under the, constant cultivation 0 of thisy or 
any other hoed crop, by! Washing away the best parts cf the — 
surface, atid by cuting “it into. deep gullies; Whish are 

9 
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equally injurious to. good cultivation, and, unpleasant to the 
eye of tli9se unaccustomed to view such lacuations of our 
mother earth, but to behold her in her native robe ofsgreen. 
Whether the product of cotton can: be essentially aug- 
mented, by the application of common’ manures, we are not 
particulatly informed; though we have understood, that 
common salt.assists’ the growth of, the crop, when applied 
to’the, plants. If this be the case, ‘the method pie ase 
sea water into the interior, as described under Manuni 
might probably be found advantageous to the crop,’ 

In regard to the insect that, is often so injurious to cotton, 
we can only say, that if it arrive at the part of the ‘plants 
where it commits its depredatiqgs, by climbing “up ‘the 

stalks, its ascent might probably, be prevented by surround- 

ing each stalk with some repulsive ointment, or matter, as 
mentioned under Insects; but, how well this. additional 
labor would “be rewarded, by the Saving ip the crop, expe- 

riénce alone must determine. a ef 
Let the’ insect arrive at its»place of d tination ‘in: what- 

ever way it-may, a method of @xtirpating it is mentioned in 
the Edinburg Encyclopedia, which the Writer thinks might 
be pursued to advantage: This is to prepare something 
similaryto' an umbrella, the covering being merely of paper, 
which is tobe set. over, the’ plants, successively, while a 

YSmatch of burning sulphur is placed underneath. he coyer 
confines the, fumes of the sulphur, so that the insects Jare 
enveloped? in, it $.in whieh’ situation the ‘Writer thinks they 
must perish in a very few minutes; so that one Man, with 
these means of destraction to the insects, could fumigate a 
great many plants Im.a.days .) 0. ju Vy i A 

The Writer makes .a» calculation how much stound 
could, in this way, be gone over, by one Hand day ; 
the result .of which 15,” 16) process 

1 

and lands, ‘even if not wholly exhausted, will become tired 

of bearing t66 much of one particilar ger adil 

and. is “afterwards left uptiled, it usually produces a new 
and different growth from that which it formerly bore. 

ae 
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The extensive culture of the Guinea- ee, Grassxs) 
will enable the Southern Planters to cover their f€lds with 
cattle; and where these may be readily grown, in profusion, 
there will always be found the reeidegre of ie“ and 
plenty. 

OWS. The marks of a good Cow are thea ‘The’ 
‘wodheat. broad, the eye& ‘black, the horns large and clean, 

e neck long and straight, the belly large and deep, the 
. thighs ee the legs round with short joints, and the feet 
broad and thick. Red Cows are said to give’ the best milk; 
though the black ones are said to bring the best Calves, 
whichis, however, doubtful: But the Cow that gives milk 
the AES time, between the periods of her, calving, is 
generally best" for profit of for .family-use ; provided, the 
on and quality of her milk be equal to: that of others. 
Just before ca ving, a Cow should be well fed; ‘and, if she 
calve in Winter, en.drink should bg, alittle wartned for a 
day and. night a oe . Eishe doe not clean well, ‘alter 
calving, give her sa pale of warm, water, with somé ashes 
in Ate, Those. that. calve prety early will ae most, milk 
i, the. ‘séason.. ow 

‘he times of milking. ought a be oem! and. as nearly 
“equi distant as possible. | Where ‘the feeding is full, it.is . 
found: that milking. three. times.a day, during the Summer 
season | ‘particularly, will increase the quantity nearly one- 

(third. dn that Case, the’ first milkin ought to be by sunrise, 
the | second | about one, and the, latter about seven or eight 
o’clock in\the evening. - Ojniting | to milk ‘Cows regularly, 
‘ least twice a Aim rents, very much to dry tiem. Some- 

nes one, or more teats. of ‘a’ Cow may be diseased ; but 
Nes Tot. affect” the. milk of the rest. > 

" re, ertainly. very. profitable. * pring one to give 
Jarts)a days for forty we in each year, and 

ae fy fey a darge allowance, her milk, at twocents per 
ie will prin to. upwards. ‘of thirty-three, dollars ; 

hich is pl robably sufficient to purchase ae A pay for a 
year’s keeping. ~ 

| See furthe's Neat, carta) CREAT Dany, &c, 

CRA B: PPLETREE- Ci Pyrus. CH inti ay The. tree 
bearing tf $ name. 10, ‘Europe. is different, from that found in 

» this Country. » blossom of ‘that growing here, is very 
fragrant? its frui "email and sour. The Virginia erabapple 

is famous for the cider Bade from: it;) but We believe it 
mist be a variety of the tree’ different from that growing 
farther to the north, asithe ¢ fruit ‘of this has an uncommon 
degree of acidity, a aw 

% 
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The Virginia. crab is an alternate bearer. An orchard 
of two hundred and forty trees of this kind is cultivated, in 
Pennsylvania, by. Mr. Wynkoop. The trees are about 
twenty yeaws,old, and-they afford him, every -other year, 
about one hundred and sixty barrels of cider, which, after 
being. made, and fined, after his superior method, het sells 
for abgut, thirteen dollars: a_ barrel, exclusive of ‘the ca Ky | 
Ciderymadé from the Virginia crab has been, faken’ 
champaine. 
The tree is hardy, suited to almost all soils, outfebur in its 

bearing, and the limbs are less liableto split or break off; 
when heavily laden with fruit. Probably it might’be made - 
a yearly bearer by being treated; at the ‘commencement of 
its bearing,,in the manner directed under Aree He nE y mie 
so, it_would greatly enhance. its value. ; 

For the*process pursued by Mr, orale in y maturing 
his cider, see Cipzr.’ we 

CREAM. Sanat ‘of face svt claing eae ‘e raise: the 
most cream, ought to be- broad ‘and Selon, and.the milk. 
putin them should not be’ more than. three or four inches: 
in depth. Tin and wood are the best materials for making: : 
these. Some. line ‘wooden trays; with lead} but this is ‘a - 
bad practice, as lead may sometimes be. dissolved by» the. . 
acid of the milk) and'then it is ‘poisonous. Wooden trays 
ought.to be well scalded, and dried ina “cool place, as ofte 
as new milk is put into them, to “prevent the wood from _ 
absorbing too much ‘of the acidity of the milk, and thus . 
coagulating the new milk, betore jthe cream has time to. ° 
rise; for cream will not hai after | Hoggpns | has- Decome, , 
coagulated. 

It new milk be kept a3 warm as. when it corhes from ile | 
Cow, no cream will rise on its but, when su aciently: aol : 
ed, the cream separates from the rest and rises’ to” 
In order then to effect this, to the best.adv; antage, the nei 
milk should be made as cool as. possible,’ wana the cooler it. 
is thus made, the more suddenly and: effectually. the creani 
will rise. The cooler, the cellars, therefore, in. which milk. 
is kept, the better... To.sct milkpans, made of tin, in beds 
of salt, would, no doubt, be useful, where the cellar is too 
warm; and. to set all milkvesseéls on | igor. which is con- 
stantly covered with cold springwater, ‘is also an excelent 
plan; and, where it can be done, ought ever. to be omited. 

Most of the eréam .comés last from the Cow in milking. 
The last half: “pint, of milk that can be got, by milking the 
Cow dry, contains as: jmuch Cieam as the first quart, or 
perhaps thfee pints; and, for this reason, Cows ought 
always to be milked as clean as, possible. The quantity of 
cream will also be greater, jf the mills .of each Cow be 
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strained into a pan by itself, as soon as’ possible. The 
practice of pouring the milk of the’ Cows together, while 

milking, and leting the whole stand till nearly cooled) is a 
very bad one, as) in this way, much of the cream will not 
aiterwards rise. 

It is said, that any given quantity of milk, having the 

cream, separated ‘by the scalding process we shall describe, 
yields a fourth more of butter; and it is wellknown that 
thiss cream may be churned*into butter in two or three 

minutes. - 
‘Phe milk, is kept twenty-four hours; it is then put into a 

yessel over a small fire,swhich shall only be sufficient to 
raise the heat of the milk, nearly to boiling, in two hours, 
not less;; and: when it has been this length of time heating, _ 
and begins to exhibit indications of being near boiling, by 
bubbles rising’ tothe surface, it Is to’ be taken.off, ‘and let 
stand twenty-four hours more. The smallest degree of 
boiling mars .thé) process... ge Veo’ Wye noe 

At. the end of this time, the cream will be alk on ‘the 
surface. It is then to be divided ‘into squares, -with a 
knife,.and taken off. from the milk Beneath. This cream 
will keep much longer, «without souring, thai cream raised 
in the common way; and may’ be, at any time, quickly 
converted into butter, It mayealso be salted, and used on 
bread, or otherwise, without’ rning. ee 

he 

_ Winter; is sent .ihto, \that’ city’ from. a distance of two 
 ridgaiee tiles. a a he te 

CUCUMBER “CCunicumis. ) i This isa cold fruit and 
hard of digestion; yet pleasant to the taste. They are ren- 
dered more wholesome by pickling; though the taste of a 
pickled cucumber must:be considered far’ inferior to those 
which are frésh;-when properly prepared for ‘eating, ‘This 
is best done by slicihg them, and then puting them in cold 
water for a while, which renders them more easy to digest. 

It'is good for coffee, but not for tea ; as} when put. into. 
this liquid, apart of it turns immediately into butter. “In © 
London, this cream is considered a great dainty. and, in- 

‘Mr. Cowper, in his“ Taskjin describing the method,of - 
raising eytumbers in hot-beds, directs that after ‘two. rough 
iridented leaves’ are produced, ‘a fimple that portends a 
futtire’ sprout,’ on f the second stalk’ is to be pinched off, to 
‘Wevent/its growth; and this, aed make the other _ 

Cd branches graw»more strong, and be’ more prolific. 
The soil, for-cucumbers cannot be tdo rich, nor too. well 

cultivated, to raise a great crop. A spot wellimanured with 
fish, or other fleshy will) produce a great ‘quantity. . Hogs- 
dung is also very good for‘them: © ih gin ae . Mil) Ge 

See also RapisH; for aigood,smanurevfor them. » 

& 
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Take a tub and fill it halt-falljof stones, and with as 

much water; over this lay some straw, and fill the tub with 
the richest earth; plant this full of the seeds, and guard 
the plants'well while..theyware subject to insects, though 
they will be much less subject to them in this, way; spread 
some brush’ round the: tub for the ‘vines. to run. on,,and in 
this’ way a great crop may) be raiséd. “The water in the 
tub must be constantly replenished) by a tube from the 
outside, which will keep the soil in the’ tub sufficiently 
moist. eee yey ahh 

See Insects, for the method of keeping them off the 
young plants. yi 

CURRANT ( Rides.) There ‘area variety of currants, 
including those called. gooséberries. (See GooszBERRy.) 
The black currant, «which grows, in the Swamps 1: ihis 
Country, is greatly improved by; cultivation, says Mr. Win- 
terbotham, and affords a wie equal to Port, when it. has 
age. It is also'an excelent medicine for’a’sore mouih-and 

throat,” "When bruised’ and ‘steeped ‘in whiskey, or other 
“Spirits, it is also excefent for ,coids and for bad coughs 
arising from pulmonic complaints, yThey are to be steeped 
a fortnight ‘or more; then, strain the liquor, bottle it, and 
put it away for use. The’ red and the- white. Currants are 
most ‘common here, and/each’ Gade good wine, though the 

“white is thought to’ make. the best. Currants are; the most 
useful ofall’ the small kinds of fruit-trees, and’ for’ making 
wines they are Very profitable. - i aaa ont) cas oe 
After pressing out the juice for making wine, let the 
seeds be dried, and sown late in. theFall, or eatiy in the 4“ 
Spring, on fine light eatth, and from, théSe, new, varicties 
may be had; some of which may be found very fine, “and 
‘Much superior perhaps to’ those ‘in Common, use. Some’ 
may be found to ripen early, others late, which are’ qualiues 
particularly desirable for family-uses. © 9) ahi 

Currants .aré easily propagated from -cutings, which: is 
the usual method, or from layers’6p slips. Sidi: Pye 

“See Lavsrs and Strips, rt Sea 
As ‘soon as vegetation has commenced, take the strongest 

and straightest shoots, but not such as are suckers, and set 
the ends pretty well in the ground, in order that they. may 
have sufficiént moisture ; and let them be watered, if ‘the 
weather’ be very: dry, after planting, /Phey willsoon take 
root, and the next season’ will begin to bear... They should 
then be kept carefully pruned, sand should not be suffered 
to run too*high: »Dhey! should’ be kept clear’of suckers, as 
these draw much of that nourishment which is requisite for 
the fruit The ground about them should be occasionally 
hoed, to keep it clear of weeds and grass. 

TAS Sok hake 

ue 
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Currants will'do wery well even on light Eady soils ; but, 
perhaps, the best /soil, for them is a»gocd mellow sandy 
loam. With proper culture, however, they will grow, presty 
well on almost any Soil that is not too hard and poor.’ 

Mr. Forsyth gives some verygminute directions. for’ ‘prun- 
ing currants, jand applying his composition to the wounded 
parts; but-ig'this instance, asin some others, he’ probably 
carries -his’ theofies to extremes.) Whatever may. be them, 
case.itt Greaibritain, where fruit is not so easily raised, it 
is/believed that the above~ general directions, ‘if pursued, 
will’ensure good crops of currants in this Country, which 
appears to be very natural to their growth. 

To make Curpant.wine, ..Take currants, fully,ripe, at the 
Fate of one, gallon: for each gallon of water; bruise them 
fine in the water ‘strain “the ° Whole t through a cloth)and 
add two pounds and three quarters of good brown stifar to 
every gallon’ of currants and water thus mixed together $ 
stir it welly and, when the sugar has dissolved, put the 
whole into’a clean cask, filling it fully abd leaving a good 
vent-hole open. hen the? “fe 3 Mekation: is' over, stop it up 
tighty and in. six. Pais ‘it will be fit for bottling or for use, 
Like ‘other’ wines, however, it ‘improves. ‘mutch by age.’ 
‘Probably molzsses, well clirified, might be made to an- 

swer ati of sugar; ‘and, probably, honey, or a due mix- 
ture, of it, would be better’ than either.* : 
An acre planted’ with feurrants; and’ well’cultivated, woe " 

probably yield, on an’ average, a quantity of fruit: sufficient, 
to’ make a thousand ‘gallons of witle, yearly. “The expense 
of'making this wine ddes ‘not exceed fifty cents'a gallon; 
and the wine, bce , a "hatle’ age, is! A als al treble this 

" morey. 
+ A.currant-garde n rehonte be'set with the Hawkes in: POWs, 
about. . eight feet between: each, and’ about "three feet ibe- 
tween each bush, ‘with intervals of proper width and at re- 
gular distances for passing ‘across the rows. “Planting cur- 
rants on the south ° side, of a wall will make;them ripen 
more early,vand they willvripen later. when” geo on, the 
nate side. a 

CUTINGS. "These ate twigs of trees! cut off and set 
into they ground, whére they * will take root’ and or 
They should be taken from young thrifty trees. : 

| Cutings of | currants, grapevines, willow, ombatdy pop- 
. lars, &e. are made to grow without any difficulty 3 those ‘of 
quinces ate not so easy, “and those of the appletree are still 
less so. Let those which ape most difficult to gro w be set 
as deep aS twelve inches; ‘those léss dite HAR icighs: or 
ten, as the kinds may require,” “Tuet them; beseut-and ‘set in 
the Spring,’as soon as. vegetation has commenced ; \and ‘per- 
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haps earlier than this is best for thosegwhich are most diffi- 
éult to grow. “Let them be frequently watered, when the 
ground is dry. - The twigs used for this purpose should be 
of good straight growth; but not such as aré suckers, as is 
said by some. ‘ 

Appletrees raisedsin this way, will ‘not grow so large as 
those raised from the seeds}: nor will they beso long-lived; 

~butein this way, as in ‘grafting, the choicest selections of 
fruit can be made. CR ca! TOES Sa " 
“Where cutings are to be kept some time, “before séting 
in the ground, let the cut ends be kept in moist earth,” and 
soaked in water before they are set. Gt oot 

Sce further, Suips,and Scions... 4. 3 
It has always been said, that neither cutings, slips) of 

scion’'should be taken from the sprouts of trees. © Forsyth 
particularly insists on this, alleging that sprouts never bé- 
come good bearers. Sprouts certainly.bedr no fruit, while 
they are mere thrifty upright shoots; but it is believed, that * 
when they have obtained considerable size, and shoot out 
their lateral branches, these will become as’ good. bearers 
as any other branches of the tree. For currants}. in*parti- 
cular,’some who'hayve tried cutings of » fhe-sprouts, for set- 
‘ing, assure us that they prefer them to, the branches; ‘as 
they grow straight and thrifty, and, when they have thrown. 
Out their lateral branches, bear exceedingly.well,..  » 
>It has been said, that a -cuting, ‘Slip, or. scion, when 

~splanted, or grafted, will live no longer than the parent 
stock, if that die. a natural death. Mention is. made, in the 
letters of Esfireiléa, of a very famous peartree at» Teignton, 
in’ Greatbritain, which, on: account of the excelénce of its, 
fruit for making ferry, was called, the. Teignton. Squash; ~ 

that all the ‘neighboring, Farmers \grafted trom ‘this tree} 
and, that when it was found’ in the last ‘stage of decay, all 
the gtafts which had been taken from it were found in the 
same: condition. © eee Ba gs Mate Me. 

Perhaps it will be-found, that cutings; slips, or scions, 
will-die, when the parent stock dies of natural decay; but 
that the same rule will not holdin regard to suckers, as 
these appear‘to be: somewhat of a differerit kind of growth, “+ 
and more in the ‘nature of a-young- tree... They seem ‘to 
grow. with more health and vigor,-than the lateral branches. 

“ 
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D. 

DAIRY: * “The oiigees of the dairy requires close atten-\ 
tion. » The milkings, in order to be most profitable, should 
be three times a day 5" the first at daylight; the second at 
rioon 5 and, the latter at twilight. “This will very considera- 
bly. inctease the so ieee of milk given in a day from apy 
number of Cows. 

In order.to. ascertain hich Cow’s milk is the best, .as 
yielding the most, cream, Jlerthe milk of each be. putaby 
itself, and their products of butter will then determine, the 
point. The ‘quantity of nik afforded” 4 each spon also 
be taken into consideration 

See further, ‘Burren, Che SE 
Neat-caTTLe.@2 see is 
Dr. Anderson recommends w 

most’ wholesome for: holding milk 5 -hut ribat i tin pans’ be 
used; “they should be Washed, every time’they are emptied, 
with warm “water in. which a litde galt hasbeen dissolved, 
and” ‘shouldbe kept’ clean bys Ouring’; aud, to prévent 
acidityin wooden vessels, they should in like manner .be 
coure and “cleansed with hot water. Leaden vessels he 

condérans; 2 as is mentioned under BUTTER. 
The aa juires two. ‘appartments ;_ a clean ‘coat room 

hun OE 

in the’cé the milk, and.a dark room above ground 
for-dryi ai Keepin the cheese. © Many. Farmers, how- 

“confine theit’ attention to making butter alone ; -and in 
that case: pe. cool cellar is the essential requisite... Let 

be set on the ground; for it is the ‘coolest part of 
“Summer, atid the warmest in Winter, 

If milk be kept in tin pans, and set within earthen ones, 
of a texture’so. porous, that the water in them will eradually 
exude, it ‘will impart a @reat degree of coolness to the 
milk. ‘Fhe waterin the earthen pans Should surround those 
holding: the milk. If the outer pan were made. of sui, 
leapiery’ it would answer the same: PuRRODE. j “ith 

DEW. § an experiment (says Mr. Livingston) , has 
heen made to ascertain the difference between dew- 
water and fain-water, by puting an equal quantity of each’ 
in’ different vessels, and setting them in the sum (0 dry 
away: The result’ was, that the sediment or settlings of 
the dew-water were greater in “quantity, blacker, and. rich- 
er, than those of the rain- water.’ oak 
7 10 
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».Dew is, therefore, fertilizing ; and) this is the reason 
why lands will be most benefited; by being constantly 
ploughed, when the dew is on them.” 

See, FaLLowine, &c. 

DITCH. This is, either for enclosing erounds, to serve 
in, the place of other fencing, or to‘carry off superfluous 
water. When made for a fence, it ought to’ be four feet 
wide at the top, one, or less,: at the bottom, and about two 
and a half deep; with the earth all thrown out on one side, 
and banked up as high as possible.’ This, however, is but 
a poor fence, unless a hedge of some kind ‘be planted on it; 
or, unless it be raised higher by posts and rails, or boards; 
or, by, stakes and wickerwork; and this, where cedar can 
be had for, the purpose, makes a good durablée'fence. © ).% 

See, HEDGES. te! etal to Oh 

To drain swamps, ditches onght ‘to be of size and depth 
proportionate, to the extent of theswamp; or rather let 
them be proportionate to the’ quantity Of water to be” car- 
ried off. Mieke ound the edges of the’swamp ought. to be 

sg, placed, as to receiye all’ the water from) the springs 
which commonly, run in on every ‘side; or, if convenient, 
they should be so’ placed” as to’ cut off the’ springs, by re- 
ceiving them into the ditch. When a very wet’ swamp is 
to.be drained, the months of August and “September ‘are 
the best for performing this labor, as’ the ground is’ then 
driest; while, at the Same time, the water will ‘not prove 
troublesome by its coldness: “Phe. proper’ proportions’ for 

these kinds, of ditches aré, to be three times as wide at the 
‘top as.they are at the bottom, and a little’ more than half 
as deep as they are Wide.” If they jare not thus” sloped 
they will fall in; owing to the “heaving Of the ground 
by the frosts, To ‘prevent their falling tn, “it is advisa- 

ble to. sow some strong-rooted grass on the sides” of ‘the 
ditches. cet ee ee 

See farther, BoG-MEADOW. 1 ORE. oe er 
; RS 

DIVISIONS or a FARM. Ifa farm be nearly’square, 
it may sometimes be advisable to have @ wide lane through 
the. middle; and lots laid off on’ each side’; or,if it be more 
oblong, a wide lane on one side may be ‘advisable, and the 
lots laid off to it. No certain’ directions’ can} however} be 
given on this head, owing to the different shapes, Soils, &c. 
of farms.’ A lane of this Kind may’ often ‘be’ the’ ‘more 
eligible, where it can take in, some spring, or other living 
water; as, in that case, every field becomes, accessible to 
the water, at all.times, by Teaving open the gate of that 
which is im present usé in pasturing. 

% 
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Lots for tillaze), ahould always\ be square, or at least of 
equal sides; those for mowing or pasture may be ee 
without any incgnvenienge. 

DRESSING. A dressing differs from a manuring bly 
in this, that thé former is iftended merely for one crop, 
while the latter is. intended for several. Some dressings, 
such as gypsum, ashes,’ salt, &c. are.to be laid’on the soil; 
ethers, again, such as com posis, &c. are to bi slightly buri- 

in it, and mixed with its surface. 

/ DRILL. A niachine for sowing seeds, by opening one 
or more furrows; at’ proper distances from each other, Of a 
depth suitable. to the seed to be sown, and at the same time 
droping thé seeds, and covering them, all at one opera. 
tion, It is to be drawn by one or:more Horses, according 
to its size; ,or it may,-be drawn by hand, or pushed fore 
ward, somethitg similar to the 'r Manner of pushing a wheel- 
baryow, where,a anal cee ‘for drilling a row: ata time 
is to be used. es 
Of this latter desegintion may be those for drilling’ in the 

seeds of Indian corn, beans, turnips, onions, and: generally 
al! seeds, which.may be*.cultivated ‘in ‘rows, or drills, to 
advantage, and which have ,seeds of such shape as can be 
properly droped at suit le distances: vith this implement 
of husbandry. «,,% 
Where wheat, or other grain, Kitt ‘is sastially sown in 

the broadcast, is to be drilled, ‘the implement for the pur- 
pose isto be of such dimensions as: that several rows are 
drilled. ‘in atonce. Mr. ‘Butherford «makes mention of ‘one 
used: in Newjersey; for ‘drilling in wheat in rows, at the 
distance’ of about thirteen inches ‘between each, which is 
drawn" atns Horses,\.and with which” on, eight “agres 
may be drilled in a’day. 

Thecost of this drill he states to be about ten dollars; 
and he adds,’ that, where the seed is drilled ‘in’ with this 
maching, Jess. seed is Pee Wiaate, and a lane crop ts to be 
expected, ; 

It is certain, that a’-much as ‘onesthird of the Seed: may 
be saved by drilling in wheat, and some other grains, which - 
arejusually sown’ in‘the broadcast; but we are not so, confi- 
dent, that an increase of crop,.to any essential amount, is to 
be expected from this method of commiting wheat to the 
earth ; as’ we do not fi d this insisted’ on ‘by the agricultural 
Writers in .Greatbritain,.” waere the drilling-husbandry is 
well understood. . 

Still, however, the | éffects of drilling in “wheat may be 
found move advantageous: here, than in tha t Country; and, 
at all events, the mere saying’ of seed will amply repay the 

a 
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smal! additional expense incured by ie use of this machine 
for covering-wheat, barley, and some other grains. 

But the excelence of drills is principally, to be found, in 
the facility with which seeds can be buried which are only 
proper’ to be planted’ or sown'in rows, or in hills; as, in 
such. ‘cases, one Man with: a drill, to be>drawn either by 

, or by a Horse, as. the Case may-require, .will perform 
a much, in‘commiting seeds to the.earth,-as would be done 
by six, eight, or'ten Men, in the:same length of ‘time, with- 
out the use of this implements and, at the/same time, the 
work done with the drill will be found much better execilt- 
éd, and with a great saving of seed. - 4 “ 

Drillsy however, are only.proper for’ grounds which are 
clear of stones, and other uBpe saachis to ‘the. “use of these 
machines. 

For descriptions and awed inf the: different Linids, in 
usé in Greatbritain, we refer the ‘Reader io the sEncyclope- 
dias ‘lately published in” that ait fgg or. to meaatie of 
either, of. he Pubished. heres - Meee ee 

4 ig es ry a 

DROUGHT. “AS a ‘country Geebmbe tidaved of its. s- 
ber, ‘it becomes more liable to’ droughts; -and these ‘willbe 
more or less severe according: to the climate. That. which 
is naturally” ‘cool and moist, such*as-that of Greatbritain and 
Ireland, Will seldom, if éver, be affected? by too much dry 
weather; while-that in which the Summers are hoter, and 
of course the atinosphere: dryer, will often: suffer, smuch on 
this account’ In most parts of. Spain, the. fields are parched 
up by the middle of Summer; but before’ this the crops are 
il harvested: In this’ Country,: droughts - Sag pees ‘so 
‘severe, nor So. “universal ; yet partial Buck are in eXperi- 
enced, much earlie ane long before the ‘crops have come 

“toanaturity. This*is an evil; and all the Farmengan do, i is 
to make the best possible provision against it? - 

Generally speaking, nothing is better calculated to ward 
off the effects. of droughts, ‘than ” ‘good: cultivation,» by 
plotbhing sufficiently deep, and effectually, and» manuring: 
wéll. Ground ‘that is well, mellowed; to,a proper depth, 
will * ‘stand’ a drought much better,” than: that which: is 
ploughéd shallow and eft m_clods ; and that which is well 
manured will retain: more moisture than. that which As. poor. 
Again,’ ground which is thas well prepared, and-manured, 
shoots forth its, crop so rapidly, that the’-ground is soon 
covered and shaded’ from. the heat the stip; and, for this 
reason, retains: its moisture longer. . The same ‘may be ob- 
‘served of mowing-lands. ay poe 

Gypsum is also an antidote to droughts; and, fortunate- 
Jyy it salts: the soils “best which ‘are moot affected in thy 
Way. oe : 

&. 
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Another way to. avoid the effects.of droughts ig, to. culti- 
vate swamp-lands more, extensively, in raising Such . pro- 
ductions as are {most diable..to receive injury in this). way. 
Such lands, when well drained, and duly mixed with’ proper 
earths, or othe® manures; may, undoubtedly be rendered 
excelent for almost every. Summer-crop. which ‘is: liable to 

be; injured by toomuch® dry weather. Wet lands also, 
which haye been +hollow-drained,, _ will stand a drought 
much better. than in their original Wet states a! f. , 

See Hotiow DRAINS. » ad 
In pastures, . planting some jands of irees, in different 

parts, is beneficial’in preventing the effects of drought; and 
the best for this is the locust; as it will. increasethe pas- 
ture, serve: for. ‘shade,’ Siig sey yield much valuable 
timber. aiid tael ea Se ae | ee 

» See; Locust, @ Neg og 5 ie 
sag % ; 

DUNG, DUNGHILLS, Se See Mawunes. ti 
< 

DYING OF CLOTHS, ce Me the Dométtie, WManeisce 
ture. of*cloths, and. particutarly of: woolen, is important to 
the welfare and Independence’of the Farmers and Planters 
of our Country, we, have thought, proper to devote a-page 
or two of this “Work, in directions for dying some of those 
colers which are. seldom, or neyer out of fashion; such as 
the, black;. the’ grays, the blues, and the greens, of different 
shades, together *with some ee Reg nat of Producing. a 
variety of other colors. _« 7a sath 

_ The essential - point; «in Giloringy isa Rinudciss of the 
means. of ‘Sseting. the colors -so permanently, that they will 
never fade; In. cottons, this. is.often. a matter of difficulty : 
In woolens; it is:,less so. . - The liquid, or’ substance Used to 
set ee et is.called the imrdane. The proper mordant for 
blues, and: for scarlet, or red: of various hues, 1 is. the golnnion 
of tins and-is prepared as. follows: 
Dake two parts of spirit of nitre, one ‘of fanieage spirit 

of salt, and inthis liquor. dissolyeyone-twentieth part of, its 
quantity of ‘the purest tin thatecan be had,.or more if the 
liquor will dissolve more.: The tin isto be granulated, and 
put in» by ‘degrees; as the liquor dissolves it. To use. this 
mordant, dilute ‘it:in two or three: “parts of ‘clear Stream- 
‘water, according to its strength, until’ “itv has the, et of 
pai or lemon- “juice. + 
+ The amordant is to-be used in two wit Where it. divds 
no color of itselfy the cloth¢or yarn,,may be first, put into the 
mordant a suitable length of time, and then jput into the 
dye; or a suitable proportion of the mordaptmay ‘be, mixed 

ge vith the dye: But, where the former gives a .color of 
“itself, the.eloth or yarn should first-be-put into it, and then 

* 
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into the latter.” Thus, for dying cotton bla ack, the mordant 
f fustic, which of 

itself gives a ellow color; but,. af poh received this, 
@ permanent black a ‘The b k of the quer- 

then. they. 2 are. es 
ri iovtetie ha VEAP acs by aa ake & yh Se 

- The different hues of. gray are. ely « mix of white. 
wool with, suitable propergerems ‘d pines in the 
manner just mentioned. Ags 
Green is a mixture of be and ye 

a° lighter. green, by sa if yell 

praper Tonia 
more. of 

where it ist 
her prereail 

ent colors. red 

bled foobtain 4 alk 
ie Midis pe 

Vragerables. " oh 
Indigo, — 

‘oad, . eet 
e) indigo (flowers: wohy 

tes ‘Whortleberry (fruit) — 
Pokeweed (fruit). 
Wintergrape | (fruit) he 4 
Common hazlenut ie ( ove gait: we 

arr 

re alk Seoprlt i 

‘Hickor nut husks (green). Do.” gets “6 ed Bo. Bieta 
Witch a ae “sige a ‘Do. BD. ae ee 
Sumac. ( | 
Oak et co) ee 
Maples: (b 
Walnut ees Ji 
Sassafras: (bar! nr 
Madder \(roots) *" 
Persimmon-tree (ba 

Locust-tree! (bark), ee bndayy 
Poplar-tre (bark), ~ oa ay: 
Pai Ar 
oni bark 
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For dying the sahalct, three parts of water to one of so- 
lution of tin, are to”bemixed together; and then!such a 
quantity of cochineal must be added, as will just, give the 
scarlet hue; and, if ‘a’stull paler red is wanted, the’ sanity 
of Puchinesd and mordant must be reduced. , » 

To give a dark and) unchangable blue color to wast (ays 
Mr. Genet, from whom we-derive;most of the information in 
this article) the French, Manufacturers mix one part of’ the 
best indigo, pulverised,’ with eight- parts of vitriolic: acid, 
well concentrated and leave it undisturbed ‘for twenty: Hout 
hours. © They’ then add, by degrees, ninety six parts ‘of ‘pure 
soft water to the’mixture, and stir it frequently. 

If the wool, or cloth, whe immersed inthis, becomes of | 
too dark a blue, its colotvi is.to be made-lighter by. its being 
soaked about a day, or a longer or shorter time, asimay,be 
found necessary, in a cold solution of twenty-four parts of 
pure soft water’and oneof sea or common:salt. 
“Allunt; says: Mr. <G: may! be:.used as. a mordant for indi-, 

gos andvif any woolens’ et immerged ina bath cohtaining 
aysolution of soda,, after eing dyed with this blue,“and 
fixed with this .mordant, they ‘will acquire a’darker color. 
The’same method, he says, may be: score applied to 
sills, but not to” linen’ or cotton. 

4 WP ERE NY ead: = 

) 

-BARTHS. esheets he analysing the alas which 
fortns, this eafth,: find it to’ contain ‘several ‘distinct kinds of 
“matter, which they denominate primitive) earths ; which 
are, However, unnecessary) to be designated: here, farther 
than’as some of them enter into, the composition, of soils. 
These are’ ‘principally lime, magnesia,’ silex, and ‘alumine,, 
In addition’ to these, other! substances are found in, soils¢ 
such) as animal and: vegetable matter, in. a decomposing 
state, certain: saline compounds, and the oxoyde of cron 

Lime is seldom found in its purity; but is generally 
combined with other earths, and with acids. .What are 
commonly called limestone, marble, chalk, and the*differ- 
ent kinds of marl¢, are all, mixtures. of fime with other 
éarths, combined with carbonic acid, oe are each called 
carbonates of lime. 

Gypsum, or sulphate of lime, isa mixture of lime with 
other earths, “combined with sulphuric, aed 5 H and, when 

% 
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lime is combined with Phsehorin acid, i 
. phate of lime. be 

‘Lime, in its pure state, is ie a is readily dis- 
solved el or in six hundrg ne _and eighty times its 

‘of the above-mentioned 
thy which’ contains lime, 

h may. al 
mestone, gy. Cy 

a upper of the yal f th 

appear generally to ihivenbaett peor ert for 
ppeared. Chemists suppose them Dp} 

Frome hells, such as those oe 

silictous, earth former be! nown by it ardt . 
and$mooth ice whe i gp the: tei 
calculated t clay. he distin- 

‘dnd and 

haps, contains less alumine.” ae 
The upland. marle. is Peet. 
roportion of lime, and the. more. t 
Soreness however, this kin 
proportion of: sand: in which 
adapted’ for. €lay soils; ag, 
found most’ snitable: for those: : 
of bog-swamps also varies ‘ip its proportic 
‘ela or loam, ‘. of ver oi tent ‘s and 

ins more lime ; ea ‘ 

‘ 

friable, ety 
oe and pei 

the Enge Farmers. call ; “and in Greatbrit ain, is 
a Tay, Fs 
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esteemed of much tee value, as a manure ; Mut; in’ ‘ this 
Country, it is said"to.be most valuable. 

The magnesian limestone may be known, feat (at 
which is purely calcareous, by/the slowness of «its solutic 
in acids; as, even, the softest, kind of it, is longer in dis- 
solving than marble. Frequently it has, also, a chrystalized® 
structure; and sometimes small black dots i be Seon 
ingerspersed, throughout the mass... 

Silex, or the, earth, of ‘flintsy is | exhibited: mostly: in ‘the 
fori ‘of crystaline sand. oe ‘ 
“Alumine is the basis of iclay,; aed serves ‘to lendue that 

earth with the peculiar, characteristic of contracting in bulk, 
when dried; and’ of ‘eXpandibg again, when moistened.) 
“Animal matter, ‘in aidecomposing” state, must be princi- 

pally, the remains of: the various insects, and_other animals, 
which have existed, and perished, in the earth, during the’ 
lapse of ages.” -".\* Samia” . 
The présence of, the ‘remain of seit matter, in earths, 

is ascertained by, applying a ‘Strong. heat ‘to them 5 under’ 
the operation: of which they emit a smell’ similar. to. that of 
feathers ‘when-burning, and leave a residue whichis prin- 
cipally carbonaceoys, matter, togetherawith carbonic: acid, . 
volatile alkali, and inflammable aeriform.products.. #5 

Vegevable matter, in a decomposing state, is:much”more 
apparent in almost every part of the, surface. of the “earth's 
but most so in righamoutde,: and. in. newy, lands; ° where the: 
surface is usually: ‘more or. less’ covered with, at It forms 
the upper stratum: “ok bog-meadows, and indeed ‘the whole 
mass, where) they are Hot ae ae with ‘marie. Whemit 
underboes ‘the operate of aston Boab. Ag residue | us 
mostly ashes, its * hwy 
_The saline’ eave Fun. in heat fie: or ‘eo’ are | ‘bute 

rarely. tobe « boven es and “are “principally common. salt. 
(miriate “of. soda): eps om. salt. {sulphate of magnesia) and” 
the salts chemically called muriate, and sulphate, of potash, 
nitrate ‘of ‘lime, and. ‘the mild alkalies. ; 
Spits con ining, the] least: of. any. particulam saline ingres Si 

dient, that forms a part of the: food of plants, will ror cee a 
always. be found’ most benefited by. tte poten of he 

_. kind of salt, asa manure. ieiah a 
* ‘The oxyde. (rust) of iron. ‘is found eal arths, ors 
but ‘Mostly in yellow and rédish clays, and in sands of (Si 
lary colors. It’ would seem that the colors of these eart 
are. Bi pete owing to their containing more: or less of this 
oxyde; and that, for, this. reason, they are ‘usuall “the least 
fertile; as the presence of | iron, in any, shape was ae in 
the soil, is unfriendly to vepetation.."/ > ee ye 

But redish- Saieeed earths are often. -very /pra ie -parti- 
cillarly of the gery kinds; Ae cause a ay be, the 

oy *) f 
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presence of Mother fertilizing matter ih the soil, that over- 

balances the effects of the iron; oF that the solor is chiefly 
Owing to,some other cause. . 
When earths have. been made as dry as' they can be, by 

expostire tothe air, they still contain a considerable quan- 
tity of water; the more. clayey kinds containing about a 
a of’ their weight; while ‘those which are light and 
we hold ‘from a tenth to a.twentieth’ part only of this 

“according as the sand predominates more.or less.» 
ve It oe Te seem, that this circumstance is principally’ what 
pives to clayey soils the advantage over those which are 
light and sandy; the former, holding* more Water, are ena- 
bled’to impart to’the growing plants more of this necessary 

/food’ than= the latter,” particularly “during spells” of dry 
weather. The stiff and. clayey sous may therefore be said, 
on this account, if on no. other, to contain more of the food 
a plants than the light sandy iene 
“But clays may, nevertheless, © 

ct x ‘i 

“admitthe extension of “the roots of plants in «search of ‘this 

. -pactness and: adhere do the soil. 

food; | andy ih such case, the stofes of this nutrinjent, ; are 
anly to be’ unlocked by the ‘application ‘of safid, or’ some 
other, substance calculated to. eee the auaity of com- 

See MANURES. =. $ 
“Somethtne shall:now be said of ae, in’ regard to their 

fitphing different suils.y. ©. 
There are a variety of these ; wun as, ‘the sandy, gravelly, 

loamy,’ clayey, marley, chalky, mucky, turf, and feat soils. 
There are also soils formed of a mixture of some’ of these ; 

*such as the sandy- loam, sravelly- fd cai ee gravelly- 
clay, &¢ as aaa a . 

The ‘sandy soil is that i in. which” "eand ‘predominates ; but 
“which, at the same time; ‘contains a suticiency “of ‘other 
- earthy: ‘matter to make it more or less" retentive o of ‘moisttre,, 
“and thus becomes endued with various” degrees. of fertility. 
A pure sand ds wholly ‘batren; being nothing more than a 
- €ollection of. y¥éry minuté pebbles, “which are usually of the 

Moi 

stone we call flint; though sometimes Mey are ae calcareous 
stone, as we have, ‘before mentioned, © 
“Where a,sandy(soil is underlaid, and at no weal dein, 
with “what. is isu iy called a hardpan, it adds. greatly to” 

; the retentiveness: the soil, and of course’ to its ‘fertility. 
“Sandy ‘soils are’ usually of a “yellowish, or redish,- cast. 
Sometimes they are grayish; and frequently they” aie’ dark- . 
colored. The fatter are usually the most fertile: Generally, 
they are very” ‘productive the yellowish and redish are 
commonly. the ‘least so; and ‘the grayish usually holds ’a 
middle station ‘between the (wo extremes.” - 

fais Sine a 
tf BN a 

fi! ahs fen 
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Sandy soils are, commonly, most profitable inthe cultiva- 
tion of roots of almost. every description; particularly when 

the soil is well manured, if it be not naturally rich, 

Wheat is not very gatinals to, this soil; but, when fa 

condition, it will produce tolerably good Crops of this gtatn; 
particularly when sown on 4 sward of clover turned under. 
Rye is natural to this Soil. 

* "The lighter kinds, of it are “too little retehtive of ‘moist- 
ufey during the‘ heats of Summer, for ‘lore crops ot Indian 
gorn ; though those. which are darker-c red | are generally 
overy good for. this rap. . 

Some particular kinds of grass grow ait in this ‘soil; 
‘even where it is very light and ey; Sage 

See, GRASSES. "ae i 
Sandy soils have’ this nate hlar advantages they! “are- 

easily. tilled ;) sO. that, 2 what is, saved in tillage be ‘expend- 
ed in-additional manurings, it is doubtful whether this soil; 
when. skilfully rhanaalt Will not be found as ug es to 
the Farmer as‘most ag lands of midling quality. © 

See. “IMPROVEMENT OF Lanps, and Manumes2 “. ~*~ 
Sandy lands “are also much pleasanter, to. till, than most 

other soils; so. that; if* pleasure be, an object” With the” 
Farmer, “he will bring that into the. account, when forming 
a proper estimate of ‘the value Of tis soil. 
A great, proportion . of the vast and popitlous _ empire ‘of 

China is said to be more: or less’ of sandy soil. a 
The county*ob Norfolk, in Greatbritain, which is Said to 

be now among’ the, ‘most. productive’ tracts-in that Country, 
was, originally, forthe most part, a poor light sand. 

In. this Country, ‘ sandy lands have’ generally’ ‘been. too 
litle valued: "They have been mostly. ‘occupied. by poor 
Farmers, ‘who have taken no pains, in the first: instance, to 

« give them: ‘more: Atamning, and thus fit them, for profitable 
courses of crops; but, on the contrary, what’ little fertility 
they. possessed / has usually been exhausted in the produc- 
tion: “of | ‘poor crops, Yand thus the soil has at-length, in epeny 
instarices, become. almost entirely barren. ™ 
The «gravelly ‘soil is ‘that im which @favel forms the 

largest component part. . ‘Pure. gravel, like pure sand, is° 
dine barren; being nothing more’ than- a collection of meee 
he OL Ay larger, king, »than: those of whicl AS: composed, A 
das se sand, and a fin¢ gravel, may be co snsidered so nearly 

synonymous, that we will not pesengie to draw ks inie of 
Stinction between them. | 

. ® ™ se oi eos 
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considerable! proportion -of,calcareous or, other: fertilizing 
maticr. We have seen some, xem sGgod soils, which par- 
took Jargely of a slaty gravel.y ~ 
Generally speaking, ‘soils; which are very gravelly are 

hard,’ sed. ‘Abey ar@ usually, poor, from. much the same 
cause Ahich contribute, to the proverty of soils which are 
very, Sandy,; and the means off ameliorating ach are ver 
similar. But: as a hard gravelly soil is-much more difficu iy 
“to mellow) than. the: pandy),. thie form¢r sy on. that scoatinty 
Vthe Teast ‘valuable. ee 

‘Hard: gravels. must be pioucheds very ‘deeply, in order to. 
enable the growing craps to withstandethe droughts of Sum- 
mer. Roots which. require a deep, extension into the earth, 
and all’ those plants which are’ most” affected, by drought, 
have, but little chance of succeeding | ina gravelly sale of 
this, description. (lo eae 

It’ is most effectually. mended ‘ipl asting ‘earths: upon vit 
which are,most retentive of moist 3 At the same, time, 
it is a soil that 1s: extremely sensible? to. the operation of 
gypsum ; and, with the aid of that manure, will produce 
good crops | of “clover, which,:in due season, will enable the 
“soil to beara, erop of rye to, advantage ; and.in’ this way, or 
something Similar, poor, gravelly, soils may be made. to 
yield considerable prof f. Ray 

But, as, the soils which. may ‘be. denominated erally are 
some. ‘more; and. some less, so; some; very hard, and dry, 
some -mellower, and-not so much affect »by drought ; ; we 
will-not pretend to designate particularly the mostsprofita- 
ble uses. of soils of this kind,.as much, must depend on their 
particalar’ character, and as, those of the better kinds may 
often be; found very good for most kinds of culture. 

The loamy soil:is,.a close, compact, netentive earth,,.and 
appears, fo be similar to}clay ; with this difference, however, 
that loam does net crack opem when dried, ) It is; also; in 
general, different in color from, the ‘host. oof, clays;. the 

| p9erer sorts of loam being, of 4 pale: yellow ;. ‘the better 
sons of a browpish colop; and some are often’ found of a 
redish hue, whith are endued with yarious’ degreesiof, fer-. 
tility; though, generally, they,.aré very good for, almost 
every, purpose. ob’ Dona pargaleely’ when’ of, a dry! and 
meligw ‘Kind. ae eee mot 

The atk, or. brown- colored ork are. ‘alist. jnvaskebly 
good Jands; but. best, where they are'dry and me low. «Phe 
darkness of, the ‘color probably denotes, the: presences. 4 
much vegetable: matter in them.) ve 

Loams of every: kind, whether wet or. dry, ave natural to! 
grass: Some, howevers ) swhich> ineline to become mossy, 
when they haye been afew, years in pasture, ‘or mowing- 
yer eager y 19. be Thgre frequenitly ploughed up}. -une® 

ey abe 
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less the growth of the,moss be destroyed by scarifying and 
top-dressings. We have known gypsum to answer an ex- 
celent purpose, ih extirpating ithe growth of moss in a dry 

loamy soil. This) manure was merely scattered oven, the 

mossy ground in the Spring; ,when the moss soon’ "pave 

way to a growth of white.clover.’ ‘ 

Loamy lands are generally too cold,” and often too’ wet, 
“for bearing good crops of Indian corn} unless the: ground 
«be well warmed and-mellowed,’ by,suitable; manurings, &c. 

Fens of the dry, redish, and dark-colored kinds, however, 

answer well for this grain, as well as (for. almost every 
Pither growth.“ In general,” ‘loams#are a good wheat-soil, 
‘unless where they ‘are too “wet; and even ‘their, wetness 

may be remedied by hollow-draining. Ng I 
my See. that’articler 1 ker) ¢ aa: 

ah: loamy ‘soil will: pay,’ as well as any other, for: what 
maiiure is given it, ib arte, of the right kind. 

See: MANURES. .)5 39) 
Tt is: also much -easiet ‘prepared for, crops, Ho hat of 

which we shall next: speak ; and, although: loams are very 
various ih quality, and in fertility, in general it may be said, 
that tracts) of this soil wil usually be found to contain ihuch 
good fatming-lands. LSS DS ema. 

Theg clayey soil, is He most. com act Bark ‘retentive | ‘of 
any, and, on account of its alumine, has the singular qual- 
ity of contracting, when® dried, and, expanding: again when 
moistened, “as “We” chaye before mentioned. Probably. the 
presence of this primitive ‘earth, in this ‘soil, is principally 
what serves*to distinguish it from the more vy die and 
compact foams. Pagdh,.': ~ 

Clay isan unpleasant ASpil: to Gultivate, for any! Moed crops ; ; 
and. for, those’ which are cultivated, Solely: with the: plough, 
more skill, -as. _well:as more labor, is; requisite i in ae toh 
this: ground for, th "reception: sof seed: 

See. FALLowr IG REC. fs 5) | “hud 
‘To. prepare a : soil of this description for bearing a tous 

requires, om an” average, ‘at least’ double the expense. that 
‘y is necessary for’ light sandy ‘soils. Clays’ are, however,” .) 

strong and: ‘durable soils, and,) when well cultivated, produce 
% largély*of such crops/as aré most stitable to them. tT hese 
Aa are, principally, wheat, where the )Soil. is not, too “wet, 

© arley, oats, beans, peas, yetches, flax, &c. beside ae 
“sorts ‘of natural and artificial grasses. 
“Rye/is not /so, ‘natural to’ clay. Indian corny” bes the 
‘various kinds, of. rodt-crops, do not flourish ‘in this soil, 
unless they are. owerfully’ assisted: by suitable manures. 

Clay, however, by long cultivation, and frequent manur- 

esas ina pe ee loses its. original eharacter; ‘that 

BRE - a ee fhe 
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adhesive quality, so troublesome in. tillage, mostly disap- 
pears, and the soil assumes more of the. qualities of loam. 

The marley soil is merely a clay with a mixture of more 
or less limesIt is a strong, durable soil, and is more easily 
fited for Crops thaniclay, as it -has little or nohe of the ad- 
hesion Of that earth,’ ‘being more loose and crumbly. It is 
better fited, for those crops: for which clay 3s not so well. 
adapted ; but, at the same unne is best for those which. Ls * 
best suited for clays. oy. 7 
His a kind of soil that.is not: often found i in any conéider: E 
able extent, as faras our observations -have extended. ~ In” 
point of color, it probably.corrésponds with those of clays; 
and, no doubt, has different degrees’ of fertility, according 
to thie qualities of the oye aha of the lime, of which it is 
composed.. epee: nhs, 

The chalky soil is very rare in this Country. “We. never 
have seen any of it, except-in smalliquantities., It abounds: 
considerably, tr England ; and in so me Spars of that Country, 
where the surface is ‘wholly chalk, it i is, of. course}: entirely 
barren. Pure*chalk is principally lime, saturated \with car- 
bonic acid. In. appearance, it does not essentially. differ 
from the: white meee with which some bees ramps are 
underlaidi ” % 

» The eg soil’ appears to be almnst entirely the remains 
of vegetable matter. It forms the upper stratum of bog- 
meadows, and: other rich swamps; and many rich tracts of 
our wild arable lands~have a surface, of a'greater or less 
depth, of this earth. In lands of this latter description, it 
seems to decompose, and disappear, ina gfeatér or less de- 
gree,’ when the! ‘ground has been. “tlled fifteen or. twenty 
ears, 

: Mucky soil is ‘best; when nial ae a due proportion 
of other suitable earth; and in that-case: it’ forms. a fine rich 
soil: for tillage, and is well adapted ‘to the § rowth of almost 

-é@very kind of crop. ‘The soil of. bow pleads ys, though very . 
rich to appearance, may, nevertheless, be greatly increased 
infertility, by ghaving .a- suitable paMaAneey ms oe earth: : 
eee es with it. 3 | 

See. Manunusmmiat % « 
Of turf soilswe-cannot ge yeoncha if we ankk oft the 

Bde a : bag My: } 

surface,’ or cultivable part of the earth, further ‘than ‘that. all a i" 
rich ‘swards are frequently called turf, and» with some: 
degree, of, “propriety ; ; as such gwards, © when cut up ‘and. 
dried, will ‘answer tolerably well for fuel: But. that-which 
is here intended to be, particularly spoken of 1 isa fossil, that 
is generally found in low grounds and bogey. places ; some- 
times extending as” vets as the phason ore oe lying 
underneath, a 
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& It is sometimes confounded with peat ;’ but this would 
seem to possess different qualities. Where ‘turf, hasbeen 
dug up, the hole thas madé qwillygrow up again, after a 
number of years}, but this is not the case with peat. .) « 

Turf would’seem to be a mass of yegetable matter, ina 
partly decomposed state, mixed».with a darge proportion of 

“living roots of aquatic plants extending through, it; and it 
_is probable’ the addition of veretable earth, which is “pro- 

¢ duced by, the constant growth, and decay ofthese, : that 
| eauses places from'which turf has -béen dug to fill or grow 

‘agcaln. ky eS: Rac” a: ee ee . i 

in Holland, much’ turf-of ' this description is taken from 
the bottoms: ofsthe: canals, and is used tor fuel.” 2 ge: 

.» Ireland abounds much in low’ sunken tracts, which.are 
often chiefly composed of turf, or of peat; of which we 
shall now speak, .and:conclude .with some observations of 
‘these éarths which may “be more.or less applicable to each. 
»Péeai soils” sometimes form, the\,surface of the earth ; 
sometimes again this earth is found at various depths under- 
neath, ina more-compact form. Tt abounds. much in the 
cold mountainéus tract of land which forms the northerly 
and unsettled part of this county (Herkimer).andvits vicinity. 
‘The surface of the earth there is, in many places, compused 
of a mass. of peat, forming a depth of from one to two, and 
somefrmessthtee, feet ye 2) Moe a ea ok 

The timber, where. the peaty, earth prevails to such ‘ex- 
tent, is mostly spruce and hemlock. “The peat thus formed 
would ~seem to. be principally the remains, of, the trees 
which have, sprung from the soil, and in ume have become 
decomposed, to a certain extent, during the course of many 
thousand yearses Pe oe ak oe he ite i 

Heat.and moisture are the principal agents, both in pro- 
ducing and destroying. They cause abimnals, .and vegeta- 
bles, to expa d and grow to maturity; and when they be- 

j-and no longer fit to sustain life, the same ‘come diteatedy apd no longer 
principles of heat and moisture, which before gave life and 

- nde : he: bie earns ; < 

nurtured \ them, suddenly decompose them, and cause them 
to return to dust. Without heatand moiSture, there could 
-be.no vegetable or animal existence, in the first place; nor © 

he 

‘any Change or decomposition of then 
ils.) ae ea. oe: 

ve <Butit requites a certain degreetof heat to entirely, de- 
‘scompose animal or vegetable matter, of any kind;ywhile, ‘at 
the Same’time, the decomposition of either may be in part, 
sor entirely, prevented by the. presence of other Subsiances, 
“which are calculated to preserve them from/its operation. 
Thus the Egyptians had an art of embalming aninial bodies, 
so as.to enable them to withstand the operation of heat, tor 

i 
» alter. they had. once 

© 

thousands of,years, qj EI. 
5 ee Sl os 
tay: ~) . ae e 
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Thus, lean animal fakh, by being’ Pi ormed in runing 
water, a given time, becomes qhunged. into .a substance 
called adifocire, resembling spe maceti; and. in this state 
would probably almost bid defiance to the ravages of 
time. oie 

And something similar.to this, may be ohinieged of vege- 
table matter, patticularly of’ the hard and) woody kinds :* 
Themore’ solid. parts may remain for unknown lengths of, 
ti ne, * when» buried beneath the surface, in earths, and, in bs 
ten peratures, | suitable for, preserving » them; while | ithe 
parts, which: are more easily changed, will) decompose toa “i 
certain extent, and thus form a mass/of peaty. or turfy mat- 
ter, which will seve .to, preserve , the sounder, wood from 
decomposition or decay. gre 

Such seems to be the case. in Telaba Tn many of the . 
bogs, of that Country, trunks’ ‘of trees are taken up entire , 
and sound; while all the rest has) eens gonyerted intg 
Beals or perhaps turf. 4 es ge 

Peat, when found. ‘Delos the su face. of. the’ earth, ‘is 2 
much more solid’ and compact substance, than that found on © 
the surface ; and when dug, up,’ and) exposed for:some time 
to the air, becomes. hard, like a cinder, When put in,com- 
post, in which lime isan. ingredient, | it readily undergoesya 
further decomposition, and becomes conyerted: into a/sub- 
stance similar to ‘muck, or the black dirt of bog-meadows. 

Turf, in. composts, will also undergo a similar change; 
though. this earth will: gradually; decompose, or rot away, by 
mere exposure to the air. Such, too, is the case/with the 
peaty earth, before mentioned, found on the surface, and 
which, on this account, might more properly. be classed with 

, turf, did it not differ from that” earth, in. never growing 
© again, when a ‘part of it .has been ‘cut aways . ‘Probably this 

kind of peat, should’ only . be ‘identified with | hat, which, is 
found. below the surface, by being Tong, plac sed ina. aa 
situation. ee 
The fossil peat, or that which’ is fone ‘under the eee 

burns_very freely, when. dried, and is superior to turf, as 
an article,of fuel’ Peat of this description may also be con-,. 

"verted into charcoal,,and the red sort, Mr. Eidot, of, Con-. 
necticut, says, is better for this purpose than wood,, The | 
method of. converter it to this use is aan to’ ‘that lor, ti 
wood. ‘ey i HR ia Wee er a DOR (a ia A 

See FoR : yi ‘ 
We will now say) Something in Ee to. meee Be 

particularly designated,as being formed ofa. mixture of: 
some of they principal | earthy ingredients 5, ‘although, in} 
strictness, almost all ‘soils. are, more or ae ‘composed of 
mixed ingredients, ¢ sft BPP quit eee 
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The sdudy-loam soil is' generally composed of about equal 
quantities of what'is called aysandy and a loamy so#l, mixed 
together; and as €ach of these soils has various degrees ot 
fertility, the quality offa*sandy-loam may depend, for its 
fertility, upon the sand, or the loam, of which the soil is 
composed, dnd Sometimes ‘on both united. / 

A rich ‘sand, anda rich” oar, when united @in. proper, 
Lie forma most excelent soil; while, at the’same 
timé,,a poor yellow’ sand, united with a poor. hard loam, 
form: but an indifferent’ soi} though it "may be much ita-" 
improved by manuring. ’ 

- Generally speaking, ‘sandy- loam ‘soils are neaily equally 
good for all kinds’ of products, excepting for grasses wiich 
require moist’or wet. s «6 Peking all the good qualities 
of this soil into) consid ration; the pleasantnéss, and. ease, 
ewith* which it may bes! 
vatiety ‘f- “Crops; ‘its! 2e1n gy Suitable tov gypsum, one of the 
cheapest of all manuresg jand itsyforming’ one of the’ best 
kinds -of earth’ for roads; all these. circumstances tend to 
enhance the value of ‘this kind of’soil, and to render it one 
of the hele valuable whiieh generally: talls to ee tor ‘of the 
Farmer. 7 

Of the Boviyy Yodm there’ are o) warieties of soil,!in 
point*of fertility ; “some forming: very, fine’ soilsy.and some ” 
er indifferent; the soil, in this case, forming its character 

ostly from’ the quality of the loam; though volten from 
the kind of gravel with which) the loam. is ‘thixed. A’ due 
proportion of schistic, ‘or slaty gravel, mixed with Joam 
of a good: peta Tapet ie oes form a ery fine. ‘soil ; 

a soil of no 
y:loams are, 

‘of but poor quality; as ay rich! day has seldom of 
néver any gravel inlit. 7 sae 
The dégree’of fertility whith: ‘any cil — possess is. ‘aie 

bl to be estimated, by its general appearance. Much 
ends on the inskcunente of which ihe’ soib is: composed. 
fr Davy, of Gréarbritain,. makes’ mention a. very fer- 

tie ‘soil, for grain, at Ortniston, in that Codntry, which 
contained, in one handred parts, eleven of mild calcareous 
earth, twenty-five of silicious sand, and forty-five*of finely- 
divided clay. “It fost nine parts in decomposed animal and 

i eA 

sified; its sui'ablenéss to such a’ 

\ maha Tb ‘clay is so. ‘bur sAlapagpine, and is com- ‘ 
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vegetable malaer. nil four in water, and afforded indications 
‘a small quantity of phosphea: ue jime. — i. 

or. attributes its extreme: fertility Miliresence of the 
phosphate, as this is found in, wheat, of Sj arid barley, and is, 
Probablgapert of their food. ~ |. E Rg 

The’ “soil” of the lowlands, of. _Somersetshire, which is 
pas) producing: wheat; aid beans, without. requiring 

panure, he found to consist one-ninth « ‘sand, chiefly 
ind: eightsninths ghecslcoreley + Cae tay tinged with 

5 eet 
. “¥ At 

This, soil: ona br 9 Sut 

and he attribuy s its rtility” ree ‘ aS its power of 

atmosphere. 
oe 

* Sulphate. of ag (eypeutia 
manure,” ‘on lands in Greatbrit 

found so productive in that Count 

equally so in this. + eae 
ry. Mr. »Zilet, in some © ‘experin 

a ben h« 

eee found that at ons teomibe ‘te ‘ ie cighths of » two, 
plies was 

| By a at » diffeeone: parts of 
the ‘Cou! ry 1 th if swith those whic 
are. poor, i in the s me neigh es ere i ct of the 
latter might ‘be readily as | | 
point/out. hat additions of earths, 
requisite for the beige ly" 
of the poorer lands. pr apt a 
Were the fesea 

of the science; itis sl li 

cern. Were the 8 he amp t 
coyerics, in higgreseare y thi fa , gy tie as ence, 
the: esult, with’ what se a y eould t De of 
little benefit tod an ove 
fame 5. apc, a “timey’the £ dataiciganiteeee 
derive ns : se labors, bee Fees vc 
—AGOV t, therefore, be acting n 
than is’ Vv imagined, by "establishing: | Jatio 
and supportir ng, the expenses of. chemical. ‘research 
particular, as well as every. other that-may tend e 
vancement of agticelture.. “ The’ expense of institutions» “GF 
this kind would be “but;trifling,-compared’y ith the national 
benefits which would-prok pbiviee det ved. from si 

Rw, 
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_We ‘shall’ close, our observations on this recondite sub- 
ject, with observing, that earths, or soils, may be pfductive 
of very different degrees of fertility, according as they may 
be found in different situations, as well as in different 
climates. 
A stiff clay.) for instance, in a very cool moist climate,’ 

might be found unfi: for crops:of grain; buty let the same 
clay have “an ‘understratum of sand, at the depth of about ” 
tén or twelve incheés, and its character for fertility would. be 
much altered’ for the better. ‘At the same, time; a, similar 
clay, when placed “ander the equator, would probably not 
be essentially benefited by an understratum of sand, 

" A-light sandy soil, ip the, climate first mentioned, may 
easily be rendered productive ; while the same earth, when 
long laid bare’to a burning sun, may become a frightful- 
barrén waste, where t € sand is blown about.by the*winds. 
Yet,;*in such ‘climate, i if tt ssdmie earth’ were Udderiaid.with 
clay, at’a proper. woe y FRE soil might be found gotta 
productive. ‘ , 

ELM ( Ulmus.) A beablatal, tree. to stint 8 near buses, 
and elsewhere. “It grows pretty rapidly, and is very long» 
lived. “There’ ats three’ varieties, the, .white,..the yellow, 
and the red elm.” The. two. latter are “the best timber for 
apy kind ‘of use, and the latter in particular is very “durable. 

ENCLOSURES. “Throughdut the thost ‘of Prafce®. ae 
some other parts of Europe ; the arable and mowing: lands 
are not fenced, but lie in common; while the lands on 
which cattle are usually keptvare enclosed. 

This method of husbandry has, some advantages ; ae it 
has its” disadvantages. Much is: thereby saved in the .ex- 
pense of making “enclosures; but when cattle-are to-be fed 
on uninclesed grox as must sometim@s be the case, They 
must be watched, to. prevent their straying away, or geting 
into mischief, This, says Mré Livingston, is generally done 
by» the Women. ‘They may be seen at allitimes, during 
thé season of pasture, siting in the fields employed if spin. 
ing, while ‘the keeping of the ‘cattle. ‘Within their prone 
limits does not require their immediate® ‘attention. “? 

It may be difficult: to, determine, whether this method of 
farming’ may not, on the whole, be as good: as any, in: a 
me Tatas and thick-settled country. Be” this'as it 
mai € coultties which have adopted this method will 
hardly ever be found fo change, owing as aveliale the in- 
convenience of prodicing, throtghout a whole country, so 
radical an alteration, ” ‘as to_the.di iculty. of overcoming. pre- 
judices,.which are almost inseparable from’ an apicient and 
hereditary custom. 
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? he i j at oi P ’ J yeh ity? 

“EXPR RIMENTS. There ist ae making improve- 
ments in arming, but by experiments. i the Farmer is 

5 or has conceived, a different: atid" better method 
Yon managment, in any of branch of his farming, he 

is to tte: goodness.of th ethod by exp s¥iments; and, 
if these prove suctessful, lay cohgra late himselfy on 
h erformed 2 n act wi ch. is serviceable to yes 

auiadis werd’ devis- 
‘ed, and’ ‘supported st the ea ens x th a a which should 

anized as wi , to produce. 
s, by rewards and 
who, by their ‘suc- 

degree of emu x none 
honorary distinctions co fered [s 

-cessful, experimental efforts a ae should fren« 
vder themselves duly entitled tojthem. It “might also be 
ad vigaty @ to. ate two or th | n ale farm Sy in! dif- 

I to th Sup srintendent 
“entitled ne . 
exp 

tb dine! 1s of greatly 
‘culture. 

r Bri Ri pciephiwe ra 
rome ti ing should ‘te 

e of hosband that’ the 

Tull (Se wv Soe ey ya otation of 
Crops : A r e ea r: nt ee rst proper, 
is the, tillage of jeg 1m nous,” % iferous, ,crops 

Shey or, in otl e “words, t hat. ‘a crop, . which requires alterna 

~ only the use ‘ol the plough, should be followed, or precec- 

ee : ea 
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edy by,one where the use of both the plough and the hoe 

is necessary... The. hoed crops; in this case, are relied 

on,as being sufficient for “the purpose of craditating the 
seeds, and roots, of weeds. 

The Writer, however, “of the article AGRICULTURE; in 
the late, edition, of the Edinburg Encyclofiedia, conteyds, in 
part, for a "di erent ‘practice. Hey admits ‘that lght dry 
soils, such, for instance, as constitute the county 6f; Norfo}f, 
in’ Greatbritain,, may be successfully cultivated withouc. the 
intefvention of a Susamer- fallow ; but he insists that this’ part 
of husbandry cannot be well dispensed with, ib all the. stiff 
and cold soils which abound ‘in that island ; that in these an 
effectual Summer- fallowing is éssentially requisite, as often 
as once in every four, $ix, or eight years, according to the 
nature of the soil;"hot ohly for the purpose of ‘cleansing it 
of the roots, and: seeds, of weeds ; but also to counteract the 

| stiffaess and sour : which such soils a when yearly 
ti led with crops a 

_ It-is. believed: t his Writer | Hite 7 most ‘correct 
notion of the culture. most ‘suitable to his’ @ountry: Bur it 
_ should, be remembered, that the climate o ‘Greatbritain is’ 
essential y different from" fat Of every’ part of this Country ; 
our, Summers oie muc warmer, and ‘eur atmosphere 
much drier. r do the cold and stiff: ‘soils, which ‘com- 
pose tecMourtts ‘of that Island, aboutid, much. in the 
United” States ; though most in its’ moreynorthetly paris, © 
We have more of ‘the light, and of the warm dryj’ soils. 

Still, however, thoogh‘our soils and our climates: differ es- 
sentially from those of the’ Country in ‘question, it must, 
nevertheless, be admitéd, that our- hard} and’ our ,heavy, 
sols, suff particularly; re’ Tuch improved By an effectual 
Summer. fallowing ; that those of the’ two Jatter descriptions 

_ will probably, at certain intervals, require this mode of cul- 
ture, for pretty mue the same reasons that itis found neces- 
sary there; and that @ven our best arable soils will, at times, 
require it, | for the p ose of cleansing, them, until such ume 

_.a8 we learn to. 7 esuroy the. growth of weeds, among, the 
‘hoed crops, by a more effectual cultivation. ee 
“Bat, admiting that in our. Jands, of the latter desctiption , 

» More. pains were taken, ‘with the. hoe, and otherwise, to 
‘eradicate the growth, of weeds, ‘and to ‘prevent any from 
going to seed; it is contended, that, with a suitable rotation 
of .crops, Summer-fallowing such, Tands" would never be 

‘found necessary, for any, profitable purpose. 
There i is-DO doubt that good arable soils will be consider- 

ably fertilized by this mode of cultire, where’it is effectu- 
pally performed, by. repeated» ploughings, and’ harrowings : 
But, taking into account a year’s rent of the ground, which 
is.thus. lost, it is toa expensive for the mere purpose of 

e 
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enriching lands. It can only%be profitable when it answers; 
the double purpose of sweetening and. ,fertilizing the .soil, 
and, at thé game time, riding it of 1 its Miability to trouble- 
some growths of weeds. 

" © At the same*time, it may be" truly said, that,, for this 
latter purpose, much of the lands of this Country réquire an 
effectual Summer: fallowing : Having been but imperfectly 
cultivated, in general, they are usually to be found much, 
infested’ wiilt the. seeds of the: common bienniel weeds 4 ahe, 
growth of: which, among the growing.-crops, is not only, in- 
jurious to them; but also tends very considerably to exhaust, 
the soil. Weeils growing among any” crop, must lessen ‘its 
product, in the proportion which the weight of the growing 
weeds bears tothe weight of the growing crop: 
What wecall Stimmer- ane in this Coantry, hardipe 

deserves the name: It ‘is very di rent from, that performed ’ 
by the best “Ehgtish> Farmers: The pk 
early in the Spring; and they plough | ag ten Umesy. 
as the state’of (he ground may requife; °and the. ground is. 
well harrowed’between ‘each ploughing : eta short, . they 
plough and harrow, at. proper interyals, till no further 
growths of wéeds‘start from the’soil. 

Thus, suppose the ground is turned over by, the middle 
of April; byythe middle*of May a growth of weeds. will 
have sprung up from the:seeds of weeds in the soil, which, 
by the” ploughing, will Have been brought: sufficiently near 
the surface to Vegetate: “These are tobe destroyed by an 
effeetval. harrowing.’ - This’ operation brings other seeds 
near the surface, which produce a fresh crop of weeds: 
Plough these ander and this raises other: seeds, which then 
vegetate and grow.’ Destroy these with the hgrrow, as be- 
fore, and this again raises the seeds for ‘another-crop ; which 
are agai, ploughed under: And thus the work: ‘proceeds, 
at proper intervals, until all’ the. Seeds of weeds in the soil 
have successively vegetated, and been d stroyed. , 

By this culture, ‘most kinds of ‘soils are very. considerably : 
improved ; thoughall not: “equally so; and they are put in. 
the best condition for growihs of crops. Tt tends greatly tor 
destroy the adhesion /of clays for. several successive. crops, 
as Is assetted by the Writer Jast mentioned ; it sweetens 
those soils which are sour, ‘and it 1 warms those which are 
cold, 3 

The; soils which are Teast enriched, ‘by this mode er ‘cul- , 
ture, are those which are naturally Very | rich. and mellow, | 
and poor weak sands. ‘The former gains pothing, <p fertili- 
ty, for pretty much*the same’ reason that a: heap of well- 
roted and fermented compost would gain. nothing, but 
rather lose, by.being too a rey stired: up, ‘and every 
part €xposed to the:sun, winds; and rains. | 

¢ calc, up,the ground 

oe 
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Tt would seem that’ all masses, that are saturated with 
fertilizing matter, loose, by, frequent string pp} and ex- 
posure to the atmospliere’; ‘while hungry eaiths, sand ex- 
cepted, ‘gain .more of ‘Tess «by the same process. Probably 
sand, by being too *muchaméllowed, becomes less capable.of 
retaining moisttre® “At “all events, give»this earth a good 

mixture of clay, ‘and it will'then tecelve additional fertility. 
by a'fallowing process. si 
‘Porthe purpose of clearing the fallow of athe. roots Of any 

sds, or grass, | which may infest. ity., the Writer last men- 
tioned difeets that, after the ground has been well mellow- 
ed, as before directed, a roller should pass Overgit; and 
then the Harréw will more. readily drag the roots to(the 
surface, where they. ae if the ground® be re ges A 
dry. og 
The process should Lb e 

ofthem. The teeth Pa 
purpose, and” they. co) Ft 
the ‘lower “ends.” row-teeth should sane have this 
Shape, when fied in-sn mooth sounds.» 
The roller is also O “essential use, for breaking the 

baked clods’in fallow lands: Of a clay soil. The gtound is to 
be hafrewed till the: ‘lods~ ‘are all brought onthe sirface ; 
and then, by” passing the roller’ ov. them, 3 when. they: are’ 
neither too'wet, nor too dry, they. will. pulvetise very weadi- 

* ly. The most favorable time for this is, after’ the. ‘dlods have 
been once fulfy® dried, “ahd then. merely wet throtgt ae: n 
with a gentle rath; then, when they beg partly cries es, 
they will be easily. ce gga ae ae 

On. the whole, “it may be: laid’ down, ‘asa Carina rule, 
- ‘Suihmer-fallowings’ ihe not pecessause this Country 

any Smootli,’ level, ne ‘dry soul) where’a Suitable rotation 
ef ping: ean" be ‘p operly ‘pursued, unless’ the -soil ‘be unfit 
for. sige SP ‘as ae ri ‘of. ete if the 
ploughins osings be efi 
exis ate tHe eb wibs of weeds in the | 

; Where the lar ais’ Foo att and. aye F, for the growl is 
of such’ hod | “crops as ate. ‘suitable tobe raised in’ th 
Country, there’ occasional ‘Summer’ faHlowin gs may; be foul 
requisité ; though they heed; not. bép pe 80 PuvED Hs as: A, 
canmmon amo! gest our Farmers. 

The® objections to_ Summer allowing are, the additional 
expense, ‘If performed as before directed, and the toss of a 
year’s: croping’ of the land’: he, benéhis to ‘be: derived 
from it, in general, are the additional fertility, which the 
soil thus dérives, and. its. mia freed ofta superabundant 
growth of weeds, 

When, therefore, each of these benefits aay be expected 
to agcrue, in an ordinary deeree, they will usually warrant 

e e turned: cons iderably forward, at 

aq 

< Pik 
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the expense; but, generally speaking, not otherwise; unless 
the cleansing of the soil becomes highly requisite, or unless 
it be so stiff, or sour, that nothing short of this process will 

sufficiently mellow or sweeten it. ee ity 

Sometimes a. process, similar)to a complete Summer- 
fallowing, may be.found essentially requisite for old’ mea- 
dows, of rough’ bottom, and, clayey soil,” and where the 
grasses have failed; not only for giving ;such lands a 
smooth furfacé& but also for greatly increasing, and im- 
proving, their products ;)'and someymes it, may, be found 
requisite. toy commence, with» ayprevious Winter-fallowing, 
in’ ordér completely to mellow the soil, for being, in due 
time/“sowed with grass-seeds, the ensuing season. P 

A eomplete’ Summer-fallowing 1s ‘also the best prepara- 
tive for'a.crop of flax. a a od 

See that*article. adit ne, | 

nity. undélgs, wht may be 
called a Summensfallowing,, in par 
sown with Winter-wheat, or rye; that is, the sward is 
usually tutned ‘over in June;.and then two, ploughings 
more; and, perhaps three harrowings, are given the ground, 
before’ the sowing is completed. | 
.Formetly, no grass-seéds were sown withthe crop ;’ but, 

during the following years, in which the land: was suffered 
to rest, the supply of pasture it afforded was merely its. 
natural’ growth, which was usually of small account,. The” 
crops/of grain thus raised were genenally proportionate to 
this: poorness of culture:.After, deducting from the crops a 
very modérate rent for the Jandy, the remainder, generally, 
did not*pay the Farmer for bis labor.in,raisingahem.., 
_ Fortunately, however, the use of gypsum has greatly.en- 
coutaged the use of red-clover;,and the difference .w 
this’ grass, with the aid of that manu , has ¢ffecte “inthe 
quantity of the grain thus,raised, Mas ‘probably served ‘to 
onvince the mére.enterprising “Farmer, that formerly this 

_ part, at least, ofybis husbandty’ was very contemptible. | 
‘Now he finds the’ average, of. these crops tobe, perhaps, 
“twenty bushels an‘acre?’ Formerly, they were about half that 

" quantity, Now, ‘the edear profits in the crop, by the aere,, 
Ware, perhaps, from Mx. to ‘eight bushels of wheat: Formerly 
they .were nothing. ~The stunted growths of grass, )with 
which his fields were formerly c¢loihed, did not usually 
affordpasturage Sufficient to. pay a very light rent of the 
ground; while at present the two Summer’s growths of 
clover, after deducting the expenses of seeding, gypsum, 
&c. will afford him-at Tedst.as. much clear profi:, as he 

» derives from his crops of grain; and, in the mean time, his 
lands are gradually increasing myertility, | wr 

“when, intended ‘to be 

e difference ,which 

“e 

*s 
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By>this culture, too, if his lands are smooth, and tolera- 
bly m llow, he may obtain: his” crops of grain ‘with no fur- 
ther ple ughing, than the mere turning of the sward under. 
At all events, if me are too hard, or too rough, for this, 
he may, edi es om into better order for sowing, 

ith’ e labor y bestowed on them. 
asses usually requires much 

rot, than a sward of clover, he need. not 
‘the latter. betore_ the first of . ugust;. by. ‘which 

| feaps nearly, all the benefit | which the second . 
season will afford of this, : 

In this way, a season 1 
whole, it is pretty pro ‘and: good Ulitao. foe much of 

‘this Country, which have not t 
fited by Nature, or by Meng the finest cultivation.” 4 

But the a Farm 

“e case. here. If so, it will 
at such. .lands, if practicable, 

palrinns,» rotations of crops; 
em t pearing of other or, “at least of Soot 

grasses, ee 

speakingy 

soil of its incr 
would also be re 
soil, but the. SIRE A 
effectually one, b 

ted> quilly well 
loss by the gr and 

stiff a. 
ill be found iy 

crop, as ‘may be fo ound most : suitable to the , ol. rial 
‘ Winter-fallowing ought to be ‘more attended to in | VE 
Country; and,. in most. cages, it. should. be the subs tute. 
such Buimiier: ‘along gs as. ou lands, usaally rec oly “All 
Spring-crops should ‘3 Pisce led ‘by. this a unless 
preceded by ha ed. crops; and i: even where a hoec d crop is 
cultivated on a clayey, or 8, Li “soil, the ground should be 
thrown up into high Reruy es in the Fall, in order to * 
be more easily and effect sa inrllowed the next Spring. 
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Indeed, in all cases, where soils of the descriptions last 
mentioned are intended for ‘Spring- crops, they should be 
thrown up into high narrow ‘ridges in the Fall. By this 
mean the Winter-frosts will more readily crumble and mel- 
low the soil, and thus fertilize it; and by its lying more dry, 
when in ridges, it is the more adily brought into a proper 
tilth, and a due state of ' penatin, the next Spring: 
And these are points of the utmost importance in such 
soils ; as, the finer the tilth, and the greater the fermenta- 
tion to which they are brought, they will be rendered ‘SO 
much the more fertile for succeeding: crops. 

See FREEzING, where a Case of Trench-ploughing is 
mentioned which serves fully ‘ strate nie" truth of this 
remarkes <). € yb alee 

light sai iii Fatlowing is not so 
bie ’ 

sessent ally requisite, for some kinds of Spring-crops; 
neither does this process tend tosfertilize such soils: But 
im all such as are harder, o or less gravelly, a 
Winter-fallowing of sward-ground” Sita: » generally; pre- 
cede a Spring-crop, for the ‘better preparing of the ground; 
and all such soils as are wet, sour, cold, or clayey, should 
undergo this process, as well as that of ridging, for the 

€ purpose of better fiting the ground for Spring- 
d of meliorating the condition of the soil. 

| having thus” “stated” the principal uses and benefits 
_ to. derived: from fallowing of land, ‘it ‘remains to say 
something, in Tega to tie aiferghce OF. climate, between 
this Country _ and Greatbr ritain, order that the Reader 
may, with re accuracy, determine how far’ Summer- 
raleiinges Mes are necessary, for the soils before men- 
tioned, for the reasons that’ they « are found’ yi in that 
Country. ‘. 1 eiasitadlovalh oY 

Vegetation begins earlier, and e ids later, in Greatbritain 
than it does in any part r) tate; but, owihg to the 
growing season there being er han with us, the 
arogress of xetation is feebl 1 anguid ; ‘and the cir- 

by SS oftheir crops of grain, and grass, never growing 
> a height, as ‘with’ u: f jows that the whole mass 

vegetation, of Si Pagt ‘is’ Tess i in that ‘Country’ 
voit us. | eat-hart st rom four wee x weeks earlier 

ere, than it is there.” ite 3 
It remains, then, to be inquire rlledliee our Aawis could 

not bey in a very considerable degree, c clean: sed of the seeds 
of weeds, by a mode of culture’ which’ wo Id effect little or 
nothing in that Country. ap 

Suppose that the stubble of our Reheat rye, barley, or 
oat-crops were turned under, as sdon as the ground was 

» cleared of those crops; could there be any doubt that. by 
three ploughings, and three harrowings, at proper interyals, 

ae 
.™ 

} 
t 

Fag) 

Sete ee ee ep ee ee 
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the ground would receive at least one-third of the benefit, 
in regard to destroying the seeds of weeds, and sweetening 
and fertilizing the sail that it would receive by a complete 
process of Summer-fallowing ? 
Vet little or nothing coul _be effected, in the same way, 

in Grea vs. for, befo athe Same culture could be 

attemptec ¢ ould be too far advanced. 
It may then, with truth, be said, that Summer-fallowings 

may more-readily be dispensed with in this Country, than 
in that, by more» frequently giving the ground a partial 
sweetening, and cleansing), i in the manner last mentioned : 
But,’ at the same time, it will readily be seen, that. nothing 
short of a complete, Su -fallowing will, at any, time, — 
effect the complete clean } 

See’ further, PLOMSHING. Cf. 

FALSE QUARTE ER A rift or chink in the hoof of a 
Horse from top. to bottom. The inner side of the hoof, 
being the thinest, is most liable to it. When it becomes 
troublesome to a Horse, Gibson directs that the cleft be 
pared out to the quick; t then annoint the®hoof with a mix- 
ture of tar, honey, and suet, - melted together, and lay a 
pledget, dipt in the same, along i in the cleft. Then bind, 
the hoof as tight. as possible, by winding rope-yarn ‘Close 
round it from top to bottom. The shoe Should previously 
be taken off. The. ‘wound should be opened and drest 
every third or fourth “day 5. and, to’ prevent any inconve- 
niency from this, let the cleft be held together at the bottom 

fastened on for the. purpos , 
ever, very, difficult, and often im oe 

yenect a cure in an old ora diseased orse 
‘ ‘i, ie 

F sey AL ein Horses. ‘simi a to ‘the scurvy 
among Men, a ed by confining a Horse too long 
to dry meal. It yn by small tum Ss’ appearing on cab 

pigriieed other parts of the body. Turning the Horse 
2 sture will effect a cure, in the first stages of the 
rder; but where it has become. more inveterate, by 

long stand Gibson directs, thatthe Horse.be bled, mod- 
erately purged, and ‘then, that de of antim ny be giv 

"4 oe. a my Bs, ae 3 iy ; on 
SMA 

FENCES, Poor fences are. “productive ‘of int alculable 
mischief to the Farmer. By these. his crops are constantly 

liable to be destroyed, and: his s cattle learn to become habit- . 
ually lori, Seal unruly. creature will learn others to be so; 
and thus t Farmer, th his, poor fences, finds his cattle 
instead of bein ing profit: atl, t to become productive of unceag 
ing losses, and, what follows of course, of eareesing yexation. 

ey 1g and melioration of the pee : in ag 

md 
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_ Farmer will of course make of t 
¢ hi new: -cleared'Iand affords. 
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When the Farmer 1 is s conscious, that he cannot even sleep 
in peace, on account of the: danger of, bie cattle destroying 
the fruits of his labors, he cannot- e said to, enjoy that 
tranquility which ought to be the reward of the sweat of 
his brow. Rather, therefore, let him make his -fences 
what. might be, generally deemed more than, sufficiently 
high. and strong, than too low’and weak. This, if it be an 
error, is erring on the sate s de; on the side which secures 

‘the fruits of his labors, and, ‘promotes, his| tranquility and 
happiness. bie 

‘Log-fences are often made on new-cleared lands; where 
rail-timber “does not sufficiently abound, and these the 

most,durable logs which 
hite-pine log-fences are 

ry gor d,-and will last twenty years» without any essential 
repairing. Clear white-pine timber may, however, be split 
into rails, which are very durable> All kinds of wood will 
last much longer in rails, when the Dark is ‘peeled off. 

What are called worm fences. are made with most ease, 
but require more timber than’some other kinds. If, there- 
fore, timber be scarce, post-and-rail fences, set in a bank, 
made of the earth of two small ditch es t thrown up together, 

‘to be prefered, where. good: ‘durable posts can be had. 
OSts are too small ‘to have holes made through them, 
s may be flated at the ends and -fastened to the Posts 

with spikes, or with wooden pins well secured. 
Post- and-rail fences, Without. these ditches. on. Souk. side, 

are very Sy where, the. soil is dry; and the same may be 
qe. fences; but,- where the soil is wet, the 
rown out by the, frosts. In all cases, the 

posts ene ‘be. set at, least. two feet in. the ground, 
Red-cedar is best for. posts. . Locust, ches a butternut, 
and. black-walnut are also good... k will_also Jast 
pretty well. Burning the ends © eeghich 0» into 
the ground, so as to make them black, 
longer. 
A method of ‘making. a-fence from two ‘shallow. _ditellis 
by laying up the conte fs of each in aDankebetweentiemly 
is in successful operation an Dutchess county, in this” Suites 

d is well adapted for lands lying moderately level, 

wall makeathem last 

| ; to the. top| of the bank; but, we believe, the addition we 
shall descrive would. generally be found most advisable. 
We propose, for instance, to. raise the bank three and a 

_qnarter feet high: from the bottoms. of, the ditches; and, for 
this purpose, the ground i is to be marked outas follows. A 

gaat? say 18 inches wide, is first.to be marked with a line, 
be left as a foundation on which’ ; ¢ bank isto be raised. 

ef 

se from stones. It ‘is’ made to answer without any een | ‘= 
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Then a strip} say, four and’a half feet wide, is to be, in like 
manner, marked offon one side of this; and anothe », four 
and three-quarters. wide, marked off onthe other side. 
From these two latter strips the sward, to the depth of 

say, three in es; isto be»pared off,. and. laid away on bliss 
side, ‘to be “in the Way we shall’ presently mention. 
Then thi under the 

strip first mentioned, so.as to form a bank eighteen inches 
high from the surface of the earth. Then the sward, 
pared off as just mentioned; is to be laid with the ‘grass- -side 
upwards, on each side of 
ditches to the top, which completes ofl 
We will now exhibit an end-view 6 FN an 

made, and covered with the sward, and of th ee 
two ae pe winch iemesine will afford an glcauste ‘die 

e Aithice of the éatth:4 $i A Bur @m ys , 
€ oe on eaclt side’ of at 7 

a The bank? & 3 ahem a Se ai " arts 
F *The sward. aid on one side" of © the bank, tak ‘from 
* the suriace” of the ‘ditch Cj” which “is” four dee: 
# o ree-fourths ‘This sward laps, ‘at. the top t 

er” other side. sia 
the other aide} eiken from Tae 

PD} which is four and a half feet 

- rTietaward 
surface of “the | d 

Met 4 

¢ 
wide. nha} gt i 

es: <in-order to tiie: this bank what we would, ‘call a 
sufficient fence} it will bé nece: to 

to. ‘it, by dri ing stake’s ‘into th 1e th y 
feet ‘apart; : nd to these nail ‘one lengt Pa } 
fourteen inches wide ) and at the height of ‘about fou 
from the top of he bank. (4; ; 

This gives thé fence the height oft dvalte fo sie teet vine 
inches from the bottoms of the ditches; which height, con- 
sidering the Partictilar a advantage: of ‘this ‘kind of ‘fence, of 
which we shall next speak, will, as we ‘imagine, be found 
sufficient t to. turn the mos Beinruly cattle. ae 

re 

t red ground is ‘tobe dug out; 
in the sloping direction exhibited below, and laid jup on the 

ne 

- 

The advantage of the fence consists in this: The eleva- — 
tion of the bank, with its addition, is too great for cattle to 

e bank, from the bott pot the 1 
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attempt to cli mb. up, and pass over in that way; and it will 
be found im racticable to’ pass it by a leap; because, in 
coming sufficiently near it, for that purpose, the forefeet of 
the beast must be so much’ below the level of its hindfeet, 
that it becomes unable | to raise "ae to spring rs any 

ase be a the i 

advantage. — 

see ‘Stow! 8: me 
ba 

> ee Aspe ar the mean | 

FER) oes. Groutid’ is th a complete state of 
Prncatttioe, hen the adhesion of ‘its particles is destroy- 
ed; when it is in a soft puffy stageuer. ‘that when pressed 
ae it will expand again: » It is to b é brought to this state 

frequent plougttae. or by ploughings and manurings 
nt er. r 
»* When ground is siyetut Hfenbts fermentation, it is then in 
the best state for Browing: of plants 3 and the more effectu- 
ally the fermentation’ is. kept up, dur og the time in which 

plaiits are growing, the greater will be their growth. 
4 oy effect in’ preparing for a state of fer- 
1 ‘soils, when thrown =p ers Frakes in 

mariner’ as o’lie dry. © ; i 
See Freezinc. | Ce ee , 
¢ erate. ‘rains: -succeeded by warm sunshine, eve ule 
lar effect’on stch’soils: “> pa 

e the Summer-season, a proper state of fermenta- 
only to be produced in ‘the soil when. it is neither 

wet nor to dry. Poughin »g however, when the ground 
is 1 very ‘dry, if not so good for producing a state of ferment- 
ation, is, nevertheless, good for killing a 
with’ which the soil may be infested. ~~ 

es 

‘FERN ( Polypogast ) This weed eich in some cha 
loamy ‘soils in the nor hern ’ parts” of this’ State; but it 
neces be easily e 4 ‘irp pated “by tilling ‘the land. In. the | 

“apd ) parts of Europe, it is in many places troublesome 
q cult. to’ subdue. "They, however,” esteem it much 
ie en made into manure, as it contains a large portion of 
alkaline salts. “In some parts of the’north of Europe, they 
burn it, and’ gather the: ‘ashes, which, being weted with 
water, are made. into little balls, and dried in the sun, and 
are then esteemed to” be nearly as /Beod = as Linge tor the 
purpose of washing. 

Barilla is made from fern, sting the ‘lonts in kilns, 
go that no air can approach them during their calcination. . 

} 

/ 
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FLAX (Linum.) Such crops of flax as are mle) F 
raise not pay tor the labor bestowed on them. This 
mu owing to bad management. As this is a cfop that 

« he Parmer must peice; he has any. megard to’ Domestic 

A go Me crop of flax isas fol- . © 
lows : ‘Summer-fallow a piece of ground: of suitable ‘soil, 
and give it six or eight ploughings and _harrowings, -during 
the Summer, so.as as to destroy all the seeds of weeds. 
Apply your manures during the first ploughings, unless 
they be composts, or top-dressings ; at all eve 1S) chy the 
soil be eventually’made rich enough for hemp. __ 

The next Spring, mellow the ground well again ‘ two 
or three ploughings, harrow it, and sow, of well-cleaned 
seed, at the rate of ab ut three bushels to the acre, and 
Rania: it in lightly. ive the ground a top-dressing, of 
about four bushels of fine salt to the acre, and also some 
gypsum, if the soil be suitable. Let the crop be form 
about the first of May, or.as)soon «as the ground ca be 

after vegetation has commenced. By? 
po unds. of flax may be e pected on 

this method of culture, ‘and. oe char Fe 01 
the acre, of a fine quality.» | ee. 

This is probably about the bene Moule and a pya-* 
tions from it, by” less expensive a ae es : 
ground, he. generally, be so much for the® ee g \ Gaognd 
may, \how€ver, be pretty well prepared for a good crop by 
previous hoed- ‘crops, which have been mellaastee pa 
cularly if pains be taken to prevent; any weeds eoing 
seed, in. the Fe 4 Weeds. are the’ sane of ‘flax’; "and, no ® 
good crop aca Taised, -on ¢1 i at. lh of their 
seeds, even though it be “ufietntly rich and a | prepared. 

See furth 5 4 OF : oper method of 
preparing the asin flax. 45: 7 
do. ble St ce to the requisites of 4 rich earth, free a the 

s weeds and weil mellowed, for obtaining a good 
~< flas,? ‘another’ requisite is, that: the ground shall not 
have borne flax, for as much as seyen years previous to the 
time it is to be sown with this rOp. Almost every soi 
that is sufficiently dry, for a proper degree of fermentat 
may, by being well. prepared, as above directed, be. made 

_ to yield good crops of flax, unless the soil has too little 
moisture, as may be the case with dry gravel and light” 
sandy earths. 

But a very essential point, ‘in raising great crops ‘of, flax, 
is to have frequent cha e of the seed. "4 

See Cuanck or Srkps. 

? i i ae 

Me 
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The quantity of seed sown shuuld be proportioned to the 
strength of the-soil. Flax of good length, but coarse, may 
be raised on a soil far from being rich, if it be well mele 
lowed, clear of weeds, ‘and sown with not more than three 
pecks of seed to the acre. ‘We > have seeit four et 

better than an acre “and a half 
’ one spining. ~ WI 

stand so thin as to. spec ht the roots, they also 
‘branch widely at the tops, and, though more seed is in 
such case to be expected, still the ae will be . in pro- 
portions and of a coarser quality. _ 4 

If flax is to be water-roted, it should. be pulled as goon as 
the” blossoms have. fallen off; and at this time the coat of 
‘the stalk is stronger than’ afterwards. The ground also 
which produces the crop is less” exhausted, than when the 
crop has stood until fully ripe. If itis to be roted on the 
ground, it should stand’ until nearly ripe; and-then the seed 
canbe saved, which. is a matter of “some consequence. 
That which is designed for affording seed, for sowing 
again, should have the seeds ripened n most before pulling. 
The process of water-roting: flax, is almost wholly 

ed in) Ireland, is very similar to that of water-roting 
E same ‘precautions are requisite. ‘eel 

ly he method of -roting by boiling, uaipcitioned 
there, might bi ound equally proper for flax ‘The method 
common in this Country, of roting on the ground, is so well 
known, that it. is useless to say any thing of it faifherythan 
that the flax should be spread thin and evenly, and that it 
should be tutned over, when about half, roted; otherwise 
the under side will be more roted than the u mer. (aed 
Flax that issharsh may be_ softened, ‘in the manner direct- 

ed for: hemp. “That- which 1s. “foted. Oo. much may be re- 
stored to its stre et ‘hy by keeping ita few years...) 

is a very nice point to give flax the proper. degree of 
rouney If roted too ‘much, its strength i As. impaired | for pr. 
sent apm and it wastes ‘more in cleaning; and, . if roted. 
little, a great addition of labor, is requisite in fiting it fi 

ae 

for 

use, That which-is coarse will rot. uicker than that which ea 
fine 5 these - should,’ therefore, be kept separate -whi 6 

“Foting, ‘in order. that the ‘Jatter have longer time for this 
purpose. ‘The short and the long should also be- sorted, as 
it is inconvenient to have them mixed, in ‘dressing. 

In some: parts of Europe, the dressing of flax is a busi- 
ness carried on by itself, and .water-machinery is generally 
used’ for the purpose. Many kinds of lapor are accelerated 
by being divided into different br aches 5" ; as it is found that 
those following a. particular a become mcre expert in 

> Eee a 2 <5 

a ee 

* ES oes 
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it, and of course,can perform the labor better, and at the 
same time cheaper. esa ! ra 

The Farmer, perhaps, -would,do,well to make more of a 
business of raising flax, when he) becomes engaged in it, 
by raising enough in one season to. last shim two or three 
years: He would then’ have a.greater igducement to, go 
more spiritedly into the most/approyed “method_of, cultiva:) 
tion, from theyconviction, that) cultivating tin ‘the.most 
complete manner, and, pretty largely at.a time, is the only 
way to make the business, profitable. .e" 

Particular eave should- be taken to have the seediperfect= + 
ly cleang and also, to sow it evenly. This i¥ best effected 
by first sowing oneshalf of the seed oyer,the whole ground, 
and then the other half, crosswise. » It should) be sown in a 
calm time. pe A ee a 

FLOODING or LANDS. Where swamp:land)is to be 
cleared, and it can ‘be flooded, ‘by making a dam atythe oul. 
let, at a small expense, it ispa matter, of economy :to attém 
to this, as in this way its*growth of wood.can be completely 
killed. This may als ube Desa mct on dands, aiter they are 
cleared, for the purpose of killing the grass, if it be bags in 
order with more ease to ihtroduce a better kindy.or Fetter: 
system of,culture: Flooding also serves, in redter or. 
a less degree, to enrich ‘the, laid; though this depends” 
chiefly ‘on’he" kind of water with which, it is d 
If it. contain a: nich, sediment, itis good; but, if destitute 
of this, itis of notuse. Siig, UE, wad mE ii 

‘ A , ae "4 6 eee 

Sce IMPROVEMENT OF LANDS, 7 | 
iat ee gy i RO ke RR AR 

FOALS,’ orn COLTS, | To raise the best Colts, , the cst. @ 
step is'to procure the best, Breeding. mafes,, then .put them 
to the best Horses, and give the Colts good.keeping, par- 
ticularly during’ the first Winter’ after they, are, weaned, 
The proper time for Weaning ‘is the begining of foddering- 
time; and then they ought tobe puttin a stdble by them- 
selyesy Kept on good) hay, anid fed regularly twice a day, 
during *Winter, ‘with oats, or some’ other nourishing food. 
The next Summer, they Ought to have goodspasture, | 

_ Colts are'fréquently spoiled by poor keeping at the time \ 
they require the Best; and this, as is.the case with all others 
young animals, is during the first Winter. Afrer this they 
do not require’ better ‘Keeping than jis, requisite. for othe 
Hog8es. Ife Colts be not \well kept the frst. Winter, they 
are very apt to’ get stunted ;"and of this they never wholly 
recover. If Harmers would pay. more attention to’keeping) 
their Colts in ‘the best tanner, as well as a due,attention ta 
the selection of Breeding“w es, and of Horses, for cayer- 

ghar By ™ Ps, yh Pei 
od 

yy 
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ing, we should soohaia the breed of ‘Horses in our enn 
try much improved. ‘icp ’ 

FODDER anv FODDERING. nie chaff and straws 
that is often thrown away, may with a little pains be made 

fodder for,cattle, by. being mixed with. green corn- 
*stal ss, or with hay not fully*dried, ‘and sprin ling a little 
salt throughout the yi le. In this way the moisture and 
mucho! the sweetness ‘of the stalks, ‘or hay, is absorbed by 
the straw and gen with the additio y of the salt, the 

whole mass is c nverted, “into good fodder: Cattle will also 
eat straw. ort chaff: very Wells alter having 
sprinkled.over it. BaP, 09 rit 

Salting all frésh hay, , whieh put up, is-a great addition to 
it, as it renders. it more nourishin, to cattle, and of course 
will go further ip keeping | them, A ¥espectable Farmer of 
this county: ( Herkimer ) who. ket eps. a large stock of cattle, 
sf s, hey is certain, that adding cig t quarts of salt to each 

of hay will make‘it 20 as far, 3 as @ ton and a quarter that 
he not. beén salted. ene of ean ‘time, hay may be put 

Se nen 
into the mow,” when. s +h greener state than 

; and when ~ “ta aol! 1 be found almost as 
a apparently as fre sh as. when first stowed away. 
hich is stored in narrow mows, or on: Scaffolds, will 

we . a oe an that which’ is” ut into large 
VE, pre ‘chen damaging inva . are mow, 

or. a Sinffed : sac to be laced in 
mal raised asthe W ois raised ; 

“in the e middle, “throug which the 
steam of the heated bh - in pass” off, and thereby prevent 
it from 1 being mow. ‘burn , ner method is, to, pt t the 
driest we in, tbe, ae, nd thé wetest are ‘out- 

mows: . da 
some’ ‘recommen 
the centres ‘and 

‘Mende dows which produce’ wil Hohe to be mowed 
“very early, and t 1€ hay well salte ‘ ‘down ; nd inf.this way ted 
‘eattle will eat if nearly ; as well as they. will her sorass.. ’ 

Stacking of hay in’? 
poor plan ; as the me: dows | | 
jured: by the. Taeadings f the cattl d, when 
case, much hay is generally we Keds f Bnd hee 
cattle rns fo. litle. or no account, The armer olghe 
always. to. have. sufficient room in his ‘barn, and hayhouses, 
‘to ‘hold all his hay ; or, if-he* has not ithis, he ought to 
stack ‘his hay adjoining his barn, and then it can be easily 
thrown ‘in at once, when his barn ‘is emptied 

Foddering should not be commenced till it “is really ne- 

eadows, to b ay 

“ cessary ; for, when the cattle a We beck taught to ex, ect” 
they will feglect their other feeding. - “Fodder at first in 
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‘the morning, en The frost is on the round. “Neat. cattle. 
® should not é housed; but Horses ‘should. Tn-cold rains 

they duo yet however, be Si Pod these are more: hur't= 
ful en cold dryfWeather, . * af 

The meanest “fodder should fs dealt out first, but 
leave this for severer, weather, _ If the 'stéck of fodder is tee 
scanty for, a of Pine é, dq a pinch eee the hi 
art of the ter: “They c tter- endure scanty’ livin 
rae they, have becom, hare ithe figors-ot the 
season. iv 

Some F 10) she raMeorne of the 
hardiest of A for this_ pt é eg 
them by themselves, wit th ee, then 

ale ven: 
é'stf'a iw, when 

other food, by. which meg 
But, perhaps, the betters y 

sags 4 

tat ty pe 

to give a degree 
it has lain a while 
neat-cattle. “This w 
and at times they. will 

It should be reme 
kept constantly on 
tired of it: A. 

times fresh, ; 

‘exposed. 

d ined't bithel 
Q aire, ‘oe in 

‘y Het herdsgrass, 
aS hard grain, 

ber y Selanne is 
m ye They may go es 

‘ “pote atoes or carrots, wash 
they would _be ae! eee whea boileds 1 
are excelent for fatir L 
%., See alata 

¥ 

, OLI ING OF LA? iD, “Folding Shee ‘on eras: which 
P ¢ ploughed up for fa W- -land, is a opie practice ; 

i # 
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as in this way the land receives) all biel ma ue that is made’ 
from their ‘dung and ‘Urine, with out the tr a le of any pre- 
vious preparation, or cartin are. But folding Sheep on 
small pieces of ground, says. Mr. L’ Hommédieu, will do they 
eee as muchr injury, as it will benefit the and. | 

} of this seems to be, that, when. Sheep lie on 
previously lain and dunged, for 

| ‘oe ly to pen bt pretty much 
ey a n too many of 

jinter: ‘Their 
t ae.” 
ehh a ate pied 
breath apt thie sm 

y night, an in 
this waj ually go ¢ Ww. 0) el 

I aye Sheep will, in one 

,made, should be 
ee ginete much 

tse8 on. at “pieces of * rouns sine 4 tok i 
‘turnips C.3 t into a le eld, they will ee 

jos aed ed by. fo din Sheep. 

sheep, however; and. so. will a 
i 44 
Ree | ee be i o A ae a ee | 

wai Grutey Le 
From ihe air a is alt to’ shag Dy avedas gas, and 

the’ septous principle, - or’ azot oy “and: for thisgreason will 
grow most thrifty” in large Cities, or in the vicinity, of 
abimal putridity. ” Let any “putrid ecaying’ flesh’ be. cae 
@ field of growing plants, and th sé) which are nearest 

Gt tes hoes. 

a = <= 

= 

as 
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srs 
ee 
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the putrid matter will grow much faster than ‘those at a 
‘distance; because those nearest have a greater‘chance of 
absorbing the impure air emited from,it, than those growing 
farther off. gular he ee 

See further, Arr: ‘es w 
From the, earth, plants dérive. some of their ‘component 

parts, as discovered by chemical analysis; suchyas earths, 
salts, oil, &c.* and. ffom water, whether mixéd with the 
earth, or otherwise, they imbibe the juices or sap, -which is 
so essential to their existence. Y 9 fly ey 

See Sap” apni ma 
“Some manures,» it would “seem, \operate by attracting 
matter whigh is food for plants; such as gypsum, which is 

. pt ee » (oles By eB ae 

supposed to attract nitre and moisture.” Ashes afford salts 
and attract nitre. Other manures again afford, in ‘part; 
the food of plants, and at the same time assist them in ob- 
taining more fromthe earth, by opening it fer the more 
easy extensiOn of their roots; such as barndung and ma- 
nures of that kind.' Others, perhaps, assist directly in sup- 
plying food ;-such:as salts," blood, "putrid flesh, &c.. Others, 
again, merely serve t0 open. €arths” which: are ‘too/solid to 
admit the roots in search of food 3,such as sahd, roten, wood, 
sawdust, &c. applied to clays. ““And, lastly,’ clay applied jto 
sand assists, an part, by/supplying additio al food, and partly 
by enabling the, soil. to retain a sufficiency of water, to-sup- 
ply plants with the requisite proportion of this article. '. , 

, Some plants extract. their food. principally from the’ air ; 
some, mostly’ from air atid: water; and others, principally 
from the earth), The hyacinth} and many other plants, will 
grow ‘well with” air and Water, without the assistance of 
earth. Bat, generally speaking, plants require the united 
assistanée of air, watér, and earth ;» and! from these: they 
extract that fodd which is’ requisite to bring them to per. 
fection. Aa urea SURM Itig to 
™ Some plants acquire most of one “kind of food from’ the 
earth, andysome ahother. Tap-rooted plants, again, derive. 
their nourishment from a greater depth; while those. with 
fhbrous roots merely extract fromthe supface.. Hence,’ the, 

% 

weg 
t 

earth; a8 the Common parent of: plants, ‘may become ex- , 
hausted;.in Continually producing some Kinds; while it may 
stil! be well ited for the production of others ; and hence, 
in’ som@ ifistand: 

See’ CuaNerfor Crops. © Wi 

FOREST.) Every farm ought sto have a piece of wood- 
land, or forest, sufficient for fuel and: ‘other purposes. 
Raising timber, for the purpose of fencing, will not often 
be found “advisable.” Farmers must eventually depend on 
making stohe walls, or hedges, for the purpase of enclosing 

es, arises the neceSsity of a change of crops. 
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» Ee sandal ‘But woot and timber sufficient, for fuel, for 
ing, for stages and implements of farm ming, cannot 

be dispensed with. Of these, the Farmer will” always find 
it most advantageous to- keep! the requisite’ stock himself, 
and nof,rely on oth ant for purchasing it. Nor is t»advisa- 
ble. ne ehis woodlands separate, and at a considerable 
distance. from his farm; ange it be in parts of the country 
wit e part of the lands are too valuable to be kept in wood, 
and Other adjacent: parts, are only fit, for that urpose. 

When the «Farmer as" cleari up his farm, he ought to 
Teserve, for woodls it E which i is Wl raapre for 
ee or for, ate ich is swampy with a thin 

a SA shat is is rocky and hilly, or that is 
poor, or ver imay do well for woodland ; 

ite be d answer’ bu “indiff ently for fillage. 
Ha. round to be apart for this purpose 

end é si ize of the: , the ‘quality of the 
soil oi the EW obaland, the nature ‘of the climate ; and, fre- 
quently, according: to the eomang, or market for wood; for, 
in some cases, it 1 1a ‘be four ‘mnore” profitable to ‘keep 
tolerably. good and in wood; than in’ poy other cultivation. 

(Of the natural growth Of wood, Te wil requ , 
y res, ae ; to*Ker ep two | tes, according to the 

sing’ wood for? uel; ‘bute it is a very 
| -Fooms warmédy ape d all the cook- 
f the: kitchen so tontfi tae as not 
e-third of the wiod that is com- 

ay ni gt cre, 
* % sy 

a) 

To es) Shatitog too, thin, 
cata be. ke sea ons... [he seeds, 
or cutings | Oo Set, or 
Bent d, in r > of growing: 

ae 7 

rd 

f its growth. This, t tl 
vit a e loc se ciebunaes E ‘Ero PA 

gs ae ‘and in this situation _ TOW Ss Very raf Pp 
oe the "Farmer will ‘find, when he is reduced er 

swer céssity of planting wood for es this tree Willvar 
his purpose best. ee 
* pe al Me 

he Lombard aryalso- grows very rapidly, is easil 
rdised from cy i ae ile cut cay ra will answer 

‘tolerably well for fuel. 
The easiest method of saint the locust is as follows : 

Plant, in the first instance, abdut fifteen or twenty trees on 

ae ent eee ™ a en a 7 ty | »' 

be te 

Se 

ee ah 

>a 

x 
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‘an acre; when gies have got to be twelve orififteen feet 
high, and the! r ro ots well eflended rake run strag une 
throug ound, and, a the#roots © ujwith 

the plou lew trees 4 /start up, and ae, rot 
whole ground with a ple ful growth. This, tree has 
but lately introduced into general use*in France ; and it is 
said to be there valued more than any other wach) is culti- 
vated in that Countrys ~ “eg 

Where- wood is we mere forifuel, it may be ‘stiffened 
to grow as thick’ as Ae becomes sufficiently thined 
of itself, as it @rows inge San tas ak or any other 
trees, are to be raised for timb 
ther aparty in order to ‘h ‘ae 
timber firm’and Gurable™ Fae te hy Oe i 

If woods are old and Cal é* better way.” ‘is me 
all off, as you Want to use the’ Woe ae ag entire 
growth start up, which will grow more # 

Much poor exhatis ed lands in this**Cot . should be 
planted with ‘forests ~t0 supply the wane os od that is 
constantly increasing’! 4For raisi » oaks, which’ a re 
sential article, some’ St, to let the: ecole be ole dated 
under, with a ‘shoal! 1 ‘in the Jai or. th areas then 
be buried in a bed. é a - “the akan Moited 
in the ‘Sprir 
foot from - 

sward, - at” 
holes for th 

& little 

+ 

* Let ¢ reeds be Re hag ~ the 
forest shall ‘have overpov ered is ‘i mat lants 
will keep aa the “welled: 
trees,” ASE 
timber™ “is 
more room 

_ considerat 
until the” 

Mond aeind' with 
brdure b¢ put as it % 
let him’ chew upon it 
a a dose, if né 
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But there is a disorder of? the: feet of iia pin which 
et are al8o said to be foundered#® This 18a. 

The ‘Horse /affected with’ it draws himself 
ary and is;loth to move. It isygccasioned. by 
cold’ water, “after being * heated ith exercise 5 or, some- 
times, | enby standing still in the table several days, after 
exerci Ad sometimes by bad aa or by bruises on the 

iy 

‘gathering will take* eee 

legs. 

be cast off; by which*® thi 
some time. _The rere nai aie the hoofs‘ 

its case, ifva remedy ice at speedily applied, a 
et, and the hoofs will 

ill follow’ pretty freely In order 
to, cure fetes Ey a ply tar, cori and 
honey, her, - a fourth part, offthe spirits — 
of wine. | ye -thade e of tow be soaked in this, and 
then laid in: tie a the b bound up. These are 
not to be opened” s; and then let fresh applica- 
tions be'made ‘every, day; at ie rae in’ ‘the hoffs be 
growmapringw, «Ga, 

If the sole of the ‘foot. is’ Iso) dra awn, it must be served 
in 4 | similar’ manner. » A piece’ es ather should be laid 

$ Sole, and. the whole : ot, eb aun ‘up with strong 

- y Sine! mm ae im ; ae Ne 
a a 

ci 
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“"REEZING. VE ward “stiffs 1h oa thrown up in 
ridges: in the Fall, * anit crndlidwed y the frosts, receives \ 
thereby, an “essential” a ddition to” its” fertility., A’ inter’s . ; 
frost 1s, not, however, always’ sufficient to mel ie, yt e largest ‘ 
clods ;. those ‘shoul ld, th eford, ibe ‘broken in pieces in the’ 
Fall, with the roller, inorder & detive full i pesetsiom the 
frostss> it, oe. ey LR 
A F, armen of. 'Newj jeisey, rs sit 

Pigg ughed an exhausted field of soil “in th 1e Fall; 
-ploughed “part, of it, — at part ‘broke the. ei 

Fling to.pieces, ‘In the Spring, t as all ploughed © ‘ ow 
wae ith barley: “and clove va “He ‘part_on 

d thus been, besto ed w in fi 
equally, and\ sowp | 
which, ithe. mostilabe dyed 
order'when Sowns and 
of barle! wo ae 2 

having: ‘been fou Ganon to ‘ee them entirely, 
the, productiof, arley was only about twenty. bushel 
acted . Thers ime ifference avas after utah obey in the 
clover. i ae “ig We alan 
But this fieldy swith, this stratum, of ‘crude “earth. thrown 

“upp St ould have. yi ficided ttle’ or nothing t the next 
Spring, and -antil mellowed and fe tilized by Summer- “SUNS, 
had it not been mellowed aid fer lized by. Winter- frosts. 

at if Y ‘ oe 

ga a 
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Another benéfit derived from fre€zing: is, that ‘it serves 
to restore all, soils to a due state-of sensibility to the re 
tion of heat. . 
Heat is the stimulant dE Boils 5 but, as is the case with all 

stimulants, the longer it is applied without intermission, the 
less powerful it becomes; particulatly in the production 
of grasses and other plants Which are natural to northern 
climates. hus, a degree of heat which in the Fall will 
not be fod, sufficient to make these plants grow, will 
make them grow rapidly, when applied to them in the 
Spring. In this respect, therefore, freegingywhich is only 
the absence of heat, serves, ‘as a kind of: restorative to the 
Soil, and: r@fi:s it for the production of those: plants, Thus 
freezing i§/@ fertilizer of suff Sows, andia restorer of all, by 
renewing their sensibility to the effects~of heat 
When plants have been frostbiten,, while, growing, they 

may be restored by sprinkling them plenuitully, whilesnjthe 
frozen state, with brine,.or with water containing a solution 
of sal- Aan eae» which is better, jal ju ee Seon 

) he 

FRUIT- TREES, Mr. Mor syth’ 3 i on ieee has| Been 
justly esteemed, for its. originality and-research; . It.is, -how- 
ever, a production best ‘calculated: tot, the apn where it 
was writen# and € €ven there, perhaps, son € parts of it may 
be found more. pleasant in theory than pro table in’ practice. 
His composi ion, for curing defects. be ATees, and restoring 
old decayed Ones, and the “method. me) eaiong at, ape be 
first He is as follows so. 

Take a bushel of fresh cowdaig, ‘hall: a em limie- 
rubbish ‘fr the, ceilings of old rooms, . which iseb&st»(or 
potinded ¢h; alky or oldislaked . lime,, will answer) halt a 
bushel of wood: -ashes, and a, sixteenth of, river: adhd $ sift the 
three last ATIC fine naDh foe they are amixeds 

ll together Py. beating, &c, so as completely. E x 
Wren reduce | ane to the consi istenge of thick | paint, by 

ixing with Ifa cient att of urine, and sgapsuds, 
so that it cam be “used. with a,brush. A. good: coat) of, this is 
to be applied to the naked’ wood, where aulimb. is cut.off,,or 
the’ wood otherwise laid barey and\the powder. ‘of wood-ashes 
and burnt. bones is to be. sprinkled. over this, and. oe 
Pree d down with the hand. When‘ any, of. the.composi | 

for future use, it is to be covered: with urine, toy pre: 
wees ‘it from the atmosphere, whieh injures it. 1h Oe 
With) this composition,| | ir, Fors Hey restores, oldroten 

decayed trees to a flourishing state. In ‘order to doythis, 
all the roten and dead part of the. ree is first cut a way and 
scooped out, quite down. inta the roots, till you come to the 
live Wood, and then sino6th ad, and the edges next the live 
‘ark rounded off. Then the..composition is Waid.on with a 

15- 

= 
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vith the powder. sh, and covered, s before directed, , 
as barkfon the edge ffi. gee this « ered | wood, it 
works, 0} off the composition and supplies its™place, till at 
length the bark of the two edges eets and grows together. 
if the growing bark should raise up any flukes of the com- 
position, so as to expose the wood, let them: be pressed 
down 'with the finger some cay, day, when the composition 
ere: : 

here a tree would be” vay 

a. this ¢t ae more. 
av here live t, le ‘the stumps be pared smooth 
and the edges rounded, before sitidh is laid on, 
He says, nee should .always be applied wherew@r a limb is 
cut off, In or ert ) p re the ting at such 
places... ‘te 
- He, makes" €! ane ‘of, many old decayed trees, some 

apse wapks, were ‘roted awdy tWo-t und 8 and half 
ich he resiOned to a soul 

$ 9, ab ve describe Tt is, nc 
aa ex pe Be Jn this "homers 

" this ay be ascrib- 

cankery 
emainin 

Ener on ‘thic tes 
Ol it bécom 

ckest re und 
oft 

ik yeetiew be 
cut fete eye is 
the | are aq he ends of the stumps, 
and cove em with the Presently, sprouts 
-will- arto it on the eye eo hich are to be trained anc 

=r, A 
4 
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pruned for new. bearing-limbs.’ When these hgve grown a 
litile, cut_off more of the limbs, and go*throu®h the Sime 
process with them, and so on, wil they are ali taken off. 
Thus, a new set of thrifty limbs are given ta-the tree, 
which will. be better bearers ‘than the old. The new 
growihs soon cover the stumps, so as to leave only a slight 

cicatrix. — 
He speaks of heading’ down Some trees at once, and pars 

ticularly recommends the heading down of all young trees 
while in the nursery, by taking ofthe whole trunk a little 
above the ground, and in the manner above directed, which | 
he says will oesaad improve their tuture growth, and make 

bearers. He méptions, particularly, some 
young oaks, he thus headed down,” which afterwards grew 
more thao as fast again as those which were not. 
He also describes a method of pruning the limbs at their 

bearing. ends. This is:totake off the most” prominent twig; 
when it hasybecome ¢ired of bearing, close: to» thé” next 
lateral branch ; and then this shoots forwardand becomes 
the bearer: When this” has in like*manner become tited 
of bearing, the limb. is. to be taken volt, back ‘at the next 

lateral beanchy.. and the text shoots, forward” again, and 
SO. on. 

This may ‘bea 1 good plan to Keen trees in the dwarf. -state, 
which iseso much practised in Gieatbritain ; it being neces- 
‘ary there to faise much of their) more. tender fruit by the 
sides of walls, made very high fon the “perpose; round the 
fruit-gardens 5 and there, the keeping of some kinds-of fruit- 
trees in the dwarf. state, is the more necessary. ~ 

Fruit, trees are subject-to a disease, called he canker. It 
@ccasions the bark to grow rough ahd scaby, “and turns the 
wood affected, to a rus tysbrown | color.. “Tt, will ‘sSOMctimes 
kill the tree, if’ not Femedied in due season... 

‘ This disease may arise from various. causedls from bad, 
“pruning ; from, dead shoots leftyon the, ent from igonts 
killing He ] ‘year’s shoots, &c. * 
The diseased parts” are to be entirely cut, away; till 

nothing but. ‘sound white ‘wood. remains ;' “Ory. Tet the. diseasé 
be.merély in the barks the dure Must ‘be cut away. 
and if the inner bark be algo Mace We which 1s to be Known’ 
by. its ex exhibiting small black ,spots, ‘like the dots of a pen; 
cut all’ away that is thus” pfccued, and fet the composition 
be applied, as before direct ee... 
In the Memoirs of the - Bsn Agrictltuta) Society, 

we find mention of a disease of. | alled the! d77zer 
rot.’ Whether this is merely a Fr the 
wé are unable to Say. tt. a ever, cured by taking off 
all-the bark of the body Tae ree, and some dittle’ distance 
up the large limbs; when a new bark. will presently form, 

" 
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and restorejhe tree. This operation is directed to be pers 
formed duriie the longest day in the year. . 

Fruit-trees, of the sione kind, are frequently: diseased 
with gumsewhich arises from Bad pruning, «bruises, and 
other causes. ‘The diseased parts are to be cut away, and 
the composition appitedyas before. =, | 

Thus much for Mr, forsyzsh. Those who are anxious te 
be, more intimately acquainted “with this ‘Author, will do 
well to purchase his book, In! the, plates @nnexcd to it are 
exhibited many specimens of his Ingenuity. 

If fruit-trees, be. suffered’ to Fun much to sudlces: these 
will greatly injure’ their bearings, Let them, therefore, be 
kept clear of these. AIP strai he ‘upright shoots}ffom the’ 
limbs of trees, should: also be faken away, for these bear no 
fruit; though in time their lateral-branches will bear, Lats 
eral branches are,alwaysthe bearers; and sueh .branches, 
as dornot bear, Only serve to rob the bearing branches of 
their requisite nourishment; and should thereiore.be taken 
away, Thestrees should also be cleared of all dead and 
decaying branches, and of all cross: -branehes thar rub 
against each; other. : 

Young “apple and plumtreesy in dawiculaes are ant to get 
covered with whai, are ‘usually called. lice, being an inani- 
mate substanee resembling an insect,,, ‘of ‘the color, and 
somewhat of the shape, of a grain of flaxscédy, but. narrow- 
er. Where the bark ‘isgthickly covered. with these, the 
growth of the tree will be very much impededisy and so ve- 
times it will be killed, if they are not removed. Phey are to 
be scraped off witha knife. ~ Moss ought also to'be scraped 
off, as it greatly injures the growth of the trees 

For keeping off .moss,: lice, and@yevery “thing .else that 
should be rah off. from young apple and,some,yother fruit- 
trees, it Is a ood to” whitewash their bodies, and By 

cipal limbs; every Spring, with a mixture of lime and w 
ter. Mr Morsyth, howevgr, recommends, fomahis purpose, 
a mixture of old urine, cowdung, and.soapstds.~» W here 
young fruit-trees stand in sward-ground, the sward should 
be cut away from about them, and ch ground about their 
19018 loosened every Spring. | es cccahee 

I is follnd, that the seeds ‘of her Boole, and probably) 
other fruit-wees, which» are , brought from Eearopes hi 
willgvow lar@er than those of our owns Probably, his is 
merely the € feet of a change of: seed: Hi so; our seeds 
sown there might produce the same: inequality: / Beothis as 
it nays it is: by*no means realy, that. the largest fruit- -trees 

are the miost-profilable to the. Acre ;vas, the larger they are, 
the more’ground cach must haye, © bs 

See turther, the articles which areat of the various kinds 
‘Ofidruipsarees. * rs r 
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FUEL., Th the Northern States, fuel is an expensive 
article, not only to the Farmer, but to those who live in 
villages and towns. To the Farmer, however, this article is 
usually the most expensive ; as, on account of his noc duly 
estimating the real eppense | he incurs for fuel, hé is in the 
habit of using it in profusion ;. generally consuming; together 
with what he suffers to ber wasted, twice or three times the 
quantity really requisite for the use-of a family. 
A Farmer, with a farm of two hundred acres of land, 

generally leaves about fifty.acres of it uncleared, principal- 
ly for the purpose of supplying himself, with fuel. This 
land, in the older settled \parts of the Country, and where 
wood is becoming more scarce, would;'on an average, com- 
mand a price of, say, forty dollars an acre, or two: thousand 
dollars tor his fifiy acres,.the interest, of which is one hun- 
dred and twenty dollars a year. © 
Then add about thirty-seven cents, as the expense, per 

load, of cutipg atid. drawing homeabout one hundred and 
twenty: loads a years: which. amounts to upwards of forty-four 
dollars, and the Farmer ‘will find he incurs an expense of 
more than one | vhundred and sixty @ollars. a. year for “his 
fuel; a sum= which’ is about double’ what is usually expend- 
ed by a family living: i in a village, and perhaps more than is 
usually expended, for this:article, by a-family living in our 
more large and opulent towns. a 

Under article, WARMING OF Rooms, we haves Sacrdasel 
some improvements in the means,of warming one or more 
apartments, with the least expense; by which it is estimat- 
ed, that as fauch as two-thirds of the: asual : es of fuel, 
for this pufpose, may be saveds ooh a4 

And, under)the article, STEAMBO LER, we) have also 
pointed out the! means of greatly lessening*the expense 
of cooking, boiling. -8e. by means of which) ie . qual saving 
of fuel maygbe made, Thus enabling a Farmer; of the de- 
scriptionyjus nentioned, f retrench his, re in fuel, 
more that one > hutitheed | ars'a year. | alla 

_ But, inyaddition to ‘all this, great savings: may: 
by, adopting the best means for making woodlands, yield the. 
greatest possible quantity ‘ wood, as well as of pebaning 
vo the best advantage, that which is growing. ~ | 
The nataral growths of forests aré but seldom. co SEC 

pir those trees which Lens me ie Such wy most 

in a state of Nature, 9 yh ; 
slow. At the same time, ‘ning kegr 
thrive well in soils, an fees, <a clorent Irom those 
where they were first found. Such: is t ase),with . ithe 
locust, buttonwoed, Lombardy-poplarypwillow “Re. &e. ie 

Fe " 
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Where, tk uhare; the ancient Tiests are becoming more 
thined, it. will be found’ good husbandry to supply the defi- 
ciency, thus made, by the introduction of other growths; 
such as the/locust, and Lombardy oplar, for instance, on 
the drier My and busrgaamyed; willow, &c. &c. on those 
which to and wet. > | % © a 

See farther, Fongera! - a 
‘wn? husbanding any, forest, trees, several 

‘things are to be observe te, the young 
trees, which are subject to’ be 
protected. No cattle eh 
covered wit psuch growth ; 
no food, but ° tis Seer 
trees; and, wha is gai injthis. way, is greatly counter- 
balanced by the injury th Eon to them. 

In the next place, stil treessare to be cut down for 
el,» those should be selected for the purpose which are 

ie least productive, or that grow the least infa year: And 
is. point isto be asgértained, as% well .b the general, 
ache of the trees, whether. they ~ “healthy: a 

und, or otherwise, as by observin: 1g the yearly shoots of 
every treeg as’ e nbs of those which. g i the: fastest 
shoot the ‘greate: } pee tn 

In patie the trees, som dats 
their stahding, as” hear - equi-distant as is ec 1pat 
the circlmstances just ‘mentioned. In natural 
those sorts.of trees which naturally grow fasteryit 
of different kinds, shouldbe left standing ; wiitied they 

are thriftyy and of a kind that is valuable for fuel. 
In felling the treesyth ey should be cut off, 2 

‘ic : 

ree to run in grounds 
cattle can acquire little or 

the expense of the young 

f 

ground as poss ible, by: v SS Woot 1 be suf- 
fered to go. toe wast all limbs 
should all , g re out d. under the 
woodhouse | y3.as a fe me ese, wi dri ed, will often 
isis eae ae 

ood, while re 
, for as much as oneé= 
* perhaps even two- 

y given dec 
some: kinds 

od 
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wood: Of course, a proportionate saving may, be made in 
the use of the former, i reference he layer. © 

_ There is a saving in sawing wood, when carted home, in 
\ balirence to choping it, as the sawing can be full. as 
speedily and cheaply performed. | A further saving is made, 
in cuting up the wood, quite "short; as a fir omposed of 
ebillets of wood, not gmc p thee meh she inc ong, will 

ive, more’ than two-thirds: as mt peat, as ss made of * 
wood of doubl 

The size 14 
durable-in bur 
matter. worthy, of spthe 
any ence eer will % 

ibe split, so as to be 
‘sufficient heat, is also a 

If 

the whole, we are incli ed to believe that. billetsyof from 
about thifee to four inches of a medium diameter, will be 
found the most economical,’ as avoiding the two extremes.” 

Wood, when dried, forms the best of all fuel, not» ofily-as 
: re, but for all culinary purposes. 

ell as peat, and turf, the only other: 
articles of f used, are by no-means so.conveni- 
ent, for many pur ‘of cooking partic larly yybut, w wher re 
either of these can t “procured, at eal ohh they 

aper article of fue! 
“no previous. preparatilin Mfor jbo the 

sing iv out of the earth. Peat, and tur easily 
raised,.in the first instance, by means: of.a Five narrow 
spade » a wine greet at right angles on the right side, 
by = + of whic a square ‘chunk, about fourteen inches 
long, ‘and four inches squg . ) 
every sinking of ee 3 

are general 

mers Wt 

But, in ore bak es of earth fit for 
burning, “some ote ex 9S -are req . 7 ch’ chunk, 
thus cut out, isto un by itself, 
to dry; and} jen le Den, across 

ths “re very ch 
yn any farm, or ai 

oe fi rther, era i 

we can suggest, wo 7 
horsedung, and clay, “We 
bricks, into chunks, say,” 

spilt..very small,” 
oma while; but 

it will consume slow- 
less heat. Ont 

* 
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abouty wel inches long, sn that’ Nips dried fot 

* wasted. ¥ 
We roullftesin ene fat, in the Domestic’ Ency- 
clopedia, pu ae, if 35 of Philadephia, a fuel is 
‘recommended; which is me fclay, with a suitable quan- 

| afiguids, and dried for use. 
* ; 

420 

Clay, of ‘itself, wa undergo a proc s of calcination, 
when dried (See Burwr ee and we believe that, with a 
suitable di 
and prep in this 
for f sularly rh ) 

of dry Ae to set fire to the 
“eat waste of manure ¢ : 

‘the burnt clay, ‘would 
uable, as a manure, 

would answer tolerably well 
pb ime grate, with a trifle 

Nor would this be any 
nes, th ade, or rather 

earl quite, as val- 
' which wotld thus be. 

tity eithér of common coal, or charcoal, ground fine, and 
mixed evenly with the mass ; when iti is shaped in suitable 

We dre induced to ‘think favoral ly of this method of 
a “fuel, as it is” ‘obable a ST quantity of the last- 

tioned coal is sufficient, and . no great quantityie 
— rst is: requisite j gthough this mi nd on the qual- 

f that ‘materie if 3 , ; 
Om is also said, “that ax. ¢ 
with | and arig Ja s before mentioned, mi od fuel. 

In thé same’ Work, directions are also. g lonfmaking 
Fuei-balls,’ as; they ave: there’ called, for the purpose of 
kindlipg fires, as follows : Take equal parts. Siggo! and 
charcoal, ground fine 5 mix them with “clay ; for e mass 
into balls, about as large’as hen’ ’sllezes; dip swe ina 
strong solution of saltpetre, then dry une when they 
will be found quite inflamine e 

ip Rae 

FULLER'S TE _ 57 
are used for. i 
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Ae Her 
-. The heads bipoae sold, Sour Woolé Bidtorsee: for a cent « 
a piece ;, and sometimes double tha price. ‘An acre, at 
this ‘Tate, would mount to. several hundred dollars, 

s 

Pay seed i i 

ae n 

‘GARDENS? These are’ PE singuisked inthe Aower- 
garden, the fruit-garden, dnd, e kitchensgardeh. ‘We shall 
say nothing of the flower, en; for farming has nothing 
to do with flowers; but the fruit and, kitchen-gardens are 
somewhag more substantial. 

It is best to“have the fruit and kitchen- -gardens in thes: 
same enclosure; but the plan, too often observed, -of, bk nd- 
i 5 gd ».too gfeat a.degree, oveht "to b 

it-trees, 4 whi ich make considerable shade, musty’ 
tf o OW th of vegetables in the same neigh- 

ought therefore to be cultivated by themselves. 
showever, which make but little shade, as, 

ats Q qu ncesy &c. may be v er, ike. inter- 
mixed with ee of the kitchen-garden.,. 
"For tl Fruit-garden, see Fruir- yp my ABRrcoT, 
Quince : 
A kitch@n-earden, *well stored wile vegetables, is highly 
important to the Farmety as the use of these supersede the 
necessity of consi tb meat; apractice equally in- 
consistent with economy and with health. When we 
perceive that the food of Cottagers, NY: f Ireland, is prine 
cipally milk ¢ and pota 3 that these’ are a race/of People 
which are healthy. robust, ' ell-rmade, with + gy) pigh, and 

savaze mati ne 
subsist Win 
Maoh squa id, and ill: -made 
c usions in tayorof eating 

. visable to have. 

% oy 

Bel 

»” 

inh 
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* all vegetables Shick pot deep the Pana, Nothing © “i 
further. need’ be said, With Bb yr to the kitchen- garden, ‘ 

ee than that,a loose ssnel Laad soil, with a south€rly exposure, 18, 
the best # that, git ought to, be kept rich; that, as fast as 
weedguris J*they ought to Be extirpated; and that no weeds 
oun to b e Suffered to go to seediwithin the garden. ye. 

. Ifthe Pade be of asWetish or Biff soil, it_willbe greatly 
dene fited by being thrown up,iito high nidges in.the “Fall: 
™ the same time, this will ‘assist in destroying: the seeds 

ggof weeds; but particularly in oeeres ela ch may « 
be breedingsip the soil. 9 ) xh We ae ss 

- GARGET. Sée Nesp CA arr TLE, ' 

- GIGS! Little tumors, or - bladders, filled with matter, 
found in the mouihs,of Horses..Bhe cure is effected by 

wsliting them open, afd then washing them with salt and 
eee” ‘ * 

*GLANDERS. Commonly called thes Pei Mecaibicm 
Ttuis always accompanied with a discharge of matter fr ¥ 
the nostrils, and a swelling of the glands: under the throat 
vand tongue. When the bones in that part: become carious, f 
it is generally incurable ; and this may be khowp, by the bad Bh 
smell @which: is Produced in such cases. The jgatment « 
recommended in Gidson’s Farriery, for this diseaSe, while 3 
in its, first and secondustages, is to make use,of purges, 
diaphoretics, and roweling in the hinder parts. We i imagine, | 
that roweling in the breast wilk answer the same purpose. ‘o 

See RowELine a 
To clear the smostrils, Gibjon: recommends” passing the 

fumes of burnt brimstone, or burat leather,,into the nose « 
of the Horse, and, after the matter hasybeen discharged, to 3 
syringe his) nostriis with: brandy or red- wine. Afterwards, 
he. says), a» small quantity of Unguenium Egypitianum, dis- 
solved .in oil ‘of: turpentine, may. be injected thr a large 
Pipes, forthe: PUTBORG, of cleansitae the ulcerated parts. 

te Ra 
GOATS Aphesa. animal sare hardy, aind shee more 

(prolific ® n Sheep. The Kids dre apt to poison themselves 
“by. eating” “the, evergreen: shruby ‘laure 

es uthey can find it. - . These are: excelent forsthe, table; and 4 
id ones, ave toler: ide good, eatingy and are gene- 

rally swell, filed: ith ‘ta The. milk of the Goat, of 
which they “give ‘al rigger. qua ntity than a9 ie aninial 
of theing Size, is good to ‘mix, with th at of Cows, in making 
cheese. Tt is also much esteen fed in consumptive cases. 
‘Yheir’ skins are much, more, va Pg than those of — : 
being hearly as Birong agythat f the Deer. 

es . a ; ; | 

2 7 Py oe i 
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*« Goats are very useful’ Gite farms, as they serve fitct- 
ually to destroy all sprouts and bushes» They are pecu- 
liarlyvex@elent in,destroying shrub-oak bushes, as ; these are 
naturally hard to subdue. 

GOOSE. See Pourrf. a Bo 
ey, 

ae Nig “ pple 

“GOOSEBERRY cia Grossularia’) This species of, 
the currant’ req ires about the $a © soii and culture, ‘that 
is required oF the-common red or Wwhite- currant. 

See Gorninr. " Singh ara, Page 

““Advery good) wine may be" aide from the SO ebéeey ba % 
varieties may be produced of this plant, by sowie the seeds 
in the same manner as is me tioned of currants. 

Mr. Forsyth observes, , qat by mixing upa rich soil to 
plant these in that have’ been rafsed ‘from ‘seedfand by 
wateringvand thining the fruit, they have’ grown much 
larger than any “ever "before séen in “England. He. farther 
observes, .that greatyattention, should be“paid to thesearly 
nd late sorts g@th at, ‘where they tun up to long’ naked 
stéms, they shoule “be cur down, “which will’make them 
throw out good re ping shoots /* and, in that case, ‘his com- 
position must be applied. There até other observations 
made by Mr. leery: on the cultureéef this plant, which 
are here omited, as not being consider. of apy material 
conseqiience. ” . oe . 

GRABZING. | Mr.# Forsyth describes several methods 
of grafiing: 

As, first. Graftingtin the rind, which is proper on for 
large trees, . 

Secondly. © 
stocks or fmt) ‘and. hi ns 
Country. Maes OR 

Thirdly. 4 

“whic ‘the ‘graft is take 
may D i ae 

to Hever t a dryia ce “A 
.of the growth of the former 
be taken from healthy, : ’ 

% 

rid 
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sickly ones, the grafts,often partale of the distemper; that, 
if taken from young luxuriant trees, they may ,produce 
luxuriant shoots; but will not be so pr@ductive, “as thosé 
taken fréméfruitful trees; that those which are taken from 
Jateral, oF Horizontal, branges are to be prefered to those®, 

of they pmprcrpendiculs shoo and that none should. 
be taken from the sprouts’ of treesy nd e 
we Mr. Forsyth prefers the whifgrafiing, for common,casess 
but; for these, Mr. Deane prefers the clap rafiing.” This, 
he says, is most Commogly practised in this; Coutitry, and is 

@attended with success. ‘Tt ig donevon the stocks in the nur- 
“sery, or ongthe small limBs,of trees. The proper Season 
for it is just Before the leayeS begin to open. The head 
of the stock must bescut,off sloping, and a slit made sloping 
the opposite way, deep enough tomeceive the scion, which 
should be cut like a wedge, Maa outside. thigker, than 
the inner. The rind of the scion mUSt exactly join’the rind. 
of the stock. The,slit should be opened.by a wedge of hard 
wood$.the scion should thensbe gently putin its place and, 
the stock. closed. Alter this, the »whole Must be daubad 
yound closely with a mortar made @f a mixture of loam 

- andifrésh horsedung, so as completely totexclude the access 
of ‘air’; and this mortar must be surroutded with winding 
of tow, or old cloths,to prevent the rains Washing it away. 
The scion shouldjjbe covered nearly to the top with this 
mortar#’ and it should also extend two or threé™inches 
downwards round the stock. 

In place of this mortar, Jorsyth “recommends.@ plaister 
made of pitch, turpentine, and beeswax, which isin like 
manner to be daubed closely roan ‘so ds to exclude the 
external air. The . mortar, howe: er, if well made, and 
well applied, will answer very well. It should be composed 
of fine loam, not clay 5) because clay, will conjract and craci 
open, whenidried.y) a a wate | 
Cieft-graftiv@® may be successfully performe 

eas 

peach, plum, cherry, &c. by first euting through that bark, 
with Haim thes Piles where ‘the cleftvis to be made, 
and in the same, direction it maybe. expectedito run; when 
the rest of the Ope ) mia as easily performed as on) 
Other treeSiie tae ig 2 ee 
Wisp-geafting A head of the 

stock slopingg E ie . jope; from the 
upper part dows: € more than half an inch ‘deep, 

ye Cut witha, slope .up- 
Mongue, whichis to be 

Spero! the stock; and the 
scionwis, then Set,iny so that theprinds,ofyeach join exactly * 
together. ‘The scion is thensfastened by a ligature to keep 

ta ‘ete g 
oe ; 

ee: 

ward, and @-slit made in this like 
inserted into a Slit made in the sl 



o/ he 

® floor. Such a 
bly contain three hundred “bushels. oT the proper, season,” 
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it-steady, and then surrounded with mortar, or the plaister, 

as befores 
Grafting in the tind is performed by cuting off. the stock 

square ; siting down the barka small distance,” and raising 

it up, so that the end of the scign may be inserged between 

it and the wood: The sgign 1s made with a shoulder, cut 

in about ‘half its thicknéss,.and the other half "s”sloped 

off gradually, sosas to givert it the form of a wedge ; ‘the cuts 

side being flatliand the | bark-side, untouched... This wedge 

of tongue as inserted under the’ bark, with “the shoulder 

firedto"the stock; the raised bark is then pressed close ™ 

and bound round, and the plaister is apr as before 

mentioned. It is usual, in: this case, to yaar three or four 

Scions in one stock. gree” 
Mr. Preston, ‘of Perinilllania, says M has, grafted scions 

which cafe trom Holi@nd, which were apparently dried, 
and they grew 3 but that he failed in other instances, where 
the bark of the scions appeared to have become somewhat 
roten. He was#also successful in grafting’ scions, of; the. 
appletree, as late as ‘the, twentieth of June, when the leaves 
ofthe trees were full grown. 

ye 

Ste further, INAR@HING and InnocuLATInG, for the mes 
thods of pertagayttey ‘these operant % 

WER HOUSE, OR GRANARY. “Ifthe Farmer think 
proper 6 build a grainhouse, which is ‘very useful for In- 
dian corn in particular, the, best method of keeping rats and 
mice out‘of it is, to set it on. blocks, covered with flat 
stones, large enough.to projec four or five inches beyond 
the blocks, on every Si To prevent the blocks from 
roting at the bottoms, they ought to’ be set on stones, raised 
a little above ground. It ‘is. ay ood plan to have a. grain- 
house and carriage or wagonhotis € ‘built together ; the upper 
part tor ee and other. grain, andthe. jer part for 
wagons, cartggiploughs, &¢. &c. 
, Some Fa s make proyision for a jee to keep their 

“STndian corn in their bards, which is) avpretty,, 
The * '§ this is a Boot raised on. 
beams rest on posts ‘setuin the bea ms, next below. 
the plates: of the barn. 2 the™middle of thi$ floor isa 
hole, through which a tackle is. suspen ed, and the corn/is 
raised in baskets. and spread HP prea tienes: éver the 

a loor in an ordi -size d+barn would. proba-. 
“ 

the’ ha thrown ‘dow ym. on the Bari focal 
threshe “with flailgy om with a threshing-m x 
is better, and is then’ vedi d’and put into "mae it the 
purpose.on one side of the. ve -floor. pa 

See, Bann. a 
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a 

| it suffers, greatly. bats Mt a 
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The bins must be made tight, of hard plank, sufficiently. 
thick to prevent the rats from gnawing through them; and 
the lid to,each may be fastened down by a clasp tunes by 

a padlock This plan is equally good for keeping wheat 
and other" grain. If the ow which is put into. these 
we at, it can be shoveled out upon the floor, and there 
stiret gut until it is sufficiently dry to be returned into 
sthé bins: The method of ascertaining, whether-grain has 
“become heated in the bin, is ° to” run a stick to the bottom; 
ait it.remainSthere for @ quarter of an hour ;%and in that 
gitime, ‘if there be any heat urthe grain, it will be communi- 
wated to. theystick. 

If grain be kept long in ats, its heating may be pre- 
vented by frequently turning. aaern, first On one end, and 
then on the other. | a 

- te 

GRASSES. Some of these are est calculated*for moist 
or wet soils, some for dry,and some for the different 
climates in which grass is cultivated.» Some again are best 
‘for pastures, and some for mowing, The? different kinds 
which are most valuable are here noted, together with their 
proper soils, &c. eee 

Mrapow- -CATSTATLy Timothy. grass or Herdsgrass C Phies 
Pratensis ) 18 the gtass’ most used for hay ithe Northern 
States. It is- also erroneously called Foxtails” but, this#is 
another grass. The catstail has a long heady someWhat r- ££ 
sembling the tail of a cat, with very fine seeds; the foxtail 
has a/short bushy head, more like the.tail-ofsaox, with | 
coarser seeds. In other es they have considerable 
resemblance. a 

Catstail grows best ina rich’ Riviss soil; but it will grow 
well, for a few years, ina rich ayer or in a rich; aradle soil. 
In the rich wet soily Wty Jessensin product ;- while, 
at the same UE, ae way to wild. grasses, In the’rich 
arable soil, it) eradually fsils, by reason of the ground be- 
coming: bound: and the sward thickened with othersgrasses. 
Wane 2? “af it were well tori aayith the’ “harrow every) 
pring, and’ not too closely pastured an the Fall, and none 

in ,the Spring, i it would: groy ¥ well for many -years in such 
soil. By: e ‘pasturing: an th ieePall, it i 
out by the” ‘Toots, and by cropt 

“It will yielé one-half more hay; when not‘ patuted: at all, Ps 
Tan when pi stured closely in, the Fall, and’again in the 

. Sprig. | Inthe’ ‘Tichest soils, and when not pasar up- 
es" wards of four tons may be had frémMethe acr a ‘season, 

at two mowings. Cattle are 1 Dt quite so fond of it in 
pastures, as they are of clover; but, when made into hay, 
they’eat it Verys YFeadily. Itsisynot so ‘much a fertilizer of 

whe i 

wf 
7m 
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land as clover: On-the yeShurary, it binds, and ‘somewhat 
exhausts, the soil. It is perennial, apd Will last beyond the 
memory of Man, if not destroyed by close pasturing, The 
proper time for mowing it is, when it is in “ae or a 

Ay. 

little later, st 

From the trials made in ecithdaitain, off ‘this native 
Ameriggn grass, it is however asserted, by Mr Curis, to 
possess no excelence which: as, jek possessed, in an ‘equal 
degree, by the, ga ag x 

MEADoW-FOXPAIL C Mopeeanaa) Pratensis J This grass i 
is.much Cultivated in Greaibritain. It is an early@grass, | 
and vegetates with such luxuriancy, that, according to Mr.” 
Curtis, it may. be mowed three times‘a year.) The British 
Graziers consider it as one. of their best grasses, parti- 
cularly for larger cattle The soil best suited for it is 
moist .meadowdland,. or vat which is’ oceasionally over- 
flowed; though it will a well on almost any soil, 
except those which are very wet,:or very dry. Linnzus 
States it.to bea -Phgper grass for grounds which. have 
been drained. & ie ecinss 
“Ht is. perennial, anc “yields abundance of seed, which is 

easily gathered, ‘he seed is, however, sometimes yh 
to be destroyed by an insect. 

Merapbow- oa *( Festuca Protendley is an early, hardy," 
perennial. grass, and grows well on almost every soil; good 
for haysor pasture ; produces abundance of seed, which is 
easily gathered. Mr. Curtze says, it has a great resem- 
blance: to waygrass ; but is superior to-it for forming mea- 

» dows, as it grows longer and has more foliage. It es 
aboug#the middis of June 

DaRNEL, oO” Ravor dss (Li Lilium Parenste ) is good for 
an early, supply of pasiure, as - starts. very early. it grows 
to the heightsof about two feet, ap ‘blossoms the latter 
end of May. . Horses are “extremely fond of it, when made 

se 
ve 

‘early into hay; and for. Racehorses, “‘particula fly; has been 
found preferable to any, other hay. It is, However, apt to 

La run tog’ ‘much to stalks, an ‘most soa dis-. 
mentioned; ™ 
pebich is* mn 

ie ass oir WO ation ‘e roe Se ve 

SREST Ep Doost au (@ yams Cristatus ) is good for 
upland. pasties, atid is a . wholeso! e food for Sheep. It. 
forms a thick turf, ae Ossc ahaa, ee middle of June.” & 

- Et abouns swith seed, wh nered 3. bur care. 
‘should ° en, that 
sometimes ail to rd 

a, 

and will not thrive in -w 
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Mie avowonase (Poa Pratensig i) will flourish well éven 
in the driest soils,’and will endure drought better, perhaps, » 
than almost any other grass. It makes fine hay, and is fit 

yecuting. It is also good for early pasture. It 
yields ple ty of seed; but this is difficult to sow, on account, 
of their filaments causing ‘them to adhere to each other. 
Tor jedy this, it is recommended to put them ip newly 
slacked lime, to separate: them vand then to be rubed in 
dry sand. ‘fi, 
VERNAL oF, SpRincGRAss \ Anthox Atthum Odoratum } 

,is a Very early grass for pasture, and grows ‘in almost 
"every situation; though not equally productive in each, It 
is an ordorifeéfous grass, and is recommended by some to 
be sowed with other grasses, Jn the proportion of about 
one-eighth for meadows. It*is not very- productive. 

Meapow Sorrc®ass ( Holcus’ ‘Lanatus ) ygrows well on 
ahy soil, not, toodry and barren. th is beSt’ calculated for 
Sheep in pastures. It is injurious to Horses; when made 
into hay, by producing a profuse discharge of urine, and 
general weakness; which may, however, »be, readily remov= 
ed by’a change of food. It'is not a very early grass. 

SHeeps FESCUE (Festuca Ovina)” ‘grows. ‘well in dry, 
sandy soils, is very good, for Sheep, as’ ‘they are fond of ity 
and soon fatened ‘with it, at. ts perennial, and flowers i in 
June. : 
HARD-RESCUE ( Festuca Durituscuia) “flourishes! in ale 

most every situation, wet or dry, and biossoms in June. It | 

grows luxuriantly atefirst, often tothe height of four feet3 
but it soon becomes thin, and disappears after a’ While. It, Gay 
is best for mixing with some other grasses. 

Annuat Meapnowerassie( Pen! dnnua). is. in Reece 
throughout the Summer, Cattle of every kind are fond 
of it. Ttis recommended: for Miléh-cows, onyaccount of its 
affording butter of a very Superior quality. 
RoUGHSPALK ED Meavowerass ( Poa Trivialis ) resemes 

bles the “preceding: in its appearance, and: th flowering 3, 
but .is best. Suited for moist ‘or wet meadows. It is very 2 
productive,. and good for pasture or’ hay. It is, however, 
liable tobe ibj ured, ‘says rtis, by sever ‘eh or 
excessive driunie’ re me Meee ’ a ) 
Fowt Nitaanwenree ie ‘eae ta, Shicalis Subaie bris vl sin 

was first discovered in a meadow, i in Dedham, yas 
_ Supposed to have been’ brought there, by water-t wa sayS » 
Mr. Deane. Jt is’an excelent grass for wet” eadows, and 
has been known to yic id three tons ‘oft hay to an acre, ina 
season. It’ remains. sO ‘Tong g teeny th at it may | »mowed 

_at any“time ffom July till’ ctober, Hit makes’ yery good 
s gyhay for oy eed Neat-cattle pe a1 
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FLATSTALKED Mrapowcrass (Poe, Compressa) flou- 
rishes in dry soils, and flowers from June to August. Dr. 
Anderson esteems this as the most valuable ‘Of all the 
Poas. It forms a fine turf, and imparts a delieate flavor 
to the flesh of Sheep and bedi 5 which animals are very 
fond of it. 

Sirver Harrerass (Aire Caryophyilea.) is most eke 
ble for sandy lands, and is recommended by Mr. Stilling fice? 
for Sheep-walks, Op account of the fineness of, the mutton 
of those Sheep which are fed orit. It flowers in July. Mr. 
Stilling fléet applies the same.remark to the waved mountain 
hairgrass (aira flexuosa ) which grows in beathS’and barren 
pastures, and is in flower from June to meee 

Benterass (4erosiis Stolonifera. ) his grass, which 
is commonly called the F7ofin, is a native of this Country, . 
as well as of others, It “Brows abundantly in that part of 
Ireland which is contiguous to the Giant’s Causeway ; iy and 
also. round Logh Neagh... 

Mr. Green says.it grows in great ‘profusion in the astand 
below the city of* “Albany: By chemicah.experiments, it is 
found more nourishing than any grass known. 

In the <Orcheéston. meadow, in. England; it has yielded 
nine tons to the a fe, in a season, iff bull when growing, 
does not seem greater than that of some other Baesses 3 3 abut 
it is uncommonh , heavy. 

Sheep and Neat. cattle are very fond of it. When. given 
to the Cows, it increases the quantity, and improves the" 
quality, of their milk. It grows as well in the/ shade as 
élsewhere, and may be grown either from the seeds, or 
from’ thee “strings or runers Of th grass; and’ from these 
latter it Is most readily cutimecete as they will take root, 
at each joint, with a sligh epveriney alee pier. appear ‘fo be 
perfectly lifeless. 

The method commonly practised; ‘in. Hieidhad, ot rearing 
it, Hs to cut the Strings in short. pieces, strewmt evenly 
over the grou "and cover: ‘them. with suitabl earth, or 
With compost, "as the nature: the a juire 3 

After which they are to bes kept, | “pol such 
time as the young growth has g 

15: when it will cover the 
&...:; other grass or weedy = 

Mr. Peters) of Pennsylvan 
‘this grass, and ftom his: £O 
of our™information respect 
dry uplands of 2 County 
growth. 

It delights ina moist 
wet bogey lands, and» cove 
that teams may readily go oF them It is. alse, well ‘suited 

‘ean aly cultivating 

“af, the 
| ds its 

old of the 
exclusion © 

vie most, 

ein with so tough, a eee 

“ae 

iF 
pe = 
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to lands which can be irrigated, or to such as can be over- 
flowed. 

It ia fit grass to be connected with any alternate 
husba as, after it has goten complete footing in a 
suitable soil, it is hardly to be eradicated. This we, how- 
colecety to be no obj ection, to its culture, in all lands 

. which it is properly adapted; for, if more of these be 
b ee on any farm, than pare ‘be “  ' expedient to be 

‘oy. cultivated with it for moyin; g-grounds, it will be found 
’ equally profitable for pastures. 4 

It is longer in coming to “Maturity, than other’ grasses ; 
and, for this reason, is mowed in the Fall, in Ireland. 
Here, it would agbably ay bevtit for the sithe in August. It 
is more troubleso e to ogi other grasses. When 

«dried, it is first put into very small cocks, and afterwards. 
into larger ones; but in these it wallet be tramped 
down; and in this situation ma Renate jexposed to the 
weatl er for months, without essential injury. Its small 
bulk,” in proportion to its weight, renders it much less ex- 
pensive to keep under cover, Hane oF al made of other 
rasses. 

' It would seem, there are several ag of this grass; 
and, probably, that cultivated in Greatbri in is superior, in 
product, to any fotind here. Mr. Peters ys, the strings 
of the fiorin found here are not so large as “those brought oy 
from ‘Ireland. In his last communication on the subject, it 
“appears that the product of his hay, of this grass, was at ei 
the rate of four and a half tons per acre; but this is on dry 
upland. , Se 
Mr. Clifford had, for the Airst cuting, on upland in his 

garden, at the rate of thi d a half a. to the acre. ’ 
For the great nutriment contained in fiorin, 

than any other see NuTRimentr oF Foon. 
'. Weare, } ¢, fully of opinion 

e wealth of this Country) wil 
ulture. of the paerih, wher 

that a great 
1 be found in 

y icimum. ) “ his grass was 
iy the island of Jamaica, and s 
ob - ~ards, in his ° Aistory gt eh 

ee iccount hi¢h * asf i ; ii 
in Wilkinson county, in 

this, and from the cer- 
‘that it mst become pro- 

the southern part of our 
art of our Country. 

') been accustomed to both 
» and haye frequently assisted 

territory, and perhaps to 
ve “have (says Mr. 

timothy and: clover 
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in. cuting some of the best in the State of Kentucky. At 
Percyfield, near Fortadams, I cultivated a lot of Guinea- 
grass, somewhat less than a quarter of an acre; from which 

I fed six or eight Horses, sd the: Summer ob €ichteen 
hundred and twelve. I planted) it in the second Week in 
May, and began to cut it the 
times before the 15th of O 
plant (which. occupied — : 
ef green grass. 

‘F have frequently obs 
twenty-four hours. From the 
the result of all my experifr 
saying, that it will yield ten, 
or .clover meadow I have | 
October) £ green as it 1 
markably fond offit, bo 

witho 
Mr. Bronaugh says 

the quantity o a: ‘ ; 

ery and obtained from each 

ss grow four inches “in 
astonishing growth, ‘and from 

ents, I have no hesitation j in 
$ as much as ‘any timothy 
seen Ft is now (15th 

‘June; and animals are re- 
“green and dry. The hay is ex, 
ifficulty.’ : . 

it will produce’ more #than, stains 
0 rass he ever knew. -Mr. bin- 

80M SaySs *¢ uly, 1812, [weighed the first cut- 
ing of one eagrass, which was thirty pounds.’ 
The cert fe) pr. Gree. is of similar import. Dr, 
Brown, ot yho turnishes:the eae corrobo- 
rates them ee nse importance 
to the Count a 
Wei car 

every part,of thig 
must be planted ‘yearly, it Racine "killed. by the Pelabag An 
countries where frosts do not prevail, it is perenniel. Dr. 

ys it is pest ada on Oa as moist soil ; by will 

‘salt applie 
when laid. down, in the 
to it. MY is. al: 

hills of calcareous soil 
Though tolerably swe 
the foae and , escue & 
promises,t ke good 

‘relished | 
hoagh Mr, € 

Oth of June, and cut it five’ 

yard) about sixty pounds 
® 
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Yarrow (Achillea Millefolium) is highly recommended 
by Dr. Anderson, as being one of the most valuable plants 
growing in Greatbritain. It thrives weil_on moist’ loams, 
and on dhe’driest soils, and will be found green when other 
grasses are parched with tio ought. Every kind of “cattle 
are fond of it. The seeds ware 
flowers in June and July.) © 

w, to rank this’ plant among 
ouapscs } and its superna, las ne" ver been discovered in 

Country. ; a 
RipGRass ( Plantago Lance I ta) has been considerably 

propagated in Yorkshire (Greatbritain) where~it is held in 
estimation. It is best adapjed, Fich sands:and loams, and 
on poor sands it answers tol ly well for Sheep It is 
not liked by Horses, and is bad. for’ hay, on account of its 
retaining its sap, It is said, by, rron Haller, that the 
richness of the milk, in the Celebr - dairies of the Alps, 
is owiig to the Cows feeding on th eee the lady’s 
mantle alchemilla vulgaris: ) eed : 

Cocxsroor ( Dactylis Glomerata is @ Coarse 
grows with luxuriance. It suits ali kinds-o Fsaile but those 
which are very) wet of very, dry. It is ree es so by 
Mr. Pacey, who® ite r cI 
early ; yields abun tab E OFF ent 
is very aa “lt flowers in June. W “ it grows 
on rank Soils, however, or in coarse patches, cattle will not 
eateit.: 3 , yy 

Buus Docsrai-crass ( Cynosurus ph on ) is the 
éartiest of all the: British grasses, and’ flowers a fort thight 
soonerthan any other. It isy how ver, not ver . pre tive ; 
but may be useful dn She pastut i eysy situa- 
tions, ‘where there i 

) constituent part of the 
@ecelebrat reston mea i atbritain. “Horses and 

; a$ the last-mentioned erass. 

pathered in October. It 

early, and promises to 
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The Chedder and Cottenham cheese) owe their excelence 
principally to this grass, and to the 
WATER narrGRass (Aira »Aquatea) which -is further 

said to contribute much to thg fine flavor of the Cambridge 
butter. It generally grows im the edges of standing waters, 
and flowers in June and. July. 

Reep Meapwocrass (Poa Aquatica) is one of the 
largest and* most usef: 1 of the, British grasses, and forms 
much of the riches of Cambridgeshire .and: other counties 
in England, where draining meadows, by wind- -Machitery, 
is carried on. It is good: for pasture and hayyparticularly 
fot Milch-cows, though it is hot relished well ‘by Horses. 
It is strong and well-suited to ‘low places which) are liable 
to be inundated: It grows to the height of six*feev; but 
should be mowed when about four feet high.’ It may be 
mowed several times in a season. < 

It grows ‘plentifully in the marshés «of Sandusky*bay, 
River Raisiny Detroit; and elsewhere,’ roufid the Westerly 
part of Lake Erie, where it is the principal reliance for 
pasture ¢ nd. hay. “Lhe French Farmers there cut it, and 
bind it iebundles, when dried, which) seems to be similar 

igement of it in the dy Mp 5 reg itis cultivated 
in Cre 

fin addition to ihe Natural Gracie here entémereted, as 
worthy of culture, are several Artificial Grasses, or Vege- 
tables whith are cultivated as such; among the most valu- 

, able of which are-the following: 

Lucerne ( Medicago, Sativa) . This grass was ee otuc: 
ed. from’ France into Grearbritain; about sixty years’since,. 
and is very” highly. esteemed: for soiling; though it makes 
good hay, if cut while quite gréen. © 

Mr. Livingston has made cohsiderable trials of i itin this 
State, and”the products have, in some: instances, ‘been 
greater tha thosé mentioned by British Writers. With 
the best clltivations and plentiful manuring, from. ‘Six to-niné 
tons of hay, per acre may bevhad in a season, ‘of this’ gtass. 
Twenty pounds of seed are. requisite. for an’acre, if sown in 
the broad-cast; or six pounds; it drilled; If cultivated in 
the latter way, it is to be ¢ ploughed and hand-hoed three or 
four times in the season j,but' ‘perhaps. ‘the ‘broadcast isthe 

_ thore profitable culture here, wherelabor is high. * >. 
Mr. Young recommends: ‘it to be, sown, alsa fie 

Sowing and harrowing tn 1's 
drilling in ‘the lucermey ea ! 
light harrow. Others;ehe vever, maviecy’ th Tate round. be 
previously well-prepared byldeep, frequeht, and effectual 
ploughings, and that the seed be sown by itself; and) as it 
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is essential that the ground be well seeded, perhaps this 
is the better way. 

Mr. Livingston sowed it in the fore part of September. 
after a crop of early potatoes, and found it to answer very 
well. If the ground be prepared for it by Summer- 
fallawing, it may be sowed at this time. The essential 
points in preparing the ground.are, first, to manure it well, 
and then to have it frequent d- - ploughed, and 
wellycleared of the seeds pf, ‘ 

ry loam, sandy or grave 
good dry ‘soik is suitable for it. 
the coldest climates; but those. 
suitable for it. Itisia very. early 
well, and grows very*late. Probab 
mers are more favorable to its gr 
ones of Greatbritain ; and, eat) for. this reason, greater 
crops of it maybe raised here. fre ground has been 
well prépared for a crop of. flax, this grass might be sowed 
to advantage immediately after that c op te " 

; said to grow well in 
hich are mild’ are most 
grass, endures drought 
our dry warm Sum- 

vth, than the.cool moist 

See Fuax. 
During the first season of its erowth,! the ct will 

mot be so large, as -alterwards: In this sea‘ D0, when 
cultivated in the broadeast, i Lis most infeste h weeds, 
which are most €asily,, destroyed b - freque Wings, for 
‘the purpose, of soilingss The mowihgs ma ‘as often as 
the grass will fill the sithe, During this season, too, it will 
be much hurt by being pastured; but, after this may be 
fed ‘without injury. 

Sometimes this grass becomes diseased and cuit yellow: 
In»such.case, let it be mowed mpgicdiately, and it will/then 

start as fresh and ‘green a lg ihe eS 
Mr. De La Bigarre si 

the Qperation of 
ron : “ of eee but 

some, manure, o ; 
sane bog: mar 

grass, ip in the drill- 
ases and rent of the 
€ clear profit 9/. 188. 

wr 
¥ 

ee 
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Mr. Livingston has, also’ made a similar computation, 

of some cultivated by him in the brogd-cast; the result of 
which was not very far different; though the value of the 
crop was, in this case, set much lower than that put upon 
it by the former Gentleman. 

This grass lasts about ten years ; when the ground should 
be ploughed up; and it will then be found very rich, as the 
crops do not materially exhaust ‘the soil. 

It is believed that, for soiling, in particular, this crass 
will ‘be found more and »profitable ‘thanany 
other, where the highest ‘Cultivation and a® suitable’ soil 
are given to it, and where the climate is suitable to its 
growth. ‘late 

Mr. Young says, that, for’ fating Bullocks, and for pas- 
turing Swine, this grass may be very advantageously used. 
Where it is made into ‘hay, let it be cut while quite green, 
and made wiigent much shaking" about, as the leaves fall off 
considerably, when. dry. A little salt added. to it, when laid 
down in. the mow, would no doubt be a gr€at improvement. 

Saintroin ( Hedysarum Onybrychis:) will grow very 
well.on dry stony soils, that are unfit for any good cultiva- 
tion, and will produce on the worst lands a ton of hay, 
beside considerable after-math, in the «season. . On good 
dry lands, the. product will be “much*lareer. It may be 
used for Soiling, during the fore-part of the season, and 
mowed for'hay in the latter part. “The hay, will faten 
Horses considerably, as is said, without the aid of oatsy ‘It 
increases the quantity of the milk, and some say of the 
cream: also ; while the butter is improved in its color and 
flavor... “i A , Ws 

Saintfoin requires a soil’ free of the/seeds of weeds, as for 
lucerne, and the ground should be well mellowed by deep 
ploughings, The. seed may be sown with the drill, or in 
the road ast; three bushels being allowed to the acre in 
the former method, and at least four*in the latter, The 
seeds should be fresh, and sown early in the Spring. 
Those which have a bright husk, a plump kernal, which is 
bluish or gray,’ without and greenish within, are the »best. 
It is believed to be the better method to sow from‘ one;to 
three bushels of this seed, with about fiyé:pounds of com- 
mon red-clover, to the acre 3 as the’ clover serves to, keep 

, down the weeds till the sainifoin “has become well. rooted. 
The seeds may;bé sown with oats or barley. 

During the’ first season of its growth, no. cattle ‘should 
‘feed on it; nor should Sheep, during the second. season. 
At the end of six or’ seven’ years, and afterwards, the 
ground should hayé.such top-dressings, and" Rarrowings as 
are directed for lucerne; and let gypsum ‘be also applied, 
every other Spring. ~~ oT SOR 

ia 
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If the first season’ for mowing prove wet, let the crop’ be 
left for seed. It is at. no time to be cut before it is in full 
bloom. 

Burner ( Poteritum Sanguisorba ) is mostly used for early 
Sheep-feeding ; though it may be advantageously used for 
soiling cattle; as it is hardy, is little affected by drought ur 
frosts, and will even vegetate im moderate Winter- weather. 
If reserved for hay, it must be’ cut early, or it will become 
be coarse. It requires a dry Soil, and may be sown with 

ill» or broad-cast, “It. is essential to have good seed; 
for’ hich purpose, a proper ‘Spot’ for raising it should be 
selected. 
When acrop is designed for seed, let the ground be fed 

till sometime in May; otherwise the gras will be too rank 
for seedvi*Phese should be gathered'while moist with dew, 
and threshed out in the barn, as soon as they can be dried 
there. ‘They may be-sown any time before August, after 
the ground has been well prepared. The follGwing season, 
the crop is to be’ kept clear of weeds’ “by the “harrow, and, 
after that, it will grow so strongly as to” Keep: down all 
other growths. 

Crcuory (Cichorium Intibus ) commonly called “Wild. 
succory, has been but lately cultivated; but on poor blow- 
ing sands, and weak’ dry soils, Mr. Young thinks it: Superior 
to any other plant; and that, if Sown with barnet'and cocks- 
foot, it will forma layer, for six or seven. years, far ex- 
ceeding thoséy made of ‘trefoil, raygrass, and white clover. 
It grows more luxuriantly than burnet, lucerne, ‘or, saint- 
foin, and*may be often cut, for soiling, during the. Summer; 
twice during the first season, and three or four times after- 
wards, om every second month ‘till’ October, It may be 
made into hay, which is coarse, but tolerably’ nourishing : 
Its principal use, however, is for sciling and for. Sheep- 

’ feeding, as it is less Satieg by close’ ‘feeding ban most 
other vegetables, «% 

Mr. Young advises. it to be drilled at: he distitace of nine 
inchés, on poor lands,°or twelve, where the soil is ri ichem 
afterithe soil has been first duly mélowed. In this case, it 
will “be? greatly improved by an Octasional scarifying. it 
may @ls6™be sown. with” oats. in’ athe’ broad-casts° but, for 
soiling, it is best sown alone in the: fore: part of the’ season, 
and lightly. charrowed in.” Tt produges Plenty of seed, whe 
is easily gathered, © 

Spurry. ( Spurgula Mimitriaas ) Whe been ‘considerably cul- 
tivated: in. Flandéfs,*en account of ‘its “growing very late in 
the Pall, and; even during” Winter, avd aifording good food 
for Sheep'and Cows. Cattle’ are very. fond of it. It flowers 
from July'to September, and as best: sited to sandy and 
other dry soils. : 

Hohn 
ie fe Y 
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oatsy oF Spring+wheat, maa that» article is raised; or it 
may be sown with ‘Winter-wheat 1 in the Fall, ‘if the ‘ond, 
dry and*warmly exposed ; or in the, Spring), when it: shoul 
be lightly brushed or harrowed i in. 
The product of. this grass, when well manured, may be 

four tons to an acre, at two mowings. It is peculiarly €x- i 
celent for forming a layyfor a oh ab of, wheat ; which may. bé 4 
sown to great advantage’ eee c ov -sward, when proper- 
iy urned, pauie All kinds of cattle : feed) ‘and thrive well 

its either in pastures, when | soilec Lon it, or when fed on 
i hay. For feeding Sw ne ith the hay, however, it 
‘ lye and steamboiled, before it 

‘is givemhem, and, in this» way | Sy z BAFP aie in pers 

condition 't ‘al Winter, “ae 
_ See Swine oe ee 
Rep PERENNIAL: cLo yori 

dium) is cultivated) yin Greator 
of good upland soil, .even in | eay 
sowed in the Spring with oats, ae 

RASS. (Trifolium. Me- 
almost, évery kind 

It is to be , 

to sow it there, as) well as- the” ( » with % 
the, crop of flaxe. 1en sown. by, itself. fi 

_ Tt. produces! abundance, of & y cols P 
lected. ag . 

Hor- cuowmn GFrifek Lb 
Greatbritain, in’ 1e: 
mended bea nee aH for a. 

spontaneously on dr 
been’ manured with § 
a very swee et grass. 
ductive. ‘Tt is =u 

I ey of 
i 

eee Genewns “4 



dent nit sor" ~ qg9 

periments alone" a 
Square of grouni | c 
given quantity o 3, another square’ rod with a greater 
quantity, and dhother Atha’ still fees then carefully 
gather and weigh the pri of” h square rod"Separate- 

ly; (and if that’ “ha has’an ingrease”of pro- 
duct ‘sufficient "to pay for the extra’ sced, and about tMirty 
‘per cent more, that qual of seed | may be most advisable 
to give the ground. © aie 9+ Es, Ye 

In the same way, heey ‘be’ oes How fer it 8 
profitable to sow the Cite with different kinds‘of grasses, 
in order sf increase the, product of the whole: This’ 18 a 
matter t is'much ‘ 3 reatbritain, ‘as will be 
seen by thesfollowi of Mr... Tgins and @Mr. 
Tollet, for ; soilS'to grass. Thus, Mr. 
Young at land, t —_ wing grasses 

BE 

trefoil. (Signet Ted-clover) 
; ana! of geoue ‘and, foxtail, one 

¥ - r ME fot as; @ogs- 
: hit — Poets, three 
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“Where the’ Wigs lies toi er, “he @ireets” the’ composi i 
to ‘be. as follows: ae hey: 

‘ “OF Toushstalked be, ‘tivo pecks ; “fox ts do: mea-- J 
dow-fesctie, two do.; flote-foxtail, ‘thee quarts 5" “and “Of, 
fiote-feseue, four do. " Aid! for s tuations stil? more Wet the 
pv 404 4 aaitegs att OAs two pecks ;' foxtail; swig 

pee one do. 
s of the quanti® 
different’ soils, 

‘and’of the several kinds” tet most'Suirable to + i 
each, in Gueatbritain’ O Ca 
Our atmosphere less mo s not follow,” that the a same, sorts, : grasses; or the “y por uons and quantities ‘ 

of the . seeds of each, “Would e 
° similar. oils. These are. mat 

vingdiry with’ the, »ingeni lous 
eee speaking, 1 ‘it is 
and Graziers ive jtheir g D 
found neces’ ‘in, this Co 
in Greatbritain., eo) 

- fourid® most* NN ‘ss 

’ Ey : ~ 

GRAVEL. See *Paktas)? 
GREEN-DRESSING: t growth Of green 

vegetables, for the 4 cpa wot n Al t i Buck- 

wheat is thuch re is purpos i 
half a _bushel fo the aere ; 
roller over it, exactly J ' 
yar . hae” it has f 
twenty. S, O© a” 

and. fit oh ip 
to be sown 
of course 

e.. onbens. ay 
tender, or 

ae 
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» Spinage, sown in the Fall; sort a) plentiful eepply of 

these = So will the common turnips; French turnips, kale, &c. 
But ‘the Farmer ought to supply ‘himself, in adi ion to 
these, with at leastyone good bed of asparagus. a .* 
¥ 
aa aice that. article 

anges 
his conimonly called pokeweed ( OR 

‘lacta ) isa very fine “green, when it Hy starts up in the 
Spring, and wa it es a be about afoot: iiVheight. It 
might be well) keep a's 
it, “as, after it tids pee et ito oie ice coe it pewill start wy 

ne " it . 
See, ene ee Ge _. Pevaie 

yi fralustrisy or r marsh: Sate, growing abund- 
shy a makes, an a ee grech: in tlie 

t 

EE | 
Bullocks are 

“a pint, for a’ athe iy W "ineglass-full a,S 
juice is the jui “the Ehetichh crapapple. “Otrycrabapple 
is of a’ diffe ind... Thé. juice, However, of Sour unripe 
apples; oF. amon ene may ans vans a of yer- 
jeees i ea 

a with which 
ve ubled..’ At gen- 
athe stomach or 
: ‘ ofepstivendss. 
ger have | the 

as 4 cleating 
'priticipally 

} # ub as it a he quan titie 
may petinas from such spots. Plantin; 
Ooh highways ispalso pleasant, for shade | 
and profi tablen tothe Owner, of the soil. 1 
observed, in regard to lanes, and to passages” i 
way to the mansionhouse. Sugarmapleé-trees, planted ound 
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the borders of fméadows, and|some'Straggling ones in them 
are very pleasant.and profitable, as they do’noyinjury to the 
growth of the grass. Wherever trees ¢an be planted in: 
pastures and along fences, without doing’ injury to the) 
growths of the adjdining fields by their Shade, this part of 
rural economy ought never to-be omited.* r 

‘The shade of some’ kinds of treés'is much more hurtful 
to the growth Of plants than’ others.“ 2 7 

‘I planted’ maize (Says Mr. Livingston), on the west side : 

of a young wood, consisting Of Oaks, poplars, afew. ches- is 

nuts, and a large mulberry!somewhat advanced into the : 
field? The shade made by the rising sun extended nearly 
across. the” field, ane was not entirely off until about ten 
o'clock. I-rémarked that, as farjas the Shade of the chesnut 
reached, the corn was extremely injured; it was yellow and 
small; The chonical, shape of the morhing-shade from par- 
ticular trees might be” traced, a\considerable extent, in the 
sickly appearance) of the. plants. “ ‘The blackoaks ‘were like- 
wise injurious; but less so tham,the chesnuts; the poplars, 
very littlé’so. ‘Near the mulberrytree, the’ corn was Ccover- 
ed by its shade for a long time every morning ; and, though 
not so largé as that which ‘had more sun, maintained a 
healthy appearance.’ | Ba tte * 

The shade of the blackoak is! particularly hUrtfulto the 
growth of wheat; that.of the Mocust is, on the contrary, 
beneficial to grassgrounds; “and that of the sugarmaple 
does but little injury to the growth of grain, and none to 

_ grass, SOP eae ai cdialaitad wie ON 688. ake 

GUINEA*CORN | (Aoleus. ‘Shicatts.) Th is pl nt 
considerably cultivated in South-carolina, where it is esteem 
ed for its seed when ripe, which commonly yields from six- 
tyto eighty bushels to’ an acre; and the growth'ls mowed 
while green, for the purpose of ‘soiling’ cattle ; ‘for which it 
is véry good, and abundant in its product. “~~ 
The seed is used for feeding poultry, &c. andywhen hull- 

ed, which is there performed by beating ina mortar, it is ® 

5 
vA 

nearly” r quite as palatable as rice, when boiled and eaten 
with Humes Oe te a ee 
The crop is sown in drills!” Tt does not exhaust the soil, 

if Cut while’ green, and if the stubble be then ploughed 
3a 

under ‘it rather assists the ground,” Tt ‘requires a tich d 
soil. 

ike Tepes ae * Bi } wigs , tip bo Mag wae i ee a sg 
: 4 #. = eS: 3 a 
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Arnot’, [ARROWING.. In régard to shape,’ 
the three-squa row is as good as@hyg but let it be 
long and ston ley or stumpy’ grounds, and, wider 
where the ground ig ‘smooth. . ae essentials for a good 

eth, made of irony and 
here. the land is. rough, 

f er rel § a ere’ itis smo 4 
oh ie row, for rough) groundjought t 
backward, so that it il not get facttied 

harrow a <a 

on the, stones, rots, r stumps ; and, on the ca trary, where 
it is . eae ground, Di, kd we ¢ set sages 

Raab MUM ine 
Instone rounds, harre wil cannot be perfotmed 

to so mI Ivant 48 on smooth — gr unds 5, ape: every 
ler ought to m nis Md Tw or three 

‘ing ought t S formed, on £ n a ry time, 
and: inthe mid evday. On dry lands; itis best to 
harrow in the while the dew, is on,” nd when the 

wed before 
eo unequal 

ground is moderate y 
seeds) are so wg 

‘ KY 

Yow ou tat 

‘tases, it 1s 
is left by» th 

@ ploughed i 

orsé or Shee pt 
i to the Harrow 

Harrowing whe ind. rye § the Spring isc 
European Writers, ite be very beneficial; ee see 
ought to be done wery carefully ; and it is advised,iby. some, 

“uf 
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the pk ats which may have been 
Iso, SPIKY-ROLLER,. 

that a,roller be. sfermargnasseo: 

a 

warviett IMB. Ingaddition toll 
harvest, in this Country, we havest 16, pt 

A eee le, as it regards” 
earlier € ‘issha ested, and b 
hard, the whiter will! be. the fl 
ofthe grain ; but the: whole y 
dittle less, thanvif the gt 
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a hay pean 
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~ Qn his Horses beinggtiias” affected, the Servant was for 
applying the usual remedy of cuting out the haw hich 
Mr. Peteng would not suffer to be done, as Horse often 
deprived of sight by the operation. He found an effectual 
and speedy remedy for the disease, by feeding the Horses , 

“entirely on raw PI . — ae 

HAYMAKING. Ifa meadow is to bE mowed twice in 
a season, the first « rop ought to be cut earlier than where 
mowed but once, in, order that the roots may recover im- 
mediately” nd be ready for vegetation afresh. Where the 
grass is cut later, the vegetation of the roots stops for some 
time. oe iat however, which is, 
be so heayy as that which ies late 

the _Taots swill’not be 

* 

cuting 3" — much exhausted, and 
will fe . crop the exit of cuting, or the 
next Samm but once in a Season® 
The be 

when the seeds of the grass have 
_have become#tully ripe; but, as 

onecessary. they shot begin before this that, they may 
not end-too Jong ft ~The same¥time i@hiso. goer for 
cuting cloverg or rather when a part of the heads be egin to 
turn brown. Fowlmeadow or birdgrass may be cut "much 
ee” without being urteby long standing We have seen 

ireor the clay-lands” of Coxackie, in the 
the ae time in the season, andyit 

hay. . Lucerne, on the cohtrary, 
; otherwise it will make 
a of all wild 

se erasses which grow 
{ through the 

. tion with tk 

the moon 

wing an e€ mone ‘favorable. G 
See WEATHER. NBG 

Some methods"are recommende Fi ‘for mak ne which 
are more tedious and more expensive tha _ the common 
method, and; on that account, so much. the “worse, if in 

; 19 ioe . 

* 

cuting herdsgrass, where but onettrop | 

eir hay. in: “tabley or two, it is . 



. application of from four to eight quarts ¢ of” 
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other respects they aré better. ® » where labor is scarce, 
time ig,every thing, in ‘ making while the sun shinés,’ 
and ig in which it can be bi with most expe- 
dition, ht to be prefered, 

The best plan, therefore, is, for the Bagmer to be at his 
mowing betimes in the morning 5 cut.,down as much as 
possible by niné or ten o’clock, by whic t € the dew. will 
be off; then spread the mowed grass evenly, and about 
twelve turn it over where it lies thick ; in the afternoon 
rake it into winrows, shake it up lightly, that it may be 
better exposed to the aif; towards sundown make it into 
neat small cocks, and let it rémain so a day or two. If it 
be not then su y dry, shake if out again on a small 
space of hale it ‘ower till it is dried ; then cock 
it again, if necess d as “ afc eritaty ag possible, 
draw it in. 

But, in order to sav .. trouble in, d ng hay, the 
to the ton is 

recommended: It is found that hay, ¢ 
well saved in a mu chilpreener state, and 
the benefit which hay dere e salt” 

than fourfold its Value. tiers hd 
‘The methodglalso, ofjhaving a hole it the middle of: saree 

mows, may be found well worth attention, on account of its 
obviating the necessity of so much leer in drying hay, that 
is to be stowed “away in at moe 

See Barn.” | s 
General Smith, of Suffolk, se akes use: 

raking on his smooth mowing: grounds, ° i 
Man, ‘a Horse, and a Boy to ride the « Hor 
hay as fast as sixyMen in the: ordinary we 
about teh’feet long; the teeth about two fee 
angles from these ‘aie som: rig | 
length, set, at the lower endj into the piece into which the 

and Entojgaiother light slender piece at teeth.are mort 

Eee i ‘tee ’ ae Wp pcration, run along. “the ground 
meal hofizontally,’ with the points a little the lowest, so as 
to ru as they take it up the upright 
slats he” rake’ is full, when the Man o 
follows it behind torn it oyer, and thus empties it in a 
row; then lifts” tied, ‘and’ sets it ver the yhay, aa 

proceeds on, ill it ,is aga filled 
3 is again repeated.” 7m oh. : 

When oss the piece is thus — ked up, the 
Horse is ‘urnet 1d, jan@ another strip is raked in the 
same manner, emptying’ the hay at thewends of the last. 
heaps raked OPP ‘so that in ‘this way winrows are formed. 

Ww 

wt # 

a 

eee 
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When it is thus raked into winrows, it is draged u r the 
rake into bundles, large enough for making into 

Those who make use of smooth ploughing S for 
mowing-grounds, or-have smooth tabi will do well to 
attend to this ser g implem 

| # 
ing these, different sorts of trees 

‘the hedges have been made in differ- 
ent ways. Some have prefered planting the hedge on the 
top of a bank, thrown up for the purpose; while the more 
modern method is, to plant it on’ the surface, without any 
bank. This latter method is the cheapest, and, as is ob- 
served by Mr. Pickering, Massa ts, would seem 
to be the only Ne oper met in sum@gmilly situations; as 
in such the ‘ditch, to be made fo alsing the bank, may 
for or carrying off mW@h water, and thus be- 
come liable to be cut e° a deep gully, to the ultimate 

a bank, properly wever, a hedge sé 

is formic to catile; but the 
yOuld be one raiged bet een two 

small ditches and © ade in the manner” dgecrio th “under 
FEnges. » A bank “of this descriptidf, after having served 
the purpose of a fence, with the aid of the additions ,there 
described, may, in the mean time, h 2 the young hedge 
coming to sufficient maturity; when the “additions, first 

iemor compigting the fence, may, be taken, away. | 
We jhave,/a same tim, no doubt that a goo hedge 

‘made, in dry level lands, witha aid 
"a banks b wet or 4 mur, Ms whigieere not 
fem to the growths. of uplan oul 
o have a bank sufficientl y raised toglay the ground dry 5 
unless willow, or some oth F gro iti 
is to be used: for making thehedge. — 
We have seen the Washington-th: 

planted in Maryland, witout any. 
of which ¥ ré sufficiently dry, a 
wet; and the ‘result, as far as jour 
went to show , that thorn, of tha sp ec 3 
bed of ‘moderately any earth; ee a 
in wet soils. ; has. 

dry, if it be not n soil laid suffici mnitly | att Pore 
derable deg it should not be d ficient of a cone 

ty, either natufhlee acquired, PY ah 
Where hedges are to’ ‘be: die’ of ak tre Without be-° 
r set in a bank, we should advise to tho} rT 

a 

# 
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'" aresto be trained oe 

"of s dire feet," 
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by Mr. Quincy, of Massac usétts, which is, first, to culti- 
vate t ound, intended for bearing, the hedge, with pota- 
tocs ; iim os properly manured, and kept clear of weeds; 
as this, or some similar preparative, is ‘calculated to forma 
bed of the most promisimg nature for the future, growth of 
the thorn, whem set out; and also, for, forming: a sward of 
grass on each side of the hedge, whehisuc gt ould. beiférméd. 

The sward should not approac he “yo 
closely at first; but a small strip, in which the treesstand, 

“should be kept clearvof grass and “weeds, ‘th ordem'to accel- 
erate the growth of the trees; and, where this part lies 
much exposed to be. washed by heavy rainsy it should be 
covered with sm nes, or therywise, until such: time as 
the sward may diately @itround the- young "Starts 
without its thereby rec@iying essential injury 

The advantage ‘to be i ing 
of this or any other description, fre 
about the roots, is to enable them 1 
at first; fot, after their advancé in 
more established, wk wider sae 
future wth cgi be so mu 
prance tr or a aia which” 
trou blesome. 

‘first may Pha 80 
De 

When the v. “of thorn are’ ‘about two fat high, ‘they 
should be set out ta single’ row; sr bank, or on the 
surface, as the seas may be, at the istahce ot abouggight 
inches apart, and beded in goo mould. ae. 
Mr. iiler directs that, before transpla 
be cut ff at the” height of about eig¢h 
ground ;and that, after shaving vhadia ye 
should, be. eaded down, simila r to. the ‘manner. 
Mr. Foleagens Agee ages ie 

See FruIt S. : — | ee me 
Thich Oo al will pr ce a stron ven act Mice: 

mber’of sprouts from ‘this growth 
when they get to about the height 

Sare to ays ¢ t dows ito an uniform het shit, and. the 

gcse ope rations we will say. the young ttées-ex- 
pmethigg like the. ollowne eh ae 

7 

? 
setts, 

less where they grow on a bank, 
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, And when trimed, and plasedy they bill stand somewhat 
after this manner: oi 

a he waned alates thus exhibiied, the young trees, 
after haying been headed down, as before mentioned, are 

_ supposed ‘to send out-at Jeast two sprouts from each tree, 
which*number, and.no more, are to” aimed up, the rest 
being. cut away. Of the ots thus) ned, every fourth 
one is to be left standing erect, *the others aré’to be 
bent downward, 6 above Sctibitedfand wove alternately: on 

OF t ee t shoots, in the manner of weavings 
tliréads in ma com#mon..cloth.. 

_ Pert be as/well to end down Ps 
shoot, | ong tha ft upright, inethe 
manner Ht would s 
thus ; 1) most inst 
tted fo fhe upright s 100ts, where they cro sy in 
that the former might more readily be’ confined till they 
become enured to grow in that i Shi . 

ek pilite of: ‘one or re ane a applace produses a. 
+ chaste in the fences and: this at rst 1s « be aeiatcd 

by some a alas methed of filliggy | 
at least me | 
place oft 
With 3 

found effectual. “This is to’ cut in 
hedge down to “an even iil abou 
or four feet, and ihehto lay thereon li 
tied together at the ends; ‘and presently. 

that the® shoots 
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will sta t uy on sae side. of th poles, and thus hold then ( 
to theitplaces; e€ €a ree forn ming “the hedge being, ie 

+ in this ually braced oy the poles, the young & 
‘ écomes enabled to withstand the attempt ef 

any creature to push its way through. 
fnethod of filling up any place, wher® there may ree a 

a deficiency in a growing hedge of t as s dir ecte 
Dr. Mease, is to scrape away the ground at such place, mand y 
if any roots of the growing trees ar , there to be found, cut | ; 
them off, at the places where yo want the ‘trees to stand; 
aaa from the ends of ‘the roots thus severed spr: ruts will’ 
start up, which are to be protected and cultivated in the 
ie where the ae ON gai 

a roots are e placdany whe ere they a e 
wand take piece : 

to the length of about five 
the ground, with the thickest end u 
‘where the trees are wanted’ and 

sg 

Sia a 

sprouts will rise and form a new growth Bers. 
The Palmetto R "Yucca Al olta xe the ' 

_best he ie € sever= # 

« 4% i e ; 
"Mir ork “recommends ‘his« % 

& method of ma al : thi of the common | 

inches fron 
slanting, alt rde so 

*; eben or ied in’ that Bon ion; 
ashing is comple ted 
ing appearance $y 

he Borie hedge, 
nce ; and as the 

! di 
re, 4 

iy 
a* 

7” 

yl " ho 
a oh. H 

* ’ as in i were 
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ine grain, and is even beneficial, to that-of grass, the hedge 
may be suffered to grow up as Wigh as it will. 

In about thirty years after planting, it will re 
meridian of its gro} fei »when the whole may b own, 
at the height of a e teet from the ground, and then 
the stumps, thus if 9 will stand and serve as an‘impenetra: 

blé-fence for =e fifteen years more; giving about 
forty years as ength of time which that growth of 
locust will serve the purpose of a fence. 

Mr.. Kirk: says, that, on cuting the locust down, a new 
growth o : sprouts will , iH; up in abundance; from which 
sufficient: may ‘be selected for training. uP a new hedge, to 
supply the place of the stumps whé€m they shall have 
failed. meee YR 
“IE the. foregoi ng may be Bey esti , asthe resiilt to 
be expected jfrom the culture of docust, for hedges, we 
should be di ‘3 ds to, place this tree in the first rank, as 

p’as for, other useful purposes. It 
Ps a tin 

We shot | 

st rate for every use, where hard- 

with locust eu cul Itivated for Bh Ae gg 

aad 

ength are retaygg It is — — 

rm, if managed in | ‘economical way 
See fe and Wi MING OF RooMs, : 

Besic ‘for Most ofthe nec al purposes: for 
fart 

ty Er oe mcking ie 

the water 

Be 
pe drill. 

& The youn le are ‘a ‘hich : cept ‘tele oF. 
weeds, till end o the second a ey Spring — 
of the third t ef | The %y 
planting: © : i met ntio revious 

cedar; andy e says | hat, “in "sev 
this tree becomes as.close, from be : 
breadth not exceeding tour, feet; vand de 
to prove effectual against: “Hogs, th 

$ rt ‘ 

jig 

p 
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shrubs,’ ae it unites great, density + keg the exuberance and 

inflexibilitymaturalyto the thee. ~ 
. : ths of this tree, being” via it, are easily wove 

a adies of the treésy without any bending of 

them, for the purpose of plashing. The. principal difficulty, » | 

in cultivatingsthis tree, lies in making: its seeds germinate ; i 

but, most probably, this could be aay a Srnplished iby 

the means just mentioned for the® treal A of the seeds 3 

of.the Locust. . ef 

See also, SEBDS. aa ic a 

Mr. Peters, of Pennsylvania, “thinks thaty” “it 

elegance at least, the ‘common: Henle 

Canadensis) is emit ¢ a ane 

it pgssesses qu equally aluable, “fot 3 th le. purpo of 

ernlirect hedging and it is for this purpos , iit: 

that trees of this riage: “a are probably, i le d to a pr 

ference. Whether the hemlock can, be 

‘Vother way, than by layers, we are’ ) 
6 “See LAYERS. 

“Me DeLa Biga ‘ad Meeomme 

shied gesy, articularly’on account 

of this tree for f mye 
See ILKWORMS, ‘and Meta reiy = , ae 

It is” “easily Taised from the aa from “slipet or 

cutings. “ 
See ie 

e 

pring of 

UTINGS.» 

»Ytomay be cultivated, m: “i a 

tgithat for cultivatir 4st | > 

"We mightfurilier observe, that nds of 

trees an shri : « fac 
ns 3. ssist the 

important ‘part, of. field- inexperience 
fiusbandry. y find that, in addition to all 

the pewieds . rive. from” writen ‘essays, on the 
eubiee ‘some al experience will still be found’ne- 

babe Wee aes of ae & 

; ) This ant requites “# 
ett ered Airs te p08 

at + to three els of seed are. “‘pequisife for an 
7 | eo and three, where it 

_&E 7 *% 

+e 
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Where the’ soil is notynaturally very strong, some advise 
having two fields for this €ulure, which are to “f 
alternately : While ¢ e one is bearing a crop th 
preparing for the n season, by ploughings and mar 
This is prod e h extra expense for the rent 
Heng, &c. but, as very.large crops are the essential point in 
aking th ee tu ‘| profitable, two years’ rent of the 

ina ee d but a small drawback in the amount 
of the profits. If, for instance, two acres can be made to 
produ _a ton) ‘whichy shall bring three hundred dollars in 
the*market, and half ‘that amount be allowed for the expense 
q repute the ground, and raising and” cleaning the crop, 
the “profit would be but'iittle leg$@ned by deducting 

2 a ad of two acres. , : \ 
ean “ound, during the alt 

ereen- dressings off buckwheat, ploughed 
1D: as considerable service. | w 

4 

in the FallagIf barn “dae is’ ‘to 
ughed under in the Spring 5 but 

the next Spang. when th ed is, 
1€ ‘erop of hemp; and®then | | n for it be 

[mixed with the-gutiace of the soil. , Gypsoraianill also 
Hy help the crop, if the be suitable for that manure. © * 

" | mellowed, by repez ploughings 
or the re eption of the heed, 
oi he “seed is" rey and” then harrow t 

€ sown iis €a tly in, the Springs bet 
€ fore und has sufficiently dried and c put 

in ‘ample ‘order, The seed het nid" be ‘buried. of 4 yeven a 
epth : as possib le my order that it may. all. Cah ually. ° 

otherwise a part of the plants. will outgrow. ai nd keep down 
the rest.) “When sown. as early oa Bere cted, it will be 
fit . for pulling or cuting, about t ‘ August, “the 
time for which bei: own. by the. ing, of, the Aowers 
and withering of the Waves. © ; 
‘The ‘male ‘plants *of | hemp bear he’ ‘ao wath tania: the 

female’ Ss e seed. A suaichean a latter’are to 
be left for. se ad; and “these will require ‘about six weeks 
further time to ti en ; the Nipeness | et:  khown, by the: 

“seed. turning rown, ‘The seeds 1 may be gently beatio: Fihe. 
<s when ‘dried; or. they nay ng taken off bya ean 

_ kind of comb | ide for po: “The fem 
ee ee n ‘seedsyrequires, 

than the male, ; and when dressec 
better way is to ‘SOW Si hemp, thinly, by it 
and Ren the est of crop: may), be. all g 
together, ray oary ¥ Pin 

.% x wre >? rl E® 

atk 

in the ‘ and let it: be 
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r. the bogmeadows of abe: e > county, ian hemp is cut 
Btw be.ground, with a lent made for the pur- 
53 but in uplands, which es little stones in the 

best to pull it. In‘ cuting;* or pulling, each one 
gwath wide enough to spread the hemp as he goes 

along’. When sufficiently dried, which in good si 
will | require about a week, it is to’ be» gathered in bu 
and bound-.with straw, and carefully ‘stacked: m me field til 
about Christmas. ob 

It is then to be carefully spread om the ‘aires and, by 
being covered with other snows), it will ‘be .bleached and 
improved in its color. When the snows disso vein: March, 
it will generally be found sufficiently rotedy a : 
be taken up and yset ‘in small loose shooks’ in’ t é€ field. 
When sufficiently dry, it is to be broken - th a coarse 
break, then carried tonthe barn to be agai roken with the 
common flax-break, and then dressed in the manner of flax, 
but moré gently, as it will waste” with hard: | 

The above is the Orange county I 
may be roted in the Fall, and then d 
the above directions.’ It may al 

shore after it is pulled, “an 

roted in this way,, a ital hanfull 
with a little exertion ; and then itl eee ¥ 

( aah Nf carefully, so as not to injure the 
Se a “which i is rote 

gr. will wash away. | 
‘thways across th 

Standing water i is good 
“once turned, while ro that which li ppermost will Y 

_ be roted/ most, owing to the ear fle surface being aj 
warmer than — a ee Oa. ee ‘ 7% new metho roe hemp has been communicated | i 

- 
ee 

d Shi aS 
Ld oi oe ” 

yr roting; but unl 

k, foto a vessel filled / 
” ( 

By “tie ahirave the aap oy let ‘tial ren i 
vessel two hours; then take’ it out an » COVER ith 

straw, ‘so that it may cool gradually. “The next day, spread. : im 
it €} fe i nae) and run avheavy. roller” over ‘it. several i 
times which $ to break it; spread it~out-on-the grass 
for, five or si each 5 then iid ‘ up, dry it, and 

vit his manag a: a “one-fourth 
more of cleaved | mp may be obtai ede an by roting in 
any other way; the hemp is much er, stronger, of better 
quality; visits ‘the process oe “eae ‘ggmuch less expensive. 

Sie, 
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To make this fethodag cleaning hemp profi 
must be made a separate business. and carried on 
ly. Wooden vessels may | used for boilers, and | 
ing performed by. a, in the manner described 
STEAMBOIEER. at Pe quantity of hemp be™ put, into 
theiboiicr, the’ Soap must be proportionate, and more must 
be added, aS more*water becomes necessary. 

been: seed | fora ‘op of hemp. must be of the last year’s 
ot bat. which is older wili not readily. vegetate. 

the method of making old seeds veges 
? 4 5 a es eas 

birds are fond of thi seed ; and must,» 
spt from it when so 

iffered-to stand Stet fe right time? for 
the male id and blacken, and 

ut little value. here hemp grows too 
be cut in two, without any. ‘lojury.” 
substitute: Bean: for ‘all ae, 

Hy F soft. D 
cks, within the. vessel, over é 
Bee ntione, ar be appl to 

sted is, that plenty of 
né : ane auch kind a 
is suitable nd rN ffectually 
ploughed. ic Sa ‘5 2 

“HERDsaRASS.. See Gaia ¥ Sf 

"HESSIANILY. ‘See exces cits ie 
a § me 4 ghety wk Sty Fie 

WS a o Je ; 

“H BOUND, ne Minas 
ey. .are. poo Bore’ badly used. aes: this case, the 

$ poor, his. skin sticks to his. ribs), and small 
nhis. back.) Av method of treatment: Oppo- 

“hic the. Vande peel will generally 
him ee work h colin > it, and using t 

% ¥ 

he 
ub 

thy and absorb. m course come. in 

i riest atmosphere abi ard vapor with whi¢ 
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Tf. agoblet filled with cold w i garde be wet in a warm atmos- 
rey this vapor will presen = to its sides in the 

ater; and in the bane ivaaheres to the drops 
at ‘their descent. § 
a s in every thing clve; tHe wi wisdom of the Creator 

is displayed. ) The temperature of thé’yal eysrbeing warner 
than that of the hills, more moisture is*requited and more 
is given them. Hence, too, the reason why ‘many plants, 
which require much heat, grow best’in va yee The y have 
the requisite degree: of heat, and at. the same oink a pro- 
portionate degree ‘of moisture) But as pie es whit 
sare indigenous require. onlysthe heat of) : 
grow as well on las in the valleys¢. 
rule,, therefore, is, he valleys for tillag : 
fiastures, m8 ie 

Two other good reasons for this are 
dre kept in tillage, they are genera 
by the heavy rains, by which much 
ed off; and, secondly, they are ema 
venier t for ; plone and a 

chi ills and Mectivities. 
5) yy ste ie te # 

Ez! ‘AND _ HOEING. ct “where! “th 

narrower ; where t ground . 
broader afd light ata ot 8 " 
j Hoeing, generally speaki ay ‘ahowite: byastely fhe si 
ing work of the plough or horse: -hoe. Where it is 
merely by itself, the work. 4 “more laborious, and ». 
eecnel, as the merely passes’ ‘eve er the surface of dhe 

nd. It is, However, ‘of great use in killing those. weeds 
the plough or hhorse-hoe does ot touch, and»in duly 

ributing ‘the tesh e rth. in, ita "prope, ph place ‘near “the 
the pl is ‘not used, the ‘hoe is indis- 

: ; Ri wn poy ‘Tp’ at ay hy 

D b seatiiay 

eerie ce 

re n this s 
~ We 

z) :, o ree | | nN ; 

eas Ant good i es Of 

impor’ es it-lesS 

eee | 
he itmost » 

- the less 
a : IGA ig aly 

. The siy shot oned jnscine: to. ‘the number 
dt SO inehiete ko confair Bi steenifeet: by twelve is 
probably sufficient ; ighe fe Swine.’ It should’ be 
divided into two apartments; that in th ear, which should 
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be about six feet wide, should be iclosé sé, and warm 
Hogs to lie in. Here. they) ‘ should have. a cons 

of dry litter, when the weather is cool; for at is a r€ 

point to keep them comfortable. The front part offthe sty, 

which would then be about ten feet wide, should. hy 

floor descending, to ote side for the urine to.rup off, and in 

order, that, -the lower side may be the repository of their 
excrement; ‘and on this side should be an opening wide 
enough to scrape, it out. . ee 

The tough should beson the upper’ side, covered with 
onsor’ moredlids; and upright piiaage should be set before it, 
Sherenencss apart as that one, nly could put/his 

sm any two of them, in; o at, while f lecding, 
oe weak himals should be prote oi ‘the stinger: 
‘The wholelighould. be covered with a roof; for it is essential 
that they be. anaes from LOT while “1, are in the 
outer or, vty sae 
» Accord «8 the ‘ foregoing, “if ;sixteen Hoga to be 

\ uid or fated in thiepsty, it should’ be thirty-two feet long 
lve wide and in that case there might bea sleepi 

at each end. These apartments should) again be 
that for the quiet of the ‘animals,’ par- 

| many may Not be forced to. lic to- 

n 0 ny Hogs kept to ether, arey ne t apt to 
that peace.a 

Yin sik 
niet whichis mecessary to,theirtatine 

well. iphone shouldvalso\be setup ip me sty for ugh Hogs 
ae Te Dhes ila ie! ayy A ctl. PAO 

irty-two Hogs are ‘to be i d, hibaoeenae>, 
he better way is, ,to hi: Aa. 1e ‘dimensions last 
described, placed together, eas the whole, and 
a passage between eles ey thes hi : meryns ‘oof to 
ae Stove aaah Sieca oes \ . ae ’ 

des ription: of: a 
: @ part ofithe «roof sextend ane 
sty, it. would ‘afford 3 convenient cover agit a heap 
of cone from the dung of the Swine.» i 2b 

Bier ie : hates sted nd in rey ih . 

PODS Gre yaing on Gs ay 
“ HOLLOW. DRAINS: aie) ee for the purpose 
‘oft making land. sufficiently. dry, wheré*ity is naturally too 
wet for-any.good culture. At the same time, they are cal-_ 
evlated, , permanently, 40 enrich, the soil 5) asy by. being ‘thus 
divested of its ‘superabundant- moisture, it 1s. much easier 

ey ‘ 
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brought, into a a state‘of fétimentation, nd it fetains that state 
a propor ah greater length.of times, 

r 1S) as ecessary to. ‘have | ding drains, for the 
' easing the water ‘of the § aller ones, and for 

of in such direction as imiay ‘be found most suit- 
able. ‘Fh escent of the former, as"well,as of! the latter, 
should not be too rapid; as, in that case, ‘there is danger 
of the water carrying away some of the earth,..which, in 
that case, is le to collect at certain Places, and / thus 
eventually sto ) the drains. eo i ‘py 0 
Where the ground is considetably descending, let them 
‘i carried in an gb que. evecuat so as that.their de 
will be gradual». ading- ones should .be 
large to carry off the water they may: at a1 je receive 
from the small.ones. Let them be from eighteen inches in’ 
width, at top: and bottom, to three. and «sometimes» 
more ; and?let the depth be abor 
folir,: Ww. they are to carry off mt 
‘The ‘small ones sheets’ be’ abou 

, two feet deep; or, they may be abo 
and about th ee feet tdeep. The 
closer. the should be together. Thei 
on the manner in which they are to és 
The’ best. method of making ined drains is; to fill: reece ay yesuch as weigh 

hese be cov od 

nd effectually. burnt; otherwise 
* and. thus stop 

beh on ites = ee 
perpendicu ‘ ° 
bottom bricks e drain; then 

~ cover the whole: over with, others puts aes bricks; 
throw in the earth, and the drai n istmade. 

ca * 
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In this case, however, the leading drains should be no 
deeper than the small ones, in order that. the 
regularly be carried*into the former; and, for thi 
spaces sufficiently Jarge are to, be left in the sides 
for the discharge of oer of the small drains i 

leaders. ot. 
If flat ‘stones are to ‘be used, the construction may be 

similar to foregoing; or, He the bottom has been laid, 
the side-ston@s may be set up, say, ten imeh€s apart at the 
bottom, and leaning against each other at) he top, so that 
the aperture thus formed by them=will bevof a triangular 
Pong Billets‘of wood, of any durable kind, may,alsoy in 

ner, ‘be used for forming ‘the aperture, as such, 
a :-bukg d sordeeply beneath the su Ae ey, will probably 
last from fi ty to: one hundred years. «© ie 
‘Where the descent of the leaders is very. gentle, there is 

ho necessityrof a layer of brick or Stone to form the bottom, 
asin suchi ‘case“the Current.of the. water would®not, wear 
any of athe earth. away 5 but, _where the descent is more 
rapid, it is necessary to sure “the, bottom from being 
washed: y the re he water; otherwise : the drains 

would S mn becon © ste : And, where the bottomeis, thus: 
secured from: wearing, the descent of the ‘drains. may -be. 

derably rapid, ‘without any danger of being tapered - by. 
the waters which pass through them. ° 

' "Phere are sev eral methods of . making, the sm drains; 
somesof which aresmore expensive thansothers. he. more 
expensive methods wilk be found’ the most durables,and yet 
not always}: on. at account, ‘the most. advisable.. Suppose, 
for instance, that.by. one method f -construction the drains 
would last forever; that-this met 0 ‘should cost’fifty dollars 
an acre; that,. by another. method, which: 10uld. cost forty 
dollars an acre, they: could. bexmad 9 Kes Baty years; 
which, in that case, would be most ad aeable 2 r 
Ponty the fatter. Two dollars, io fifty cents pee 

ven percent; and ‘doubling, as it wile 
of about every fourteensyears, give upwards,of forty 

dolla ‘at the pad of sixty. ey course there would ‘be 
abou Piet batt of. ss dae y 

be such ae he have betore eg ein forthe leaders; ‘but 
‘ona smaller seale. “The cheaper constructions are, to dig 
them very narrow at the bottom, and; then lay. in‘some sub- 
Stances through: which the waters .cap- readily find their. 
way. into,-the. leaders. ‘ For this purpose, very coarse grave 
which cohptains little: of no mixture. of-fine ee 
has been successfully ig aud this generally, 
durable drain, 

Ss 
: 
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The next best method, Geen is to-lay in a proper 
ty of thesmaller limbs d£ Se Instances are men- 

ppnineh, Writer, whch my yall imbs and twigs 
iia chad in the bottoms 

r forty years, and’ | e. still tolerably sound. 
be laid down in a green state, and in quantity 

reall the waters of th edrsin. to ‘pass ‘easily 
rf and should be covered) withya thin layer 

of straw, or, otter fit ingredient, to Ne the ear 
thrown on, ‘frog ‘falling down among: At a ant 

_ing the waters 1, their, course. |~ Vig 
od , to lay a fe: roll oF . Another meth 

straw, ‘say, four inche ‘in diameter, along in: the 
the drain; andthe throw.in thevearth, The we 
case, at i d se ray through > ‘the str 
soon-rots away,! and leay 9s a circular a 
best shape for ‘preventing the earth! 

This ‘kind of: singe 
Se, howeven, if would see 

1S ee not be. sing ae les 

throne ‘the 

e, which is ime 
per side fr 

a ee it 

Boge, and 
Ito ife. 

; ping off the 
dof ‘pas asture- land, th 

, esr, or to 2 
digi” iy is furrows with “i 

eee v 
is, often found ; 
rowing ‘crops | 

so. ae di be 
‘such casey He ge dugri ; lowest par’ 
tila strate ses ie of g ‘cart be e for 

Mae ri: , i > fill cae machin 

= : ee tele itor ity where the | 
waters will, sink away. in tt sand or gravel below. ay’ 

fr 

? 

* 
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‘In Greatbritain, where’ Hais are dearer, fy and labor 
cheaper, than in this. Country, hollow-draining: been 
found a very profitable im oes of wet soils® That 
Country, bw eye imu ister climate than this; 
and, of course, much of t Spike ‘soils sgt bare are longer in * 
a wet state, pate in mPCouniry. » 
We have," howe ever, considerable lands vot would be 

improved by hollow-draining : But ‘the @ssential in- 
would ‘hot the expense overbalance the additional , 
anfered “on iN Jands by the operation ? In 

cis most bably, it ould: In Others, again, we ae ” 
| ye) ove would be found nd profit table ; partic larly ‘it 
1e operation on’ were perform ed in ihe apest mantt : 

ve ‘cat may easily Ne: cont ‘or the purpose of 
» dito the drains, ae closing then | again, principally by 

he labor che or Spe which might be a great 
eae | in the « Be 
’ Brid B65) Bare cli gt of. the hotow di may 

_ shen be dvantageously used for passing over ditches, dnd 
#) __ small s eams. | or this purpose, a suitable quantity. of 

0 iT wh into the | ditch, or channel of the 
filled up, as, belore mieniganeas ‘and 
id a durable bridge is i 
tream | Rass mer neatn a ong 

li si. a rich mellow 
loughing, _Bog- 

endows" ‘are 20 | Te 
The plantS are’ rai n hills, six or seven feet apart, 

where the soil is no y , and at a greater, distance, 
were it is -_ € Rating” when the’ plants begin 

hoot, take c oS fi ‘om branches whi srow from the 
main root: f o “s gro th , the better} ape 
thése are k r 3 ppee ance. Let each 
1rée. A pony htly in the hills, wi 

au Ft vg e€ sets to a pole, mad 
v ? iills, first dig r round 

T, a toot ‘indepth, and 
fil! up t as with the earth 

act if the soil be. not 

é ne re: ‘not to, be’ poled, but the 
| succéeding year is ‘to be ke 
weeds, es My by | ploughin nd hoeings. 

this syeat ett ‘thefh be sli tly t aed 

lie by : fi 1, Bnd’ let. the hilis be 
hocing in some earth round the-yincs., *® 

- 
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Early in the Spring, the? second year, and always after 
this, the hills "are to be opened, and the sprouts or suckers 
cut off within: an inch of the old root; but that must he left 
entire, nb ro — those shoots*which incline-downwards, to 
form 0 sore Some manutes - should occasionally be 
added, ‘of comp yostS formed of seagand, marle, ashes, &c, 
with other ingredients, such as roten hogdung, &c. 

The poles’never should be too long, as the vines never 
., begin to hay much till they have got tothe ends of the 

poles. Set them so as to form a triangle, with one point to 
e othe hor and let them meet together at the top. Poles 

ten feet are long’ “enough for the first years Atter ‘that, 
they are to be fiftee ar ighteen, or twenty feet” Tong,. ccord- 
ing to, the strength ie ground; but never so *long¥as. & 
that the vines cannot go somewhat beyond their tops.” Bui ) 

\bout the first of September, or oon as. their color is 
changed, and: they emit a fragrant smell, they, are tobe 
gathefed. Tf gathered later, othe vines: will~bear- more the 
next year; but the: aegis crop — niet me quis ‘80. 
good. ie Baibek, yg 7 

When the poles are drawn to be. pelea, pas ines 

‘ 
| 
{ 

a flow of sap. ia eS aie a, 
-The best way tow ‘dre an i is on. Ins, and this is neces- 

sary where large cro te raised; but they may be dried 
in the sup, or on il igh these will mot 

when. kiln -dried ~ When kiln-dried, ; be so well flavored f 
let the heat be sted voder for if it’ turn the hop % 
brown it. will’ be injured. Let them»lie about six inches e 
thick, and be frequently turned, hile drying. The seeds 7 

* will crackle a little, whén burstin and phen the hops a 

Before they are “baged, “they iad in a Hs vam 
about four days, to sweat | | if covered a. 
wil blankets awhile, th : The ags are ® 
to be of coarse linen yabout y-and 7 
about two and a half. y in circumference vend should 
contain about two bundre@ and fifty wei ou | 

ade, the better wey will _k j hi 
a hole is’ma through a . at f a 

eiticn ee fey bag is suspends ; the hops are throw €; 
Mas 4 ery as po small quantities at once, and trod. do 

lor the i tiny better. Witte fi 

rr es Baise va 
dp 
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st poles are those which will last ohgest. \Ches- 
nut is on this account tobe pr efered.. They are tore laid 

under cover, while not~i e. Each pole ‘should have 
three vines, and ait ew ; should be» we off in the 

ays Mr. Youngs, will rh almost forever, 
lls that'now and then Lp vevaty better 

whe of hair, for the’ pumppse of being used in He) al 
fo ¥ the ‘hops. oH al 
The seed of the hops is the stronge . part; and therefore 
they ‘should-always be @tipred so hee 8 ae A at will not 
fallvout in gatherings pay e 
~The loge > hop.is most iaiteriic,” as yielding the 

fest : g the most beautiful. Care auld’ 
he ops all of onevkind ; for, if there be 
: oats before others. ya 

‘in*the hop-yard should be covered 
Fall, -to. preserve the roots from the 
“age be-the suggestion of those 

utely ed that their practice | ‘is Hot 
n Ex pene’, howevers i is the 

The culture of” ops is” y prouitable. At giespiitce 
sy command i Country; an dere.@f them, well culti- 

vated, will amot or three hu d dollars; and the 
expense, to the’ acre. raising them ‘will not be more than 

1e p “a wi basen ba a want 

N 

and of the t 

ns a they are *4 
Ri 

af fi fe of Cot 
a rane 

‘= ay’ ¥. as ms 

“The next hae to tr at at them as Hors 4 ind he ef 
aft the first conse 

in 1 practice, and off 
In this case, ag in 
First, let a young Ho 

“OF foxeibly bredicin ikl 
1 dangerous to himpthat Un é 
toe othersy gentle meats are 

be tamed by leading with @ bridles: 

» a 



@should be used; first puting him 4 

# 

heavier, till he has pene 

-most nourishing. grasses. ‘for. 

7 A very’ common error with Farmers is, to. 

fart, of a hundred acres,’ two 

sufficient ; i 
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then saddle hifijfland lead him about smartly sp\as:to ‘make 
him trot; then put weights in the saddle, adding more and 
more till he “carries the full’ weight of ayMan. If he be 
very fractious, him with affother Horse. After he has 
been broke to leading well, and cagryimg burdens, let him 
be gently mounted, while some Person-holds him, and _rode 
about in a loughed field, with another Horse rs him, 
if ecena until he learns to go by himself. Aaj eh 
‘In teaching a young Horse to draw, the game ale 

with a gentle *Horse that 
is true to draw} then. net hiny lightly, and gradually 

utmost, strength. - TE eo Rae ST 
q Horses should nee a dry pstyegaa a good shade-i in it, 
Mr.,L’Hommedieu makes mention of) 
always kept in‘a dry poor ‘pasture of 
was. aay | fat; and the reason’ as 
the Horse, for want of water, 1 ea 
when the dew is on, which * rend 

a Horse: which be 

) S$ 5 

nourishing. : aes AE SLA: Roe 

‘The best method of keeping working: forses in Sut 
where it can be conveniently done; is. oO. oil them} th t , 

totifeed : in stables, cuting © an ‘carrying in grass to 

fecd them. The grass should be cut and carried in during 
the morning, while the is on. “Dhe y' should also ‘have 

may, run at e. a yard adjoining the thi 
at times. This P e isa great ‘Savin g of pasture-land; 

ie? Horses (will t kee PB tousbMietier;| ~ ey are always at 
hand for service. rioke” . 

Clover, whether green. ail considered one of the 
3 but,.if clover-hay 

fed to them for some ‘time, ‘cit’ produces - too great a def 
of looseness.  Cluver and timothy: together is therefore the 
best. Whenygrain ig efit be eyher ground, 
or boiled: be fy at 

A Hofée> never should be ‘exercited so’ severely. as to 
make. him’. ‘sweat . profus 3 vor, u he- Mga him be well 
covered until his skit Yaad chair be dri ar 
tape. a rubed down. He shoule 

in » and his skin’ curried, but not too se wet sly. 

‘Horses than they want, and to keep. them all® bu “poorly; 
but the reverse of this only ean be called ‘ecotomy. ‘Keep 
but few Horses;/and keep them Well. Ona: stock or dairy- 

SCS, if pr erly ae are 
id double that® number. is#en' gh on a farm 

under ‘the plough ; or rather, of tHe isame Size thatus kept 
on Such farm, two Horses and a ve of Oxen, may; per- 
haps, be found advisable. 

> ‘ 

aoe his fellow, toicexort his | 
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When a Horse is. ona journey, he shotilbe fed, with hay 
and provender, and not turned out.to grass at evening, for 
his joints to be stiffened - yy the dampness and a of the 
night, after the warm and severe exercises of the day. Toe 
prepare him for a journey, he ought also. to. ‘be’ previously 

kept to hay, with provender, and have moderate. daily exer- 

cis¢, in order that his fat may become more’ s lid, and of 

course his body. better enured to fatigue. H® ought also 
tovbe, shod some days before, in order, that the shoes may 
become easy to his feet. é F 
-It would be desirable to haye a iergeda itor the dryness. 
of hay, so as to render it a’ moré agreeable food. fargtotscs. 
Set a. -basketvof snow before a Horse,: whilg at » and he 
will take a mouthful of hay and then of snow, a Tternately 5 
which shows that something is.needed to, supply the waste 
of saliva. which» is absorbed by, the’ hay while eating. . In 
Summer, epee, me : have. enh Spanair before. hap 

he precludes “any, substitute. but 
snow, ‘unless someth of this © PN should», be, donde: in 
feedin ee nee - These they ar _fond ef, 
and | it aia lat they) will keep themy as well as Oats, 
an fate those. t hat, are lean. . Some other kinds of roots 
would, perhaps, aa equally. well, particliiaal gpen 
steamed, is Diag i. . 
by Tt is chiefly ow what may be ale 

_ existence, or a freehess from $i ; 
il rge to grow fat} and: ce 
thirst, from want of agreeable food, ot fortable.s 
or from too severe exercise, the ¢ sier rer" may. ng bept a in 
good order. These things are aptsto. be. little «attended to; 
i in this way animals. entrusted .to our care; which it is 

duty to make comfortable puhile, she amit are leet 
elected and left: to § rei bo 
_A disorder, called Pevalidempas: for ‘some years past been 

gaining 'ground among Horses in Pennsylv lay anid: is, ‘ex- 
tending: to those of this State : his, is an excessive water- 
ing or ‘slavering at the mouth, h, -ptevailsemostly during 
the middle aud. ser part of the’growihg season, and : he 

verish’ these animals;and someti 
) Various. causes: have bac assigned fer 

this; b cut none of them satisfactory. . There. As, ; however, 
a certain remedy for” the Misordgngc thin | is to soil. the 
Hosea * ia iy a 
ae SeerS So1Line§ beg. ~ 
‘ping to sprinkle the ies ‘thus fea. to them with a ae. 

quantity. fo: some, grain, suitable for them,wground: fin 
This remedy has the’ weoahae advantage ofbe g one tflat 
is profitable) where some Sunil sa is kept for solling. 

= 

e 
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Mr. Peters. age this disease 
Pennsylvania, © re the’ introduction of gypsum as a ma- 
nure in,that State; and, thinks’ hat the true cause of the 
disorder h ‘Tot yet been truly ascertained, as hay made 
of the second growth of grass frequently produces it. He ~ 
finds alsoy’ that t sdiling Horses on redsclover, when? this 
grass has become rather too much ripened, iretugatly ” 
the same éff< Cte aie 
*Mr. Rerlee contends, however, from the agent of exper” 

iments, he has. mad e; that the plant'called Euphorbia Macu- 
aia, growing a red- -clovery produces the. complaint ; 

and ‘that. this plant will. also produce a similar effect, , 

sabortes prevailed in 

eaten bysothe er animals, It is of an acrid and “poisonous. ny : 
ig A Rsk itenleniene a, NEE): ee. 

ir. Mense makes men ention of 4 mill in. uae 
ich ft grinding Andian corn. psc y which is. ey 

proved; where it is "4 
wala ft od. lor ae r 

38. the .cc Ds of the | 
ment while, at th . 
inerease-of -bulk:serves to ‘afford Chek 

ch isas necessary, for Riches Man 
pata i of food. — 
No be the same met 12 

be found « qually an: tal ing Sig 2 aes 
» four orts; when fermented, 

: ing Horses, or other Bt 
undérgone these. operations. ' 

Lord D mmends malting’ of grain, before A 
feeling. to arose, in on to fix its sacharine quality. i. 

When the teeth of an old> bee ee ‘together they pr ie 
ject outward, so as nearly.t form a-right angle; those ofa pe 
young Horse meet almost “perpendicularly ; those of a mid- We 
dle-age area medium. betwe ne” he. former and latter; so Ne 
that the a; eof: orse can very: nearly ascertained by Be, 
attention t hese circamstances. The lips also of a you ite 
Hor are firmeand bards and. his* mouth is very fleshy witlh * 

, and flabby, | 
and below, 

in ‘the palate. _ Phe? mold Horses 
an easy, to turn-up, aad his. mouth is lee 
the palate, and seems only to have the skin’ the bones. ; 
The teeth o the young Horse ‘are usually short ;| ‘these, 
that are o “usually slong ; though’ these: — are not 
always certain. hy 

The eye of an old: Horse asually appears’ Sunken 5 that 
of the young more full. The ends-of the Meg of a two- 
year-old. Horse “have no. black “spots ; at thre they have 
two of these in’ the tw middle. ‘under ‘teeth; at four, they 
haye four such “spots; at five, they have six, each front. 
tooth then having ofe; and at six these spots disappear im 

& 
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nd aré only seen in the two next 
ore. of five mak their a earance, 

Those well experienced in these matters have other signs, 
by which they: can *j pretty, nearly of the age of a 
Horse, after he has passed. cod BTS; but nok. with cer- 
tainty. 

See further, Mares, and Fouts, &c. ‘For the arte of 
Horses,, (gee. Borwo MS, FALSE. QUARTER, FARCY; Founp- 
ERING, Gics» GLaNDers, Gripes, HrpEBouND, Lampas, 

EVIL, SCRATCHES, Spavin, STAGGERs, STRAIN, Sure 

the four middle teeth, 
the tusks, which at 

" ‘1 

" ca Yetiows: 
*° When Horses, by long journeys otherwise, haye the 
$kin rubed off their backs;"let- a, little” dry-whitelead | be 
omhaiotll Aaa over. the -faw Alesh, ‘whicly. will. s00n 
heal the sore? Persons _on journeys ought always’ to. carry 
some of this article swith: them, for. Ahis. purpose. When 
Se oinerses eee rsé are wrung, and swelled by means 
of .bad saddles’ or. otherwise, the sy ellio: ‘may. be ; ed: “by 
washing, the’ pena brine, or? with ‘salt and: black, soap 
mixed together, applied te)the swelling’. Any restringent, 
such »as .alun = the, white“ of “eggs, is also 

' a ae a Pe 

4 

-HORSE-HOE. 9 Aris ig’a ‘sind: of plough ilemana -by 
Mr. Tull. It differs from thé one-horse plough, in having 
shafts like those ofa Gne- horse carri; €, and the plough i is, 
regulated) in - a great degree by ‘the shafis, "SO" shee much de- 
pends on the» steadiness of the Horseuer yeaa by 

The shafts servecto rege atevthe depth Seplotiy hi is to 
run. They aré-more convenient in turning, as there aré no 

ce-ropes, or chains, paulged ere, _— pete to 
get his legs over. +25, aha a 

See faster Phovitte’ i 
ft " 
ae a PON a y . as eg . a>. 5 

ah BE oh iy Gacy 

ae Baresi ey Me eed 
at ? > : ist 

~ 
ey " r \ ‘ 

* 2 \ 

“7 > & va ee 

% mh ‘ “5 a age ae 

Pe = Me oF. LAND. This-is ‘tdebe. effected 
in yarious ways, and by: ‘yarious means. Some. lands- are 
eaten? sterile” from: the want. of moisture | Some, from 

ving too much of this; some, ‘from -being*destitute of cers 
tain, ingredients _ in the soil; and some, from. pring too 
rough and ‘oe for any. aye! in lle a ae 

aes g 

eet 

.Tumor, Vives, Uncer, nye lacie ae 
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In the Southern States, too, the 

‘become sterile by severe croping | 
corn; and, by being left bare, Bs sian 
lies by the rainss  *> 

Many dry, sandy, and fave tracts may be converted 
into a state of fertility, by the addition of clay or pie to 
the soil. 

is much land that has 
hh tobacco and Indiah 
shed much into gul- 

ae 

See "MANvUnES. ’ ae 
There Ai also particular grasses Prodan +o a 

S0uls, whith would enable de Farmer sueeeyae 
‘sue the soiling-system of culture’in such’ lands. 
 “48ee Grasses, So LIne, &c. 
» Where sich. ‘soils are 
broken, perhaps the ‘Culture 6f the locust Saale 
the most profitable td: which’ they could be applied. 
moulber ‘might also ey eink in the lower and richer 
parts. Be Ms ie % hy 

3 “See Lo¢vsr | a U! 
“The: Soil of “the ‘county vot | or 

original state, was ios pa pgpr weak si 
Pee of the ands lying bet eet ri ch 

Schenectady, and t6 everal extensive pi 
in the county of “Saratoga, and elsewk 
ea this poor soil has, nevertheless, 7 me 

«productive as any iny that | Cou try 

hell ‘effected by proper manures, tt 

e of moisture, a and by a Jah a 
pe sone ss : 

It is there. iat ‘the’ contin: & tntbs for feeding and 

fating of cattle, is most “extensively “pursued. Those who 

cultivate those langs have long »since - ‘listovered, that the 

Only, way, to make them profitable le for: Cultivation is, to see 

* 

it’ 
been ren ae kits 
Os this” has been 
)make it more reten- | 

) sbandry ageptert to 

them with as many Neat:cattle ® ‘as*can be fed and fa 

upon them; which affords the) nures that are essentially 

requisite for such’ soils,” “They “need little, loughing, but 
much fhanure; and that of Neat-cattle is particularly fited 
for them. “Phe sollte $} stem. is Mi) Ci i dor 
such lands. ‘tae oe : 

But, before tuentboile : for 
tion, they require some manure fphich will au 

more’ solidity, and thus maké them more reten 

ture; and this is only to be effected’ by sufficier 

the’ soil with: the earth, of bo swamps, or tl 
of ponds, or with upland marie, or ‘clay, or loam 
peat, of turf when ‘completely decomposed: 
of lime, in composts, Pr. be Sealy to ay 
for this purpose. ‘ Es aici 

See MANURES. » ) ‘ ! 

be 
* 

lf # 
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Of marie, or clay: or other rententive-eafth, as much as 
one hundréd loads to-the’ acre are usually requisite in the 
first instabce tor such soils 3 and then, withthe aid of clover, 
and other grasses. suitablé t0 them, and with gypsum, and 
the manure which the cattle afford, made into suitable com- 
posts,.or otherwise, they will be found very pleasant and pro- 
table Tands.for such, growths as are suitable to them. And 

be found suitable for, most crops, even for wheai, 
it is” sowed on a clomer-sward turned under. 

er such soils have thus..been made sufficiently reten- 
¥e Of moisture, they will, perhaps, be found’as profitable 
“eultivation as almost any, soil whatever; and® for this 
150, ‘Whatalthough they wall afterwards. re quire, more 

expense in Manuring, thands. requisite in the stronger soils; 
yet, this ex enditure., Will. be: found balanced by the greater 

ri ich they. oe hg wroneyy fited, by ploughing, 

é but.) rte Blood and ‘but little’ strength 
eri6rming it... In Most cases, one, plough: 

formed de ane Sufficient; or two, at most, 
ece cae * Where a, clover-syward. of 

t, two Horses will be found 
site: but for for mere * stints | thé ground up, . Where 

nae ely sward, the~ rength of one good. Horse. or of 
t es) will be. foun ROMY: ‘Adequate, ~ 2 as 
¥7ASee Ass on 

Or'the double plough, which. iiirte two: “furrows at once, 
may be used in” arn it a orn Mi {wo Horses er two. 
Oxen. ger ee a eee - 

See PLouGn. "a oe gaa 
In the counties of “Alban oo sales’ and 

n there.are plains of I h andy lands,*to the extent 
haps one hundtéd: thousand: Actes, which, if they were . 

igakrotcd, and cultivated, in the ’ cote ish, described, 
‘would sued ive ample employ 2 and. support,’ to at least 
one thousa Par. fers ; rai ) at. present, tho lands are 
ae inproductive. .And, as far as, ee tracts 
fe comme ie oe ‘our ‘observationstit isbeiieved ‘they are 

bottomed b ys ata of clayey ‘marle, or. of plue clay; 
| fied dl those’ ee vous yanswer wee 

y 

average isicc oes fall isting he dS oe Pith? 
one” ere loads to -the acre. of clayey ‘marie, ¢elay,. or 

loam, ‘would “probably ‘be. or, ‘twenty-five-cents a 
rentystive dollars.an aete. The land thus: manured 
orth. from forty to sixty dollarsyan aéré, accord- “ 

Peto market, a and to” “the eoodtiess * ‘of the 
us: improving the svil. ” aly 
. 22 

& 
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Mr. Young, Bakes mention: of ‘British Fr arnibie: Thaking 
their fortunes by bringing poor. sandy lands, of the above de- 
scription, under profitable) cultivation, by the aid of clays, or 
clayey marles, for manuring, them. “A marle having much 
sand combined with it would be unfit for this purpose. 

It is,only the tolerably level parts “of such lands, which 
should beselected for thus improving, | Those, which, are 
brokei ate’ generally too sterile, amd to little, retentive, of 
manure, to be improved to any advantage, otherwise et 
planting them y with locust, for ‘which they are — well 
adapted: 2-051 ‘ f 
Someta too, Some parts of pine soils will 

closely, -underlaid with made 
ciently retentive, by any, reasonable expense ; Sie wa 
therefore be cultivated: withe the eet ' x 
fruit: trees, if they will thrive-on si chis 

Our sea-coast abounds, in many Pp ee ye WU 
lands, which need improving in the mi: ai a just: menti 
Under Manurzs, the Reader: will also find’ s : 
relative: toa method which: might Drobably” be, adya 
ously:adopted, for improving, all. 1 r which 1 adj 
or near, every Seashgnes ne manu Ng, them wit! 
water... ‘ ate Ge ai 
Where lands are too retentive “of Moisture, the ale ine 
same time not too level nor too st Nees ane. may, be ‘srealy 
benefited. by hollow-drains. | | 

ad 

" RT's! 
See Hoirow-DRAINs. at nd 

- Where''they are flut mean fc Fs or morasses, they 
are to be laid dry by: open dfains. /.., 

“See Bocmeavows’ and Dircues. | 
. Where® they fic too lg ptr PDS ote of this Kir 

a and Uingaldshire 4 in Sige eget in “ihe man- 
ner been made. very productive for grassy 

In this.case;; the ditches,, which, are tc 
~ portioned: to: the), extent: of the tract, drained off; | 
Tun to that point where it#is most convenient Oral: 
waters: out. of. them’ by wind- ‘machinery, ¢ o be. carr 
But, in ‘order. to dg this, a dyke, or bank, is 
ed round that part ofthe land: acjoining® th ae side w 
is overflowed; or, if it bean island, it is te a ah all 
round: ‘The banks i, to be of a height and, Aiea silita- 
‘le to the weichtia nd turbulence ‘of nes bays or 
times have to effeounter from*without. (97 

% 
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it.ds.adyvisable to plant the outside of these banks» with 
the shrub- willow, which aut along the banks of the low- 
lands of many, of the small rivers ofthis Country;ybut by no 
means should such bie be" planted .with trees of large 

* growth, as these are liable to ‘be upset by the winds, and 
might, thus, do great mischief; “by Jeting in the adjacent 
waters. , 
The e. are tmany ‘thaets of marshy lands’ on our sea-shores, 

whic might bejrendéred yery yaluable by béing this im. 
ced, then ditched, and having the waters/of the ditches 

thoy aver the banks, by thevaid of windemachinery. 
ase that article. 

# setween Hoboken and Newark, indNewjersey, i is a large 
ee f this description. Such larids * ‘beimg ‘strongly im- 
Lied with the salts, of Me. eee ate generally very 

‘are’ ‘le aid suffi cient yidry for the plough; 
ey 1f they are laid) down, with meadow-cats- 
ie i ‘suitable to the/soil,, they |will yield dou- 

the amount: which they bore of, the salt. 
“the bide were covered in ‘their pai 

ee i 4, range his) . fiety en trees called the 
erence wii {never can be pee mlly drained, but 

_ by tire method above mentioned ;, > and the same may. be ob- 
srr of another large: tact, _adjoibing the Sacondaga 

ef, inthe county of Motitgoniery. » The’ like observation » 
may be applied: ‘to the: ‘great tracts of marshy - and , Swampy a 

«lands on the Senaca - piver ; to the tract ‘called the, Zonne- 
qwanta swamp; and to jay Other tracts,’ within and: without 
this State, which néed not. _ be, here’ designated. yyy 

Bnowher great improvement of swampy lands: is: effected 
#liming them, after, Taying: them dry by ditching. “at is 

cularly Useful in all grounds Which are covered’ with a 
a8 or turly matte, fou which litle or,nO, peeetion is 
to be expects Bs es Fe ia are 

By mixing) lime | with. diemices of ms) dedeplich, a fur- 
ther decom e n y this: yeretable ‘matter*talves place, and 
it bec \ es re d ed to a solid and fertile. mould, capable*ot 

‘growths of piants’suited ‘to’such soils. 
ily “derived ‘from the’process ; 

a he: ‘miasma ¥ ichiis often so abuidant- 
; am . 40 render tits, the seats) on 

id ‘diséas ag PY Icy “ 
ning 0 swamps the: Kioubie’ purpose of render- 

oe increasing ‘their’ fertility, ‘was. first 
by. nhs,” oe "said to havé been of hme 

'y successtully practised in’ Greatbritain. nN itt 

4 Pog mr © aie eo time he used | + 

sugtal ining vig 

3 ’ 
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Along the banks of rivers,” many low tractsoof ‘land ‘may 
be greatlygimproved, by faising, them higher with the 
sediment atthe waters, ,In this way, much has been done | 
on the banks of the Don, thé Ouse;’and the Trent; in 
Greatbritain’ The land whichis thus to be raised has, first, 
a dyke or banksthrown up round it, similaf to,that just de- 
scribed, for the purpose of keeping .out the. waters of: the 
river, except av the-place where a gate-1si to be erected “to 
let them in, “When they are to be let in, that is, when they: 
are rauddy - ands have considerable sediment to deposit, « the. « 
gate is to be raised aad, after the sediment has bee ce oe 
posited, they are let. ‘off again; and a new supply/isqaken — 
in @t the next, tide, yor at the next flood, as ‘the: case 

may be.” ne é i“ a 
Mention’ is 5 dee the: omp ileus of ‘They ‘ompl te” 

Grazier,’ of lands on. ‘some. of th the dik wate. Vea 
having been raised two aN ‘higher, bye FE oe ody: 
short time. «Phe: progress, ge he: ‘Madde. in’ thus raising ahe™ 
land must, however, depend on. the” depth: to. which -the 
waters cover the land, the quantity: of mud. or sedi dir ent t e 
ag and to’ the ireqgeney with: which: ue hatin ti hu 

e flooded. : F a La poy x . hit she, Fae 

the. sediment which: tg: ae deposited makes peers ‘fer. 
tile soil; but most. fertile where itis the sediment; of tide- 

awaters near the oceans. i, tha t case:the=soil, thas: thade, 
“must be Strongly im lets ee Salt, of that, water, — 

Probably. tittle: or. shothing could, invthis way, beeffectéd 
eby the: tides. of our. Tivers; as the. tides here do not gene- © 
rally. rise: sufficiently, high, to.produce’a current so rapid as 
to stir up-mud for forming: ‘much, sediment: But there is 
ceyery reason, to believe, that much Yof our low, swampy. 
intervalé-grounds might, be. greatly. “bebefited,, by letin 
the waters of the adjacent: rivéry dating a flood, and having 
the sediment all deposi sd before they, were let off again. 

Peat this: plan appears. to. .be admitably~ calculated’ for 
filling ‘up, the vast swamps, which abound: so much on the a 

rt 
Wits 

e 

Missouri and. the Mississippi. “Those ‘Tivers,- during: high @ vl 
water, eontain..a greatek .proportion of; mud.than’ “perhaps 
ay obker streams; and= t this time the waters can readi- 
by Be .carried through ¢ he leve esy the. 

grounds, after they, have’ been: pre 1 
) due, season, det off again, either | ‘into. che bayousy: where 
these are found, a into the roe after. the vatet 
subsided. © * 59 ag ae 

Tr this way, it. ia. seem. that. ‘the immense ae 
which every where. border on. those streams, may: be re- 
deemed fromthe dominion of the waters 5” that: the. same 
sediment which ee in’ the ‘first inStance,“to raise the 
lands higher, may aft rwards be used, when necessary, for 
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the purpose of manuring them; and thus a.sécond Egypt 
may ibe artificially created,” Of vastly greater extent than the 
tract of land whicly is “enriched by the. overflowings of the 

% Nile. 
' "Lands whieh aré “Yiable’ 6 be/itundated, by the rise of 

rivers, ‘also be protected from the waters, by imbank- 
ments, ach ‘side of the streams), which is the method 

PF a the cUltivated parts of the” Mississippi, on a 
‘ el ae: extent of the Euphrates, arid on: many other streams ; 
addy daring the season’ of high waters, great care. is re- 
Pguisite’ to prevent their breaking. through un banks, and 
Rt ius-fhtindating the adjacent lands. ~~~ 
en Much lands in their natural state. are, found’ aneea wi th 
a i peat en and sometimes of very. consider: 
‘Spl ‘ticalarly- those; which. are more  hewsted: 

res nOr hero, latitudes es. Large. tracts of the high: © 
ai et herlysot the ‘Settled. parts. of Herkimer 
ie “Mont romero re of that, description . 4, The 
soils, thas. <r may of pretty good . quality 3 “gen- 
erally, best. ae gre however ; though: sg aaa cy 

“ate mei some Barty: 
pa "he a “with: which they. aie: ,covered. appears, to. be a 
ge urelof wood atid: veretable Matter, which has. only un: 

dergone’ a’ partial decomposition 5 . wing, probably, to the. 
oolness of the. surrounding atmosphere, which is formed i. 

| by the shade of a thick growth of wood; for, if this be. cut: . 
’ away, and the sun [et in, *this mass. will. | gradually undergo. 

a further” decomposition, ‘and at length be so teduced in 
bulk that it can be mixed, ‘by the »plough, : with. the soil De- 
neath, and thus tendered productive.~ | 

- Tifis mass, also, ~ when mixed. with a fae pfoponion’ of 
slime, in composts, will amdergo: a! rapid) kines and 
thus be rendered a good manure. = . ~ 

The bringing of such lands: ‘under’ ‘Cultivation’ can “only be: 
effected gradually ; tine. must be aHowed for the purpose. 
The: heavy. gt Towths*ot timber’ with which, in this Country, 
they, abound nd, may’ be exhausted i in ‘thanulactories, of various 

ds, which 1 equire the use oe much fuel; ahd as the heat 
of t e stin will, ‘in doe. seasony, dissipate” ihe in¢umbrance. 
which c overae soil, it any ai at length, be brought under 

} that Laltive tion . to which it is best suited. Such grounds; 
even in their abu state, will, however, beg we sepa 

- €rops’ of ‘potatoes. PE 
Low, morasses aré, frequently scomporeds of turf, or peat. 

» “See those articles. °°. 
ae ‘such ands: ‘can be flooded, ' “by water brougtit, uy yon | 
them which: has a Sedithent ‘to’ deposit, in, the: eee | 
metitioned Hi) They thus he converted 1 inte” np ang 

ry 
> 
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Mention is madé of this having been’ successfully) per- 
formed, in Greatbritain, where the watet was) brought a 

considerable distance; and also of grounds of this descrip+ 

tion having ‘been’ made -fine meadowlands, by means, of 

the most approved" method of srrigation, practised in that 

Country. 2. He ie Polley. 

See Water.” rie. ie, Mee 

if gudh grdunds cannot be improved in either/of, these 
ways, they) may be ‘rendered: tolerably good: for ‘grass, by” 

A, 

5 or other suitable earth 

Such 
) orcharding, if 

“having. ¢ 
nevertheless, 

answer at 

smaller fruit-trees, of for ‘pastures, 
jsame 

he clearin ster ofno Smal 

arren wastes will blooty with) increasing 
gh ee ; Pe tT Gi A a 

; AAS Man ; 

oo deeply gullis 
e plante 

ae or cee alitye ely to rot there aeS, 
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Ityhas been generally obseryed, that” When re are suf- 
fered towstdnd on the ground; uptil they, have ful ripened, 
they exhaust the soil considerably m0 ¢, than if he off in 
a greener state... The same is the cas@ein. regard»to weeds 
of every description. “Perhaps the. remark. is not so fully 
applicables: to cfops of/roots. 

It niay ‘therefore | be said that lands aré ‘negatively im- 
“if a saving of their usual, exhaustion, by taking 

such crops off, the ground | ‘as SOON: as. they. have; jattained a 
sufficient dette of Imaturity. i Ca 

}) gE Riss a matter that ‘isy worthy of. eonsideraton, ‘eepecial- 
v0 €n it is remembered that’ several kinds: of tops ‘may 

"he-seyered. from the ground, without.tnjury, in. Ape cases 
1a Saving, before they have fully ripened. » 

? 

pr 

“ig Pet ae Tidian cornemay, be. eht MP while the stalks ‘are 
still er O€ forthe ears to harden; and ¥ pin shocks for.the ¢ 

od‘fodder will be‘saved... By harvesting 
somewhat gteen, they willbe the 
se ee ‘ stain will receive no ee ee 

. The) same. y.be observed, to a certain. extent, in re- 
ANF : Rica t ty { “gard. crops, ofwheat and. a 

, Flax y Hen, just out of: blossom is much, the. beet 
Buahine chat. case! the seed i is lost?) which, however, is not 

: ee. of much actount. |The pea-crop is injured by stand- 
t60 long; as Sa tae case: the: “helm, becomes of titile 

v ue: Tee ‘a ae 

Inshort, no crops “of: ‘grain dorian any benpat torn ‘stand . 
ing ‘anti: the stalks are. ‘completely Acad, except, mahen the 
grain is to be used for seed. 

‘The improyement of land is also« to. ‘be effected, by’ Vatri- 
ous other means, » which, Pat Be a of under @iprent 

We warticles! lot this work. . 
‘The improving. of a Tone a the" “highest, areca tit 

only by We its natural baa an as highly product- 
ive as they/will bear; but, also ‘by dding 1 eshighestaddi- 
tional fertitity. to. the” better parts; is oe pgaston of its 
wealth and prosperity. 
.. The lands of.a, Nation. are. its bal capital: : Tf these, 
cheee Ores become 80 exhauste yar be suffered to remain so 
little improved, : as to:yield littlé more in products than what 
is mere sly equal to'the:value of the’ Tabor, bestowed on them, 
the condition of that Nation. must; | in. general, be: poor; that 
of its Farmers, in particula tan be, but little better than 
that of the Laborer, who has: tovearn his daily bread. 
But if ie Bids, be, generally so improved, ‘and enriched, 
bo yield twenty dollars in product, for every ten dollars 
bestowed upon them In- labor 5 thenthe Farmer may. grow 
tich,.and his affluence will be’ more or less felt e all i | 
of Community. 

ey ff 

at 
4, a 

cht 
tu 
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By highly imprdving a Country,,. alsoyits. population, Imlay 
be doubled or perhaps trebled 3. a and, by thus bringing the, 
Members off pore nety closer together, much labor is 
saved inthetr ary. Intercourse ; much in going to 
Chureh, to Mill, and to Market. 

Great natiofial wore in cofistructing « catials, Toads, 
bridges, &c. will benefit. a ‘greater number of © ‘People, in. 
proportion to the expense; and national defence, inywat, "is; 
much more. costly, for a widely-extended population, chan 
that which is comp pact, @s we have found by experience. . _ 
“ Good culture, when’ bestowed “on “highly-improved Tan 
may be‘said to be a source‘of rational pleasure; whil 
which: is usually. ‘given’ to, Jands which are. but pool f 
proved, is. se te aly. productive off much toil 
vexalion. OG oe mee ek 

INARC AINE, ‘Sof 
It is the joining of ‘Ywo. youn 
sufficiently: near each other - 
each, of the same length and (Wi 

fie one, yo a slit i in the® ies ¢ nae 
parts from ‘sliping, they aré tot 
and’ coated with ‘wet loam, | or “otherwise, Jas 1s, directed:in 
Grating. After about four months, they, will besso. well. 
joined ‘that ‘the top ‘or botiom of oA part niay be. 
taken away: at pleasure ; so that in this way the top of one 
tree may “be set on ‘the stock of an ther. “Let the parts 
taken away bé’ cut pretty. close and sloping, and cover the 
ends ‘with © ees conpesyions or seth. a coat. of wet 
loam.” 

This operation is t6 be: ! eioeaen ‘on “April or May, and 
is: commofily practised (pon ‘Toyrtles, jassmines, walnuts, 
firs, pines, and. other trees, that, will not succeed by com- 
mon grafting, © : “Forsyth, "however, observes, tat vee cages 
thus reareme will be} weakly.” 4: st 

r > , : wb S ae 
a) . vie 
os 

INDIAN CORN (2a a
ie plant is is a native o ae 

is tolerable to be inhabited.” ‘There is but one species ‘of it, 
Country; abd seems to be adapted tojevery part of 2 

though many varieties,” owing ‘perhaps’ principally” 3 
vatiations of climate. it requires a warm Sammer, and 
this is afforded ‘even beyond, the ‘most. northerly paris, of our 
territory. Itis a very” hide grain for. almost every. pur- 
pose; lis. great increase whe ted, 
trifle that ds required for. seed, must ‘eye wenger it aig: 
favorite of the oa as well as: Yan article’ of profit. with the 

ealthy. 
‘ x wo wy 

He a eee nt 
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» with milk, affords,” It isto be” hooee “th 

- bushelssto:the™ 
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The praises of * the. Wcewieithins have been . ae 
sung; ‘and surely those, at feast, whidse “‘ bones are. made 
of Indign« corn,’ will’ readily. assent to the eulogiums of the 
Poet. on the cheap, yety “de epee meal ‘which this’ *puding, 

never So fareapethe fashions: of the” ‘Proud, and Wealthy, 
as to acquirea taste, suffidien: ly vitiated’ to. refect.t the hese yi 
puddingsaas: tis believed that: a proper. proportion, of this 

oe and Worries, as. to ne ag other Avs 
i 

she etion, ane. “eattnade ae pie in’ 
te “tite astys pudding 18 

As “better ‘calculated tommur- 
ing. = “the: | Teena such ‘as, ‘with 

proper culiu ure; 1 be’ Geteeiet! 46 -be-¢the Lords of Bi an kind,” tee ee eey ‘oume this pres 
Ly OR eg 

Sor 
ee ee U 

ky, and”. 
“a bur ~ bushels ; “of -Indian’ corn are frequctitly 

rainea eet ‘acres ‘Phis't salso-been done in this Gounty’ 
(Herkimer); but’so°gréat-a crop’ in ais orto climates 
not. to. be expected, unless ‘on® some Chosen’ spots, vand 
where the best cultivation is bestowed’ Two.very large 
crops” which. were raised near the cityhof Newyork. ‘some 
years sine, deserve, showevery to be nip Rg as) specimens 
“of what good Ral ee able of pproduclnge ae this 
State. - by ae 

Mr.Stevens, via hited the largest of these? "ehopetceich 
being. the product of three: vacres, -ploughed his (ground, 
thre times, and previous to the last” ploughing cariéd .on 
seven hundred horsécart-loads of street: manure., He plant- 
ed his seedvi- double rows, about eight inches apart, and 
the scedsiwere set, diagonally) the same distance from each 
other: Between each of these’ double rows, was left a/space 
of fivevar id avhalf feet!«During thie ‘season, « the crop was 
suckered three timies, and the “int 
ploushe id kept: clear of weeds” 
weeding. His “product « was one hundred and. cighteen 
DUSHEIS to: the: acte; and i @would:p oe have been, great. 
er, “had ‘not-a Hinderstiry injured ite-by Rowiay, most: 
of it.down at the time thevears » ‘were ‘Seting! 
Mrx Tudor, who: raised: the ther” crop, had ninety- She 

dred: S lew nat 

set eightunchiessasunder.. a ee the reason: of ast crop” 

tour Farmers will * 

“elgewhere on , the se lands. of thee 

vals were repeatedly . 
y hoeing and handes 4 ‘ 

B Fley “however; eartéd only two tj 
“hissthree ‘acres. He planted his. seed ty 

single. Pows, «which were four feet Apart,” with the grains | 

‘ yy ee ‘to. pace star hardy, and’ comely.” ’ 

nes 
x 
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being less than} the other hy on. ‘account of less manure 
having beenijedrted ons) a9 te Be oubtful whether: Planting 
in double rows, is,better than’ plant Hg in ‘single. 
From allthis, it.appears, that agreater quantity of Toatog 

in be raised. on. an: acre, than of any other grain; and, 
considering its nuttimental qualities, it maysafely be aid * 
that, next, to*rice,, ai’ gIven piece of ground cultivateds 
with ‘thisgrain. willsupport a greater nuoiber of: People, 

» than that which ‘is cultivated with’ any Li? ‘stain ‘what- 
\ te ay i * 

#, Lhe proper dois: ‘tor this. grain bres whe san iy i ep. loamn 
nar cily -loam, and rich ‘ved, or* dark-colored ‘earths, Which 

. have no” Gay, in them. “Suff clays are very unfit for’ this, ‘ 
crop, andicold: or wet Joams are not much fee nless 

Séé-CHanGE.OF Cnorsy, ‘for the best method of cad 
such’ soils. sf ie Wee Rca Ay Bos 

_ Where; sward: lana wine: ee ian ¢ orn,” it sho’ 
be broken up.in the Fall; atdy if it be'a'stiff’or wetish ¢ 
it should be. Abrown up) in high narrow ri ges by ise 

ploughing. ‘Tp the Spring, the ground: ‘shod d° be weil/n el 

~ 

+ 

/ploughing closely. from the rows, ‘and then ick to them, 
“answers, the purpose, ai, mellow ig most, “meh oe ae 

“lowed, with ploughing immediately-before plantmg. © What. 
ever fresh barn-dung, 48. to bejapplied, should be ploughed 
an, ‘Planting. in rowsy’ agrecably ‘to. the methods before de- 
scribed,. is: best, as/in, this ‘Way: Soe one- sixth Peet more 
‘can be raised: from. the acte. - Aes 

As soon ‘as the, plants have got ib, the nelphtoF Rig: or 
eight/inchesyrun, a furrow, with’aonetorse plough, as close 
to the ‘rows. as possible without injuring the roots, turning) 
the furrows. from the. Plants, then immediately turn the furs 
rows back a@ain, SO as: effectually to mellow the mold into 
which the roors are shortly to extend. ‘Let this ploughing 

| be:of.a good “depth, The hoe is to follow and ¢ompleteythe 
* dressing. . In-due; season; the plough is again to be applied, 

ruding thesfurrows farther from the plants, and: turning 
theni towards them § which, is again to ‘De ‘followed by the 
hoe,aaw pt 

After this, another hocing: pliould be given. for ithe: ‘pur- 
pose, of phe all mo valter-growtb of ,weeds, awh 

ng Ui but arty furthenp oughi 

found: Of; little, use. to, the roots; atid the stalk) hich. ar 
now very: tender, will be easily broken. | gt a ee ae 

In. raising this,’ ‘crop, the. essential points in. hiling the 
ground are, to keep: it?mellow and ‘clear of weeds ; andy 

ting; and then theretore, ploughing immediately before plar 
again stiring*allythe ground that can be sti red, “by first 

Oy r 
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the roots extend into the Btathd thusiimellowed, that part 
only, ifto which they have notyyet extendéd can, with any 
benefitto the roots,” meceine any further mellowing from 
the plough. ! Mi 

It, is eset, to have “this ‘plant. seated well; because, 
if it. get sturted: vat, the outset by, cold rains, it’ seldom gets 
the’ better of) this ‘during its whole. growth, pefticular ly it the 
soil be not perfectly, suitable-to.it. Fo prevent this, it is ad- 
eae seer. some stimulants: to themplants: at. that.time; 

ést for this purpose are bogdirt,marlé (dug out of 
aa nps) ashes, and gypsum, , The latter ought, however, 
to:be prefered: on all soils to which ie is suitable, because ait 
is ‘cheap. and Gasily applicd. 9 ae 
Where a’ Soil. is wensh, it ou zhi, alter being. well mele | 

lowed, ‘to be} brown: upyinto bridges, by haying: two furrows 
ee fap against ‘each other, at ‘proper distances, atid on 

top of, these ridges let th seeds be: planged, the Plant- 
ers ‘catrying: theirrows. ety 's, of the ridges.: 
Woere? furrows, are, made ~ fom planting, they: ought to 

be. shallow, now “more! than’ half the depth of common 
ploughing, I: would be. as. “well tQyhave no futtoiw atvall, 
but merely to harrow’ the ground smooth before planting, 
and then to, plant in rows, bya line or mark drawn along 
the groundy by hand, with an. instfement made for the pur- 
pose: , A. more complete method, however, is. to drill in — 
the seed). by alight drilfsplough that miay be ea made 
for the purpose. One of this description*may be: ae by 
hand; and “may .be, so contrived as to,makea small furrow 
about two inches deep; drop the seeds | at proper distances 
into the furrowy and cover she seeds, all in’ one, operation. 

These methods, homeyers, are, for Srounily that is clear of 
stoness we ta 

If this crop»be Ware too early it will oe much by 
shrinking: | It is also: found,: by experiments; that where it” 
is toped, at ‘the «usual: time: the crop will be considerably 
less, than if it stand without toping. If, therefore, it be 
toped at. all, it sought not to be done before the grains have 
hardened, It,isbelieved that the:best plan ‘is to cut up the 
‘stalks by the, Toots, some days after the Usual..time for top- 
“ing, and set it up in shocks to. harden: 

In this. mode, ‘the ears derive the same nourishment ‘feos 
the stalk, which they. do, when itis deft standing. A’ lange 
additional quantity of. valuable, fodder - as thus*saved; while 
at the sa Ba the ground is cleared of its incumbrance, j 
sovas to be ready. for ‘sowing a\crop of wheat the same: Fail. 
The addgoral: Aabor of busking out the corn/in this mariner 
is very trifling. ..The shocks’ are,.to be of uch size usican 
be conveniently tied together at’ the top, by bands of ‘straw, 
in such manner as too keep out the. rain. . 
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The best and ipacil ears. should. he selécted for seed, 
rejecting the grains which grow neal éach ‘end. Injorder 
to acceigrate: the growth. of the crop, ei is sometimes advisa- 
ble to @ak’the seed in Water ia litle warm), for. oo 
twenty-four hours. ‘Another “method is. to¥pour, .boili 
water upot it; “let it stand on*it “about, half a minutes ‘Then 
‘cook itas soon as possible, and plant. it before it ‘dries. * th 
thi8*manner the’ seed” will come Up: “much sooner; but if 
there should be cold rains, ‘immediately alter planting, there, 
ds. § danger that it will Mot come’ up at all. ie : 

Scé 'Seeps, for arsafe faethod of quickening: ‘ts growth. 
oy the seed be smeared’ alll. over wiih tar, aad then Haye, | 

‘ashes or gypsum sprinkled. ‘on-it sufficient, to render. it ofit 
for handling, and be then planted, neiiher birds nor squir- 
réls will touch it. In’ ehis case, however, it.ts necessary 
first to Soak it sufficiently to. make 1t© “vegetate ‘as, witha, 
this, the cout of tar will ‘keep fout the. eat and Bisve i 
the seed from*sprouting.. “2 ce 
The proper time for planting” epee” on. - ¢) 

In this State; however, fromthe 20th: of May to: the first 
of June, is.about the best. time. The. old Indian rile, which 
perhapsiis the best, is to plant’ when, the leaves of the Oa 
tree-have gtowsas large as a squirrel’s” foot. Q 
A change of seed is advisable with this grain, as with all 

others; but”achange of¢ seeds: oa on. differentssoils is 
perhaps the most requisite.” Changes. of this sced ought 
rather to be from east to west, or’ “from west to’ east, allow- 
ing the Climate to be the same; than from north to south, or 
trom south to north. If it.be carried from the south too far 
to the north, the: crop will be large, but will-not ripen be- 
fore the frosts, and if. carried from the north tooMar to the 
south, it will ripen. earlier than” is” Tequisite, but the crop 
‘will be =smail. But at “miuist be. remembered, that climates 

“sotten: depend, on altitude’ as well as on lautude. Where. 
this crop is raised on- bogmeadows, Which are always: sub- 
ject to early frosts, the’ seed” should be brow ht from: the, 
northward, inorder that it may ripen before the frosts... 

O} the varieties\ of this plant, those which, have the tong- 
est ears and the Targest Pas will yield most; but. Farmers, 
in many ‘situations, must have, regard’ to ‘that kind ° which 
ripéns earliest, whether-the most productive: On HOt, We. 

The pracuce of ‘making very large hills to. this ‘crop; 
while growing, is unnecessary. “Phe principal, point in, hoe- 
ing isy 10 destroy. all the, weeds, drawing at. the Same time 
a livtle fresh earth: round ‘the’ stalks while: young. There 
oughty however,, tox be ‘sufficient of earth eventually drawn 
round to support the stalks..°The growth of suckers is in-’ 
jurious to the crop, and “6Geht to be ‘either pulled up,.or 
dent down to the ground and covered with earth suliGia 
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to kill them} and this is believed’ tobe. the better way, as 
by this mean the principal, Stalk 18 not Injured by wounding. 
Ip,is Said that sprinkling® Some. gypsum on the: silk of the 
ear/will make it fill to’the: very. end.” 
“indian “cofn “will. grow “many” successive years on the 

Same, ground; but’ it is, not advisable to plaht it more than 
two yeats successively, as it” isa eran, which exhausts the 
soil. ike some other crops, it™¢annut be overdone by 
manurifg;) but, on the’ contrary, ‘theSricher ,the ‘soil’ the 
gre. a. be the clear’proht; and if “the ground. be left 
toowtieh for wheat or barley, it’can be Put sto the se Bho 
fitable culiure of hemp. 

This plantemay be gradually. Wabingaiad: to a more’ forth: 
erly or southerly climate. Por‘ ibstance; take the Virginia 
corm and plantit one of two miles. farther north every Sum- 
meer, and by the time it hag: ‘got. into” anaes. it will be the 
small Canada coun, ‘anid. vice versa. 

vale us far we have” thought proper to Gacere this eels, as 
it stood | ‘Ins the © “first” Edition: of this Work; as.we see no 
particutar, Teason to, indke: ‘any essential alterations though 
some: ‘addition tothe article. may, perhaps, be: sacceptable. - 

: Abmethod has been. mentioned to AUsy, of. preventing birds 
ang squirrels from ‘pulling. up the corn, which is to soak the 
seed, and'then roll if in sulphur, and plant! it ‘immediately, ¢ 
" Sulphar/is*of" itself a manure; but by ‘no means so efficay 

cious, for this grain as gypsum ; ; and in, this it should always 
feeroled, after being Soaked a few: hours, before” ‘Planting. 

Phe effect of this aa ae on, the. ae S crop: is very 
freat indeed. ” nes Bt 

Perhaps’ @ little: suiphuainjser “with the gypsum might 
render thé seed sufficiently obnoxious to: birds; &c.. If not, 
perhaps: the better Way would be to omit © ‘the. sulpher, by 
which more-gypsum could be ‘used;. wad, for preventing the « 
depredations of birds, &¢. scatter Indian corn/over the field, 
at the rate of aboutitwo™ “quarts: "to’ the acre, after planting; 
on which the birds, “&c. will’ feed, WaLhouk attempting to 
pull up ‘any of. the young ‘plants. - 5 
In soaking thé corn for seedggea” sdme Saltpetre to the 

_owater used‘ for’ the purpose; and let s much gypsum be 
glised s* in rolling the seed, as can ye made to adhere to the 

awe 

ns. 
5 ae have ‘pursed a method of Binning rows or ‘drill 
of Indian: corn and ‘potatoes, alterhately, to much apparent. 
advantage; this Piving the corn more room -for, the, roots 
to €xtend: ‘i search of* food} without any “essential injury 
to, the intermediate drills’ of potatoes. Perhaps it might -be. 
found, | in some “instances, as adyantageous to . ant pump- 
kins, as the intermediate TOWSs 

See PuMPKIN, 
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A crop of Ipdian - orn, in, hers Retiree States, requires 
more ploughing and’ hoeing, than, in, the Nofthern, on. ace 
count off the greater length of time requisite to mature the. 
corn which is grown to the south, At the same time, ‘the 
southern, corn, will not yield, ay to- the acre, than that 
whichis grown to the,north. . 

‘Would it not then be more advantageous to the Southern 
Planter to.cultivate the Northern corn; as in that case less 
ploughing, and Aoéing ; would. be found requisites. and he 
might taise the northern corny after first mowing a exop of 
red-clover off his. Jand; as. the clover-sward, turned ‘under, 
would be a fine lay for ithe’ corn-crop? 
We observe that. Mr, Bakewell, of Montgomery county, 

Pennsylvanias. derives .great. Benefit to his’ corn-crop, by: 
covering. the seeds with the, earth of, trench: ploughed fur- 
rows, This, we think, only” indices the . propriety of » 
trench: -ploughing: the land entirely; by.which mean double 
iis) present. product would ProkeP ys be. cape’ a oy 
kindof crop. 

Wee. will conclude this article, ah ‘the insemeen! of a 
communication of Mr, Steele, of, ’Philadelphia, to. Mr) Pe-: « 
fers, describing. his method of cultivating: Indian’ corn. i 

‘TI plough the ground, carefully, ‘about six inches deep ; 
after which,I spread lime, at the rate of forty five or fitty 
bushels to the acre, which I mix, with the suftace,, by the 
use of the common harfow; then mitk the ground, Withee a 
shallow furrow, for planting (the. corn-rows five feet api 
drop the seed three orden, feet from full to hill, and cov 
in the ustal manner, - » esp iy 
‘« When the :corn is up) to. the KélehtoF three or four 
inches, I give. each row a stroke ue a common harrow, 
relieving any of the: plants,that may becovered in the ope- 

pration,. with a small rake adapted to the pucpogs “When 
this is completed, or within, a. few" days. after, I I. commence 
what is generally termed moulding. This is performed by 
two strokes, between, the, rows, with what is. called:a coul- 
ter-harrow (its teeth’ being. coulters in miniature) which 
completely mellows, they ground, by cuting through a 
furrow, and much closer to the corn, than it’ is possib 
with any other instrument, I have used, leaving the veg 
ble surface, turned.down. in’ the ploughing, in the? sa 
position throughout the season,,; which affords, to to the roots 
of ‘the corn, the best sou for nourishment,» in whatever, di- 
rection they may be extended. 

‘At the season of big-hilling. (in ‘the technieal language 
of Pennsylyania) I.give my corn a similar course, with the 
same machine, but with small shovels, resembling that of 
the shovel-plough, introduced into the places before occupi- 
ed by the coulters; when the dressing is ended. 
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‘It remains only to give you some description of my 
corn-machine,«and to staté,to you my reason for adopting 
this method of raising ¢orn, and the consequent adyan- 
tages. Wp ey 
‘The framé of my harrow is perhaps no wayvmaterially 

different» from *that: of the. common triangle corn-harrow ; 
the sides about four and a ‘half feet long, with a spread that 
places the’ two. back ,teeth forty-two inches’ apart: The 

corn, in-the usual way, exposed the soil to-w ol 
was to prévent this’ injury by reducing the® surface’ to a 
perfect plane, having neither hill nor furrow. he sh 

» ‘have uniformly found that the coulter-harrow prepared 
the ground ‘to imbibe and’ rétain a greater.quantity of rain- 
water, than.in any other way; in addition to this*advantage, 

. that.asmuch less surface is exposed to, svaporation,’*than if 
_ ‘the land had been ploughed into ridgeésy which in a season 
> of drought affords:a decided advantage; as in the year 1808 
“| 1 bad nearly, forty* bushels ‘to the acre; when land of the 
‘same, quality, in my neighborhéod, farmed jin the’ usual 
manner, had not half that quantity. OE 

N 
a oe 

the. crop of 1808 exceeded’ forty 
Bie FP Os toy 

* My. Son informs me: that. 
the acre. (rag, ae bushels, to, Pies Sea 
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‘ I have tried both Fall and Seung: ploughing, and am in- 
clined to prefer the latter, as Ihave generally, found that, 
by midsummer, the sod was) ass ell roted ih the one as' the 
other, and have experienced much less trotible from the 
rising rl than when the guns was preted in. the 
Fall, i 1 Nin @ Pe 

* The farm is:a:thin gravelly loam, iaith a mixture =) chiy? 
and, being in a progressive state of improvement, T have. 
not ‘planted copia second «times, in’ the’ same fiéld,* subse- 
quent to liming. "The, average’ crop may berTated at forty 
bushels per acre; but wath adight-dressing with stable-ma- 
nure I. have, araisedy eUey ere dung should be® weet 
doe. ip the ploughing; 

* In order. to,,be; comune bparticular in the account’ I 
havi given you, I-may, perhaps, have failed in: rendering 
the description sufficiently intelligible ; but you will’ please. 
to accept, it. ast.isy with my wish» thatethe method Tehave: ’ 
practised may be tried’ by others; as*K believe & saving of 
labor would not only be. gained bysits adoption; . ‘but-also,2n 
increase of. crop, from ten to twenty per cent, and in seadons 
of drought. to. a: much greater amounté ” eS cia Re 

INDIAN: HEMB., GC dhiacunion’ Ke Merpihem: Ses This » 33 
plant 1s quite-sifpilar to theanilk weed, having: a Similar pod - 
of vegetable. silk, bute semaller.y peat: gifers, most ‘essentially 
from that es in the ‘superior strength: of the’ ey of its 
stem, ‘ uate Dae Mae pe ee SH Bay biol i) sae 

ee caused (says. Min, Gene) to be water’ rareda a peiadel: 
able quantity, of it, i:1814, andsobtained an iexcelent. hemp,’ 
as white a&.sbow, remarkable for its obey Sie, which proved 
to be double that of come nen or ok oe 

aR. 

pi ~obtabiad certain: 1 pieces a “giound which are now? rea 
unprodpttives’ aux. * | 

This plant,. ‘ crowing jin its: natural state, on sweirdada 
in bogs,’ is lower than, the milkweed;° but,” ule 
would probably,grow larger, and Aiberaily reward the atten uf 
tion paid to itsaimprovement.” ~ Bf eiahe a ct 

Mr. Genet, “also-gupposes: its leaves. to be equally'u: useful, 
with those of the saaieirets for’ the Duras: of me. 

See. MELA WHED: cia 
tt" 7 " =’ ‘ar; ye Jie are > O22 

+ - Ae 

Fu ee a =| 
eae ee 3 

Tis 
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INDIGO. Three species of'this plant are cultivated; the 
Wild (Indigofera atgentea) the» Gautimala (dispermea ) 
and’ the French (tinczoria_)° The’ first-mentioned® is the 
hardiest, plant, .and)jaffords the ‘best blue; but one of the 
other two species’ is commonly prefered, as’ being’ more 
productive 5 and of these, the French surpasses the: Guati- 

mala in: quantity, but yields to. de in panen ges ot grain, and 
beauty of color. . 
Indigo is a tap-rooted plant, will endure- severe drought, 

and isjunsuitable for wet lands... In the Westindies, it may 
be raised inypoor dry soils ;)but to most advantagevin those 
which are rich. In the Southern ‘States, however,) it, re= 
quires a:good.soil, The moresoutherly parts of our terri- 
tory are tolerably well adapted for the culture,of this plants 
but it is«more: productive farther to the’ South, particularly 
in many of the. Westindia Islands). where it:is indigenous. 
A. bushel of. the’ seed of this span is sufficient for five 
acres» 

The. ground. is ‘first to be Sopetly millowed with the 
plough; and then Narrowed, when ‘the seeds may. be sown 
with, a drill, in ‘Tows, at. the distance of about twelve or 
fourteen inches apart, ina manner. very similar to that 
which is. directed. for the culture of onions. 

See Onion. | 
And’ the intervals: between the rows are to be kept clear 

of weeds, until such ‘time jas, their further growth will be 
prevented by \the growing crop covering: the ground. 
It is to be'sown as early in the, Spring as the ground can 

be properly prepared; andy when the plants are’ in full 
blossom, they. are to be. cut off a few. inches "from the 
grounds swhien a new growth will come to! turity for cut- 
ing, as before dirécted, which, inthis, Country, is all that 
can be expected as the product of a “SEASON. - , 
In the. Westindies, ithe plants are‘cut three,and some- 

times. four; times in a season; but each sugceeding cuting 
is much less i in product than that preceding Ie Phe culture 
of the erop.is tobe renewed every Spring,/and a sufficiency 
of the first growth is to be left Peale for a supply of 
fresh: seed. asain. 
* After each» cuting, the next process, is the manufacture 
of the indigo, which would secm t R 4 much a8 most, diffi- 
-cult operation...“ ‘ 
We shall not describe’ the wicthed formerly pugaaied: for, 

obtaining the. pulp,.o ge nheeh ‘the indigo .is-composed,: from 
the plants jas the fr quent failures in this. part of the. busi- 
ness, together vith the mortality. occasioned by the miasma 
produced by the operation, haye greatly discouraged many 
from embarking in the cukure and manufacture of indigo : 

24 
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We shall therefore «merely .imgert- the directions of Dr. 

Roxburgh, for extracting. Saolgring. matter from the 

plants, RP ’ 

¢ By | 

small s¢ 

he scalding process, (says he) T have ayay® ona 
dle, made from the common-indigo plant better 

indigo,*than I could by fermentation (the old method) and 
ih one-fourth of the time; and,.whatis also of great im- 
portance, without the smallest egreée of that pernicious 

¢fluvia, which attends the manufacture of indigo by fer- 
mentation.’ ee a. 
“He further observes, ip,substance, that the Hindoos, of 

fr pony 

copious ex! pt Phe 
expel: . e scalding, which ren- 

indigo dries quickly, » 

; Rent Se 
» “ inp A 

- 

coloting matter begins to granulate, or float in 
little fkes.on the water ; and when this curdling or coagu 
lation has bees, comple ual 
in about filteen “OF ‘twen 

dy ty minutes, a stiong imp
reg 

of. lime wate prepa % 
np 

a vat for the. purpose, is. gr 

to be added, not.only to promote the separation, bt 
‘Wwisesto fix the color, and preserve: t matte 
from putrefaction. < PORE Pe Oe oe 

» In the operation of churning, particular care must hows 
ever be taken, not to exceed, or to, fal] short of, the proper 
degree of agitation ; as*toolitile of this will leaye the indigo 
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green and coarse) while too much will give it almost a 
black color. “When:the ir degree Of agitation has been 
given to the liquor. rae ng-matter changes, on adding 
the limewater, from: enish wi fine purple color, which 
is the hue, most’ i oe 

After these operations, coxtien pulp is left ahdintiagts 
ed till ig settles to the bottom, when the water above is 
drawn off; and the itidigo: is put iito small linen’ bags to 
drain; after which’ it is put’ into: lithe ‘square boxes or 
moulds, and dried gradually: he ye shade, whieh finishes 
the manufacture. a 

The boiling or scalding of the plants, for obtaining. the 
coloring matter, may be perto ned in a wooden: vat, ‘made 
for the purpose, by the aid“f’ steam, in “the. m nanaer ‘now 
commonly practised in distiling. a <3 ee 

Mr. Edwards; in his® history of the Wes 
whence werderive 1 ost. of the foregoing in 
this article, “says, that, although. the 
ture of | dhe ld out” great pro: spects Se 0 
embarked in ie ty Stil IP th “business was /mostly given, up; 
owing, “as. . woul “seem; ‘to the ‘difficulties and unhealthi- 
ness” attending: e 1 fermenting: process for eon! the 
coloring ‘iiatters Nj Shoe, i Se a a 
It would seem; however, that. the “scalding process as 

above” déscribed,~is ‘@alculate dtc “ol viate et ae 
ane big - By iness*profitable, 9 ~ 

: phe si _to char 
growin 1d ak this plant: evel y years asvther 
year’s crop, on the ‘same ground, 1s Hable to be’ destroyed 
by grubs, which,” when changed” eee pone wey 
on the lo of the plant.” a See 
"Changing ‘the’ ground: for the 
the Sou hhern, Stai és, as the gro 

: the drill culture, for 
th gers as being 

ing Borrenches 
“the seeds 

ches ren thus 
ey are rr sh i 

NOCULATIN 
sortie Sond: of gr

afting . ae 

larly stone“fruit, Oe i. 

pe ¥r. 

i 
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He observes that this operatic is: ‘best: learned by prac» 
tice; but gives directions tor®) erforming At; as follows: 
Provide a sharp penknife, ‘with the. end of. the handle. flat 
for raising the bark; prepare your ‘slips 1 intended to be in- 
serted; Choose a smooth part of the stock, five or six inches 
above. ‘the ‘ground, for: dwarfs; for: half-standards, about 

three feet; but for stapder tis, about six feet; cut horizon. 
tally *“atross’ the stock about an ine in- length, and. from 
that $lirthe bark downwards about two. inches, so as that 
thé incisions be in'the form of the letter. T.; but he careful 
not to cut’so deep as!to wound the stock. 

‘After having cut off/the deat from the budy ve - the 
foot stock remaining, y lak@*a cross cut about an 

slow the ‘eye, acdc, eur ‘knife sliomeatie: bud, 
iy ‘form of an esehutcheon ; 

/ it es wood which was 
1€ Fae io bud -be 

a and tent to th top, 
a e eye of the bad, which should 

be | gr. tig: ee Woke iia’ ide t) wats Mg” 

‘In three* or foul f 4 you “ail perceive whch ‘have 
taken, by their appearing Arésh,: -and then the bandages 
round: these should be. loosedy ‘Tn April’ following, cut off 
the stock, sloping, ; three inches. above the’ bud 5 fasten the 
shoot proceedih “from the bud’ to the’ stump’ of! the” Stock 
for the ensuing season, and the next | mest t e off that 
stump close above » the b ips 

The time for ino 
the middle of 

yin ‘on ew iS 5 x kh Se 

2 is, from the. middle of June to 
, or rather at the time when A Nov 

raises easily, /and) buds ‘will come off well: fr 
wood. The most: general rule is; when’ you obse 
buds” formed * extr i me ‘yéar’s. 
for then ‘they: tished ir» Sprin geal 
weather, nd’ m le ae ‘the t 
operation. ~ “RA AE Se am 

or’ cutings toibe used” “fr bang 
water. “He adds,’ that alltreés 

of! the\jsame genus, which agree in thei or’ 3. nd! frait, 
will take upon ea h other.” All the Rute caring trees will 
therefore “grow ‘on “each” cher, and the same may be ob- 
served of all uate gs trees, including the almond, 
peach, nectarime, apricot, 
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To the foregoifg directions, which are also those of Mr. 
Miller, Mr. Forsyth has/added, drawings, which are calcu- 

Jated better to explain the; process. of Pree lating 

INSECTS. Rametive® mumbers of these prey upon the 

labors of the Farmer, ‘against, the, ravages of which it jis, in 

many instances, difficult) to provide: adequate . remedies. 
Such, however, as haye: been discovered, shall be:noticed, 

as something is said"of the ‘different kinds of those insects 
which are found most troublesome. 
Some vegetables are offensive to all insects; such as the 

elder} éspecially the dwart ‘kindy the onion, tansy, ‘and tobac- 
co, except td the worm that preys on that plant." ‘The juice 
of ‘these ‘may therefore be\appliedj#with effect, in repeling 
insects; and sometimes the plants themselves, while green, 

mY 

or when reduced’ to powdery: cee coany we Tatter, when » 
made into’snuff, 

Set -an’ onion in’ the centre of a itll ror gucumbers, 
squashes, melons, &c. and, it, will effectually keep off, the 
yout striped bugy name piers: pen those: Plants while 
oun 
* No doubt a plat’ of catia setein the same way, qrould 
answer a similarspurpose; | ‘Or; perhaps, to’sow'a few tobacco 
or onion-seeds in tthe’ hill; when pl ting, ‘would have the 
same effect; and the. growing ‘plants«from: these seeds 
Could vbe “taken” away, “when no. tinge wanted AS» pro- 
tectors.° | 

OF other substances; sulphor is: ipethaps’ the most effect 
ual, as every kind of insect has an utter aversion 0 it. 

Powdered quick-lime is tenet re femeny insects, and. ir 
haps:offensive ‘to all.’ 

‘The* same may’ be absauved or Sooty {wood-ashes;! and 
Other substances. which are Strongly alkalive.;.dnd also .of 
common salt finely powdered, brine, old urine, ‘Ko. ye 
‘Calomel is also deadly to insects; and camphor, and tere- 

bifithine: substances; are. offensive to,them, 
After premising ‘thus much, we shall. AoW. speak of ine. 

’ sects separately, and begin with the 9 4 
"Cankerworm, “The “female of this insect comes out of 
thé ground very early in the Spring,’ and /ascends the tree 
to deposit Ker eggs, which she does in suitable places in 
the barkg ‘whefe they are broug t forth, vom’ the. YORE 
brood live on the leaves of the tree. ig en: 
The only effectual remedy is, to prevent the inséet from 

ascending’ the trees dthis may be done in Yanjous ways ; 
bit-the easiest, perhaps; is as follows: feet 

First scrape ‘off the shaggy bark round the bap of the 
tree, to’ the width’of two or three inchés;. then make up a 
mixture of oil, or blubber, with suitable proportions of sul- 

8 
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phur and Scotch snuff; and with a brush lay this on the 
scraped part, forming a ring round the tree an inch or two 
wide; and no insect will ever ‘attempt to pass ‘this barrier, 

pathe Composition: has’ any: considerable moisture 

Let itibe repeated when it Ipclinesto harden; though 
‘ s this is not necessary. Let it-be done early in the 

| Se ane the ined Motes from’ the ground. 
« . Another method, which it is’ believed will be found 
i? equally effectual, thoughdittended with more trouble, is to 
~ scrape off the shaggy bark fromthe body of the tree; and 

® then whitewash that part ee ‘with lime and watér ‘and a 

little sulphur added. 
lace of: this, however, Mr. Forsyth directs’ that the 
the tree be covered with 4 compdsition of o/d urine, 

a kept.soing time for the purpose, ‘soafisuds, and fresh cow- 
dang; anc d this’ he: ‘says: will: Keep off allvinsects. _Let it be 
dad on plentifully. ith 5 ge 

> ~ Another, methods: we: shave” ‘heard webaabnaey, is to 
. fasteniia st of sheepskin, with “the wool outw ds, round 

the, body of the ‘tree, taking care ‘that no place ‘be Teft for 

: 

* the insect to-creep up between tl é “strip aud the bark: + aie 
wool should be frequently ‘co mbe ‘to’ keep it loosé. 

A streak or ring of tar made round ‘the batly “i is also 
effectual, as lon ‘as the tar r nains’ soft; but, as it soon 

* becomes § so har ened on th “exterior, that the insect c 
yh craw over, Ae" requ anges ‘to be: ‘tepéated: very frequent y. 

Perhaps: ‘such’ a ring of tar. and Oil, or b lubber,: mixed to- 
* gether, ‘would answer. ds ae : io 

se “Lastly, a strip of oiled “paper put roast the tree, eivh the 
te lower. edge ‘pre jecting out considerably, forms a “barrier 
" whichthe insect,cannot pass... Let die YF odg e of the 
ze qpepee: be kept well ‘oiled. ©” ai 
: egard to. all: “ins ects. whi ich are injurious’ “ trees, by 

climbine them, ,and ‘commiting depredations ‘upon them, inv 
various wopse we belie: ye, from the most correct information 
we have been «1 ) to obtain, from. ‘various sources,. Ast) 

2 ‘fromthe roots of. the trees, ¥ yer 4 
Spring, and destro ie whatever may appear’ t 

be. ae reas Sr insets, da ciecoine: .é e
at 

back, mixed: with a small quantity of “sulphur, -sprinkl ing 
some of: this “upon t 1e su paces will “keep every. bias ~} from 
ee any’such | os 4 

. a3 PY, k 

he effect of: of su Bt ar, for this. purpose; i wary’ a feabio® 
€ operati yn of this. kind: ome ast “for several 

year $3 at hough, on. this point, we haveno particular inform- 
Other repelants of insects may. be found repelants 

only for a time, more. or less limited; but perhaps may /an- 
swer the purpose for one Spring ; such as quick: lime, fine 

e 
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salt, old urine, strong soapsuds, a strong decoction of tobac- 
co, onions, &c. &c. Leteiher of the four lastmentioned 
ingredients be, appliedy., oiling, hot, to the roots, after first 
taking the earth away, as be re entioned. 

Curcuuio, , This is a bt 3, out the, size of that which 
eats into the pea, and, has proved very troublesome to most 
of the smoothskined stone: fruits, and. even to peaches, ape 
ples, and’pears, in different. parts of "the country contiguous 
to Philadelphia. It has,also “made its appearance about 
Albany. oe ithe. 

It ascends the trees in the Spring, and as the fruit ad- 
vances;it makes a wound in theyskin, and there déposits the 
embryo; from which a maggot is first produced. ‘This 

> 

preys uponsthe fruit until, itedies..and falls off; when the . 
th, and is there changed _ 

etal %, ts iy ty: 
maggot makes its way, into the ear 
into a bug, «which» is, ready to..; 

Spring, and make its deposit in 
One method of ‘keeping + 

trees, as. practised b | ctised by Col.” 
a small bag of common, sal 

scend the: tree. 
hes 

1 fruity a8 belo 
iy 

‘ae 
ade 

* 
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When a nest of these is,formedjerin a pole into it, twist 
it round/till the nest,and its contents‘are wraped round the 
pole, and bring the whole dawn and kill the; worms. Let 
this be done early in the morning, when the’ worms are all 
in the’nest. If any escape this, operations: repeat it when 

# pre have rebuilt the nest...) 
~~ ere the nests haye been aytienee to remain till the 

ier have left them, yo bath ods for the ensuing year 
4 «© Will, the next Spring, be fo the trees in the chrysalis 

. State, under the shelter ote a ary Peazicd leaf or two, bound 
with filaments like cobwe “These should be searched for 
and destroyed. 

Tt is said 4 that iia 2h take’ ehelter under wiriolerk 
rags, when put on trees, where they resort; from which 

» they can ‘be easily taken and, destroyed, 
Ro “Large maggots produceduf 

& 

er. ‘ id ea 

ot! Frequent “a Hhings,- manure. 
hes, or eel peal t Beagnuch to 

fgationgd, as ye nf 
“¢ iluted with, «water, and \that 

chan rain," will quick- 

ee LE 

; ify Seemed mh 

. yor the; 
a be 

They ass 

, mapped ‘on <i ay ‘Sprink- 

nil e of imap aera s will jguaiepate 
a “i z 2; ee ty. 

Y « . 

9 is - 
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PatmeRworms. -About half an inch ni leneth, with many 
legs, and very nimble. They give to appletrees the same 
appearance that the Cankerworm does. Mr. Dean Says, 
that great numbers of them ‘appeared, in the year 1791, in 
Cumberland, Massachusetts, and ate off all the leaves of 

_the trees, except the membraneous parts; but that next 
year they disappeared. They let themselves down from * 
the trees by threads, similar to the Spider. No remedy 
known. 
TimBerworms. The smaller kind merely eat into the 

sap of wood, and turn it into powder-post, as it is commonly 
called. Felling timber about the middle of Winter, the 
time it has least sap in it, will obviate this difficulty. | 

The*large Boringworm takes its residence chiefly in pine # 
timber. They are hatched in the cavities of the bark; and 
being small, when they enter the wood, heat er as 
they procecg ia their bori 8 eh be hear ny a ae idera- 

Iso” “ma. 5 ‘Mention of formidable 
3 3 yeu r 1770, overran the 

iddle of July, They 
aving only the 

arent Boo 

county of Coenen d, ab “™: 
striped the vegetables of their e 
stems ; were extremely yoracio 3-mo pa 
and-all in the same direction; cra ed over houses, 
less they found an entrance. Other parts of the ‘Ea 
States have since experienced their ravages. : 
The best. raha found against ther was, to stop Nicks 

course by trenc aving their sides leaning over, ont 
of which > mney c int climb, | ay they 
them. fii 

HEssran-FLY ‘™ PRiswn ti 
Remedy : Tenge the seed-wheat fifteen Seconds 
in boiling- -hot water; cool it sudd it, with ‘lime or 
gypsum sprinkled upon it) and so mediately. This 
process will assist its growth, in adc ‘its 12 
nits of the fly, which, by a good gla $, are said to be dis- 
cernible near the "sprouts of the grains ‘are infected. — 
This remedy stands well attested by Several 
and is believed to be effectual. _ ei 

had? ge into 

J ‘ravagestin. Wheat. 

duration. will probably be” found to be t ry. Though 
we have. given it a German appellat on, it is very doubtful 

: whether it ever was known in n Germany « or any oth ef part 

Troublesome tothe roots of Hie 
nips, and Didihes Give the ground a previous manuring 
with salt, avhich it is believed will be found effectual. 

25 | e- 
ee 
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Sone weak brine applied to the ‘Toots of the plants, just 
after a rain, is also recommended. It should not be toe 
strong, lest it injure the growth of the plants. 

YELLow-stripeED Buc. Formidable to the young plants 
of cucumber, &c. In addition to what has already been 
said, of the remedies for keeping off these intruders, we 

Id recommend sprinkling the plants with a little sul- 
phur, or Scotch snuff, which it is believed will be found 
equally efficacious. 
We have understood, alsoMhat sprinkling the plants with 

eypsum has been found to. answer an excelent purpose, as 
well for keeping off the in$ect.as for manuring the growing 
plants. . 

Turnir-Fty. This insect eats the seed-leaves “of the 
young turnip- plants, and thus destroys them. One remedy 
is, to SOW the ground with a mixture of old and new seed, 
and, as these will come up at different. times, a part of the 
one or other will stand a-better chance of escaping. 
ca suitable proportion of tobacco-seed with the 

crop will, no doubt, answer every purpose, for keeping off 
this insect. But, as common salt is found to be an excelent 
nianure for this crop, we, would ‘recommend about three or 
four bushels of this article, made fine, with as many pounds 
of wee perhaps: one or two of Scotch snuff, well 
mixe o be. sown. on. ‘the ground, just as the 
een aon es ups and this, we venture to say, will be 
found effectual in keeping off these. insects. 
A flock of ducks,,Jet into” the turnipfield, is also. very 

good, .as’they will baer the insects, guthost injuring the 
lants. fees 
Rolling the ground, ell it is smooth, is also ben eficial, 

in protecting the crop, as this serves “s close up hid- 
ing- Places of the inse # 

It: should be remem! 
are cultivated ex 

\ 

ered, however, ‘that, where turnips 
ively, the crop is ‘much less liable to 

injury, from these ts, than where. only small pieces are 
sown. In the former case, the insects, being the same in 
number, have a wide extent,to feed upon; and. therefore do 
not feed so closely. In the latter, their _ pasture béing but 
small, they eat ma before them. 

alin 38023 “FLEA. Very destructive to young -cabbage- 
ie seed-leaf Remedy: Sow some onion 

: ec $ with the seeds of the plant; or, sprinkle PY 

a -- 
7 ) snuff on the rowing plants. hain 
spr inkled over them is also good. 

gE, These infest cabbages, particularly; ‘but are de- 
stroyed by the frosts. They are easily extirpated ee a 
particularly that of tobacco. % - 

&? 

cd 
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Weavet. A little black bug, very destructive to wheat 
either in barns or graneries. On thrusting your hand int 
a bin of wheat infested with them, considerable warmth will 
be felt; but, as they are usually collected together, every 
part of the heap or bin should be”examined. ‘€ 

There are various ways of keeping wheat clear of this 
insect, after it has been threshed out and put in bins. Mr, 
L’ Hommediex found that a sprinkling of lime with wheat, 
infested with them, in his bin,'soon drove them away. The 
lime can be afterwards winnowed out. 

Sulphur or snuff, put up in little papers, or bags, and 
properly distributed among the wheat, in the biny will keep © 
them out, or drive them out When they have got posses- 
sion.” » we 
A plant of henbane has the same effect; and so has the 

leaves and wood of the lombardy poplar. A bin made of 

boards of this wood will never have a Weavel ini | 
Take wet linen clothsyvand lay them over a, heap or bin 

of wheat, with Weavel in it, and they will soom come out 

of the wheat, and get upon the cloths; when, by diping th 

in water again, the insects are readily destroyed. % — 

They may also be sifted out of wheat, by a sieve which 

will let them through and aes e wheat. > 
It would seem that the readies! “way to keep them out 

Bf Ae ayy 

of mows of wheat, before threshing, wouldybe to mix little 
pieces of the lombardy poplar every. w «thre 
mow, in laying the sheaves away. Perhaps ¢ 

estructive 
young Neat-cattle become lousy, by reason of poor keeping, 
or otherwise, the Lice are to be destroyed by oiling the 
creature, or washing it with a decoction of tobacco; and 
they should have better keeping, to prevent a : 
Lice. * ql 
“And where a Sheep becomes full-of Ticks, which will 

sometimes kill the animal if not removed, they may be de- 
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gtroyed by a fumigation of tobacco- ‘smoke, as is desefibed 
under SHEEP. | 

But the easiest method is, to part the wool of the animal 
on.each side of its spine, from its head to its tail, and drop 
in some Scotch snuff along in each opening, and this will 
soon free the Sheep of its vermin. Where it requires im- 
mediate relief, however, recourse should be had to the 
ago first memtioned. | ¢ 

e PEACHTREE, for an ‘ere ctual method, practised by 
Mr Bayley, for preventing th injuries done by a Worm to 
that tree, in Virginia. 

For degeying the black Bug, that eats into the pea, gcc 
that article. ~ * & 

JAUNDICE. ris OFanbbvine OF THE GALL, and 
Vethows. ae ig | 

JERUSAL E c Heliantius Tuberosus. ) 
This is ay vey | Ants. with a large bulbous root. 
The» stalk era iderable height, It is cultivated 
by the roots, in the manner - of. pot oes. | The roots are par- 

ticularly useful for feeding Swine, ‘when boiled, “and are 
said to be very productive. One Cultivator found its pro- 
duce to be about four paneted and eighty bushels to 
acre, without manure. ‘Another raised, between sevellly 
and eighty tons from an acre. They. will Stow well in 
almost any : dry soil, ero it be poor. When cut, and 
ground in “a cidermill, they ‘make ‘good od for. Horses, 
with the addition of a little salt. ‘Mr. Legaur, ‘of Spring- 
mill, Pennsylvania, raises this ‘root from. Dutch seed, | \d. 
has had them eight and nine inches in diameter. He sa 3 
they are easily kept through Winter in the ground, nothing 
being “requisi te forthe than to dig a trench round i) to. 
gle hol yater Nie via ie ae ‘, 

goth 

ee i } 

lee 
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KILLING or BEASTS. But little need be said on this 
subject, as butchering is Baty to be learned by practice. 
But the cruel manner in which butchering is *often per- 
formed is deserving of some animadversion. The Killing 

torture them. .He who, in the act of taking the life of a 

¥ 

of b@asts for our use is lawful; but surely it is not so to " 

unoffending creature, deals: not the stroke of death wit 
mercy, must either have become callous from* inveterate 
habit, or in feeling Susie of little higher gra é than the 
animal against which his hand is’ raised. ae ae 

It is believed, howevef,' that there isa righ a 
time for killing’ ’ Neat-cattle, Swine, and Sheep. ~ The right 
time, allowing them to be- well fated, is when. ‘their meat 
shrinks the least in boiling ; and ‘thé wrong, y when it shritiies 
most. Some say the former is the case d ring ‘the increase 
of the moon; and the latter, at t ease. — 

That this planet has its effect.on the bodies of animals, 
may readily be believed, from tk e um tance of 
lunacy among Men. 

It would be well to make some accurate experiments, to 
ascertain the truth of this ‘matter, by having animals, in- 
tended for butchering, killed at different times ‘Say, at the 
fulh of the moon, at its change, during its increase, and its 
decrease; and then, by boiling a given number of pounds 
of the same parts _ of “each together, and. wei hing each 
separately after boiling a given time, the result would be 
tolerably y cone sive, as to the .right time of killing. The 
Gi as he: eee if f. the first Was not con- 

a a a 

a : eer a 

* : Dk, * be y 

LAMPAS. An excrescence ‘in her “gat of a 
mouth, which lee him from feeding. © ou 
are most liable *to “it. The ‘usual cure’ is, applying a hot 
iron to the swollen part, Mr, Gibson says that’care must 

oh ‘ 
/ 

+8 * 

eo 
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be taken, not to penetrate so deep as to scale the bona 
lies under the upper bars of the mouth, as this would be 
very injurious to the animal. 

Mr. Peters, of Pennsylvania, after remarking that lampas 
is caused by fever in the Horse, and that the swelling 
should be allayed by reducing the fever, says that he never 

ld suffer a Horse to be burned in the mouth, as he had 
ridin them tobe ruined by repetitions of this operation. 
Pk aie a mess or two of hard Indian corn, he says, 
banishes nig swelling. Sie 

LAY ERS. Trees and shrubs that yield no seed in this 
climate, and which cannot be propagated by slips opgcut- 

Hinss may nevertheless be propagated by layers. T he"man- 
er of doing it is as follows: ‘Take shoots of the last year’s 

growth, bend them to the earth, and burry them half a foot 
deep in a good mellow soil; fasten them with hooks to 

3 their, rising, and bend the tops so as to bring them 
face. A slit upwardsyshould be made in that 

the twig which lies deepest, or a wire drawn tightly 
round it there, t to-prevent thejsap from mounting too fast. 
Létethe ground .be covered eep it moist, and let it be 
watered if necessary. When. the twigs have struck root, 
they ate be a in. the pre: and transplanted into the 
nursery., > ols pda’ 
The tit for la ng ‘evergreens is July or August, and 

October: for deciduous trees. Many herbaceous plants may 
also be propagated in this way. a 

( 

2) 

od 

LICE. See INSECTS. 

LIM See Eantus. es 

* LOAM" See Eanris, ) | ll 
LOCUST ( Robina!) This is a very valuable tree for 

cultivation, as it will grow well on any poor barren sand! ill, 
and indeed in every kind of dry soil, where the climat ie 
not too cold. A sandy loam or gravelly loam is best suited 

# for it. It will cause. ‘gtass to grow on the poorest soil; so 
that ‘ground planted: with these)trees answers the double 
purpose’ of forest and_ pasture. The trees will acquire a 
very considerable size in fifteen years, and in, about twenty- 
five years are fw! gr own. | 

' The timber is ex elent for the trunnions ee knees of 
vessels, for cogs for ‘mills, and for many other, purposes, 
where hardness and durability are required. For posts for 
fences, it will last fifty or sixty years, and. for firewood. it,is 
also excelent. On the whole, considering all the good 
¢ ai 

_ 
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qualities of the locust, it may be accounted the most profit: 
le which the Farmer can cultivate. 
See Forests, for an easy method of cultivating this 

tree. 
It is said that immersing the seeds of this tree for half a 

minute in boiling-hot water, and then cooling them before 
planting, will make them “pron very suddenly, and grow 
two feet high the first year. © 

« Pa 
LOMBARDY P PLARUC Poputus. J This tree acquires 

its full size in about twenty years; by which time it will 
contain half a cord of wood. It is grown at pregent merely | 
for ornament; but, when firewood becomes coessary to be 
‘planted, probably this tree may be thought rth. cultivating 
for fuel. It will not, indeed, make fuel equal in quality gay 
that of the locust; but, as it grows faster, its inferiority 
quality may perhaps be compensated by the rapidly of its 
growth. It must, however, be dried before it will be fit for 
fuel, as in its green state it will,not burn to any Be 
It is easily raised from® slips on Brine’, and, 
almost any soil. } 

In France and Italy, this ee : is. cultivated ane rtrithed up 
for beams and other timbgr for Mawr dll 3 but probably it 
will grow larger in those” countries than in oo State, as 
the climate i 4 more engin owth. 

LUCERNE)! ‘See Gnasens. é. ¥y 

4 < ' 

Ss ’ a G « Wa a , 

ie Pe bd Treg 
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” _MADDER Ne Ravin Tinctorium ee he following direc- 
‘tions for Taising this plant are copi ym ¢ The ert 

Arte? , 
Pi This plant may be propagated, either by offsets or 
seeds. Ifthe latter method is prefered, the seed should 
be of the true Turkish kind, which is called. lizari, int 
Levant. On a light thin soil, the culture cannot 
ried on to any gre eke "The. soil in which | 
delights i is arich sa loam, being r three 
more. ‘ay Gee 

‘ The. ground, i first “made smooth, is = divided into 
beds four feet wide, with alternate alleys half A ascgpice. again 
as the beds. The reason of this extraordinary breadth of 
“the alleys will’ appear presenily. In each aia ‘Is to be a 

% 
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field, &c. That part of the alley which is not occupie 
be sown with legumes. 

¢ The madder-seed is sown broadcast, in the proportion 
of from twenty-five to thirty pounds per acre, about the end 
of April. In a fortnight or three weeks, the young plants 
begin to appear;.and, from this time to the mouth of Sep- 
tember, care must be taken to keep the ground wel! water- 
ediand free from»weeds. 

©If the plants are examined)in Autumn, they. will be 
found Surrounded with small yellow offsets, at the depth of 
two inches; and early in September the earth from the 
alleys is to} de® out, and laid over the plants of oe 
to the height of two or three /feez.* With this th 

“year’s operation ceases. 
~~ The second year’s work begins in May, with giving the 
beds a. thorough ‘weeding ; and care must be taken to sup- 
ply them | with plenty of water, uring the Summer. In 

f the first crop of seed will be ripe; ‘at which time 
the plants may be.mown down, and the rocts 
v inches with earthy eecn as before out of the 

shallow channel for the convenience of irrigating the oy deeb: 

covered a . 
‘alleys. — . 

‘ The weeding shouldetake fai ve as early as possible in 
the Spring : A third eta” n@ the crop, instead of being 
left for seed, m € e times, during Summer, for 
green fod pecme’ being Temarkably fond 
of iti. ae y _ | bi 

‘Tn! Oct ctober the roots “are > taken. up, the: ‘offsets carefully 
separated, and immediately used form a new plantation ; 
and the’ roots, after being dried, are sold, either without 
further preparation, or ground to a coarse Baye Et and 
sprinkled with’an alkaline lye. ‘ 

‘ The roots loose four- fifths of their weight in aryill 
and the produce of an acre is about two thousand pounds 
weight of dry saleable madder.’ 

Madder usually sells for about thirty- -two dollars per hun- 
dred; so that the produce of an acre, as above stated, would 

*amount to six hundred and forty dollars. cy LS 
ys 

MANGEL- -WURTZEL (Beta Altissima. J \Zhere are 
varieties of this species of the beet, some of which are 
more. productive than. others. Mr. Peters. says those of 
a rosecolored ‘skin, with the interior, oe and ina ‘not 
laminated and 1 mottled, ‘li mon 
He says itfis better than the. common’ b 
and that its leaves whil ‘young are, for this biapest, fully 
equal to he. Spinage. . ; 

* Inches; we suspect it should ee, instead of feet, " 
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_ He gives a preference to thi root, having tried all others, 
pan for fating Neat-cattle, Sheep, and Store-hogs ; 
and™says that to,some Horses it is grateful and nutritive, « 
though some refuse to eat it. Be 

See Pumpxin, for a method of learning‘any Horse toa 
eat that food, which no doubt will answer eanally well for 
this. 

The leaves, he says, which bc very abundant, are supe- 
rior to any other green. herds 1 OW in common Maes both 
in quality and quantity, for. 

See Sortinc. But scfalso GuINEAGRASS, &. 
They may be frequently striped off during thé@se 

leaving. the heart-shoots, or leaflets, and the #@ots's 
this unt, grow the better. Some mow them off ; 
care not to cut too close to the roots. = a 

Me. Peters nah t is. root, with success, loamy ) 
land, with some mi: fof sand in it. The Rea’ “was 
formerly renee ~ Rich, deep, loamysoils are, 
properly adapte 3 and on such, @ae sthink, 
there can be no re profital ‘ul 
vate than any aén the 
used for soiling. 4 

Steamboiling the Toots © 
efficient for re a ek > 
stored for Winter : 
frost; though, ify y 
used for cattle, bef. 
— mum then 

abt of Tts 
sa 

* a i. | HH , Me 

é of this excel- 
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of Essex, England, 1814 »Experiment must de to 
what degree these statements will wf 2 the a of 
this root in our Country. 

Fifty tons have been raised on an acre, in England. The 
produce of one-tenth of an acre will keep a Bullock fating, 
fourteen weet, Dry fodder must accompany this green 
food. The produce of sixjacres will faten sixty Bullocks ; 
allowing each one hundred pounds’ per day; as appears in 
the statements made in this ; blication. 

!. In broad-cast, on str land, spade-irenched, ten 
inches \deep, leaving the plants after hoeing nearly fifteen 
inches apart.each way. Produce, per acre, filty tons. 

2, Vransplanted in rows, three feet apart, ‘th ants 
eighteen nches apart in each row. Produce, p Crey 
‘twenty-two tons. 

8, Dibbling the seed, in rows two feet apart, and the 
plants left twelve inches apart in each me .: ' Produce, per 
Ere,) font eeieht tons. |» 

different « sgh results “ar prove which is 
» Its great adva ges over turnips are shown 

ry way, as. well on ,account of the beet being more 
nutritiow 1g aS itsi not being s ject | to the fly, or other an- 

Ausnipreropse,, Nor’is is AN nse of cultiva- 

ho may be desir f culti ating the im proved beet= 

on strong land, the néxt.c apter will contain a parti 
ac ote J of the Pe used. ivati 

least ensive in the a ining, pd mon hone i 
end. wt 1e cultivation of tk s root stly recommended. 
to the attention of all Persohs Mahi Seon ands with a 
view to | foil gi should never be forgoten, that for -eight 

ice ot eee a ie. “acre, of, this 1 
n aunt six 

Erich 

ar 
a 

x ee bs Aan prefixed to the hook bes. that the ob+ 
servations were made upon crops of the root grown upon. | a farm at 
Pedfords, in the county of Essex, containing six hundred acres, be- 
longing to John feajon, Esq. and ip his own eRe ALON: 

St 
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Mie!" Heaton bought two Jean Welch Bullocks, at Harlow- 
bush fair, on the 9th of September. They cost together 
thirty-four pounds. They were pasture d on the Rowens 
till the 20th of November following, when they were tied 
up, and ted with beetroot and eat-straw till the 9th of Feb- 
ruary following; when they were sold together, in Rom- 
ford market, for the sum offfifty pounds; yielding, in 
twenty-two weeks, a profit of sixteen pounds, which is 
equal to 7s. 3d. peraweek, fonjeach Bullock 

These two Bullocks up twelve weeks. “each, in 
which time they ate,eight tons, two hundred weight of 
beetroot, the produce of ‘only one-sixth part mW acre of 
landéeultivated according to the method imended in 
the wing chapter. ff; 

The method used in the cultivation of the ahr oa Beet- 
— ropt, wen strong land, at Bedfords.,. i 5 % | 

tt may be" prog of in the first plete, to state*Wwhat*is 
meant by strong 1 elsurfacessoil is loam d, fro 
four to twelve 1 ehes 2 
with gravel. [tis"t 
Winter, evenefor 
ground; and, alth 
is always necessar 
cattle, or for cattl 
to receive the « 
would have beet 
business 1 is sowell k 

peupon it, it 
wien 
Sager 

ploug ny Because 
than the double 

nich the: seed is lon “so. 
ceil ali ai Dene, which can be de fro 
manures ie eh Ne Me ae Coe 
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The seed is deposited about an inch deep, whil 
moisture is fresh in ahe earth, a covered by drawi pa 
garden-rake along the rows. 

After this, the light roller is again passed along the 
ridges, and the work is finisRed. 
When the plants are about the size of a radish, they are 

hoed with a turnip hoe, leaving the plants in the rows about 
twelve inches apart. “If-any_ grein’ seeds fail, and there 
happen net to be an even cr the i where they are. 
too thick, are drawn out befo é ho ite takes place, and 
transplanted, to fill up the vacant pla¢es, and insure a full 

one‘ hundred, thrive and do well. - Igjtrans- 
re is necessary to prevent the point of the rgot 

rom turning upwards. 
The" weeds, whilst the nh ; er th 

always certain ;, inasmuch as "ta -nine 

, are kept hoed; 
oa no weed 

lense of hocing 7 

teh, up int the toonth of No- 
@ vember, In veather. “Eh tops’ aF cut off near the 

@ 2 play t its, when perfectly dry, are 
piled up aitka’s! vered ° W Pauteeently thick 
to preserve th irom»the frost. They kept last year till the 

shave mea much 

- €) 
~ ey 

AY ¥ 
bly be less I Vc 

‘ one es z nd es inches Tikes a a ‘a a” 
“Fnteryals. of twen u inches from one .a to peace. Bo Sa 
Depths about, twelve inches’ from a to 6.” a 

* Furrows where the manure: is piauniges 6b &: 
7 
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Form of the Ridges after sfliting and rolling. 

A A a* A 

Tops, A A A A, nine inches broad, in the middle of which 
the seed is deposited? oy . 

Situation of the nF tay BBB B. 

where the quantity of the improved beetroo n daily to 
a,Bullock is stated, it is meant that it should be given with 
out dry food. It may, however, be necessary to" say, that™ 
the same dry food must be given with the beet as is usually 
given with turnips, Mr’ Heaton last year gave. oat-straw 
only, and the, Bullocks iy ¥9 upon that food,» and were 

It. will not be supposed, by any ecto a that, 

sold to profit.” No doubt they would have begh. Tag for 
the Butcher sooner, had good hay~been given to them: But 
this fact may be relied upon, that ‘fresh: Bullocks, sari pon . 
the beetroot and oat-straw,, will, in three months: time, get 
fat enough for the Butcher. a : hi aes 

It may also be necessary to observe, ‘that ‘not! a word, here 
stated, is intended to apply ‘to such light turnip-soils as will 
bear the tram ling” of Sheep, without’ injury: to “the ‘land. 
Mr. Heaton hasimone upon his farm; and E have. not ome 
cient knowledge of the 1 hageme of yurnip-land;' of that 
desctiption, to say, whet ler prudence would warrant any 
trial ofthe beetroot,, ones. a age mate: att such Soil, to pe 
om nh on the la nd, 

here a field, selected for a crop. of beet, hdpfiene ¢ to i 
in a foul staié, the seed, had better be sown in a garden, 
and the whole field - P fanted, with the young, beet, when of 
the size of a radish. . This. will. give. time’ for ‘cleaning the 
ground; and fiting it fora crop; for, although thé beets are 
destroy of ‘weeds, it is not’ meant ‘to recommend sowing 
them on foul ground, or in any way rr pag on a slovenly 
system of | ning. 

_ Althoug ‘mantre has-been used in 1 the cultivation of this 
root, it is not absolutely necessary; and, if not in a roten 
state, it do€s mischiefa..Good crops have been’ obtained at * 
Bedfords, without ma@nurey, and without injury to thé “suc- 

bas > Beet is fed, Ae a depth aires 
caper ts 

ted.” ® 
The sie of re ltied tae the “peeecas ee recom- 

mended, is the same as that which is Used in the cultivation 

a 45 
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of turnips, in Northumberland and other parts of the North, 
with this excep Oar the rows, there “are twenty-seven 

Yinches.apart. There May be rash in the North for still 
orc heria th that space; but in Essex the effect of it, in the 
cultivation“of the beetroot, would be, that, instead of foriy- 
eight tons per acre, foriy three tons only would be obtained. 
Experience has proved, that the roots do not get to a 
larger size in rows three feet apart, than they do in rows 
two feet “apart. It may, thigrefore, fairly be presumed, 
that they Would not be larger’in rows twenty-seven inches 
apart; and, if not larger, the weight of the crop, per acre, 
must be rh the plants decrease in number as, the 
rows inc spa 
-The advantages that would arise from the dultivalioh 3 
nese roots, upon a small part of every strong-land fa 

throughout the kingdom, must be obvious. Calculations 
might be given that would astonish, and almost exceed the 
belief of ‘most Readers. Such ao however, in 

Mhonghe better 
ee them ; hoping that ‘enou -h has been said upon the 

: tention 6 ike Person interested ‘in 

(WReacy of different 
ee and the 

thy of the pane 
manures 5 . . 

meaiis cits ye the 

ances whit ‘h, 

tk ‘their r 

i led to exp nd 
either direct , : 
site Sindl by means of y 
and come to maturity, 9S 
 See“Foop of Prants! © | \' 
In the first place, dil e zit 

each ‘other. Thus,’ ilizer c “at ‘hehe 
and sand is equally ya. srtilizer of élay. “Where 
are in, gra ‘Sandighe ould be. laid on asa top-dres: 
but w ae ed ‘are Heuanet at’ should: -be well xed wi 

r the purpose of destroying its adheston.. Sand 
Wwashed @own in, and pices hol 

ob yy 

ii a 

The better these earths are mixed inthe. resp ctive soils, 
the more sensible and immediate will be their effects; but 
their principal excelence is, that they. are calculated permae 

rize it before it is “A the : 
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nently to improve the soils to which ‘they are applied. Stiff 
foams are also inthe same Way assigied by sand, and sand 
again by these; but neither in so great a degree as in the, 
former case. Generally, it may be observed, thatwall fight 
dry soils are improved by being mixed with heavy earths, 
and vice versa. A 

Sand and fine gravel will greatly fertilize the soil of bog- 

meadows, and this earthyagain is a very good manure for 
all upland soils. It is peculiarly excelent for Indian corn, 
when applied to the hills, and is very good for flax, hemp, 
and most other Summer-crops. Like gypsum, it 1 friendly 
to the growth of white-clover. When applied ‘to upland 
grasses, it should be laid on as aytop-dressin gs “Eyery kind 
Neve mud, from ponds and swamps, answefs a somewhatze 
similar purpose; though, if the mud be stiff and “clayey, if) @ 
should only be applied to a light dry soil. | he 

Theidifferent sorts of marle, found in bogswamps are also 
excelent manures for a!l upland soils: These earths are usu- 
ally found at the depth of dom. One, to three feet from the 
surface, and are either of a white, Bray, or brownish color.. 
The former is the mostvefficacious, and the latter the least 
so; their strength being in préportion to thé quantity of Car- 
bonate of lime they contain. _It is best to mix these earths | 
withthe mass of black earth, or bogdirt,.that forms the up- 
per stratum, in order to reduce their strength ; and, when 
thus mixed, a load:of even the weakest kind is more effica- 
cious than two of common*barn-dung. — pe ee oe hee 

Their operation as manuresis similar to that of the No- ay 
vascotia gypsum, having: ittle or no effect when firstiappli- 
ed/to_ wheat, and rye; but, ‘by its satter rds; covering the 
ground with a thick growth, of whhecciter, it is’ then ren- 

deped fit for producing largely of these crops. Thevsame = 
may be observed. of tbe bogdirt. Like "this, too, these 
marles are. peculiarly excelent for, Indian scorn, and all 
Summer-grain, and a less quantity is,sufacient.. They may 

Bee 

be used as top-dressings, or otherwise. 5 ie 
The upland marles ate) good*manures for sandy, gravelly, « 

¥ % ee 4 : SRA Yat Ne Fy) a 
and, other dry soils. They are also _valuable)\in, proportion 
to the quantity,.of carbonate of lime they contain. Mr. . 
Young men ions ‘the tract of country dying between’ Holkam 
and. Houghten, in England, having been. converted into good farming-lands, which formerly were so light and poor » 
asto be kept only for Sheepwalks. This was. effected by 
diging up the! marle, which was found to lie at some depth 
underneath, and manuring the soil. with it, at. the wate of 
about one hundred loads to the acre. ye i hy 
This kind’of marle is,merely a clay, with ‘sometimes a 

mixture of fine sand ;’having a gteater or less proportion 
of carbonate of lime in it; ‘and the more’ the beiter. It is 



& 

¥ ‘ ee am 
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generally of ‘a bluish color, and like other marles is to be 
known by the effervescence it occasions .when droped gpto 
yinegar, or other stronger acid. Phe greater the-efferves- 
cenée thé better the marle.  . 

See Henry’s Chemistry, for the means of ascertaining 
how much calcareousyearth any marle coptains. 

Upland marle"should be carted out in the Fall, and 
spread as directed for*clay.. The other kinds should be 
thrown up in a dry time in the Fall, and may be carried out 
in the Winter, or other time when the’ ground is sufficiently 
firm for the purpose. ee. 

untouched about.the potasheries. 9° ~~ 4 in 

Ashes generally answer the most valuable purpose when 

quires about forty! bushels ‘for an atre:"*When applied to 

common: s@aesa feurine, stale of cauthe, seawater, sa Bepre, 
and alkaline salts. “Lo the latter, the, virtue of ashes, e a 
manure, is..principally owing.‘ Soapsuds is in part. valua- 
ble On account ofits alkaline salts;. and perhaps the net- 
tralized oil it containsadds much to itsywaluey It is usual 
to throw ‘this manure “away; bit-this is a needless waste, 
It may be taken in the wateringpot, and strewed oyer the 
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garden, where it will be of great setvice as a mantire, and 
in expeling insegts. € oath 
We shall presently ‘say sbnrethiae Ritter of ‘thisy, and’ 

other manures afforded fromthe dwellinghouse. » 
Saltpetre shoul, be dissolved in lye of wood: eho in 

which seed shouldybe soaked, ‘before mewring or) MOE. 
See» Sowinc. 

Perhaps old arine, or even comnion salt would we found 
a valuable addition, in melgns a liquor for steeping | seed 

' before sowing. 
Seawater is said to dSntaan saltpetre, solpigirs afidl ofl, be- 

side common salt ; and is thexetore preferable to, the Jatter 
article for manuring, when put ugr° Trapp sts, obother wise. 
© Mr. De@meemakes mention of a hundred hills*of potatoesy 
Which had two quarts of water applied to each, immediately 

,after planting ; and he says that the product ofthese ao 
“one-half more than the same number of adjoining hills pro- 
duced. ~ Most probably, a cues tO, each hill@w want hee 
been better. i a 

He mentions also a piece of flax,of which one ade Was’ 
short and’ yellow; but, on its being sprinkled. with this swa- 
ter, it,equaled the rest of the piece in about, ten days,hapd 
eventually was thé best.” 4a 

These two experiments were made on Sit soils, but he 
says he found sandy grounds equal erorenod MY, ibis 
(manure. 

This water might, pe: carried from® the. ‘sea some iigfitce, 
on the land, to advantage, im the following mabner? ‘Take 
a one-horse cart, and suspend a tight box, rightly Shaped, 
under the axletree; ‘the! box having a ive, in) the. einer 
side; drive the cart into-the water, and > Ope 
and: lets that fluid into the box; and, _when. the cart 8 Gri 
en Out, the valye;closes.and holds the water. ° i 
When the cart is driven out to the graund on which the 

water is'to be »spread, this’ operation may be perforried in 
the manner, we shail next describe JA tube i is to be provid- 
ed, sayy twelve feet in‘lengthy with small holes bored into’ 
i, aé the ‘distance of six’ inches. apart, and fhe -ends-of thie 
tube “vies meh this to, the unten side 0) Bathe Poe Cross- 

Ong. out, ‘of the balk into’ the kids Or ‘an ‘aperture for 
arpose5°and as” the*cart moves: along the watérFunsy 

out. of | each'of the smali! ‘holes in the tube, and, thas: Sprit” 
kles over a piece of ground of twelve: ee wide, till: the 

eis exhausted... 8 
ith the next load, begin Where the Water ceased runing 

aa aps thus continue the watered strip actoss the ficid. 
a7 

*% 

aay 

wh 

% 
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+ Then aie ‘they’ af of twelve feet wife, ‘adjoining that 
already ig and, us grote, j vthe whole has been 

we’ goneovers ear “ 
, Bil way one Man bona carry otit, say, forty Cartloads 

a day, a he distance of ‘half a mile, or balt that number, if 
a mile; as but little*simeyneed be spent, either in loading 
or i pot 7 aa ten loads, of a | red gallons ‘each; 
would probably sufi@ient for am acre at any one time.” ¢ 

Bi is is not all that maybe done with seawater: It 
maybe « os any distance int couftry, in aqueducts for ® * 
the purps ae “with the aid of wind-machinery. Say, for in- 

> stance,, t it can oo roye on ascending lands, to the 
height - ie ait one wheel and crank turned 
by a win hen" raised that height, and emptied into a” 
Cister ior the purpose, it may, in the same way, be drove 

ait 7 height of another hundred feet, by another wheel 
‘and. crank’ turned as before; and so offto any given height” 

1 "So that the? highest cultivable ‘lands, those 
from thge seay mayyin this way, and with the 

sefore described, be manured with seawater. 
| sprinkling of the water over the land may be done 
yall expense, as we have just shown. The principal 

sfare.is the equeducts for carrying the water. 
of wood, would probably’ cost a thousand 

ding 4ll other ‘necessary apparatus. 
‘would: serve for two square miles of 

) ming a oe a, yibeing constantly 
Ww pably last a century. 

short of ten cents per 

ty aad vuse an alte water’ ‘oy ‘manure, a pres 
% savil wld be ir de'in the use of salt, for cattle, and in 
oe other ways in whic rig ne 0 pat,’ a 

P Pap stinite for that ae $ ss 
“driving: ; hi hatiaetinlct is by a . ° . TH@@method § Ip 

| plunger, apd ty i iy aqueduct to keep 
» theywater unger is drawn back by 

ind while this is, 

ag che’ » feeall ‘suppl 
Somvn valves” sh and shut 

“ 
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wide and extensiye!bodies of afresh water forming the Albe- 
marle and Pamliéo sou” lie between the sea and MHOSt of. 
the main land of ph: “ea 

But there is ofour coast! and the contiguous 
islands, which off many millions of, acres to be benefited 
by this’ method-of?tanuring lands. ™ ah 
The stale of, catt € is in part valuable, “on account of its 

| » containing, more or less*of common salt, and’ perhaps in 
* part from its tendency*to pr@duce miasma, septon, of azote, 
some or all of which assist the growth of Pap The older 
the stale the better it is, as,a manure. 

Under Soiine, one methddyof! saying it, is mentioned, 
“and anothes Wali be spoken of before’ Wwe clos€ this article. 

eUrine from the domicil is still more valuable, as possess® 
ing the properties of that of cattle, but in a highegdesree, 

and Shouldwalways be saved in the manner we shall presents 
ly mefition.. Ii has a powerful effe€t, when ag over, L 

“grass-grounds. 
Common salt is consideréan ‘moore, eMicacious, when, pine." 1. 

in compé68ts, than when applied in its crude state/topthe * 
soil. #Mr. Eliot makes mention of five bushels of thisianae . 
nure Being sown,yin its crude state, on an acre;of flax, afd’ 
that it had @ surprising! effect. We have ‘seen this crop 
very much assisted, with the appligation 4 only ee ae 

Wof it.to the acre. 
5» An intelligent Farmer once pes yt to us, that luring” 

weates of Planters of 

i, 
> 

our@Revolutionary War, when this article was so dear ‘that, 
he could not afford io give it to | isfcattle, his. barn- dung 
seemed to be of but little service to his lands; but. pat ihe 
found the case much 2 when he ¢ ih LOa 
deal out a sufficiency of, it to. his stock. 7= — 
We will also‘ bere cinta small pamphlet we Sawain” 

Maryland, some year 
€_interior, of that. State, desgribing 

> + 

ince, which. was. mostiy the certifi-\, vt 

the surprising effects produced on, Jands. there, by sowing,a” 
mixture of salt and fine mould: apa them ; particularly 
when applied to crops of wheat and, Aaxs itt! 

Ge. ands) were suchas ree ae me. ‘much , “exhausted, 
by constanti¢ ops of tobacco, and Indian. corns. ‘and: on which ” 
few cattl eS hae be ever been raised; af course ‘little or:no salt 
had ever t een given them, since they were cleared. 
“9Wemeniion these Matters, as. inducing our. -belief that. 

some of this ingredient, is. highly essential to the product. 
iveness of soils; and that, where they, are long destitute of 
it, a little. may have a powerful. a ae sepony eeneme as a 

nu re. " 
ould: we’ "Gonfine this’ observ ‘ ion sto C0, mor mic 

‘4 alone: e believe it may be applied to ali the salts which 
operate’ as Manures. If too much common salt be, how- 

ae *% 

‘fp 

S 
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ever, given to lands at once, it will jprove: injurious, for a 
while at least; and pePhaps. the sg “holds: equally,true, in 

“yegard: topthe other salts. 
We have sc@n.a laté: newspaper oh which very 

highly recommended common salt, as a Manure for turnips. 
Mr. Dedne; howeyer, ‘Says he once made trials of ‘it, Mpon 
this Crop, ,upon onions, and on carrots; and that the latter . 
crop only was benefited. by the application. 

Perhaps ‘he either applied f60 much to the two former ’ 
‘crops, or, the soil ought not have required any addition of 
this ingredient} as we have seen a littlefof it used very 
successfully, as a mapure et onions. 

Whether cOmmon?Salt™m@ay be, pte ap plied, as a” 
thanure, must depend on its. price, Its effects on the growth 
of «liff@ént piants, and in different soils, and situations; ase 
itis supposed not to be so powerful ingits effeets on Jands % 
near . thes eouean, nor, perhaps, on some soils, as it ison 
Rea 

7But. little, attention has been: paid, in this:Country, to the 
‘operailo on of dime, as a manure; though, in some thstances, 
‘ we Wave heard of its beigg very’Stccessfully applied. @ 

“Under Eanrns; something hag been. said in regard to 
lime, aga primitive earth, and iis one *ofthose which 
aT eaeSsi tially” Heo asARY, as: a component part, in forming a 

_darably” ertile soil, 
Lime is of singular use, in in destroying the adhesive qual- 

ity Of stiff clays; and ‘it is‘onsoils of this descriptionsiand 
on cold loams, that, it has béen. “considered, in Greatbritain, 
as most efficacious. ‘On such soils, the British’ Farmers 

Ppt apply. eh two hundred and forty bushels to the 
ing hich 1s. considered a: full »manyring ; the effects of 

ie Which are usually. rannd tag for ¢igh a and twelve of the 

ay 

emgecceding crops... s, 
Tf dime be applied’ to the debit hd Ayier lands of that: 

“Country, not much more than paalt of that. allowance: is 
given at once. 4 es 

An pinion was. eld. by Mr, Livingston, that. lime is 
most suitable’ to lands in-d cool - moist climate, such as, that 
of Greatbritain ; and’ WV tT “Brownel, considers. its Ss an impro- 
per manure-for lands containing much vegetab earth; “but 
perhaps experience may show,’ that both of hese PP 

{measure erroneous. a 
“reduce peat.and turf, to a mere vege ) 
_ believe it never proceeds so farin the work 

of decomposition; ‘as)to. destroy vegetable mattery or lessen 
tsyquanuty: wheFeus, abounds. 
Tt, would. be. desi able. that accurate: trials. of ime were 

made, in orders to. aseertain. its value. in our. soils, and 
whether it should be held in.as high estimation here, ae 

a ie “ 

w 
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in Greatbritaif, ae sg use, as a manure, is very eXe 
tensive. 2 
We will here cive we Mihfetences of,an experienced prac- 

tical. Farmer of that, Country, from various trials @f lime on 
clays, on, loams, rd on: sandy loams* on a close retentive 

bottom,, re 
1. That lime operates equally well, ‘whether applied 

when fresh,slaked,, or when it has been some time*slaked, 
provided» the condition of the ground: be such as to’render 
a calcareous application beneficial. 

2. That it isnot material, whether lime be used on 
grass-land, or on Summer-fallows but may be: applied.as 
Tay be most convenient, espetially ‘on new elean gTass- 
land. On land which has long*lain in grass, it is thought 
a to take one crop after breaking it up; and ‘then ‘to 

’ Sunifngy -fallow, and apply the dime. ~ ¢ 
hat to lime moorish, soils is hagardous, uhless dung 

be likewise bestowed; and_to repeat the application, espe- 
cially where such ‘soils havé been: severely cropedj is almost 
certain loss; and that a compost-oflime and rich catch is, 
in sugh case, the only proper substitute. 

4. That strong loamsj, jand clays* require a full dem to 
bring them ‘Tht: action; ‘as such soils,ate capable of absorb- 
Ing a great quantity of calcareous matter; and: that digk ier” | 
soils require less lime, ‘to stimulate. ‘Hem and may € Ife. 
jured by a quantity hat would eae but. moderately. | bene 
ficiakto those of a heavy natitew 9 a," 

5. That upon fresh? land; ‘or ‘that Siehich is in-a ‘proper 
state for an addition of: céleaFeous earth, time is rauch supe- 
rior to dung, asvits effects'continue for a longer time, ae. 
the crops thus grown are.of a superior igdy and arévless 
liable to be injured by drought, or by excess of moisture ; | 
and.that the stiff soils pa: 

wed, when well. eel at, anes cigs tHe StAace, alone is%@/ most 

Prema ta) 

buE Tittle more than half the allowance of the form- 
er, especia ly: where they are’ frésb, or: have not ‘been before 
liméd 5 still “judgment is requisite. in the» ‘application's But 
i itfis generally safer to exceed the oper quantity, than’ 

s below it; for that, in this | lattér ‘Case, the manure-may 
Petit althost: wholly useless while “it rarek “happens that 

meg gor less ens _be soon. alter: Sue ie 

, Dg Oke dicnes ey ae ive a Aeon texture, 

2 Se 

ticularly are so much easier work=+ 

~ the ground ° if injured ‘by“abh excess ‘of dime. ae wy . 

ihe r ery. part of 
re “this Bunty, is, that the Romade used ity as ‘a manure in 

7 . a 
oe hy 
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Italy, when they conquered Britain} sndjaré, supposed to 

have first introducedf it in that ; nd3‘dor, although the 

” Summers of ‘the latter Country” he much fhoister and 
cooler than otirs; still those mete former are nearly as 

warm, and perhaps full as,dry,pas the alesons of Summer- 
weather here. .._ : = Bh | 

.And if lime’ enables crops the Better to withstand 

droughts, which are often more sévere here than in Britain, 
this wduld seem to be an additional reason for its use, as a 

manure, in this, Country. ‘Wiis 

Lime is also of ‘sindlar use in producing a high, degree 

of fermentation, in oa which require it; and this’is 

essential to,their du IVenessyy in every untry and 

» climate. ‘ : 

by the’soil, and which are 
by ‘severe croping., But 
nefitedsby lime, * which lr 

previously, possessed 

information derive from Dr. 
e aréenabled more particularly 
fe  anacre in this Country ; and 
found es efficacious, as a ma- 

i rear Be # ted 

alens forty bushels to the 
y "aay 

as being the 
% ‘What we are ineledt i 

ed, injjithat Country, “f 
“which is much made of limestone. 

. Forty bushe S the usual allowance of 

ime of this lz nhsylvania, 

pi 

Which lim: 
Under Ear 

lime “which 

mentioned that, in Gr 
enesia in itis a 

gree of 1entati ders it of singular use In making » 

composts. | 
a 

Ps a SS 

| _— 

These are frequently mad, » in Greatbritain ¥ 

+ 
we Be 
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from mere collections of alluvial or other rich earths, 
wherever they cam be had, and mixing them with lime 
sufficient to produce théjrequisite degree of fermentation, 
which is to" be effected™by frequently stiring up the mass 
with the plough, om the shovel; and in this Stateis carted 
out, and mixed immediately with the soil. 

Composts are al§o.made in some parts of that Country, 
in which peat commonly forms about .thrée-fourths of the 
mass; the remainder being fresh barn-dung, together with 
some lime to be laid onthe top, to assist in the decomposi- 
tion of the peat, as the mass becomes, properly heated, 

The peat and the dung are first tgibe laid.down in layers, 
in Proportion, to their respective quantities, until the heap is 
made about'four feet high. Sticks are"to be run down into 
the heap, in different parts of it, to ascertain the degree of 
heat the mass has acquired ; and whenever it approaches to 
blood-heat, it must, be either, watered, or “turned over, as 
there isdanger of the whole,being consumed, particularly 
in warm weather, if the mass become too warm. 

After the heat subsides, ¥ ich it does in’ time ‘decording 
to the state of the atmosphere, and the degree of perfection 

“in proportioning the materials of the heap, it is to lie until 
about three weeks before. it is to be applied to the soil; 
when it is to’ be turned: Upside downy, outside, injWand a 
second heat comes on, which must be carefully attended to, 
as, before; and, when this subsidés, the’ ‘mass is oe ap- i 
plies to the soil. 4 
Tamas of manure thus made is folind to be as Bood, 

as th 
ence seem, however, necessary. in making this: manure to 

perfection. In Summer, it may be mada eight or ten 
weeks; In cooler weather, a le ager time IS necessary.» 
Where the peat is taken 4 

same weight of roten barn-duag Care and experi- 

Keadie 
2 

am beneath’ the surface, it — 
should be thrown up some time. before, for the purpose of @ 
drying, ahd. being lighter in transportation: “The.compost, 
while makingy should be kept as light as ssible. 

See Eartus, in regard to the descri jtion-of peat. 
That which abounds on- the sarface of some swamps, and 

uplands, is readily ecomposed by ie 5 Peblication of lime, 
and mixing aifewith this earth. «. <1) oy 
We will mention another kind, of cag in’ which lime 

is an ingredient, as recommended by the Society of Improv- 
ers in Scotland, for making use of the ridges ‘along-side 
of fStices, in ficlds which haye been long, ploughed. 
First plough the ridge deep witha cleaving furrow ; then 
cart on.a layer’of stiff clay, then a, layer of barn-dung, then 
another of clay, and on the whole a layer of lime, and ae 
the mass ater with ploughed\earth from, i4 ach mes a 

$e Ply 

tae a ( 
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it lie a while; then enter it. with a deep cleaving furrow, 
and in this way plough it to the botto then go over it 
again. with gath ring furrows, ae the 4 hole i Js thrown up 
into a high’ ridge, and in, this ion let it” again lie to 
ferment. * 

Repeat the process of cleaving downlt nd ridgin up, at 
proper intervals, till the whole mass i ll fermented; and 
then’ cart it out, and mix it with the soil, at the rate of 
about. thirty-five loads to the acre. " 

“ The ‘component parts of manure made in this way, or 
something similar, |x be ro to i soil intended 
to be manured.: 

Mr. Young, of De ware, ereatly iibroved ornout' élay- 
lands, by coiliposts, ‘In which lime, was a priffiipal ingredi- 
ent; and, while the land thus became redeemed from abso- 
fate | rility, the . soil at the same time became darker in 
color, and Tost’ that atubboth adhesiveness, so tro lesome 
Be clay-soils. |S Nn ae 

Mr. Ashford, of Peni yl yania, put ea hundred’ bushels 

of lime on nine acres; planted the ground with Indian corn; $i: 
& bo one acre unlined’ : crop of corn great, where the lime 3 

as applied.’ Next year, Summer-fallowed, and had good 
wheat’ and rye, where the land was limed. Sowed herds- 

vee ‘and’ applied gypsum to the whole; hada P| 
ado) here the land was manured with lime; | 

aes 
‘ Ehis w ly land somewhat stiff, and  odenl 

; ni hed Et juld. seem: that stiff lands are co nly 
very considerably ed < “Bygsypaun, after having” been | 
‘Manured | ‘ h as si rae 

rige ‘ rd Sy ae ughs his land for Indian corn in 
Ath, nd is never trou- 

home all: his 
troden, with 

finds: the gnags 

wet 

bled vith eith 
abit in t 

alternate layer 
-roted and fit ; 
if he were L. some earths; 

find. his heap : 
ir a agen in 

slat ted if poe groun 
ndi Wie are Toweh s assisted 
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Pigeons’ dung) whith 4S -chiefy calcareous matter, is 
found very efficacious, when powdered, and a slight quantity 
applied to lands;' while, ,at the same fime, too much will 
prove hurtful at figst, The dung of other fowls is very 
similar, though soe more and some less efficacious. | 

See Pouttry, where this kind of manure is to be made 
in the greatest quantities. 
We must also noticé human ordure, which is capable of 

being Conyemed into avery powerful. manure, after being 
mixed with suitable earths, and havingea due length of time 
to prepare it in a conipost of suitable earths, &c, It re- 
quires two. years to bring it to perfection. | 

Barilla is highly valuable, as'a Manure. Old woolen rags 
are also very good. A piece, of the size of a Man’s hand, 
will. sefve to manure a hill of potatoes, when properly ae 
ried in tHe soil beneath the growing plantss 
We will now. speak ‘of another calcareous earth bach; in 

this Country, is commonly” entitled to the highest con- 
sidéfation, as a chgap and~ valuable manure, and this is 
sypsum. 

‘One hundred parts of gypsum (says Mr. Chaptat) con- 
tain thirty of sulphuric acid, thirty-two of pure earth, and 
thirty eight of 'water.* “If it be kept ina fire of considera- 
ble intensity, in contact with powder of | ‘charcoal, ‘the acid 
is. Gade and the residue is lime” * 

sum is found in the earth io four different’ states : 
1, i e pulverulent and friable form, “which constitutes 
zy pseous earth, fossil flour,” Re. 2, ‘in Solid masses, which 
constitute plaister-stone ; Syn Atplariites 7 ps, 4, in deter- 
minate chrystals of different forms, ie. 

‘ The color of gypsum* (he =f a) Ce es ct to a great 
number of ‘Varieties, which are BG er bye quali= 
ties, réldtive to. its uses” The Sy: S ‘the. “most beautiful; 
but sometimes” ‘itis: gray, and in: this Case it i is less esteem- 
ed, and less valuable. ; The sevegs states of the ‘oxyde of 
iron, with which it. ‘abounds, ee reate eer Tess” quantities, 
constitute its rosécolored, ‘red ‘black varicties.’ 

For almost: all'soils, except. clays and. “wet ims, this is 
the cheape anure that can be” applied; and- its use in 
this Country serves greatly to. “equalize” the value of lands, 
by cauiaarine those which are Tiatural y. Poor ¢ alimost as Pko- 

' ve" as. the rich. 7 
he gypsum that abounds in” “the: “it tie of the State of 

Ney i much superior to that ol  Novascoti a5. not only 
‘being a greater stimulant o the grow of plantss 

bug aes ard *to-its being more ncer, in its dperation, 
better "eutetlaed to assist the growth of all plants, in all 
sgils and” situations, 

a Se 
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x 

It has been successfully applied’ tov'old fnéadow tat’ 02 
timothy-grass; to growing crops Of wheat; and’ on ‘Tands 
near the ocean; in all of which cases the Novascotia gyp- 
sum is usually applied with little or noJjeffect. 

In another instance, however, we have seen it inoperative 
on timothy-grass, on a dry Joam; while it had its usual ef- 
fect on the clover growing on the’ same Soil. Its effects 
are not always the same ; but most Certain when applied to 
clover, by greatly increasing that crop, and by puting the 
land in good conditiom, for almost any Other, when the 
clover-sward. is turnéd-under. 

As gypsum, when sown. on suitable grounds, always pro- 
duces a spontaneous growth of ‘ white- clover; and as this 
growth is an infallible indication of the soil being thus ren- 
dered_in good condition ‘for a crop of wheat, orrye ; where, 
therefore, cither'af these ‘Crops is to” be “raised on), fallow- 
grounds, the better way is to sow the’ gypsum early i In the 
Spring, and, as soon a8 the, growth of this clover is produc- 
ed, break up the soil, and: ‘prepare it forthe crop, by farther 
plovghings in due season;,and in this’way the product will 
commonly be double what might be expected on the same 
ground, without’ the application of this manure, 

Thus, suppose that the ground be a dry loam, or gravelly 
loam; so’ exhausted, that ten bushels to the acre, of wheat, 
‘could only be obtained by the ‘common ‘culture } let two 
bushels of gypsum, to the acre be applied, early | Bs the 
Spring, .and by the, middle of ‘June, or sooner in more South- 
erly ‘climates, the ground will be covered with a sward of 
white-clover; and. Aben; with, ihe: same culture, twenty bush- 
els to the acre niay, be, expected, , ‘and the ground will be iz 
much! better coudition, for ar hep/crop.. f 

‘ The same difference: “may’ be « "e: ected, “where. a crop of 
rye 1s to be raised, on ae suita able ooh its Ailes 

after, being suaked in nis ae is Teh Bees as a mix-. 
ture ‘of old uring, 1 Ee oon of strong soapsudsy, 
with a solution, of silipens, a ysown or Plage immedi- 
ately! "Ss 

The oe of rest Rreatment on seeds isa Indian corn, 

tion to the quai atity “use 

» buckwheat, Beas, oats, barley, and perhaps flax, will proba- 
bly be found” the. ‘greatest; ut, if the gypsum of, the State 
of Newyork: be. used, perhaps its effects may be. found more 
generally, useful, Bieta 
When potatoes are cut for planting, it is of | etalon use 

to the growth of the crop to sprinkle on gypstim,sbefore the 
cut parts have dried; and also to apply some’to the hills, 
before the seed is covered, about a table spoonful to each. 

ay 

4 
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Indian corn is also greatly benefited by a similar applica- 
tion to the hills..uet the gypsum be scattered a little in 
both cases. - 7 kd fe ' 

‘Tts effects on pumpkins, squashes, and other plants of 
that sort, is said to be gr@at; also, on cabbages, and probas 
bly. on) turnips.of different kinds, as they are all different 
sorts of Brassica. Most probably, all plants will be more or 
less assistedy in their growth, by a proper application of 
gypsum. ms is 

very Farmer and Planter ought to keep a constant sup- 
ply, of this excelent: manure, if it can be obtained at,dny 
reasonable price, and his lands beMmbore or less naturally 
sterile, or exhausted, and suitable for'its application, He 
will find thatj) with proper, management, every bushel he 
applies to,his lands will yield him double, and from that 
even tosten-fold, its value, according towhis soil, the price 
gypsum costs hin, and the-uses to which he applies it. 

Its application, together with the ‘cultivation of red-clover, 
and other suitable grasses, tO almost all the dryslands of the 
Aulantic States, lying south Of Pennsylvania, is a desidera- 
tum of the utmost importance to the Planters of that natu- 
rally fine tract of colntry ; a country not generally of a very 
strong durable soil; that has suffered much from the most 
exhausting crops, and. the worst of husbandry;. but is, 
nevertheless, susceptible of being madeéysecond to none in 
the United States, by a proper system of culture, With the 
aid of gypsum, and other suitable manures, and grasses. _ 

Geferally speaking, little, else but these are wanting to 
raise the value of the plantations ofthat) country to five, 
and, in’some instances, to ten, times the amount of the 
priges they at present command.) | ; 

Col. Zaylor, of, Virginia, trom’ various trials of sypsum, 
draws the following conclusions: That this manure should 
be mixed with theearth, by harrowing or ploughing; that 
drought may defeat its operation’on Indian corn, if the ma- 
nure be not thus Worked into the soil; and’ that its effects 
on this crop arevas great in this bi A ab n applied to 
the hills; that if increases the fertilizing effects of coarse 
barn-dung; thdt gypsum, may greatly increase a crop of 
red-clover, when sown even as late as May} that even a 
half-bushel of this manure, to aa acrey may often be found 
as efficient as a much larger quantity; that an excess of 
moisture, or of. drought, commeiily“destroys its operation ; 
that the state of the ground,, or of the atmosphere, whether 
wet, or dry, at the time of sowing this manure, ‘Is not es- 
sential; but that the state of each, afterwards, is.of particu- 
lar ComSequence ;'that: its effects are more likely to be des 
feated when sown on the ground, than! when worked into 
it; that sowing it broadcast on India *eotn, after it is up, 

we 
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may improve the crop twentyebve per cent; that, sown in 
June, it may improve English” fhe. that’ sown in August, 
and worked in, it may improv ground; and that, sown 
in November, it will most probably neither assist the crop, 
nor the land. W "s 

This, it must be remembered, is the Novaseotia ‘8yP- 
sum. | i 

Mr. Peters says the’ foregoing” very, neatly Vapress: with 
his experieace. He says he. has always derived very bene- 
ficial effects, in raising every kind of, grain, from first wet- 
ing his seed, and then rolling or drying it in i ay pun ‘be- 
fore sowing ; but that he never e iced ‘any benieht, by 
sowing this manure on any kind Of grain, ‘Ustaliy sown in 
the broadcast, except Hhpate. > - 
_He had probably never tried, it 4 7 and other ee. 

minous.crops. bees | 
He found it Gag aah Tor. 1 tot yaéec ; sH 

operate on exhausted soil, that has: becon 
vegetable o of putrescent anit als attetetate when either 
of these, or lime, is ied to such soil; then-the gypsum, 
even if it has been lying in the soil, without effect, wilt 
have its usual operation. ~ At the same time, he Says that 
Jands newly cleared, which have commonly much animal 
‘and, vegetable matter in them, are ‘not ,assisted by this 
manure. 

He. also considers it as efficient as time,’ for the purpose 
of expeling insects from the soil. 
Acids ae sy psum, produce an eftetvescendiend 

: cthom of distinguishing this manure 
pamice as; to reduce the 

mass, SvORGeaE ¢ Py ; then. put it in a 
. vessel over the, fir 5 sum ‘an_ebullition will 

take place, w. Ss su et 
We have E pow- 

esi a I a manure fa 
by greatly the s ar ty-of the fruit. 
We belie “a hai ous plant dall those which 
grow above ‘ s, derive much 
benefit 
Mr. ston,’ tha through Flanders 

he found) yrites wer aS a manure, particularly 
for grassel it te of about six bushels: Pi pi acre, 
The seed yp 
in this C 
sulphur to | method 
used to ree BEor eh pumice itis a: 
heaps, and : it. me red with burning, he fire is 
on wiabed or burn longer it becomes black, and 
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After the burning, it is asi reduced to powder; and as 
a proof of its great valu vasa manur he observes it is 
carried forty and fifty.m hi into’ the, “country, son Wack 
of Asses. . 

Mr. Livingston is "of gppanion’ ‘that the sulphuric acid in 
this, as well as in-gypsum,.is the fertilizing principle; that 
in this slow combustion this. acid is absorbed in the burnt 
earthy while the inflammable matter is dissipated; and tiat 
the union of the, alkali, and the acid forms’ salt not unlike, 

its. chémical. relz tion; to. pypsum,’ or perha s one that is 
were aauble, mo ig impregnated With, the acid. 
- ering alsot ee miereh ewecas by Dulamet, 
where this acid being: scattered .0 weeds, W the view 
of destroying them , only made't them grow wit ee 
vigor, he observes, that)p 
applied to the soil, or mixe 
in that w i 
in order. ene 
as being. already - 

’ bles, he migindle 

wih if’ od were ree 
d with woo ashes sapped 

tutuent ipart ot vex ‘ 
cous acid ac Be obtain- 

ed, ata triflin : } efting wood “into charcoal, 
and. condensing the vapor ; asi:the ¢ arcoal ‘would of ‘itself 
repay the oupenaey of the operation, P rticularly where wood: 
is cheap. 

Mr. Livingston further observes,” that ‘he has Seer, pyrites 
on his own estate; and,advises that ¢ ce nade 
: this earth. Tt.is to be laid in beds. about four feet thick, 

, while burning, should be stireg with a febem When 
ie should | Hove 

ure of lime, 
ce brverted into 
disefl. If the 
O a Coarse ‘gravel, 

con ed, pound it fine and sift, it. 
too inflammable, he advises. to 
which, bg the process f -burni 

uM 3 OF+ bath yy 

1 sof Mr,’ Mvine- 
very benéficial 

Horiot this Coun- 
2 are destitute 

ae Mapure, ane 
in its hem not on 

ust be. taken, howey 
antsylest it kill thea 

ar] ma merne for. 
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into an earthen jar, with a Tight cover thereon, and burned 
it in a ‘Poter’s kiln. 

Sulphur'is also’ found to be neat 
nure, as it is for: expclifg insects. * 

. Palverized ‘Stonecoal, says’ Mr. Milhienbeng. is_a good 
manure for most soils. ‘Four hundred pounds | are sufficient 
for an acre, Pulverized charcoal is also good; ‘and the 
same may be said of pulverized slate, limestone, and. shells 
of shellfish. The latter are also good to be ploughed in 
whole, in a‘@ry soil, ig" the purpose. of increasing its 
moisture. ©! ~~ “f } 

. Burnt-clay; ‘good for ¢ ‘ stiff soils. oe Sa wc 
, See BURNT-CLAY ‘Burweakine. 
Every patt’of animal substances may be ‘eotvertea into 

good manure. The flesh, ‘in’ deca basing, discloses abun- 
dance of azote and. miasma’s and some of the constituent 
parts of blood, are alkaline and peel oil, air, water, &e. 
all of which are ‘essentially the food of” pla for The bones, 
“a ‘powder care | od as & top-dres sing 5 ‘and even the 
shavings ‘of the ‘horns, and of ‘the hide when curried, are 

in composts, or when’ buriéd in light soils. The flesh 
should be spread over the ground, and ploughed in imme- 
diately. The blood “is best used in composts,” 

Of vegetable manures, those which are either ploughed 
dowi? for green-dressings, or are otherwise buried in the 
earth while green, are much more. efficacious than when 
dried, “especially if lofig exposed tothe weather. 

See" GREEeN-DRESSING. ne 
Such may, howéy be useful when brought into by. 

yards, and there | : ‘with’ the dung of the cattle, by 
which means heyy oe rb"much of ‘the stale and juices of 
the excrements, which ao. gy ta be lost. For this 
purpose, almost every ‘ind o : TL ig green. na 
is more or less uséfu 

h as efficacious, as a ma- 

aie 

OF’ the, conte rn-yal Wf Mone dang, is. ‘the 
worst, an Shee ich the asamanure. If 
the former hy : rig fel thay. it will be 
spoiled by its « > known by its white 
mouldy appeara should be applied to the 
soil as soon 2 ost Suitable for cold, wet, 
and 'stiff so lay be observed ‘of Sheep- 
dung, tho ya assist any soil, Cow-dung t Is 
best for li; CS es 

is. ihach injured by being . ae 
“rains; and therefore shou 
as. possible. It should be c 
jediately buried in the ‘soil, coy 
toes, in orderithat t es ds of 
ay be destroyed by the “hoi 

Every ki 
fered to lie ee 0: 
kept as niuch u 
out in the Spring, and ~ 
crop of Indian ‘Corn, oF, 

” 
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and subsequent ploughings: Or if any-part of the dung be 
retained in the barn-yard, for making composts, itishould 
be that which is under coyer; and if this be the Horse- 
dung, let it be immediately. mixed with some cooling earths 
which are fit ingredients for composts. 

‘These may be tmade of every ingredient that can be 
gathered together, that is calculated to manure the soil for 
which it ts intended. “Clay, sand, mud} lime, peat, '&c. may 
therefore be parts.’ To these may be added the'sctapings 
of the ‘back yard, turfs on which cattle havelong dunged, 
éld rubbish of buildings, earth that has been long’ covered, 
banks of rich earth that have been thrown up by the plough 
against fences, and generally all’ rich earths which can be 
spared. On the heaps ofcomposts should be thrown, all 
the soapsuds, dishwater, méatbrine, urine, water that has 
run from ‘dung, and generally all’ the filth t st is SoMagted 
in‘and about the house and jbarn., 'y, mi 

Composts re be frequently’ stired. up om. the ,bot- 
tom, in order that a due degree of fermentation may event- 
ually pervade the’ whole mass; and when in this: state of 
fermentation they should ‘be datied out; spread evenly on 
ground well prepare, ploughed in lightly, and well mixed 
by the harrowings which cover the seed that is at the same 
time to be sown. 
A heap of compost.of this kind may’ be’ made toi advan- 

tage near the dwellinghouse, for the purpoge of receiving 
fromit the additions that may be affordedithere. Or it may 
be made adjoining the Hogpen, to teceive all its contents ; 
for Hog-dung is an excelent manure for ali dry Soils. Such 
a stock would be found of Signal use, - a manure for the 
turnip- crop. ee ot ae ae 

See. Turnips. ie, his 
These leaps of compost with, bevthe t 

keep then in a’ ‘proper Rocce, Ke 9) i properly 
prepared, they will be found much superior to equal quan- 
tities of raw barn:dune ; and, if proper, ins taken, very 
considerable quantities of them, may. be. ade tie year, 

An, excelent method of making a larg ‘quantity of ma- 
nure, with little trouble, is as follows =) hithe.Spring, en- 
close a piece of ground, say, ten rods. Jong: avid, two wide ; 
have the two’end fences so that they” can be speedily remov- 

“ed at pleasure to plough the ground more easily. After 
ploughing it with a cleft furrow, turn the Milch-cows and 
youn cattle upon it every night. After they. have saturated 
rhe arface, plough it with a gathering furrow; and so on 
altétn itely, at intervals, until the grougd is completely Sas 
turated with their stale and dung. “Then cart it off, and 
apply it as before directed for composts. 
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By first carting. earth and rubbish into the barn-yard, the 
same proces making manure: may be carried on theres 
but this .requi es. an additionalcarting, which greatly en- 
hances the expense. It is usually better ‘to make ‘these 
yards in suitable places, and drive the cattle into them, after 
the Cows are milked. They may be made in the field in- 
tended to-be manured. Sheep, however, should’ never be 
shut up-in this manner, as it will be found more hurtful to 
them, than the advantage gained by their manure is worth. 
Perhaps the same may. be observed of Horses. 

Let a slight shed be made in a She pasture, ‘and under 
this cart a layer of sand or other Bi The Sheep will 
resort to this for shade if it be the only one in the field. 
As they. saturate oe earth thus cartéd in, bring in more 
and spread it over th > other; as‘ this becomes also saturated, 
let more be brought in ny tantil the mass is “raised 80 high as 
to render it 1 essary to. “cart. it off to: manure: the soil, “as 
béfore directed: The same process» may be Carried on in 
the Sheep-pen, during Winter, to. nearly” ‘equal advantage. 
The earth becomes. in this way so fully saturated with the 
urine and excrements, that@it becomes very good manufe. 
The stale.and manure of Horses and ther cattle might in 
part be saved, during the warm Summer-days, in the man- 
ner above directed for Sheep. 
“The Reader .will-find the most effectual and complete 

method-of making the most of the manure, which is usually 
lost in Summer, under Soitine or CATTLE. i 

Mr. Peters say§ that*barn-dung should not be completely 
roted, before using ; but that it should be so far advanced 
in putrefattion; as to destroy the vegetative power of the 
seeds of weeds it contains ; 3, that it should be applied to the 

: fermentation, and during 2, pee of 
the setter part of the proces of r ‘ing. be Xe, gs 

There seems to. be “some diversity of opinion, on this 
point.. Some ey eo Hae dient roted; before it 

fore. roling. % ee. 
Ve beet ee ye 

most “ ered more nplbdncive by peline 
'd tova ony fideree ; and that it will’ go still far- 

1€} Ponce in a compost: But, as additional 
expense mus her of these cases, be incured, ‘this ‘in eith 
should be duly “estimated, and regulated ae of cir. 

re Thy Urs cumstances. ~~ 1) | 
For instange, if Tabor is } fith the price and ‘the produce 

of lands low, and the ands” ‘already in a high. state ‘of fertile 
ity; there may bev SS incured. in expending: ‘too’ much 
me in making the most of the contents of the® bara: 
yar 

h hay A he ie 

aw 
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in affording the greatest wae es Of, these, and 
of the land, sufficiently high » and the wages of Laborers 
moderate; there a proportionately “increased ‘expenditure, 
in manuringethe » and, will be found essentially requisite, 
for obtaining the greatest, clear profits. 7 > 
A sound) discretion is indeed. essential, in determining 

how. much may be expended, to advantage, in manuring 
lands ; buty-generally speaking, much is lost in falli ng" short 
of that point, where, by the aid of plentiful ma ing, the 
greatest, profits are to be expected. * 
See further, Srercorary, for the means of making the 

most of se =qung; * ost 
is..manure, its crude state. seitinabistte should 

ied he a good depth in the sy 3 and in this 
statershou 1jremain: there till it. Has suffici Be 
bygiving wi ny/or too near, the surface, muck its acy 

s to be lost by evaporation. ‘While the able quali- 
tics of some manures, suchas. salts ts of various kinds, are 
oa tantly sinking into the earth, the. contrary, in a great, 

But, if the case be revaniieas by the st being. deficient 

ure, seems to be.the case with barn-dung. 
Old graveyards, where the Dead lie closely intered, are’ 

always remarkable for their fertility: The | miasma produced. 
from the putrefying matter, though laid at a great depthy is 
constantly rising, and of course enriching the surfaces and 
oH , toa certain extent, would seem to be the case With 

-dung, while in a decomposing state. . 
ier Peters observes, however, ( sgtass-crops are jan 
exception to the general rule, of he ot st benefit from 
barn-dung..when. well buried; as he has always found this 
manure, like all others, mo cio ous in ~ aa of 
grasses, when used as.a top- Py 

Itywould seem that, for $0 
cacy is principally in serving.as a cove 

_ and thereby preventing the’ ese ape of 
more or less particularly) o , 
grasses. , 
We imagine will usually be 

top-dressing, for some grasses than thers : l 
most so on the drier grounds. For ‘tap-rooted era ea S, a 
think this ean should be buried in s 

. 

‘to 5 the ry 
u which “is 
Bh ot 

ing peat, a thus reducing it to ash 
we are induced to condemn the prag f ‘ inte 
where ii aes in) great eens pth “ St ine of the 

or part ae the deine i, es dy 
a 29 i | : 
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Goitbbatly spe it is believed that peat may be more 
advantage one vate sts, in the way before de- com 

| scribed; a a’ this ra, its @ffects will be greater, and 
much more permanent; as a manure. * 

Where the surface is but thinly covered with Beat; 3 ‘it 
may ¢be mostly burnt off, in a dry time, after the land is 
cleared ; and then the abhes lie on the land where they are 

= But in such, case it would eventually prove more 
fazeous to the land to rot.or decom ose the peat, with 
as before mentioned; after which ti bla kk mass re- 

maining may be mixed’ with thé earth b ia ) vas to ren 
"der it more permanently productive. — ak as 

A’ surface of peat of this description Thay; however, be § 
successfully cultivated . yearly crops of potatoes; ba 
the’ peat, by pecs ! n be oe eanity he earth: : 

» and enistadd swith 

Lae C 

vi Mi 

away, ca 
an ni ae auitable 

some suitable earth, would answer a bi er purpose; as 
» , what"seems most essentialiito the grow vth of these Toots 
» to be placed where they can most y extend, having at 

“3 the same time a due degree of air a “moisture ; and it is 
probably for this reason that they grow well under a mere 
covering of straw. 
‘Seaweed (Alga Marina) is afforded in consider 

aany, parts of our seacoast, and is valuable is 
a fhanure, particularly, for light dry soils. For clays it is 
not so good. If best to be ploughed in the soil while 
green; as, when it vas become eared it is ae id valuable ze) 
asa manure. 13 las Sa 9 ie 

It\has two é barn -dung; © ‘one in co mmony, ; 
= 

hoy vever, with other it contains no- - of ‘a % 
weeds; the off oe to ? es, light anda! more % 
co pact, and f eason rops of wheat faised, on them » i 
are but lit ew; while wheat grown on . 

ie intents of th e barn-yard, be- 
e and friable, is is found, in Great- 
iable to this disorder. 

moir to the Board of Agricu 
ing the different results of 

) e fou be pik fertile, observe: 
‘¢ In su animal or etable agri ag 

food is onl ; | | 
hausted | by 
soil is rendere 

lang "ip I 

ire in 

int aisher of crops rie 
; t possible constitution < 

‘ture, with: reg is earthy parts, its fertili 
considered as permaner ntly established. It becomes 
of attracting a large portion of vegetable nourishm 

v) 

® : ro 
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“Le with ee 

Bas a be applied, 

the atmosphere, and of producing ie 
tively little labor and expen . 

ee further, Earrus. . ag 
When manures of the common, ki 

let them be laid on pretty plentifully, and generally for that 
crop Which ‘needs them most. They sijould be applied 
evenly to. the soil. It is but too common to see dung’ scat- 
tered thickly round where the heaps were laid in carting 
out; while the gro nd farther off has little or pens but this 
is miserable. anagem i ry 

or otherwise, | ould be mixed with the \goil as 
carting out as p 
evaporation. 

Tt. should, however, be come 
overcharged. ) aw:b 

3 pee ina s a 5 Fc to, 9 overne much éven of ke 

aw 
Up: * entilu y in clays, 

where its ferme “i wiil slow as not to produce 
ae a degrees fertility n sand, however#it is 
otherwise... Composts, or veal “raw. bar -n-dung, is much 
more eiiicacioua 0 the growing plants, when laid in thg 
drills where they are planted, than when mixed general. 
with the soil; but as this requires much more labor @nd 
eqpense and as the, ground becomes hardened by..gartin ¢ 

the -manure, it is doubtiul whether h is, in general, 
gained by the practice, , P re ke r' 

: é is a % 

MAPLE (Acer.) There are ni e” sorts of this tree, 
enumerated by Botanists, in t they ost oe 
ble of which is the ‘sugar-ma Mkind only 
a shall be said. 

t fin Farmer 

barn- -dung. ciety | 

but, instead 
of this, bo hole t WC ree inc! into the tree, out 

whict al i pplaged 0 
after ee one ru ing P 

The method of making the 
need any minute description. It 
ever, if those who make this su: 
cleanliness, in regard to the..ves 

hered.. Old troughs, which 1 

t ails; which they keep’ e purpos 
‘és certainh at least more cleanly. vessels cf bg laid 

~ 

D csapis- tee 

a> 

ts" 
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up every year, me time Of using them is past, and ibe 
preserved ee 

In clearing» pasture ids whith abound sith tuphedaaple,. 
it would be well to ithavve these trees, @s they do no in- 
jury to the. pasture; but the difficulty is, that as soon as 
theygbecome more exposed to the winds théy are” blown 
down. But let all the small maples in such grounds be left, 
and in_a few years these will grow up with. sufficient 
stren#th | aot to withstand the winds, and become: van are © 
ticle of and ornamental to the farm. They may also 
be very y dug up in the woodland d transplanted 
into such pastures. i olay 

Bhis is a piece of ecor eu whieh 1 the FP: 
well to observe, if be wis! 

boring the trees, as. 
Jone to them; so that 

‘for HAlf a century, or pe 
* . The sugar of the mapl 

“h etd for graining the sugar of Fl Bet, or it may be 
‘ e in the vessel in which the sap is boiled, if it be not » 

large for the purpose. _ S 

, me See Bezr. * 
.The trees may be raised from enti or ers he 

seeds. = 4 
: a wy 

MARES. Th 

here to be notice 

: es shou 
seats old. 
ae Colts i them “ 

size, well made, strong, and emcees oa ‘prom. ° 
, inent eyest) If the Mare ha y defects, she should not be 

put toa Ho vir » About the Ist of June is 
| | the Horse, and every ninth 

ses to take him. 

month, or 
taken me 
foal, the; 

ng. » The smell of a : 
lose her Foal. 



MARLE. See: Maxvnes. 
* 

tdgving of for a hundred-acre farn 
‘andsaving of expense, im gather or 

res of fine s ootlf’ me se ad 
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should also give plenty of milk, in’ jal thatthe Colts have 
a good first Summer’s growth. A’ further and, very) essen- 
tial requisite is, that they foul sure in/being got with 
Foal every yeaty in order that the Owner may not be disap- 
pointed in his expectations of profit. , 

Goéd brééding Mares are profitable ;#but those ngt pos- 
sessing the above qualities ‘had bette be kept/tor some 
other’ use. Pastures which are wet, and beat 
gtasses, are usually applied with more advantage tow 
ing breeding Mares than to any other ier pe : 

* 

but, when we speak of these in 1 eee 
grounds; which in their. natural’ state are 
production of grass. § 4 

Many #pieces of land of this descript 
thing but coarse »wild grass, might ‘be made tlie best of 
lands by hollow- draining, and manurifig with sand or other 
plop nure»’ This will ren@er them fit for the aaa 

d well ssuited forsthe production of the largest crops of 
grass.. Three tons of hay. to the acre, beside Fall- agar 
or perhaps a.second crop, may be had from such pie 
of land, after being thus improved. Sach land would: 

worth two hundréd dollars an acre; while; ee, in 
natural state it would:not be worth thirt 

 raibes should studyytheir own ime, i and.giro- 
fit, by fiting a small piece of meadow jso as to yield’them a 
sufficiency ‘of*hay. An acre, at two’ mowi igs, can be made 
to yield four tons, of hay, es hol ate tem acres would 

ie a’ sey 
ft his mea- 

five acre > % rough meadow, oug: 
induceme for the Farmer to 

Meadows may b ind Fal ut much in- 
jury; but not elodely. The after-groy m ass should 
never be too shortly eaten, bu tt should "be left to 
cover the roots during Winter? sGGod'meadows are often 
spoiled “4 close feeding in the Pall; ar Nyto this 

7 maa 

Lethe roots of 
t more 

4 
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: 

By this ba 0, all the best grasses are 
se the closest; or, being 
by the feet of the cattle s 

syee usurp their places, 

eaten ‘out, % 

and in the i time’ pi 
to the great Anju ' the ndindo 

Where a is quite wild, it should® be ‘growed 
rahe before ss has attained its full size, and in this 

may yield a tolerably good second crop; while each 
cite mowed while very green, and by adding a 

> every ton, may be converted into good fod- 
Wing wet meadows very early, the grass may 

the way before the heavy rains»which often fall in 
athe iti whitch re entirely of wild 
liable to be injured, by close pasturing 

¢ ‘than ny other ; the treading of 
Hipagjure “HM, and the cattle. are 

at wery~clogely gs cue 
moss in meadows, s see Moss. . 

0.) Sede Mnchight. £ from 

cid 

AY ot. MELON ( Cucstvide el 
rs) outhWard produce the: melons, and the seeds sh 

‘~ occasionally be renewed by a iiss supply fom 
Ye quarter. 

“Mr. Miller says. they should be wise years old before 
anting, oe that apse which will swim in water should 

. 
uners, and the fruit last formed » say's 

be taken off, in,order that the fi first 
nore pourtsheaay grow: larger, and are 

se she me th 
Mry Deane, sho 
formed» may. have 
rive to ereater p * 

‘The above 
(cucumus a 

menti , and boil them for an hour: 1e |i 
* cool, “barrel it; adding some ginger, cloves, and i 

a 

a oe 
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: to be struck with spin it should be ‘cut; 

“on intervale-grounds, adjoining water: \ 
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though it will answer a ae, ae ne these. Some 
yeast must be put in the it. Let it have a 
little vent, while fermenti vat con ie vent 2s soon as 
most of the fermentations 6 over. “It will be ei by 
being bottled, after, five of six months. t 

MILDEW. Mr.» Young says that Wussiabe wheat-stem 
has a particular cast of a bluish green, it is cho affected 
with, mildew. WS) ) 

r. rshal directs, that as soon as ie 

serves to prevent the effects of the mildew ; ; th 

be thus cut a mK -% 

will mal much’ on ur 
greater, | is the skin will then d-very 
grain he attained its size, though on y it 
is sufficient; it pel, mw, that nourishment’ from athe nue 
which serves to mature it. ~The green ‘stalks of the wheat 

st be snfficiently dried, tp. (ermees and wheng€arted 
in they Will be found bright an 
will make good fodder. ‘hl 

_ Mildew is probably owing to a revulsion of the sap in’ nec 
stalks of the wheat, occasioned by €ool nights, when ~ 

josphereé has become cooler than the earth, which in*that 
se forces the juices upward too fast, 

the stalKs ; as they are perhaps more 
of any other plant whatever. The knowledge _of this, how- 
ever, points to no practicable preventive o f mildew; all that 
can be done is to counteract it y aS above ditected. 

n treating, of mildew, we me 2 ood 
k of that disease. wood it Ww 
€ “covered, a 

We have seen wheat which: ¥ 
this ‘way; but still.of no vl 
tute of grains of any size orth 

This disease we call dlighr; t 
of preventing it, we shall 

entioning, that we have seen 

w v 

st . desti- 

ae 
of no means 

ry 

heavy fog in the morning. WV healishauld, never be sowed 
on-such ground. ce — 

For preyehting mildew, let whea “always b ed suffi- 
al fatal 

n grain. ‘i 
ciently early, as this disease is usually much: 
to be, late-sow 

céy also, “Sowine, for the menial making wheat and 
Stain. ripen early, 

+ 

clear-of the mildew, and ; 

b | ue thus bursts open 
split than those 



* 

Without the intermixture of cotton or silk. 

ph Ke be made into 

- rope, resembled, 

a ee comma 
i a »* 

see _ Syriaca.) Under Greens, we 
have mentioned the young ks of this plant, as an“article 
of food.” The plant 1 0 cal mh on account of 
the pod it produces,swhichscontaims a vegetable silk. " This, 
adhering to thé¥seeds, is calculated to waft Shegiey the 
winds in every direction, 

is, plant: has. been bree as'a troublesome weed, 
he northern parts of this’ State ; but perhaps 
: may be made of the pods, of: the } aves, and 

; ofthe’ plant, may be foun -much more than 
to ‘counte balatice. any*inconyenience to ‘be suffer- 

se * nf Ae eee co * ° ¥ 
out the use raprie of the pods, in 

says, he) 
"cultivated 

it, spin 
‘with or it, ‘and’ rant eturesit into ) velvetsy clot Ko ag hose, 

«Iii “also mse for wads to stuff quilts and coun 
panes; and pte purpose it is far preferable,to cotton, 
oe armotfiliid I lighter. To card it by itself, they ex- 
Pi t in bape ‘to'the steam of water; but, mixed with silk 

tton;" it does not require the intervention of the steam, 
s and spun. The velvets and’other te: 
epetable silk, which I havé seen’i 

A not exceled, the brilliancy of silks 
and,” with praia pants had received the ope elegant 
coloring. 

te) attends t Dyers 
of Mr. KA ync at , 5 Oo! \ Mg 

es.of Whe a clapines ands Dro- 

tures made of a 

the seg i 
Wee ire, 

‘Dr. Low, of Albany, hi ‘ 
juices ¢ of the asclepfis S were | fal if not superior, in many 
respe De > opium extracted from the white poppy.’ 

Phus it, pars “th is’ plant affords food, clothing, 
meditit je, and matter for coloring: Probably sits culti- 
vation may yet, newt ind a ‘matter of cons iderable im- 
portance. “J — ei ; 
We have séen the pods gathered, as S =} 

for feat . eds they 
be most | zOusly mixed with feath 2 

ae Se n . Y 

& 

= 
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MILLET (Panicum. ) The stalks and leaves offthis 
plant resemble those of Indian corn, though much, smaller. 
It grows to the height of about three and four feet. A sandy 
soil suits. it best, and it@$hould be. sown, in drills, about 
three feet apart. The plants should stad about six inches 
apart in the rows, after hoeing, It will produce ‘as large 
crops as Indian corny.and bears drought admirably well. 
A. crop of it sown thick,» and mowed green, is exeelent 
fodder. 

‘ This, grain (says Mr. Deane) is a a gbod food ion fowls 
and Swine. For theslatterst "shouldebe ground ipto nical. 
Some mix it with flour in bread; Apt it is best for pud- 
dings.’ ~ . ir, 

MOSS. (Lichen) Pcie kore: Beet kinds» of this: 
Some grows on: trees} on stoves,.on the sKingled roofsof 
houses, on. the surface of the ground; and somite of a very» 
minute seid, which ‘1s. commonly called. mould, ‘on the sur- 
face. and in the crevices @nd cavities of almost oney: sub- 
aire which is wet.or moist. 

oss is particularly injurious to the growth of trees and 
of grass.’ Its growth is encouraged on fruit-trees, where 
the soil is either too cold and wet, too sterile and dry, or 
too thickly planted. Where the soil is too, cold and wet, 
the best remedy is hollow-draining, .am@: mapuring with 
sand, Sheep-dung, and other manures suitable to, the soil. 
Wherét i is too.sterile and dry, dig away the. earth from 
about th€’roots; and supply its place with a mixture of earth 
and mud from.ponds or creeks, or some other rich earth, 
that is better calculated to- retain, moistiire. Where the 
trees stand too thick, cut part of them away, rub the moss 
off the .rest,. and ’ apply. Forsyth’s method: Ob jcading ‘down, 
if*ne eager, making ae his ae Sats 10 breagevg the. 
wood. | ‘Suilbee a 

See: FRUrt-TREES.” CY i Re ict 
Where™ moss ‘prevails “in grassipround, SaiBly. a heavy } 

sharp iron- -toothed. harrow, tots. ‘scarify the top of "the soil 
etill it is somewhat Yaw, strew some seeds of hérdserass, or 
other good grass, Over it, and give it’a good dressing»of a 
mixture Of Sheep-dung and sand, or ‘other Warm manure 
that is suitable to a cold soil. Thistis for groundssuffi- 
ciently. dry; but if the’ ou he occasioned by tao much 
wetness in thesoil, although the above method miy prove 
beneficial for a while; yet nothing short of holjow-draining 
will CAB effectual, for any codes ee 

xperime nts, says Mr. Deane, “tis found that the 
commof : eHow moss if a good manure for potatoes It 

fs ve. —° my % 
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would seem, to be best, however, when mixed with stable- 
dung, or rather laid on top Of it. It is said to be very. good 
to mix with lime-in composts, as the lime is best calculated 
to dissolve the oil it’ contains; and ‘oil is, known to be ap 
ingredient in the: food of plants.li#t is also recommended ‘to 
be mixed. in dry Sandy or gravelly soils, for the purpose 
of cpabling such to’rétain a due’ Hlegtee of moisture. 

é: MOWING. This Behe a laborious employment, it be- 
comes hecéssary for the Mower to’ husband his strength to 

«the best advantage. For this, purpose, the first Tequisite is 
to have a good sithe,/oftproper Jength,af the mowing. cround 
beynot too rough, well hung on'a light’ stiff sneads so that 
the’ sithe will’not tremble as it goes through the grass; hay- 
ing the edge of thelsithe toface,the nib which is held in 
cleft Hind ; and’ Pies it wel grovnd and well wheted. 
ne juch art is requisite: in “keeping” a sithe in the best or- 
"der, as theré,is in learviingyto mow Well. » 

The #snéads most*commonly used are a in a twisted 
shape ; but some’ use a snead whichis neatly in the shape 
ofa Half. circle,;\and the, latter are’ always ‘prefered by those 
who have begome used to them. They take’a wider swath 
with the sam€, extension of the arms; a larger’ cut, and 
therefore may be slower; require less stooping; and from, 
the position of the body which is requisite to enter the 
point of the sithé into the grass, beine’ more twisted round 
to the right, litde more ‘ is requisite than bringing the «body 
to its natural posture to carry the sithe’through, gy” 

Mowers should! always be, at their work betimes in the 
morning, so a$ fo have half their day’s work performed be- 
fore thé heat ofthe: days | and’ then they can afford them- 
selves a resting-spell during) the most, sultry hours... By 
thig-mezn, tooy the showedy tass has a longer time for'dey- 
mien the day. “ae Ball . 

here eyes efeun S or wenden are. of pe Pfectly 
smooth surfaces as they ought ‘always to be, a pains 
should nwa e taken’in mowing to cut the grass as’ close 
to the cround and: as “evenly as possible. Mr. Young re- 
marks, that grass will’ néver thrive well that is not mown * 
quite close ; ,and the loss in the crop where this is notedone 
is very Seyi one inch, at the bottom ‘weighs 
more, than several at ne a 4 a é 

‘MOWING. GROUND. awe generally’ apr ete term 
iginds: that are’ laid down to grass. ut, little is 
t be: said under this head, further. than what has 

been saideunder Grassns.and Mekpows) “This may, how- 
ever, be observed of all grasses which are not biennial that 
whigre the sround see bound it is good h usb: | dry to 

we “ . —. & , 
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tear it well with a sharp, iton;toothed barrow, after manur- 
ing, and in his way to mik the manure!/with "the soil as 
much as possible, particularly if the. strength of the manure 
be suchoas is calculated to. evaporate. by, drying and expo- 
sure to the air. 
“It may, also be farther” observed, that. ‘it,is a waste of, 

money to lay down to grass lands which are exhausted by 
severe, croping, unless. they are of such* Mature as, can be 
recruited by. gypsum, or some other similar top-dressihg. 
Generally, if la a be poor, and cannot be assisted by gyp- 
sum, theyfought. to be. recruited while, sees, the’ Mlough, 
noi, while under grass, ys 
*Ground that is® full of small stones: may be filed Wierably 

‘well for mowing, by passing a roller: over it after sowing 3 
but the betteraway. is, to gather. the stones into small heaps 
and. carry them, off, and they. will then © of no further * 
trouble in future» crops.. It is almost: ‘unnecessary to add, 
that all sipss-erounds should ‘be Jaid down aii by bex 
ing well harrowed after, sowing. / ee ee 

MUD. See Maxunes, . cs « p 

MULBERRY (Morus.) This tree is» Be worth rats. 
ng; not only.for its fruit, and great use in,feeding, Silk 
worms, but also for its timber andor fuel, as it grows very 
rapidiy, and -is” generally. well adapted to our;climate. © It 
grows well in,ajdeep dry’ soil that is moderately rich,» It 
gmay bé Man from, the.seeds, .or by REA Se slips. 

See rther, Pigp omg ang: SIL EWORMS. cog,” 
; is 24 

MULE,;, This anpallil propagated by two. distinct, species 
of the Aiguus rHorse-tribe, to wit, the Horse, commonly 
y\alled, and the Ass, is generally barren; though’ ‘some 

ances have been known of its: 
tus a healthy, ‘Hardy, and useTah; creature 5. Uibiect to 

ery few disorders mb live on the refuseof the fields, or Y Mg 

the woods and yet, with, the hardest and ‘stantiest fare,. 
abor incessantly, and seem. hardly “sensible of fatigue. 

Mules. et etic onker, than | Horses, They are obsti- 
nate, however, and require: ‘to. be. kept almost, constantly in 
USe,, as as afew days of. idleness, reper. them ay, poleaeyory. 
when again put to labor, 
‘Where they.can be kept; pretty. constantly ‘in use, “either | 

in draft; or under the .saddle, ‘ten will perform double the 
labor that a Horse is rapaple, enduring, andywith, half the 
expense it keeping. ire 
be are als Sotommodly Rariicntes, and may. be! rode 

ighiest and steepest ways in, safety, where there over the rou 
be ne fe, when mounted on a. anni ses e 

J me: os 4 
Pigs pre - 

& a oe 2 . ee ae; 

+ 

ws 
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In Spaing theyware prefered, bys the Grandees, to Horses, 
for ridings ae ta in the, More mountainous parts of that 
Country. 

In every situation, a th theig: labor is | Pensa ‘constantly 
required, they are certainly much more profitable to keep 
than Horses; andthe same may be observed, where they 
are to be used. in broken mountainous Countries. 
For, further: observations, as fat as’ they- may be applica- 

ble to, the Mule;* we ‘refer the ‘Redder to. articles che 
Foaus, be. ia 

nA) 

“MUSTARD: <G Sinope. oH "This: olan requires a aoil aig. 
ficiently, strong for durnips.’ Get the “Btound be well pre- 
pared, by .ploughings and harrowings yeariy in the Spring, 
and sow, of well:nipered seed, : vat the rate of* two quarts to 

the acre... When the plants are a few inches-bigh, thin 
them, .so- as to stand, about ten. oghen. apartycatid: gg sa 
weeds with the hoe, ™ hp 

When the lower seeds are ripe, ‘the’ ‘middle seeds green, 
and the top ofethe plants in blossom, cut them with a sickle, 
bind th€m in moderate-sized sheaves, and put these in small 
stacks for afew days. In this situation the green seed will 
soon Tipen. ‘Carry the sheaves to the barn, having a large 
eloth under, them, to prevent wasting, “on in ‘a few days 

© they willbe fit for.threshing. The grownd=for raising this plant should be previously 
well cleared of Weeds. 

The best musta rd for culture.is - Dorham ‘toustand, or Si. 
nafs; Arvense, Whe pokinae tot igenetand is profitable. 

MYRTLE & Myrica: » This.i ‘is, a: beautiful shrub; or tree, 
as the different species: orvvaricties of it, may, be ranked, ac- 
cording to the size they. grow.; ‘but the Species, #ecommend- 
ed for culiure-ate those which bear the most: berries,’ ¢ 
monly called. the candlleberry myrtle; ory Bk ih i / 
Latifolia: get Reed by yea Ag sb ae 

Jo, France; they, are. dulyinaica for the wax ford iin 
“the berries. It is extracred, by, boiling themiin water, when | 
the wax. rises‘to the, top. aes poubds of the berries afford 
one. of waxs’ Candles: made of iteburn with. a clear white 
flame, and, if burned when newly mages. afford bo. gamle 
and salubrious odour.” E: 

The wax is superior in quality to beeswax, and: applica- 
ble to-all.the purposes for which the latter is used. The 

% ‘wax of the MEF a pale- green, but, as: is.observed. by 
Mri Green, its. color may “be, deepened, .of that hue, by 
throwing: int valkali, ‘inio the ‘water in ——" berries 
,are boiled, ‘i wri. : 1 

=e : i : Me 
* M 

wy 
ie 

‘ 
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Other ingredients for coloring may be*used, for giving it 
different Colots which are pleasant, to the eye; such, forin- « 
stance, as*the juice of the pokeberry ¢ Phytolacca,) to give 
it'a color equal to the famous’ Tyrian purple; or, slighter 
infusions of the juiceyto give red of various hues. | 

Tallow might have difftrent Colors Sgn, to it, in a Simi- 
lar manner. . 

Mr. Green says ‘the gandleberry siytite i is to be ae in 
plenty, on.the shores. ‘of ahe Chaateahey and pes most of 
the streams which, flow into that’ bay.” 

He’ has also found it scattered ove the State Ms Newyork, 
growing ina wet Soils and: yey rae. Redon six fees in 
eight.’ be 

- He’ has also sen ow what. he ideas’ a ‘variety of the same * 
Species, on uplands: in™ Cotinecticut, “licen to the height, ” 
‘of twélve’ feet s*but this 4 18. Not so. UCtiVe } of fruit. . 
x 

To ‘Houisiana; a species. of ity w vith bontsd Paws on 
Ae, : as largevas the, cheng: mR! a lg mh 

; i ; hs a Me Syl Bryn Aes : at peer 4 > “h 7, 9) 
‘ Tae ae as 4 , 
Wop Sees gah © Poa Way ag i alae ge OE 

es ee wt We eae nae ee ’ 
eas) ¥ rs says “pie Sy Se 

¥ Le “is ry 54 : i 

: aks > Paty yas 
; : wise Reet 

. ue oP at ta >a be canta (SS 
t ce * ae tee 

i eS Mai stodran. P= Beri 

ha : eo es i= A 
PB SS et) 5 eae ah 

ae » 

NEAT- car oes Au tame tAaatae nice are. ‘red in 
pastures, ‘are properly: speaking) cattle; but, to distinguish 
the Cow. kind ye ae ahey ay OSes called »Neat- 
 cattley ee os 
.. Of these are: vartote. breeds, ‘which “appear AB; oe, OPI 
etre, a perhaps. climates and soils may h 
done ‘sopiething in’ producin: these varieties... ‘The most 
obvious of these is - the. Ga alloway, oF frlled: ‘breed, as they 
‘are. ‘called “in, Greatbritain, or “the cattle ‘without: horns. 
| Other. breeds in th ene: “where, perhaps, the greatest 
wanely is to be found, may be well worthy of notice. ~~ 

. ‘The original of wild race of that Country. Color in- 
valli winkes horns tiped with black ;“end’ot the ears, in- 
side and o itside,. rena Aes mhuiz2i¢s Best, fine, pond 
wal tasted." ee” 

“Phe Devonshirg breeds said to bea in’ pare descended 
<fteim the above .raée. Colorylight-red, with a light-dun ring 
“round the: eye; thin face; thin skin; hips wide; tail quite 

; Pather Smiall-boned 3: horns “tuFhing upward. The» 
ficld Bene rich mil oe / Oxen sgt, for draft, and 

ae 
or Piribornte ‘bead! ; Tide thing fics #hart; , 

jiColor red ‘and white, nearly mixed; "tender... ’ 
i: ate ape 

3 
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constitutions ; faten hing and ‘yield Jarge quantifies both 
eof milk and tallow. 

4. Lancashire breed, with straighter horns than those of 
any other; spreading widely: and extending forward; large 
and square-built;, fore-quarters @éep; milk not abundant 
but rich; the animal hardy. From: an’ intermixture of’ this 
breed with others, Mr. Bakéweil Obtained his Dishley breed, 
which are apse eatie fating «very easily, and ‘upon"the 
ni Valuable .parts. 7 though: they yield but ig milk or 
tallow,” whien compared with some others. 

Considerable pains Have’ been. taken’ to Hastotiyed Bulls ‘of 
this, jor similar breeds, into this State} ‘without any, apparent 
knowledge: of the uses, to. which'the Calves ftom such Bulls 
were to be applied. - It should have \been.understood, that 

* such. breeds are not so-well@fited for? Milch-cows asi 
fate and: in England-are, raised for that ‘purpose. ° ” 

Highland breed, ov Kyloes. Horns turned upwards: 
poke various, siete black, though: sometimes brindled or 
dup ; hair. long and Close; bodies) welll ‘Shaped; best: suited 
im cid mountainous countries ; good ee talk, and kind to 
ate ae 

; "Polled brectly, before iehGoued™ Shaped ‘like the 
Dedinelte breed, though rather Shorter; hides moderately 

thick; hardy, and faten kindly on the best parts; flesh good, 
“ands ‘well ‘mixed with fat:. Oxeti ‘good: for draft. A variety 

» of this breed of’ ‘Cows, “called the Suffolk “Duns, are-excel- 
ent for: thé dairy: These” are small, lean,’ meeeetict, and 
of a dun. colors: ©) 4° 

7. Aldernay, or 'Rehek eeeak ‘Smalls n tibneves ; smooth 
yi horns ; tender. ‘constitutions jrich: milkers ; flésh xoo0d. 

Weish breed’ Chiefly-black; ‘small, with: horiis; thick, 
and turning upward; bya ae q Vigorous, ‘and: well, cal- 
culated for Jabor, R50 ae: 
Our cattle mostly ' resemb se t ne ‘of ithe Deveaiabies: but 

evidently we have mixtures’ of various’ ‘breeds! so much so, 

- 

that no. specific characters can’ be given them. We have~ 
also the polled breed’ distinct By itself; though cone 

they are found mixed with others. ” 
Mr. Livingston observes; that, Black-cattle are uncominion 

in, France; but almost universal’ i in SouthhoHand and Bra- 
bant; that the butter made’ in. the latter Countries 18 much 
inferior to ‘that of the forier’; ‘and hence he concludes, that 
the butter of Black-cattle is, infericr to that made. from 
Cows of lighter Ch which is agreeable to” thes ‘common 
received opinion. 
“A perfect Cow (say ‘thie Compilers of tie ampere 

Grazter) ‘should have a. ‘broad *smooth fore lia lack ‘eyes; 
large . clean’ horns; thick skin; large deep. bod r;. strong 
muscular thighs ; large! white udder (yellow iS’ better) with 

* ee we * 
af 

% 
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four long elastic teats, together with every other token re- 
quisite.inga Bull,,allowing for, the ‘difference of bs They 
should also be youn®;, for, _Milch-kine are not for 
breeding, after they are twelve ; “though: they will often: ite tee 

much longer, if kept well a nd free from disea%es.” 
Heifers generally, arrive at the age of, puberty when’ they 

are eighteen months; though instances 3 have: occured where 
they bave brought forth | Calves before tha hattime. The’bet- 
ter they are kept the, $001 t theyowvall eed. If, however, 
they breed so early, they ould be- r Kept ; for; other- 

(wise, they will, be apt to, be. santars ip) eer, Subsequent 
rowth. % i ‘| oan te 
Mr. Bakewell: a ket, his” Dishly ‘Brebal of Heifers 

from the Bull.uni ath ‘ ts be “but, ‘Sir John Sinclair 
attributes to this. their often mi sing being with Calf. Ivis 
believed.to bg. best t follo ee | ae Lat them’ go to 
the Bull as soon’ je ey fee the i pee a 

_ .Breedsrof cattl eee im ly crossing 
it ‘also seems’ €s- or mixing. different, kine 

sential eva Ae d’ n between animals | on 
which are “nearly, trelated. Let see little ‘or no consan- 
ad inity: ocean the Bull and the. Cow which i is put, to bim. 

his seems. to, be agreeable to the. Jaws: “of Nature ; >and, | 
among Men,, is strikingly exemplified - An, ‘the degeneracy 
“ofthe race, Where the Peasantry of some small secluded # 
districts constantly intermarry with, ‘Relatives ; “or where the 
pride gof Families, has served, aprectnte o. Aue! ntermix- ty 
ture, with others... miki 
Bur inthe ‘best bast of all ani Is} some. ‘ Pic young 

wil always be f found, . Beg ‘than. others 5. among @ 
cat heen ii here q ta iecsion ig. to be ‘made, “pains 
ee sonstain een ia select tthe’ most” meogtiog 

B36. PE provitls are, bro ought forth in the’ 
ifs V3 al Hot Cid should be “early in’ Mie 

th late will fot'so. well endure 
the, succeeding..W Fe: ye Heifers, will usually go 
to. the third year, bef are. with Calf; ‘while ” those, 
which ar i Bate ily bring forth, A year 

—— 

a is 

ke S t oe. a rovemen ne Bens of cattle, ae 
due regard: isto be © had fs whe neat et | which athey are ii- 
‘tended. mi “a ifethé, best Milch- -COWs aré desired, select ~~ “# 

from, the, ‘breeds of, those, whit Bee known to be the best » 
fora. ‘use; that: is, admiting - Ze, to be ‘equal, those _. 

igh yield the mhost of such ee imi oa : 
One year, are, se y ‘pre ered. This oe 

nf by ote fhe hill of erent Cows *" 
Bemis igi ant, ag of : eee 
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The size of Cows isnot, so material; as,,it is found that 
‘all catthe eat nearly In proportion to” their, respective sizes, 
What would be necessary to feed ‘one of the large Lanca, ° 
shire| breed of Cows, would be nearly sufficient for two of 

“Tne Greatbri = ra 

; ee ge emer or Grazier be merely to raise, 

. rapidly, in order that the veir full size ; 

or eight years, for the’ purpose. For the ‘best’ breed 
5 0 ee ieee ae make Re eae * + ee ~¢ X< Figs Pome fig ) ‘ing“oxen, therefore, due attention should “be had" as. 

well to their possessing’ the foreSoing requisites ‘for good 
Fating-cattle, as bet iil sae aig quick- paced, © 

a re Sued yy 5 ao. “3 a ae Fe F ek 

and good tor thé’ draft. ~ =F" ee 
ThefSigns’of a good Ox, says Mr. Deaneyarey th 

smooth, short hair ; short thick head; glossy sm@eth*horns; 
largé shiagey ears$ Wwide forehead ; full | black “@Fes 5 wide 
a Sate 4 Wea cae « sey ra " Bg Be 

= Ny >. aoe 
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nostrils; ‘black lips; thick fleshy neck; large shoulders ; 
broad reins; large*belly; thick rump and thighs ;/straight 
back; long tail, well covered with hair; and short broad 
hoofs. The Hest colors are brown, dark-red, and brindled, 

Young Steers, which are intended for labor, should be 
early yoked and taught to draw; for if this be delayed fill 
they, have attained considerable growth, they are more diffi- 
cult’ to break. . They shouid be mo ately, worked at first 
with old Oxen, till they have acquir ed sufficient strength, 
and become enured-to labor. © 

If yokes be. used, let that part which rubs against. the 
breast-and neck be rubed with tallow, when worked much 
in wet weathery:to prevent soreness.» 
When an Ox is eight years old, hé shouldbe. turned off 

to faten; and, to promote his fating, let a little blood be 
taken from him. If kept longer, ge flesh will not be so 
ood. 

7 Lord Kaimes obsemvens that, among cattle, the strongest 
rules, and claims precedence | by taking the lead; that if the 
strongest Ox be not therefore first unyoked, he is apt to be 
unruly while his Fellow is leting Joose. 

Atthe age of four years, all Neat-cattle shave one circu- 
lar ring at-the root of their horns, and one additional ‘ring 
yearly thereafter... When, however, they become quite old, 
these rings become so indistinet, as no pg. 5 to be separ 
rately perceptible: 

For the Bull, the finest-looking Calf, possessing, as near- 
ly as.can be,judzed, the foregoing requisites. for a good Ox, 
should be selected, and: from the.finest of the breed which 
he isgintended to propagate; and. he should not be; suffered 
to go toa Cow. until he has attained a good growth.» Suf- 
fering young; or dwarfish;, or. ill- ‘looking Bulls to go to 
Cows, only, tends to degenerate, the breed; and, in the two 
former cases) the’ Cow, by being seryed with such,’ fre- 
quently misses having a Calf. 
Fhe Bull should have good keeping,\ so that he may be 

in prime condition when he is» put to Cows. When he is 
about eight years old, it he grows cross and mischievous, 
he should be castrated. and turned off tofaten. Bulls may 
be broke while, young, and worked, and then ghey prove 
much less refractory. 
in regard to Calves, shése which are beeueht forth early, 

gare best for raising, as they” will,endure. the first Winter 
better 5 and, if Heifers, will, "generally be with Calf a year 
sooner than those brought forth late. Phe most promising” 
Calves should be selected “for pearing, for the usesaintended, 
and the rt fated and killed. In fating sach,8Mr. Deane 
advises, th they be taken from, the Cow the next day after 
they are: calved $ and let them ied only. two teats of the 

. 3 ie 
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Cow to suck during the first week, three, duting the 
second, and all during the third and fourth; and in, this 
way, be says, they will be fater in the end, than if they had 
all at first. The teats which are not given) them should be 
previously milked. | a ree | 4 ae 

In Holland; Calves are fated in coops or pens made for 
the purpose: *These’are merely narrow boxes with bottoms 
‘of lattice work, just so.wide as to admit the Calf to lie 
down, bat hot to turnm:found, and sufficiently high to stand 

up in. They hold but one Calf at.a time, which?is kept in 
darkness, When it is to be fed, a small. hole is opened in 
front, just large enough to put its head through, which it 
readily does, being attracted by the light,,.and the pail of 
milk is then presented to it to drink: A lump.of chalk is 
also hung” up by the door for the Calf to lick at. The b 
or pen isto be kept: sweet and clean. In this Way, says 
‘ The Complete Grazier, they fateh much faster than in any 
digs ; 4 ae Be EEE Sind ; ore : 

Whether Calves are kept for tn ot for rearing, feed- 
ing them three times a day is much preferable to feeding 
them only twice; but, whether fed twice or thriceya day, 
the times of fegding should be regular, and: as nearly equi- 
distantas possible. eS ice 

~ 

“Dark coops er boxes, something similar to those above 

od ke 

> 

described, are also provided by some of those who make a — 

large towns in England, where: they are treated in a manner 
similar to that above mentioned. Fresh litter is constantly 
provided for, them to lie on, and particular’attention is paid 
to their cleanliness. . The use of the chalk is for correcting 
the acidity of their Stomachs. Pains are also there taken to 
have Calves brought forth at different times during Winter 
for fating, as the veal then commands a great price. 

They are kept five or six weeks, before they are killed ; 
and a little before killing, and also, when about four weeks 
old, they’are plentifully bled ; taking as much away as they 

_eah well bear, which is/usually about a quart at each time. 

business of fating Calves for market, in the vicinity of the 

The principal use of the bleedings is, to give a superior de- 
gree of whiteness to the veal, Keeping them in dark places 
tends to keep them quiet, so that they do not fatigite them- 
selves by too much exercise. They are fated ‘with various 
kinds of food beside milk, as that-is.in such places too valu- 
able to be much used.” The most common articles used are, 
choped turnips and : potatoes, ae ‘bran, sweet hay, &e, 
No doubt, a little flaxseed broth, mixed with hay-tea, would 
be an €xcelent addition... . © , 5, 2 ila r 

In regardto the best food for rearing of Calves, the me- 
thod pursued by Mr. Crook, as mentioned in ‘Zhe Letters 
and Papers of the Bath and: West of England Society, 

i 
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deserves to“be iWénionéa: In 1787, he. purchased three 
sacks of linseed, value 2d. 3s, aa to about nine dollars) 
which lasted him three years. Que quart of seed was boiled 
in'six quarts:of water for ten minutes, to a jelly, which was 
given the Calves three times a day, mixed with a little hay- 
tea. Thus he was> ‘enabled to rear, in 1787, seyenteen 
Calves; in 1788, twenty-three ; and in 1789, fitieen, without 
any milk’ at all: And he States, will his iealvcs throve much» 
better t those of his ‘Nei Ors: which were fed with’ 
milk. s, it seems, that less th an eighteen. cents worth 
of flaxseed, witha wifle of hay, is sufficient for one ¥,' 
Linseed oilscakes, when pulverized. and bolted 4k e) 
equally good broth, or jelly ang 

“he above-is nearly similar to the directions e Mr. ‘ifs 
of this State. He ‘dire “ts, bas after the Calf has been ted 
for ‘a fortnight upon sw ane it skim- “milk, mixed “ 
with an equal or larger ea axseed broth or jelly, 
and let it be given ‘to itm ait, Peas jelly may be 
boiled at once for’ three or | four ¢ 3 but, if the weather be 
warm, it will spoil. by souring. Fith this drink, Mr. Ciifz 
says, Calves will thrive as well as if fed on sweet- milk. 
For learning a Calf. to. drink at first, the. best method is, to 
let it suck your fin er With its nose in the: milk. ie 

. Mr. Budd, of*1 lassachusetts, directs to ‘take the, Calves 
fromthe Cows when three days old, and, feed them with 
gruel composed of one-third barley and two-third, oats, ach 
ground fine, and the mixture: ‘sifted. PS quartiof this gruel 
is to be given’ to each. Calf, ‘morning and evening. «The 
gruel is made ‘by taking one quatt.of the flour, and twelve 
of water, and boiling oe ome! half an hour, and is 
fo be given when milk-warm. © 4 
“Tne abou ten days after commencing ah feedings tie up 

_ and susp a bundle of sweet hay in the middle of the pen 
. ves are kept, which the will eat by degrees. 

A little o ur put into a trough for them to lick, ; is 
‘also of servi ‘eed: them till two months old, increasing 

.. the quantity as i, grow larger. Half a bushel of the 
es ‘mixture is sufficient for one Calf 

“communication of the aboy ethod, obtained for 
Mr. Budd the prize from the Agric ula Sonic, ol Mas- 
gachusetts. © 
* ‘When Calves are’put*into eeatre; it shduld ‘hes uch as 
‘is dry and sweet. White-clover ‘is the best for them: Red- 
‘clover or trefoil is also good. _ “Mr. L’Hommedieu recom- 

nds that there be no water an the pasture, but sufficient 
of shad Be The | effect of this is, that the Calves learn to 

n ght, 0 ‘when the dew is. ‘on, and lie by i in, ‘the day ; 
. while wet with dew, is believed to be’ most 

courishi eae will, in this way; thrive much better than 

; | il 
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those which have free access to water; for this, iti is cons 
tended by Mr. 1” Hommedieu, tends to stunt them and make 
them pot-bellied Probabiy, the”better way is, to give them 
a little nourishing drink, at. certain times, when the dews 
fail, or at mid-day, when the weather is very warm. 
When the weatier is pleasant, after being put to pasture, 

the males may be castrated and the females rrr if they 
for: facing.” 
Calves should rv kept a com- 

for ple place, and 4h lenty of good fodder and a little 
Indi an eal, or other nourishing food. Th should have 
shelter earlier than Tage eae: as they caot poll en- 
dure ine first approach, of < cold weather. » “ 

Although Calves, until a year ol Id, shou ia sic the best 
of keeping, let it not be su posed, tb that, they ee he 

uring the first y 

; x 

‘keeping.. It is. but too 
yo ng growing cattle in- 
or into w oods where 

common for Farmers to tur ) their 
to poor pastures, of. -stinted STOW! 
there is not sufficient | ( 3 by means of which 
their growth is retarded, | nd, what is sometimes worse, 
they learn to become habitually unruly, from the ‘constant 
temptation they are. under of breaker ‘into! fields where 
there ig plenty. 
In the fitedlecttling: of 1 new countriagitimantentive wood- 

lands may afford plenty. of good food for young cattle; but 
the woodlands of old settled countries: afford jbut little food, 
that is well calculated for their nourishment and growth. 
In such cases, a few cattle are sufficient to” overstock the 
woods, so as to leave th m0 little to eat, excepting what i is 
obtained to the greaty jury, “ot the young! rowel: “ 
timber. | es ale 
Growing cattle, if their pastures be not of the “best, ial’ 

nevertheless aie t enty to eat of that, — Si middling » 
good; and the same. may be observed, ae regard to their 
Winter-food;, they ‘should have. plenty of ch fodder as 
they will eat freely, and they should be Mice from 
the severity, of the weather. . When exposed: to cold rains 
in’ Winter, “they are frequently more injured, than’ when 
exposed to much colde snow-storms. From each’ of. these 
they should. be selene, as well as from the cold winds. 
in ‘short, the better and. more comfortable young cattle. are 
kept, the larger and more rapid will be their growth 5 and, 
although middling good keeping will answer, they. will do 
better with better keeping. — 

The keeping of Cows in such manner as to make them 
give the greatest’ “quantity of milk, and with” the greatest 
clear profit, is an. essential. point of econoatt ows are in” 
general very poorly, kept in this Country y ‘be iter keep- 
ing, they would afford more clear profit. Give a Cow half a 

fy at . 
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bushel of turnips, Carrots, or other good root, per day, dur-. 
ing the six Winter- months, beside her hay; andy if her 
Summer-feed be such as it Toute be, she will give’ Dearly 
double the quantity of mil “she would afford, if only a 
during Winter in the usual Ae and the milk will%b 
richer and of better quality. Mie 

The carrots, o oMetlierrocts, at ‘nineteen cents per bushel, 
amount to about eighteen ‘dollars. | \ddition of milk, aléy 
lowing i pe 54 three mets 3 for three hundred 
days, at” _ cel quart, ats to” twenty: seyen 
dollars. * P bd “He'wenenieny too, that, when+Co 
are thus: ‘iat ith Toots, they ca onsume less hay; and they 
are less. liable’ to” ‘several di me which are usually the 
a of poor ke fier. 2 eh tes eT 

potatoes should ne ) 
cons tbat should. first: be ste 
commonly lessen the quanti 
The feeding of M 

bye. MaRS PY 

r, be given to Milch- 

labor, with roots and ¢abb: ay p ipromitiehe part 
of the employment of the British Gi ie , and of Farmers 
who attend to the dairy. oy fields of turnips, f “p | 
cabbas e8, € ots; Soils raised, ae out to the cattle’ 
during the Fal il, Wioter, and early ‘Spi 2 ie. 

The Winters, “however, in our: BRAM Stites, being 
much severer than those of) Gre lain, renders the. am 
ing of cattle with roots,” ‘ pr cat 
that” Country. It is more ale 
States south of Pennsylvania. © 
be profitably done in this’ wa ry €) 
erally imagined. If the Farmer, 

; ‘the cl imate of 

Grazier, “were 
provide himself ‘with a cellar or ; ment under eround, 

ffici rge for storing away his roots, and sufficiently 

warm event their freezing, | with @ place in it also for a 

steam yr steaming the Toots, he would then find but 
‘little d dealing out this: food to his Cows, &c. 
even in’ the’ ther. Hf . n 

“In this case, however, they. must be kept’ in stalls, with 
troughs | Suitable” oy this kind of food. Nor is there any 
additional expense” ‘in this; as ) it is well ascertained, that 
this is the most’ economical method of keeping Milch. 
lg working a wa fating- ‘cattle, a ‘as’ well during’ Winter ; as 

mmer. In Winter, ’ ‘as they” ‘can be. kept warmer, and 

pelt, nue much [€ss is wasted. Bis i: 
r the: reasons why stall-feeding is also to 

be prefers “ in Summer. ! aay oh: Si Tp a dl 
* Se AeLet ea! 
For a, Heston of a Steamboiler, see that article. # 

more ‘comfortabl ‘it less fodder is requisite to keep tl em 

* 

SO xp te ak oer af 

a é ’ 

able than it ine . 

te. 
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“If Milch-cows be pastured in Summer, they should have 
the best’or first feeding of ‘each | pasture-lot, 

See Pasrure. 
See also, Re Assey as it respects those which are best for 

pastures, 
They should Hove plenty of Wale,’ and that which is good. 

It is also ‘good for them: to have plenty of shade, to which 
they can retire during the heat of the day. They should be 
kept. “quietly, not suffered- to be worried with. de 
‘having stones or clubs thrown at them, as is b tt 
mon ; nor should they be f forced to travel to far, by having 
their pastures at too great a distance; for these are all 
matters which are essential, in order to. their giving the 
greatest possible’ quantity por milk ee 

In regard to milking, apd the proper treatment of ‘the 
mitk, see Dairy, Cream, CHurn, Burter, CuEEsE, | &e. 
When Cows are kept very fat, they will not give so much 

milk. The proper. State to keep | them in, during Winter 
and ‘Summer, is that ‘in’which they are usually found, when 
fed in good pastures during the latter season. On the con- 
trary, where they are sufftred to grow poor during Winter, 
and particularly about the time of calving, their milk will 
be greatly lessened in quantity during the following season. 
If they are’ plentifully supplied with food, as nutricious as 
that of green grass, they will “usually give plenty of milk 

-uptil very near the time’ of calving. 
“Some Cows are natura ly fares, and this is said to be 
always the case where a male and female Calf are brought 
forth together ; the male in such casés is perfect, but the. 
female is ‘incapable of propugating. he 

Particular attention should be paid to Cows, in regard to 
their keeping, for some weeks before calving. They. should 
have plenty of good Hay, and other succulent food,. such as 
roots of the kinds before mentioned, or cabba' eS. with the 
decayed leaves taken off; or, if in the growing: season, they 
should” have’ plenty of good sweet pasture or other good 
green food. The day and night after a Cow has calved, 
she should be kept housed, | and her drink should be ike: ) 
warm when given to her, Let her be kept up for three or 
four nights thereafter, So as not to be exposed prematurely 
to the cold or dampness of the atmosphere ; for this tends 
greatly to weaken her. => Wey ie 

If she does not clean well after calving, Mr. Peatirects 
to give her a pail of warm water, with sorne wood-ashes in 
it. Particular attention should be paid to this; for, if the 
afier-birth be suffered to. retnain in the uterus, it will be- 
come putrescent, and ‘the smell will’ sometimes communi- 
cate an infection among other breeding Cows. They will 
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also sometimes incline to eat the afensbicths which; should 
be prevented. | 

For cleansing the Cow, the directions. Wn < The Complete 
Grazier’ are, to put about: three quarts of water over the 
fire, and, when warm, stir in as much oatmeal as will make 
a strong gruel; stir it till it boils; then stir in a quart of 
ale, or two of table-beer, and a pound of treacle} and give 
it to the beast la oe also prevent their, 
taking cold. 4 ae 
sgt gulate the ‘state of the body; give a mash of bran, 

weted witt warm ‘water. here’ the “udder is hard, it 
should be milked three or four times a day; or the’ Calf 
should be allowed to suck at pleasure ; and care. should be 
taken that it sucks all the teats ; for, when any of these are 
sore, the, Cow will sometimes prevent their sucking them. 
If the kernel of the udder is hard, the hardness may be re-’ 
moved by rubing it three or fo times aday. ~~~ 
The natural position: of the Calf in the wferus is, with 

its forefeet and head forem st; the forefeet lying. paralel 
on each side of the head, » an ‘the back uppermost. ~When 
found in any other position, it is unnat} tural, and the extrac- 
tion of the: pCa frequently, requires more than ordinary 
skill. It-r ‘may be safely ‘extracted by fixin a a hook, with a 
cord to it, in the under-jaw of the Calf, ant | gently drawing 
it away. If the flesh of the Cow be torn in ‘the operation, it 
should be carefully sewed up; and, if afterwards swollen, » 
washed with warm milk and wa iter. If the Cow disowns ¢ a 
refuses to lick the young Calf, alittle seal sprinkled Bey 
it will have the desired effect. 

' _ Sometimes, Cows, from abusive Beesnches violent exer- 
cise, or that unnatural appetite, ‘called longing, slink their 
Calves; and in such case they should be carefully treated, 
and. kept warm, and. clean, till they recover. If they exhibit 
previous s nptoms c of this, it _™may frequently be prevented, 
by bleeding them two or three times.” 

It would be a great improyement of our husbandry, if our 
Farmers and Graziers, stimulated by the example of those 
in _Greatbritain and elsewhere, would enter largely into the 
culture of roots, cabbages, &c. for feeding Milch-cows and 
fating cattle; as the business, when » well conducted, is very 
profitable. In Norfolk, and some other parts of ’Great- 
britain, great quantities , of turnips are raised, and. mostly 
used for. fating. ‘During the Fall, they are put into carts 
and scattered over the stubble of the last-harvested wheat- 

oe 

field, and care is taken to, scatter them over’ every part of 
the eypand. successively, in order that each part may have 
equa ann from the manure thus)! bestowed on the lafd. 
The tur nips’ ‘are raised with an iron instrument fixed to a 

handle; ‘on the other side of which instrument 4 are uated 

be oe iter ; 

Fa 

a’? 
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set crossways, to cut each root in four pieces, as they are 
raised., After the cattle have ate, their allowance, which 
should be no more than they can eat at once, they should 

‘have some hay given them. Part of the crop of turnips is 
also gathered, and stored away for Winter-feeding, and 
some are left in the ground for Spring-feeding. - 

Other Farmers and Graziers, again, feed their fating and 
other cattle in stalls, where cabbages and roots of different 
kind’ are fed out to them; ands this is belicvedsto be the 
most economical way. Some,of these anicicdllitocd aad 

by bei g steamboiled. | § much)more. efficacious, by being s 
For the various articles of food, for feeding and fating, 

see CARROT, Parsnip, Porator, JenusALEM ArticHoxs, 
MANGLE-wuRTZEL, BeEr, Turnip, CABBAGE, Pumpkin, a i ie ote skies 

Cua ve 4 beri ie Mii? Y k e? ta My Kae oe 

In stallfeeding, as well,.as. in soiling, great attention 
a 

_ be curried daily in the man- 
1 faten much. faster, and ty 

is obvious, that if such water be not given to cattle, they 
will not drink as much as they want, and.will, therefore, re- 

dition, which is repugnant to good 

‘keeping or easy fating. They should also have water often, 
so as not to be at any time suffering for want of it. - 

Dr. Anderson states, that he knew a Man who attained 
great opulence, by attending strictly to these matters, par- 
ticularly to the important point of having a continued supply 
of the purest water for his Milch-cows; nor would he suffer 
the animals to put a foot in it, or even let it be tainted by 
their breath. Nae rae ee aN ae ; 

In addition to the various roots there used for feeding 
and fating cattle, meal of different kinds is used to advant- 

age, either when mixed with steamed or raw choped roots, 
or with choped hay, or straw. Instead of wasting the straw, 
as is but too common here, it is all saved, and used for lit- 

tering, and for choping up with strawcuting machines, for 
the purpose of mixing with other food, and thus a great 

Loe 

saving is made of hay. vi . amg 

Ic would also be a great improvement to chopsup our _ 
cornstaiks in the same manner. The kinds of grain which 

might be used here to most advantage. for grinding up and 
mixing, as before mentioned, are probably I dian corp, rye, 

and buckwheat. Machihes are also used in Greatbritain for 
grinding different, kinds of grain by hand, with which a Man 
may @rind a bushel or more in a quarter of an hour. 

m “ satya 
sf * v, a ae 

} a] sv oe SAT OE ae 
ache ay! 3 
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Mr. Young States, that four bl six Milch-cows} and 
twenty’ Working horses were “fed a few yeats since, at 

, Pariington, in Yorkshire; for aie: five Months, with car- 
rots, whichgwere the produce’ ‘of three acres*0nly, and with 
no och food than, a little hay, “during tHartime. He adds, 
that the * milk was. excelent ih “quality and flavor; and that 
the refuse or vastegauiee a Spite ey, ‘ol other food; fat 
ed thirty Swine. | vw. - wok 
ray he hay used for f { 

the addition. “of sa. mie A, “ 'Breedon 
eich Says; that’ ounds of salt 
to-a ton” ‘of. joded ‘mouleye §°Oxen did 
better on if, than otliers avbich were edo e e best 

Dl nap 

dof, say, the “Com piles oe BOT hie Complede ied i 
erectem stalls for fating about er mga a ay oad 

great attention Te “paid to “keepi et he f 
for fating is the wash or mae eet the’ Shitle,: lean aa 
occasionally, € oped | ‘oat’ ‘or’ barley- “straw. , The hay” co) 

Wis given twice "2 ‘day, that” they” ‘May ruminate as usual; 
sand ‘they bave as much grains as they cah eat. In general, 
‘they Come ‘readily to this’ food ;. ‘though some are fout or 
five days before’ th ey beco ie fond Ore: ‘Phey are usually a 
fated in about sixteen weeks: The ‘grains are conveyed to 

-the stalls in: te carts, wade’ for the’ Peer. “and 
“turned: into, vats fited fo op their ‘reception. 2 eke ns gh Oh a ae 

’ Others, again, practise” ‘choping the shay. and ‘straw. ‘ene, 
with the © strawcuter)” and. mixing it with the grains i in the 
vats, “and: Teting the’ mass Tie, two or. three) days, in, order to 
‘give the taste of the hay. to. thei whole. ‘The: cattle, thus 
kept, afford eneat “qnantiites “of excelent manure, : Particular 
attehtion is paid tortheir littering in order thaliy Jhen done 
eating, they may lié down and)repose cof fortably; for com- 
ee and quiet repose, as well as eleapliness, 1s bs 0 ee 

sential to their, speedy” Pat UE 
re would seem, that the saccharine parts of vegetables con- 
tribute very essefitially in® fating, and, for ‘this~reason, mo- 
lasses has been successfully vused if che! Westindies for’ fats 
ing the: poor old’ wornout Oxen: that. are used. theré.” About 
half a “pint iS given them” twice a dey mused. with 
food, for this:purpose. of (gen 
A beast will éat more in a cold dey, tben-in.a warm,d 

one; and, therefore, ‘where messes’ are ‘dealt out in ‘stall- 
feedings regard ‘should i had: to this circumstance, when 
the food is such as miay clo’ Yethe cattle, and thus weaken 
their stomachs; for Wonca they are liable to fall back, 
until the tone of the stomach is; recoveréd,. "Regularity,in 
the® ‘times | of “fe eding, and that those ‘times be ‘as nearly” 

sod ’ 
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equirdistant as possible) ave ale essential points tA obe 
served. « | ene og ‘a 

The quantity of food fate: given, to fating date should 
be.ib proportion. to whe weight of seach... An Ox wall €ata 
little. less thangaidateh of 1 ight, per & of cabbages, and 
about a third of am ‘of turnips, beside @ulittie dry» 
food vo-counténaet se a abundant mois\ure Of. the roots.' ” 
For middlesized. afimals from: is bushel to. a bushel and a 
half of Brewer's, on Ke ee aw a ah some dry food, 
will be coMsumed in ad day! %A . )part<of.the ami- 

" oie dry food, «is the mal’s .welg At, with; the ies. ] 
Bout’ a 

“for every 
proper shot er day, of ‘cargots OF potat pet 
pound, of viele “oilcake,” and, another, of nae 
hundred weight of the animal,’ 1s. the att allowance, per 
day,?of- this. ti > but the quantity of the,former is tonbe 

ree ancrocsee oe faringe progresses, ke itis onee 

half more: than, at first. Se ies NR ook BS f 

At 28 in’ the. work’ ast mentioned, that every’ Woad 
of hayvand litter). a to b 
‘seven loads; ey da ; 

: win Po ting Pate oilcake, wilPimake 
hat of this is more” “ehh 

Fe, nore 4 common ‘barn-dung. It sy 
ay that Mr. Woody litteted forty-five Oxen, . 

enty y wagonloads: Of stubble, and: that 
croted. and Hermendd, was six’ 

: Oot mentioned;, of 
ix Cows. and four’) Horses, » 
ayiand had iwentyacres of” 

t dred tons-of roten aves) ge: a 
| the land.) oo. en he PA CN ala eubret Sa 

~ Lf-addition, ie cinching stub fo p-the” carpus tere 
ing, our Earmers may. quip tasgelecs: with ample quan-. 
tities ol drydeaves: every Rall; as, they may e easiysraked 

id gathered in the woods, for the purpose. Mry Diving- 
ston make -Mention.of his: having pusrll, ‘tig substitute, an 
his valuat € éssay on Sheep) * 

It may “not be, amiss: sto: ie ci in. Sapcunting our re- 
marks on feeding and fating,. that-as*the larger English 
breeds. require richer pastures for thriving ‘well, than the 
smaller, many of the best English Graziers .bave lanerly 
prefered the ‘best: ‘selections of the: dae as. Beles on UliGay 

whole most profica’ ble: ee ae a 

When’a beast is. well: ‘ted, outwardly, e is indicated iby. | 
: ~and* comely’ appearance; dts. skin ‘on the loiver- 
yi feel: kindly and mellow, asthe English Grae 

/suy; that is, sofy and) gen ae to theetouch ;/the part 
where the tail is'set on, will feel plump ‘and soit; ahd. the 
nateh-bones, asitheysare called, which lie: ‘ either Sead the 

rootols the tail will feei Iitea and well ‘eoyered., When 
also the cod of the Oxy, or the naval ¥ ne C ,_ feels thick, 

av iwite 

, 
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. bat in proportion: to: Lhe W
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round, and plump, and the hips are” Well Covered, these ave 
indications Of, their "being, well. lined With'tallow: 

As the Grazier is usuallyMess skilled’ in judging of#the 
weizht of, live - -cattle than the Butcher, Lord Kaims advises 
selling ghem by weight. Thisimay be"done in’ a manner 

milate to that commiouily practised: tor® weighing loads 
o The ae to be suspended, by: béine ‘put’in-a 

“box made’ for the par} ose, 
(fhe weighing oj cattle, he well: Sisdeely isa useful in 

offler to ascertain. hethe EM seit fatens: in prot 
the value ofthe: food. bes! ed: onit 5/4 s it may, in some 
instances, 7be” ‘best: tO dig) spose ‘of: ‘such'as * dot 
He says,‘that ‘the’ for’ “gate a are” about “half of the 

whole weight of the beast,” aan. alive, ; and’ when its belly’ i 
moderately fall; the, eas oui rhe eighteenth part; th 
taliow about the twelfth ; © rethink, is, composed | of the 

ffa i never'sell by Weight, 
he x a beast. With a know- 

ledge, terete of, these. partieulars, ‘and ‘of the ‘market- 
price of the beef tallow, skin; 8&6. the” Farther or. ‘Graaiet 

Wean, ascertain what» his: Heasts are worth,. when alive. hs 
» By vweighings fated: ‘Calves, when. alives” says. ‘thee “same 

Author, and deductinis' eight’ pounds’ from. every 
a 

the remainder’ will rats to-be ‘about the weight of
the ey ae 

quarters. % wae belie i? re Ne fi 
¥ t mikes 

“Phe’ pte ‘of | bat-cattle’ are - nabiiney “adtitea vestry 
Sew and: ‘uncommon?! eases Occur. “A- Fasindetncthi § vi- 

“peinity (Herkimer), informs” us,. that he’ ee ‘eleven head 
“during” the. last’ Winter "(1813)/by a. new,’ a d till then, un- 
known, disease. ‘When* his: cattle where. autickedl ‘with this 
disorder, it was indiéated ‘by small protuberances appeating 
tound the neck; / and, after the beasts died, 1 Some 0 “these 
were ‘opened, and were: found to be full of worm’! ‘or mag- 
gots. Probably, if: these: lumps’ or protaberane s had been 
opened’ and cleansed,’ when” niey: net appeared: the cattle 
might have been saved. 

A disorder preva’ Ss among Near ctttle, in the oehern 
parts of this State which is usually termed the Aoofail. It 
has ruined many hundred cattle in this county. It would 
seem that the icet of ‘the cattle: first’ become) diseased, ‘and 
then they ‘are frozen during the course of the Winter; after 
which they'are of no further value, except for their skins. 

There’ is probably something ih certain ‘soils, which is 
calculated to, injure, the feet of cattle in the Fall, "and thus 
render them moreiliable' to. the: frost of Winter. Tn Herki- 
mer county, those cattle which are kept on farms of moist 
rich soil have’ been ymost ' liable to’ this disorder ; and it is 
believed, thatysuch as are’ fed. ov sandy,” Sandy ‘loam,'*or 
gravelly fas nis, have seldoin suffered in this way. Probably’ 

we 
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it would be found; that»pursuing the soiling husbandry, 

feeding the, cattlewwith, plenty, of rich ‘fod, as has been be- 

fore directed, and keeping them well littered in’ warm sta- 

bles, would at once be the most profitable and effectual mes- 

thod of avoiding, this disorder. 
In the» Sppi our cattle which have been poorly kept 

through the WWibter,, are subject toa) wasting of the pith 

of the horn, Which 1s usually called the Aorn- distemper. ‘It 

is sometimes in’ one< horn only, and, Sometimes in both. 

The dat ns of. the. disease, are,, ; coldness ofthe horn, 
duliness of the eyes, sluggishne SS," Want of appetite and 2, 
disposition, to, ie, down.y When ithe: brain is affected, ?the 

_ animal gvill, sy hs. head oe exhibit indications of 

great pain. Shy ye i ae 3 fhe 

4 Go cure’ the. disease, bone oy. hole with’ a small gimblet 
in 

the dower’ side, of ‘the horn yabiout: an inch, fromthe head, 
vand the corrupted: matter in th - horh: will tun out. If this 
does not ‘complete «th ‘ see: Deane. ‘directs,,that,,the 

‘horn have a. mixture of: r , honey, myrrh, and ,aloes 

thrown: intoiit- with sete Wendehats ‘this be Tepeated, 

phe Ane. cure. be. effected, Probably. warm. water thrown 

in would ans ernjust a ‘well; ‘as the. essential point séems 
cle nse the horn of the cornu ted matter. | 

| na asec: which our. poorly-kept cattle are sub- 

is” ch aaa monet the tail-sickness,._In 

Wiese. How, and relaxed.” Whe: cure is 
off a small. piece of the 

fal a of blogg. 34 

purgatives; and in the itch, Nidgaieigemet 
“Yo stop the purgthg,! give: them half a pint of olive- bil 

sweetened with ;sugar; or a, quart-of, dle. mixed witha few 
drops of laudanum, and two ot three ounces of oil of sweet- 
‘almonds, 7 ) promote purging, giving’ them five or six 
vdrachms, of finé Batbadoes aloes, and halfa pint of brandy, 
mixed ‘with two. quarts ‘of watereruel, ina luk warm’ state. 
oP hese: are the: difections, of ¢ The Coijilete Grazier;”: “but 

‘A te 1s ‘beliewed,. that: other, ingatives: and Testringents would 
yanswer, as well.” In either: case, - ‘speedy attention to the 
beast: is’ necessary, in order to pevant an inflammation of 
the intestines, which must/prove fatal, 

| The 'scourim@ is kndwn: in Neatcutine y by, the frequent 
discharge of emaly excrement, ph of ap te Joss of flesh, 

i 
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increasing palenéss of the eyes, and géneral debility. . The 
beast should, be” immediately housed and put to dry food, 
and this, inthe early eee of the SiarApes will generally. 
effect a cure. 

Should “it, however, fail, it. is aivecied inthe work last. - 
mentioned,’ to boil a pound of mutton, suet igthyce,quarts of 
milk, till thé, former is dissolved, and. Plve it 6 the beast in. 
a lake warn State 3. OF, in obstinate cases, . bait half a pound 
of powdered chalk in: two quarts of water, till ityiggreduced 
to three pints; add four ounces of hartshorn shavings, one 
of casiay and stir the be oat “When Cold, adda 
pint of lithewater and twojdrachms of the eure ot.opium; 
keep the whole in a corked Boctle sandsc bit r me a0 3 it be- 
fore’ using, Sve one-or two. hornstu}, two, ‘or three t mesa - 
day,.as the nature of the case. may require. Sometit 
however, this disease provesincurable.” es 

Cattle sometimes become: hovenss as Ait is hired, sagt 
to eating, too much, when firstearned I into rich pastures, Oo 
swallowing potatoes, or other roots, without sufficient ch Wee 
ing, and to other P causes: “The> stomach of the. animal “be- 
comes distended wath Wind, and) it arent fou ants cannot | 
afforded the bezst must die. de ace aaa a 
“The usual remedy i is to. open-a Bc wih’ a “Sharpepoinied 

knife, with a blade “htee-or. four inches: tong, between th 
hip and .the short? Tibs, “where. ‘the swe ing rises ~ ig hes pees 
and insert a small. tube’ ‘tithe orifide,. till: ‘tbe. wind: ceases: to. 
be troublesome. - ~~ wound’ will ‘son heal again’. * 

.. Bat someiof the’ Eu elish. Grazicrs’ have adopted an im-: 
proved. method of “ohaaje ‘this ,complainrss Danis: is by . 
providing a flexible tube, witha knob atvone end; the t a) 
with the knob-ebd foremost, is, rap down thé throat of the 
beast into its stomachs, and then” “the’ -coutined(air « S. 
through the tubé: The’ operation’ is repeated, AE nec 
The. tube’ for. a- large Ox ‘should - ‘be ‘upwards: ; ; 
long; as that is about the fength requisite to reach. the bot, 
tom of his Stomach, pee 

The method recommended, by Mr.. Loung, for curifiee this 
complaint, is, fo take three-fourths of a pint of oliye-oil, and, 
a pint of meled butter, “or” hogslard, atid pour. this mixture 
down the throat of the beast; and, if no favorable: ChpeRe 
be produced in a quarter of an hour, repeat the a ‘OF... 
Sheep, about a gill should, in like manner, be. giy en, and 
the dose répeated, if necessary... Mery Young onsis this 1© 
be a specific, which#will’ not fail of a cure in half anh our, 

To. preyent/this: disorder, cattle: should \not, benurned aty, 
first with empty. stomachs into rich pastures; por ‘should \ 
they be allowed to. feed. on potatoes and some? other roots, 
without their beitig”* rst stedim-boiled, or Cut in pieces, 
Where a beast, however, happens: towet one of thesein iiss « @ 

¥ on 

ro) 
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throat, which cannot'Be forced-down, take a sfrooth pene le a 
rod and make a knob. on the,end, by winding and ty! round ity and r eethis, ne arenes into’ the st Rech, hich will force. all, lore nto. that receptacle. mi : eal : mn by the drowsiness, lethar- 

ae Bs “and -stagi erin of the animal. his’ disorder is % Bs n or fullness of blood, and 
i inywhich case it is a 

s former. case, the rem- 

@ Maan purge it 

Crs 

give it, twice a 
ed, for three or 
e filings of iron, 
beast be well 
man, and’other 

r 4 

Yoiding blosdy-urine, ic revailed in this Country. i : pai rin that Case e 

_ give it two ¢ wy of glauber-s Q ect any, i ‘two 
* succeeding it this: adem nedy ne The 

Complete Graz and, 1 i purgatives, sir col decoc- 
tions of Peruvi ir wi — i we Tecom- 
mended to be ® 
as the, Violegc id # Pte oa ee 

= % a a , ae Sf # ae Sigh ts Wi : t ». x “habe ‘ 

a siti 
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‘The fantaste is known) “by the panting, or heaving ofthe 

animal’s flank 8, which is accompanied. W th” trembling andia 
decay of flesh. House the beast, and give it, every six 
hours, during the continuance, of, the chilly symptoms, a, 
quart of warm strong beer,, in; which a »table-spoonful .of 
laudanum, another of Sool 
of hartshorn have,.been, infused. bes 
on sweet hay, and well liste 
water, with a little Ss a 
toms of fever. “AS Css en site it ou 
ofthe: day, until such time: ly. 
‘The inflammation of the liv ndica 

cult breathing, a swelling near ue a 
Cows,! a, remarkable» distension. about - 
affected’ with this disorder, will never wien 

hereditary in. certain breedsi. a 1 case ase 
- In the worklast mentioned, ‘comme 

_ beast, bleed’it profs a 
in, a tepid state, ee 

Saltpetre an ut 
treacle, mnithFidaite an 
ene ounce; let these . 
which: may: be’ 
almonds; the whol 
for one im oh 

2 best should be fee 
agers be warn 

q is s 
isin 

‘copious . 
outh. He use th 

it ony ance aa and® ive: ita con d 
‘sulphur, balsam of, sulphur, up. of coltsf 
sweet-almonds, of,each an. ounce, blended together. 
above ment. produce. no, visible alteration ‘in ei 
hours, r Probably Ae other. purge would 

bo: Li 
peat it 

as, well, as she's 
day, ‘tll it recover. | 

_ The ieoteages eae on ul 16 hu 

a. sim 

tion, 0 ite iibdoues Hath warm. eee of -the 
affected; is directed. AS. thes east: -canno swallow, let 
gruel be outed” ae its, Be al hora ull the digorg! 
dér i is removed, ”) 

The indications of cals ds in eae to HEM ey are moste. 
ly liablevin, the: Sgring, are ho! llowness of the) flanks, rough: 
ness of the coat, heat. of the breath, and, runing at the eyes.) 

gitiger, aoe two of the spirits © 

et the beast! be kept com ota ic, 

. 

a 
oo 
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House the beast, keep it warm, and if it be very feverish, 
bleed it pretty freely, and’ letvits drink be warm, and_ have 
some ‘nitre dissolved’ init. \ Expose it to the air, at first, in 
the middle of pleasant days, when recovering. 

Cattle are Sometimes poisoned by eating poisonous plants, 
or by being bit with Mad-dogs, &c. In the latter case, if 
the wounded part be cat. away shortly after the bite, and 
then be kept” open for’ some time, it is, perhaps, the only 
effectually medy.. Dr. ‘Crovise’s prescription for curing the 
bite of Mad- “dogs, as made’ public in pursuance of a law of 
this Staté, is believed by many fo be effectual, and is cer- 
tainly worth the trial. It is, believed, that any medicine 
which “is: very” ‘strongly anti*spasmodic, if given pleutifully, 
we in proper season) will counteract the effects of the bite 

gozd animals. | > 
‘For ‘the ‘bite“of Rattlesnakes’ and. most other vipers, a 

pleniiful dose, and Tepeated when necessary, of clive-oil, 
has been found effectual, in most cases. 
Other diseases of Neat-cattle, it may not be amiss to 
mention, which” fiave, at times, prevailed im particular pla- 
ces! Some years since, avery fatal disease, which princi- 
pally attacked Calves“in the Fall, and’ yearlings in May and 
June, ‘and sometimes older cattle, prevailed in Connecticut. 

as called the mor: ‘ication. T hose in the best condition 
"e “most liable to it. 

“Its symptoms were, an aversion to move, a swelling, most 
commonly. in the region of the’ kidney, but sometimes in 
the Shoulder, leg, flink, or side, &c 3 and in g ‘short time 
the beast'died w th little pain, but with a very feted smell. 
Ob €xam@hing the swellings, they were found to contain a 
jelly ‘and * black ‘blood. The cause was ascribed to fuiness 
of habit, anda ‘too-sudden change from indifferent pastures 
int i/as were very rich. Bleeding Was recommended 
as a preven tive. No cure was discovered. 
“A disease, something similar to the, above, prevailed, 

about Sixty years siiice, in the north of England, which was 
commonly called the Glackguarter. Bleeding was found a 
preventive; but in very few instances was a Cure effected, 
aiter the beast was séized with the disorder. This was 
ascribed to too oon succulent ‘food, when fiven to beasts 
of full habit.” 

It would Seer pcaeially, that cattle’ ina plethoric state, 
when overfed with rich food, or when too suddenly surfeited 
with it, are suddenly indisposed, and carried off before re- 
lief'can be given. There. are, however; epidemics among 
cattle, as well as among Men, the precise causes of which 
may oftentimes be difficult to ascertain. Generally speak- 
ing; it is believed, that! ‘among the horned race, either plen- 
tiful bleeding, ‘or purging, or both, will be found a prevent. 

33 
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ive, and in most instances a cure, of the maladies which are 
usually most fatal to them, from too full habit. 
When Oxen are long and hardly drove in’ muddy road 

particularly where the. soil is Calcareous, ‘they are liable te 
a soreness between their claws.’ This will make the beast 
lame ; and, when discovered, the part, should’ be’ cleansed; 
and healed with some proper ointment. “Sometimes, fromm 
inattention to this, the part becomes horny;*in this case, 
the hard parts must be Cut away, and the wounded flesh 
cured. é 

A. general. indication of ‘health in Neat-cattle"is a moist 
or wet nose, and when this is found dry, it is a certain 
symptom of disease of some kind or other. ~ 

Cows have some diseases which aré peculiar to them 
such as those attendant on calving, and apeh as affect the 
udder, &c. 

Fhe udder is divided’ into: as many apartments as: there 
are teats, so that if One or more of these are diseased, this 
does not affect the rest. The milk of one teat may be 
good, and that of another bad. The udders of Cows may be 
injured in various ways, and swellings and inflammations 
are the usual consequences. These must be removed, = 

the beast will be In danger. 
Mr. Deane, speakive of ‘hard: ‘awit in the cede 

which he calls the garget, recommends making a’rowel or 
seton in the dewlap,. and inserting ‘therein a’ piece of the 
root of mechoacan, ‘as large as a nutmeg, with a string fast- 
ened to it, so that it tay be drawn’ out when the cure is 
effected; at this, he says, will ¢ause a revulsion of the 
humor in the udder into the orifice in the’ dewlap, where it 
will be discharged, ‘When the cure is effected, ‘the piece 
of root is to be drawn out by the’ string. Probably a com- 
mon rowel, placed in the breast or dewlap, would answer 
the same purpose. | 
Where hard tumors have formed) the Compilers of'¢ Dhe 

Complete Grazier’ recommend, to take of common’ hem- 
lock (contum maculatum) dwarf or roundleaved mallow 
(malva rotundifoua) and common millilot (¢rifolium milli- 
lotus) of each a handful, and boil them’in water; with this 
wash the tumor, after it has opened;. the water to be as 
warm as the beast can bear tt; and, after thus’ cleansing the 
part, cover it with a plaister of basilicon ointment. 

The following 1s also recommended in the ‘lastmentioned 
work, in obstmate cases of ulcerated udders: Take gum- 
ammoniac, gum galbanum, castilesoap, and extract of hem- 
lock, of each one ounce; form them into eight bolusses, and 
give one every morning” "and evening. 

It is observed in the same work, Kad internal remedies: 
ave always. necessary where the udder and teats are con- 

=~. 
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siderably inflamed, and for this purpose. another internal 
medicine is mentioned, viz. Four ounces’ of nitre mixed 

with a pound of common, salt; give two table-spoonfuls of 
this, powdered, in a gallon of thin watergrucl, every three 
hours. “ail | 

Where the inflammations are less violent, and exhibit no 
symptom of increasing rapidly, it may answer to annoint 
the udder frequently, during the day, with fresh butter; or 
with a saly@ made of an ounce Of Castilesoap, dissolved in 
a pint of Sweet milk, over a gentle fire; or with an oint- 
ment made with the juice of the leaves of the thorn, mixed 
with hogslard; or the tumor may be annointed with a little 
mixture of camphor and blu€ ointment; and let about half 
a drachm of calomel be given, in a horiful of warm beer, 
if the malady increase. ik 

Where the feats are only sore, they may be washed with 
soapsuds, and rubed with an. ointm@pt made of whitelead 
and goosegrease; or fresh butter would, perhaps, do as 
well, | | ee a 

_. The proper position for the Calf to lie in the calf-bed 
has already been mentioned; where, therefore, it is not pre- 
sented in, this position, at the time for its birth, and by rea- 
sen of this the Cow cannot deliver her burden, it becomes 

Ymecessary, if possible, to place it properly. Where this 
Vcannot be done, the method of extracting it by a hook fixed 
in the under jaw, as before mentioned, may be frequently 
successfully practised. " oe 4 on 

Sometimes the hind parts of the Calf are’ foremost; and 
in this case it is best to extract it in that position, by pro- 
per force used for the purpose. Whatever assistance, how- 
ever, may be requisite in these cases, should be given with 
care and judgment, minding to hurt the Cow as little as 
possible» | , ee a ek 

Another impediment to calving, as noticed in the last- 
mentioned work, is owing to a part of the natural passage 
becoming of so horny or firm a texture, that it will not 
yield or distend. When on due examination this is found 
to be the case, insert a sharp-pointed penkniie, with the 
forefinger to the back of tt, to guide it correctly, and with 
this carefully cut the horny circle through, which will im- 
mediately give the animal the requisite relief, if proper 
assistance be also given. Rots sae Le: 

In this case, as in others where the passage is wounded, 
or torn, it should be bathed with a pint of Ccamphorated 

« spirit of wine, injected with a syringe; the beast should be 
housed and kept. moderatély warm, and well and dryly 
littered, and 6€ fed with wholesome nourishing food, and 
with drink a little warmed. ~~ | i 

‘a 
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The falling down of the calf-bed trequently happens after 
a laborious bith; though some Cows are naturally disposed 
to this disorder.” Where this is apprehended, 1t is directedy 
in the lastmentioned work, that the.Cow shouldbe carefully, 
watched, and the pisacenta, or cleaniig, removed without 
effusion of blood After which the Operator may gently 
replace the calf-bed, taking Care not to withdraw his hand 
till :he tormer beoins fo feel warm, 

The following drabt. nay then, be given: Of: bay berries, 
pulverized gentianrco’, and corrianderseeds, each an ounce; 
of aniseed apd juiperberries, each two- ounces; together 
with half a pound of treacle; and the whole put into three 
pints ‘of strong beer. -Alter this, it is advisable to leadkthe 
beast gcntlysdown a hill, 1f ome be near, which will asgis¢ 
much in placing the calf- bed. ip its proper place, and render 
the application of stays to the womb unnecessary. 

Where the calf-bed, however, comes down,.and no ims 
mediate aid can bes hady)the “parts exposed should. be fluid 
onjand kept covered wath; a linen cloth; and, when replac- 
ed, bathed with a mixture of newemilk and spirits ;after, 
which, the above treatment may be pursued. 

Some Cows have a peculiar shape of the hinder parts; 
which tends to produce this malady; and,.in such case, it, 
js perhaps difficult to prevent it, unless.it can be done: by 
keeping their hinder parts higher. than usual, while contin 
to their stalls, about ihe" period of gestation. 

The fiuerperal, fever is caused, by, taking. cold,. iis 
calving. Cows thus affected should have housing and; good 
treatment, as has been direcied in other cases, andthe head 
should’ be placed highest, in order to assist the natural dis- 
charges. In other respects, they should be treated as in 
cases of violent colds, except that no blood should be. taken, 
unless, perhaps, in violent cases, and then ont at h 
mencement of the disorder. mee 

Close attention should be paid to Cows, as well ‘as to 
the females of other kinds, of cattle, about their periods of 
gestation. “They often then stand in need of some skilful 
aids, whch, if rendered in due season, may, save their lives’; 
and which, if not thus afforded, may ibe of essential loss to 
the Owner. 

Calves are also liable to. some. “diseases, anda in’ some 
Jountries, to such as do not prevail in:others. In this, it is 
heheved, they are subject to but few. One, however, which 
frequently attacks them, is looseness or scouring. It is 
sometimes caused by their having the milk of the Dam too 
con; SOMeUMES, by, tao, frequent chAPEse of the milk 

Ww wi ich is fiven. 

One “wdethod of cure is to stint the animal ot its food, and 
give it once or twice, while fasting, a hard boiled egg, 

~~ 
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mashed fine and ve thixed with 1 itsgmnille. Another irects, 
that powdered - -ch mixed with wheat-flour, and m 
into balls with’ esos, by d seem to be better be 

given the anit asa cine. 
“Calves: are 0 Ii to El ds; in which case they hott 
havea trea t sil sitar td to 1 "Neat- -cattle. 
Al ih ane 20re! Aa ‘ eR of the late Dr. Rush, 
on the disé of cattle, ten M hvhis usual ability. His 
theo#y is “That similar ‘caltise produce similar diseases 
in the Human, and iti ‘the bathe, Soutiel 5 and t the most 

er cure er ‘the disease, in €ither Case, is etty. auch 
game. Hé also contends, that the diseases. of each | ar 

en simultaneous 5 _produged 4 the same generally pre- 
vailing causes. ial 
“We are aware, that the: most en 

Pre es Se) 
t of the Descend: 

erect; but we 
damenta a Bes, 

healing” arty upc mC 
We Diep 44 ie 

which i mou ‘fi r it vy 

= ‘uni eter ‘The. cara of this breed 

ilker 3. id their te to | be. mischivious, * 
3) would seem to, anette Bt toa 

copier, okt New ey 
e of their, mee eh 

ny will 
Aa the w 

Oe Leh ey 

ou orm,, “no ieiceo | | 
rious ‘terms whith many Englis pene aa ies 

to cattle of different kinds, ages,.and conditions, furs 
4 a 
‘are usual in this Country.. We have. 

sh for every purpose ‘of this kind; and. 
an cme a vocabulary for cattle, 
; ine but Pl: 

ae 
* 

NETTLE ¢ edie: 4B ie ite iat ‘this Nat is more 
productive in fibre, “than. emp, on a’ ‘Bixen. quantity of 
ground, That the pero of its fibre i is finer and. stronger, 
than that of he y hae, been lo known to. t 1e eatly Set- 
tlers on the Mohi vie ia as this plant greatly abounded 
in the rich, mucky, ae lands in that quarter, before they 

fe 
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were cleared. As mucp as thirty Jeary ago, we have'seen 
cloth made ‘from the nettle, which appeared to be vas pong 
as that madé of flax. ° ll . 

* The plant seems to grow | most naturally’ in»-moist acta 
loam, which contains a large proportion of vegetable earthy 
It may be raised from the Gebrc ie Toot, as it is ie gine 
perennial. , | pe Ail 

‘Mr. Greene says the séed should be or tte Shing: 
and that the roots should ‘be planted 1 in the Fall) that, if the 
fibre is wanted for the’ finest fabrics, the plant should be cut 
while in full flower; but, f only f for! common use, it will 
yield more by standing till ripe; that, after being” cra- 
dled, which is the most ‘proper way to cut it, the stalk 
should hie on the ground, in order that their stinging quali- 
ty be thus removed; that it is roted in weit same manner as 
hemp, but requires ¢ a4 "4 
it is not affected by th e inclemency of tae! eather. 
is is believed that this plant may be cultivated to great 
advantage, particula in soils where it grows in its natural 
state.” money TARE gncAR RR Sa le 0}, 

‘It should, however, be observed, that the ates of it has 
been patented by Mr. Whitlow;' but,’ how far thé knowledge 
that has long €xisted, in regard torvits ‘valliable | qualities, 

® may interfere with his supposed” right to _mongpdlise its 
culture, we pretend not'to say. aa i a al 
That ‘superior intelligence, however, which ‘may have - 

. ‘abled him to. perceive ‘the value of the plant, when pro) 
“eultivated, ‘and to’ excite» public’ attention in its’ favor, ie 
tles him to’ particular’ consideration, and the thanks of his 
Country. ee sabelinlapneosiny as ne " 

t j eT ny ao ae fig’ t 

NEW HORSE: HOEING HUSBANDRY. “Ta the year 
1731, Mr. Tull, an’ ingenious Farmer of Gtea | 
Lined a book under this title’ and, afterward: er sup- 
plementary essays” on the same subject; the o 0 
was, to introduce a new "system of husbandry, particitarly 
in, the culturé of” wheat. His method is this: of 

The ground is ploughed \into” ridgés ‘of about five, six, or 
seven feet wide, and then smoothed with the’ harrow; then 
the seed is sown in straight lines*by a drill/in’small furrows, 
about two inches deep; two of these’ furrows ‘being placed 
together, at the distance of about nine inches; with an in- 
terval between these and the’next two of about two feet ; 
so that a ‘horse-hoe, or a horse-plougb, can be run between 
them. As the seeds are droped by the drill-plough, they 
are covered’ by little harrows, which are fastened to the 
plough, and féllow after at “The ‘horse: hoe has already 
been mentioned. sl adie 

* 
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After the plants of wheat have got to a proper, size in the 
Fall, thevhorse-hoe, or plough, is nun close to the plants, on 
each’ side of the double rows, and the furrows are turned 
from them; and thus, Mr, Tull Says, the growing grain 
should -be left during Winter; it being, by this process, laid 
so dry, that it will be in no danger of being thrown out of 
ground: by the Winter. frost. 

Early in the Spring. 16 earth, is to be turned to the 
rows; then in May, tromth mM 3, ‘and i in June to them «gain. 
Some weeds, which will rise between the double rows and 
found the stalks, must be. taken: out by hand... 

This culture, Mrs Tull says, 1s equally well applied to 
barley and some other kinds of grain. For barley, it has 
been found to answer very well here; but for wheat,’ in 
particular, it will mot answer. It makes this grain grow so 
rank and thriftyy and continue so much beyond the usual 
time in the green state, that it generally becomes blasted or 
mildewed. Prokably the same fate would, i in some measure, 
attend this kind of culture,, with. regard to rye, if a'culture 
so expense could, in this Country, be afforded to that 
rain. 

} Mr. Tull’s, Jeading principle is; that ‘Heguen: ploughings 
have the same effect on lands as manuring and this, 1n 
Mi csue ‘is believed to be correct, though not equally so in 

soils; that by this constant ploughing, or horse. -hoeing, 
the lands will be sufficiently: and constantly manured; that 
soils. not, very rich can, in this. way, be made to produce’ 
very large crops; and, what’ is sometimes important, they) 
can thus be made to produce the same crops every year; 
as the ground is ploughed up again, as soon as the grown 
crop has been harvested. 

Although the husbandry of Mr. Tull will probably never 
come inte general use jin Greatbritain,’ where, from the 
coolness of the’ Summers it will always ‘answer best ; yet, 
the drill-plough, and the method recommended by him, of 
ploughing among plants, are each founded in an accurate 
knowledge of good husbandry; and the latter will ever be 
found best in the, gultiyation of many plants; such,as beans, 
Indian corn, Carrots, cabbages, potatoes, &c.; and, no doubt, 
barley, and probably . ‘some other kinds of grain, may in this 
manner be successfully cultivated. 

Mr. Deane says he has cultivated barley in this way, and 
never had less than forty bushels to the acre. 

NURSERY. It would seem to be the better plan, to 
make a nursery On such ground as is but illy suited to the 
growth of the trees to be raised; for, by afterwards plating 
them in a soil’that is natural to them, they, will grow more 
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thriftily, than/itrees raised. in a nursury where the: soilis 

suitable to their growth. | bs .s 

See OrcHarpD, for a case,mentioned by: Mr. Peters; and 

also, PLumrree, for another,mentioned by Mr, Living stong 
where this point is more fully illustrated. oR 

Let the ground be ploughed very, deeply, earlyin the 

Fall, and be well mellowed; then lay the seeds, or. stones, 
along in straight rows; and let them be laid plentifully, “in 
order that enough may come ups a The next year, they are 

to. be thined, so as to, stand at Proper -distances, andthe 

ground, is jf be kept hoed, and clear of weeds and grass. 
After they have had one Summer’s growth, they may be 
cut off near the ground, for graiting.. 

See GRAFTING. | : 

Inoculation, may also, at this growth, be successfully per- 
formed on them. AR hy 

' See INOCULATION« a a ae 
They should afterwards be kept clear. of weeds and grass, 

by hoeing among them, until they are transplanted. 
Where ‘snows fall deep, they art apt to bend down the 

young trees, and make them crooked. The»best’remedy 
fer this is, to drive down stakes, proportionaie to the height 
of the young ‘trees, and tie them to these in such manner, 
that the bark will not be injured by the string, nor by rubing 
apainst the stakes. This is to be done after grafting them, 

Some sow the seeds, or ‘stones, on a small spot, and after- 
wards plant them out in the nursery. This may,.be. best 
for stone-fruit; but; ter appletrees, sowing the seeds in the 
pumace is the easiest method, and answers, as ‘well as any ; 
and’ for other seeds, or for acorns, if oaks are to be raised 

in a nursery, the above method will answer very well. 
Many trees are propagated from: the. slips, or cutings, 

such as the Lombardy-poplar, mulberry, and others. . 

For raising appletrees, in this way, see SLips.” 

Faoeai 

NUTRIMENT OF_FOOD, The parts of food, whence 
nourishment is. derived, consist.of gelatine, albamen, and 
the saceharine matter. a" a 

In a course of Lectures, delivered by Mr. Davy, before 
the Board of Agriculture, in England, he pointed out, from 
his own analysis, the quantity of nutritive matter contained 
in various,sceds, roots, and grasses, used as food for Man 
or beast. | 

From this, it appears, that the best wheat contains nincty- 
five parts in one hundred of nutritive matter; good barley, 
ninety-two rye, seventy-nine; oats, seyenty-four; peas, and 
beans, fifty-seven; potatoes, twenty-five; beets, fourteen ; 
carrots, nine; turnips, from four to six; clover, four; fio- 
rip, six; and other grasses, from two to five. 
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Wheat weighs sixty pounds to the bushel, andturnips 
2 ey forty.» Thus, it would. seem, that as much nourish- 
ment-is’ to be derived from A his, b of wheat, ‘as from 
about twenty-seven of turnips. This, however, is not the 
case: x4 

» Whati is ‘ealled the ptimnuldugy produced by distentidn must 
be taken ‘into the ‘account, ‘in forming a proper estimate of 
the effects p diced, in'supportin& life. by any kind of tdod; 
and it is onithis: account, that, perhaps, fourteen bushels of 

ips, particwlarly. when. boiled}. would sustain life as Jong, 
or faten as much, as one © peel oF mitcat. Mt 

OAK: ¢ wes ) Mr. Gndiy, ae Catalogue of eae 
indigenous sto. ithe State of Newyork,, enumerates fifteen 
different kinds of oak, to vif} the common white, the, swamp, 
the yeh eet thevscarlet, the Spanish ‘downy-red, the 
long-ste 5 the scrub ‘or barren, he) large-fruited, the 
‘rock-chesnuty the ‘rock, the mossy-cup, the. various-leaved, 

black- jacks the post-white, and the pinoak. Fea ica 
With some of the above kinds we are not, ‘acquainted. 
The. black-j k abounds in the middle States...“ 

There i ‘sa so the liveoak. of the Southern States, which ‘is 
uncomillae hard, wheh dried, very durable, ip esteemed 
the best. for shipbuilding. . 
The # npoak. is very~ firm,, tough and urables and, 

when t ody i it. should be Ans “ai pes s Prihote in 
which rally. grows. >. 

The iteaak, ‘which grows in moist apis is of rapid 
growth, frm’ in | texture as.. ay ‘of the pariciern okt and is 

x cultivated. »: fsa i 
The liveoak, pou be cultivated where: it paturally 

grows. ae : 
Seex Fonesr; for an approved method of cultivating, the 

eak. ' a? 
It may) wi be planted, in nurseries," “andl eh ‘transplant 

ed, at pleasure. ee 
Mr. Forsyth, it speaking ‘of jthose which are raised in 

nurseries, says, it 18 @ geherallysreceived opinion, that when 
an oak looses its tap-root,, in transplabting, it ever produces 
another; batythis he’ found to be a mistake. ‘He’ transplant- 
ed a bed of oak-plants into'a frésh bed, cuting off #] 3 tap- 
roots near the small fibres shooting from them. The Sécond 

34 
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year afterwards; he headed down oné-half of the plants, ang 

the other half he left to, Nature. dh a) ca ae 
For his method of heading down, see FRUIT TREES, 

‘During the first season, those which were headed dowp 
made shoots six feet in length, and covered ihe fops of the 
old stems, leaving only a slight cicatrix; atid produced new 
tap-roots upwards of two feet long The others, -which 
were not headed down, did not grow to one-fourth of this 
Jeneth. He further “Says; that when the former were 
€ighteen fee: high, the fatter were only five.” This case is 
Cited by him, asa Striking. Instance of the superiority of 
his‘ method of heading dowm over the common method of 
managing trees. ; Age 

His ‘method of ‘curing or restoring old, hollow, and dis- 
eased trees, which are: partly dead, is dlso generally appli- 

The juice of ‘the galls of the shruboak is excel 

dyes. They are formed by an insect’s depositing Its eggs in 

the tender rind of the twigs of the tree;_and, through the 

wound ‘this made, this black juicé oozes, and forms a 

which the young insect is-to be found.  "~ i 
. 

‘The acorns for planting, for raising the oak, should be. 
gathered as soon as théy fall fm Autumn, and kept in moist 
sand duting the Winter, in a place where they will be free | 
from frost}. and those only which have sprouted ,should, be 
planted the next Spring, ‘Fhe sprotits should not be suffer- 
ed to dry, before the acorns are. put in the ground. 

A strong moist soll is requisite) for raising the common 
whiteoak, to periection. Grounds for raising the best oaks, 
of any kind, “should always be those where they grow most 
ae in a State of ‘nature, if such Can be always ascer- 
tained. : ‘ 
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OATS (Avena) The clear profits to be obtained, from 
this crop, caf, never. be} very oie: for, although fifty and 
sometimes six!y bushels may be Paised onan acre; sull the 
Value of the crop, according to the usual price obiamed for 
@ats, is of no great amount. Their principal recommenda-, 
tion is, that they are an exceléng fo00 jor® Horses, particu. 
larly in traveling, being-of a 100S$@mibg nature ; while most 
Giber grains are bindinge 

Oats require a soil, and ‘a climate, sufficiently’ moist. 
Dry, gravelly, of sapdy soils are the most unfii for this 
grain; and particdlarly where’ drought ts: apt tO prevail, 
during ite growing of thO crap.” Se AP A 

In most climates, it is best t6 Séw Gats as sdon as the 
ground can be properly prepared in the Spring ¥ but, where 
drought is not towbe €xpected, they may be SoWn at’ any 
time that will enable the crop to ripen before the ciose.of 
the season. P<, CT ae eee rte eee 
The crop should be harvested rather green, as this’ makes 

the straw much better for fodder, without ‘ahy injury to. the 
gram. GypsunPis.@ suitable manure for ther crop. It. is , 
usual to soW two bushels.of Seed to the acre; but we nave 
seen very good cfops raised, where only half this allowance 
ef seed was sown. Probably, about a bushel and a ‘hall is 
sufficient. * - ka Boe ik LE 2? 

Uats are usally considered as being rather a scourger of 
the gréwad; but we believe: this. is a mistake. We have. 
scen a piece of land, which Was intervale, however, “sowed 
eighteen years successively with this grain, without ma- 

_bure, and without any sensible diminution of the crop. 
At the same time,“when wheat is sown imniediatély after 

oats, the’lattér erép will be lessened more i prodiict, than 
by any OtheF crop Which could have preceded it. 
As it is usually’ thought ‘necessary for every Farmer to 

raise some Gats; ~and~as the crop ean never be very, profita- 
ble,unléss attended with but little labor} perhaps the best 
plan may “frequently “be ‘found, to select some suitable 
ground, and Keep it yearly sown with, this.crop; particularly. 
where gypsum can be profitably applied as a'manure. 

Let the: gypsum be sown on the ground after the crop is. 
harrowed'in. As soon as‘it is harvesied, this manure will 
produce a growth of white-cloyér, which will be of consider- ~ 
able value for Fall-feeding, = sige ute 

Early in he ea, tutn the grotnd carefully over, 
harrow another crop, nd Sow Sypsum as before; and ‘so 
en, year afier year. fee ihe ground be ploughed but one 
way; let the dands be’ of, Whiform width, andthe gathering 
and “partitig “furrows alternate,’ as directed under article. 
PLovenine, © & ) 
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‘The quantity of gypsum to be applied, yearly, should be 
such as will produce the, largest crops ‘which can “grow, 
without lodging ; and these will probably average about 
iiity or sixty bushels to the acre. 
“This method, where thé ground is suitable;for the put- 

pose, will, as we believe, yield the utmost! profit that can' be 
realized from theliculturéof oats. 

Ii may be advisable to Steep the seed, before sowing, in 
gome fertilizing liquor; Such as a ‘solution ‘of saltpétre, or 
old urite kept for the purpose, or lie ‘of wood-ashes, or all 
these united ; and then dried with a sprinkling of gypsum. 

See also, ‘BakLey,, for ‘another successful method: of 
steeping that prai:, vefore sowing, which, no doubt, may be 
found equally’ bene ficial for oats. 

A change of secd ‘should’ also be Hrended to} fer this 
grain, like most others, date by pes sowing in the 

@ same place. | a 
In whatever “way “oats. are Cultivat sted ‘they require the 

ground to be, well stired up and mellowed, and Re be ‘in 
good condition.” Tt is a Mistaken notion, though entertained 

§ by many, that slizht culture will answer for this crop; ‘or 
that this grain ean be cultivated, to any advaritage, in poor 
lands, without Manure. ‘ 

Several, kinds of roots. many e+ made very “good substi- 
tutes for Oats, for feeding Horses, at’ Home particularly; 
such: as carrots, potatoes, ‘when steamboiled; turnips, Jeru- 
salem artichoke, Kee. Budi pitas are also excelent for this 
‘purpose. 4 me a 

It is also believed: that caves ‘hay, when’ s earl 
would nearly of itself ‘keep’ Horses in good conditi D, 
ing the Wibter season. 

See STEAMBOILER, . Pumrxiy, and: the articles, Feating of 
the roots just mentioned. ~~ | se 

OLIVE ( Olea.) ‘This tree is famous for ‘ie ‘Production 
of oil. Tt thrives well in Italy and the southern, parts. of 
France, and, it is believed, it would grow well in"some. 
the’ Southern States. The Winters here are too severe | for 
it.’ We have, howeyer, a a plant wren is sales to Mg an €x- 
celent substitute. ~ “a i 

és SUNFLOWER, J Fake Ws i 
‘Deen found, in ‘France, that immersing Mie olive- 

re epar, before pressing oft the oil, will improve 
the "ually, ane add a tenth, more. to, the: quantity. 

ONION GAium) This” root requires a mellow, dry 
soil, and the richer the better. “The soil,may be a rich 
sand, sandy-loam, dry- loam, or eravelly- loam, of either of 
these earths, of common quality, when strongly manured, 
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will answer. The rich’ black earths, and mucky grounds, of 
the more northerly “and. wane sparts of, this, bs et are 
good for this root. ag: 
We have *seén, it) successfully’cu fivated in light, black 

swampy grounds, »when laid) sufficiently dry by small 
ditches, about three rods apart.» ‘ 

In the parts of this State ae we have just mentioned, 
the onion affords very produ Crops ; and a great pro- 
portion of the soil may be fited for its culture. .Prom four 
to six hundred bushels of this foot may be raised to the 
acre. 

The ground selected for sis, culture should be perfectly 
clear of stones; and, if at*contain seeds of weeds, these 
should be first eradicated by an effectual Summér-fallowing. 
‘Lhe plougkings, however) for preparing the Jand, in the 
first instance, meéed not, be deeper than perhaps,about three 
inches. 7 

« If the gral be: suitably énellaw; 3 any further ploughings) 
for succeeding crops, Will be: uhnecessary; all that will be” 
found requisite will «bey to) remellow the ground as deeply, 
and effectually, as it can be done by; vavheavy irontoothed 
harrow; having the teeth well pointed, and. turning. forward, 
so as to run about two inches deep. | ¢ 

But, where the soil.is not-naturally _ of. rid mellow’ ‘kind, ity 
will probably beyfound best to give the ground one, even 
shallow ploughing.and then to makes it pee ena 
the harrow, as before mentioned. 

jatever manure is ap lied, Bhosle’ be. very. Seely roted; 
clear: a the seéds of weeds,'and should be Welk mixed With 
the surface of the’ soil, by the harrowings. 

After the surface ‘has been finely ‘pulverised sith the 
harrow, the ground should be rolled,and thensit, will be fit 
for the’ ‘Teception ofthe seed. The: sowing Should, be as 
early as the ground can be, completely prepared. 
The common method of commiting the seedsato the 

& 

garth is ‘pretty wellounderstood ; but this.is a tedious opera- 
Pi Wi The seeds shouldbe drilled.ip, in. rows about tenor 

€ 

) gaan he fear the Ys may not all vegetate, 

ve inches apart, by a small hand; -driliplough, made, jor 
the purpose, as described under Driit- HUSBANDRY. ve 

This ‘machie may.‘be madé to drill in’ ‘wo. rows at once, 
which would enable ope, Hand to go. over, perhaps, two or 
Nthtee acres in a day, The seeds ‘should be:d aed) in "pretty 

and covered 
about half an inch deep. | Af the: growing plants are found to 
stand too.thick, they eave be thined Py hand, when the,first 
weeding commences, a ee gt ae 
This is‘the most fibordde operation in the whole Process 

of raising ‘This root, as well as some others ; but? hse we 
ay 
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propose another. laborsaving implement," in the shape of 
ay. small, hand- puree dings ny which ‘is described under 
Proven, This is to be p ished alongyby hand, runing iur- 
rows, op each side of thé rows, as near aS*may be:found ad- 
visable; turning the furtows first fromthe rows, and then 
back tothem, 1 ordem the more completely to throw all 
the roots of the young growth of weeds out of the footing 
they may have got in the soil 
Every part of the interval ‘between the rows should, in 

this‘manner, be cut with this-pleugh; after which it would 
probably, be found »requisite- to use a*small narrow iron: 
toothed rake, for the purpose of completely separating the 
roots of the, weeds from the soik.« Wien this has been per- 
formed, the’ cleansing of the ‘rows of the weeds growing 
among ‘them, which the ploweh could not touch, and also 
the thihing, af the rows, must be performed, ‘by hand. 

__ Whew. the, weeds hegin to rise again, ‘this operation must 
be. repeated, and nope if it be necessary, as no weeds 

» “Should be suffered to’ gtow among the crop. 
Old grounds. never can be compictely cleared of weeds, as 

gee kinds seem to grow Spontaneously; but, where none 
suffered to. go {o Seed;-the trouble of extir paanig such 

as do rise will not be very difficult. “~ 
. Ibcraising this Foot, some plant them in holes, about ten 
inches. apart, So as to formy. rows: each shisha puting about 
eight, séeds.in each hole. — 
This, where the cultivation, is all performed by handlabor, 

is the easiest, both in “Seeding: ‘the ground, and alerwards 
in weeding it, as the weedinghoe can be run eath ay. be- 
tween the bunches or hills; but the prodact will be ‘fo 
the greatest, » where the ‘crop is raised in tows, | whether 
drilled in, as,above. diréctedy er planted by hand. 

By the use of the drill, ‘and weeding: plough, ‘as above 
described, in raising the crop, it is believed that ‘one-half Ps 
of the, labor usually bestowed on: the ‘cblouré Of this root | 
would, be saved; and that. thereby> the Farmer,could proba- 
bly afford his onions for, about. thirty cents a bushel a’ a ie 
which isnot more, ‘than acthird of- they BES they usually 
command in-our- markets... - as ee 
The culture of this root, upon ccniianitiae of an arvelialife 

scale, and. agreeably to «the above ‘directions, would, no 
deubt,: be’ found : very profitable MM. some situations, wherdl a 
ready marketiéould be had forthe crop, and whe soil 
was suitable for- its. cultivation. oes | 
When the stalks. have | become dead’ and dry, the onions 

will have,.ceased to grow, and thén they*should be pulled, ° 
and laid’ en the ‘ground’ ‘some’ days, to ary. and harden, be- 
fore, they are camped in. | 

a 
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Those which have thick necks and the bulbou 
and are commonly called scallionsgymay as ee 
the ground during the, Winter, as the 
till that time: ‘They, will stand the e” pe ba 
Spring will. grow im their places tobe good onions; or they 
may then be takenm*up and set in.a*bed made for ‘that pure 
pose. At all: events, they are Boot for nothing, without a 
second year’s growth, a 

There is a kind of,onion whieh, “instead of bearing seed, 
bears bunches of small. onions. op its top,.and these being 
preserved, and set out the next year, grow to belarge, and 
their tops again bear the»small ones)» Probably «these are 
best calculated for more sete sclinaates, though they 
grow very well in this. 4, .<3g 

In the Fall, after the onion — been. shied, and the tops 
cut off, they are to. be, carried) in and. spread. over a floor; 
and, at the commencement -of aid } 
casks, and set ina place. salisee SMney 
little freezing, however, will 
The place where they are t; Should fiot,” at all, - a 
be too warm and. moist, as this, will cause them’ to ‘Yot. ’ 
they.be kept where they are somewhat frozen, they: should’ 
not be disturbed in theif froze State $- -but the better: Shir, 

not to suffer them to be frozen, ‘but to Keep. them id a tem- 
vrs a 
Res 

Those which are shipede from we 
are, usually p tied up. in ion suraw, 

ae Pe 
ay “FE 

eg ; 
~ i 

To obtain Ros ogg Hs weet : iat ‘at 

in beds, about, nine. inches: ne ake: ‘thes. eo and 
soundest. for ep inpose, “and keep rm eee ‘weeds 
while growing ge hen: they have come:tova head,® ‘ie them 

> Stakes droye down: for. that: purpose ; otherwise 
il oe en are Si and then the: seeds will Hot 

ne OF 

Ab reparedy and clined Tianaitny years; 
the. the oe it produces will be better as ; the” bed 

grows | ‘older: © For the purpose, however, of: preserving the 
bed, it must be protected: drony the severity-of “the Mite 
by coverins the onions over with arth, to the depth of 
about, three inches, or oe if requisite ; god; in the Spring, 
they are to be nn again, . If any of them “happen aXe) 
iy their place is to be supplied by ene a in ‘their 
ste 

Ii is said that soot, and aces save, se very good.t ma- 
nures_ for onions... Apply these when the bulb begins” to 
forah .) 

| not eaadtially 4, es ean * ? 
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Mey fee esays’ he tried. common sea-salt yupon Hien; 
ethaps the manner, or time, of the ~: 

y ay plied, was improper., » 
are unacquain ee the: i: al affects aliieh, 
would have | apo 

duction “of white- clover oe sgog | 
/It is most probable, thaf?well-roted ht erevontcd com- 

posts, formed of such materials as,are most suitable »to the 
soil, willxalways be found, the best manure for this root; 
bie, in order to ensure thé greatest crops, the manure 
should be en ay applied Gy ae 8 

Onions areil: not “an exhausting crop; and»they may be 
constantly raised’ on/the Same ground. 

It should be: ‘added, ‘that’ some are in-the practice of beat- 
ing down, the tops, after the rodts have attained considerable 

Warr tor) the purpose, of: making the latterigtow the-faster ; 

a. 
pe practice is.) wnsloubte dy injurious, © as we have seen 
9 rmed by. experiment. 7, 
“Io all the: States, ‘more southerly than that of Newyork, 
& has ‘commonly. been’ found necessary to give onions two 

ears’ igrowth pinterdenieiencat. them to a suitable size: 
We Nnelye, however, that’ a ‘method has lately been 

adopted” ck “enables t he. CGltivator to rear a crop every 
yeary on, tie) amie rou ad. » Bhis is, to sow the crop about 
h 10th-of § epten yer, and Aepait stand over Winter, and 

1 it will come to maturity the next season, in. tine 
take \ the, ris ai ain. <a 

; Be fA EG. ane vie, ae 

“ORCH TAD. nan most salinole si ee almost every 
iomeas eee grown in ‘the orchard lal) ¥ whic 
iry, and. fertile: Even light Tam lands: 

purpose, than’ stiff” clays. bh ni 
of ‘hilly‘or uneven ‘grounds, if; 
those’ which areilevel ‘be resol ‘for: the ee ail Sy 

j . The fitstystep, ‘toward’ ‘taking awalnable, orchard, isisto.” 
‘prepare a: fursery ‘ofyoung trees, o ofane best kinds of f 
‘and: ‘Suchyas) are’ ‘most, stiitable for dg uses ta. which-they 
areto be applied. al 1 ky Rig Sai gies HS id, 

Fér an rehard of peach and alia sce PRAC- 
TREES ane a APRICOT. vo sank aN? 

“Trées df this, ‘description gybtaliaparer bew ditnved with 
those. of a larger. growth. The) appletree andjthe peartree 
may grow very well togethers) and@an orchard-of these, as 
beingythe most ‘durable, and susceptible of beings applied to 
-mére valuable uses, is, generally speaking, yentitled to the 
first/considefation. AG 

cst 
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The juice of the peach and apricot | may be dist’ 
~ brandy of pleasant flavor but allyarde 
destroyers of the Human: hed ; 
are much less. et to the cons 

icp i is made of tihyete 
d Teignton, in Englands 
the same variety. were 
“petry made from these 

In the Letters PRapercitia\’ ‘me 

peartree, that grew at a place ca 
that from this tree many other 
raised, by engrafting; and that t 
trees had frequently F-gse sold ‘in London, - Ye 

paigne. ~ | 

See further, Penny. Ps bs poy 

ent mn 
See WINE. . 

Liquors of such quality * 
from the most common, sorts 
The choicest kinds of fruit. 
poses. In searching for fruit- 
be taken for grafting, in order to raise ‘the 
fruit-trees, regard should be had to the fou 
ticulars: First, that the trees b 

hast 

pe nib ot cia or ee 

Th he™ Phineas meta 
p> pag is as follows: ~ . 

ree selected, and=tak Pit, tothe 
width of an inch; round this ] a bulb of Joan, 
say, of th Set al or tenyinc hes e, and bind it - 

1 old cloths, tow, and strings. ‘to keep it o its 
place; immediately” above this place a vessel, filled’ with 
wately, with suclk a leak in its boitom as will constantly 

35 
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droping of the water as will keep the bulb suf- 
st water leaks: out of the vessel let it 

afford su 
ficiently ' ets. and as 

ve perishes 
will siete the limb, above the 
taken off, and extend into the bulb; 

vn sufficiently, saw off the limb, 
lo it it where it is to grow. Let it 

be fastened, with a cordy/to a stake drove slanting into the 
ground to keep thé new tree steady, until such time as its 
roots extended sufficiently for that purpose ;. minding, 
at the same i oth to keep the stake from rubing apanet 
the bark. 

This process is to be commenced at a time suitable for 
having the young rae planted at the proper time. in the 
Fall. 

This plan will no’ doubr, answer equally well for pear- 
The li 8 ected for the purpose, should be taken 
oun y trees, as soon as their character for fruit and 
is known ; if it be. true that either limbs,. mai, ig 

vill live | no on parent stock. 

hen they hel ra 
w the roots, and’ pla 

pears | fay making perry, in the orchard, aa 
3 ; then others, in | order that more 

Tt is ‘obs 
the cider- -countie 

‘rearing young © 
d in the south side. 

hang ea the trees, and pia aehor the best 

from. Boch scodilt pletrees: ave grown, which produce 
either the same kind of fruit, 4 that whence a seeds were 
taken, or other kin 5 nearly or quite as good. . 7 

Probably it may be found best to plant the ‘seeds. ; 
‘drying, after they are taken from the apples; unde ort 
‘same ‘Teasons | ‘that the stones of peeshes are directed to’ be 

planted i in the 7 way A few \exp 
ascertain. ith of these matters. 

There iS an other’ way of obtaining a much better thar’: 
than the comr mon method of planting trees, without grafting, 
is calculated’ to. afford: This is, to set out the trees very 
close, say, not” ore than eight feet apart, and without any 
regard to rows. AS soon as they begin to bear, the charac- 
ter, an value of euch tree is readily to be known; and as 
"soon thereafter as may be necessary,: let the most worthlese 

are only used for planting; and that 

of 
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‘trees be taken away, and repeat this operation, as the re- 
maining ones increase in siz¢, so aswto give the ees 
ones at all times sufficient room... Ae oe + 

In this way, en more, than one «tree out of si | 
left standing, w the orchard’ Was acquired © a. la 
growth; and x a chance is afforded of selecting the 
best tree out ery six first planied ; while, at the. same , 
time, the orchard in its infagcy. § ds a much larger pro-- 
duct of apples; and the trees, a they re taken away, are, 
of some value for iuel. 

Some may object to this plan, ‘that. the trees would stand 
too thick, at first, for ploughing; that they, would not stand 
in rows; and that, when the poorest trees were taken away, 
those left standing would be at. more unequal distances, 
than when at first planted; as two or more good trees 
mighi often be found together, and sol netimes” too many 
poor ones, i 

The latter objection is the only one Ot ni: 
it does not possess much weight. ‘T goo 
gn Next each other, any be Tele Sia cing ea 

as to seek room to grow where most , room is to | 
and, where too many poor trees are found tog 
amay be all taken down, and have spa, places. 

se, or wi 

if Sabin walla Jong 
sion of their r g ae will i 
wale, at the | Same time, roo da tl 

ploughing. - 1 | 
ry, to make a young archard 

grow thriitily, is to plant “In a good ‘suitable soil, ahd to 
keep the ground, clear of grass and weeds, for some little 
distance round the roots. Orchards which are never es 
ed, endure the longest. vii ‘ 

them be kept as. pastt 
Sheep may be safely admitec young | 

. taking the precaution. to “Bive. their igdey a coat of lime 
over Peo bark, wiih brush; or a coat rid 
compo sition of tresh Cowdung, old “Ur ine, and soapsuds 5, 
either vot, which will, is believed, be | und a sufficient 

security, against the Deaton: ot step on the bark ef 
“the trees, or of insects on the leaves, | Pe 

w ae 

es Se 
oD 
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“It is perhaps almost un necessary to ebserve, that larger 

cattle, which can rea p to the Tr beiahiehe trees, should 

never be suffered to © into the orchard.” 
uggest another method,or planting an orchard, 

ape best selected ak obtained by grafting, or 

sa renseanes more room, let every other tree, 
in each row, be cut downs so as that those left standing 
will be im the Quine, order; at the distance of about four 
een fect. a a 

After these have sfood about ten years more, let every 
other one be again Fie away; and those remaining will 
then stand in tha first order, at the distances of twenty 

are 
in require more room, repeat the opera- 

his again brings those left into the quincux, at 
of about twenty-eight ‘feet, which is sufficiently 

r large trees. 
ages of this mode of culture are, that, as 

es begin: to bear, the same ‘extent of ground 
( a quantity of fruit, as when the 

:. in number; the trees cut 
. , for fuel ; rN and less wheat 

when; compar 
ita fe, of N wie! re 
feregt. ways; and he found caich was i de in the 
manner following, to flourish Much beyond all the 2 
Indeed, he says, it is the most thriity orchard ed 
the part of the country where he resides. 
"The boles f P the. trees were oa about four feet vides 
and two sp the spade in depth;, the trees were then 
set in, w ny manure under the S roots; the earth dug 
out of was alone made, use of to fill taem up — 
again; and aid over this, and round the thees, a 
compost mad 
tion of lime, at 

every ten trees.» 

er-mud; wood-ashes, anda small por- 
ate of about a @ormmon wagen- -load for 

The three year's following, after plantings he rentivaal 
the ground with Indian Corn. 

e advantageous. Take young. 

t 
by 2 
ie 
BR 
‘ 

/ st 

i 
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Mri Peters makes mention of young~ We clipe 
from a clay soil, and transplanted in one mot © suitable « 
that they became more thrifty the n ott 
ed at the same time, and in’ the bs - ground, | ele” we 
had been taken from a nursery |W cre B the’ soil was st 
for the growthjof this tree. 8 8 6 site 

He also planted some appletrees. at fie depth of two iid: 

a half feet; but they did not become) thrifty, Ty roots is had: 
started out nearer the surface. 

In order to prevent late frost Giacibdesteogin| fruit, 

when appletrees-are in blossomy or perhaps ev ter the 

young apple has formed; let some gypsum be strewed 
round under the trees, pretty. early. pat epeing: yeeo-oem 

salt, it is said, will answer the same purpose. 
A rope of straw, with one end ‘tied round the body of the 

tree, and the other*end immersed in/a‘tub/ot water on 

underneath, will have a similar effect. : 2, 
The eect of gypsum, in partiow 

this purpose, is, that it attracts the” 
from the blossoms to the earth; as it is w 
lands, when lately manured with gypsum, | hay 
vier dews on them than any others. Salt is. 
much the same effect, in attracting moisture. City 

It seems to be well ascertained, that raising red-clov ori 
apple-orchards, for the ; 
saga injurious to the 

appli ed to the growing clover 
3 id fruit; and tha 

an orchard.of P plambtra is {re 
plentifally ;- while, with ese animals, Ke ) 
very little. The reason 

et ; 

1 of this is, ‘that the Swine, by eating 

up all the fruit which’ falls from: the trees, destroy the 

young brood of curculiones deposited in the fruit, which is 

the cause of its early falling off. 
See Insects. 

ze Mn Garrigus, of that Statey says he hag 

Pa 

ae 
two once of 
sed to the east 

7 ag that, ‘most 

aitenaners to bear ei. during a" season wl vlien that wind 
prevailed, while the/other bore considerably. ' 
«We have seen orchards as productive: fruit as usual, 
which were never ploughed, but kept constantly for mowibg- 
grounds ; but*such were on rich soils, an not inclining, | 
to clay. The forin-grass would probably be found much 

“the best, for combining the meadow and the orchard to- 
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gether, as thategrass Is said to. malt as well in the shade 
iy elsewhere, afid to g ‘ow well in almost all soils. 

See GRasses boy 
» - As soon asithe young'trees begin to bear, care should be 
taken that they are not overloaded with fruit; fer, in such 
case, pi s even grafted fruit, when taken from stocks 
which were ‘yeatly bearers, may become alternate. We 
Mi ae heard the contrary Of this asserted. 

See APPLETREB. } 
Sof “its truth we have no experimental knowledge ; 
1 we deem it a matter very important to be as- 

certained. But, until this. shall be the case, we should 
rather advise to ease the young tree of part of its load, if it ~ 
appear too heavily laden” ne first and second years, as soon 
as it can be ascertained W at proportion is to remain, after 
that part which usually dies has fallen off. 

7 nore particiilarly to be attended to, in regard te 
Ss: as. eartrees are but seldom alternate in their 

ee vane rats Migs aaa 

pruning, we shall merely observe, that it 
A profuse loping away large wasise is 

: =~ 

hrifty, may be readily 
a being small, awvill 

J ‘ill 

s are ut “away, the wount will 
unless the wood be carefully 

a1 rom. th re Forsyth’s composition, 
er something simi at & SE 

ee * i ‘ te oF igs 

ovEnPLOWING. Fo See NEAT-CATTLE, 

8} 

4 aad Pp | | z " 

ial | Vine | di 

PAINTING os BUILDINGS, &c. For painting the 
roofs of building ir Patterson, of Newjersey, has, some 

years since, given” he following directions, which have been 

the best composition known for pre- 
f houses; as it is found, that it hardens 

“by timey and is an effectual preventive against the roof tak- 

Ing fire, from the sparks of the chimney. 
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‘ Take three parts of air-slacked lime, two of wood- oo: 
and one of fine sand; sift these ‘nen a fine sieve 2 
add as much linseed oil as will bring it to a consistence ic 
working with a Painter’s brush. care must be taken 
to mix it perfectly.’ * i Wey Cn 
We believe sending it as a paint would befieny:i improve- 

ment. Two coats ate pooarerhs the first rather. thins the 
second as thick as can: tly worked. | if a: 

Painting of wooden bul pu “of every kind; is not only 
ornamental, but the Owner is well repaid for west ex- 
pense, by the greater durabilit “which,-the pa ves to 

0, whieh are intended to be 
ornamental, round, and near buildings, should never be 
destitute of a good coat of paint.¢— 

PARSNIP (Pastinaca. ) The cul cued proper for 
parsnips, is very similar to © suger Mea é Pe the | a 

inches is not too ar They are Z00 d 
and fating cattle as carrots, arid are about a 
They might be cultivated to ne geae for. feec 
Spring, when the stock of car " Swth 
as the best way to keep pee ver 

When dug in the Fall, 
keep them through the, 

id 7 ae pe 

rows across. Pin beds, | 
apart. sy ul 

of about four inches. ose whi 
are pulled out in thinine will then ‘be good for Swine. 

Freezing does not injure this root; and, therefore, those 
which, are kept in Winter, tor family-use, had better be 
a in rather a frozen state than otherwise ; because, if 

pt too warm, they will ppg: and as them for 
atin §- ; r e a 

PASTURE. The snhdivinitina of. tisid, is kept for 
® the sole purpose of pasturin , should. depend as well upon 

its fertility, as upon the ngpiber of different kinds of cattle 
that-are to be fed’on, it. Fifty cre land, that would 
only feed three Cows during the season, would not pay the 
expense of subdividing. On the contrary, if the Farmer has 
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but ‘three Cows, and has three acres of the best pasture- 
land, era rht to divide this into at least two parts 3 so that 
the one can | ing while the other. is feeding. 

Agal Cae e | nty Cows, and has twenty acres of 
the bes pasture, he. find his account in having it di- 

into four ‘parts, and ‘pasturing each enclosure three 
or four days, alternate ly. 1 this way, Panmure: -lands will 

eep at’ least one- fourth more tle, an d will keep them 
ich better, than ifthe whole pasture ware in one field. 
N change of pasture is beneficial, but a change 

of di kinds of | 2 in the same pastures should be 
attended to.- This: lilch-cows take the first crop- 

3 then the Horses and Oxen, 
and the Sheep next: is way, the last feeder will eat 
much grass that een rejected by the former. 
Wet miry spotssin pastures should be drained off, either 
open om bale 5 for, by this mean, the grass in 

‘spo in quantity, and much improved 
‘ee cut out and destroyed; this- 
ds should be mowed down before 

sd, and every mean taken to eradicate them. 
dvisable to pasture lands too WA particu- 

f 

, 

‘ 

band: feed, there will, of 
shee it to plece apne 

; one, permed 
‘eatment is, that 

< m at of the day, and 
feed z ‘nig! t, whenithg,. grass, which renders 
it more nourishing. 
Cows, however, ought to ne 4 water; and, where. their 

pas cures afford none, the better way is to sink a wel 

‘spot where the pasture- -lots corner together; and then +w 
a little machine! which will be but a trifle of bapean 
sufficient of | “may, usually be raised every day by ti 
we for pose of filling ‘the trourhs as often as 

|. The methods of doing this are so simple ‘ 
zy are hardly necessary to be described. Eg ¢ 

See i IND-MACHINERY. — - 4: 

In plac however, artificial ponds are recom. 
, me nded by s 

See Ponds... . Bh alg 
he 
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In pastures which are on the sides ‘of hills, water may be 
easily obtained in another Way ;_ . that is, by diging horizon- 
tally into the bill till you come to it, nd then carrying at. 
out in a pipe, or conductor, made for the purpose. Another 
method ‘is, to. dig a well ona mi part of the hill, and 
place a syphon in it, with so i pe that it will not let 
off the water fast enough to t it dn the well. Pier, 

Another method of maki ‘*3 ya 5. recommended by 
M. Cadit de Vaux, is to bore a hole. in ‘the eart an 
augur or borer made for the purpose, until su t of 
good water is found. If that sri first found is. not 
good, bore deeper, until you come to- bett er; and bore suf- 
ficiently deep to afford a full supply... 

Let the holé be about eight or ee in digmeter. 
As the augur gets filled with earth itis.taken up, emptied, 
and let n again. After the hole is de} Saen tube | 
is inserted in it, and the watér is raised by p pomp ing., ‘si 

This is a very cheap and safe me ar a shares 
and might be advantageously eee where e the” i he 
free of stones and rocks. je 

Lastly, as a matter of ornament and } profit, let you 
lands be planted with some useful trees; and probably, 
this purpose, the locust will be foun d ‘the best. pin el 

See Locust. ae : 
The sugar-maple may also | 

where the soil is suitable to cn an 
of maple-sugar is desired, which wil 
no small | tires 

very ad dvantageous, i 
th where a yearly suppl 
. be found age es 

HK e ‘ q Cee : : eu . oe s. hy 

PASTURE « a Fo ‘ oe a piven 
quantity of pe nourish it, t, into which its roots extend. 
for that purpose; and the qua ntity thus required is called 
the requisite fasture of the plant. Some require more , 
earth, and some less. Some require a greater. superficial 
extent with less depth; while others require ; a greater depth 
withless superficial extent. 

For ‘instance, a plant of Indian corn requires a superficial 
extent of, say, three feet in circumference, and a depth of 
six inches; while a root of the beet, carrot, or parsnip kind, 
requires a superficial extent of, perh as , only f Mielve, er 
in circumference, but a depth of, s filteen i A 

nt of flax, on the contrary, wi not. require re Aika 
six inches i in circumference, and five inches in depth. 

It will probably be found, that the greater depth is given 
to all plants, the less circumference they will require; that 
the roots will, in that case, shoot further downwards 5, and, 
therefore, the deeper you plough, the thicker you may sow. 
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This is a matter ¢ of f nice calculation, - and well worth the 
attention of the ingenious ‘Farmer. 
In rder es. 2 this, the proper Hethod is, to try 

various plants in beds of the same soil, culture, and dimen- 
sions, but dug of di 2 
different distances), an and 

at depths, and the plants set at 
hen’ the results will a to the 

‘truihs | 
_ ‘Thus, for instance , make 2 foe beds ‘Oycarrots, which shall 
be du ually: we eight inches deep; jet the roots in the 
first stand at : distance of four inches from each 
other; those of the mona it the distance of six; those of 
the third, at the dis! an eight 5 “and those of the fourth, 

_ at the distance of twel ‘inches ; and then let it be ascer- 

‘aglgee and hottie 

tained whichybed ‘has. the | réatest weight of earrots. 
In the mean time, have four other beds dug twelve inches 

e due eighteen inches deep ; "and plant 
at the respective distances above men- _pne of each ; 

and the | results equally well ascertained. 

{toned geal wha is the result of each. The same 
oe ied with equal exactness on most 

we 
 famil “Use, whic Ely 

\ 

(Pysum.)— There are a variety of peas; some of 

a re more, and ore ers less, valuable - cultivation. 

nha for garden-cult 
va NETO DeG the former. 
th ae ” ore abu dant Bes Se 

x Bhd" of cultivating each, in the garden-way, is 
one ee lly known to need any particular description. 
They may be sow ‘the field, in the broadcast-way, for 

au h ‘the easiest, | as the trouble of 
o 

Taising them in- 
The culture | 

tended to in this one t Farmers, and 
Pay rcceacs the. crop of wheat; being considered a good 

preparative for that crop, as the*ground is left mellow, and 
but little exhausted by the crop of peas. 

They yield from sixteen to forty bushels an acre. The 
haulm is also of some considerable value for fodder. The 
allowance of seed is two bushels to the acre; though, per- 
haps, a eel allowance is advisable, as the thicker they 
are sown the/less liable they are to fall flat to the ground, 
which in some ‘measure prevents the filling of the pods. 
They ate to be sown during the first decrease of the 

moon, r the ground cagpbe prepared in the Spring; for, 
if not sown while this planet is performing that part of its 
revolution, the crop will ripen unevenly; some stalks will 
be green, While others are dead ripe. The ground should 
be well mellowed, before sowing. Gypsum is excelent for 
this crop, where the ground is suitable for that manure. 
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Soaking the seed in some fertilizing liquor, . oe 
such as a solution of saltpetre, sold uring, Keptifor the ; ur, 
pose, lie of wood-ashes, or ‘perhaps ally uniied, woul “yo. 
doubt, be of service to the crop. If eth be inclining toy 
clay, let the seed be dried wit ie ” “fat b Era 
if it be suitable to the ground, We 

The’ crop, to make it suflici Doi ’ oie be © of 
luxuriant rowth ; ,and as “ will cover the ground mor 
bi - it. will’ n that account, nee better Sood tin 

r the succeeding crop of wheat. ‘: | 
In regard (o harvesiing, the prac tice we" have is, to 

let the crop stand uli jit'ts tead_ripe. » Teri were har vested 
while the haulm was pardy gr sen, ‘it would’ be much bettér 
for todder; amd we believe ihe grain would not be thereby 
essenilally injured; though, perhaps alittle?moretreuble 
would bg requisite in dryingstné he % we ” 
— Itis cut by thé German Farmers: with a sithe-and. cradle; 
‘but we believe’ common mowing-sithe is just as a for 
the purpose. In cuting, it ts, at a aR ci a 
into small bunches; in which sit 
dried, and is then carted in. 
* The threshing is not difficult. on is done vith _ 
with Horses, or with the roller, described under 

commonly in ‘an it is inc. The machines tor threshir 
believed, wouid’not so weil ahswe for this crop. 

Peas are subject to the Bes lations of a small black bu ie} 
that eats into them. not,’ however, ‘hinder them 
from, growing ; but, if ai ac des aoebat st next crop. will be 
infested. with these nee * 

To kill them, let the pea ‘: designed for seed be put, a ap 
few seconds, into some, or a ae ae of the ; liquors befor 
mentioned, made: hot ; a ne ange wt 2 Mat er 'bi tire 
directed, and sowed im t 

Those designed for cane. “ia so H clear d of. these 
bugs, by the use of hot water; mh ey will drop out of their 
holes, after they are dead, and may, then ‘be easily sifted out. 

Peas are best adapted to smooth Tands;. as itis ‘some what 
difficult to cut the crop in stoney grounds. With the aid 
of gypsum, they will grow very weil on light sandy lands 5 

_and, generally speaking, they will. groW to advantage on 
almost every soil that is, sufficienily dry, rand rich, for a 
good crop of wheat. If the ground be too rich, powgyers 
they will run too much to hauim, and yield th le 

o The crops we have seen raised, which wel rincipally 
in the lands on the Mohawk iver, appeared role lessened 
in product, for want of a change of seed. © 

Whether the marfowfat pea would grow too tall, and be 
inclined to fall down too soon, to be advahtapeous fad field- 
culture, is a point on which we have no information.” They 

os! 

#? 
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oy probat be found most suitable to poorer Soils, 
where their ‘growth would not. be too high; and in such ; 
case) their »product» would. probably. be much greater, than ‘ 
that of t egret, field-pea. ~ ; | 
Woul not be found well adapta for ‘extensive cul- 

in t bathe: meilam bat much-exhausted, lands which f 
's ae cor Hoots tothe. Atlantic, in the Middle and Southern - 

Seales! If the soil there, in sppresenty poverished state, 
sh Id | prove too weak, it can be easily raised’to the requir 4 

eeree of fert tility,” by the application of gypsum. But, 
indee A, those lands want t nothing but-a plentiful application ‘a 

‘of this manure, “With the use ¢ Pere to fit them for 5 
, almost every production. ~ 
| Peas are superior to Fain, corn, for fatigg Swine, or 

~ other cattle. For thi purpose, rae ecntsi 
~*~ See STEAMBOILER. 

‘They are much used, Raee. raised, for’feeding fine 
but, for this purpose, a. ‘mixture of oats with’ them is believ- 
d. ‘to be: prefer 
. ale Vn led 8 ‘excelent for soup, fou puding, &c. 

_ common ‘Ad-p CAS, however, do not boil soft 
“gies others. wake marrowlat | peas, when dried be- 

4 fore are fully ripe, are, best for + purposes, as 
there 8 Bo necessity for ulling: them. 
Peas: xhaust the soil Re Tittlc, and att considered as 

‘good t } precede a crop-of eat, as any other crop what- 
ever, “If the profits of fecaaeD never be very great, so 
neon q'° aR Depges incured in its cohen 

q PEACHTREE CAmygiatus ) Peaches,are of two kinds; 
the clearstone, anc the clingstone ; but there are good vari- 
te Pap each.. “a ee arts only be raised by graft- 
Ing, or inoculations This me ; on.apricots, or on plum- 
trees,,and will mak: graftec trees longer lived. 
The trades sould ve a warm, dry, fertite soil: A sandy 

i loam is best. gee here they.are planted be shelter- 
~ ed from get al nds, it will be the better. 

To raise the young trees, take stones that are fully ripe, 
and plant them in October. They will come up and grow 
to a good size in the course of the Summer. They are to 
be kept,clear _weeds, while inthe nursery. Ata year’s 
growth, they 1 be grafted, or innoculated, and, after two 
Summer’s growth, they may then be transplanted. This 
may be d rhen the leaves have fallen in Autumn, or in® 
the ew 7 ? 

Take plants with one strong clean stem, or, if they have 
two, cut one away, however fair. Let the downward root 
be cut off, in order that the tree derive its nourishment 
irom earth nigh the surface, which will make the fruit less 
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crude, and finer tasted. Be carefulinot to shart the trees 
too deep; for this is injuri@us to all fruit. Let the pruning 
of the neéw-planted trees e omited, till they pak “taken 
root. . mags oem cf eh 

Mr. Forsyth gives some particular directions for training, 
pruning, &c. the trees, to make the meee bearers; all of 
which may be well enovgh for the climate of England, bat 
does not, seem see to. be observed’ here. Where/the 

vate is suitable for’ peaches, in this i: is, 
where the frost of the Winter does,not kill them y gen- 
erally bear so much that the trees ave’ frequently broken 
with the fruit, if part of it be not taken " 

Mr. Forsyth also gives a listof the sbest peaches raised 
in Engiand, gwhich ripen at the! different. months of the 
season tor “pleache 5 butjeno doubt, this’ ‘Country is ‘capable 
ot affording varieties equal, and per aps superior, if sought 
fter. 

¢ In making a proper selection @ ag from which to graft; 
or inoculate, a due reg gard should yin ojthree eSsentials. 

1. To obtain the gi alts, or b d { tees bearing the 
finest fruit. hi iti 
“ 2. That this fruitMtnoltdripen ‘at different times from. 
the earlieSt to the latest of the season for peaches," + 

3. That the gratts, or buds, be taken from trees, which 
are plentitul bearers; but not such as b bear so- -Plentitally as 
to be brokenyby their truit. ~ — . ss Seige ate, 

But, ae the too- -plentif Isbesting of trees. is a quali- 
ty not proper jpdeleondapletah those which are raised trom 
them, by gratting, or otherwise. It would be well to ascer= 
tain this point, by experiment.* > _¢ 

It 1s said, by’some, that it the stones § of peaches | be buried 
immediately, without dr 1B) -they will produce tr bear- 
ing the same kinds of peaches, as those whenCe the stones 
were taken. This is weil worthy, £ rticular trial. 

Betore closing this article, we sh il pres ent to our Read 
ers the method practis€d by Mr Bailey, of Accomac 
county, Virginia, for cultivating this tree, as communicated 
by Mr. Geddes, 

‘Mr. Bayley has now (1814) sixty- thie Piougend trees, 
and a large distilery which is. tal only, one no in 
a year. ® ahi 

‘His peach-orchards are planted in rows rom north to 
south, twenty feet apart, and in each row a tr placed at 
every ten feet. He has . a tree at every fwelve feet, 
and prefers ten feet. The stem, from the ground to the 
limbs, is only two feet long, the trees being less exposed to 
injury by the wit ds; and, in Mr. Bayley’ S opinions the 
branches grow. more upright, and he is enabled to plough 
closer to the trees than if the stems were longer. 

oe 

= — 
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¢He has tried Mr. Coudter’s method of having no stems, 
He puts stones in the ground, ary time between November 
and April, but prefers Decemb@'; and cuts out dead and 
me limbsy without any other’ pruning: ! 

¢ (olga Ae ‘harrowing the orchards is commenced 
when the’ pring-frost is over; and about this Mr. Bayley | 

® is very, particular. He ploughed, one year, apart ineMarchs;) * 
after which cane ‘ost, and every pe droped off the 
trees injthe part ploughed; while dheneoughea, after. the 
frost, yibe fine: crop. At present, he sploughs in‘the 
latter part of April’; again in May; harrows in June; and 
again in July. “ue * ae oe we " \ 

‘ ‘ The plough is a very light one, drawnby one Horse or 
_ Maule, only scarifying the surface, to keep dewn the grass 
’ and @weeds, and not scuting the ‘foots of the "peachtrees, 

which run very shallow2 = © — ¥ 
«His harrow 1s nothing but three — 

hoes, nine inches “wide, each, placed " ® 
under’ ‘a tridihg fe Seen 
‘their situation sand sig af thus, | 
makingi@together a brea of eek 
¥ ?* seven inches.’ aay | 
.* Another "piece of labor has to be performed in this ‘ 
warm climate, which a os to ykeep down the 4 
weeds and ‘grass uae Fr 1€ trees. An insect, resembling 
ereath Aitaiocara the ‘Bolly that, teases sour Horses, 
pierces the) bark of the trees a little below the surface of 
the earth, and there ers ‘in June and, July, its eggs; 

e ‘outof which are hatched a red worm,jhaif an inch long, and ~ of the thicknessyof hea knitingneedle. These worms 
injure the trees much, _ ten kill them, by girdling them 
quite round, just under the surface of the soil. 
‘To prevent these. winged insects from operating on the 

softened bark, near : surface, 4 hill of earth about a foot 
high is raised round each tree, about the Ist of June; and 

- taken away about the, Ist of Séptember. These insects 
either find the bark too hard and dry to pierce, or the tak- 
ing away the earth leaves the eggs uncovered and they 
purish. The fact is, after ten years trial, Mr. Bayley has 
found his trees thus completely preserved against the 
worms. © bs a j i 

‘The age of a peach-orchard, Mr. Bayley estimates at 
twenty years) He has seen them much older; but thinks 
mere pa be had, by replanting at the end of twenty ® 
years. A tree is nearly in peffection the sixth year; when 
it will yield annually at the rate of fifteen gallons of fourth- _ | 
proof brandy, for évery hundred trees. «The price of this , , 

- liquor, before the’ War, was one dollar fifty cents, and now 
two dollars per gallon.’ F 

" 
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¢ When the scason of gathering peaches commences, a 
number of Hands are hired, ¢hicfly Boys, at the price of 
ene third of a dollar per day. The Hands gather peaches 
at the rate of one ghundred: galfbnsaps peach-juice per day, 
each, which yields seven gallons of fourth-proof brandy. : 
‘A Man and a_ Horse bruises, and puts into tubs for Av 

mentation, enough per day for one thousand gallons of juice. 
The peaches are bruised in a mill, similar to the stone bark- 

ills; but the wheel is a wooden one, ur féet in diameter, 
and nine inches thick, runing in a circular troughy@ighreen 
inches wide, and. twelve inches deep. The peac hStones are 
not broken, nor any use made of the kernal. 

‘After complete feomea Rae sh often takes eight 
days, the juige is hes tap near the bottom, and 
distiled as*tider i When no more juice will run, the 
pomaceris needa to get out what femains.’ 

Mr. Geddes observes that, notwithstanding the expense 
%of the ploughings and harrowings, . &ce the clear profits of 
the orchards of Mr” Bayley have frequentl ly been pipaerds 
‘of twenty dollars an acre. 

It might be furthe observed, he the somite, af after the 
‘juice is expressed, t (eethe ith the. stones, might: e made 
of considerable value, in feeding and fating Swine. 

This culture seems more, particularly. adapted to the great 
tract of mellow, level, -sandy. Jandapie’ stretches along eRe 
Atlantic, in the Middle and Sou States, than for er 
soils, and hilly erounds; as the hardness of the soil Rrould 
increase the expense of tillage, and the soil of hills would 
be subject to waste, by the heavy Fay when kept constant- 
ly under the plough. — 
We would merely observe, that Staite a row of pump- 

kins between each two rate of trees, ‘would probably af- 
ford a great additional profit;, as they, could be cultivated 
with merely ‘the addition expense of hoeing the plants, 
and applying a little gypsum, or other suitable manure, to 
the hills. 

The rows of these, being each ten feet distant from the 
rows of trees, would be but little injured by their shade. 
Let the pumpkins be planted in hills, at the distance of 
about four or five feet from each other. 

See Pumpxin See also, FRutIT-TREES, NorSzrx, TRANS- 
PLANTING, &¢. 

4 
* PEARTREE (Pyrus.) This tree will groper on a 

stiff clay, than most other fruit-trees; but théSoils which 
best suit the applernge are also most suitable for it.. A scion 
of this tree may, be grafted on an appletree; but it does not 
answer so well, aS when grafted on a quince, for dwarf-fruit; 
and a quince answer's well to be grafted on a peartree. “The 
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pear will aiso grow on the white-thorn. The best way, 
however, is to graft the pear on its own natural stock, se- 
lecting scions from the best trees, as in the case of apple- 

P wees. (aig: we | iid hay 
“Let some part.of the selection also, as in the case of 

pecchtrelaaast mentioned, be made from trees whose fruit 
. ripens at different times, in order to have a full supply for 
_—. Generally, it may be observed, that the culture 
ri h is proper for an appletree, is. alsproper for a pear- 
ree. Py iu. 
See APPLETREES, OR¢: ‘ARD, FruiT-TREES, NURSERY, 

TRANSPLANTING, KCe 
Rey, “he kt in cet eas Shoe ih sei 

PERRY. To make good perry, manage the pears in the 
same manner that apples are directed to be managed to 
make good cider, with this difference, that the pears need 
not be sweated so long as the apples, by being laid in heaps 
for that purpose. ~ a eer am ® 

See, C1ipER. ._ ee " 
A drink, lled ferkin, is also made from the. pressed’ 
cheese of pears, in the same manner that ciderkin is made 
from, that of Apples..g. ae ' ' ‘ 

«More attention should be paid, in this Country to the se- 
~ lection of such peartrees as bear plentifully, and yearly, of 
the best kinds of fruit. , 

* 

4 

iq 
i 
Mi 
j 

‘ 
ii 

i alms | 

x ee SN. 
See Curincs, ORCHARD, kc. 

x ~- 

' PLANETREE, orn BUTTONWOOD (Platanus Occi- 
_ dentalis.) This tree is a native of this Country. Itgrows 

rapidly, and is useful in pastures for shade, and ornamental 
in many situations. It is good for fuel;-but very difficult 
to split, owing to the crookedness, and. int srmixture of the 

‘fibres of the wood. - wo ae hie A, 
This circumstance would, however, seem to render it 

patticularly valuable to cultivate, for being sawed into 
boards for cabinet-work; for these, when polished, and 
colored in the manner we shall mention, are said to be as 
beautifully clouded, as the clouded mahogany. wd, 

The color of mahogany is given to this wood, by-staining 
it with a we of Dragonsblood, from the Canaries (not 
that from Madagascar) and oil of turpentine, boiled in a 
stone or porcelain vessel, and laid on boiling hot. If the 
boards can be boiled in this mixture, it will stain them 
nearly thrgien. 

the wood of this tree be free from any disposition to 
warp or twist, when sawed into. boards, it may be found 

_ valuable for being made into furniture, when-the method 
of giving it the mahogany-color is known, 
ia | te 

re 

&. 
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PLOUGH. To construe Himieitlement i in such manner — 
that it will do its work effectually, | and at the same time 
pass through the ground with the test_ possible ‘ease,pis 
a matter of the utmost importance 5" as well to the Farmer 
individually, as ‘to ‘the Country at "ares in fl economical 
point of view. 
«It is found, in Gaeatbritain, that én : 

draw one ofthe ploughs, which’ are 50 nstructe fier the 
most modern improvements, as three can one of those 
which were formerly used there; of course, the Farmer 
becomes thus enabled to perform hi ploughing with one 
Horse less, to each plough, than for erly ; which may be 
estimated at a saving of. about® forty. ‘dollars a year, for the 
labor ‘of each’ Horse"thus ‘dispensed with; or a saying of 
labor tothe yearly value of same millions of dollars to the 
Country. “* * 

It is the various means which have bee en adopted for 
‘saving of labor, in that “iat . ve neipally 
ontributed» to raise it to that’ Bree nd- 

Besse: 
It is not to be expected, th t every c 

can construct"a good © si 
to bea separate business, ae , 
cient genius, and information, for, th 
plough is now made and” ea the a of ‘Cayuga, 
which is said to be very well constr ucted. , 

If ingenious Mechanics penta make themselves acquaint- 
ed with the principles’necéssaty tobe observed in the best 
construction of'ploughs, atid: keep such constantly for 

' sale, they would” the business s profitable, and they would 
& esse cme c° the ‘Country. 

In the American Edition of the Edinburg Encyclopedia 
are exhibited, SArawinge St “well-constructed ploughs; -and 
the principles necessary to be observed in their construction 
are'there also laid down. The Farmer, or the — 

ay readily reférito the Work in question. 
1S it is very dificult to convey an adequate deh of a 

well-constructed plough, without drawings of it, and as this 
Work is not intended to contain any of these, any descrip- 
tion, in detail, pf such plow&h is here omited: Some gen- 
eral observations on the best construction may, however, 
not be amiss. 

1. The lighter the plough, the easier it is @rawn. In 
light smooth soils,” which offer no impediment to the 
plough, it may be very light, and yet sufficiently strong. 
In those which aré"stiff, stony, or rocky,-its strength must 
be equal to sustaining y the draft, and the shocks it has to 
encounter. In they Ger cases, it requires double, and per- 

oT 

Horses can as easily 



” 

a 
Hips ‘three times, the th that is necaatany in the 
former. 4h! Senne a ae 
aan In cleaving the earth, the plough is governed by the 
ozinciplé Of, the wedges Like the wedge, therefore, the 

ws ard should widen uniformly, and 
bottom of the plough, ronal be of 

, it turns: over at one idecsiiens 
ily inches in width of the sward, 

t part of t s share, and oie the bottom of the 
siti behind, sho bes. But the 
upper side of the n board 2 Behind, should project over 
beyond this width as much as four inches, in order to lay 
the sward completely OCP MME. 6! Me at 
3. The coulter should be set with its lower end ina 

very Slafiting divectiow! F Tonedied, so as to run under the 
sward and raise js epee in cutip it. The share should 
soushaped as to ¢ p f the sward, gradually, till i 

are ) Ty which, by its eben | 
rn it over. le 

‘run steadily, it should have 
peu! not be set too high. 

the —— will raise up 
rc, tee so curved as to 

the coulter passes through it, in 
hall we liable to clog; when 

well he share is made 
of the former, the ebip t, So,.as to form 
but one piece; or, if | © of wood, it should be 
covered with »plates of cast: iron, where it tubs aenpre the 
earth. The mouldboard should hdach be casts and it, should 
be ~~ oth, so that the earth will not adhere to it,. it does 

oO to a wooden mouldboard, when ploughi ground » h 
is somewhat wet. A plough , thus made,@passes as sh 
easier through the ground, than one whose mouldboard and 
chip are merely of wood; as a sled, shod with, cast iron, 
draws easier over the bare earth, than one that is shod 
with wood.) ~ 

Cast- iron) ploughshafes answer very well in smooth lands, 
and are much cheaper than those made of wrought iron. 
They, however, require an edge, meds. of hardened sicel, 
which is fastened to the share in sach manner as to be 
oar taken off, at pleasure. te 

The German Farmers of this county, 
ake use of a large heavy plough p 

its vicinity, 
arted by two 

ee ee ee 



wheels, and drawn me three, Horses, wh 
makes very good work; but 1 s beli 
without wheeis, when wield: construc 

as well, and at. the same:time hens 5 ly, wit 
the wheel-piough will with three Ae ah ! 

For the purpose of gagin ), When t Ee hby fl 
a smooth sward, one small wheel of { iron, properly fixed 

® under the end of the beam, would» be found to run much 
easier, and would be much cheaper, the wheelplough 
just mentioned. This wheel might / SO -contrived’as to be. 
raised, or lowered,/so as anne 
shallower, at pleasure. y 

Instead of the present me of directing the plough, 
it might be performed, to. ¢ffect, in smooth lands 
particularly, by a moveable \co hich could be turned 
to the one side or the other, me iller; so that the opera- 
tion of steering the ploug ould be similar to turning the 
rudder of a vessel, for of ee iy: » 
page were eo before: ik fun. ' 6 

should béiweatly similar to’that of 
of, but smaller; and lighter ; 
have its mouldboard of cast irons 
of the twisting shape. cua bri 

In constructing a p 
Oxen, it is believed tha 
beam quite into the rin 
case, the beam»need n 
Oxen would require to 
A plough thus ¢ 
a wheelplough, 9) 4 

Nor would there be any | Reuley. in extending the beam 
of the plough novwmenl a span ‘ot Horses, and thus bringing 
Hest ber in the same manner, so that their heels should 

In the one-horse plough big 
cultivating -hoed crops, h 
share, and the construction: Cts, 

betore the*coulter. In this case, there should be a 
piece, fi nm the end of the beam, about eight inches 

in length, and “from the.ends of this tw rt ropes, or 
chains, should extend. to the inner sides of the haims by 
which the Horses are to. draw; and two such short ropes, — 
or chains, should extend from the outer sides of the haims 
to two outside shafts, which shouldextend from a cross- 
piece, to be set on the. beam of the plough, just*before the 
coulter. - ie 
A two-horse f plough, fixed in this manner, would also run 

as steadily as a wheel-plough; the? team would be much 
shortened, w b ploughing i is highly desirable ; and the 
expense of 4 harness for the Horses need be nothing 



“for the purpose. 

this case, and 

: the work proceeds. The banaliel is separate ; and the 
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more than that 1 Popes or poner papier 
eae tua ed to a pair of ‘wooden hai 

being nothing more than two pieces 
woot inches’ broad, properly shaped and 

moothly | e sides, which are ‘put, one on each 
ide, of th ne Horse, aval: tied together, itch 

’ Itchas been wellascertained, that ve of this kind are cd 
less liable to injure Sy som oo kind of acrewan — 
ever: « % ‘ 
_ onehorse plot 7 also'be drawn, by having ee 

orse between shat t p beam of the plough. In 
als plough is drawn by two , 

Horses, in the m bec 
eo 3m hold the shafts s 
the plough ‘could be inc 

ribed » the cross- pieces 
vOrk on a pivot, so that 

clit ¢ one side ‘or the other, 
aired ites He: anetivenh; eioih 

described, of diretting itWby th ulter, should be adopted. : 
A,‘ double-fined’ ploug oe escribed by Mr. owe } 
ich he» saw’ in diff sg cit *ha | 

nd bye pin at 

oard and ; ough the cout 
Sto the end of the furrow, 

€ mouldboard 1s shifted to the 
y Ye and has the advan- 

wsefal in ploughing 

Fe te: well adapted to that 
* : = ug |W! apc Seb 

c. plaw on 
~~ 4 

i ite) ft e- so yf cam ; S 
that when a furrow is turr ‘a the « ber is 
aboy e the beam bottom id of the fur- 
row, this share is turned down “up, and thus 

end is‘merely set'in between pins that hold the beam 

the mouldboards together. When the r side o . 
ploughsis turned,up, the handle is taken « » and set 

‘ Sy ~~ nS 

the other side; in the same manner. . 
i rer ‘kind of JoNbneNpI det which ‘bas been 

long. Cone parts of Eneland; and in smooth, light, 
ticularly, is well adapted for dispatch. It 

turns two furrows at Ofice ; and for this purpose has two 
shares, mouldboards, &c.. the one behind the other. It 
would seem that the principal difficulty, bot sucha plough, 
must be in directing it: But, probably, one oveable * 
coulters,, before described, - applied - ‘to th ie ferenaett: share, 
oe obviate wei inconvenience. ~9h) | 

“ 
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wien “two vhandles, Ploughs are sometimes con ; 
and*sometimes with but one.» ufficient ; two isvonly 

‘productive or more expense. The handle should lean con- 
siderably back; and it should have a‘pin set) in a 

est. the upper end, to take hold of, and’ tor, he lines to. paar 

where Horses are used in ploughing » 9 * 

A small handplough might, as is believed, be very advan- 

® tageously used for the purpose of. ating weeds among 
several kindstof growing crops of ‘roots; such as onions, 

carrots, parsnips, &c. It should ‘have two light handiesy 

leaning well backward, of the dength of, say, four andya 

half feet, or of such length «as will be found most proper 

for the purpose of pushing the plough forward by hand. — 
It should have a ee ime of such dimensions 

that the’ plough would’ c ‘furrow of, say, an inch in 
depth, and about four inches wide. The share should be : 
shaped similar to that of the Jarge plough, before mention- 
ed; and it should be kept Well ground, so-as to cut offyall 
ee roots of weeds which come in 1 . le il 

For the»purpose of “regu 
run, it inge ie a wheel, ¢ 
end of the’ beam; though 
hands, ‘this “would not be nee 
to the rows of roots, turning 
first place, and then turning i 

Te 

Cw 
cm ie ad sfor a crop, some lands require to be oftener, 

‘be deeper, ploughed, ‘than others. The stiff 
and clay soils require the most ploughing, and the gravelly 
soil the deepest. The more dry and gravelly the soil,*the 
de€per it should be ploughed, in order to enable it to with- 
stand the ‘droughts of Summer; and the more stiff and 
clayey the soil, the oftener it should be ploughed, and also 
rolled, and harrowed, in order to reduce it to a fine tilth, 
and to raise in it that state of fermentation, each of which, 
in such soils, is essentially necessary for the growing of 
crops. * 

It may indeed be laid down, as a general rule, that every 
kind of soil should be in a finely-pulverized state, before it 
is applied to the growing of crops; but some soils are 
much easier redtited to this state, than others. Whe light 
sandy soil ig easily jmellowed : It neither requires much 
ploughing, nor need the ploughing be very deep; but this 

+ 
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i] essentially quire 3, ti at what is not expended on it in 
ploughing ead ek rowing crop, should be laid out in 

ae 

LanpDs. 
;: eeks Tour, found that the ave- 

ushine sandy lands, in Greatbritain, was 
any soils, four and three-quarters ; and four ince 

asin a hall. In Ireland, they plough * 
consi sat vie a per than th a 

See Pasture oF PL ts s, for the method of ascertaining 
at depth in plonug will afford the greatest crops of 

the different bay i 
: ed, that the deeper you 
plough, the more> @ is the operation; and this 
4 tonal expense should be n into the estimate, in 

mining what depth it 1 most profitable to plough. 
Ge erally ‘speaking, it is, be 
rops, the depths just menti 
= well 383 ptner; € € 

_ The 

fed will be found to answer 
the t_ very 

jery proper witere the soil 
ie Riper stratum of vegetable 
ade deep’ by a long course of 

d that below is a strong 
d by the Winter-frost, 

poor, and inca- 
no p heuely can 

result; but, perhaps, much | ughing deeper 
usual. | *y Pi es 

ba a turning | up a ee is layer of earth, see TRENcH- 
PLOUGHING. . 

Mr. Dea re mention of Bulace of land which was 
Summer-fallo d, and sown “with rye. One part > 
ploughed ae times only; the other part, eleven times: 
The crop was all harrowed in at the same time; and the 

» product of the part which was most result. was, that 
° ouble that of the other. ploughed was abo 

It would have bs 
soil this was; as this Id have served to assist in point- 
ing out the soils which are most benefited by frequent 
ploughings. Generally speaking, it is believed that all the 
more obdurate kinds of soils are most assisted by frequent 
ie and harrowings, and some 0 

e than others. 
- Sce FaLbow1nG oF Lan. 

+ 

eved that, for most kinds of 

dry the ing soll 

re this. ‘stratum has become | 

¥ 

Been well to have mentioned, what kind of | 

u 

>. a 
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Jone: effectually. Of Mom 
J, every part sho 
The furrows, sie: 
: y are, parts of the 

Ploughing should always be 
éver depth the soil is to be ploughe 
turned up, or loosened, to that "dept 
fore, should not be too wide; for, if 
ground will remain unturned, or unl ed. In ord 
the ploughing be completely performed, the plough iar 
run perfectly flat, and be of the best construction. 

& See PLouGcu 
Among most Farmers, it is the practice constantly to 

turn the furrows against the fences; but this is sloyenly 
culture, and is injurious to the land. The uppermost part 
of almost every soil is the richest.» Now, if you keep cone 
stanily ploug Rping the land ee to the fence with a cleaVing- 
furrow, this Upper layer o' the ‘becomes, at length, all 
thrown up against the fence, n the one side of the land, 
and into an useless heap on the other; and, to supply the 
place of the soil thus thrown off on cagh side, the crude 
earth below must be thrown up ; pag. this"earth will require 
considerable time; tillage, and manuring, to make it as en 

Pa tu PY Ei the soil which has oe B 
rom the ce of the ; 
This we is the mor es ‘ob ention, as it re- 

quires no trouble whatever t en. 
All that is necessary is, 
fences as often with a gatherifi 
or, in other words, to plough” 
against it. Indeed, it won 
the field, to have the - ther 
where the last parting?t 

a 

) furrow; 
‘trom the fence, as 

able, in every part of 
alwa Tee places 

| ee This would 
serve to keep the layer of stable mould spread evenly 
over the surface, which is : more consequence 
to the growing than is generally imagined. 

In the plougt n€1¢ gathering-turrows of repeated 
ploughings will frequently 
places; of course, the parting-furrows will be nearly to- 
gether in other parts. By these means, the vegetable mould 
becomés unevenly spread over the furface; 3 ip some places 
it is deeper than is necessary, and in others too scanty; and 
this is usually productive of a» proportior | deficiency in 
the growing crop, where the mould is too thin, without a 
coresponding increase, where the mop is deeper than is 
necessary. 

Now, all that is requisite, in ordef to remedy this incon- 
venience, is to have the field mafked out into lands, and 
then to plough these with cleaving, and gathering, furrows, 
alternately ; and, to mark out the lunds, it is only necessary 
to measure their widths on the four sides of the field, and 
then to designa' ie extent of each land by visible marks, 
fastened on es on the different sides of the field, 

> © 
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Sometimes, however, fields are too irregularly shaped, or 
of too uneven surface, t0 be convenient for ploughing in 
this regular manner. 

Sides of hills, which are steep, can only be ploughed:to 
advantage by constan rning the furrows downward. ~ 
‘See Proven, for. ind of this implement which is 

proper to be used for this purpose. 

But lands of this description are unfit for the plough; or, 
if ploughed, it should be but seldom. Rather let them be 
kept for pastures, for orchards, for raising growths of wood, 
‘or, in some cases, for vineyards. By ploughing such lands, 
the upper stratum, or ve; table mould, is constantly de- 
scending to the bottom of the hill; not only, by its being 

oughing, but’ much of its thrown farther down at éve 
finest parts are carried down by the heavy rains. 
‘Some sidés of hills are, however, of such soil as is little 

washed by the aps and are at the same time of such a 
depth of that kind of earth, which can be readily converted 
into getable moul 

1 =, 

hat they may be ploughed fo 
ry; provided they are é 

Zegard to manures, and fre- 
vent cre q ey 

-” Where » fer, in order to be harrowed 
in with a cr ae in a very careful manner: 
The sward” jletely turned over; but, say 

some British W1 
turned. should = lat 

order that, b Ahi 1€ 
take hold of the y t 

This, method of 
found successful ing 
In the very hard, or stiff, kind 
in all soils a clover-sward, tu 
answer the best purpose. “© abrres 
“Under Fariowine or Lanp, — ble has been said, 

in regard to Plougnings which nee note here repeated. 
In general, it may be observed, that, after phe sward has 
been turned over, the object of further sloulin es being to 
mellow the soiljijand thereby to produce that degree of fer- 
mentation w Vo ering to growing of plants in. the 

3 as to lie flat; the sward last 
h the one next preceding, in 

may the more readily 

" 

will only be 
kinds of soils; 
1 do well; but 

ot S 
ey 
W 

best manner, and of keeping up’ that fermentation as long 
as possible; much depends upon the ¢ime, as well as the 
manner, in which the ploughings are performed. 

It the ploughings are but partially performed; that is, it 
parts of the ground be left unloosened to the requisite 
depth, the fermentation of the loosened+part of the surface 
must, of course, be partial, and the parts which remain un- 
loosened ‘must present barriers, beyond Which the roots of 
the crowing plants cannot extend; of course, the plants 

* ¢. 
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must be curtailedyof their requisite pasture, and be propor- 
tionately lessened in their growth, % ° p% 

One. good ‘even, ploughing, therefore, where the pe 
is.all loosened, tothe requisite depthy may, prove as benefi- 
cial tothe growing crop,,.as two ploughings which aré but 
partially performed; that is, where the plough runs ‘so 
wide, or so far from a_ horizontal position, ‘as. to. leave 
considerable ridges yaderneath whighe remain, unloosened 
by the plough. ¥ i! 
Much also depends,on the: time: of wleme hine most kinds 

of, soils, after, the turning of, the,sward, except, the light 
sandy, or the very coarse gravelly soil... These may be 
ploughed soon after the rains ;. but ifthe,soii be moist, or 
stiff, or ever if it be, drys” but contains: a sufficient pro- 
portion, of vegetable mould, the. time selected for .plough- 
ing. should. be when these “Soils will .pulverize: the most 
readily. 

Under FatLowine .or (LAND; ,we have ientioned the 
most favorable time. for mellowing clays, when hokods. into 
clods. : es te ad 

yeols whi at d -yet-are, sufficiently retentive 
of moist y pulverized’ When they are 
fief dried, or ae ‘sO dry as that they will 
not adhere to the, ‘mouldboard in ploughing... When in an 
extreme dry state, they will.not, generally, be mellowed so 
much by-a ploughing; Of courses, they will ferment less 
when moistened’ again by the: rains. “Still, ‘however, the 
drier the state of the soil, the better. condition it will, bein 
for the purpose.of destroying any roots (of weeds it, may 
contain, or any grass | which, tan remain. | unsubdued.” o 

The breaking: up of sw amd -lands being thermost laborious 
operation of ploughing it ‘becomes - Eecessary to perform it 

2 done with most case; and this is when the 
ground Is sufficiently moist: “Many soils, may, however, be 
‘too wet, at times, tobe broken up to advantage; for, as 
in‘ that case, much» ear h will adhere to, _the mouldboard, 
the, plough, will, be cloged in. its operation, - and, will not 
pass so easily through the Spouny, as when. itis somewhat 
drier. * fy. 

Sward which i is turned over, W when quite an, will rat the 
soonest, and ‘the soil willbe most easily » pulverized by 
successive ploughings ; but the labor - then. becomes much 
severer, and the plough will not so Feadily Beep its place 
in, the soil. ne 

‘These remarks are, however, not, aoialicables to: the. Hight 
sandy, or the dry gravelly, soil, before mentioned. ». These 
should be broken up, while they have as. much moisture In 
them as they canscontain, 

2; Lge ia § 
oe. ee 38 
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PLUMTREE ( Prunus. ) Mr. Forsyth recommends the 
following selection of plumtrees for a small garden: » 
The white ua ae small, yellow, mealy ; ripens latte, 

end of. july. | 

Early damask, middle- Sized, flesh good; ripens early in 
August, 

Red Orleans, large, rich juice; ripens latter, end of 
Aveust 

_ Green-gage, several varieties, fine- tasted, distinguished by 
its size and color; ripens in August and September. : 

La royal, equal to the green- Bages but’a shy bearer; red 
color; ripens late in September. «© 
Dra d’or,a good plum, and. plentiful bearer ;"ripens late 

in S< ptember, 
Saint Catharine, one,of the ‘best; tich juice, and sood 

bearer; fruit hangs very long on the tree. 
Imperatrice, fas an agreeable, flavor; ripens middle of 

October; should not be gathered till it begins to shrivel, 
when it tastes like a sweetmeat. 

The management, proper for’ Seine this ra6 is the same 
as that for peaches. 

See PEACHTREE. mi Geer 
Mr. Forsyth ‘particularly | directs the tap-roots and the 

fine hairy roots to be taken off, before transplanting ; and 
that the latteral roots” ‘should be 'spread near the surface, in 
order to’ make the fruit’ fine-flavored. He directs that the 
ground should be deeply dug, | before planting. Where the 
trees bear too heavily, bart of the taut akeule be taken off, 
before’it is half grown. . 
A good sandy loam, well ran aes is ‘the best for this 

tree. “Stiff clays are very unfit for at, Mr. Livingston 
mentions a draf d’or which stood filte “years in a stiff 
Clay, and had not grown to the height a “Dine feet; when, 
on removing it Into his garden), which iS a joam on sand, 
well manured every year, it grew more in Ape! seasons than 
in the preceding@ififteen years. . 

“See ProuittReES, NugsERy, Tianaritwiiie Ko, | 

oe 
rl 

POLLE VIL: An imposthume on the poll of a Horse. 
At first, says Mr. Gibson, it requires no other method of 
cure then! is proper for boils and inflamed tumors; but, it,’ 
sometimes, from neglect. or mismanagement, becomes a 
sinuous ulcer” ‘He’ says the matter is apt to lodge ina small. 
sinus which is under the poll-bone, unless’ care be taken to 
keep the part, firm with a bandage; that, if the tumor has a 
large cavity, it should be laid open ; and if it acquire an ul- 
Cerous disposition, it should be treated asi a: 

See further, Tumor and Utcen. e 

hx ~ aah 
* 
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PONDS. | 1 nig which ‘ave: no Batliral outlet may,. 
nevefiheless, inmost cases,‘be drawn off by sinkibgia well, 
or hole, through the stratum of clay, or other close earth 
which holds the water,” until a stratam ‘of gravel shall be 
folnd, into which the water of the pond may be carried, 
where it will sink away. The well, or hole, should be filled 
Up with stones, and the .waters of ‘the pond directed , by 
ditehés’ intovit. Frequently’ the bottoms of pofds are found 
to be’ fine rich earths, and wellyworthy of cultivation. The 
draining of such ponds is also highly requisite, for the pur- 
pose of ve miasma whichproceeds from them, and 
which is so pro@ictive of fevers. 

Artificial ponds “are sometimes made at the corners, of 
two or more pasture-lots, for supplying cattle With water. 
One, of an hundred and twenty feet circumference, should 
be about five feet deep in thecentre. To make it retentive 
of water, it must be lined witha thick layer of tough clay 
and fresh slaked lime; mixed well jorether, and beat down 

poden beetles or sledges, and on the top of this 
yd layer of coarse gravel. The edges, and tor 

some distance down ‘the sidés, of the. pond, should then be 
faced with a solid pavement of ‘stones, so large .as’/not- to 
be moved by the” treading. of the ‘cattle, Moist- places, and 
those where’ water can be tollecied ORR alter rains, are 

“best for ponds of this Kind.” : 
“ae: 

POPPY ( Papaver! Bomnifacaie y “There are two Species. 
of this plant, the double poppy’ and: the single. 

Doctor Ricketson says, that either of the species yield the 
same quantity and : ality ‘of opium. He. directs the'seeds 
to be planted’ in- “bec » about the middie of May, in rich 
moist’ ground; the plants: to Stand a foot apart. They are 
to be kept clear of, weeds | With the hoe. 

The plants, he says, yield the most Juice, during their 
flowcringyand immediately before and after. At this time, 
he directs the stalks tobe cut’off about an inch below the 
heads; and, aS the juice exudes, to take) it: -with a pen- 
knife. The part cit off will at*first yield juice as well as 
the standing stalk. “When this ceases to: run, cut it off a 
little lower, and. so on, till all the juice. is extracted. 

The juice is to be evaporated in the sun, till it is suffi- 
ciently dried. 
One method mentioned by Mr. Green, for, obtaining the 

juice of the poppy, is by making four or five longitudinal 
incisions, in €ach of the capsules of the plant, from the 
stalk upwards, before or at, the time they are folly ripe; 
taking care, Iwever, not to penetrate the cavity of the 
seedvessels. 
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# Another. isy by pounding the dried’ leaves, : stems and 
capsules ; boiling them, when pulverized; i in water, and th 
cleansing and reducing it by evaporation: Tt may be rea 

d by runing itthrough a small leach, of , about: four 
nehes in depth, of charcoal, pounded or ‘ground fine, 

underlaid with three or four foldsyot flannel. J 
The-seéds'of the poppy also afford an oil, which’ is ‘tally 

equal to the olive-oil;»for the» purposes for which that \is 
used. The Seedsyshould be fully ripened, before they are 
Used for this Pe ay the oil they. afford is then found 
as wholesome as a ny ot her. 

The oil of the poppy-seeds is becoming common in, Eu- 
rope, as a substitute for that ‘of the olive. 
The poppy is cultivated to. some extent tn Pennsylvania ; 

and, no doubt, its culture is found to be lucrative. ® Oe 

POTATOE ‘( Solanum.) (Phis root«is a native of this 
Country, and was first carried to’: Exrope by Sir Walter 
Raleigh® When boiled, its a whelesome .and neurishing 
food for’Man or beast.¢ “Many families i in Ireland: subsist on 
potatoes and milk, and: often on potatoes only, with a little 
salt; yet these ate as’ oe petra and well-made. as 
any People tn Greatbritain. . # 
“Potatoes are usually cultivated; hoa the roots; but they 

may’ be also raised from the cutings Gf-the top branches, 
when set in the grounds; and, these will strike root, even if 
planted bottom upwardse The sprouts taken from potatoes 
will algo- grow. Whe-root itself will not grow, if planted the 
same season in which. it has been raised. 

From the seeds of the” apples, potatoes’ may’ also be rais- 
ed; and this is the best way forsobtdining new. varieties of 
the plant. Gather the apples: after reared are*fully ripe ; 
“mash them in water till they are cleared of the pulp; then 
dry? the seeds; and mext Spring” Sow them i in a bed, which 
is to be kept clear ot weeds. — 

ta Mall potatoes: will the: found at the roots’ of 
and the differént varieties of these are to be 

separately planted the next season; when they will produce’ 
potatoes of the usual size; and a: this'time the respective 
qualities of each variety can be ascertained. 
New Varieties may also be obtained, in the manner men- 

tioned Under CHANGE anv IMPROVEMENT OF SEEDS. 
It is advisable frequently to produce new varieties, as 

‘some are much more valuable than others. 
Potatoes may be raised to advantage in various kinds of 

soils; provided they are sufficicatly ‘rich,’ or well manured. 
They wilf even grow, in peaty., grounds, ‘Where no other 
Piant could be raised to any advantage. ‘Stiff’ Clays, and cold 
wet soils, are not so well suited for them. Coarse crude 

~s 
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‘manures, Such as fresh ba¥n-dung, moss, peat, turf, old 
‘woolen raps, &c. are all good for them. Any manure, that 
serves to keep theground loose and mellow, seems, well 
adapted*for growing this plant. “4 be | 
© They may bé raised, of good size, by merely laying them 
“On @ green sward, ‘and @overing them six or cCight inches 
deep with straw. ‘Salt; brine, or seawater, is also good. for 
them, when applied’ in moderate quantitics to the hills, or 
Tows. It'is also found that weting’ them, and then rolling 
them in* gypsum, immediately before planting, greatly aSe 

He. ae 
bee. ye i 

planting." “ee ae 
In order to this, begin with runing 

PRR oe 

rE, 

Ifthe: seed-potatoes are not cut in pieces, but planted 
‘whole, they.should be'laid about eighteeminches from each 
other; and’ inthis Case the dung: should beé'collected more 
togéther, at the places where the potatoes are to be laid. 
There is very little gained by cuting the’seed in pieces for 

planting. . ; o " “tie z fe 
When the plants have risen “about six inches above 

ground, it is to have a good harrowing, across the rows; 
wand the hoe is to follow, for the purpose of seting the 
Plants Tight, where covered, and drawing some edfth round 
them. rs the 

In due season, a furrow, with the one-horsé plough, is to 
be ran on’each side of the rows, with the earth thrown up- 
to the plants; whichis to be followed with the hoe,’ which 
completes the process for ‘raising the crop. If any weeds 
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Houta afterwards rise, they should be cut up with thei, 
so that none be allowed to go to sééd’in the Fall’ 
As soon as the blossoms appear, they should all be taken 

off; is, by experiments which have: ‘been accurately, 
made i 7 Massachusetts, is found ery considerably. 19 ‘ine 
crease the crop. 

For gathering the crop, the most "expeditious way is, first 
to Fun furrows on each side of the rows, and then a pretty 
deep one through the middle, which turns up most of the 
roots to the surface, ‘for the purpose of picking up by hand. 
A fork, with four prongs, is very good for going over the 
ground, for) bringing up thosé ‘to the surface which remain 
covered. A fork of this description, with the addition jof 
what may 'be) called a fulcrum, fastened, by pivot, to the 
back part of the handle, near its lower end, is an excelent 
implement for raising potatoes, without the aid of the 
lough. 

: The fork is run under the potatoes; and ‘then, by rais- 
ing up the handle, the fulcrum, turning on its pivot, is, 
brought in a perpendicular direction, with its lower, end to 
the, ground; when, by’ pressing down the handle, the fork 
bécomes a lever, and the potatoes, with the earth enclosing: 
them, are raisedyup 5 whe by Shaking the mass, the earth 
fails’ first, and the” potatoes’ remain mostly on the surface. 
Those remaining povered, are epi disclosed by the .. 
prongs of the fork. ~ 6 
We have thought pnupen to. ide scrip in detail, this me- 

thod of ‘raising the ‘potatoe-crop, from a conviction of its 
superiority, as well in saving labor, a$ in obtaining the 
greatest product from the’ ground. The methods commonly 
pursued, in this Country, are too well Known to need any 
description. .° | 
A Planter, of Wortitearntif ake sent some Potatoes to 

the Westindies, for market; a part Of which Were dried in 
the sunj in theyusual way, anda part were’ laid /away in 
moist or wet sand; as fast as they were dug; and, when €x-" 
hibited for sale} he obtained three times thé’ amount, per 
bushel, for those laid in sand, that he got for the others. 
We mention this circumstance, in order to observe that 

such potatoes, as are designed for the table, should be 
laid away in wet sand, as fast as they are taken from the 
earth. 
‘We-have had occasion, by way of experiment, to planty 

rows of hills, alternately, of the very smallest, and of the 
largest, potatoes; each being selected for the purpose, and 
one potatoe”planted whole in each hill. At the same time, 
a row of. hills was planted with two whole potatoes to each 
hill; and the result of the whole was as follows: % 
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The stalks, in the hills erown from thes smallpotatoes, 
‘were not more, than half as’ bulky and high, as the stalks of 
those grown from the large: ones ; and tl € stalks, of those 
grown from two potatoes to'a, bill, were of a medium size 
between the two... 

On. diging the crop, no essential difference was Yeund in 
the product, or size, of ie potatoes grown from the small, 
and, the large, ones, product of the row, grown from» 
two to a hill, was also about the same in quantity; but more 
numerous, and of, smaller SIZe. 
We will mention the method of raising potatoes, by the 

poorer Peasantry of Ireland. The. potatoes are cut in ,pie- 
cesy,and planted .on. the sward, previously dunged, and 
marked out for beds al bout, per feet wide 5 leaving the 
width of about fifteen wee etween the ground. incended 
for each two beds, for the purpose of diging avtrench for 
affording earth to cover the beds. 
~ The covering should be about, three inches Mcep. The 
crop, while growing, is kept clear of weeds, by the hoe, 
and by hand. In this way, ood crops are raised. _ 

Our object, in describing this method of raising the crop, 
is,.a belie thatit ‘is admirably. ‘calculated to destroy the 
Srowths . of ‘weeds, which ane Often | detrimental to the 
growth of crops. 
We believe that eyen. ‘the Copads thistle, or. the wild 

onion, may be™ ‘destroyed | in this way. By having such a 
“Weovering of earth laid. over them, while in a state of vegeta- 

tion, they become smothered, as it.wefe; they die for want’ 
of that portion of air which is ‘essential to their existence. 

See further, Weeps. 
We would also mention, that this aa bee raising po- 

tatoes is adapted for any, wet soil, as the trenches serve.to 
lay the beds dry; Au this mode of culture jmight often ‘be 
used, to advantage, _ the purpose: of | “introducing” good 
growths of grass into ial dands.. 
We never should advise. to'feed Milch-cows with potatoes, 

either boiled or raw; Rs as we have frequently known Cows to 
be greatly lessenéd in their quantity of milk, by being fed 
on this root. For fating of all kinds, of pay they are very 
good, when steamboiled. 

See STEAMBOILER. |) " 
Potatoes, for the, table,in Springs. should Thave a scalding, 

after the frost is over; and then be dried, and laid away in 
chest or box, covered; so as to keep them from the airy 
d keptpin a dry place. 
We ought, before closing this article, to notice the me- 

thod, successfully pursued, as appears from the,Memoirs 
of the pa Agricultural Society, of raising potatoes. 

“td “. ag 

% 
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and Indian cornigogether i ‘in ‘alternate FoWs. or drills. The 
advantages ofthis, mode, of. culture would seem ‘fo be the 

Indian corh, in order, to afford ‘the greatest. quantity 
ears, requires. to stand’ more “widely separated, than: it is 
when g@fown in the usual way; while; at. the. same times 
other ae of more humble growth,” may. be raised in 
the intervals, without essential yy to the growth of the 
corn. 

It. would seem, that as much as nearly one-fourth of sa 
ditional aggregate product may, in this way; be raised from 
any given quantity of ground. 

Before ‘closing this article, some notice should be taken 
of the sweet:potatoe, whtebis, et in the more ae 
erly States... et 

$. fa mellOW sand y soil, and the richer: the't 
Matoes prepared ft or seed are previously rae 
fing manner: 

A ‘piece of ground is property” mellowed with the plough,” 
and is then ‘thrown up in ridges - ‘by two furrows backed to- 
gether, at, the distance, of, about, three feet apart: These 
ridges are then cut crosswise, with a-corner of the hoe, af’ 
the distance of ‘about fourteen inches. Pieces of the vines, 
of the growibg cu@p of this root are then taken, of about: 
a foot in length, and laid) an the places thus cut down, with 
theirlengths ica ‘the ridges, and. they are then covered 
sufficiently deep, with the hoe. | 

From these layers, roots and sactants ‘will grow; and in @ 
the Fall a crop of potatoes: will be™ produced, of about a 
fourthof the usual size. These are to be dug, and laid 
away in moist. sand, before. ‘they have dried; and the next 
Spring are to be used as ‘seed for the next crop. 

The seed-crop, while. BLOWING, is to be ‘kept, clean, of 
weeds, like other hoed Crops,, * eae 
We will next speak’ of the, crop. ua is to be, goad from 

the seed-potatoes. ae 
The, ‘ground: is. to be raclinw ena ith the eae and the 

harrow, in the Spring; and then et eed-potatoes.are to be 
cut in two or three pieces each, and laid along on the sur- 
face, at the distance of about ten inches from-each other, in 
strait rows.or drills, which may be about three feet apart; 
and then a furrow 1s to be. thrown over them from. each 
side, which co letes the operation,of planting. 

Whatever manure is to be applied tothe crop, is first to 
be laid along where the drills of potatoes are to be . 
Fresh barn-ding will be found as suitable for this crop, a¥ 
for the common sort of potatoes. The’ crop, while grow- 
ing, is to, be’ kept clear of weeds, with the) plough and 
hoe. 

baal 

if 
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Perhaps, however, it may be found: that the method above 
recommended, for culiivating,the ‘common potatoe, will be 
found, equally advantage ous and suitable for growing the 
sweet; though that modex of culture is quite different, from 
that, which is commonly pursued’ . se 

The. gathering and saving of the-crop is’similar to that of 
the common, sort. 

The product. of the. Sweet. potatoe, when grown in the™ 
climate of the Carolinas, or farther’south, is about the same ° 
of that of the common sort, in the same climates; but,#ag 
the former contains most saccharine matter, it woutd seem 
best ad‘ pted for fating cattle, and of course entitled. to a 
preference, in such clinvates, for that purpose. 

Tis nutrimental qualities, like thgee ‘of the sother, are 
greatly increased by aati g, ie 

We. believe the, product of this root might be made ' 
much more considerable than it usually ise were the 
grounds.in which it is commonly raised restore ‘to a proper, 
state of fertility, and suitable quantities of manure applied 
to the crop, while growing. 7) 

‘There are several vajletiewet this root. Most: eiectly 
its growth amight be. increased Hb the application of yypsum, 
in a manner similar to thal, ied d for the, common ‘sort. 
PIt*is said, that the Heli gol oland ‘bean May “be raised jin 

conside, abi, quantities, inthe drills of bpiatees, without 
essenttall, injuring thet growth. i 
a OF 

nal POULTRY. Mr. Wak: field, a spirited ‘Farmer. near 
Liverpool, say the Compilers of ‘ The Complete Grazicr, 
keeps a large stock of poultry in the same enclosure, with 
singular successs.He has nearly an acre. enclosed with a 
close. s slab- fence, about seven feet high: The;top of: the: 
fence is every where. poat p: pointed, like pickets, , though 
perhapsethis 1s not n¢ ‘thin. nies _enclosure ‘are 

he 4 yeas K aky’ fi 4 f 

put up ght. mall ‘S| ds, well securec ion rain, how- 
ever, for the different ads of, poultry, and-it. is supplied 
with a smull St ream of, water. The pouliry are: regularly 
fed three times a day” “with boiled, potatoes, Which is their 
only food, except. what grass may. ierews within the en- 
closure. 

The dung of the pouliryss which is “exceedingly rich, is 
carefully saved for use; and: the turf of thecmbelgsure is Oc- 
easionally pared off for. wnixing witht “composts. 

It would seem that, in the vicinity of large téwns parti- » 
rly, this might be made a profitable employment. , Buty} 

it Ss believed, that better way would, be to keep the 
different kinds,of poultry separate, asithey. are not apt to 
agree well to ether. Something shall now be said of each 
sort oe, pe ws | % 
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, Of the Dunghill. y 4-9 Pie as they are usually called, there 
are various breedsy@which it is perbaps unnecessary to de- 
signate. When well kept, a good Hen will lay from one 
hundred and filty*to two hundred eggs in a season, which 
may beat least considered worth a cent each. If her eggs 
be not taken from her, she will bringsforth three broods in 

wa year, if well kept, and tach ome: may be estimated at, 
say, eight grown Chickens. 

Guinea-fowls, also, lay many eggs: in the course of the 
‘season; but as they are naturally fond of wandering away, 

w and laying them where they are not easily to be found, it is 
not probable they could be confined to an’enclosure like the 
one in question. “Their flesh is veryogood. 

The young brood offfurkies might, probably, be most ad- 
vaniageousiye brought forth in ap enclosure like this, ‘and, 
after (hey Mad acquired sufficient strength, let go abroad to 
shiit for themselves. 

The Black-turkey is the most hardy. The young of this 
fowl, are tcnder and apt to dies The Swedish method of 
mukie them hardy is, to take them: as soon as they,are 
hatchedy or as soon theréafter as they are found, aiid plunge 
them in cold water, and” force each one’ to swallow a 
pepper-corn. »* @& a area 

After this, they are subject to” another fatal malady which 
must-be removed. In order to this} when any of them are 
fotind drooping, pull out such feathers of the tail as are 
filled with blood,’and the Chicken will presently recover. 

This fowl 1s profitable to raise in many situations. They 
are also of great use) AD: ‘destroying merects: particularly 
grasshopers. 

The, Turkey aortver ifs name from the’ country whence it 
was oyiginally imported... It appears, however, to be ‘the 

“same* with ‘that Whigs. -runs wild inv the: interior of our 
Counties eee Py ORS ae 

Of Géese there are ero sorts, we wild eee tame» In 
general, chey ‘breed but once a year, but frequently twice, 
if well kept: “Bhree Geese should beialloted to one Gander; 
for, it the number be increased, the eggs will usually be 

‘ rendered abortive.” About twelve or ‘thirteen eggs are 
enough for a Siting.” While, brooding, the Goose. should 
have corn and water placed “by her;*and the Gander should 
at this timeahave freevaceess toy guard her. The nest 
should be. sufficiently high round’ the. sides to prevent the 

_eges from rolhipg Out, as they areyturned by the Cape 
every day “It is well also to break the egg slightly, 
the ‘beak of thetiyqung Gosling, when i are about to 
make their way out. 

Geese are particularly profitable for their: feathers; $ ané 
although the plucking of themsoveften; as is practised by. 

Be - 
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some, appears Sarbafouiiili it is for 
better by repeated pluckit ws, than where they are permited 
to shed their feathers inthe Mway, which ,isiigt the. 
time of moultings Belay : 
Tn*Lincoln county (Greatbritain) where they are raised 

in thé greatest numbers they are plucked five times a year; 
the first at Ladyday, for feathers and quills, and four times” 
afterwards, between that and Michaelmas, for feathers only, 

Tame-ducks. of which -there are varieties, are thessame 
“asethe wild. They begin to lay early, and afford a consider- 
able number of eggs, which are nearly as good as those of 
Dunghill-fowls. About twelve is enough fora Duck to sit 
en. Ducks are greedy feeders; but not ni¢eysas to their 
food. They are quickly fated on animal foodyef. which they 
are fond, and heir flesh, then tastes like that Of the Wiid- 
duck. They are useful th turnipfields, while the young 
plants aré liable to be preyed on ‘by insects: 

Poultry is most easily fated’ when kept in a darkyplace; 
and voile grain is generalipest for the purpose giring. 

PUMPKIN. A: Re, ‘and very Ware, Species of the 
pumpkin has lately been cultivated In this part of the coun- 
try, which promises to be very profitable for Cultivation, if 
it can be naturalized to-our climate. At present, it requires 
early planting, in order’ to ripen it. Upwards of five Hun- 

® dred pounds of this pein may be reas raised from one, 
seed. ipl 

Allowing even’ ‘every “square tod of Siena planted with 
it to yield this, amount, the prodiict of an acre would be 
fopty tons; a greater and more valuable product, for the 

ose of feeding and fating cattle; during the Fall, and 
begining of Winter, than can be raised, from the same 
groundyrof any” ‘kind of cabbage, or root, whatever ; at the 
same time, it can be? raised with not more than half the 
trouble and’ expense, to the acre, which the raising of cab- 
bages, and roots; require. Time, however, must test the 
value of this new plant, which, from present appearances, 
bids fair to be a great acquisition to the Country. 

Pumpkins are ‘probably.nearly, or quite,, as valuable as 
the same weiglit of most kinds of ‘roots; for the purpose of 
feeding Milch-cows, and:fating cattle ; and as they are easi- 
ly raised, and still easier gathered, it would seem that_rais- 
4 even the common kind, miglit be made profitable. 

In raising a crop, the hills should probably stand about 
seven feet apart; fia, though the. crop; would require -as 
much plowing as other hogs crops, yet the expensg) ‘of 
— would be but trif 

. ‘crop would not” Palt so expensive to raisejiand 
sunetite a crop of Indian corn; it would exhaust the soil 

that they thrive 

k 
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but little; and it ould be igBiprcparaive for wheat, as 
the gtound could be the crop sufficiently early 
for sowibg that grain. re ig 

Ii i8 believed that an ie “properly cultivated, , would 
yield as much as ten,tons ‘of even the common kind of 

wid 

epimpkir ; ind chat these would be found*worth as much as 
sixteen cents per hundred, for the purpose of feeding and 
faung catile. 
Ai Whese estimates are correct, it would seem that a crop’ 

Hof pumpkins, even of the kind last mentioned, would”be 
found as profitable, apd. as suitable to precede a crop of 
Wheat, as tfiepturnip. crop is found to be in some parts of 
Greatbritain: 

This would scem to be a matter “we!l worth the attention 
of the’ Parmer: If he can realize’ such profits from those 
@founds, upon which: he; usually bestows a kind of Summer- 
{allowing for wheat, he will dérive a handsome profit where 
at present he has none; and, he \would probabl find’ his 
ground. Mm, better order ip the. Falkyy for sowing his wheat, 
than by "the sslightg@ulture of fallowing, which is. usually 
given to the soil for raising that crop. 

In this Case, however, the + ‘ground: should fhe broke up*in 
the latter end of the Fall preceding, and tross-ploughed 
just before planting the crop; “which | should be planted® 
early, in order to be sooner out of ar Bs for sowing thei 

* wheat in the Ball, 
The pumpkin-crop would veg dtet two: ploughings, and 

“wo hoeings, while growing ; and another good ploughing 
would then be requisite to fit the ground for the reception 
of the Hs om The Ee aati thenefagey a the crop. £ 

noi ¢ 

Let us now one Re expense of hing, and gather- 
ing, an acre of pumpkins ; and then the clear profits of the 
crop will more i. appear... 

CROP, DR: Dols. Cis. 
For plantings, half a days labor i 

® Two ploughings, half a days ‘Tabor ‘each time, with 
one Horse and plough » 2 

Two hoeings, one days labor ey 
Gathering, one, eee labor, with Horses and wagon 2 50 
Clearing the un é vines, half a days 1 50 Clearing he a y — a 
Loss of Springs -pasture Pes ea 1 oy 
Rent ofthe ground ae ; se 
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nd necessary to expend three 
more, in manuring r the: crop, in the hills, before 

planting, in order’ to raise ‘the quantity above stated; there, y, 
would then remain eighteen dollars and twenty five cents of 

‘clear profit to the acre; an amount of profit which Farmers 
«inthis Country do but seldom realize. 
: f the above calculations should be found ‘correct ; and) ¥ 
this can be easily ascertained by experiment; let the Farm- ty 
er pursue this system of culture, by. having®his pumpkin- . 
crop™to precede his crop of wheat, instead of the present 

pose it would bewfo 

’ 

ned should answer the 
ear profits it: will afford will . 

old greater. s i 
pkins» are considerably improved, § «', 

for Soiirtt of ove ‘particularly, Dy”, 
nee the sa ‘Be observed 

* des 

Retnittter, they 
SS€S, Or £ of ardent — * 

hod of Summer-fallowing; let him apply his: pumpkins 
to feeding and tating of. oe ; and in this wa y he will find 
that, his ten-acre ficid will give him one hundredyand eighty 

7 dollars, of clear profits: m ah he defivas fi by his 
present mode of cultui sing his crop of whe: And, 
this = oe yer on what it is d' may * 

ved from the c a, it, issonly’ necessary 

® . Ibis believed t 
as an artic. 

being steamboile 
of them, when» 

As they cont 
id, no. dow 

NDAKRDE ery” 

for hoed ¢ ee , and the richer the better. in raising em 
git is usual tom A with th of Indian corn: But 

it is acuietiat whether a “al rained b 
two growing c 

any thing” aine 
ogether. | L rop be planted by 

itself; and. in. plan mee the hills ple pof seeds, in ore 
der that if of the young plants should be destroyed by * 
insects there might be enough left. — 

See Insucas, asy method of keeping them front 
lants of this escription: gl an 

¢ Pumpkins are excelent: i pases, hey, how- 
€yer, do not. relish | them at firs 

pt from feeding, till they are hung befove the pump- 
1S. ar ae to them; and let: a. “lit le salt be. first 

sprink don this food when they will : soon grow fond of 
it, | at it dara without salt. e 
- aaa 

es » ° 
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Sone Ss maybe kept in ellar, for’ this PUPS) 
considerable part but the cellar must ‘not 
be t arm 3 a ™ be taken not to break off 
the set of pumpkins, but c > these attachedto the 
otherwise they will soon com q roting, at t e plas 
where the stems are broken off. 7 ie ‘ 

_PYRITES. fre Maxtnes, | hy 

4 Fa ' ee . 

_QUINGE ‘REE (Pith 
taised rom layers or cuti 

, tings be planted é 
n weather. Th 

except to keep them ¢lea 
and where they have tc 
the top, these should be taken 

they are Mr. Forsyth sa’ Baik and 
to be ea Loma Whi aaa nr lave off the 
rough | bar a scarify them, ae AP a over with . 
his comp ition. ce — ; Bs 

He ¥ oe th hould 7 distance from 
apple and peartrees, le: ir far shoul mix, which 
will cause t at 

ior ‘to the 
be correct, w 
found very pr 

” ari “In dike ‘situations these animals may 
kept to advantage,,as.they multiply cae and re- 
quire no tr * 4) up. They del néthe sides: 
of sandy hills, ‘Which are ‘general unproduc 
ed; s buviieyel ground is improper them. The 2 t 

# | * 
% & of 

ig This tree is easi 
me, bias Sr cateicnee 3 

e 
ctive when till. 
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Rabbit is pane chile iheMatie' of the care ise, erefore, 
supposing the Rabbit to cor 4 quantity of food in pro- 
portion to its carcase, it is, 7 tock neatly three 
times ‘as valuable as eithe attle o S | 

*-Rabbit-warrens ought to be enclosed’\ ith a stone or sod 
eth and at their first stocking it will bemecessary to form 

rrows for them, until they have time to make them for 
themselves. Boring the’ ground horizontally with a large 
augur is, perhaps, the best method that can be practised, - 
Exgles, kites, and other birds‘of prey, as well’as Cats, wea- 

, and polecats, are great enemies of Rabbits. The Nor- 
’ Warreners catch the birds by traps placed on the.10 

of stumps or trees, or artificial’hillocks of conical form, on an 
which they naturally alight.’ Encyclopr. 
Would net the rearing of Rabbits be profitable in this 

Country? We have no eagles or kites to molest them; 
ty breed Soares game ea , is chea " easily pro- 

wi f boards, 
1 polecats; 
ut very few ya n in this 

nis. a WistMass to bé 
y ; jowir d is recommended for 

raising thd. hs © “equal quantities of buckwheai- pe 
and fresh horsedung, and mix them well and.plentifully 
the ground by diging. . Suddenly after this & greatferm i. 
ation will be pr sd, and numbers of toadstools will*start 
up in lord cig % Dig the ground. over agaim and 

i vill grow, wit reat rapidity 
| They will grow 
excelent manure 

ere ME he 

Tmer to main- 
e better. For 
to give them 

frequent, with a 

tain, and” 5 
@ this purpose, . 

arsenic. Set son 
little wheat- flour 
two or three night 
mix it well together, a 

; where the Rie. 
© themg jet them ee on this for 

»add a ‘Imtle arsenic to the flour, 
‘plac it as before, and they will 

eat it very readily, Wha 3 Ne oon dispatch them. When 
this dose 1s administe ‘hou be taken to cover t 
i. pans an abe ey c 

thea 

“drink at, as the arse- 
¢ occasions a burning thirst, pwhich indpcesghegss go in 

quest of whatevemgwill quench it, Perhaps be as, 
aD to sg some water fer ‘them. to drink. ue proper 

gran ® 

@ 

« 
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A tra end F chtching Rats, | ig -. 
, or keg, with one head. pps 

U l¢ bottom about two inch 
heap il in the: midd 3 of this “set a piece of brick or ‘ctona 
cover "e ; with a piece of smooth parch- 
ment; 7)  perhage, Pag stiff paper will answer ;. i 
centre of this cut two slits about six inches long, aty 
angles, so as” fe form a cross; i nmediately over this s | 
the pa: kind of bait for Rats, placed sufficiently high. i 
When the Rat comes to take the bait, in reaching up to 

it he slips into the hole, by the four corners of the parch- 
ent or paper giving way. He then ‘gets upon the bck 

middle of the water, and begins to utter cries of 4 
tress. This Cad others to him who fall in the ge 
man Pr ntly they, begin to Reht for the Possession. 
the ner d the noise of this brings others, ‘who fall in, ‘i 

like manner; and thus all win peraes of this scene i } 
eer | sa ite. i sili ’ 

ood method i 3 | 
x, or cage, by 

Spar p- pointed 
mousecage. | 
& While the’Farmer"is himsel 
him not neglect his Mice; for they, lite expensive . 
in keeping. iti tae “ " 

ey. TOP! See, Gols, 5d oh. i ; it Baan 

RICE. (Oriza Sativa.) This plant may be, nai derail 
some degree amph for, ne ‘it has; attained some 
height, the grou ay or ally flooded. 
with water, till : hee thi | 
it is raised in the Soutt 
-ground bein : 
necessary to be 
the crops requit 

‘It. will, how 

a ae 

ands, if they are 
raised, a Mr. * 

Boardman, on dt 

that the crop does not,requife irrigation; and,that although, 
by this eee th 
“very t_ lo: rereby it int 

1 this fact for two i first, to observe 

baer ving of @abor, still a i 
cured, In regard to health, and) ‘i 

, of co enj a t; and cond, that. ona this plant 4 
“isa native o real tropics, still it is ‘capable pming na- 
turalized to oly and. shorter Summers. i 

te, ica 
\ 
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There seems, indeed, a natural disp sition itMighants to 
accommodate themselves to the climate in which they are 
cultivated. If they have been long gfown in warm and 
lengthy Summers, their growth, and the time required for 
it, become proportionately increased, and vice versa, when 
gradually accustomed to cooler and shorter Summers. 

Calculating, therefore, on this disposition of plants, we 
think it not improbable that the culture of rice may gradu- 

ally work its way into more northerly climates, till it will 
be. found practicable to mature the crop in almost sucry 
part of the United States; and although the plant will*be 
found diminished in size, as it is grown ther to the. 
north; yet, as on that account it will admit of'bei planted 
more closely, it will trae suffer no diminufiog OF its 
product in grain. 
We believe that almost every kind of soil ds fitedsfor oe 

growth of rice, that is sufficiently moist a ich. 
have even seen it flourish on a moist ‘andy leat Non 
éafolinin: | 
Early an th ey the ound is to i oe with the 

plough for th tion of. the sced, gyhich is to be drilled 
in, in rows, at_ distance of about twenty-seven inches 
apart. “When the young plants have acquired a suitable 
height, the weeds are to be eradicated from the crop with 
the plough, or with a small harrow, to be guided by hand 
‘behind, run twice between the rows, and the workgis.th 
completed with the ar and perhaps some hand- -weeding. . 

In due season, after this, the water is to be ocdisibnally 
let on the ground, for the purpose of .k illin 2 the weeds asd 
grass; and then to be let off again, In OFd@r that the crop 
may ave such further ploughing and hoeihe as may be ne- 

ry. If water is not to be used, the growing crop is to 
be kept clear weeds, like other: hoed crops, till the 

in, 

trouble from tem. — 
The grain will ‘be found Pe ripened, while the 

stalks are still green; and on this account they are valua- 
ble, as a substitute for hay. If ‘crop be flooded, the 
water is to be let off in due season, that the ground can 
be laid sufficiently dry belie harvesting. In regard to this 
operation, we will mere wea ig he who understands 
the manner of harvesting wheat, arley, or oats need 
be at no loss as'to the best method of ‘gathering this crop; 
remembering, however, that the straw shoudd be sufficiently . 
dried before threshing, or storing the crop away. 

The separating of the grain from the straw mags no doubt, 
be advantageously done with a threshing-ma¢bine ; or 1t may 
be performed in any of the other methods of thresbigg: 

See THRESHING. . 

e . 
> . 

od 
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After the grain is taken from the straw, and winnowed, 

the hull-is taken off, by a mill made for the purpose, which 
fits the grain for market. . 

Lands prepared for raising rice, by flooding, are such ag 
were originally swamps, or flit natural meadows. They are 
prepared for receiving and retaining the water, in a manner 

similar to that for improving land by wurpfing, as it is called. 

See ImpROVEMENT OF LAND 
Jf the land is naturally too wet for cultivating rice, it is to 

be laid drier, by a ditch, of sufficient depth, dug round ine 
Wficld, with the earth thrown on the outer sides; and fhis 

cart will serve to form the bank for retaining the waters, 
when the field is to be flooded. Smaller ditches may also 
be carried across the field, into the outer ditch, for the 
purpose® of laying the field drier, if it be naturally very 
moist. 
_A rice: eld-thus prepared will bear crops for many years, 

without sensible diminution of the fertility of the soil; 
partictlarly af «it be naturally rich, or if it be assisted by 
some sediment of the waters with which it is flooded. 

The great obj«ction to flooding ficlds, diifing the heat 
“of Summer,’is the prevalence Bie fevers which this 

practice occasions. Whatever dvantages the fields derive 
from flooding, in repairing that exhaustion of the soil which 

ly croping must occasion, might be obtained with equal 
1. bydeting- on the waters during the Winter season, or 

when they have most sediment to deposit. 
Whether, then, the benefit to be derived in the saving of 

labor, by ete a mmer, is more than sufficient to 
overbalance the @yil just mentioned, which is thus occasion- 
ed, may perhaps be very doubtful; and perhaps it may (be 
a matter of less doubt, whether it would not ultimately be 
more beneficial to convert all the .rice-lands into grass- 
grounds, for feeding and soiling cattle, by Stocki 
with the best grasses 

See Grasses. Sorinc, kc. rw 
The Southern States have eminent dvantages, if rightly 

improved, for raising gape" numbers of cattle, and where 
these greatly abound t ands at increasing in fertility, 
and, of course, wealth; while the country that has few or no 
cattle must, sooner or later, exhibit a very different ap- 
pearance. ® | 

Rice is not a very exhausting crop, owing, no doubt, te 
its being fi, togharvest while the stalks are still green. 
When grown on uplands, the growth of the crop might 
perhaps ity, ae! considerably assisted by the use of gypsum, 
applied in the ygual:way to the ground ; or to roll the seeds 
in, after. being soaked in some fertilizing liquor: And if 
such uplafid were sufficiently rich, we can see no, reasom 

y 
5 
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t 
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why the crop might not be Dhecossinliy raised, by sowing 
the seed in the broadcig ways especiaily if the crop were 
once gone over wiih the hoc, tor urpose of thining 

the piants where they might siand oo closely, as well as 
for eradicating the first apy oi weeds. 

RIDGLING. A name given toa half-castrated animal. 
A Horse of this description is as troubiesome as a Staliion, 
and yet not fi to be relied on as one. ¢ A ridgling Hog 
(says Mr. Deane) wiil never be fat, nor grow so large as a 
Barrow, wil his castration be completed; as it may be, by... 
making an opening in tne beliy, when the case is ‘most 
difficult. They shouid either be killed ems completely 
gasirated. The flesh of a ridgling Pig is good; but that of 
an old one, brawny and disagreeable.’ oo 

ROLLER AND ROLLING. The roller is useful in . 
smocthing we suriace of meadows that have btome un- | 
even, and for passing over grouuds newly sown with®yrain, 
or that are to be laid down to grass. They are further 
useful in br aking the fumps of baked earth in a Clay- -soil 3 
bui, tor thi ; purpose, a roller filied with iron spikes has: 
been pretered by some. 

See SPiky ROLLER. 
The use of we rolier on grounds sowed with differe 

yf 
kinds of grain, particularly barley, which is dry a 
is to Cause the mouid to enclose the seeds; aoe 
by lying in caviies that soon become dried, would other- 
wise fail of vegetaiiug. 11 1s also t ae in fight dry soils, 
for preventing their moisture trom ting too easily. 
Perhaps the roller is as usciul tor. tpose as for any 

» in regard to its application to pain of grain. It is 
also useful in dey viving certain mage ¢ of their hiding-places 
in the caviues of the soil. coe MG, 9 

The rollii land, in tillage, should be done when the 
ground 1s so di 
grase-laigs, it should be 
the ground is solt and 

A wooden roller should be abbiit twenty inches or two 
feet in diameter, and aboutsix feet in length. It should be 
round and of an uniform surface. Where the roller is made 
of stone, it shouid be about ene eee inches in diaméter, and 

of the length above mentioned. 

li not stick to the roller; and in 
performed in the Spring, when 

ROOTS. The most essential divisions of these, are 
those of the af, the bulbous, and the fibrous kinds. The 
carrot, parsnip, beet, clover, &c. are taprooted; the pota- 
toe, onion, turnip, &c. are b ‘the plants of wheat, 
batleyay oats, herdsgrass, &c. have abebus roots... @aproots 

& det ‘ 
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have also fibrous roots, which, like all others of that kind® 
extend horizontally, far in every direction, and become so 
fine that they are ,imperceptible to the naked eye. The 
bulbous have also such fibrous, roots, and one kind, the 
turnip, has also a taproot in addition to its fibrous roots: 
Trees have also tap and fibrous roots. 

Some taproots will extent downward, as far as they can 
find the soil sufficiently opened to receive them. We have 
known an” instance of a parsnip taken from the ground, 
three feet in length. This shows the necessity of having 
the soil deeply mellowed for taproots; and the fibrous roots 
extending horizontally so far in every direction, where they 
can find mellew earth to penetrate, shows the necessity of 
having the ground well mellowed toa sufficient depth to 
receive them. 

RUNET, orn RENET: A good method of making this 
is as foll@ws: Take the maw of the Calf; empty it of its 
curd st wash it; soak it in strong brine till it is well salted; 
dry it on bews made for the purpose; then take two 

“quarts of strong brine that’ will bear an “8h blood- warm, 
and let the maw steep in this twenty-four hours, when the 
liquor will be fit for use; bottle*it up, and cork it tight, and 
it will keep for a twelvemonth. About a teacup-full will be 
sufficient for ten Cows. Some direct spices, and a lemon 

ed, to be put into this liquor. 
‘Another method is, to take the maw, emptied as before, 

and fill it with an artificial curd made of new cream; Into 
which put three eggs beat fine; a nutmeg grated fine; and 
three teacup-fuligjof fine salt; mix the mass well together; 
tie up the mouth of the bag; lay it under a strong bring ‘or 
three days, turning it over daily; then hang it up in a dry 
cool place for six weeks, when it will be fit for use. When 
used, it is first to be dissolved in wart an 

The acid contained in the maw ory 7 to become 
alt be not applied ; 
his, by a:due sup- 

ply of this article. Ne sé can be made, unless 
the runet be good. ty aor 

The runetbag may also be salted and dried, as before di- 
rected, and pieces of it occasionally used, by being previous- 
ly soaked in warm water, and a quantity of this water used, 
in proportion to the Quaiitity of milk to be turned. 

In Holland, the Cheesemakers use no runet; but, instead 
of this. they use a small portion of spirit of seasalt (muria- 
tic acid) for forming the curd. This gives the cheese a 
taste someWhat different from that made with runet. The 
acid should probably be ydiluted. The quantity, which is 
just sufficient, may be ascertained by a few experiments. 
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RYE (Secale.) There is but one kind of rye; but this 

may be made either Winter-rye, or Spring-rye, by gradually 

habituating it to different,times of Sowing. Take Winter- 

rye, tor instance, and sow it later and later, each Fail, and 

it may at length be sown in the Spring; and then it be- 

comes Spring-rye. ap 
On the contrary, sow Spring-rye very late in the Fall, at 

first, and you may gradually sow it earlier cahcceeding 

year, unul it may even be sown in May, and used the first 

season for pasture, or mowing, and then grown to periec- 

tion the second year. 
Soils of a sandy or gravelly texture are the most natural 

for rye. Almost every kind of dry soil is more or less 

suied to its growth; it will even grow tolerably well in 

bog-meadows, when laid sufficiently dry. It will produce 

considerably on the poorest soils; and prodigious crops of 

it may be raised on such as are made very rich,fas may be 
seen trom a case reported by Mr. L’ Hommedieu. 

A Neighbor of his manured twenty square rods of ground 
of 

ousand Monhaddan fish, and sowed it with rye. 
In the Spring, it was twice successively eaten off, close to 
the ground, by Sheep breaking in, after it had acquired a 
height of nine inches the first time, and -six inches the lat- 
ter. These cropings, however, only served to make. it 
grow thicker and stronger than before; and, when harvéest- 
ed, it produced sixteen bushels, or, at the rate of one hun- 
dred and twenty-eight bushels to the acre; giving to the 
Owner, according to the calculation of Mr. L’ Hommedieu, 
at the rate of eighty-five dollars to the acre, of clear profit. 
hd supposes, however, that the crapmeould have been 
niircly lost, had it not been twice eaten off by the Sheep. 

It is said that gious crops of wheat may be raised in 
the same man bi RE 

Rye ts subj 
indeed, io any otl 
try. My Du Ham 

but seldom or never to smut; nor, 
ease that we know of, in this Coun- 

0 -mention of a disease it is subject 
to in France, called spur, which causes a dry gangrene 
in the extreme pa of the bodies of those who eat the 
grain thus diseased; so that these parts at length fall off, 
almost without pain. 

‘ The Hotel Dieu, at Orleans (says this Author) has had 
many of these miserable) Objects, who had not any thing 
more remaining than the bare trunk of the body; and yet 
lived, in that condition, many days.’ 

The grains thus diseased are larger than the rest, mostly 
crooked, bitter to the taste, rough, deeply furrowed from 
end to end, and project conggerably beyond their husks. 
Tt is not every year, however, that the spur produces these 

# 
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effects in that Country ; aa if the grain be kept some con- 
siderable length of ume, before it is eaten, it will not 
prove burtful. 
We notice this disease of rye, in order that, if similar 

effects should ever be the meal ot it here, the cause of 
any such malady, and the means “of obviaiing it, may be 
more readily understood. 

Rye be raised for many pill) in succession on the 
same sree without matertally exhausting the soil, parti- 
cularly if % be perfectly suitable to the growth of this grain; 
and provided, also, that the stubble be turned under imme- 
diately after taking off the crop: But where the ground is 
suffered to remain unploughed, till the stubble has become 
divested of all its moisture, and the seeds of the weeds 
have ripened, the successive crops will gradually lessen in 

® product, and the weeds y gill increase. 
We would, however, by no means recommend such a 

mode of dhiiure, unless as much as twenty-five bushels, or 
m@e,*of this grain could be yearly had from the acre; as 
such a yearly product would probably afford a clear profit, 
to the acre, of half that number of bushels; and such a pro- 
fit, in some of the lighter, and in some of the a rder, kinds 
of soils, is not to be despised. Me 

As the soil most suitable for rye is , usually that which is 
st benefited by the use of gypsum, it would be much the 

r plan, instead of successive crops of Winter-rye, to 
sow this grain, and Spring-rye, alternately, in order that the 
ground might, every other year, be enriched by the appli- 
cation of this manure. ; 

The growing crop of rye receives no benefit from the ap- 
plication of this manure; bur it quickly covers the gygund 
with a fine sward of white-clover ; ; and, i on as g t 
is thus swarded, it is in good condition - ring any crop. 
Let the gypsum, therefore, be sow ing, on the 
growing crop of Winter-rye; and, id 
ber following, the ground will be co 
turn this sward over in the latter the Fall, and in 
the Spring sow a crop of Spring-r nd, as soon as this 
is taken off, turn the ground over again for a crop of Win- 
ter-rye ; and in the Spring repeat the process of manuring 
with gypsum, as before, for a crop of Spring-rye, and thus 
proceed with these crops alternately. 

In this way, we will venture to say, that nearly double 
the amount of grain might be obtained, in each crop; par- 
ticularly in the northerly part of our Country, where Spring- 
rye is nearly as productive as that of Winter. 

In such a mode of culture, however, particular attention 
should be paid to turning wader the stubble of the crop of 

_ Spring-rye as quick as possible, in order that the seeds of 

ith white. clover; 
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the growing weeds be prevented from ripening, as well as 
for enabling other seeds, which may lie buried in the soil, 
to vegetate, and thus be destroyed by the after ploughing 
and harrowing for puting in the next crop. 
Many Farmers may have pieces of hard gravelly, or very 

light sandy, soil; for which such a mode of culture might 
probably be found as profitable as any to which the land 
could be applied: But of this, the judicious Batmer wi 
be best enabled to judge, after obtaining a full BROwiedge 
of what mode of culture is most profi:able for his more ste- 

rile grounds; and, in order to this, he must estimate the 
expenses of puting in his crops; the clear profiis, after 
paying these expenses, and the rent of the land; and, 
whether his lands are likely to become, eventually, more 
exhausted by such mode of culture, than by a change of 
crops, where grasses, suitable to the soil, should be cultivate 
ed, during some seasons. 

See further. CuaneGe or Crops in regard to hard 
gravels, and Turnirs. for light sandy lands. 
Where Winter-rye is early sown, a bushel to the acre is 

probably sufficient ; but, of Spring-rye, a bushel and a half, 
to the acre, or perhaps more, should be sown. 
RyeMninded for family-use, should be harvested as 

early as the grain can be prevented from shrinking, and 
let lie on the ground a day or two, to harden. In thi 
way, the grain will meke much whiter flour; though, per- 
haps, the product will not be quite so heavy and bulky, as 
when left till fully ripened. Probably all that is gained by 
leting the grain fully ripen, before harvesting, is an addi- 
tional t of the skin; thereby increasing the quantity 
of brat flour. oe 

| of rye is laxative, and good to pre- 
vent costive WwW especially where the flour is very 

pi , eS dency py 

rr most constitutions, 
s of these grains is con- 

to ealth. Mixing some flour 
I rye, will serve to preyent its 

therefore, breac 
sidered the most 
of Indian corn, w: 
¢lamminess. 

SALSAFY (Tragopogon ) This foot is frequently called 
Vegetable Oyster, on account o is having a resemblance, 
in flavor, to that of an oyster. en boiled, mashed, and 

ol 
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mixed with butter, and formed in shape of oysters, and then 
fried, it is frequently mistaken for fried oysters. 

It requires a culture similar to that of carrots, &c. The 
roots are to be dug in the Fall, and protected from the 
Winter-frost. Like all other roots, they are best preserved 
in moist sand. ms 

SALTSs@ See Manunzs. 

SALTING or MEAT. In packing down pork, sprinkle 
in what is equal to four quarts of rock-salt to a barrel; then 
make a pickle, sufficient to cover all the meat, as strone as 
it can be made with salt, and when cold pour it on. When 
the pickle becomes considerably colored with the blood of 
the meat, draw it off, boil it, take off the scum, till it be- 
come clear, and apply it. again. Repeat this, it the pickle 
again become colored too much, and add more fresh brine, 
if necessary. In this way, pork will keep sweet throughout 
the ensuing Summer, and will be free of rust. 

This method is also good for preserving beef : mere the 
following is better: 

For a barrel of beef, says Mr. Deane, sis fe ur arts of 
rock-salt pounded fine ; eight ounces of saltpetre, id five 
Bends of brown sugar; mix them well together, and with 
these ingredients pack the meat down very closely, so as 
that they will of themselves cover the whole with brine. 
The next Spring draw off the brine, clarity it, as before di- 
rected, adding a little salt to it, and apply it again, and the 
beef will keep ver and fine-tasted during the whole 
Summer following. ert 

This method of curi 1s somet 
similar to the best me d it is also 
an excelent method iring pork, and _ The ham 
of some of the Souther  allowe be equal to 
that of Westphalia; but, whether 1s 
thod of curing, to the climate, 
Hogs there, is perhaps uncer 
sufficiently cured in this, or any y, they should be 
smeared over with molasses; smoked sufficiently and sud- 
denly; the quicker the better; and let them then be well 
sprinkled over with slaked lime, and ‘put away in casks, 
filled with bran, to keep during the | ummier. The lime 
will serve to keep all insects from th 

hams have been 

SAND. Sce Earras and Manures. 

ir sap principally. ftom the roots. 
it is»called the food of a 
ed by the capillary roots in 

a 
» 

SAP. Plants derive t 
Before it has entered th 

It is supposed to be abs 
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SCRATCHES. » This is a. dieeo6 i in emg gs.ot, Ho! 
accasioned ‘by: bad blood, or too "hard labor.” The: skit 
the legs becomes craked open, emiting a redishe olored hu: 
mori Po cure'the’ diséase, ' wash thecracks with ‘Soapsuds, . 
andthen-rub them twice a day with an ointment of hogs- 
lard, mixed withia‘little sublimate mercury ©” 
~wAnother “says ‘that“this troublesome | disorder may be ’ef- 
fectually curedyby théapplication of As °s tt one a solution, 
of copperas in’ water, as Can’ be made, ‘and rubing - eg 
up» andadown, with ot each time. “SS 
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garden at Vienna, which had resisted every other —ehs 
used for that purpose: * 

The application of tiie may be found useful in planting 
Indian corn, as it will be sooner out of the way of birds an 
squirrels; and, when the first planting has’ failed, or when 
birds, '&¢, “have pulled up the orn, this method would 
greatly accelerate the growth of a’ second: planting? «It is 
also us ul for | many kinds of garden-seeds, which have been 
kept over. one year. Probably, the seeds of the» American 
thorn might, also, tn this way, be’ made to vegetate:réadily, 
and that hempseed might’ thes be made to grow; en the 
first year. 

Another method of making ‘old seeds derrininiage; more 
readily, is, “to immerse them in water, nearly boilinghot, 
for the’ space ‘of half a minute ; then suddébly cool themiby 
exposure to the’ air, and sow them when the soilis well 
warmed by the sun. If sown; ower) pen the earth is 
cold, they will’ rot'in the ground.” SD gaia 

a 

SHEEP. Myr! Livingston’ has treated this subject with so 
much research and ability, thatthe Reader need, require Jit- 
tle or no’ further information, than what his’ Essays contain; 
but as this Work would be impeftect, without _ treating of 
this important article, and as the “Writings of Mr. Living- 
‘stom and others are too voluminous’ for insertion, it becomes 
necessary to condense the ‘shujdcty” $0)/as ‘to ig it. be a 
small compass. Be 2 ‘ oy 

Animals undergo ‘changes by doniestidaabne rubles 
which they possessed 4p the wild state, but which are»no 
longer useful in the domestic, become less and less wisible’; 
and owing, perhaps, to ‘his circumstance, and: to others, 
even their appearance: becomes more or less altered. ‘The 
ears of wild animals are erect, which ‘enables. them*to ‘hear 
with thore acuteness; but some of the Sey of Sicily and 
of Italy, says Mt. Livingsto the ‘been so long under the 
protection ‘of Man,” ‘where this quality is not so requisite, 
that their ears have become pendant. Lord Kaims observes, 
that when Sheep run wild they 0 in droves; that thesmales 

“that the strongest: claims are the protectors of the flock, anc 
precedence’ of the rest; that when they lie down,,at night, 
some stand as sentinels} while the rest sleep But these 
traits of instinctive sagacity they, i An ae “Steat measure, lose 
wae Man becomes their Protector. 

M. Buffon and others: have cine the Afoufion Mus- 
mon, or Argali, which ts sull found jo theywild state, tobe 
the original stock of the present Sheep.% Dhis animal: is 
swilt of foot, and in dimates has mere ‘a. coat of wool 
under a coat of hair. "am warm climates i has, hothin _ 

~~ 
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@Coat/ofhair;~and suchiis the case” Sh Sheep which, have 
been long accustomed to such climates 

» It would:seem tobe the economy: ot Nature, that some 
g?raminivorous. animals, ‘when, domesticated, but. still.expose 
ed. to the rigors, of. thewseasons,beCome. more inert, of 
course possess less animal heat, and therefore require a 
more woolly’ ‘coat: * While. others of the carnivorous kindy 
whichvare more ‘sheltered by Man, but, whose. h abiis sulk 
require their» wonted»activity, and of course rétaim their ani- 
ral heat, require less clothing, or a mere coat of coarse 
hairs This, perhaps, «may ve the reason why, Sheep have 
more wool and less activity than the Argali; and why Dogs 
have coarser aa than» Wolves. 

If othis, however, ‘be tiought sufficient to account; for the 
difference between’ the Argall, and, such. ‘Sheep ; as shed their 
Coatswyearly, at. is “still dificult’ t geen a: reason, why the 
Merino Sheep never shed» its.c for this, af left on tor 
years, does “not iall off, bus constauds increases in) length 
and quantity, Probably. different climates. and. soils haye 
done much, in producing, marked differences among Sheep; 
and probably. diff’. rent: kinds,as we now fiid them, bave de- 
scended from stock, which were of the same genus; but pos- 
‘sessing’ proper jes different from-each, other. ». 
“Mr. ‘Livingston observes, that ‘as this quadruped has 
‘probablybeen found . throu hour all the mouptainous parts 
sof Europe. sand) Asia,: and perhaps even m, Africa; as its 
yous are easily tamed; as its milk, its flesh, and its skin 
oe teed boioble to. ee an, a aoe Slate ; it is 

ait; tha 64s hi hy nan we He Neon aes a it on the 
age mer ys the wild. eats Sivaee’ to we 
mild and getitle Shepherd? Bal 

I. may be fouiid equally true, that different soils are best 
suited to different ‘breeds ot Sheep; and, that the. soil often 
serves eventually to: ptoduce » a difference in, Sheep. + Fat 
pastures’ (says: Mortimer). breed straight, tall Sheep « apd 
the barren hilis, shore, <quare ‘ones.’ aes By 

Thevislands, called: Smithsisland, lying off the: eastern ‘oie 
of Virginia, -has been found nemarkable tor producing, Diy 
breed: of Sheep: of uncommonly. fine wool. vain 
_Phe large longwooled SHEEP ‘ot Greatbritain require “rich 

tures 5 and a moist. so wall, ‘SUL them better, Ae i | 
“ it will any. other S. pee A. ‘wet soil, sakt marshes, 

i ted, is, however, untrie ndly (o- Sheep ofall ,kind 
Merino, Sheep: require ara. pastures, and such..as.1s 
duced Outdry soils. Farmers, in Stocking their farms. swith 
Sheep , Ought toxpay ‘attention to the selection of such as are 
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best suited: to) their sou ss Much of the high amoist Tandsig 
this and the neighboring - ‘counti€s, 1 ts) welieved, would be 

found tolerably suitable: for paisiig, the antSe ‘Tougwookee 
English Sheep. «7 py ns £ 

I: is big'lyedesirabh sthest our Gountry should, be stocked 
With Sheep.of various Kinds, in order to supply-itself with 
the Various,soris,of cloths which “are ‘necessary 1h Mifferent 

a Sind, they have the Deeswater: whee Lincoln: 
id Dartmoor breeds, whicw yir ldefleeces ot tong 

: Bol, wishing’ onplant average trom eight to eleven 
“pounds; ands: we. average “weight “of “their ‘cartases, ‘per 

quarter, Is. from twenty-five to‘rhirtyspounds: ‘THetweolvof 
these Sheep, and. of the » Heath, Ee morey ands ‘Berkshire 
breedsy which are- -smatler,.. arid. bave $ill coarser: ‘Woodly is 
Propet tor the manufacrure, Of, blinkers, fats; Bec) ene * 

Newleicestershires or Bakewell d;*and- the Cart- 
ae ane Romney-marsf@ breeds, uave: also: ong“wool, ‘but 
somewhat fin bese oettery fixed dor the ananufacture of 
worsted fabrics; and the average weight of thet fleeces is 

«from, eight toi nine pounds ; the average weight of their car- 
» cases, per Naess is ie ge oe etn < I 

pounds. RS 

The Bakewell is an, Fanenteas iced: whi 
ue soc of tiose Ce Beorceses 

2 

i 

the Denne and, "Shell an 
Hereford ont: Ryeland breges Bee he 

‘On. Says) she] 
common. Sheep eared 

England they are esteemed ike we 
Mr.-Cusizs, ot, Virginia, i w breed, which he 

calls the Arlington Sheep, neld feces of “long wool, 
well fired. for mar Geb se fabrics.” “They 

uisition to ie ree. 
Smithsisland, Sheep; before 

Mp Custis, and 
rgeness of ‘their 

rovided: the breed 3 

‘ d. sb hey are, v ‘ a Py P n € ‘ is : ice es 

eigh” four, pounds iat. ae at RE Oe 

«. Another breed of-‘ 
“peculiar to thise Coun 

* 

eep ,ougit to be oticedy as 
: These are the) Ozer Sheep, 
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sealed on account ofthe length oftheir, bodies and the 

“shortness of ‘their legs.” They: were first found in, some. of 

sour “Aclantic vislands; and are indeed ‘a rickety, crippled- 

looking race. Their wool is of a,mediuni fineness, and of 

a medium length: It. is neither of a proper length for 

combing, nor yet for broadcloths; 

Thésadvantages of this breed consist ahi Dysintheir ina. 

bility to be mischievous,’ in leaping fenees,: Co and their 

disadvantages ‘consist in their proportionate “Thabiliy to 
escape from Dogs. &c. Butyhe Man. of taste “and . feeling 

will make ‘another objection -to. chem ; their | stm 1s not 

pleasing’ to ‘he eye, and their rickety, hobbling Pait is cal- 

culated to excite pity, instead of pleasure, 
Abother breed of Sheep,which ate found in almost every 

quarter Of ‘the: globe, are the Broadiailed Sheep. These 
are ot different kinds, and yield fleeces of different qualiiies 
in “aifferent climates. In the Levant, their wool is fine; at 
the oa of Goodhope, itis Goatse; and at Madagascat, it 

. is meré hair. ‘They are generally larger than the European 
cep, and the tails of one kind weigh, in many instances, 

Is; “being ‘iso weighty«that the Shepherds are 
fo place two little pa under each, to enable 

be p to drag them.” apts Ss 2 ss fy 

Composition. ofthis. excrescence (says: ‘Mr. Living- 
d to be a mixture of flesh with a great proportion 

2 very delicate’ food; but the ‘animal has little 
e tail being in: him. the poy of that , fat 

ut the Joins, of: ‘other: : 

ro! eect “either by 
» accident, or erhaps, Soke “extraordi- 
a “nary instances ‘of an alteration, oduced 1 in ‘the 

. formeof an- ) cation. 
“A yearling Shee rst ‘shearing two road teeth 
before, beside it: narrow: teeth; - when sheared the second 
tithe, -it?has four’ the third time, six; and the fourth, eight. 
‘They are thenjse full mouthed. _ The teeth. of Ewes 
begin to me : five. years; those of Wethers, 

ht. At this age, a Ram should 
irned off te faten with other old * “Sheep. 

ine pregnancy that at any ther 

id cident. befal Bien Jusinimnee- 
able of yeaning till the age of fen or 
equently become barren’ much) soon 

3 by sinjuries received 

rn Wh o this is’ “the casey: and they pr 
jhould be fatened with other old’ Sheep. OM om, 
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Those set apart for) fating should be kept separateyiony 
good feed, and have some Indian meal daily. Ih is said hate 
a Sheep is never made very fat but once, and that then 1s), 
the proper time to kill it: But, perhaps, this is not founded i 
in truth. 
The proper time for. Shearing is, when the weather has 

set in pretty,.warm; but sooner, where the wool is falling 
of. Tt a , ool of Merino Sheep must be washed after 
shearing, as” Ht cannot be washed to-any effect while on 
their backs, he shearing, ofthese may be later, as their 
wool never falls off. Sheep of the common kinds may have 
their wool washed while ‘on their backs; but in that case 
they should be kept some days previous, to shearing inva 
clean pasture, in order that their wool may again imbibe 

some of the oil which 1s lost ‘by. washing,” which will render 
the shearing more easy, and pages less: Oil to be aftenmandy 
added for spiniog. 

In shearing, care should be taken not to cut eh aan 
this is more particularly necessary with the Merino Sheep, 
whose flcece is so. close. as to render this operation a 
more slow and difficult, doubie the time at least: ‘bel a ree 
quisite for shearing one of these, that is necessary “for ¢ one. 
of the common kind. Would not shears, with blades much)” 
narrower than those of the common. kind, be much the: best 
for she aring these Sheep ? : Bit aime 

In England, it 4s 4 common ‘practice, after’ ‘sheline o 
smear the bedies of the Sheep with a mixture of” tara 1 d 
fresh butter, which serves to. cure the wounds in the s atk 
and to fortify their bodies against the cold: ‘This’ mixitre 
may be improved by the addition of a small quantity | of ‘sul- 
phur. The Sheep’ should again be anointed in’ the ‘mon 7 
of August, by introducing the ointment from. head to ta iN, 
and also en the sides and back, by parting” the wool for the » 
purpose. Thts composition. should, at all events, be applied 
to the wounds. It serves effactually to ‘destroy all the ticks, 
which are very pernicious to Sheep ~ 

The practice of pening up large flocks of Sheep. together 
in a close , place, during” the shearing, is very injudicious ¢ 
They ‘should be pened» up in the open” air, and but a few 
brought together ata time., The common practice of tying 
the legs of the Sheep together, while ‘shearing, is hurtful to 
them; as At compresses them into a ‘situation which is un- 

natural and painful, Rather let each foot. *be.tied’ by itself, 
in. its natural position, to a small piece of wood, with” crane ’ 

pieces at each end,’ which ak be easily contrived and made : 

ae 

for the purpose. eae” ig 
During cold rains and ¢ old, nights, after sieatihe: they 

should be placed where™ tl i can go into theif house, "ah 
place of shelter, when they please ; as they know best when ~ 
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they want shelter, and when they become so warm as to re- 
quire the open air. ‘They should at all times, but particu. 

‘Tarly, at this, haye plenty of salt, as this is @ stimulant which 
enables, them the better to withstand the cold. A warm sun 
is huriful to the backs of Sheep after’ shearing, and for this 
reason their, pasture should have some. shade, .o which they 
can retire during, the. heat of the day, 
Affereearings their skins should be carefully) examined, 

to se if they have any appearance of the 8¢@05and those 
which have, should be kept apart from the rest, till cured, 
as this disease is contagious. © Phis, too, is the proper time 
to examine them, as to their age and ‘health, “heir bodily 
defects; and also, as. to the gualty. and. ‘quantity ‘of their © 
ficeces. _ Those hich: are found old and broken- mouthed, 
sickly and infirm, ill. formed ; ‘Elwes that are bad nurses, and 
lose their Lambs. from. want of milk; those whose wool is in 
small quantities, ‘which is often the ‘effect of ave or sickness: 
and, those whose. wool is bad, either by being mixed with 
“short hairs, or which ‘are rough. on the thighs:, These 
should, ‘all be marked, in order to be turned off, and put in 
nee pasture for fating. | 

he wool of yearling Sheep should be Bet by itself; be- 
a not having. the ‘same texture or “strength which the 
we f older, “Sheep. has, it will make the cloth shrink un-, 
ea a if, mixed with such wool. The other fleeces may 
one, orted, at a ke making separate: parcels of the 

S, ‘the, ‘bell He and the back and sides. Wool should ‘not , 
be kept. long: with out: ‘Washing, as in that case it is liable to 
fern ment and ‘spoil i in | Oh, weather, 
oN er shearing, the horned Shey should be. examined, ‘to 
ee at their foros’ do not press on ‘the ‘scull, or’ eridany ae 

eyes ; ; either of which may Kill the animal,’ ‘Where t 
fe he ‘case, t the. horns are ‘to be taken” offs abdy for this ei 
pose,. Mr. Livingston recommends sawing” ‘theta off with a 

fine stiff-backed saw; then apply some tar to the stumps, 
ne tle a double linen’ cloth hg them, to keep off ‘the 
Tt: ae ‘ 

At this time algo the Titihs ae, he docked, castrated, 
and marked. ‘s sf Livingston recommends, the: Spanish’ cuse 

sing Ae tai, as conducive. to cleanliness. The 
erformed™ ‘by taking’ away the testicles at’ 

Seto wee Wbe' performed on ‘Lambs when 
h and the earlier this is done, the 

ae flesh. If rain or cold we ther 

OT oes, MA oh ¢ ye 
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after. five orSix days;. see the part Helse aHe cord. 
eut it off ju 
however, a dat 
Cool dry weath 

ny erous: operation when ‘the ‘weather. i is” wart 

 shopld be chosen forit. 99 7" 

‘In Spain, ft is usuak, instead Of either of these syeeition iis 
to twist! the testicles within the ‘scrotum, “so as to Knot the | 

cord ; in pie case ae decay ee 

Ww Bs s increases their wool, “makes: he? re 
ad a it ‘e said improves the ‘taste of their flesh. 

Lm formed, “which” ‘perhaps “will 
: it should not oe AMeRE Bes 

fore the® aoe $ are si ie 3 ord. f 

Where Ewes are hf i “turned off for ‘a 
must be weaned earl ii eal the’ hen ho 
Ram again} which ‘wil make’ 
thus’ weaned should be. ‘pur. ina a eof 
grass, out of ‘hearing of their Dims, and an old 

Ewe should be put with them “Care” thust also 6 
milk the Ewes every day’ i) F to, for. the | first, 
their milk dries’ up z 

In all other cases 
when they naturally ‘we: 
no means advisable 

dew 1} 3, and th 
ae: the, fields wh 

jclow the string, and tar the wound” pe a8, 
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“When Sheep are outils kept they take colds, and dis- 
€ a mocus, from the nose. Good feeding, together 

wih some pine boughs given them, oceasionally, will cure 
this complaint. It pipe, boughs cannot, be had, spread some 
tar over a board, and over ‘his.spread some salt, which will 
induce the Sheep to, lick uP all\the at and, ‘this will effect 
@ chteniey 2 

ording to. experiments made “by Mr. Dazbe 
ated French Agriculturalist,;it seems that the 

of Fisher which are Benerally Of the height of at bo 
inches, ¢€at about eight pounds of. grass: per day, 0 or two 
pounds of hay per day, which, is’abour the same thing; -as 
éight pounds . of Brags, when” dried, | will make. but, two 
pounds of hay, ..An. acre, of. pasure, then, which in. the 
‘Season would Mieka ‘0 i grass what would be equal to two 
tons of, hay, | gould probably - “support abou, eight. Sheep 
throu ugh the. season. It must be remembered, however, that 
animals: consume food in..proportion to their size, and that 
the ‘Sheep. here. described are Pele the common size of 
Sheep i ‘in this Country. 
Mr. Daubenton also observes, that when his Sheep were 
fed on dry fodder, during the Win: er seasan, many of the 

unger ones, and. those. which oe weakly, droped uff; 
ma ‘of opening, ‘these, ‘he. found the food. in the third sto- 
chy OF that hich receives the food after. the second 

is | cause” iis ascribes. their ens This state of the sto- 
ie “he very justly concludes, is. produced by the sudden 

| ge of food from grass to that of dry fodder; and the 
ie Que aa ds, aa ‘natural, is merely to feed 

s, turnips. &C. are. all very ‘good, ; 
a little. Indian corn, about half a gill 

encficial 5. It-Reeps. the. flock in 
nab é 1¢ Ewes. to rear their. young much 

‘better; and fits ers : to pre went the wool. from falling off in 
the Spring. Car ae eee, &e. no doubt, answer the 
same valuable purpos Resa 

For early in ing. -the, ee Ahich: shave” Lambs; a 
small ficld of nyc bo ly. sown, is very: good. They may 

ae me © ie the. crop t geome to maturity, and 
he y-wil Bon EDO, injar ee small field. of. ruta. 
probably the _best,.. Vetches, | clover, tall 
ee. grasses. Which start,early, are. also 

AP i4,,| is oat, SS a 

y du os Minter co the, est quality, 
r this, pur Ose] iho esteemed’ € e best, TE 

peck of se t were. er to. evezy ton of tay, 9 Pa 
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right. so as that, in the dels and other matter will, 
no! fall into the wooltabout their necks. Under the rack a 
trough should be fixedy which will serve for catching the 
seeds of the hay, as well as for feeding the Sheep. 

They should be kept by themselves, and not, sult red, to 
run among. other cattle ; their yard should be 5 sess 
though M proportion to the number in the flocks d their 
shelter should be close over head, but the sides not so close. 
as to preclude a due circulation of ain. among them. Per- 
haps it is best to have it close on all sidessbut the south. 
The shelter ought also to be spacious, So as not to crowd 

them too closely together; and. it stiould , have some small. 
apartments in which to keep the Ewes ; a few days previous. 
to yeaning, and for two or three days aftemmer ds _ These, 
should be fed during’ this, time with succulent food. and 
their apartments should be kept well littered The Beape 
round the sheep-yard should be such as to keep au Do 

If the flock be largé, so, that a separation of it. du ing. 
Winter would be advisable for promoting the health of the) 
Sheep, the better? ‘way is to ‘put the fullgrown Wethers . ye oy 

‘themselves. .This 1s the moré advisable, because they. ‘do 
not require so good keeping as the Ewes and young Sheep ;, 
and when kept with these they are ‘enabled, from their 
superior. strength, to take. the best and most of: the fey, to 
themselves. oa 

In régard to folding Sheep, on ‘small or large pies r 
ground, see Forpine, oF Lanp. ) aoe 

Flocks of Sheep ihrive. juch better. by being, ¢ ota nee 
frequently; but those will” be most benefited’ which are ta ai 
from poor pastures and put. ‘into’ beter. _ Their pasty 
should be clear of weeds, as the burs. ‘produced “som: 
spoil the wool; while others. often. ‘pr. rove aes to Gos 
by eating; they ‘should also be clear of a briars and bushes; 
for these scrye to tear cf much of their wool i the Spring.” 
Clover is the best pasture for’ them. | ‘Tiie evergreen shrub, 
called laiirel, is poisonous to them when eaten, and ought 
therefore. to be removed from their walks. This shrub is a 
species. of the Laurus, as we believe. 
To prevent “Wolves from killin g Sheep, says ‘Mr, L’ Hom- 

medieu, make an ointment cpa. of gunpowder. and, 
brimst ne, powdered fine and-mixed with tar and Currier’s 
oil, aa ‘with ‘this “anoint the throats of the | shee] “This 
must be renewed as often as the ointment Jose Ea faire 
which will be four or fixe, times in a season. rolves. have 
been seen to Seize Shee Teele vcr in this manner, and, find. - , 

0 ing their throats thus fe fied, have left: them without copps 
them any injury. 
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“Having said thas much of’ Sheep 1 in general, something 
shali now be said of the Merino She ‘in particular. 
These Sheep ‘are Certainly much the most profiable. to} 

Yaise, where the soil and” climate’ “Are Suitable to them. 

Perhaps,it may be found that some parts ofthis Siate may 
not, be’ 6 Suitable for them ‘as others3, ‘As some Farmers of 

unty | er) are making: complaints df /being un- 
ssful ythem. ‘T he ‘climate, ‘and mucb af the 

soil, o the Mohawk untry is ‘moist, and this circumstance 
may perhaps ‘not ag SO favorable for their eaeiee 
here. 
* Let experiments,” jowever, bet fairly and fully made. upon 
them, before; ny hasty conclusions ‘are ‘drawn. Most of the. 
Shéep of this Kind Which have been brought into this part © 
of ‘the State: were young, and’ such aS were probably re- 

‘ r the flocks” of those Who sent them abroad for’ 

Mr. Pei ieieon has stated’ ie result of his’ ‘Sheepshearing 
EA 1 ‘Spring of 1808; and this will pethapS serve to Convey, 

as adequate an idea cf the importance, of tire, Merino Sheep, 
aS any thing that can be said ~~ © 
“From ‘twenty-nine common Sheep, he’ tad upwards of one 

hundred “and fourteen pounds, ' which he sold at thirty-seven 
anda ate cents’ per’ pound, This, allowing oné dollar and 
fifiy’ cents for the expense of keeping each ‘Sheep lor a 
year, fe fell: apt three, on ‘onieach ee: of paying | ot their 

rahayttties half. blab “Ewes ‘gave supwatds. ‘of ee 
huad ed and ninety “three pounds ; and forty. seven. halt- 

a® fred and. thirty- i Wettiers gave ups ‘ds of ‘two. ‘hun 
pou ds. 1s. oy for “seventy. ive .cents per 

pound. “Clear probs ¢ ‘on the eéce of each) Ewe two dollars 
arid three cents; on. ‘the fleece. of each Wether, two. Movlars 
and” filiy-five gents. : 

Tirty threefour sy BidBaeataawee gave na ome ‘of one 
perch “ fi ty ie and three vie of. the 
same bloo € “upwards 0 “sixteen pounds. . This..wool 
sold for one lar and tweet ee it Hh "pound: Oe “Clear” 
profits on the figece of « hed ae eee lollats and. seventy- 
five cents 5” “th ea ch V Wether, ¢ two dollars, att 
twenty-five cen } 

Seven tul 4 4 D" si fas of. thirty-six: ‘pounds 5" si 
» month: “old, gave upwards of n Clas 

d lor two: dollars per. ae : 
a And : 

i at * 



. Were ted abroad. ‘together 
= 

‘second, One hundred™ oad “fort bee 1 
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By the foregoing, it’ will ‘be seen, that Wf the- — 
pects to derive large profi's troin these Sheep, he oughe pet 
to rest until he has got 10to the? fullbloods of this breed, "Op 
into the fil: cen- sixteenths, which’ will answer about 'as well? 
Tie profi of the Lambs, will’ be seen, is not take pie 
consideration tn this ‘sitcment ARO oe 

If these, Sheep are thus profi able for their 8s yitis’ 
well ascertained that they” are at least as profit: pleas 
others ‘fo Piting sk 

Mr Young took a: Mision, weight eighty-four pounds; a 
halt Souindown,” qu’ liner “Bake wel d quarter Norfolk, 
WeIgt one hundred % + and a pout. 
dow, Ww: ight one ‘bundred jand 

ei 

any 

weighed,” The “first” 

hundred and torty- four paling iC 
mote than! double the quar iy of flesh which ihe a 
ained. ae 

; He also made another ‘experimen, which serve : 
that a Merino only eats in ‘proportion to its size ~ By 
found’ that three ’ Merinos may be: maintained fou 
chee than. two of the” O1 ; 

nounden’ i 

Mr. ee § 
of the Ram, governs 
of a small” oe “can 

tiger than “those raised’ from 
Merino Ewes.” This is ther pao ish ; : ers é 

< 

ao 5 

u 18 is Dot, so mate a 
selecti 
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in ‘the chine, and loins, deep,in theycarcase, the back 
as the ribs well’set oUt so as 40 give room for a large 
belly, well covered with wool, the foreli€ad brodd, the eyes 
lively (a heavy, eye beingea mark of 4 diseased Snecp) tese 
.ticles darge) and. covered) with woul; Let him also” be 
Stone ch se-knit, and: active ;,, of which you may judge by 
taki shold. of -his ‘bind legs: and, dasily, let hiss Wool be of 
goo. pestle and: as" clear'of hair on the hiuider parts as 
ossible. 9 

2 e The product of sith a ey wie. common ‘Ewes, would 
be Lambs, possessing. nines twenty: ‘fourth parts ofyiMerino 
blood ; and twice repeating the. process onthe Pemiules of 

jy the successive - “products, would give. threetourth- blooded 
Lambs. Two further Tepétitions trom a full-blooded Ramis 
would: give Lamibs possessing: filteen-sikteenths ot Metio 
blood,wwhich is probably sufficient: The Ram, however, 

a ought to be changed at each time; as it 1s belicyed that 
the: rearing of succeeding stocks, between which there is 
the closest consanguinity; thust eventually tend to. acgénes 

By | Fate the: breed: 
In Spain; where. by the “exient of: the pastures’ the num- 

"bee of the. ‘Merinos. are limited, it 1s usual to kili off some 
of the most indifferent: Lambs, apd thus two, Ewes can be 

» given. 40 suckle’ one of. those surviving, This as usuatly et- 
“fected by puting the ‘skin of ‘the dead Lamb overa living 
one, Which commonly induces the Dam of the dead. oné to 
‘ecopnize the living: as: her own: Where this faiis, the Ewe 

is: held for the Lamib to suck hers and she is confived wich 
‘it a day or two, by which ume she” gencraily. adopis it. “Lnis 
-custom is only in part advisable here; that Ass whenever a 
% ‘Lumb, dies, to accustomed: its. ‘Damy. A, this manner; to give 
‘is milk to another Lamb... <7) 

eg has been: ‘feared “by” ‘some. ‘that. these ‘Sheep, wher no 
“Fonger “migratory, and ‘changed: from. their. ‘accustomed. Cli- 
mate, will degenerate, and their. wool grow coarser; ‘but ex- 
perience does:by fio means warrant nese. apprehensions. 
They have: been MA sep suouaty for more. than: ‘ei hiy. years 

ay an ‘nearly: ‘as ia in x Rigs and: es have 
suffered ve destin snes 

//imported.. | t eas ie a Aes ‘wich ha their 
“hair, “that the: f ether north; the warmer, and oi ‘course’ the 
“finer,” 1s” their ALS 5 5 but, as, these Sheep never: shed: their 
Wool, ‘the -rule oes” hot hecessarily include them. Their 
wool istin, this rp espect similar to human} hair; but, his ig 

val ways fou ou d-the finest i in ‘the colder: climates. - a 
_,Apprehensions ‘have also been entertained. that hese 

cep, haying. in —_ been-long accustomed to situations 
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where Winter is scarcely felt, would be found anata 
staad the severity of our Winters; but the fact just mene 
tioned, of their being ‘successfully reared even. in the cold” 
climate of Sweden, sufficiently obviates this objéciion. 

Mr. Livingston says, that, “like all other Sheep,’ they. 
will be found the beiter for good keeping ; yet they will not | 
suffer more than others from neglect ; and that they pe 
every mixed’ flock, be found — ‘he. pmiost thrift yin, 
severest weather.” tied 

Some, again, may suppose that the caine will’ soon rhe 
stocked with. Merinos,’ and thatthe price of their wool will 
then fall to that’of common wool; but such should remem- 
ber, that more than ‘half the ‘civihzed’ World 15 ‘destitute of 
these Sheep; and’ that, while ‘they continue ,o remain 50» 
the Sheep, the wool, or the! fabries ‘made trom ity, wall be” 
eagerly sought after. a 
In the course of a century, North and South- America’ neath” 

probably contain two hundred millions of People, and the 
wants of thése alone wall at that time require tireé hundred © 
millions of Merinos.. There’is certainly ‘no danger of: hes 
price of Merino wool, falling much, for twenty: ago to 
come. 
The Ewes of this breed seldom abdittc twins 3” hough,” 

if necessary, they may be made, like other "Sheep, fo breed 
twice a year.. Ewes of the English Teeswater breed a 
been known’to-bring five Lambs in’a year. 

The Ram, when put to tie Ewes, should ' be Beet ie t's 
than usual; and for this purpose should be fed two or Ae 
times a day with a slice or two of bread, made of’ Indian 
meal, which may be given to him by hand: When the’ 
Ewes are not suckling Lambs, they may at any” ‘time’ be 
brought to take, the Ram, iby feeding some. Indian’ ‘conn to 
then 

Thefirst Lamb of a young eave will, never poten letra 
as those succeeding, because ‘she wall not have the same * 
strength, nor ‘the same. ‘quantity of ile, which * ‘she will 
have. afterwards’ 
There are different breeds of Meriios in Spin, says Mr. 

others; some ‘selling’ there for. nile ‘sixty: cents a pound, . 
while others. sell fora dollar.’ "The best flocks are’ those of 

ie 

ae 

“4 

the Escurial, of Gqudaloupie, of Paular} of the) Duke D’In- 3 
fantado, of Montureoy and of the Merezz’’ The first execeds 
for fineness of wool; the second, for fineness’ of orm; and. | 
fineness and abundantes ot. fleece ; the third,” ‘with similar» 
ficecés, are larger bodied. “* The Lainbs’ ‘of this” Stock, and: 
of that of the Duke ‘D’Infantado, are commonly ‘droped with 
a thick covering, which changes into very fine wool,’ The 
Nigretti are the largest breed. ne 

geceds . 

7 

* 
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After’ Merino wool has been sorted,,as before directed, 
and is to be.manufactured in the Family, let it be covered 
with. soft water, mixed ‘one-third with afine, and tet it stand 
fificen “hours, or longer if the weather be cold. A cauldron 
is then to,be put on the fire, with some soft water. and let 

-thirds of that which covers the” ihe ecg, be added to it, 
Wess “80. hot as that the hand’ cannot bear it, take out the 

Mut it in a basket, press out the Jiquor, put the ba-ket 
in the” auldron, and there. wash. | ‘the wool by pressing, with- 
ut any wringing Of it, and then cleanse it insruning water. 

ejwater in. the cauldron become too @irty, sake more 
“water: from that in which it. was first soaked. 

Dry the wool in the shade, not in the sun’; let e — be 
_ beat with a rod, which takes out all seeds, : ‘Se. and softens 
“it; qthen pick *it 5 by. opening it’ Tengthways. ccarefally, and 
card it with cotton, not with ‘wool, cards: Carding machines 
are advised hot be used. for: this wool, ualaes Datticularly 

fited for it. 
‘The aboye is the Eeoean econ foe. managing this 

wool, before carding, &c but Mr. Livingston thinks that 
if the wool be carefully, picked and carded, sovas to get out 
‘Most of the dirt,, and wove in’ this” way, that it will answer 
without washing ; in which case less oil, or grease, will be 
neceS$sary Meh ane 
cote wool canot. be carded too cenah Merino wool 

‘May n spining, the warp. must be iwistad the opposite 
way from that of the. woof, ‘which ‘should be \spun more 
loose, or slackly ‘twisted, than that of the warp. For spining 
‘the woof, the wool is to have one pound of oil, or grease; to 
erste, four, pounds; but, for’ the warp, one pound of oil to 
every eight pounds of wool is the proper: allowance.” This is 
for. very fine spining; but, fot spining coarser yarn, less oil 
is necessary. Olive-oif is the best for greasing the wool ; 
neatsfoot. -oil 1s also very “good; and no doubt the oil which 
is, es from: the Sunflower vara ihe found as A ‘as 
CIGD im iat Tae wOs wad oS | 

See. SuxFLow: Re Mo a ae 
The Farmer’ will a a ieee adanion to. his. piace fiom 

his Mermo. ‘wool, by converting it*into*fine. clotb, i in his oh 
Family, if this can, conveniently be done. ~~ 
Sheep of © all kinds are subject to fewer’ ibisedvoudt in this 

‘Country. eragh ‘ip pmost. others. This: article shall, therefore, 
be conclude ah noticing, thse most prevalent here, ‘and 
the remedies foreach, toy ether with some eo notice: of 
ai e which prevail abroad. ag 3 

hg ee of stave Sheep are. as, follbade: : he 
scab, eae ee ‘by the: Sheep robin a, 

a ii and Pulling: out the wool in» ge part men 
shee Bp en a Wes 

pies is EN) 

a. Mii ec 
° 
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their teeth, or by loose locks of wool rising ‘on ee bar 
and shouldéfs. i 

The Sheep infected is: Gist to be taken. eon ‘the ‘an cBiate id 
put by itself; and then the part affected is to Miaveulle ” voor 
taken, off, as she as the skin feels hard to” the fliger, and 
washed wirh soapsuds Bid’ rubed hard witha sheebrush ‘so. 
as’ to cleanse and break the ‘scab. © Then anoint: it with a 
decoction ‘of tobacco water, mixed with the third ‘Of lie ¢ of 
wood: ashes,’ as much “grease ‘as this Jie will dissolve, a 
small, quantity of tar; anid about’ an "eighth of the whole™ : 
ofthe spirits of @urpentine, \Thisyointment’is to be. _rubed 
on the*part ffectedy-and for Some’ little dist ricé round it, 
at three "diffsrent: times, with. an ‘interval’ of if three: ‘days af. 

ter each washing. ° With timely qe 1S a. will, al- 
ways be found’sufficient.: <> » bi 
-In’very inveterate ‘cases, Sif Joseph: Boner siys ach a 

ointment must;be resorted ‘toy with gneat care, “however,” 
keeping the Sheep dry; the wool tobe opened, anda a streak 
to be made down the back, and thence down. the ‘ribs. and 
thighs. Finewooled Sheep, and Rams which have been much’ 
exhausted by.covéring, are most subject to this disorder, and 
in finewooled flocks*it is ‘mest difficult. to. cure. TES is” ‘Said 
that it may be communicated,ieven by a’ Sheep lying: on the 
same groundoh which a scubby. one had re ge od dain, 
or by rubing against the same post... 

Pelterot. “In this disease: nny wool falls off, © “pur the’ s cin 
does not become sore, but is merely. covered’ ‘with a: wi ite 
crust. Cures Fall” feeding, werm keeping, “and ‘anoint ng” 
the shard) part: of the sian ath. tary, oil, and” ‘bitter, mis a 
toyether: eae te er ND ae 

tckes AS® these” yapeantonn Pesnerants ssc icbie! 
prove injurious te the wooly and: they sometimes: océasi 
the death of Jean Sheep. Cure. Blow’ tobaeco-smoke: into 
every part of the fleece, by: means: ‘of a bellows. The s noke 
isstaken into the bellows, thé wool is opened. the smoke is- 
blown in, and. the wool is: then. closed. ‘This: is. “repeated 
over every” ‘part of the! ‘body, at proper: ‘atstaticgs, “Itvis 

, que, performed. * 
See also. eee doomiér igseiioatsk iling ‘Ticks. ‘ot 
‘Dogs: These ofien prove more Adjurious to’ ‘Sheep | than 

all their joth¢r ‘maladies put together. © Cure. » A firies! Sty 
of a hundred déllars, upon. every Man that’ keeps a Femal ent 
‘of these animals above eight inches high 5” on a yearly, ta 
say; of twenty dollars, Tid upon the, Owners. - > Extirpate tt 
Females. of this race and the whole breed would soon di disap- 
pear. The Legislature “may. ‘easily enforce -a’ law of this” 

kind, without danger of it8 being” unpopular, which it is said” 
* Mii be pl fate of a law as. the: Sete Face of Dogs. . 

ie i 
2A 

Ls ; ‘ ii 
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Stewgers. A disease of.the brain, which renders them 
unable to stand: Incurable by any means known, which 
would warrant the expense. 

See, however, what Gidsow says, of Piaecrns ‘ 
Colds, The principal indication of this is the. discharge 

of mucus from the nose. The. cure has already been no- 
ticed. “Whenever this, however, Paras habitual with old 
Sheepyithey should be killed off. 
Purging, If any are severely afflicted in the Spring 

With this,,which sometimes happens after being turned out 
to grass; house them, give them a dose of castor-oil, feed 
them with dry food, and give them some crusts of wheat 
bread. A sligh urging will not burt them. 

Hove. Sheep; | Neat-cattle, when put into clover- 
pastures, sometimes have their stomachs distended by 
wind, so that they will die if not relieved.. The swelling 
rises highest on the left side, and in this place let the knife 
be inserted, or other means used, in the manner. directed 
for Neat-cattle. 

See NEAT-CATTLE. 
The diseases,of Lambs are: 

Pining. When the excrement of the Lamb becomes so 
glutinous) sto fasten the tail to the vent, it must be’ washed 
clean, andjfave the buttocks and tail rubed with dry clay, 
which will prevent any further adhesion. 
Purging. Put the Lamb with its Dam into.a dry place, 

and @ive her some oats, old Indian corn, or crusts of wheat 
bread. If the Dam has not milk enough, Eivggihe Lamb 
Cow’s milk, boiled, or let it suck a Cow. 
Sometimes it may be found necessary: to bleed Sheep, to 

allay some inflammatory disorder. 
‘ Daubenton recommends bleeding in the lower part of 

the cheek, at the spot where the root ofthe fourth tooth is 
placed, which is. the thickest part of the cheek, and is 
marked on the external surface of. the bone of the upper 
jaw, by a tubercle sufficiently prominent to be very sensible 
tothe finger, when the skin of the cheek is touched. This 
tubercle ‘isa Certath index to the sue vein which is 
placed below.’ 

The method of, pibediaey after” finding the vein, it is 
hardly necessary to describe. - 

Philip De Castro, a Spanish Sheduend, has writen a short 
treatise on the diseases of Sheep in Spain, and of their man- 
agement there; and he recommends that bleeding should 
be performed. in a vein in the fore part of the dug. The 
essay of this. ‘Shepherd is believed to be. worthy of some 
further. notice. al 

He says the Merino Sheep of Spain are subject to the 
following diseases : 

43 
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The scab. Cured by Sjuniper-oily tls the weather’ is 

qet, or by a detoction of tobacco, in dry weather. Apap 
Basquilla; otigohed by too, much blodd., Cured by 

bleeding in the dug, as before mentioned. a 
oderez (lethargy). occa ioned mde siiGter tea, forged on 

the brain. The Sheep kee A while fee sing to the 
side where the pustules are’ ove mp d the 
disease is infectious. Some eet well in part by pt riking the 
part affected with 2 ¥ avs ‘5 but those attacked 
order should be killed off. 

Smallpox; being blisters, | nice. ‘appear ont 

and spread over the body. It is. produced ara fring. 
stagnant waters. The diseased Sheep be Sane apart 
from the rest, as the disease is infe ae when the 
blisters break anoint them with sweetoil/” Meade 

Lastly, Lamencss. This appears to be the same’as 
scribed by Mr. Livingston, 
He observes that ‘the legs of Sheep | are. fornicl vit 

a duct which terminates in the fissure of the hoof; from 
which, when the animal is in health, there is secreted a 
white fluid; but when sickly these ducts are stoped my eo 

did? a? 
hat’ he ‘had, ‘in some instances 

Sheep relieve “by pressing out the har 
the finger from ‘the orifice of the duct in = 
haps it may in some cases be proper to place” j 
warm W of to use a. liom or hard brush, for cleansing 
this pas : oe 

He co loy ohiueiee that probably the ill. hole of 
Sheep, in wet or muddy pastures, may in some measure be 
ascribed to the necessity oe Bisag mah these. pacar ron and 
open. 

The Compilers of The Complete Gopialea solver, 
mention another kind of lameness in Sheep, which is called 
thé ‘foot-halt. It is caused by an insect resembling a worm, 
two or three inches long, which is found to have entered 
between the close of the claws of the Sheep, and worked 
its ‘passage upward - between. the external menibranes .and 
the bone. To extract | the worm, move the claws backwards 
and forwards: ‘in contrary dir oe tions, and it will work its) way 
out. In- Greatbritain, “this s disorder is ‘chiely, confined to 
wet pastures. ee” fas OE bbe 

De Castro also mentions aisases: to witch: ‘the Merino 
Lambs are subj ect, in Spain, when brought . forth in wet 
weather ; such as the dohannillo (gangrene) 1 which has’ no 
cure... The amarilla (jaundice) which is if 
ficsh and bones of the Lamb turning of the c 
wax: For this a small quar ‘th 
guidium is good. The oviro, a lameness of the ‘feet, 
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which appears, to be the stopage of the’ excretory duct, bet 
fore mentioned. Generally, he says, the Lambs are subject 
to: the diseases of the, Ewes; and that’ the same remcdies 
are requisite. 

Sheep, in _Greatbritain,, are subject) to the ‘rots but it is 
believed, that this.) disease thas: Never: been ‘known in this 
Country. (Another ‘disease, » however, which the British 
Writers mention; our Sheep angiseor ietimes liable to; this 
is, being maggoty, occasioned by being fy blown ; and, if not 
timely remedied, the maggots Awilljeat into the entrails in 

twenty-four hours. Cured by corrosive sublimate and tur- 
pentine rubed! into, the sore. 

Sheep, in Greatbritain, are also,subject to diseases called 
the redwater an@ qAitewacter, from the color ot their urine. 

hown. Supposed ;to, be occasioned by eating 
poisonous weeds... 
Beeoy changing flocks of Sheep from one farm to 

another, where the pastures are equally good, is very bene- 
ficial to them.. We know a flock swhich, for several years 
past, have been pastured on. different farms; by being let 
out to different,Farmers;on shares, which are much the 

finest- logFing Sheep to be found any, whege in the peigh- 
here they belong. 
Mer who would rejoice to see our = Country so far 

ndént, as to become stocked with woolen fabrics of 
our own making, musi, feel: himself impeled, by his pairi- 
otism to endeavor to afford his.share ol supplies, sof wool, 
which are so.needtul to our infant Manufactories ; and he 
who is insensible to a love of Country, ‘may. ‘suil find a 
powerful incentive to the raising, of Sheep, an consulting 
his own interest... i. 

The raising of Merino Sheep, in particular, is undoubt- 
edly. very. profitable ; and the nearer the Farmer brings his 
breed to that,ot the tuliblood, the greater, will be his profit. 
Like every thing, however, which innovates upon ancient 
usages, theyMerino has its prejudices to encounter; and the 
Savage who first intreduced the use of the bow, and arrow 
to’ his, Countrymen, no doubt, had the same... But-let the 
sensible-and spirited Farmer persevere ; and in the end his 
Merino flock will afford him a. rich harvest; the, pleasure 
and, profit of .which his weaker Pounee must forego, as a 
tax on-his prejudices. 

Note. We have inserted the article Sarep as it appeared in the 
first edition of this Work. We ought now to observe, that the ex. 
treme low price at which British woolen cloths are afforded, is caléu- 
lated to discourage many in the rearing of Sheep extensively; and 
thé Merino, /from the great encouragement given to them in Great- 
britain, has ‘shared the common fate, in regard to the present low 
price of wool in this Country. 
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SILKWORMS. For raising these worms (says Mr. De 
La Bigarre) the first step is to procure’ the -eggs,, which 
should be from a Climatesimilar to that where they are to 
be hatched, Good eggs take, successively, the colors,of 
gridelin, purple, and an ash-colored hue : They. will crack 
under your nail; while the bad. ones will; make nO noise, 
when pressed in the same manner. “Leave them on, the 
cloth where they..were laid - bythe female, and keep them 
in a dry place where they will not, freeze in Winj nor be 
too much heated in Spring. _ " 
When about to be hatched, take them fi 

nade ton in, the in- 
side, and let them be kept in.a constant degree of war 
equal to ninety-six of Hahrenheti's thermometer. Som aap 
them into little bags, and carry them under their clothes” 
the day time, and under, their pillow while sleeping but 
perhaps the better way is, to keep, them in a small apart 
ment constantly warmed by a stove or otherwise: « 

The bags must.be opened every day. to give them iesh 
air, while hatching. When the eggs.turn a whitish color it: 
is a sign the worms will soon.come out; and *then, 
bags, they must be stired up five or six times a day, 
the young embryos sufficient air; but, if they be in boxes, 
they canbe thinly. spread ,over the yi and then opens 
ing the” boxes once or twice. a day will answer. The time 
usually required for hatching is about eight or nine days; 
sometimes longer. If too. much heat be applied in hatching, 
many of the worms will perish in raising. Ap ounce con- . 
tains about forty-two, thousand eggs; but among these may 
be many bad ones, which, if they do not hatch in two, pays 
after the first hatchings, may be thrown away... 

The eggs of the yellow cocoons are to be prefered, as 
they give the most and best silk. ~ 

If.you hatch .in bags, . as soon as you fiad some’ of: the 
worms,.coming out, put them all into such hoxesii as hefote 

ounce into little flat, boxes, lined and mae 

But times must alter. The wool of the Merino Shaae which are 
reared in Greatbritain is found to be growing coarser, and..1 in afew 
years will be unfit for making the finest cloths. The climate and 
most of the’ soil of that Country is on properly fited for producing 

“large, coarse, longwooled Sheep. 
Here, the quality.6f the Merino wooi is found to be rather. improv- 

ed. The british will therefore be soon compeled, in a great mea- 
sure, to abandon. their Own. stock of Merino Sheep, and to look 
abroad for supplies of the finest wool. _ It is’ also to be expected. that 
further encouragement will be given to our own Manufactures, as 
this is a policy that must be pursued, if we ever expect to become 2 
great and independent People. 
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described... When a sufficient number haye come out, take 
a piece of parchment fied to’ ‘the inside, Cut it full of holes 
like a sieve, lay it over them, and on itSpread some tender 
young mulberry leaves, and the’ worms Will then come up 
through the» holes to feed on them) When a sufficient 
number have thus come Up, take Up the parchment, by 
strings fixed’ to it tor: the purpose, ee place the leaves and 
worms in a ‘larger, box or sHele “Hihed with white papers 
Fill only ‘about’a third of the bottom of this box; or enclosed 
shelf, with leaves; because as the’ worms grow larger they 
require more rom. Here you feed tlie worms til after 
their fitst moulting. 
“Inthe mean time, the parchment “is to be laid on with 

leaves, | as befor To take out other supplies of worms; and 
if these be taken out on another day they are to be put in 
anoth er, box or shelf; as those hatched on different days are 
0 be kept in different ‘boxes! “At the endef twWo or three 

g, all the Pood eges wiil be hatched, and the rest’ may 
be ‘thrown away. After they are hatched, they must be 
kept in about the same temperature of heat jor ten’ or 
twelve days. They are to be fed twice or three times a day 

ender leaves, till the time of the’ first, moulting; and 
> ke aves: previously fed be eatcn, ‘Delove trésh ones 

! dsix or seven days they generally arrive to their 
first monte if properly kept in r€yvard to warmih, clean- 
liness, &c. It they should ‘be as long as a dopeie ht before 
moulting, they will not do weil. 

In their moultings, they lie in a torpid: ‘state; in which 
they leave: their old coats and’ acquire new ones. They 
moult four times, before they begin 16 sin. While in this 
state, they should be kept rather ‘warmer than usual, and 
Should not be disturbed. Previous to each of these times 
they look dull and weak, they lose their appetite, the skin 
becomes bright, ‘and’ they’ seek for a place to lie by them- 
selves. They ite motionless for about two days. They. Wil! 
not all’ moult on the same days; but in three or four days 
the business will be over, which may be discoveréd by the 
color of the Skin, and by their Activity ; ; and then it is time 
to change their litter and clean the shelf In order to get 
them cut, spread over them some fresh leaves, upon which 
they will crawl, so_as to enable you-to lift them up. Put 
one-half of these into one shelf of the same size, and thie? 
other half into another ; and this enlargement of their room 
must, be repeated atter™ every Moulting, as they are con- 
stantly growing larger, 

Attersthe first moulting, some of the worms will te rea» 
ish, some ash-colored, and some of a blackish hue. The 
redish ones may be thrown away, as they will not come to 
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any thing. More worms perish in the third mouldin@ithan 
in any other. 

The mulberry, leaves must be picked when’ perfectly dry; | 
and as this cannot be done’ every day, ‘a store of them is to 
be kept on hand, laid in.a cool dry room, and, stired up 
now and then, to prevet it t their” heati g and wilting. The 
number of meals, aff € rth ting, i to sa i one 
by the appetite of the worms ; bE Hot 
most probable that ‘they. want 
the leaves faster than they are eaten. 

In seven, eight, or nine days, the: 
time; and so on, for the two followit 
they grow, the less heat they want. 
ing, open the windows each” ‘day 
The shelves are to be cleaned after each 
where the intervals between the houltings’ pry: 
long, let them be cleaned twice. When too much cro 

take some out on leaves, as before directed, and pla ‘ 2m 

elsewhere. They cannet bear to be touched by:ha id, — 
less very gently. ae 

The white-mulberry leaves are \best fe f 
worms; and thestender young leaves of young 
be prefered at but in their more advanced | 
want older leaves; and these may be of older,/o1 
trees. Other kinds of mulberry, he Ww will 
the leaves cannot be had dry, let them | 
are used, as ‘wet leaves are hurtful. Bo ae : ai 
When they aré’past the last moulting they eat cedy, ms 

and want mo e food than’ before. At the end’of seven or 
eight days they begin thi ir cocoons. ‘Duritg allthis time, 
Jet them daily have’ 5 ‘air, and | let their: shelves: be 
cleaned. 
When you find them crept buout wfitout eating, as if 

in search of something, with their bodies of a bright straw- 
color, it is then time ‘to prepare bushes, fixed on tables, ts 
them to climb on‘and’fix their cocoons. The bushes are 
be dry and clear of leavesy and set in rows with their tops 
leaning ect ‘Under these lay ‘some me mulberry le 
for the further nes se which may not be ‘quite 

‘hot'let the worms be crowded toe eg a spine do not’ 
much bles, ‘To put'them/on the tables, you apply ho | 
our fin ce De to which they readily attach ; ‘then put ‘them on 4 
Py varnished. plate, to which they cannot adhere, and fie 
empty them carefully on the tablé. Those that incline to 
feed. longer will do $0, and those® that do not will ascend 
the “boughs. The’ spit ng “is complete Oia thee Or? fade ae 

© days; bul, as. ‘they di not all commence ‘at the ‘ty time, P 

pick off the cocoons in about twelve” “days. after t y have % 

begun.to spin. 

a ad 
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-- The chrysalis contained in each cocoon is killed by plac- 
ing them, in baskets lined with brown paper, in an oven 
heated neatly warm enough to bake bread. If this be not 

eggs. When the butterfly has come out, the males are 
known by being sharp-pointed; the females beige larger 
and full of eggs. Place them ail on a picce of black cloth, 
and putithe males and females together in pairs; let them 
remaif Sothree or four hours; and then throw the males 
away, leaving the females to deposit their eggs. These are 
to'be well’dried on the cloth on which they are laid, and 
put in afresh room during Summer, and out of the way of 
frost during Winter. . _.@. . | 

Bad management and other, causes, occasion some :disor- 
ders among the worms. Some become fat, and do not moult, 
but continue eating; having a whiter and more oily appear- 
ance than the rest. After the third or fourth moulting, 
some become lean, refuse to eat, turn soft, and become 
smaller than formerly. The yellow worms never appear 
but a little before spining, and, instead of becoming mature, 
swell up with nasty yellow spots on their beads, and at last 
over their bodies. All these, when ‘discovered, are to be 
thrown ‘away... 8 oe ee | 

The other method, recommended by the same Writer is 
to raise these worms on) white-mulverry hedges... A hedge 
of this kind, of three years old, he says, begins to be fit for 
the worms; ‘butthose which are four or five years old will 
be better, as“they ‘afford the’ worm more places of retreat ing 
storms. Two or three days after the first, moulting, and:in 
a fine warm day, put the youfle worms on the hedge, by 
means Of leaves as*before mentioned. The, feathered end 
of a goose-quill is very good to raise them, or move them , 
in different places. Put them on the hedge’ at the rate of 
about one hundred to every two rods; but thicker, where 
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the hedge is older. Worms, thus*raised inthe open air, 
says the same Writer, are free from all disorders; ‘their 
only fate depends on the season; and our Summers are 
preferable to those in Europe, for raising them. In this 
way, care must, _ however, be taken to. keep certain birds 
frem thém. 

The same Writer ‘also. remarks, ina note.to his observa- 
tions on the diseases of. this worm, that he was afterwards 
informed of an experiment made in this State, by which it 
prise that this climate is more favorble for raising them 
under cover, than that Gf Spain or France. Out of six 
thousand worms’ raised by Mrs. Montgomery, but reryglew 
died; and her success in raising: them ‘was.equal i in pre: 
ime years. In Europe, he Saye, four-fifths. of them. pet sh 
before spining. Pa : 

Having thus*deseribed the process of forming the: 
or balls of silky something remains to he said of. the’ wr 
of converting them into threads, for making cloths.) 

The cocoons are covered with a kind of rough. cotton-like 
substanee, pwhich “is called floss: Within, the thread ads 
more distinct and even; and next to the, body of the insect 
the apartment seems lined with a substance. of the setanass 
of paper: but of a much stronger consistence, 

The threads composing the cocoons do not a0 0 
the manner in which a ball of thread is wound 3 but, 
an irregular manner, winding off first on one or he sides, 
and then perhaps on thatiopposite. Phe whole length ofa 
thread is about three hundred ‘yards Eight .or. ten, of. the 
cecbons are ustially, wound off together 5. though the num- 
ber to be thus wound off must depend onthe size intended 
to be given to the thread, gh 8 of these, when: twisted 
tovether. =” 

In. order to commence the operation of winding. the. floss 
is first to be taken off; and then the cocoons are to: be 
thrown into warm water, and stired.about in it till the end 
of the thread of each ‘is discovered by its Becoming yaeP: 
cared from the body of the cocoon. 

The proper number of threads’ are then to. bé wound off 
toge er, the cocoons * ‘remaining in the water. during. the 
operation. The whole of each is. ndt, however, to be. wound; 
as the latter. parts: of the: threads, meray grow weal ker, 
and ofa bad: eolote * 
e The paper- -like pibetance waters mentioned,’ may iehiiea 
Tie two ways: It may be stained of various colors, and used 
for the purpose of” making artificial flowers; or it may lie 
inpthe water till the glutinous matter that cements it is dis- 
solved, and then res gh spiny: for making silks of 
inferior quality. “79°”? 

sie aml | 

os 
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SLIPS. These are twigs torn from a tree or shrub, to 
Propagate by planting in a moist soil. Let two-thirds of 
their, length be buried, and they” will strike root more 
readily than® cutings. This, says Mr Deane, should be 
done as soon as the ground is thawed in the Spring. They 
should be sci Resi, as soon as they are taken from 
the tree; otherwise let their ends be enclosed in wet clay, 
until the time of seting. 

They should be set in fine rich pulverized earth, and 
should be frequently, watered, particularly when the ground 
is dry. 
Some twigs wil to ‘leis way grow very readily; others, 

in, are more difficult to grow Mr. Deane advises to 
e, most difficult to grow, in pots, where they can 
carefully attended to. It is said that some trees, 

fe not natural to be cultivated in this manner, will 
ow so large as when raised from the seed. 

Where {ruit-trees are cultivated in this way, the trees 
thus raised” will bear the same fruit as those whence the 

tracted. Iti .is said that the life of a fruit-tree, 
: ) or. cuting, will end nearly at the same 
ce the slip. or cuting is extracted; but 
bt itul, and in Most instances unworthy 

\ ee 

Mr. eel sowed fourteen bed ‘with the same wheat- 
seed, as black with smut, he says, as he ever saw any. The 
first bed was sown with this wheat without. washing, and. 
this ‘had three hundred a d. seventy-seven Ac ears; that 
washed in clean water, th ee hundred and twenty-five; that 
in limewater, forty-three; that i in lie of ‘wood-ashes, thirty- 
one; that in arsenic, twen Bcight Again. That steeped 
in limewater_ four | ho urs, hi Sh 5 ea in tie four hg irs 

which "was steeped ‘in ri ‘as before ; 
hours, had none; and that which was steepe 

1 of lie twenty-four hours. M nad ¢ | none = Tha 
; steeped twenty “four hours in. mewater, had n no eped in arsenic twenty our hours, had five. ti 
«| lege hiladel; hia c county, says that Eociet: 

this experim: ent fairly tried: - Grains of smut were 4» 
pulverised, and applie to wheat which was pertectly clean: 
and clear of smut, and which was then sown, and i it) produc- 
ed smutty wheat. At the same time, dirty smutty ‘wheat 

44, 
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was effeciually washed in clear spring-water, and sown, arti 
was entirely free from smut. 

In order that the wheat be effectually washed, it should 
be put into two or three changes of such water, and well 
rubed and stired about, so as to cleanse the grain entirely 
from the smut. Mr. _Ecroyd says the Man who made these 
trials had a premium given him, by a number of larmers, 
for the discovery ; and that, in the way just mentioned, he 
would produce smutty wheat from seed originally clean, and 
clean wheat from seed originally smutty, in drills, sown 
alternately in the same field. 

It has been observed that seed- wheat, which has been 
well ripened before harvesting, is much less liable to-smut 
than that which has been cut early. Let the wheat for seed 
be the last harvested, and let it be kept by itself, perfectly 
dry, until it is threshed out. Perhaps the be way 
would be, to thresh it out in the freld when in a : 
state. The reason assigned for this is, that smut ; 
ed to be somewhat infectious; and that therefore if went, 
entirely free of this disorder, be put in a mow with smutty 
wheat, the whole mass will become more or less infected 
with smut, by reason of the ere ating or heatt 
mow. E 

Wheat that is very smutty 3 in the. Hua" should n 
vested, until the crop is so fully ripe and dr 
shell out considerably in harvesting; by this mean { 
of smut are Mostly broken and dissipatec d by | the 
and threshing. | Threshing in the field would ni » doubt, - 
this case, be preferable; as the drier the-crop is, when 
threshed, the more peel would the smut-grains be 
broken. 

. SNOW. In the northern. States, snow is very useful in 
protecting Winter-grain- -and gr s from. the severity. of the 
frost. Winter-grain or grasse lich have been covered 
through the frosty season, will row much more rapidly in 
bi emppring than those which haye. la in bare. _ Snow may, 

er, fall too soon, and lie too jong! , for Winter-grain, 
ase it is apt to be hated. 
seful in preserving all. fresh meat, during the 

ason. Let the meat be first a little frozen on the 
then put it, on a cold day, into casks filled with 

- the snow between the piece es, so that they will 
ch other, nor the sides of r the cas k. The whole 

is ee be ‘constantly, kept liable to. the ; action of the frost; and 
in this way the meat will neither stow dry, nor lose it color, 
during the f ies’ val ah 

Pip e” 
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SOILING or CATTLE: Feeding cattle in stalls, dur- 
ing the growing season, with grass cut and carried in to 
them. It is particularly recommended for Milch-cows, 
Working-horses, and Oxen, and for fating cate; and Mr. 
Young also recommends that Swine! be soiled in a yard for 
the purpose. © *> 

The advantages: of this wekhod of husbandry have been 
experienced in Europe; and it is ey recommended by 
Mr. Young, by the Compilers of ‘ The Complete Grazier,’ 
and by other eminent Farmers of Greatbritain. A commu- 
nication of Dr. Zéaer, Physician of the Electoral Court of 
Hanover, to the English Board of Agriculture, as to the 

f the-experience of the Baron de Bulow and others, 
WI aie following as facts which, he says, are incon= 

z ‘hy 

Bot of ground which, when pastured, will yield only suffi- 
d for one head, will abundantly maintain Sour, when “ban 

te 

cof cattle; for the best-Summer-manure is produced i in 
d carried to yee fields at the most proper period of its 
whereas, ° en spread on the meadow, and exhausted 
sun, its ‘power. is much wasted. 
hich are accustomed to soiling will yield much more 
pt in pins manner; and meng. cattle will in¢rease much 

ion to accidents and diseases; they are pro- 
ich torment them in the fields. jedi warm 

: ot suffer from the heat of Sumi: 

Theis. are othe advantages attending this method of 
husbandry. The trouble of driving the Milch-cows to and 
from. the pastures, three ae a day, is saved; » the Work- 

dst in going er ear Fighat is of no smail import- 
cattle, ai ss used ‘the growing crops are in 

others will makesit ‘still richer. Lai spe: 
dung is the only manure, accessible by every Farm 
which grounds «may be fertilized in/ the highest 
But how is a sufficiency of this to be had?) - a 

If all vegetables’ were buried, while* green, in the | 
where they grew, the manure - thu afforded by hem, toe 
gether with what additions the soil receives from the alr by» 
the requisite ploughings, would b constantly increasing its 
fertility. The vegetable mass produced on a farm isindeed 
left on, but with much waste, not a in the drying « of the 



vegetables before they are put into the barn, but in the 
drying and washing of the dung, and the evaporation of 
its best parts, when lef in the barn yard, before it is mixed 
with the soil; and by the still greater waste, when droped 
in the fields. 

The essential point, then, is to make and save the great- 
est possible quantity of barn-dung manure from a given 
quatitity of ground; and this is only to be accomplished by 
soiling. 

For.this purpose, therefore, some of the’ most intelligent 
European Farmers have barns with cellars under them, for 
the purpose of receiving the dung of the cattle, and inte 
these the dung and litter are constantly thrown, where they 
are prepared, by a due state of fermentation, for’ mixing with 
the soil. Suitable earths are also laid behind the cattle to 
absorb their stale as it runs backward, and these. when 
saturated, are also thrown down and mixed with he dung. 
Some, however, object to cellars as the receptacl of the 
dung, on the ground of their being too cool for the process 
of iis fermentation during Summer, and prefer sheds : adjoin- 
ing the barn, to keep the dung under cover to protect it from 
the rains. Where cellars are used, they should n t be too 
deep, and should be well Fit for the arniegs 
air during Summer. 

_ The anes of the dung of « cattle! depends m 

made from Ping cattle is the best of any. i Mees 8 
Having observed thus much, we will proceed to lay down 

a system of field-husbandry, in connection with the plan of 
soiling cattle, which we presume will be found far more 
profitable than the usual method ¢ pecls: culture.” >” 

Take a field of proper extent, say, os instance, forty 
acres, as nearly square as may_ ey and o' 
soil as can be hud, of a good grave : | 
loam, or other good atte’ soil, and s ently level. Clear 
it on Stones, so aS that | it 7 ee tilled in the most complete 

anr entre of this field, with a 
cellar aides “ift;" ae a “door to drive in with a cart 

i and ‘another to ae out at the ened ‘side. 
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‘s he barn ae a fence round it; Communicating with 
Ae Be Bi ae tis pe 

where strips of gone ha left unploughed wide enough for a 
cart to go upon. 

_ 1.2.8. &c. Subdivisions of the field, on which are culti- 
vated crops of roots, grain, apd Brass in rotation. 

LWiich-comal eses and ‘Oxen, « or fating cattle, 
oportionate, to id products of the field They 

are to be kept o ut and carried in to them during 
the growing | season, and on ‘hay and other food duringa yy in- 
ter. The Cows s shoulc “be let out each day during. 
three milking times, and all the cattle should ‘hav 
stant supply of water from a walbininge near, ate 
the purpose. During Summer, the water ried 
to the cattle in troughs in the stable, but in colder weather 
the cattle must be let out to troughs of water in the, yard 
As lucerne starts ca in he Spring, and grows | ie in 
the Fall, it will probab 
for early and: late fi 
may be found best i 
purposes. — 

See GRAssEs. 

ding. - Perhaps some other grasses 
age ‘Soils, pew for Mi ima 
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The common trefoil or red-clover (see CLOVER) Which is 
mostly cultivated in this Country, is very good tor soiling. 
The morning’s supply of grass should be brought in the af- 
ternoon, and that for the afternoon, in the morning; though, 
if it be a fact that dew is nourishing to cattle, it would seem 
the better way to bring in the whole supply :or the day in’ 
the morning. A light hand-cart is to be used for bringing 
in the grass from the parts of the field nearest the barn. 

After such a field has been brought under complete cule 
tivation, and enriched by this mode of culture, it will proba- 
bly keep, Winter and Summer, about twenty-five head of 
Cows, and fating or working cattle. The lucerne may be 
made to yield sufficient for soiling about six head per acre, 
or six or seven tons of hay per acre, if used for that pur- 
pose. The common red-clover may be made to yield up- 
wards of four tons of hay, per acre, at two mowings, and 
is excelent as a lay for other crops. About four hundred 
loads of the best barn dung would probably be’ afforded 
yearly from such a ficld, which would be at the rate of ten 
loads per acre each year. 

The,extra labor required for cuting and carrying in the 
grass, and Cleaning the stalls of the cattle twice a day, during 
Summer, would probably employ one Hand two-thirds of 
time. In return for this, the Farmer saves the rentot. 
least twelve acres of the best pasiure-land, which may 
put at five dollars an acre, and his Cows give more milk,» 
and his tating and working cattle. keep better and thrives 
faster. Here, then, the Farmer is amply repaid for his 
extra labor. But the great superiority of the soiling-system . 
lies in this; by the great quantity of excelent manure, thus 
afforded, the Farmer is enabled to carry on a system of 
field-culture that will be found to average one-half more of 
clear profit, than can be expected in'the usual mode. 

It will be seen, by the drawing of the: » that,it is te, 
be divided into twelve parts, and ‘that ‘the divisions aré 
long and narrow: This renders — more convenient for 
ploughing. 3 mid 

It. has. been observed, ho erates: those Coma which 
en always used to. be-kept by soiling, during the 

season, are usually more profitable than those. 
e, been, newly put to this method of keeping. . 

See APPENDIX panes contains the best system of rotation 
of, ie 

a u 

SOOT. Forty bushels of this to an acre, is a good top- 
dressing for almost every kind of Sun meee rop, or for 
\Winter-crops, when sowed on them im the Spring. Let it 
be powdered fine before it is applied. ir is also very good 
for cold grass-lands. 
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It is recommended to be sown over turnips, not only for 

the purpose of manuring the ground, but for keeping off 
insects. For this purpose, let it be finely pulverized and 
sown in the morning while the dew is on, and let it be in 
moderate quantity, lest it should injure the young plants, to 
which it will adhere and repel the insects. 

See MANURES. 

SOWING. There are three methods of commiting seeds 
to the ground. 

1. In hills, which is usually called planting. 
2. In drills, or continued rows. 
3. In the broadcast method, or a cast of the hand. 

For making seeds vegetate more readily, see SEEDS. 
By the drill-method of sowing, nearly one-half of the seed 

Suis e for sowing may be saved; which, with regard to 
wheat, » particularly, is a matter of some Copgenupace. 

“See Dri... 
For the proper time of commiting each kind of seed to 

the ground, and the quantity to be sown of each, see the_ar- 
ticles of which the seeds are to be sowed. 
A general rule which prevails, in regard to sowing seeds, 

vat the largest and most full-grown be sown. It is said 
Small seeds produce small stalks and small seeds, and 

¢ e seeds the contrary. This, it is believed, is a matter 
well worth attending to, particularly as it respects the differ- 
ent kinds of grain which are not i nd naturalized to our 
al or to our soil, 

Sowing too early in the Spring may be as injurious as 
sowing too late; for, if the ground be not well pulverized, 
and sufficiently warmed, before sowing, the seeds will come 
up slowly, and be stunted in their growth. 

_ M. Duhamel found, by experi ents, that few seeds will 
come up, if buried m nore than’ ihe inches in the soil; that 
fee will rise very well-at the depth of six inches; and, 

‘others again will p t rise if buried two inches. Whose 
pf which, in. vegetating, Se then out of the emgund, 
such as beans, &c. ought to be buried lightly; and, in,ge 
eral, it may be observed, that very few seeds require fo t 
deeply ried. In light soils; they should be Buried deeper 
than in stiff and cold ‘ones. When the ‘ground is. rolled, 
after Cat: seeds will come up with a lighter gig 5 of 

th, than where this is hot done. 
oh aving | the»seeds sowed as evenly as 

ible; and for Be Eppuripee they gat to be sowed 

wal ted away. In sowing some seeds, it 
is advisable to eo over the ground twice ; sowing one-half 
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of the intended allowance of seed one way, and the ‘other 
half crosswise. _ a 

Previous to sowing, seeds should be cdvbad in some fers 
tilizing liquors and for this purpose a solution of saltpetre 
with tie of wood-ashes and old urine is believed to be 
best; but, in such case, let the seeds be sowed immediately, 
or they will not readily vegetate. Mr. Johnson found his 
crops of wheat and Indian corn greatly benefited by soaking 
the seeds in a solution of saltpetre and lie of wood-ashes 
alone. Let the seeds be soaked about twelve hours in 
most cases; but, for preventing smut in wheat, about 
twenty-four hours are necessary. 

See SMUT. 
Let the seeds be dried, before sowing, with a sprinkling 

of gypsum; or lime, or wood-ashes, may be used, when 
gypsum is notitobe had. yas 

Grain that is, designed for sowing should alwaylt Be: kept 
well aired; fory if deprived of this for a considerable length 
of time, : vill not vegetate. Mr. Miller took fresh Seeds 
of different kinds: A part of each he put into vials, and 
sealed them so as to exclud2 the air; and: the rest he kept 
exposed to it. After a twelvemonth, he sowed each on dif-» 
ferent parts of the same bed; when all those came up that 
were exposed to the air, but none of those which we eX 
cluded from it. ‘hy OF {ey Sy 

Where land is very rich, it Hehe generally to have mc 
seed than if it be poor; and if the size of the grains be 
large, the quantity sown should be greater than where’ they 
are small. 

SPAVIN. A sling avia the ‘oints of Hireaele cause 
ing lameness. There are two kinds of this disorder ; a 
blood-spavin and a bag-s ‘in. The former is a swelling of 
the vein that runs alone ne inside of the middle joint of 
the hind legs, which is frequently ag ended with’a Jesneaiegs 
of the joint. ‘oft a. 

To,cure it, says Mr. Gib rst apply. restringents, yh 
andage tightly drawn round BPE Ipints for these, if. early 

PNR Bene rally: effect a cure ; but, p: by gee ach 

should be “opened, and the vein Wed vents a erode eed) 
and wax-threa . passed underneath, above and baie the 
swelling, ane the turgid part will then digest away with the 
ligatures. Let the wound be daily dressed with a mixt 
of turpentine, honey, and spirit of wi e. # 

The bag-spavin is merely a. cyst, or bag, filled with “the 
gelatinous, matter of the joint, irrupte from its proper 
place. To cure this, cut into” the bag, and let the matter S) 
discharge ; then dress the sore’ with lint diped in oi] of tur- 
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pentine, puting into it, once inthe e or four days, a powder 
made of calcined vitriol, alu bole. By this’ method 
of dressing, the bag will come wl and a’cure will be 
effected without any visible scar. ~ 

Should this fail of a cure, the hot iron is directed to be 
applied; and in, that case, if the joint become inflamed, 
apply a poultice aver the dressings) till the peaing- be re- 
duced. 

SPAYING. It is recommended to* spay Pesta as this 
prevents conception. and will cause them ta*have more fat 
than the barrows. Heifers are also spayed in. Greatbritain, 

Swahere they are raised merely for fating. : The method of 
e this, with effect, - peat Jeagnety by practice. 

As reap hee 

a Triticum, Sp lta. ‘yg Ti grain: is much used 
to Gumi yy and is the frumeptacious tribute 

2 ancient Romans exacted from t eople of that 
itdarmed a part of the Roman Empiré: «. It 

ivated by the German Farmers ‘in, -Penn- 

si samelias that of wheat; 

: ket thou b perhaps equally 
ee is “to be, hulled 

ab it ne | thio it is 

thatait is. less liable’ 
. where wheat “is apt to-be 
st. It will grow on the 

2 it wi also grow well on 
LW ak eat to any advant It is 

=the 20th of September; 
ed as a Spring-crop. 
os ‘rain. Pro- 

peaepyroneiens 
ourish. ie f 

We 

‘passed ‘ove 
et of Io sening the gro eahict a cee 

br -harrowing. The ) * fags: 

rd would afford | Big trunity ft seed 3 
me crop. Its € is 
d@ meadows, fat 

ore thriftily. 
It is merely a woo 

drove into it. Tare 
n roller with ire c : 

y ae to be. about seven inches long, and 
eA 
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drove three inches into EANoa, and set four inches apart, 
in diagonal rows round the roller. The outer ends are not 
to be sharp but square. — ‘ 

SPROUTS. ‘Where woods are cut off which are apt te 
sprout, the best way is to persevere in destroying the 
sprouts as fast as they appear; because the longer they are 
suffered to grow, the more difficult it be¢omes to extirpate 
them, particularly in wet meadow-lands., In these, the dif- 
ficulty is’ incfeased° on account of their taste being less 
palatable than those of uplands; and therefore cattle are 
less inclined te eat them. In such grounds, the best way is 
to cut off the sprouts four or five times in the first season, 
and this will aa destroy them. Ifa swa ry 
be flooded‘ two or threé years, it will effectually “destroy 
sprouts and every other growth; ordfit can be dr seat dry, 
it so alters thenature of the soil, ‘that its. growt ‘er 
soon inclines to die, for want of its usual aie. 
The best method of destroying sprouts is to béat them 

off fromthe stumps. This can be done with the pole of an 
axe 3 and the more a stumpais battered, and’ its bark beat 
off round ‘the roots, the more, effectually will. the, further 
growth of sprouts be pre: ented... pom F 

tend 

Elder bushes may be ” ompletely destroyed, by “cuting.of 
Ue sprouts. at times: Anan me year. ca 

: i ure Ray at ie Bghs  ae he gee 

SPUR. Re aio in wpe aire grains, which are, affe € 
with ir are larger than the rest, . mostly: crooked, bitte 
the taste, projecting beyond their-husks; dark. col ored, rough, 
and deeply furrowed from: end te vende ge Sime De sda 

This kind of diseased grain _Suenpunts ‘proves very. dee 
structive fo those. who. 1 OO eg ya we 5 Ma er niet? oui 

sede MO is RO 
ou Oy. Mf 2 Sif a ma, bd «ath 

STABLE. AND" he stable 5 oe pa well 
enclosed as to. defe: ! rom the w ! 

ey, timte i . not be Co otol g 
them tender, when. expose) x the weather... 

ae sbealss ‘havea good floor, descen at 
: that the stale, will, run off behind. © rt should 

be aie into sepatate, ap samen or stalls, for each beast 
to stafd' by itself, There should, be. a good manger for 
Horses, and the rack ow ich: hol their ,hay should be “Up- 
‘Tight’and not, too’high...: ome, prefer 
very large manger,.or trough, 1 
what is left by» Horses can. be gi 
will eat it very i he ia 

2 Je for the purpose sand 
en-to other cattle, as they 
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Stables should™be kept "clean and well littered, to keep 
the beasts comfortable when they lie’ down. Some advise 
boring holes through the floor, to-let off the st.le more 
readily. For Horses, there should be Sufficient room in the 
stalls to turn their heads to every part of their bodies, and 
to raise them as high as they please. 

STAGGERS. A disease in some kinds of cattle. If the 
staggering of a Horse be owing to hard usage, Gibson di- 
rects to take a pintof blood trom his neck, and then a quart 
from some vein in bis hinder parts, and that he be then kept 
en moderate cleansing dict. 
When the disease arises from an apoplectic disorder, he 

must be treated as before, and exercised every day with, 
chewing assafcetida, savin, and all “other nhoisome things, 
hich will keep; him in constant action, and torward the 

eirculation of the blood in thé’ small vessels. Afterwards, 
récourse must be had to clysters, strong pupgatives, rubing, 
and) exercise. 

Phen it ‘arises from a swiming cf the head, the animal 
reels, turns round, and falls. For this, take an ounce of 
senna, *boilda in ne pints of water, with ‘four ounces of 
common treacle, an the usual quantity of oils or dard; to 
throw Ip asa clyster; and Tepéat this for two or thre¢ ‘days. 
Afier this he may have a drevich of béer, in which the roots 
of poeny, angelica, rue, rosemary, and flowers, of lavender 
have, been steeped, ° If the disease: continue obstinate, balls 
_of cinnibar, and assafeetida, with bayberries, will be proper 
here, as in apopléctic cases. - 

Mr. Gibson condemns’ the’ prattice of puting ginger and 
other stimulating things into'the ear, as’ “reer though 
it TAY, sometimes, prove. BageR CIA 

STEAMBOILER. This is an ipalenient that no Farmer 
et Planter should be, without, as potatoes; pafticulariy, are 
nearly doupled in value, for feeding and fating, when boiled. 
Turnips and: other roots, and umpkia $; are’ also much im- 
provedy. as: food: ‘tor’ eattle, by% dari process. ©” 

‘Boiled ‘clover: hay is’ found very good torkéeping Swine, 
during Winter’; and we are of opinion, that if fed to Miich- 
cows, during that season, it would’ greatly improve the 
quantity of their milk, and keep” them in better. order; than 
when ted dry to them. Web lieve this to. be well worthy 
of a fair experiment, by ge a Wat, or box, to hold the 
hay, sufficiently large for the purpose. 

A steamboiler is commonly made by seting a kettle hold- 
ing twelve gallons: or more,*in a ‘furnace, of ‘brick or stone, 
and over this ‘a hogshead, with one head taken out; and the 
ether bored full of holes, is set 0 le that@the steam of 
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the kettle, when boiling, porly. rise through the eles, 
and thence aseend among the’ articles to be boiled in the 
hogshead, and pass off athe top. In this way a hogshead 
full of potatoes will be nearly as soon boiled, as a mitt part 
of them only couid have been, if placed in the kettle under- 
neath. 

As,the kettle must be so closed as to prevent any steam 
passing off, but through the bottom of the hogshead or vat, 
a pipe or tube must be set in one side, through which, with 
the atd of a funnel, the water is to be poured into the kete 
tle, as offén as occasion may require. When poured in, the 

' tube is. 40 be stoped, with a plug tor the purpose. 
Grain of all kinds may be steamboiled to great advantage, 

for teeding and fating cattle ; but, in that ease, it Is req _ 
to have the bottom of ‘the hogshead covered with 

sto prevent the grain: runing ‘down through'the ‘hol 
By «xperiments which have been’ , 

Pennsylvania, upon Indian corn and ‘potatoes, used fi 
ing “Swine, it was found that they increased’ in weight one- 
third faster on the boiled, than on the ub diled foot 3 
other words, they i po y 
formery where they only gained: ts | 
laine We are, fully, of opinio 

a a € niduced to HEN ‘this d 
baer wi whether 1 

iS) abe eiko the case, in 
and we elieve that» 
green s itself, will» 
for cattle, baat it alia y 

) as a mai _ Eh “@ cider press is sufficient 
to. give an ade ir x: r manner of forming 
a floor for a ‘corary.! ; S 

© the liquor, a a a. cisterr to ae i “te and, “when thus col- 

lected, ise; . tos be ) ik on ‘the heap of dung, 

i 

t 
h 
b 
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expedient, ‘This liquor, if not thus'preserved, by the floor 
of the stercorary, soaks away Into the ground on which the 
heap of dung is laid, and is almostyenurely lost. 

The shed 1s for keeping off the rains, which by constantly 
falling on, and soaking away through the dung, carry much 
of its richest parts into the ground below: The shed may 
be of cheap construcuon. The roof may be of boards, or of 
slight thatch-work, as it is not essential that it should be 
wholly impervious to the rains, 

The floor should be: made so solid and cempact, that 
little or no water could pass through it. It should be a 
little rising from the gutter, on every side, to the middle. 
One made of pounded ‘clay, of suitable thickness, and then 
closely paved on the top with stohes is perhaps as good arid 
as dufableas any. It shouid be paved; ‘to enable carts to 
go upon it for unloading the dung, When it is to be laid 
there for preparing, as well as for carrying it away, when 
prepared. 

Phe dung should: be laid in the stercorary to the height 
of; say, five feet. It should be laid lightly, without avy 
further, compression. vee of its own’ weight. It it be 
stired up-from ‘the bottom, once at least, the process of its 
preparation will be ‘proportionately accelerated. The ster- 
corary. may also be found very useful in Pas paring composts, 
where barn-dung is an ingredienty war 

“> See further, MANURES.~ Bae? a ial 
It is believed thatefor alierops which’ are most Pateided 

by roten.barn-dungy or. by composts, in which barnu-ddng 
forms-a very ‘considerable proportion, a great saving may be 
made by roting atid fermenting the manure in a Stercorary. 
One of the dimensions of: eighteen feet by” ‘forty-five: would 
probably ‘be found sufficient for preparing one “hundred and 
fifty toms of manure at atime; and the expenseof such a 
building need not-exceed one hundred doliars. “G8 & 
From the best ipformation,wé have. been able to obtain, 

we, are induced” to. believe that “barn-ding, in’. particular, 
when ‘prepared in” a. ‘Stefcorary, will’ be ftoutid? worth *one- 
fourth more, ‘than if merely roted in a-heap, uncovered, on 
the bare ground. It should also be. remembered, that’ the 
stercoraty may be so constructed, . atid | aoe. as to be 
Pe oa for a sheep-pen, canine, Winter. . fn 

Sams 

Re 

"STOCK. When an* Biiptish Pater ae of Sepia 
a 5 far, he means the requisite number of pldvehs, harrows, 
carts, and other implements of- ‘husbandry, béside cattle of 
different kinds, for carryingeon the business of husbandry 
on that farm to advantage;.Inithe same way that’a Merciant 
or Manufacturer speaks of the stock; or capital; Which is 
requisite to carry om any branch of trade or manufacture. 
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But Farmers in this Country, being but little, used. to rent- 
ing farms, do but seldom enter into calculations of this 
kind; and by this mean the word stock has here acquired a 
diferent meaning, in regard to farming-business; it means 
merely the number of cattle of different kinds which a 
Farmer keeps on his farm. It would, nevertheless, be well 
for those who are obliged to rent farms, in this Country, to 
examine first whether they can acquire the requisite stock 
for any farm, agreeably to the English meaning, before they 
attempt to hire; as by not having this they often injure 
themselves, as well as their Landlords. 

Young stock ate always more profitable than old; as 
these, when turned off to fat, do not answer so well as those 
which are but little past their prime. It costs more to faten 
old cattle, and their meat. mt 4 so valuable. , 

Stock should be suitable: to thes soilon which. they are 
fed. If their pastures be chiefly dry hills, Sheep i is the, best. 
If they be grounds fit for the cultivation ofclover, and. vari- 
ous other grasses, the dairy, or fating of cattle, may be.best. 
And if they be wet grounds, whic only. A ae fae 
grasses, the raising of Horses wi 

The profit of raising Horses dé 
ing-mares, and also.on the price wi hg ( 
Hofses. Generally speaking, the ce ist ere hte in 
turning his attention’ to the: best re eds of ‘She T Jif h his 

othe 1 ‘ils pie 
pasture-lands be suitable. “The: 
where properly ‘mana red with: regard t 
with regard io raisil ya due- proportion. -of Swine,’ with 
aid of Clover, . eh e igre Gaon buttermilk 
together. EG Re 5 Me \ 

e IRY hapd Swaine. Se. po "ee 
But as’ stocks of cattle, are, U # to degenerat ) 

Bring Pe een, prevent ity ‘an essential point. of husbar 
ng the proper steps. for re ra 

Some | sows .will give | gual he» quantity, hs het 
others, ne. gS and of beh ' lit . “Some. 

gira ie id sc more “wool, dint! Bete ce Vit nd: som 
Ra s beget Sari Decwns s qualities in. a ‘supe rior 
degree to others. ‘Similar ee ions’ may be made of 
some breeds of, I orses and of Swi The essential point, 

4 the» Farmer-to. ‘be diligent in : 
‘are found to.be most valuable, as we 

from. those raise ee wn ‘stock, as from those which 
may be obtained . - a ahh himn. persevere in constant- 
ly selecting the be ty ree s foras ck, rejecting all others 
ala he Gril pbeageat ; tly find | iarttoc vary pe improved. 

In Greatbritain, “much pains are taken to improve the 
breeds, of cattle, Baer feo sressenening such exertions 

eS ee 8 ae _ 
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are very encouraging. In some of their agricultural publi- 

cations, mention is made of Pn: prices being given 

for certain animals of superior b such as a Bull, of ' 

Mr. Paget, having been sold in th Beak 1793 for four hune 

dred guineas ; Heifers belonging to him, for eighty-four 

guineas a piece; and Ewes, for sixty four guineas a piece, 

In Monk’s Agricultural Dictionary, there is also menti 

made of a Mr. Richard Ashley having Swine, the Boars 6 

which he let to Sows at hall-a-guinea each ; and of a Mr. 
Bishop, who sold his Pigs, at weaning-time, for two guineas 
a piece. Such examples might also be produced here, if 
the requisite pains were taken; and the profits attending 
them are surely sufficient to eratify even avarice itself. 
-Above all, let the Farmer keep no greater stock than he 

yport well. The half of any’ given number of cattle, 
ee are Well kept, will always be found to yield as 

r profit to the Owner, as the whole when kept in 
r condition. Poor keeping also learns cattle to be un- 

ruly ; and when they have learned this effectually, they only 
proge a bill of ex ns instead of an article of profit, to 

? 5,4 where > ar ble lands sdetgblarty abound with 
ee d SR can be carried on. The first-step, 

Sie ot us the: mores, and let _ be 

ip : Peek ‘ * 
Some Nid oeed ae as. too ‘st as to be cleared of 

them to any present advanta left to 
a of future generatior 

ount in cleafing suc! the ston 
be ot all wante ieee fa ces, merry &e, they 

may be Tana usefal in making hollow drains, &c. 5) 
If stones be very badly shapen, so that they will not lie 

in a wall, *y ) perhap ; the ‘better ray may be to throw .them 
sped tev the hed e-fences; but if they be chiefly well 

1 th em be ‘made into v ‘walls; for these, if properly 
made, wil ast an age, with some triftihg.repait is: The best | 
method o ig’a trench, ‘where the, wall. 
is to be made, to the. depth of ab it eighteen 1 inches ; into 

»this throw all the small and bad-shaped stones, ‘antil the 
ttench is filled; then on’the to of | these build the wall, in 
a mason-like manner, to the height of about five feet, and 
throw the carth dug out of t ‘the tr nch "up against ‘the wall 

his it ry stand for’a length of 
time beyond thes ae Pa ‘tretich be" not dug 

; iy wl 
le Z } , i y 
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trenches close on each side of the wall, after it is built, and 
throw the earth, thus ploughed up, against the wall. 
Where stones are very large, and cannot be removed 

without breaking themj'the best way is to split them to 
pieces. For this purpose, drill two holes in opposite sides, 
according to the grain of the stone; then fill each hole with 
ime half cylindrical pieces of iron,.and between these drive 
a tong steel wedge. In this.way large stones or rocks may 
be split out into proper shapes for good building-stones, or 
for other purposes. Building fires on large stones will also 
render them liable to be broken to pieces, while they are 
thus. heated. é 

By experiments accurately made, it, ts found, that small 
stones on the surface of thé ground are beneficial, i in a small 
degree, in increasing itsuproducts ; , but they are too trouble- 
some, in good cultivation, to be: desirable: on aac anata all 

y 

the bencfit to be derived from thems. — Pi Bt oe 
Where ground is full of smal! stones, they iat be a 4 

down so as to be out of the way of the sithe, by havin 
roller passed over the ground in the Spring, when it is yery 
soft, as the stones are then easily pressed into its — 

STOOKING on 8HOC KING "Let ten sheaveste a 
posed in two rows, each Jeaning Against ther otheb then 

let two.sheaves be.laid on the top,’ so as-that the but ng 
lies under the but of «the other, . having the. heads -h 
downwards. In.this way, wheat orsother: grain. will 
very. well. Another 1 nethod i is to make. little» stac 
hundred. sheaves: “oF Moree ins pave gine are: inde ‘vith 
the. heads-inmost and. uppermost “and, over the top of the 
whole, » alargze -sheaf i is tied’closeyto the but-end, and the 
other end spread all round the topiof® thé stack, to ore 
it, from_ the rainsy: This.is, no doubt, the. bestymeth: 
Saving “theigrain from the effects of long, mee 

‘STRAIN’ oR “SPRAI Fook ohtheawat liable to strains, 
particularly. in. their shoulders. Anointing them ‘with’spi is 
of turpentine,:.in.’ the: part. ‘injured, will help» them” for 
while ; but will not afford. a permanent relief. Washing 
shoulder, w when, that part is affected, with brings? ‘as warm as 
it can well be borne; aill effect a cure in a few days. Do- 
ing it twice aday, and’ leting the: ‘animal rest from labor, 
will. general srform avcure in afew weeks, at fari test.” 
Tf these. will” not a answer, let warm. poultices be applied, o£ 
bran, boiled.vin svinegats-avith a sufficiency of hogslard to 
prevent its growing hard# let this be’ repeated, if necessary, 
until, the cure: ois completed ; “end then mind to keep that 
part ‘covered a while; so thatvit shall not be affected by’ 
colds. ay ae eh | ‘OR at 

“ pe Th ed 

# 
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STRAWBERRY C uacuntn ) ‘The Chili, the hautboy, 
the wood, and the scarlet strawberry, are ail esteemed; but 
the latter is mostly cultivated. A light loamy soil ts "best 
for raising them; and it should not be dunged much, lest 
they run too much, and of course be less fruitful. ‘a 
“They are first to be sown trom the seeds, in a bed, which 

is to be kept clean of weeds. In this they are to be kept 
three years, before transplanting. They are to be trans- 
planted in September or the begining of Ociober. The 
ground into which they are to be transplanted is to be laid 
out into beds, four feet wide, w with alleys between them, of 
the width of two feet. * The aunts are to be set filteen 
inches apart, in rows each way. Mr Miller says, 
‘The plants should never be taken from old neglected 

beds, where the plants have been suffered to run into a 
titude of suckers; ‘that those should be avoided which 

no: fruittui; and those offsets which stand nearest ‘to 
be pretered to those which are pro- 

aiks at a greater distance.’ 
witful, which is generally at the 

they must be again (transplanted. 
35 th hat the vines be kept clear of weeds 

ery. as forall or suckers, be 
. rs sand: von will ‘produce 

ty ng. The: old 

Idenone until, after 
a sate whe old plaints 

htial to “their ’ fruit- 
Lene AP Babs Sig Wes 

again divested of their 

Fie plants shoul 

duce ‘ola the .tre 
n Seales yg 

e spread: ‘ubsinail under the tek: to 
nd. '» Straw) willvangwer as well, 

sase it 

is as follows: ei, Basan OR eet 9 nae 

-€Sow the seed on aimoder d ipepine at 
Agril and, as soon as the 

ngth, transplant them (i vat 
to blossom after mids 
tumnal crop.’ i te: se ead il 

Mr. Knight, who reports the foregoing method tihabrciatt 
ment, thinks, that this De. ete alone be habe a os as 
an annual one, © “*,. ie. on 

cot 4 

4B oy ee 

yewill ‘beg gin 

be uv pee at 

strawbe! rrys e 

a efforden abundant au-— 

4 
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"Gypsum has a most powerful effect, when applied asa 
top-dressing, or otherwise, to strawberry-plants, not only in 
increasing their growth, but also their product in fruit. 

STUBBLE. Where the stubble is large, as it will be 
re the grain is large, and is reaped, the ground will be 

hi considerably ben« fited by ploughing it under as soon 
as the grain is taken off; whereas, if it be suffered to stand 
until it is perfectly dried, and all the juices evaporated, it 
will then do the ground litule or no good. In this way, too, 
the seeds of many weeds,are prevented from ripening. 

But the Reader will observe, in the Georgics of Virgil, 
that the Author of that elegant Work particularly insists on 
burning off the stubble, in preference to ploughing it under, 
as being more beneficial to the succeeding crop, and as 
having a greater effect in fertilizing the land. 

Mr. Peters, of Pennsylvania, 1s also of this opinion. le 
says that if straw, or other rubish, be spread over land, 
then burned off, it-will assist the soil more. than if the same 
straw or rubish were suffered toor@ "e the ground gis 
we believe to be correct; but, whether. isab 
to let stubble stand till it is dry, a hen burn it off, in pre- 

has ajo data a wahier ference to turning it pndes. yefore it 

that. is. perhaps well worthy 
It should be observed, “howev Sr 

ers prefer gathering the. stubble 
which way it is converted into 

might be lost for wat ph. 
it: But, whether the deal 
would warrant the expen 
Certain it i 1S) however, t 
‘a sufficient. sl of 
pensable. od: 

SUGARCANE bu Arundo to Scchrifire ) ih 
rieties of this. plant; but: all contain the, juic ( 
sugar is made. It requires.a ri ep, mellow soil: T 

, ash- colored soil of St. Christo apd, d the red. loam of 
* the north. side of - Jamaica, hav ; und the best in the 
“ Westindies, for iis iil There is,at present but a small 

proportion o : territory, where the climate is sufficien ntly 
moild. for cultivating the cane to advantage ; ; though it is 
lieved that, its culture may be gradually extended to the 
north, as. the. plant becomes bether adapted to the climate in 
which, it is grown. 

For. instance, let it be planted a a mile farther north every 
® succeeding year, and in th . Way it will gradually become 
contracted in its gtowth, and in the time required for grow- 

> 
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‘ing it, until it might even, perhaps, be matured in the short 
Summers ot Canada. As it would lessen in growth, it 
would, like Indian corn, admit of being planted more close- 
ly, and thus about the same quantity of cane would be ob- 
tained from the acre. 

The lands in this Country, which are best adapted to the 
eulture of this plant, are chiefly those which are aliuyiial, 
and the rich loams, which are generally dark-colored, being 
mixed with greater or less proportions of vegetable eaith. 
Rich sandy or gravelly loams wiil probably answer very’ » 
well. The soils on which Indian corn flourishes most are, 
we believe, weil adapted for the cane. Whether it could 
be successtully cultivated on lighter lands, with the aid of 
gypsum, has probably never been ascertained; though we 
have jutie reason to doubt that this manure would act as 
powertully on this as on many oiker plants. 

As there is but a small portion of this Country adapted, 
i for the cUlture of the cané, so that perhaps not 

in ten thousand of our Agricuiturists is likely to be en- 
ged | rsuit ; and as the whole process ot raising 

“nt management, would, if detail- 
bably enlarge this volume; we 

‘ V'siand in need of information, on 
> Mr. eewande’ History of the Westindies: 

urate information, we would advise such 
108e. engaged in this*employment, the parti- 
the cu er hi oe as ees to this 

. 

‘ hs os 

c ng the cane in ‘this 
which it is to be cultivated, 
evails in the Westindies. 

al implement used in 
Mp eae “habits, and partly 
er -of much of sthe land, 

hc vba Pepe cea have Becw poh pe , 
also been ma c 

he ‘public bli al 

whieh are ada 

this will probab 
utmost extent, to th ul 0) 
was formerly a ‘common pte taeisge Se cathorn saci: 

caring out one-farm ors, of tobacco in particular, - that by: * 
rchase four. new ones. Accord- enough could be made to pu 

Wi Splaid waste, for the ray of ingly, mucn valuable Jap 
immediate gain; and practising on this plan is stillgbut too 

prevalent in the Souther ‘States. Lands are there common- 
ly used in a most barbarous manper., ? 

| ® 
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At present, however, when lands must soon be rapidly 
rising, he who expects to be the gainer, by exhausting his 
lands, will, find himself much mistaken. The sun ntver 
‘shone on an’ acre of land»that was tov tertile for the most 
profitable cultivation. Commonly, even new lands are much 
too poor to afford the greatest profits Instead, therefore, 
ofywearing out new lands, it should ever be the aim of the 
Planter to increase their fertility. 

By the extensive culture of the Guinea-grass (see Gut- 
WEA GRASS) in the Southern States, cattle may be raised in 
Mhyriads, and with great profic; so that there need be no 
want of manure for the lands, and lands certainly cannot be 
made too rich for growing the cane. 
We would therefore advise the Planters of that Country 

to beware of exhausting their lands m the culture of this 
plant, or any other; but to turn much of their attention to 
raising cattle, by means of the pow aid just mentioned ; 
and this will offurd the requisite ma “to keep the la 
in the highest degree of fertility, and of course afford 
greatest profic; so that one acre ma 1 rig 
than is commonly derived from four, 
cane in impoverished lands. 

SUNFLOW ii spiediddc how) ya 
seeds. of this plant afford an 6 equal to” tha 
tree; and it is said, that seventy | bushels 0 f unis 
be raised from an a The Ah ap he Be in 
soil ‘that is sufficie The seeds” 
feeding poultry, du eV 

From a bushel of sthis ‘see 
Watchman,’ a gallon of oil, 
from Florence, may be obta 2 
bland, avd Aresh 3 and thé mass t : a ress} 
out the oil, ’s 0! Soe ve ems. &e.’ He 
further observes, that the Inhabitan 1S ‘of unwhe ome splaees 
should be diligent in cultivating this | plant. on account of 
the vast quanuty of oxygen gas which» it produces; a 
having been proved thaw near twer imes/as'thuch 4 

impure atmos- 
y 1 itis spacer time. | ca 

The: Editor othe «Boru of 8 has also noticed 
1 plant, ‘at MondeRlerabite length; and 

ashlagrets; with o rho have made ‘trials of it in Eng- 
Jand, other valuable: uses to which it may be applied; such 
as sia ve the bark: or ckit as a ‘substitute for hemp; 

the stalks, when green, for the pose of wattling, &c. and 
when dried, as en» article of *fael;* an acre yielding from 

three to nine aa “pith as affording good tin- 

" * 
§ 
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der, and the leaves, when green, as excelent food for Rab- 
bits, and Serving fot litter when dried. ?, 
There are eight kinds of this plant as enumerated by Mr, 

Green, in his Catalogue of American Plants; bit the larg- * 
est kind is recommended for culture.. It sould be raised 
in rows, and cultivated in the manner of hoed crops. di; is 
easily raised, and gathered; the crop is a very sure one? 
and subject to litle or no injury from rains, or otherw: ey 

.if left standing‘tor some days after 1t is fullygripe. It, how- 
“ever, does not ripen all at the same time. , 

The oil is extracted from the seed in the same manner. 
as that of fluxseed; it. answers well for privting, and for 
painting; and the dake is good for fating cattle, beside the 
uses betore mentioned. ae. . 

It is believed that the culture of this plant, on an exten. 
sive scale, would be found ae profitable. 

URFEIT. A ‘ae to which. cattle, and particularly 
ses, are on In Horses, it is generally the effect of 

ense labor, or overheating.» The skin becomes dry and 
} S/at the disease be more inveterates, 

ds out, and he has a duil slug- 

this look, and . a of the hair, 
gro ean gad hide nd, without any irruptions 

tf n. me have what is called. a wet surfeit, in 
which ee esd: shin humors run from the scabs. . This is 

ereny thi inf ee and sudden 
which ci oe ‘ re Quantities. of bri- 

not allayed, will 
nd! pre duce ‘the = or about 

roduce the polie’ Se 
bys: surleny the Author of The Complete 

en rst, to take away three or four | pounds of 
, an give ce flowing purge, which will work 

as an alterative, or sh ee repeated once a weck, tor 
some time: | iy en Scag il Ss yh oh), 

e succotri ne aloes, six) rachms, or one ounce ; ; gum 
gt am, half an ounce craplearas ; antime \d powder 
of myrrh, of eachptwo drachms; a ind make. into a 
ball with syrup of guckthorn” —s | 

In the intermediate daysy an ounce 
der should be given, morning.and evening 

© Take native cannabar, or cinnabar of antimony, finely 
powdered, half a pound; crude antimony, in fine powder, 
four. ounces; gum guaicum, | owder, four ounces ; make 
the whole into sixteen doses; for eight days.’ Hii 

The medicine must be repeated ull the uses coats well, 
and the symptoms of the disease ‘en. if - scabs do 

- t 
‘ * 

ig, With his feed. 
rite faltoning pow- 
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not come off, anoint them with mercurial pe Bh ‘This 
aged by 

_ purges, will also commonly cffect a cure. / 
For the Wet surieit, bleed plentifully, avoldi 1g externally 

all repelers, and in the morning, while fasting, give cooling 
physic twice a week, composed of four ounces of lenitive 
Mgt four of cream of tartar, and four of Giauber’s, 
salts, quickened with a little jalap. 

- After three or four of these purgings, give two ounces, 
A «: nitre, made into a ball with honey, every morning for a 

ortnight; and, if successful, repeat this a fortnight longer. 
“The above may also be given with the food of the Horse; 
or a strong decoction of logwood may be given alone, at 
the «rate of two quarts a day. Where the disease proves 
obstinate, the medicine must be continued a considerable 
Jength of time, to prove effectual. 

The Horse shouid be kept dry, am@, his food should be 
cool and opening. Iffhe be hidebound, give him cede 
seeds, for some time. Where the disorder proceeds fr 

worms, give, the mercurial physic,.ar movers the, 
mabar powder, as above directedyg (7 pi 

The Author, from whose work t 3 directio 

taken, obseryes, nalever that #8 this disease 18 hot al 
original, but attendant on ae in the 
be had to the first cause, x thus “~ rem 
plaint aad be variously effected. _ ar 

SWARD. A sti eon. sward. és iamatea wis 
_of the ground, bein In good condition for bearing | a good 
“crop; but it is not an equally certain indication of a good 
soil; as the sward may, be the effect of strong, manuring. 
Some soils again. oui sie to Se 
Jain untilled for some u 2 
poverty than they: really. een : " Bareiva; | 
without manuring, bear a stiff green-sward, may always be 
pronounced good, whatever may be their color 5 but per- 
haps only good for ea oie oncces 

A. stiff Aypernes ell” turned ss tall ay 

¥ 

ar a 

Ce 
the a oor is pro 
ploughings. This nee Pili more properly applies 
to rich mellow soils; Those that are naturally stiff or hard, 
will not generally ferment sufficiently to bear a good crop, 
by the mere roting of the te 

A..clover-sward, that has» be been ‘mowed and well turned 
over, makes a very fine lay fo 1 wheat, where the soil is not 
too suff or hard; but, where the clover has been,fed off, it 
is not considered quite so good; as in that case the ground 

| rs | . 
¥ 

| re. 

Se ee a 
Sat 

a oe ee 

Frat 
<a 
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becomes biipder by. the treading of the cattle. Much, how- 
eyer, ‘in that case depends on the natural mellowned® of the , 
soil. 

Clover forms but a crumbly sward; timothy is stiffer; 
but the English bluegrass (foa compressa.) forms one of 
the strongest. This, where it is very strong, and the soil 

"full of vegetable matter, may be cut and used as turf. cea 
Surong swards usually accumulate along the sides ae 

fences, and where cattle much'resort, which ‘may be jase 
to advantage in composts. i 4 

_ See Manures. | : | 
When the sward of mowing-ground binds too mit it is , = 

usually most advisable to break it up and till the’ Ground. | ‘ 
If this be not done, scarifying and compost-manures are to» 
be resorted to. he em of the swatd, in mowing or in 

is principally the effect of close feeding. 
or altergrasgsbe left on such lands, * ° « 

pt to bind. * "* 
r, there is no method so easy, and 
fsoils, which are poor or exhausted, 

as the use of gypsum; and this 
setore such grounds are broken up; 

Ie; or perhaps be thegcrop may be 
§ “a ft they will if broken up with 
a li sht, ole ard on them. Let the gypsum be sown on 

» lands” cr in the Spring; “and by the first of the fol- 
eed ‘July they will be covered witha fine sward of white- 
clover; and, when land is well covered with this grass, itis » 
in good condition, | we the aid: ‘of good" tillage, to bear a " 
ple ee ee ue . * 

SWART! : -RAKE. This is a rake ste two yards long, " 
ith: rin the middie; sto whicha Man.» © 

and, when he has’ gathered as 
Bg “raises: it and beginsyagain. 

& ed 

ae a te) \e kind: of rake, See Haxsaxiwe. vy 

INE. ‘7h “Catile Society af Pen ; a? ! 
“mend crossing the Guinea eg es wit * 
kinds of our common. Swine, which , they say, forms a inane 
the most profitable of any. ~~ — es a 

The Chinese breed are very good. ‘The large iopwhadicd 
Hogs, with long ears Ss forward, are most profitable to « 
faten the second year. 

Particular pains shouldbe e taken to select and improve 
the breed of Hogs, as som ‘kinds are much more profitable >. 
for raising than others. After a proper improvement ¢ the 

ro’ 
° 

2, 

* 
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breed, the next point is to select the finest for mia 
SOWS; for Boars. 

The marks of a good Hog are, a moderate, length, Sa 
proportion to the size of the body; the nose shirt, the cheek 
plump and full; neck thick and short; quarters full; car- 
case thick and full; hair fine and thin ; with a symmetry 

, adapted.to the breed to which it belongs. Above all, it is 
saan ‘that, it be of a kindly dispositiongto faten early. 

nenosed, Hogs should be avoided. 
~The ‘Sow will bring forth a stronger and better litter, if 

kept the Boar till she is a year old; and he should be 
yt * kept tl that age, before he is put to Saws: He should be 
ay, kept In ‘good condition for the purpose; and, as the Com- 

pilers of ‘ The Complete Grazier’ say, should not serve 
‘be more than ten Sows ina year. Tie pers should also be 

kept in good condition, but not too fat; as in that case they 
** “will, not produce an abundant litter ‘Of (Pigs. As they 
. usually pigetwice a year, they should be put to the Boa 

such times as will bring one litter in April, and another 
early in September. To cause thei to go to the Boar, if 

_ they miss the right season, givestitem some ats in 
their wash, or the l end of “aru et-bag “If well kept, 

« however, they will Jom require “any stimulous to coition 
_ at the proper times. Pk. 4 

Those are reckoned the ‘best beetle ns ‘which’have about 
ten or twelve paps. They. ‘should be kept clean and well 
littered; but should ot have too much litter at the ey ) 

" piging, ‘lest uta y their ‘Pigs. in ‘it. At the en of 
week orten days, they should be let out of their sties i 

© Me yard, for tise or four hours each day. 
-val Sows are farrowing, about the same time, ; 

~~ . Kept in separate apartments in the : ye i x 
_% + Pigs of each oth r. Young Sows 

own offspring, which m: z 
. , backs of the Pigs | in an infus * aloes; and, fol 

ms * pose, the Sows must be watche Meo bib af A 
t hem Faith plenty of water, at t 

ief taking place of this kind. 

Ti is 

said, thatssupplying 
will prevent any mis 

The sucking Pig: 
at the end of about three 

_be saved. By this time Me: rest will be able to follow the 
" Sows, when the males” may be ‘castrated, and at the end of 
another week the fer ales may be spayed. This latter ope- 

*ration will greatly promote the growth and fatening of the 
females. The castration and “spaying may as well, however, 
be defered till the age of six we 

.¢ Where the Pigs are to- weaned, Mr. Young says, it 
should be at the age of two months; and they should be 

'  kept.in a sty by themagivr and suffered to run into a yard. 

ee, 
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They” should be kept clean, and well littered, and shduld 
have.” pas of food, which may be boiled potatges, or ¢ 
rots, fo r a fortnight; when raw ones will prove good focus: 
They shouldalso 2 abie every day fora month with oats, 

and after this may have a thin drink of pea, or buckwheat 
meal (Indian meal will no doubt answer as well) boiled ae 
water, unless there be a dairy; in which case, a-méss. 
milk or whey may be substituied. Too much shguld | 
however, be given them at once, as Mr. Deane ae i, b 

. known ‘sometimes so to inflate them with wind* 
them. Mr. Young says, their being kept very et so 
as to have fine clean coats, is as essential to their growth as 

good feeding, until they are turned out with the, larger 
Hogs into the clover-field, which, after the age of three 
months, will keep ther 
growing seasom 

has been uniformly remarked, that thoughythese ani- 
aS naturally” filthy, if left to themselves; yet, the 
cleaner they are mete e better they will grow and faten. 

| r-hay will serve to keep Hogs 

ttleysooner ‘usual, and sho 
utia iad of salt ‘to each ton, 

at p, and the | atter is to be 
‘J fol an ding will 

ine ‘on n clover 7 36 * ficldgt 
y polling them in a yard 

for the purp fe | A Ste useof yet 
cichory, clov nae | 

a ‘feeding y. them. They water-cr 
lis ) is also highly recomaciaal 

This metho _ however, ‘though it m ‘some ground in e 
pasture, and’ may afford. the means oe “Sp considerable 
Manure, does not seem so ap ppapeily beneficial, as the 

Mention is made, by 

ot (rynunculus 

practice of soiling some other c 
Mr. Young, of his having fed sixty- foursHogs, great and. 
small, on two acres of clover alone, during one season, and 
that. they all grew very well, a é pasture in which they 
are kept should have a sup ater. Before ‘they are 
turned into the pasture, and while they are young, let the 
top of the gristle of the. we be pared off with a shapp 

AT 
” e ” 

« 

h 

» the addition of. some potatoes 
ie cues proper. The 

‘Afier | me the ines 3 is ° 

r this purpose. 

= Sd oe 

very well during the rest of the 

» 

‘ 4 

fog nae food, cut and carried © 

‘ 
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knife, which will ever rr prevent their rooting up ' 

the sward. It answers the same purpose as ringing them. a 

Perhaps the best method of keeping Swine, during” Sum- ui 
mer, is to have two small enclosures ; he one to be ‘kept Hl 
for feeding them, while the other is under tillage for a 
fresh ‘supply of clover, or other good grass, when that in 

e first has failed) And as they are fond of sweet apples, 
hich not only serve for food, but will even help to faten 

these, of ‘the best yearly bearers, selected for the purpose ; 
some"being early ripe and some later; in order that a con- 
stant supply may be . fforded during the season. The trees 
should, however, not stand so closely. as materially. to injure 
the ground for cultivation. Peachtrees may also be advan- 
taeeously used for the same pur » till the appletrees 
have sufficiently grown. : 

Boiledyglover has been menti 1S ording a d 
food for Hogs during Winter. In Gre tbritain, neg 
rots, patatngs turnips, &c. are mostly used for the purpose, 
by those. who go largely into the falsing of Swine. ty wr 

ina thy state ; and, 
D of sulphur be ¢ 

Hogsifor fating should be | 

them in their foo ange ob! 11s also good to incr 
foo should be a am 

oO 

their appetite; but laxative i 
are seldom costive. When found so,,a di 
them, Probably changes of boiled ey 
“water, at interva be found be fs 
the best method#of eding 4: kinds of 
grind it to meal, and m with sof er 
for the purpose, in the: proportion of fi 
to a hundred? gallons son 4 
“several times €ach day, until it h 
facid, when. it will, be rea se. Ih 
‘three cisterns must heats + for peel ‘s 
_ but he says» the profits wal cont pay the expense. 

For the same reason, the, grains | ‘of distil cries, and the 
tories arey excelent for ‘fating S, i: 

Mention is madi one of the latter at, Lambeth (€ 
britain) aff: ording iiickient) to faten’ ‘ten thousa ‘Hogs 4 A 
year. , Peasoup is so accounted excelent for fating. Boiled 
Tadian corn is also: very goods or. this grain may be soaked 
so as to answer well; ough perhaps. it, is better ground 
into meal. Indiaw corn of a former year’s growth is much 
the best. 

In recom mentakien ofpeas, together with a mixture of 
barley-mezl, being usec fating, the Compilers of * The 
Complete Grazier? assert, that the pork fated with this grain 
wy rather swell in boiling, and have an improved Havor ; 

* . 

} * 
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while that fated with beans will shrink much in boiling, will 
lose much of its fat, and be of interior taste. The cause 
of meat sometimes shrinking very much, and losing much 
of its oils’ in cooking, seems not to be well understood; 
though the knowledge necessary for preventing 1t would be 
highly desirable. Generally speaking, it is believed, that 
the more fully any animal is fated, the less its meat will 
shrink and part with its oil in cooking. 

Mr. Peters says that Hogs, while tating, should constantee 
ly have some dry roten wood kept in the pen, which they® 
will eat occasionally ; and that he finds it very beneficial to 
them, tor the purpose of keeping ‘hem in a proper*condi- 
tion for tating. He also says that food, when soured by a 
proper degree ot fer at sour ws is much the best for fauing, 
and that one galle i wash will @6 as far as two of the 
sweet, for this pUrpose, He disapproves of soiling Hogs, 
and says the ng pe ure is much the best for them. 
Mhbaever method ¢ 4} f fatening Swine may be adopied, it 
is essential that ihey’ be kept warm and clean, by having 

rly when the weather becomes 
trequently cleaned ;,and, that 

id food ; drink as they ree’ 
: jlar, and as prio 

plenty of litter, part 
colder, and by havin 

quire. Their meals 
x: ui- disssph Ae point « of timega possi , 

the tk last mentioner it is observed, that a 
re put up together to fate, they will fall away 
“sotwell ted; neg is ig eee to the noise 
ie uced among thems by this new state of 
inysuch cases, it ts na unfrequent for one of 

me so much the object of hatred to the 
| to be killed by them; and, that it is 

Ly re have them ina ber of small 

ay more 
’ | fe repose: which is mst Suitable to 

their drowsy f: culties. For this purpose, the sty should 
have a number of distinct apartments, separated by close 
pa&titions from each other, and wheregthe inmates of each 
can come forward separately to the ge ral feeding-trough, 
and retirejSeparately again to rest. 

Where a Hog has surfeited itself WP cating too much, 
give it half an ounce of flourYof sulphur in some wash, 
once or twice a@day, for two or three days; by which time 
its appetite will be restored. Mr, Deane advises, that posts 
be set up in the sty for them to rub against, as they are 
usually much inclined to rub selves. 

The business of fating Hogs sould be begun $0 arly in 
the Fall, as to be completed before the cold weather sets in; 
as after this they will “faten very slowly. Let it be ae 

un ote ste i 

ie eh aiben so at the noise — 

my 
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widpced by the: middle of September, and then the killing 
may commence about the middle of November. 

Swine are liable to some diseases, which are here noticed, 
with the best remedies for them. * 
Measles. This disorder is mostly in the throat, which is 

filled with small pustules, and sometimes these appear on 
the outside of the neck. The animal affected looks languid, 

ith red eyes, and loses flesh. “Cure. Give him smail queme 
ities of levigated crude antimony in his food. 
The mange, like the scab in Sheep, is a cutaneous irrup- 

tion of ,the skin, occasioned by want of éleanliness in the 
hogsty.. It is known by the violent rubing of the animal, till 
he tears the inal and thus are scabs. The cure, 
as directed by Dr Warford, is first to w ash the animal well 

_with strong soapsuds then ec an Ointment — 
me "fo ‘med of an ounce it flour of sulphui drachms of 

fresh pulverized hellibore, three ‘ounce ~hogslard, and 
half ap once of the water of kali. “This is m3 
at one time, and is sufficient for a Hog ‘weirhing an bhun- 
dred. If properly applied, no repet Hon. will be necessa 
if the Hog be afterwards kept clea W 3 
couch, he directs a BES of antimon 

; e of the animal, te ; 
bes fittely aunerie "a Erieaeiiwih nyt 
or a fortnight. But” wuere, trom long neg 
ears, and ‘other parts - become ulcerate 5 
anointed every third or iad day wi nt 
of équal parts of "tar @nd_ ‘tmutton- rn eye 0 
the cure Is completed. * * 

The murrain, a leprosy, ip Swine is 
ness and heat, oe breath, hanging « % 
staggering, and from the ak 
caused by ame ec 

beer; add - half a potid’ of flour of ‘sulph ry, a qt 
peund of anfliseeds, pulverized, three paps Tquorice, 
and a quarter of a pound of elécampane ; and give this. 
iure in milk, at sixe@@oses. 

The gargut is an inflammation of the udder, by sicttig 
filled with coagulated milk. It chiefly happens where Sows 
are too fat at littering; and where they are thus affected ° 
the Pigs will not sack. In slight cases, the udder may be 
bathed with camphorated wine; but the milk must be 
squeezed out by hand, if possible. If relief cannot thus be 
given, it is best to kill the animal. 

Dry,cough, and wastin the flesh, is best remedied by 
« adry warm sty, with a regtlar supply of food that is calcue- 

lated to keep them cool, and to allay the irritation of the 
e 

ood, -for ten. days, 
ecty the neck, 
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Fever, or rising of the lights, seéms to be caused by 
over-feeding ; and may be removed by doses of igh and 
oil, 

The oy. Swine afflicted with this’ disorder suddenly 
turn round rapidly, and, it not assisted, will die in half an 
hour. Remedy. On opening the mouth, a bare knob, in the 
roof of it, will be discovered; cut this away, and let“the 
wound bleed ; make a powder of loam and sait, and rub the 
wound with it, and then give ‘~ beast some, urine, and he 
will presently recover. 

This remedy, Mr. De Gruchy, a Distiler, who fatens many 
Hogs, says he found to be effequual, if applied in time. 

Like many other employitents, that of rearing and fating - 
Swine will be found more profitable, the more largely and 
spiritedly it. isvenigres ibto; and in order to this the Farmer! 
must have hisyhogsty offan adequate construction ; his pas- 
tures adjoining’; . hs aleamboie his clover-hay ; together 

x 2 due supply of ts and grain for feeding and fating. 
The business is most advantageous when connected witha 

dai y following the plan above laid 
Re 

same as the article 
deem it proper now to 

; that Mi “Cobbett has itely introduced a new breed of Hogs into 

ficient, of itself, sat ing purpose. 
To doubt, be | rap idly propagated and extended 
¢ ; tt at present resides; while 

his Jibers d ublic ; nirit, displaye the introduction of these 
i his efforts i in forcing dvantages of the turnip- 

pon %. tention of our Agric ists, entitle. him to the 
new OW tr yo “a 

He very justly Meprectcs the breed of lean, illmade, longnosed 
Hogs, that are too comménly found in this Country, but more parti- 
cularly in the Southern States. “They are indeed the meanest of all 
the swinish multitude,’ and cost nearly as al to faten as they are 
worth when fated. 

& 

TAURINO CLOTH. es has manufactured 
cloth, to which he gives the above appellation, of the hair 
taken from hides at the taneries, mixed with one- third, »gONe- 

° 
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fourth, and one-fifth part of common wool. The Society 
¢ for the Promotion of useful Arts,’ in this State, appointed 
a Committee to examine the specimens of eee cloths ; 
who reported that they found them well manufactured, of 
equal quality and texture, well died. and apparenily firma 
and strong; that these cloths are not only lighter than that 
made, of wool alone, but that they have the property of re- 
sisting moisture, to a’much greater degree, and are there- 
‘fore much better calculated for great-coats; and that, from 
actual trial, an equally elegant and more durable carpeting 
may be made from either of these mixtures, than that made 
entirely from wool. . They ao reported, 

6 That, from documents accompany! V4 the specimens, it is 
certain that a cloth equal, if not supe pr in elegance and 
durability, is manufactured from hair ¢ 3 and that it is a 
valuable substitute for felting, in th x Pen 

TEAMS. Our teams are of three kinds ; teams of Hir- 
ses, of Oxen, and of Oxen and Horses together. In Spain 
and Italy, they have teams of Come and sometimes of Coy 
and Bulls together. In the northérm parts of, Europe, 
Reindeer has been subjected to’the harness; and Mr. 4 
ingston is of opiniongthat the Ek and the Moose might also 
be brought under thé like subjection, to aclyantagte in this 
Country. me & ii: 

The advantages ot Horses in teams are saticl dea rior» 
docility and quickness,of motion; and t r disadvantages, 
are their greater expense in raising and keepi IB: and their 

over. On 
the contrary, the advantages of Oxen are sete cheapness 
imjraising and keeping, and their value for ser Aheir 
proper tme of service has: Tan at vor advant 
are their slowness of) motion, | 
ness. Probably they mig gh 
some effectual method Iriwing 
lines: In that case, the extra expense of a. Hand to drive 
them in ploughing would be saved, and the ploughing bet- 
ter performed. - . g 

Say that a good span of Farming-horses are worth, at 
four years old, one hundred dollars: At fourteen years 
from that time they are worth little or nothing; of course, 
another sum of one hundred dollars must, at the expiration 
of that time, be expended in the purchase of a new span. 
This sum, to be paid at the end of fourteen years, is about 
equal to fifty dollars paid down. In order, therefore, to 
keep good the span, a capital of one hundred and fifty dol- 
lars is necessary; which iS*equal to an expenditure of ten 
dollars and fifty cents a year. 

a 
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A yoke of Oxen, at four year’ old, are worth, say, sixty 

dollars; and allowing them not to depreciate in value, till 
turned off for fating, they require an expenditure of four 
dollars and twenty cents a year, as the interest of the capital 
laid out for them. 

Say that the Horses will cost fifteen dollars a year more 
than the Oxen to keep them, and provide harness for them; 
say also, that they do an hundred day’s work in a year, 
and that the Oxen, working pr slower, requife one 
hundred and thirty-three days to perform the same labor: 
Then, if one Hand only is,employed with the Oxen, his 
wages and board, during the extra thirty-three days, at fitty 

cents per day, ‘would, still leave a balance in favor of the 
Oxen of four dollars and eighty cents for the year’s work ; 
but if they should require a Boy 'to drive, while another 
Hand _ holds plough, then the balance would be very 
considerably if favor of the Horses. 
“On the whole, it is believed, that Oxen may be found the 

most profitable team in some situations, particularly in new 
countries, and in rough lands; and in other situations again, 

ch as in smooth land§jsand where the best cultivation is 
required, probably, H@rses’ ought, for most uses, to have 

~ the preference. — sal 
Lord Kaims, however, expresses an opinion very different 

from this. He says that Oxen are preferable for husbandry, 
in many respects." They are cheaper than Horses, as it re- 
gards their food, the method of keepihg them, the superior- 
ity of their dung, their being subject to fewer diseases, and 
their suffering no deterioration by age. He says, that a 
couple of Oxen ina plough require not a Driver more than: 
a couple of Horses; that, the Dutch, at the Cape of Good- 
hope, plough with Oxen without a Driver, and exercise 
them early, pa quick pace, so as to ¢ 
the plough@amd in the wagon; that the People of Malabar 
use no other animal for the plough, nor for burdens; and 
thaty about Pondicherry, no beasts of burden are to be seen 
but Oxen. He further justly remarks, that, if Oxen were 
more generally used, the articles of beef, candles, and 
leather,/ three essential necessaries of life, would become 
much cheaper. , 

The Compilers of ¢ Zhe Complete Grazier’ also say, that 
"Messrs. Culley, of Northumberland, Greatbritain, employ 
one hundred and fifty ‘Oxen in the draft; that they are used 
singly in carts, and two’in a plough, with cords or lines, 
without a Driver; but that they do not perform their work 
with the same dispatch, as Horses. They further observe, 
that, in the north of England, it is not an unfrequent oc- 
curence to see a light Ox saddled, and briskly troting along 
the road, obedient to his Rider’s yoice;’ and that ‘Sussex 

" & 

“a 

o equal Horses both in 

Y 
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Oxen have beaten Horses at the plough, in the deepest clay.’ 
They recommend the Hertfordshire and Devonshire Oxen, 
as being the most speedy. t : 

See the description of the Devonshire breed of Oxen, 
under N&AT-CATTLE 

The slowness of Oxen is partly natural and partly acquir- 
ed by overloading them. This, therefore, should be avoided. 
When their work is easy, they may be quickened without 
hurting them, and their contracting a habit of moving so 
slowly, as some do, may, be thus prevented.. They always 
become slower as they grow older, and for that reason they 
never should be kept longer than such age as they, will 
still make the best beef, which is Rggbably about the age 

of. seven or eight years. ere 
. In’a team, of part Oxen and part Hors , either the gait 
of the Oxen must become quickened, or t cs the Horses 
made slower; but, perhaps, a little of each” would be, the 
consequence, and in this way the Oxen would be the better, 
though probably at the expense of injuring the Horses for 
almost every kind of work, when worked by themselves. 

Mr. Livingston makes mention@f,a contrivance he had 
seen in Italy, that was attached he noses of the Oxen, 

which was principally used for governing them; and by 
means of it he thinks he had seen them drove with lines. 
‘It consists (says he) of two flat pieces of iron that turne 
at the lower ends, and formed a forceps; these bars s 
over, and, when. closed, the ends geutlyépressed upon the 
cartilage of the nose of the Ox. They. were kept close by 
being tightly bound at the top, and straped against the fore- 
head of the Oxen.’ ie. in hae eae 
if we may argue the utility of a practice from its extent 

(says Mr. Livingston) we must prefer drawing by. th ghorns 
to any other mode ; dom what Europe ma 
draw in this way, andy from what 1 have, seen@@r 
formance, I am persuaded that it is to be prefered to the 
yoke. A Bull’s strength appears to be placed in his néck, 
and in drawing in this way the whole of it is exerted; his 

motion is not impeded, or his skin chafed as it is by the 

oke’ : Pa 
‘In the mountains of Savoy (says Mr. Livingston) I saw 

many cattle, chiefly Cows, drawing by the horns, not in 
carts but in wagons. How far the working of Cows is ade 
vantageous, deserves consideration. It is observable, how- 

ever, that our Cows are in general much smaller than those 

usually worked in Europe.” i 
‘ Yokes (he observes) are used jn some parts of Italy, 

q but they differ from ours. nstead of bows, there are four 

flat pieces of wood, which hang from each side of the yoke, 

- 

and are about ten inches long, and hollowed so as to fit the 
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sides of the neck: They are so thick as to admit a rope ory 
chain to pass through them, by which they are fixed to the 
yoke, and each pair of them are united by a chain, or rope, 
under the Oxen’s neck You will see that the draft is in 
this case by the top of the shoulders only, and I believe it 
is to be prefered to our bows, on that account, because the 
bow, by pressing the shoulder-blade, impedes the motion 
of the animal.” 
For holding back, whether they draw by these yokes or 

by the horns, he says ‘the end of the pole projects con- 
siderabiy beyond the heads of the cattle, and turns up very 
muchs to this is fixed a leather strap that goes round the 
horns of the Oxen, $@ that they keep back the weight by 
their horns, and with much morgggase than ours do by 
twisting their necks.’ ) 

In England, jthey are worked in harness, which, were it 
not more. expensive, and more troublesome, ought to be 
prefered to the method practised here. 
We think it highly probable, that the great pressure of 

the bows of our yokes against the shoulders of the? Oxen, 
and the enormous weigh y are often injudiciously made 
to bear on their necks. en in@carts, are the principal 
causes of our Oxen moving siower the longer they are 
used. ae, 
In all teams, where two animals draw against each other, 
the weaker one should have the longer end of the ox-bow, 
or whiffletree, by Mehich they draw, in order that when 
drawing they may pull evenly. 
Tf-Oxen learn to crowd each other, use them to a shorter 

bow ; -if they draw apart, use them to a longer one.” | 

THA, on TEA-TREE. This plant is mostly grown in 
the more mowgntainous districts of China, and is best adapt- 
ed to a light Pocky soil. There are two kinds of tea made 
from the plant; the green, and the black. The latter ac- 
quires its dark color by exposure to the sun, in drying; and 
is also made from the coarser and more indifferent leaves. . 

For raising the trees, the seeds are planted in March, by 
puting seven or eight into a hole; out of which number not 
more than One-half commonly vegetate. Ti © young plants 
are afterwards transplanted in rows, at the distances of three 
or four feet each way. They yield crops of leaves the third 
year after planting, and require to be renewed every five or 
Six years, as the leaves then begin to grow too hard, to be 
any longer valuable. 

On the more tender branches grow small soft berries, of 
a green color, filled with yellow grains; and ‘the other 
branches bear pods of a larger size, of*different shapes; 
somg round, which contain but one pea, and others of seme 
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slength, which commonly have two or three. The plant, in 
some parts of China, is not suffered to grow to a height of 
more than six or seven feet; in other parts, to the height 
of ten or twelve. In the southern Provinces of that Country 
it is considerably used for making hedges. 

The leaves are gathered at the begining, the middle, and 
the end of Spring, and their color differs at each time; the 
first being bright, the second livid, and the third deep- 
greeh. The qualities of the leaves depend on the times of 
gathering; the first being the best, the second midling, 
and the last of the least value. Their qualities, at each 
gathering, depend also on the parts of the tree whence the 
jeaves are taken; those of the higher parts, being the ten- 
derest, are the best of sthe crop; those of the lowest, the 
hardest and worst; aff those of the middie, of a medium 
between the two extremes. 9 oa 

After each gathering, the leaves are exposed to the steam 
of boiling water, and are then made to shrivel, or roll to- 
gether, by being placed on plates made of copper, of iron, 
or of baked earth, with a fire underneath, The leaves of t 
the meaner sorts are then dri€dgin the sun, which darkens 
their color, and these ar@ the blaek teas. The better leaves 
are not exposed to the sun in drying, and these are the 
green teas; and in the preparation of some of the finer 
sorts, particularly that called tchu-tcha, every leaf is rolled 
singly by hand, the finer preparation of which we call se 
frowder tea. % aa 

Mr. Osbeck, a Traveler in China, says that tea, in the 
course of preparation, passes through many dirty hands; 
and that in packing it down in chests it is troden by. the 
naked, and sometimes bleeding, feet of a Chinese Porter, i 
a state of perspiration. As the Chinese are proverbial fe 
their nastiness, it . to be wished that our ‘emales, one 
are so attached to drinking tea, could see the manner in 
which it is prepared; as this might probabil tend very 
much to lessen their relish for this exhilirating, but ener- 
vating, beverage, that has addéd the hysterics to the cata- 
Jorue of their disorders, and that bas probably contributed 
much towards making the Chinese a race of Cowards, from 
the Enyperor down to the meanest Peasant. 

The tea- es las been successfully raised in England, 
from seed brought from China,.and might probably be raised 
here, with equi il success, in-all the States south of Penn- 
sylvania. It is doubtful, however, whether it could be cul- 
tivated here so as to be afforded as cheap as that imported 
trom Chinas owing to the great disparity in the price of 
jabor in the two Countries. There has been considerable 
difficulty in making the seeds of this plant germinate, when 
brought from that Country. In the ‘Amporium of Ar tay We.’ 

4 
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it is stated, however, that the vegetative power of seeds 
may be long preserved, by being kept among raisins, in- 
boxes. 

See also, SzEps, for other methods of making old seeds 
germinate. . 

THORN (Crataegus.) . There are many varieties of 
this wree in this Country, some of which may be found 
more valuable for making hedges, than others. One gen- 
eral rule should, however, be observed in making a selec- 

tion, and that is, to take of those which grow naturally in 
the Country where the hedge is to be made. In more 
northerly climates, the red-fruited ( Coccinea) 1s most com- 
mon, and perhaps as valuable as any, for the purpose. In 
the Middle Siates, the Washington Rr ( Cordata) seems 
to have the preference. 

There Bas. existed considerable difficulty in making the 
seeds of American thorn vegetate. A successful method, 
pursued by Mr. Azrk, of Brandywine, tor this purpcse, is 
‘to wash the Beds clean; pul them in ‘hot water to swell 
them, expose them at ni be frozen in the water, * 
in ithe day thaw them i por sae and by repeating this 
operation, four or five times, he found them oper and fit 
for planting. oo 4 aw 
They are to be slanted in beds, and covered to the depth 

of not More than two inches. After they have come up, 
they may be transplanted into other beds, and are to be 
kept ciear of weeds until they are set ou'!, which should be 
water rhc are at the height: of il A feet. 

Pes: ‘HRESHING. This, when yperfortned with falls, § is but 
s] work. Yoresbing with Horses is consid ae more 
e peduious. Some of the sonore": of this county 
and its nicigifptnvess with a roller, h turns on acentre 
at one end, which is small and confined to the floor, at that 
end, by an iron pivot on which it turns, and the other end 
is large in proportion to the increase of the circle it makes. 
It is drawn by a Horse, and is usually about twelve feet 
long. ‘tgs set full of little square pieces of -wooderiiteeth, 
leaning outwards, with the ends cut off slanting, agreeably 
to the superfice of the roiler. With this a Man and Horse 
will thresh out-about twelve bushels of wheat in a day.» 

In Virginia, where the greatest crops of wheat are raised, 
they generally thresh them out in the fie:ds; and for this, 
some use threshing-machines, and some make circular 
floors of cighty feet diameter, or more; on this the wheat 
is set with the heads upwards, and then wagons and Horses 
are drove round on it till tha: floor is threshed; then more 
is constantly thrown on, till a Hundred bushels, or more, 
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are threshed out; when they separate the wheat from the 
‘straw by forking it up; clean the wheat; and then proceed 
as before, till the business is completed. Threshing- 
machines are, however, the best; and the expense of them 
is but a trifle for those who raise large crops of wheat and 
other grain. 

For a threshing-machine, which is probably the best that 
has been yet invented, we refer the Reader to AGRICUL- 
TURE, in the American edition of the Edinburg Encyclofie- 
dia, published in the city of Newyork, by Messrs. Whiting 
&s Watson. The invention is that of Mr. Meikle. A ma- 
chine of this description, on a large scale, and drove by 
water, separates wheat from the stalks. and fans or‘cleans 
it, at the same time, at the rate of sixty busbels an hour. 

One, on a smaller scale, and which rcquires two Horses 
to work it, and three Hands to attend it, will thresh and 
clean sixty bushels of wheat, or double that quantity of 
oats, in eight hours. The Writer of the article adds, that 
‘rollers or smail millstones are added to many of these ma- 
chines, for crushing or grinding grain for Horses, Swine, 

Kaives, for cuting straw, and many other useful ap- 
pendages, might be added.’ ‘This machine» has also been 
put Into operation by win . 

See further, WIND-MACHINERY. * i 
It should also be added, chat this machine separates the 

grain from the straw mouch cleaner, than is usually done 
with the flail. Le 

TILLAGE. A great part of this Work relates to tillage, 
or the culture of land; the Reader must therefore refer to 
the various articles*which treat of this subject in all its 
branches. Any uncommon mode of culture, however, or 

‘observations relating to thi subject, will 
naturally form the Substance of this article. ; 

Under Sone Or CaTTLe is laid down a method of 
tilling a smali piece of land, wherever such may be found 
suitable for the purpose, which we have ventured to recom- 
‘mend. The mode of culture there recommended is uncom- 
mon sfthe land is divided into narrow strips, an@jthese are 
to be ploughed but one way. Further, therefore, to assist 
in convincing the most bigoted, that there is nothing ex- 
travagant in the plan of cultivating in narrow strips, and 
ploughing but one way; the mode of cultivating two fields, 
which is practised by the Inhabitants of M/arket-weighton, 
in Greatbritain, as published in the 6 Rusticum Museum,’ 
shall be bere noticed. © wbe 

These People have five fields, in common, for culture ; 
three of a clayey soil, and two which are more sandy. - The 
latter supply them withirye, hay, and pasture fory their 
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Sheep, &c.; and are tilled inthe following manner: The 
fields are raised in ridges, which are four mowing-swaths 
wide ; the middle or higher part of each ridge, ot the wiath 
of two swaths, is cultivated for rye, and the remainder of 
each, or the moister parts, alternately for mowing and pase 
ture. When the rye is growing the gYrass-strips are mow- 
ed; and the next season, wien ryé.strips are fallowed tor 
another crop of that grain, the grass-strips afford pasiure 
for their Sheep, &c.; the dung and stale of the flock serves 
as a light manuring for the ground every fallowiug-year; 
_and this serves constantly to produce strips of good rye, and 
mowing-ground the next year. It would seem, by the de- 
scription given of these grounds, that the soil is somewhat 
wetish though sandy. Here, then, is ground tilied to ad- 
vantage, as is said, in very narrow strips, and withou: any 
cross-ploughing. It is however believed, that such ficlds 
might be cultivated to much more advantage, on the soiling- 
plan, heretofore recommended, or something similar. 

In tilling lands, it is essential that it be done inwthe righs 
season; thaclt be done effectually; and, in order to this, it 
is of the first importance to have the implements of tillage 
well constructed, ant kept i in ar order. 2 

Again, lands should always ‘applied to that tillage for 
which they are best adapted ; or, in other words, in which 
they will constantly yield the greatest clear profit. If, theree 
fore, the Farmer bas lands which are only fied for grass, 
let him not work against wind and tide in trying to raise 
grain on them. If he has broken hills and declivities, they 
will generally but poorly repay the unpleasant labor of cul- 
tivating them with the plough and the hoe: Rather let such 
ye afi for Sheep-walks, for orchards, for raising timber, or 

ips for the culture of the vine, as they may be found 
a Mtagted. If his lands are e: ,and stony, to plough 
and hoe them is a difficult uneasy” ployment; and neve 
can be productive of much profit, till the impediments to 
the plough and the hoe are removed. If they are too light 
and sandy, they may nevertheless be made to yield good 
crops of taprooted plants, such as turnips, carrots, and clover; 
or of such as ripen early, as rye, for instance; or that bear 
drought well, as burner, saintfoin, lucerne; or of fich trees 
as flourish in’ sandy soils, as the locust, pomaey poplar, 
olive, &c. Jf lands be boggy, when well drained, they will 
be found very profitable for hemp, which they will bear 
yearly, with the aid of small yearly additions of manure; 
but, if they be moderately level, smooth, and of a good me- 
dium soil; that Is, such as is equally adapted for grain and 
for grasses ; there let the Farmer pursue the culture of a 
rotation of crops, in such manner as he finds will affor 
him the greatest clear profit ;@and in doing this, it is believe 

» 
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ed, that he cannot adopt a better plan than that recommend. 
ed under Sorninc. &c. or something similar. 

The expense of any kind of tillage never should be re- 
garded, where clear profits proportionately great may be 
safély calculated on, as a general result. Thus, if it cost 
fifty dollars to till and gather ‘an acre of carrots, and that 
acre, upon a yearly average, will give five hundred bush- 

els, the crop, at eighteen cents a bushel, which is certainly 

not too high, gives thirty-five dollars per acre, as the clear 

profit, after taking out five dollars an acre for the use of the 
land; a profit much greater th in can be commonly realised 
by raising any kind of grain. N ither should the expense 

of tillage be regarded where the clear profits will be great, 

though not to be realized in some years, if it may be calcu- 

lated that such profits may certainly be expected. 

TIMBER. The right time for felling trees for timber is 
in December and January, when the sap is down, as:in this 

case it is less liable to be eaten with worms, and will last 

much longer. * . =n) 

By experiments of M. Buffon, it is found that trees which 

are striped of their bark tm May or June, while standing, 

and then cut down the next” Winter for timber, are found 

to make the most solid, .e¢avy, and strong timber, and that 

even the sap is then good. The bark of oak, and some 

other trees, may, at that time, be striped off to advantage 

for the use of taning. 
Soaking timber in salt-water is very good to increase its 

strength and durability. 
In order to preserve timber from cracking, while season- — 

ing, let it be blocked out for the purposes wanted, and 

Jaid in a hay-mow when the hay is carted in. When the 

hay is dealt out the next. Winter, the pieces may be taken 
out well seasoned, and free from cracks. This is an excel- 

ent plan for seasoning all kinds of timber for carriages, &c. 

When this is to be done, if the trees be felled in Winter, 

let them lie in logs until haytime arrives. * 

The right time for cuting down trees for timber is, when 
they are gp their prime ; as the wood will then have arrived 

to its greatest perfection, for hardness and durability. 
In addition to the foregoing, we are assured, from an ex- 

perienced Builder of some of the firstrate bridges in the 

northern part of this Country, that such timber as is to be 

exposed to the water, or to frequent wetness, should be 

felled during the increase of the moon; and that such, as is 

intended to be kept dry, should be felled during the decrease 

f that planet. We find it also ascert ined, by satisfactory 

experiments, as published in ‘the Memoirs of the Philadel- 

 phia Society for the Promoti@mpof Agriculture,’ that timber, 
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used for posts, will last considerably longer, By seting the 
end in the ground which was uppermiost as it grew. 

TIMOTHY-GRASS ( Phleum Pratensis.) This is a 
coarse grass, but agreeable, to all sorts of catile, and suita- 
ble to low moist grounds. Itis a mativeof America. The 
name “! Timothy was given it in the Sou'hern Siates, by its 
having been carried from Virginia to Norih-carolina by one 
Timothy Hanso. It is also called bulbous catstail-grass. 

See GRASSES. fi 

_ TOBACCO 6 Nicoti na) “This plant has its name from 
Tobago, one ot the Carribee” islands. Ii was first intreduc- 
ed into England, and ‘thence into Europe, by the famous 
Sir Walter Raleigh. 

For: raising the young plants, burn a piece of ground 
early in the Spring, rake it well, and sow the seeds. When 
the plants have acquired leaves of the size of a shilling 
piece, transplant them. They require a dry, licht soil, and 
a rich one, well mellowed with ploughings. Dung of ihe 
hotest kinds are. suitable to it, though cowdung in sandy 
soils, will do well. for Praising it. Transplant the young 
plants when the farowda is wet, as in the case of cabbage- 
plants, and. afterwards hoe them and clean them of weeds 
as you do these, and destroy the large green worms which 
feed. ‘on them. | ~The plants are to be set about three anda 
half feet apart. | ae 
Cut off the tops of the plants at the hei ht of about three 

feet, more or less, as they may be more or less thrifty, ex- 
cept those designed for bearing seed, and let these be the 
largest. The cuting should be done so early as to let the 
upper leaves acquire a size equal to the lower ones, and 
Jet them. all be cut off at the same , whatever the size, 
in order that good thick leaves may 
suckers which shoot out from the: foot "o 
broken or pinched off, as they appear. 
The ripeness of tobacco is known by small dusky spots 

appearing on the leaves, and by their feeling thicker than 
usual. ~Then cut them down at the roots, on the ymornin * - $ 
of a sunny day, and let them lie singly to wither; but be 
careful not to let them get sunburnt. When withered, lay 
them in close heaps, under cover, to sweat, for about forty- 
eight hours or more?» After rthis, hang them up under cover 
to dry. The way to do this is by runing two stalks on the 
sharp ends of a shat and thus suspending them across a 
pole, at proper dis tances from eachother. As the plants be- 
come dry and bro ice them nearer together, when the , 
air is damp, so that the leaves do not crumble. When they 
have hung gilt all the greeng@gs has left the leaves, and 
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when they #ré a little damp, strip them off, pack them ig 
casks, well pressed down, and keep them in a dry place, 
They will be bettcr for use after the first year. 
” ¢"" Peters says, that gypsum is an excelent manure for ‘ 

plant. ae 
Bide mana , | 

TRANSPLANTING. In performing this operation, on _ 
all plants of wood texttire, the essential point is to set the 
roots In the ground in a situation similar to that in which 
they were placed, before they were taken out; not only the 
same depth, but, as Mr. Forsyth says, with the same side to. 
the south which was the south, side before: But as they 
cannot be got out of the ground, nor set again into it, with 
their full length of roots, these must be cut off to a length 
proportionate to their size. Where they are very small, let 
them be cut at the length of six or eight inches, and where 
they are pretty large, double that length, or more: Let 
them be carefully taken up, without breaking the roots, 
cuiing off those that get broken, and cuting them all off at 

‘their proper length; and let the hole, into which they are 
to be set, be sufficiently large to receive the roots without 
cramping them: Then shake in “the earth gently about 
them, so as that each one shall retain its proper position. As 
it is difficult to give the fibrous roots their proper place, it 
is generally best to cut most of these off. In fruit-trees, all 
the downright roots should also be cut off. © 9 

If the roots have been some time out of ground, it is 
advisable to soak them in water for eight or ten hours be- 
fore they are set in. Ina cold or stiff soil, they should be 
set shallower than in a warm mellow one. After they are 
properly beded in the ground, a stake should be drove in 
near to each one, leaning towards them, and to these they 
should each be tied, to keep them steady; and some mulch | 
should be laid round the roots of each. 

In transplanting the smaller kinds of plants, a wet time is 
to be chosen, and the evening is better than any other time. 
As much of the earth should be left round the roots, as 
possible, in taking them out of the ground; and if they are 
raised with a little instrument called a Gardener’s, trowel, 
by which a bunch of earth can be raised with them, they 
will be the better for it. The holes where they are set 
should, be well watered, and the water should previously be 
well warmed by the sun. Wie We 

For the times of transplanting differentyplants, and the 
disiaxces they are to be set apart, see,the different articies 
which are the subjects of this operation, ~~ 

TRENCH-?LOUGHING. Mr. Peters, of Pennsylvania, 
has trench-ploughed as mudiilas filty acres of his Jands, which 
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had become exhausted with croping, and poisoned with 
weeds, and has always found the operation very beneficial; 
not only in deriving greater. products, | from the new layer 
of earth thus laid uppermost, but in its being free fr 
weeds, and their seeds, whith infested the old cultivated 
stratum. In one instance, he even raised a good crop of 
hemp on a trench-ploughed ‘soil, and wheat at the rate of 
more than forty bushels*to the acre. Some manure of lime 
and barn: dung was, howeve ef, first applied to the new soil. 

After about twelve years, he has again trench-ploughed 
and turned up ‘the ‘old soil, which he found renovated, and 
free from the weeds which before infested it. His lands 
are oftthe loamy description, which is one of the best kinds | 
for this operation. 
"The>examples of this very intelligent Gentleman, who 

ids head of the *Agriculturists of that State, are 
hy - worthy of imitation. Te is believed that almost all 

the old exhausted lands of this Country would, in general, 
be much altered for the better by ttench-ploughing. 

It may be a matter of some difficulty to give accurate di- 
rections, as to the kinds of soil’where trench-ploughing may 
be pursued to advantag “In some parts of the earth, the 
stratum ‘below that which Has been reached by the plough 
is at first very, senie and “difficult to be rendered fruitful 
vit etd sf much manures, and long exposure to 
the su frost. If it be a light red sand, or coarse 
eave; neither sun nor frost will essentially help it. If it 
be whateis commonly called a: hardpan, or something simi- 
lar, it may be found very cold, sour, and unfruittul. 
Generally speaking, however, all the better kinds of the 
jamy lands; whether they se a mere mellow loam, or mix- 

‘with suitable proportion of *sand, gravel, vegetable, or 
’ caleareéus ‘earthy and all deep. stror éclays, deep fertile 
sandy soils, or intervales, will be founc id more or less assist- 
ed by trench-ploughing, when the upper layer bas become 
exhausted by severe croping; or, in some instances, even 
when that layer has become contaminated with some of the 
worst kinds of weeds. 

See further, PREEZING. a 
Another use of trench-ploughing is, to stir up thie earth 

deeper than can well be performed with a single furrow ; 
as, In some particulai i kinds of ‘each this may be found 
very beneficial. 

It is performed 
the usual depth 34 

arst runing a furrow, with one ee 4 
another follows, in the same furrow, 

and throws up the sh earth over the old, sufficiently deep 

to bury that below the Common depth of ploughing; then 
the next light furrow, with the first plough, throws the old 
earth into the bottom of the déep furrow, and this again 
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follows, with the second plough, and throws the new layer 
on the top of the old, and thus the work proceeds. The 
Fall is the proper time mB 9 performing the Bperacen: 

“TUMORS. Mr. hoe directs, that when these appeat 
on the poll, withers, dnder the jaws, or in the groins of 
Horses, they should be forwatded by ripening’ poultices of 
oatmeal boiled soft in milk, mixed with oil and lard, and 
applied twice a day, till the matter is perceived to grow soft 
and move under the fiogers; and then it should be let out 
by a sufficiently large opening with the lancet Let the 
opening be full as far as the matter extends. After cleans- 
ing the sore, apply piedgits of tow, spread with a salve, or 
ointment, made of Venice turpentine, beeswax, oil of olives, 
and yellow rosin; and let these be administered twice a day, 
if the discharge is great, till a he he Rigouaee “ate oi 

precipitate ointment, applied i in the same manner. 
Should the sore not digest, but run a thin water, foment 

it as often as you dress it, and apply over the dressing a 
strong beer- -poultice, and continue this till the matter grows 
thick and the sore florid. Should any” proud-flesh get into — 
the sore, wash it as often as you dress\i it with: a solution of 
blue-vitriol in water, or spinkle it with b rnt- allum and 
precipitate. If these should not prove s we 
apply caustics, by washing it with a sol uti 
ounce of corrosive sublimate in a pint of Stee? Where 
the sore can be tightly compressed with a wandages how: 
ever, these fungzuses may be generally prevented. ©” 

Tumors, caused by bruises, should, if necessary, be wat 
ed with hot vinegar or erage and then a’ flannel — 
should be wraped round the* part, if it can be done. © If 
does not abate the swelling, especially if it bein’ either of 
the legs, poulticeit ty a day, after bathing it with wine- 

lees, or beer- grounds” i 
oatmeal, till the swelling abates; when, in order to disperse 
it entirely, let it be bathed twice a day with a mixture of 
two ounces of crude sal ammoniac in a quart of chamber- - 
lie, having rags diped in this and laid ‘o 

Where the extravasated blood is not. Rik parseil by these 
means, let an opening be made in the skin, and let the 
blood out, and then heal the wound. 4 

“TURNIPS. There are two spe 
mon turnip, or érassica rafia, ot re are-varieties ; 
and the cabbage turnip, or drassica@ ¢aulorafa, which is also 
called the Swedish turbip, or ruta-baga. They are each 
generally considered in Greatbritain, and elsewhere, sas 
roots of the first importafi€e, in point of profit, for field- 

these; the com-, 

d oatmeal, or with vinegar, oil, and 
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culture, for the purpose of feeding and fating cattle. They 
are not,so nourishing, nor so good, for feeding Mulch-cows,. 
as some other roois; but their abundant yield, and the ease 
with which they are cultivated, on light soils would seem to 
entitle them to a preterence for cultivation in most cases. — 

Sandy and sandy-loam soils, where they are sufficiently 
mauured,,are considered as best adapted to their growth; 
but they may be successiuily cultivated in any rich, dry, 
mellow apie Clays are unsuitable for them. The easterly 
parts of Virginia and North-carolina offer many millions of 
acres of soil, admirably. calculated tor their culture; and 
perbaps the climate there wiil be found best adapted tor 
them. . / 
Tne common white. turnips require to be fed out before 

they, grow. s spongey; but, as rurca-baga are as good for 
Sping-leedgas at any other time, they are well adapted tor 
a supply, after the stock of those first-menuoned are ex- 
hausied. 
We perceive, by a publication of Mr. Coddctt, that, dur- 

ing the last season, he raised six hundred and forty bushels 
of ruia-baga on anyacre of ground, on Longisland, in a-soil 
much exhausted, with the-aid of but very little manure; 
and. that he confidentiy expects to be able to raise eight 
hundred bushel to the acre, the ensuing season. Some of 
these turaip nays weighed ten pounds, and many of 

seven’ id 
Lae ead hl of them are always the most solid, 

and best for culinary or other purposes. They may be kept 
sound and tree irom that sponginess which soon affects the 
common. white sorts, and for this reason are excelent for 
taking to sea on long —_ Ae eniie they afford 
isabout thewsame as that of the er Sy while fresh; and 
while either kind remain in this state t sy are sufficient for 
the purpose of -fating Neat-cattle. and Sheep; and, if steam- 
boiled, Mr, Cobdeté says, they will faten 1 Swine ‘of a good 
sort’ It is believed that food of every kind, whether for 
Man or beast, is most nourishing whea sufhciently boiled. © 
See STEAMBOILER. 
The culture ip ooun sorts of turnips is the same. 

What little has been done in this Country,in raising tur-. 
nips, has been to sow the seeds in the a way, and 
mostly on new cleared lands; but often on old ground which 
had been folded; which’ ways tolerable crops are oftem, — 
raised, with but li | } Ke ense.” The crops, in this way oe 

Management, may be ¢ iy augmented uth by go- 
ing over the ground, ‘once at least, with the hoe, for the 
purpose of extirpating the weeds, and thining the plants, so 
as estan from six to eight inches apart. Ii the weeds 

- 
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rise again, as they commonly will in old ground, the hoe 
should be applied the second time.» < ee 
We shall now proceed to describe the manner of raising 

these roots In drills, which is the proper method, being that 
in which the greatest crops may be raised with the — 
expense. he 

The ground i is first to be made fine with the sanastie ail 
the richer it"is the better; though they may be successfully 
grown, with the aid of mariates, on Suitable soils of mode- 

rate fertiliiy. Furrows are then to be run at about the dis- 
tance of twenty seven inches froni the centre of each; and 
this is best done with a kind of horse-hoe, or scraper, that 
throws the earth off on both sides, though a common one- 
horse-plough will answer, by being run back. in they same 
furrow, as described under MancLe wurTzeL: “Ip the 
bottoms of these furrows barn dung, well rofed for the 
purpose, or compost, suitable to the soil, is to be laid evenly 
along, at the rate of about filteen horse-cartloads to the 
acre. A furrow, with a smail onehorse-plough, is then to 
be run on each side of the layers of dung, so as to cover 
them over, but not too deeply. > bs 

By this operation, ridges are ‘thrown up,» fitch are to be 
the beds for the seed’ Over these ridges g small roller is 
drawn by one Horse, and to this a small drill-machine is 
attached, by a rope or chain, so as to follo ows behind,“one 
wheel of the drill runing on each side of the® ridge,’ and 
from this machine the seed is droped, and covered, allat 
one operation. A handle, extending behind’ the’ machine, 
is held by the Driver, for the purpose of dirécting it, so as 
that the seeds are droped in their proper places, over the 
dung below, into which the roots soon extend, ‘and cause 
the plants to grow wi h luxorian aed wens oe Mice 

In due seasony th ey are to be en so asité’stand six, 
‘eight, or ten inches ‘ “apart, according to the size’ they may 
be expected to grow ; which must depend on the dung be- 
low, aided by the natural strength of the soil. At the same 
time, the intervals’ between the rows are to be ploughed 
with the scraper, and the hoe applied, together with hand- 
weeding, for the purpose of cleaning thé Sround. 

In about ten lays after this, the second operation of clean= _ 
ing the ground is to be commenced, by turning the furrows, 
with the small’ onehorse- “plough,” “from the rows, which 

rows the ground into ridges between them; and then 
with the scraper, to split these ridges, which throws the 
ground back i rows again; anid this is to be followed 
with hoeing, and hand- -weedingy | as before. - 

The scraper has a share@with a wing on each side, and 
rounded at the point, similar to the round-pointed shgyel, 

a 
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and should be nearly the size of one of these. The whole 
plough, with the share, is shaped thus: 

' (A. The beam of the hlough. 
* B The handles. 

C The chip. 
D> The share. 
E A brace Srom the chit to ihe beam. 

enh F The shafts, to turn on a pfrivot at the end of the 
_ beam. ° 

"The depth. of .the furrow, made by this kind of plough 
is regulated by the Driver. , _ By pressing down on the han- 
dles the share. runs: deeper, and by raising them it runs 
shallower. The share. should scrape out a furrow about 
tan inches wide... In hoeing this crop, the essential point: 
i ac icate Ah Ge weeds ;, No earth need be drawn round 
the plants... 

Ky Revhaptie , very ‘aypall harrow might | answer, as well as 
any other implement, for cleaning the ground between the 
rows, forthe first time. It should be about eighteen inches 
wide, with the teeth set well slanting forward; and it should 
ave handle, rising up in a slanting direction behind, tor 
‘the Driver to hold, for the purpose. of keeping it at equal 
diaesd s from the rows of the growing plants on each side. 
This harrow, may be. made so.dight as to be drawn by 

handon the tops.of the ridges, in place of ‘the roller, for 
* smoothing. their surfaces, sO.as. tof fit them for the operation 
of drilling inthe seed; and when. the harrow is to be used 
between the rows it may have a weight put on it, to make 
the teeth sink sufficiently deep. In ‘such cases, the hand-_ 
drill is to be used, in place of the. one drawn behind the” 
roller. 

Ruta-baga should be sown about three. Weeks earlier than 
turnips of the common kind.« About the twentieth of May 
is probably a propee time. for sowing the former, in the 
more northerly _parts of. this Country ; but later, farther 
south, where the Summers. are. longer... Ii turnips of any 
kind are sown quite early, | they. are liable to run up to seed 
in the Fall. Some should aa early, however, for af. 
Jording a more early supply for fating cattle. 
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We have seen a Publication recommending common sajit, 
as an excelent manure for turnips. If tais be found correct, 
the better way would probably be to mix the salt in the 
heap of compost, or dung, prepared for the purpose of ma- 
nuring the crop, as before directed. It would be well also 
to try the effect of gypsum on this crop, by strewing a lite a 

tle along the rows aiter drilling in the seed, sy 
We should also advise that trial be. made of soaking the 

“seed, before sowing, in a solution of saitpetre, with lie of 

wood-ashes, and old urine, and drying it with gypsum; as 
something seems neccessary to assist the growth of the it 
young plants, until such time as their roots extead into, the i 
manure below. | me: 

In gathering this crop, different modes are practised. 
The Farmers of Norfolk, in England, where the culture of | ’ 
turnips is very extensively pursued, raise the roots with an | 

iron instrument fixed in a handle, and on the other side it | 

is eaten, which should be no more than they can eat)z 
once, some hay is given them to correct the superabunt 

moisture of the turnips. ; Nogales: a naa 

Others pull up the roots by hand, first twisting them half 
round, in order to break off the fivrous roots, and rub off , 
the earth adhering to them; and others again pull.up one in_ 
each hand, and then knock them together, to free them. 
from earthy matter, before they are cut in pieces, It is also, 
directed, by some, that; the taproot be cut off, before they 
are fed out, as this .iggipjurions to. cattle, by causing a re- 
dundency of bile. , 7 ey) me + ia lie ia agli 

Those which are ‘stored for. Winter-use, for cattle, in . 
Greatbritain, have the tops as well as the taproots taken off; 
bui, if either be cut too close, the turnip will be apt to rot. 
‘The tops are taken off to prevent vegetation; for this less- 
ens the nutrimental qualities of the roots. > 

Rutusbaga ma be left in the ground for the Spring- 
supply of food, after the other sort is no longer valuabie 
for that purpose. Some Farmers, in the lower and warmer 
districts of that Country, leave the Wimter-supply in the 
orld, and take them up as they are wanted; but. this, 
when the ground is frozen, is. attended with much trouble 
in raising them, afid some in thawing them, which is done 
by throwing them into spring water. A considerable loss ia 
the crop is also there incured, when left in the ground; ‘Oe 

yee 
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by freezing and thawing repeatedly, as they do in that 
climate, many of them rot before Spring. 

Others, for the purpose of preserving them in the field, 
turn the rows under with a deep furrow run on one sides 
but this renders them somewhat troublesome .to raise again, 
espetially when the ground is frozen; thougb in this way 
they are kept sweeter and fresher, than when stored in high 
heaps; covered with earth an@ straw, or sometimes with » 
straw only, as is practised in that Country. ea 
* In the Spring, or at any time when the ground is suffi- 
ciently dry and unfrozen, those turned under with the 
plough, as just mentioned, might readily be raised with 
the fork described under PoTaTor. 

It is probablé that the greater warmth of our Summers 
will «afford larger crops of turnips, than can be ratsed in 
Greatbritain; and of course render the culture more advan- 
tageogs; unless the greater severity of the Winters, @& the 

-Northern States, should there be found too great a draw- 
-back’on the profits, by requiring too much expense for the 
jsupply during that season. We believe, however, that the 

’ expense of storing’for the Winter-supply, would be found 
of no great amount, even where the Winters are long and 

“Tnpthe more southerly States, this expense would be but 
fling. “In the low jands:of North carolina, for instance, a 

admirably calculated for the turnip-culture, all that 
} be mecessary to be stored of the crop, would bea 

supply for about five weeks; and farther south still, less 
_ would be reqtlisite. We are not particularly informed, how- 
ever, whether large growths of these plants can be raised 
much farther to the south; though’we believe they may be 
grown to a good size in almost all the milder climates. 

It would be advisable to turn under a small part of the 
crop of the common turnips, in the manner before men- 

tioned, to be taken up as early inthe Spring as the ground 
should become thawed and rid of the snow, as these would 
then be fresh for use for some time, and until it was pro- 
per to begin upon the crop of ruta-baga, .which should last 
until the season dor grass. A part also that is to be stored 
for Winter; even in the Northern States, may be laid ina 
high long heap and. covered with straw, and some earth 
upon thai, in order to be fed out before the approach of the 
severer part of the season; as this covering will comm 
serve to protect the roois from frost of moderate degré®; 
and if some of them should even get frozen they may be 
thawed, by being thrown*in spring water, without receiving 
ay essential injury from the frost. - > 

_ Perhaps it might be as well, in our colder climates, to 
store the whole Winter-supply in this way, and let tiem 

1 te 
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become frozen, as they would remain in this state during 
- the cold season, and might be thawed, as they are to be 
used, in the way just mentioned; the expense of which 
would be of no great amount. Or the roots might be taken, 
in their frozen state, and steamboijled, by which operation 
their nutrimental qualities would be so much oper 
amply to repay this additional expense. ~ . 

. We will now describe a method of constructing an apart- 
ment, sufficiently warm, for preserving ‘turnips from — 
ing in the colder part of the Winter. vt 

For storing two thousand bushéls, an apartment would vie 
requisite of about thirty feet long, sixteen wide, ange'eht 
in height. To afford a room of these dimensions in‘Its in- 
side, let the building be, say, thirty-three feet long, nineteen 
wide, with beams across at the’ height of eight feet from 
the ground, and above the beams let it be, say, six feet up 
to thétplates. It is to be covered, and enclosed withyclap- 
boards in the usual way. The upper part is to be for stor-- 
ing hay; the lower part, for turnips : : * But,oin order 6 pro- 

tect them from the frost, it is to be lined: with amass of 
sandy or other ‘suitable earth, of the thickness” of eighteen 
inches, or less, or Mure, as. the severity of the Winter may 
require, es 

This is to be done by seting up studs” round the, ins 
extending from the ground into sthe. beams, enclosing ‘the 
studs with boards, and filling the space between these: an 
the clapboards with earth, as before mentioned. — "Phe'b 
above is to serve'as a protection from that. quarter; and a 
sufficiency of it must be left, until the turnips srotoarsite. 
As the earth soon becomes, dried, it will domo injury to"the 
timbers of the building. * Ps Ea a 

Another method is, to erect a building” for. holding: hay, 
or other produce of the kind, witha cellar. under it, ‘for 
storing turnips, and with. walls ‘sufficient to keep out the 
frost. And another is,” ‘to lay: these’ roots away in layers*of 
moist sand; that is, first a layer of turfips, then one of sand, 
and so on alternately, and then cover the outside of the 
heap sufficiently with sand to keep out the frost. If some 
nearest the surface become frozen, they are to be thawed, 
as before mentioned. 

In this case, they should be only toped, and laid bottom 
upwards, the more effectually to prevent their vegetating. 
The taproots may be taken off as they» are used. Lay- 
iO thee down in this manner, though attended with some 
expense, will serve~ to keep them in a fresher statey than 
when laid away without sand, especially if no means be 
taken to ventilate the heap occasionally. This, however, 
may be easily effected by tubes laid at the bottom of the. 
heap, at suitable Wistances from each other, into which fresh 

= 
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air is to be driven, in the manner described for driving 
water up aqueducts, under Manures The tubes may be 
made of narrow strips of boards, with a groove cut in each, 
and then nailed together; and when thus made they should 
have a number of small fioles bored in them, at proper dis- 
tances, for leting out the fresh air in every part, which of 
course expels the foul air from the heap. 

‘Every Farmer (says a practical Writer on Agriculture, 
in the new Edinburg Encyclopedia) who wishes to have any 
of the varietics of turnip of a right kind, ought to save seed 
for himself. It is annecessary to expect pure seed from the 
shopsg unless an: attention is bestowed in the rearing and 
wining processes, exceeding ‘what is asually given by those 
concerned in the processes. Hence heavy losses are ofien 
sustained by Cultivators who trust to these Agents; and this 
has been the case particularly with ruta-baga. 

‘A few years ago, this excelent root was nearly givéh up 
by many Farmers, because a spurious seed was furnished 
by the shops. However, by ak attention of some respect- 
able Agriculturists, seed of a better kind has again been 
obtaimed» which may restore’ the credit of this valuable root. 
This credit, however, is only to be preserved by a continu- 
ante of the same sedulity which caused its renovation; or, 
in other words, by keeping rata-baga at a distance from 
every other species of the turnip and cabbage tribes, when 
forming dts flowers, and*procreating iis successors.’ 
A yellow turnip of the common species, which, however, 

is not»the common yellow gardep-turnip, has lately been 
cultivated in England, on account of its being very nutri- 

_ mental; and capable of being preserved nearly as long as 
ruta-baga. In growing, it muy stand nearer together than 
the common white’turnip, as it does not extend so much in 
circumference. Se wierd Weer oN 
~ Where Sheep are 2 part of the stock of fating cattle to’ 

be fed, during Fall, on the common turnips, a quantity suf- 
ficient for them may be-left in the ground. Thus, if they 
are» to consume a fourth of the whole crop, leave every 
fourth row, an@ by this mean their manure will be distribut- 
ed more equally over the whole ground. Ruta-baga may 
also be lefy1n the ground, where Neat-cattle are to feed on 
them, as the bulb of this root is entirely above ground; and, 
in such case, what is left by them may be eaten off by 
Sheep. | : # ~~ 
_¥t may be advisable for those who undertake the culture 

co apa to obtain the best of sedd from England, as 
probably what is to be found in this Country has deteriorat- 
ed, for want of attention in raising it sufficiently remote 

! ‘rom all the other species of Brassica, By importing the 
, 50 
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seed, the advantage will also be obnemed that is common. 
to all change of seeds. 

See CHANGE OF SEEDS 
Three pouuds of seed to the acre is amply sufficient, for 

either sort of turnips. I: is advisable to give this allowance, 
in order that if part of the seeds should fail of vegetating, 
or some of the plants be eaten by insects, there will still 
be as many left growing as will be wanted. " Where consid- 
erable fields of turnips are grown, however, there is but lit- 
tle to be feared from insects; for, though they might be 
sufficiently numerous, when collected on a small Reteh of 
turnips, to destroy it; still, ‘when they have several es te 
feed upon, their ravages ho not so essentially inj e the 

plants, but that enough will remain fit for® cultivating. 
Where land is naturally rich, or where it has been well 

manured for a previous crop, turnips may be successfully 
grown, without manuring them in the drills. A much less 
quantity of manure, however, will answer when applied in 
this latter way, than when mixed in the ground; but, if this 
method be taken, let the barn-dung be carted out in the 
Spring and mixed in the ground for a crop of potatogsaF 
Indian corn. oe ms vig 

Where land has been previously se. i in the best 
manner for flax (see FLAX) that crop may be first taken; 
and, if pulled while green, and the ground, immediately 
cheaen of the crop, there will be time sufficient for accrop 
of turnips of the common sort, especiallyin our more south- 
erly climates; and In such the ground might be cleared of 
this crop in time to sow it with Winter-wheat, 

In raising seed for ruta-baga, we should advise to select 
a spot for the purpose, sufficiently remote from any . place 
where the secds of the common turnip or of cabbages are 
raised: Manure the ground well; mellow it with . the 
plough; then set out good thrilty large roots, taker om 
ground where they remained during the preceding iter ; 
let them stand in rows’ at suitable distances each way, and 

keep the ground clear of weeds while the plants are grow- 
ing the seed. 

If the stems bearing it are unable to sustain the weight, 

Jet them be supported, on each side of the rows, by poles 
laid on crotched stakes drove into the ground. When the 
seed-crop has fully ripened, it is to be cut, dried, threshed 

&e. the manner of dome which requires no minute de- 
scription. A similar method is also to be observed for ip 

ia seeds for the common turnip. 
We have dwelt thus at length on this article, as will on 

account of the proper mode of cultivating turnips not being 
generally understecd in this Country, as from a conviction 

hl 
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of the importance of their culture being introduced here, as 
a part of ficid-husbandry, where the soil 1s suitable ; and we 
beiieve that as much as one-half of the lands of the United 
Siates are adapted for their growth. Suppose that six hun- 
dred busiels to the acre may be the average crop, where 

they are well cultivated and manured; they are worth 
twelve and a half cents per bushel, for teeding and fating 
cattle; the amount of which is seven tye -five dollars. 

Let us nowscalculate the expense of raising and gather- 
ing an acre:— ’ 

Three ploughings, and furrowing the ground, 2 days work §5 
Preparing 15 loads of roten dung, or compost, and laying 

it in the furrows; say. ~ - - 
Covering the manure, rolling, and ine.) in the seeds, say 2 
Three pounds of seed - - 50 
Ploughing and hoeing the crop twice, say - 5 
Gathering the crop, &c. > - 5 
Rent of the land - - = 5 

ft? bd 6 $27 50 

Heduet, say, BZ 50, as being'the amount of benefit which 
the »next crop will derive from this préparation of the 
ground, and manuring, and the expense will be $25; giving 

believe, that, is not commonly to be aiaed by any other 
crop that’ is usually” culuvated on grount of no greater fer- 

tility than is requisite tor turnips. 
In puting the average amount to be expected fromthe 

crop as above, we belicve we have not overrated it; as Mr. 
Baker, of Ireland, testifics his having raised forty- -seven tons 
On an acre in that ‘Country. The Irish acre is about one- 
nae larger than the English, or that of this Country. 

ing a former edition of this Work, we were in- 
ascii that, in point of profii, carrots were enti- 
tled preference, in the culture of root-crops. They are 
certainly more nourishing than turnips ; ; but they are usually 
less in product, and the expense of their culture is much 
greater, It would seem that the practical Agriculturists of 
Greatbritain, where the’ culiure of all sorts of roots has been 
tried, generally agree in giving a preference to the culiure 
of turnips, where the soil is most suitable for their growth. 

But see MANGLE-wURTZEL for the greatest a of 

eanies the clear protits, of the turnip-crop ; an amount, we 

— 

rogtcrees; where the soli is “ee hil to 1s goes Pigs. 

State. It will be seen that his method of 
What different from phe most approved 

» as described in this article. 

& 
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Oa the 10th July, harrowed between the drills, with a.cor 
’ mon corn-harrow, to extirpate weeds and loosen the 

‘conti 
. * . para Bae 

_ the most promising; that with Hog-man nd ashes, 
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Note on the method of cultivating T'urnifis on the Melvill farm, in 
Berkshire, Massachusetts, and which received the premium from 
the Massachusetts Agricultural Society, October, 1817, 

Persuaded that the opinion prevalent in this’ part of the 
‘country, gelaiive to the cultivation of turnips, was errone=- 
ous; that, with not much more labor and expense than for 
potatoes, old improved land could be made to produce, as in 
Europe, a much greater quantity than in the usual manner 
of raising them, on new land recently burnt over, or on 
bog-land; I, determined to appropriate an acre on the farm 
belonging to my Father, and under my care, to this experi- 
ment. HB? BaP ec ante 

For this purpose, I selected a piece in,a lot, which was 
probably one of the first cleared 6n the farm, and has cer- 
tainly been (from what I could learn from the Neighbors) as 
often under tllage as any other part of it, and quite impov- 
erished: The soil a gravelly loam; in 1813, it was sowed 
to grain and stocked; in 1814 and 1815 mowed; 1816, half 
the lot was planted to potatoes, manured in the hil!; the 
other half was continu ‘d_to rass, and plastered; on the 
20th May, 1817, piduified ap of the potatoe-land half an 
acre, and the same quantity of sward-land, immediatélytad- 
joining. In ‘this state it remained till the 20th June; when 
ploughed it a second time, and formed it into drills of 
twenty-eight inches; the next day carried on fourteen loads 
of Hog-manure, seve of Sheep do. and’ seven of Common 
barn-yard do. and spread it, immediately, on the top of the 
drills; and in order to preserve the whole strength of the 
manure in the soil, as well as te produce quick vegetation, 
sowed the seed on the manure, and rolled it in the same 
day. The following day, sowed on the piece thirty bushels 
slacked lime, and fifteen bushels house-ashes, and, £0. ex- 
tend the experiment, divided these top dressing ly on 
the different kinds of manure (so as to ascertain w ma- 
nure and which ager. | best suited to_ uP?) 

or top- left about two square rods without, either manu 
dressing, and marked off three driils not to be hoed 
at alli. 

In a few days, had the satisfaction ‘to see that the seed 
had taken well; that part which had Sheep-manure and © 
ashes appeared the best and most rank; while that without 
manure could hardly be perceived to have pierced the soil. 

worms; the part’ with Sheep-manure 

We now hoed out the field (with a small hoe, about” 
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on sides and face) so as to leave but one plant in four or 
five inches of space, as also to take the earth from the re- 
maining plants. After this first hoeing, the drills with Hog- 
manure and ashes began and continued to take the lead; 
those with neither manure nor top-dressing, and those not 
hoed, very diminutive in comparison. * . 
The 20th July, harrowed again between the drills, and 

the 26th, hoed out the field a second and [ast time. 
‘The ist August, began to thin them out by hand (at 

which time the turnips were in size from two and a half to 
three and a half inches, excepi those not manured and 
those not hoed, both which were quite small) and we thus 
continued to thin out every few days, to feed to the stock ; 
in this manner, sixty-three bushels were used, previous to 
the examination of the field, in the first week of October, 
by Messrs. Strong and 0: born, for the purpose of ascer- 
taining its produce, which they estimated to be eight hun- 
dred bushels. | 

On the 5th November, began to take in the crop, and we 
had twenty-five ox-cartioads, which we estimated at good 
thirty bushcis each; they weighed about forty pounds the 
bushel, making at least fifteen tons produced trom the acre. 
The average weight of the turnips 1s, I think, froff® four 

- 

sand a half to six pounds; several weighed ten pounds, and © 
“one thirteen and a quarter pounds. The expense of cultiva- 
tion has been, as at toot, seventeenidollars seventy-five cents. 

Ploughi ng» harrowing, and drilling for crop, geting out and 
spreading manure - - - 7 30 

Seed, and rolling - - | - .? 50 
Lime and ashes - oo - 4 
‘Sowing: lime and ashes - - > 25 
larrowing between drills twice > 1 
oeing and clearing, a Man ey Boy, twice * 4 50 

e. giz 75 
y were harvested and got in, in two days and a half, 

by a Man and a Boy, a a ox-team. 

‘The satisfactory result of this experiment (entirely novel 
in this part of the country) may, I hope, induce many of my 
Brother Farmers to turn at least a small portion of their 
old natural grass-land into turgip-fields. The trial Wiil not 
require much extra ‘labor or expense, and experience will 

prove to them that they can, not only keep their stock 
ver as well/as better; but they can raise a much greater 

, with a given quantity of land; besides the incal- 
atage of puting land in good heart for aa 

woeat. ry 

ie ‘Yy will ere long “oblige OS to extend our “green: 
fohes for we may be assured that, without them, we can 
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neither keep the land clean nor in good heart; nor can we 
keep large stocks of cattle to advantage. 

THO. MELVILL, jr. 
Pittsfield, Dec. 18, 1817. ‘ 

Note. Having seen some Publications of Mr. Cobdei, since the 
foregoing was prepared for the Press, we perceive that Gentleman 
is decidedly im fayorof the cultivation of ruta-baga almost entirely, 
instead of a culture, in part, of the common turnip; and the reason 
of his preference of the former seems to be, that he considers it as 
productive as the latter, more nutricious, and better relished by cat- 
tle, We think it probable that by earlier sowing, so as to give it long- 
er lime for maturing, it may equal thelfjroduct of the common sort; 
and of its superiority,,in the two other particulars just mentioned, 
we have no doubt. The seed of this plant is to be had of the Agent 
of Mr. Cobédeit, in the city of Newyork. 

Turnips of any sort, when fed to os must always have 
their tops first taken off, as they impart an unpleasant taste to the 
milk and butter. The tops may be given to other cattle. 

“’ sie 

? U. * 

8 1, > 

ULCERS. The follagins are Mr. Barilet’s directions 
for treating ulcers, in Horses particularly. 

The first point is to bring them to discharge a thick mat- 
ter, whiéh may generally be effected with the green oint- 
ment, or that together with precipitate. Should the sore 
still discharge a thin matter, apply balsam, oil of turpentine, 
melied down with the common digestive, and the strong 
vbeer poultice over them. . ; Pie 

See Tumors. 
The part affected should be well warmed with foment ae 

to quicken the circulation, &c. If the lips of the sore grow 
callous, pare them down with a knife, and rub a little caus- 
tic over them. 

Where proud-flesh appears, let it be carefully suppressed. 
If it has sprouted above the surface, paré it down with a 
knife, and rub the remainder with caustic. To prevent its 
rising again, sprinkle the Sore part with equal parts of 
burnt-allum and red precipitate ; or wash it with sublima 
water, and dress it with dry lint, and draw the bandag 
tightly over the sore; for a tight bandage is the most €: 
ual in dissipating these funguses. a TK 
_ All the sinuses, or cavities, should be laid open, as soon 

as discovered, afier bandages, have been ineffectually tried; 
but where the cavity penetrates deep into the muscles, a al 

’ 

te. 

2 ee oe 
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@ counter-opening is impracticable, or hazardous; or where 
the integuments of the muscles are constantly ‘driping or 
melting down; these injections should be used For this 
purpose, take of Roman vitriol balf an ounce, dissolve it in 
a pint of water, decant it into another bottle, and add & pint 
of camphorated spirit of wine, the same quantity of the best 
vinegar, and two ounces of Egyptiacum. This mixture is 
also good for ulcerated greasy heels, which it Will cleanse 
and dry. 

These cavities sometimes become lined within with a cal- 
lous substance ; and in such case they should be laid open, 
and the hard substance oft away. Where this cannot be 
done, scarify them, and apply the precipita'e, rubing them 
now and then with caustic, butter of antimony, or equal 
parts of quicksilver and aquafortis. 
When the bone under the ulcer has become carious, 

which may be ascertained by. probing it, it should be laid 
bare, in order that the roten part may be removed. In this 
case, all the loose fiesh should be removed, the bone scrap- 
ed smooth to the sound part, and then dressed with dry 
lint, of with pledgits diped an o tincture of myrrh, or 
euphorbium. _ 
Where the cure does not ‘ droperly succeed, meré€trial 

physic should be given, at proper intervals ; and, to correct 
the blood and juices, the _anuimonial and alterative powders, . 
with a: decoction of guaiacum and sibs aaa are good. 

URINE. See Manoures, » ’ 

at a, 

» | ith ee 9 Bes 
f il soa i ve sf i he * 

VEGETABLE OYSTER. See Sarsary. 
VENTILATING OF GRAIN. Mg Duhamel applied 

the ventilator to grain, in’ granaries, with excelent effect in 
introducing pure air, and expeligg the impure, in order to 
prevent the heating of the grain 

Mr. Deane recommends a common hand-bellows, for. the 
, sEhese 0 carrying the air from it through a tube to the 
» bottom of the grain, in different parts, and blowing in the 
pure air, which will of course expel the foul. Perhaps a 

_ bette plan we uld be, to ST ca number of tubes, 
“ll with small holes in them at proper distances, laid at the bot- 
“toms of bins for holding grain, with one end of each tube 

® 
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projecting out, so that the bellows could be applied to each 
alternately; as this would be more effectual for the purpose 
of expeling all the foul air. 
The tubes are quickly made of narrow strips of board, by 

having grooves cut in them, and then nailed together. One 
ead of each tube should be closed. 

Grain that hat is to o be sown should be frequently ventilated, 
if it be requisite’ to keep it long in a confined place, or it 
will lose much of its vegetative power. 
Where grain is to be kept for some considerable time, it 

should be thoroughly dried. Humbert imsists on this, 
for wheat in particular, not onbgittor preserving it for years, 
but also for improying the quality of the flour to be made 
from it. The method recommended’ by him, for drying it, 
is to spread it thinly on a floor for the purpose, and stiring 
it up frequently for a sufficient length of time, which may 
be three or four weeks, keeping the windows of the apart- 
ment open in dry weather, and winnowing the grain, by 
leting it down from: one floor to another exposed to a brisk 
wind obi, 
We believe, however, that-it may be as effectually dried 

in the bins where it is stored, and with very little expense, 
by ventilating it with heated air. 

Under Warmine or Rooms, the method of carrying 
heated air into rooms is described, 

All that is necessary for carrying shéated air into the bot- 
toms of bins of wheat is, in the first place, to carry this air 
in a tube from the heating-steve to a vacant’ place,’ left for 
the purpose, which should be central among the bins 3 and 
from this tube carry the air,,in small ones, into those ‘fixed 
in the bottoms of the bins, as before described. »Thus- the 

heated air would flow from. the. main tube into the small 
a) 

€vetches. They do not ess 

ones, in every direction, under the grain, and ascend 
through it, expeling all the moist air, yand at the e 
time drying the grain. In this way, ewentynousand b Is 
of grain might probably be:thoroughly dried in two or three 
days, with a mere a of expense. a. 

VERJUICE. Hh. quia extracted. from® crabed unripe 
grapes or apples, too sour for wine or cider. The English 
crabapple is*much used for this purpose. 

“VETCH ( Ficta. ) A-kind of pulse, the pois, being like. 
those of peas, but smailer, and it is cultivated like ficld-peas. ‘ 
Some vetches are sown in the Fall, and are calied. Winters 
vetehes; and others in the Spring, and are ed Sprit 

seftially exhaust ie soil ‘ 
therefore Mr Livingston supposed that the Spring-vete 
might be valmable tobe sown on Summer-fallows; top 
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cede a crop of wheat. He accordingly made two trials of 
them, the seed being brought from England; but the results 
of these not being perfectly satisfactory, particularly in the 
product of seed, there is reason to believe, that the culture 
was not such as it ought to be. The produce of his best 
experiment was at the rate of about twenty-five hundred 
weight to the acre. ‘ The fodder (he says) appeared to be 
remarkably succulent, and extremely well calculated for 
Cows and Sheep. He is, however, of opinion, that the 
cause of his failing in the requisite quantity of seed, which 
in England is twenty-five or thirty bushels to the acre, was 
owing to sowing too thick (three bushels to the acre) and 
te manuring with gypsum, which he supposes makes the 
plant run more to haulm than it otherwise would do. 

Probably this plant, when’the seeds are imported, requires 
a naturalization to the Soil. At all events, if a ton anda 
quarter of this fodder could be raised to the acre, as a 
Summer-fallowing crop, together witha due proportion of 
seed, the culture of it would be tolerably advantageous, by 
making this the intermediate crop between the breaking up 
of sward-land and a crop of wheat,as only one ploughing is 
requisite, after taking off this crop, for sowing the ground 
with wheat. , we 
Vetches which are’ sown in the Fall are used in the 

Spring for feeding Sheep and other cattle: They. may after- 
-wards be mowed for fodder; and it is said they may, be 
mowed twicé a‘year in warm climates. Mr. Livingston 
mowed"'the crop, ‘which grew best, about the 20ch of 
August. mt Phi ¢ 

There are different kinds of this plant, and perhaps each 
kind may not be equally well-suited to our climate. Proba- 
bly, if further trials were made of this plant, results of a 
more favorable nature might be obtained. “i! 

ee 

VINE ‘(Vitis @, VINEYARD. Wherever any kinds 
of grapes grow wild, they may be there cultivated to ad- 
vantage for making wines, and may be habituated to a cold- 
er Climate. “In the more southerly parts of this State, there 
are two species of grapes, ofi which there are varieties; the 
black-grape, vitis dabrusca, and the foxgrape, vitis vulfina. 
In the more southerly climates, particularly on ‘the waters 
of the Ohio and Mississippi, there are much greater vari 
ties of these @rapés. 
For garden-grapes, Mr. Forsyth selects the white;muscas 

ov chasselas, which is a great bearer; the white swéet- 
sy whichiis very fine-tasted, and ripens in- September ; 
thi ck sweet-water, which also ripens early; the large 
bla k-cluster, which is harsh-tasted, being that of which the 
Oporto wine is made; and the small black-cluster, which is 
pleasant-tasted. 51 * 

uae 
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The spots most favorable for vineyards are the sides of 
hills or mountains, descending southwardly, or to the east; 
but to the south is best; and let the soil be loose and mellow, 
but, not liable to be much washed by heavy rains. Siiff soils 
are not good; though by carting on much sand, and other 
loosening manures, they will answer telerably well. The 
ground must be well mellowed by ploughings, and mixed 
with sand, if not naturally sandy, and such manures as will 
serve to make it rich and keep it mellow. Where the hill 
sides are steep (and such produce the best vines) it is ad- 
visable to cart on stones of small and middling size to mix 
with the soil, which help to keep it moist and warm; and 
a part of them are to be laid along in ridges on the lower 
side of each row of vines, to keep the earth from washing 
away. Round the vineyard let.a good substantial fence be 
made, which will keep out both Men and beasts. The 
northerly side of the vineyard should be well protected 
from the northerly winds. 

For a selection of vines for planting, Mr. Johnson recom- 
mends the following, as being hardy and best-suited to more 
northerly climates. The dlack Auvernat; the black Orleans; 
the bluwe-cluster; the miller grape (these make the best Bur- 
gundy) the dlack Hamburg; the red Hamburg; the white 
Muscadin; the Muscadella; the melie blanc; the white Mo- 

rillong.the white Auvernat; and the gray dAuvernat. 
The seven following kinds also ripen in September; but 

are not quite so hardy, and should therefore occupy the 
warmer paris of the vineyard, or be planted in more south- 
erly climates: The Chasselas blanc, or royal Muscadine; 
the Malvois, or Malmsey; the gray F#rontinac; the red 

Frontinac; the black Lisbon, the white Lisbon; and the 
Chasselas. Noir. | ts a 

In addition to these kinds, let the fox and the black- 
grape, before mentioned, as being inca be also added 
to the list; the former of which is prob inferior to none 
of them. & 1 

The next point is to select branches for tages’ with 
which to plant he. ged These are to be taken from 
the Scaring part of the Vines; and among these, such as are 
short-jointed, from which you may expect vines which will 
be thrifty and fruittul. They should be sound, of a healthy 

Mes 
At 

appearance, thick set with eyes, and the nearer the last 
‘year’s growth the better. Let them be cut close to the old 
‘wood, where they will be more firm; and they are not to: 
be cut to theig: proper length, which is about five inches 
until you are about to plant them in the vineyard. ( 
branches,-of the length of three feet, may afford tour or 
cutings; though those which are nearest to the old \ yood 
are esteemed the best. 

9 
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Some cut off the branches, to be used for cutings, in Oc- 
tober; and others again, in March or April Ii at the latter, 
times, they are to be planted in April or May, and the next 
Winter they must be secured trom the trost by coarse litter 
piled up round them; which, tn the Spriog tollowing, may 
be strewed over the ground for manure. It the cutings be 
planted in the Fail, they are be in the same manner pre- 
served trom the Winter-trost: One method is also to set 
them out closely in the Faij, in some warm dry spot, ina 
trench about a foot wide, which shouid be well prepared by 
diging, and over them erect a roof made ot straw, well se- 
cured, to keep of the frost, and the heads of the branches to 
be kept in an upright position, by poles or laths surrounding 
them for that. purpose, in order to prevent their lying on 
the ground, and thus becoming mouidy. 

In planting the cutings in the vineyard, afier the ground 
has been well prepared, as before directed, let the thick 
ends be cut off.square with a sharp knife, and the upper 
ends obiiqueiy, about half an inch above the eye. Plant 
them at the distance of about elght or ten feet each way, 
and let the earth be pressed round them with the foot. 
Tiey are to be set in an inclined position, leaving the up- 
per bud or eye nearly as low as the surtace of thegsoil, and 
be careful not to injure the eye in treading the me: about 
it. In the Spring, while nightly trast prevails, let this bud, 
or eye, be siigitiy covered with earth in the eveniig, to 
save it from the frost, and again uncovered in the mornihg. 
Remember to drive in the stake, on which the shoot is to 

be trained, at the north side, so as to give the shoot ali the 
warmih of-ihe sun. When the shovis begin to put forth, 
for some will rise from under ground, let them ail grow for 
a certain time, in order that you may bave an opportunity 
of determining whichis lik: ly to be the best; and these are 
the roundesi, si -jolnted, and the most thidlllbe with 
eyes. Those whi OW long and spindly, with tew eyes, 
are not good. When you have thus selected the best, pinch 
off all the resg3 for all the nourishment which the roots can 
afford is requisite for its growth. As it advances in growth, 
fasien it to the sunny side of the stake, SQ that it be not 
beaten about with the winds, and pinch off its tendrils, late 

erals, nephews, and suckers; not closely, however, but at 
some litile distance from the vody of the main shoot. yi 
‘This shoot may rise to the height of eight or ten feet 1 Inv 

a Summer, if lett to grow its full length; but its grow 
ast be checked at the height of not’ more than four kee ee 

yise its strength becomes exhausted in th © production 
wood, and the head becomes feeble, and mcapable 

the lateral branches, which it is doaaniee to 
support. ; 

7 

9 
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October, or rather when the leaf begins to fall off, is the 
time for triming; and then the branch should be cut down 
to two good eyes, not reckoning the lowermost next the old 
wood, which ts called the dead eye; or several eyes may 
be left, which, during the next Spring, will furnish a num- 
ber of sprouts, and from these select the two best. 

The vine being thus pruned, some direct to open the 
ground round the roots, to the depth of three or four inches, 
and to cut away the roots to that depth; not closely, how- 
ever; and let this be repeated for the first three years; the 
use of which is to make the vine take deeper root, which it 
is said makes them more durable, fruitfal, and less liable to 
be injured by droughts. 

No particular notice is here taken of the method spoken 
of by Mr. Johnson, of bending the vines down to the ground 
at the approach of each Winter, during the first three Win- 
ters, and covering them slightly with earth, to protect them 
from frost; because it is not believed that this process is 
requisite. "If it be found so, the head must not be covered 
with earth, but with chaff, or some such dry stuff, to keep 
it cool and dry. 

The second year’s growth should only exhibit two branch- 
es trained, The good eyes will all shoot forth in the Spring; 
and let them all grow to ‘the length of about eight inches, 
b: fore you select the wo most proper. These should have 
the characteristics already described, as necessary for the 

_ best branch of the first’year’s ‘growth. Check the branches 
of the second year’s growth at about five feet, pinching off 
the laterals, &c. at about four inches, as before directed. 
In the Fall, when the leaves begin to drop, trim the vines, 
again, as béfote: Now you have two main branches'to trim, 
and these should be “cut down to wi hin four or five good 
eyes of dast year’s wood, dealing with the upper roots as 
before, “and burying the vines duri inter,’ as before 
mentioned, if this be found necessary. 

The: third year presents two main branthes, ‘each furs 
nished with four or five eyes. Proceed as wr in the 
choice of shoots/to Re reserved, training only two from each 
branch: Thus ye pou will have four main branches this year. 
If you find your vines begin to bear this yeat, pluck off 

_ Nearly all the clusters while young ; for, by too early bear- 
"ing, the vines become debilitated, ‘and mater injured ‘for 
bearing afterwards. 
¥ “With. respect to croping and pruning the ve be always: 
‘careful to cheek its aspiring nature, and ke it of hur mble 
size, by which means it is always easy to be ‘managed b 
manual labor, and less subject to be injured’ by the violen 
of winds. yi 

> 
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In the fourth year, training again two branches from each 
trained branch of the previoussyear, you will have eight 
branches to each vine. You, theretore, proceed as betore 

in humbling the vine, and proportioning its quantity of fruit 
to its ability to bear; and remember not to let the vines 

bear all the fruit they pu: forth; until they are fully able to 
do it, without injury to them alterwardss . 

All this time, the ground of the vineyard is constantly to 
be kept light and mellow, and perfectly clear of weeds and 
grass. For this purpose, siraw, chaff, flux-shives, and every 
thing of the kind is to be carried on, and spread over the 
ground, to keep it mellow and moist, and to prevent its 
washing. Observing this the first four years, greatly for- 
wards the vines, and at the same time prepares them tor 
good crops afterwards; nor should the practice be alter- 
wards wholly discontinued. 

In planting a vineyard, it is also requisite to have a nur- 
sery of the vines at the same time, to supply those which 
may die when planted out. The ground of the nursery 
should not be so rich as that of the vineyard; it should be 
kept clear of weeds and well hoed; and it should be planted 
pretty thickly, in order that the roots do not extend too 
much. ro 

A vineyard of-an acre should tontain but two sorts of 
grapes, and one of two acres should not nerally contain 
more than four sorts. Every kind of grape should be made 
into wine by itself, and riot mixed with others. 

The vine, where the climate and soil is most suitable, 
will grow to a prodigious size, and live a surprising length 
of years. Strabo speaks of a vine which was twelve feet in 
circumference ; and Pliny also mentions one which was six 
hundred years old! In the western parts of this State, and 
elsewhere int at direction, I have seen them, where, from 
the size of | e¢s on which they were supported, and 
they must have grown up with the trees, they could Ag be 
less: than, a . hundred years old. 
Mr. Johnson observes, that, from the prices which grapes 

have been sold for in our largest cities, the income of an 
acre of vineyard would amount to six hundred dollars ; but, 
perhaps. this ‘calculation visprather t too’ large... Be this as it 
may, it is certain that their cultivation, whether they are to 
be made ifto wine, or to be picked, and sent into our cities, 
or elsewhere, for sale, ‘must undoubtedly be profitable. ? 
The method of preserving grapes to send abroad, is to 

pack them up in dry saw-dust or bran; and in-that situation 
they may be exported, if they should not be wanted at 

lome, with the same facility and safety that they are at prs- 
sent sent from other Countries“into this, for ‘sale. Probably 
they ought to be put up a little before they are fully *ripe. 
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In Albany and Newyork, they sell for as much, upon an 

average, aS twenty-five cents per pound. | 

The toregoing is mostly an abridgment of Mr. Johnson, 
on the culture of the vine, and very nearly agrees with Mr. 

_ Winterbotham on the same subject. Mr. Forsyth describes 
a new method of training the vines, for wail or garden-fruits 
but this does not seem applicable to the vineyard. His 
method is exhibited in his drawings, which are well worthy 
of examination. Other essays on this culture may also be - 
worthy of examination; such as those of Sfreechley, Miller, 
Antill, and that contained in the Encyclopedia; and even the 
song of the first of Roman Poets on the subject, if it should 
not afford additional instruction, may nevertheless be found 
possessed of charms which may more strongly incline the 
Man of taste to the industrious culture of the vine. 

or the method of making the wine, see WINE. . 
Mr. Livingston, in describing the beautiful country which 

lies upon the Loire, between Nantz and Orleans, in France, 
notices ‘ the farm-houses surrounded by gardens filled with 
fruit-trees, with vines, trained up the trees, and extended 
from one to the other. Every house, he says, 1s also co- 
vered with a large grape-vine, at least on three sides.’ 
This practice he very justly recommends tor Farmers, as 
being highly ornamental to small houses, useful as it re- 
gards health, convenient for shade; while the fruit, though 
not intended for wine, might be made a source of family 
comfort and enjoyment. He observes, too, that the earth 
round dwellings is always rich and warm; and therefore 
well adapted to the grape. ra ae 

Wi i re 

VINEGAR. The method of making this liquid out of 
cider, wine, &c. Is too generally known to need any descrip- 
tion; but it”is not so generally known that a very sharp 
vinegar may also be made out of whey. method of 
making it, as described by Mr. Genez, is ver yple.’ 9 

6 After having clarified the whey, it is poured. into casks 

with some aromatic plants, or elder-blossums, ‘as suits. the 

fancy, and exposed in open air to the sun where it soon 
mon degree of acidity”. » acquires an uncommon de ty Saath | 

Vinegar may also be made from the juice of elder- O- 

berries, mixed with a suitable proportio 1 of water, and ex- 
posed to the sun, as before mentioned. It may also be made 
from the juice of the black-birch, or of the maple, when 
cither is boiled down sufficiently; or from the juice of beets, 
carrots, turnips, potatoes, &c. when boiled and the juice 
pressed out, and exposed in like manner. i 

“VIVES. Avswelling, says Mr. Bartlet, of the Kernelé 
under the ears of a Horse, being the part first affected. 

So 

ee 
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They seldom come to matter, but perspire off. if warm 
clothing, anointing with marshmallow ointment, and a mod- 
erate bleeding or two be applied. But, should the inflam- 
mation continue, notwithstanding these means, a suppura- 
tion. should be promoted. For this purpose, make an oint- 
ment of an ounce of mercury and half an ounce of Venice 
turpentine, pounded together till the mercury is no longer 
visible s then add to it two ounces of hogslard, and anoint 
the swellings with this,till a suppuration takes place. 

~ For destroying proud-flesh in the sore, see ULczErs. 
Mr. Barilet says, When these swellings appear in an old 

Horse they are signs of great malignity, and often of an in- 
ward decay, as well as foreruners of the gla nders. He also 
says, In young Horses they are critical, and should be man- 
aged as above, instead of applying the above ointment at 
first to disperse the swellings; as in that case there is dan- 
ger that the disease may be thrown on the lungs, or into 
the thick flesh of the hinder parts of the Horse, where they 
will form deep imposthumes, and sometimes kill him. 

Wace. See 'Canniaces. 

WALLS. Stone-walls, for fences, have already been 
spoken of. | ay | 

See STONES. 
The cellar- walls of a house should be laid with stone and 

lime; not only for standing more firmly and a greater 
i the frost. If they be 

not thus laid,it generally becomes necessary to bank up = 
outsides with’ Horse-dung, or son ething that’ will kee 
the frost, which tends to rot the sills, a at’ pahgyranie, fae 
has a very mean ing 

The stone- wal Is of many ancient castles and site beitd- 
ings, in Europe, are principally held es not by bind- 
ing, as is now practised, but by the force of Cement. This 
cement, it is believed, is nothing more than a due propor- 
tion of sand and lime, made very thin with water, and pour- 
ed into the middle of the wall; not merely plaistering in 
among the stones, as is done at present. The advantage of 
this method is, that the lime being so plentifully mixed with 
water, and for such a length of time before it evaporates, 
has sufficient time in part to dissolve and be again crystaliz- 
ed; and, in crystalizing, it adheres to the stones, and thus 

+ 
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forms a solid mass. The wall must be saturated with this ‘i 
cement. Even pebble stones may be thus cemented togeth- é 
er in a wali; provided they be kept in their places, and the 
mortar be kept from runing out through them till it ‘has be- 
come hardened. pe ® 

The due proportions of lime and sand, for making the 
strongest cement, must, however, be previously ascertained 
by experiments made for the purpose; as the proportion of 
each depends on the quality of each; that is, if the lime 
have but little of other earthy matter in it, the less of itewill 
answer; and the more sharp and gritty the sand, «the less 
lime wil) be requisite. 

Mr. ae a mentions the housé8 built of earth in the 
neighborhood of Lyons, in France, which are well worthy 
ofsattention, as a matter of economy. They aré built two 
and three stories high, and many of them have stood.a cen- 

tury. The earth used for building them is a gravelly loam. a 
A clay or a sand will not answer, but almost every other 
earth will The earth is pounded hard with sharp-edged 
beetles, being put in frames made for the purpose, so as to 
sive the masses a square shape proper for being laid up in r 
the wall. These walls are sometimes plaistered on the out- 
side, but will answer well without. The barns, and garden- 
walls there, ar ‘built of the same materials Columns are 
also formed o the earth, in the same manner, in moulds 
made for the purpose. ‘The extreme cheapness of these 
buildings (says Mr. Livingston) the facility with which they 
are made, their warmth, their security against fires, ree 
commend them so: strongly, that I shall make myself com- 
piete master of the art before I come over, and. teach it to 
my Countrymen.’ It is to be hoped that a design so patri- 
otic has not been frustrated, and that its execution may be 
duly appreciated. *, 

sagt 2 * ; P 

WALNUT. There are but four Al tree, in 
this Country, which are ip ernous. The enumeration of 
these, by Mr. De Wite, w Which it is believed is the only cor- 
rect one is as. fallows: The black-walnut (Jugians nigra ) 
thesbutternut (Juglans cinerea). the elilitois- fib ( Juglans 
olivae Formis,) ‘of each of which there are no varieties, and 
the hickory-nut (Juglans Mg of which there are several 
varieties; such as ihe shagbark, the smoothbark, &c. 

The nuts of the three first-mentioned, and of the shag- 
bark, are good; some of those of the varieties of the smooth- 
bark are’ tolerable, and some are bitter. The natural growth 
ot the three first-mentioned indicates a dark-colored, fertile 
soll s@that of the si agbark, one inclining to clay; and the 
‘smoothbarked varieties commonly grow on warm. atl 

; ioe other dry loamy, or sandy- loam soils. 

Saye ne Fo 
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Mr. Forsyth makes mention of fifty walnut-trees, in 
_England,, being rented for fifty pounds sterling a year; and 
that the, Lessee cleared that amount from them, after pay- 

ing the rent. Most probably, these were the shagbark 
walnut. He directs that walnut-trees should be raised 
from the nut, when fully ripe; that they will be fit to trans- 
plant the first Autumn after sowing; when they are to be 
put into beds, and transplanted every second year, until 
they are“large enough to set out where they are to grow. 

Which management, he says, causes them to throw out 
fine horizontal shoots, and brings them to a bearing state 
much sooner, than when they make deep tap-roots; that, 
when they are large enough to be trimed up to’the height 
of seven feet, they should be set out in the orchard, at, the 
distance of about six feet apart; and, as they grow larger, 
those found to be the best bearers are to be preserved, and 
the rest cut away. In triming the trees, his composition is 
to be applied (see FRuIT-TREES) and, previous to seting 
them out, he directs that the ground should be trench- 
ploughed. 

See TRENCH-PLOUGHING. 
The shagbark walnut only is cultivated in England, and 

this tree is no doubt the most valuable for its?fruit, as it is 
a more plentiful bearer than any other. Such"land as 
that on which it naturally grows is probably best for its 
cultivation. % ‘ ‘ 

oe * 

WARMING OF ROOMS, k&c. As it is essential to 
make a little fuel answer for this purpose, as well as for 
boiling, baking, roasting, &c. we will here describe a cheap 
and simple method for all these purposes; leaving every 
one to vary from it, by the use of stoves, or otherwise, as 
he may think proper 

across the rim; set it, bottom upward, on-brick-work. suita- 
ble to the dimensions of the rim, about ten. inchesshigh, 
leaving a place to fix ah iron door, like the door of a com- 
mon stove: Build a brick wall all round and over ,this, 
leaving a space between it and the sheet-iron, of about two 
inches, and an opening where the door, just mentioned, is 
placed. Apertures are to be left in this outer wall, for in- 
seriing tubes for carrying the air that is heated, between 
the outer wal! and the sheet-iron, into different apartments. 
When a fire is made within the part covered by the 

sheet-iron, the air between that and the outer wall be- 
comes rarified, and of coursé.ascends through the tubes into 
the different apartments or rooms, while the fresh*air is 

x 
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constantly rushing in to supply its plage. Thus, while a 
constant current of cold air is rushing in below, a Jike cur- 
rent of warm air is carried off into the apartments where it 
is wanted. When any one of these is sufficiently filled with 
warm air, the tubes leading into it are to be stoped in part, 
or wholly, till more heated air is wanted. It would be most 
advisable to let the heated air into each room in different 
places, in order to distribute it more equally. 

In a room warmed in the usual way, about two2thirds of 
the whole heat of the fire passes out of the chimney. In 
the mean time, all the air in the room will also have#passed 
off io that direction in less than an hour, and of course cold 
air must rush in to supply its place. Thus the whole air 
of such room has to be heated over again once an hour, and 
th # to be done with only a third of the heat Brrorded by 
the fire. Now, according to the plan here recommended, 
the air in a room would require a degree of heat equal to 
warming the whole over again, about once in six hours, as 
the heated air is not to be allowed to pass off out of a chim- 
ney; and for this purpose of heating, at least two-thirds of 
the heat of a smaller fire can be applied. Thus a room, to 
be warmed m the common way, requires a fire which gives 
twelve times the quantity of heat that ie tebe in the 
method above described. 

This heating-stove may be set in the kitchen; but a cel- 
lar-kitchen, or one lower than the dwelling-rooms, would 
be best. It may also be set ina small building adjoining the 
house; but let it be set lower than the rooms of the house. 

But, in order to render this complete, let the steam- 
cooking, baking, and roasting apparatus be attached to it. 
For this purpose, let the smoke, and the ‘heat that goes 
with it, pass out through a hole about four inches square, 
made in the side of the sheet-iron, opposite the door; and 
let it be carried ina zigzag manne, ballad forward, un- 
der the bottom of ‘a boiler, made of t-iron, and. this 
will sufficiently heat the water in that_to afford the requisite 
degree | of steam for the vessels used for cooking by steam, 
as well as for heating water in adjoining wooden vessels of 
different sizes, to be used for different purposes. The pipe 
conducting off the smoke, after haying passed under 
every part of the bottom of the boiler, is then to be carried 
upwards, and pass round three sides of a small oven, made 
of sheet-iron, which is to be used for baking and roasting. 
The outside of the smoke-pipe, and of the door of the oven, 
should be thickly coated with powdered charcoal, in order 
to prevent the heat passing off through the exterior eas, 

- until it shall have ascended above»the oven. 
Thus, with one-half of the, fuel used in a kitchen fire- 

place, every room, in a house of moderate size, may be 
‘ ~ 
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warmed; all the culinary business may be performed; roots 
may be boiled” for*tattle in,large vessels made forthe pur- 
pose; and all this may be performed without half the risk 
trom fires which attends the usual methods. 

For cloge-stoves to be set th rooms, it is believed, that the 
Russian sioves will be found preferable to those made of 
iron. They are built of brick, and may be made of different 
forms. They should be supplied with air from without the 
room they’aré intended to warm;’ as this will be a great 
saving, ofthe heated air in the room. They are used en- 
tirely .iny Russia, and they require’ less fuel than our iron 
stoves, two cofds of good wood will supply one of them 
a whole Winter. Coéking may also be done in them, as in 
our iron Stoves, ®y having an oven fixed in them for the 
purpose» ©) : Oe 

e & 
WATER. This is found, by chemical experiments, to 

ebe the same substance as air, but in a more condensed 
form; being composed of about eighty-five parts of oxygene, 
and fifteen parts of hydrogene, gas. 

See AIR. 
This substance, however, in its condensed and in its gase- 

ous state, is the essential food of plants; as no vegetation 
can be produced without air, nor without water; but, with 
these alone, every species of plant can be gade to vegetate 
to a certain degree. te 

It is, however, unnecessary to dwell minutely on this ar- 
ticle; but something should be said of its application to 
meadow-lands; of draWing it off, where too abundant; and 
of applying it to plants. 

Where water can be carried over lands, without too great 
$. expense, it should always be attended to, as great crops 
of hay may le such grounds. The means of wa- 
tering the gro r Of taking it off, should be completely 
under control; for, if too much be suffered to run on, it 
may do more hurt than good. Chalybeate waters, and such 
as are impregnated with mineral acids, should be avoided. 
That which has a rich sediment is best. The quantity 
should be proportioned to the nature‘of the soil; as sandy 
grounds require more, andystiff soils less. » The channels 
should be so made as to carfy*the water to every part, ex- 
cept where the ground is naturally wet. The main channel 
should just have descent enough to cause the water to run; 
and the lateral branches Ss be run in such directions as 
that the descent be’ very moderate, and at the same ne 
convey the water to every part of the ground. Sometimes 
it is necessary to carry off the surplus water by other chan* . * 
nels, wheré the ground as little hollows runing through it. * 

” ef ew 
; ; > 
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Whengthe weather is hot, the water should be taken off 

the ground. The night, and “days which are cool and 
cloudy, are the best times for applying it. tim 

In the Spring, it should not,be applied till the.ground is 
somewhat dry; and after thé grass begins to start let the 
quantity be diminished, and let it also be stoped during 
rainy weather. When the grass is pretty well grown, no 
water should be appliedy except in cases of drought. After 
taking off the second crop, the water may be thrown on 
more plentifully; but it must be taken off some time before 
the Winter-frost commences. “Sut! Pade $* 

The foregoing is believed to be the most suitable direc- 
tions for watering meadows, as practisedyin thisyCountry 5 
but this fallsefar short of the most approved ractice in 
Greatbritain. There the spots selected for the, purpose are 
so nearly level, after the ground has received its proper 
shape, that the water, which is let in at one side, will but. 
barely run off at the other. The ground is shaped exactly. 
for the purpose, by raising it were it is too low, and sinking 
it where it is too high; it is then made into ridges about 
nine yards wide, and a foot in height, with an uniform de- 
scent from the middle of each to the extremes; a shallow 
channel is then made on the highest part @f each ridge for 
conducting the water on them, and another on the lowest 
ground between"them for carrying it off. A canal is made 
on the upper side of the piece of ground for supplying the 
water, and another the lower side for carrying it off, 
after it has served the purpose of irrigation. Thus the wa- 
ter is let out of the upper canal into the channels made on 
the higher parts of the jridges, which channels it fills, and 
overflows juSt enough to impart a due proportion of wate 
to each ridge; and thus gently overflowin reads over th 
surface, till ft is received in the lowe annels, and by 
them is Carried into the lower canal, an e carried off. 

It will readily be seen, that no water should be suffered 
to run off into the lower canal fromy the channels which 
carry it on the heights of the ridges. The channels should 
be stoped at their lower ends. The water in the upper 
canal should be under perfect control; so that no more than 
is necessary be let into the higher channels, and that it may 
be taken off at pleasure. Where the supply of water is 
small, a part of the meadow may be irrigated at a time, and 
part at another, in succession, till each part has, in turn, 
been duly supplied. This is to(be.dope by flood-gates, to 
confine the water in the upper canal to the parts where it 
is required. 

The upper canal is to be supplied from a durable stream, 
and the more turbid thi§is, the better. Clear limpid streams 
are by no means so good for the purpose. 

¢ 
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This method offirrigation is a beautiful and ips nious 
part of husbandry ; and seeing that it has been s ccess- 
fully practised in England, it would be desirable that trials 
of it should be made here; as in many spots it might be 
found very profitable. ‘ 

For raising water to irrigate lands, which are above its 
level, different kinds of wheels may be used, which are so 
well known as to render a description of thém unnecessary. 
The method of raising “water by the force of wind, in the 
manner it is raised out of the dykes in Holland, may also be 
resorted to, if 4. be found thatythe profits will warrant the 
expense. The "Readgy will find, in Darwin’s Phitologia, a 
description of a very cheap wind-machine for raising water, 

hich probably might be in some places applied to advan- 
tage, but most particularly in raising® water {rom wells, for 
supplying cattle with drink. ® 

_ Water-furrowing lands which are wet, when sown with 
Summer-grain, is ef gueat importance in carrying off the 
surplus water; and the furrows should be made deep, and 
cleared out with a shovel, and carried in such a direction 
as will caus@ the ground to*be the least gullied by heavy 
showers. The same may be said of grounds sown with 
bg slate ut wet grounds, particularly if they lie flat, 
should ne applied to this ‘use; for if the ground be 
ever so et i ecaved. the furrows usually become so 
filled with ice as to render Wiees useless. Grounds, how- 
ever, of moderate descent may be, thrown up into high 

» ridges, so as to answer tolerably well, in most Winters, fer 
Winter: grain; but, if they be some what steep, this manage- 

ment usually proves injurious by the washings of heavy rains. 
Rather let such grounds be hollow-drained, and then neither 
ridging nor wate: -furrowing will be necessary. 

With regard atering of plants, all that’ is necessary 
to be said, is, t ‘cold watef, as drawn from wells, should 
never be applied’to them. The water should be exposed 
to the sun for-such ime as will render, it as warm as rain- 
water; and the quantity applied at once should never be 
very great; but rather like the ‘npicagon of a gentle rain. 

s 

WATER-CHESNUT. @fhis tree is €alled Lin-kio in 
China, where it is cultivated for its fruit, which has a cool- 
ing and agreeable taste. It is sometimes sold in that Coun- 
try, like filberts, In a green state; sometimes “it is dried, 
powdered, and oe? or baked, with a properaon 
of sugar and honey. 

All that is necessary, for propagating and raising the tree, 
is to throw the seeds into the shallowest parts of ponds, and » 
rivers, which have a a southern, exposure, as sucH are the , 

te 
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natural places for its growth. The seeds*are sown in the 
latter pip of Autumn. i baal tis 

As this tree is grown on lands which are,otherwise total- 
ly unproductive, it would most probably be found a valuable 
addition to the catalogue of plants, proper to be cultivated 
in this Country. | : ; 

WATER-LILLY, or Cuina (Nelumbium ) This plant 
is called Lien-wha, by the “Chinese, and its root is said to 
be the most valuable of any known, wheré suitable grounds | 
can be had for its culture. It is only proper to be grown . 
in marshes. In such groufids, it? grows t@ the fength of : 

filteen feet, and of the thickness ofa Man’s arm. The 
outside is white, and “the inside yellow. -It is an excelent 
vegetable for the table.. The Chinese pretend that it yields ; 
the liquor of ee ae ok 

It is said not to grow successfully in Europe; but that 
part of the world is dissimilar in climate to China. The 
climate of this Country is similar to that of the latter Coun- 
try, though perhaps a little colder in the same degrees of 
latitude. It might be of essential service to this Country to 
have the seeds of the plant brought thence, t6 be sown as 
well in our lands which are naturally marshy, as in those 
which might be rendered sso by flooding ;@as, what might 
not be needed of the root, for culinary purposessywould be 
useful for feeding and fating cattle. ‘The plant 1s readily 
cultivated in China, by merely sowing the seeds in grounds 
suitable to its growth. ® c 

WEEDS. Generally speaking, most of those which are 
difficult to extirpate, by common culture, will be found to 
yield to constant yearly crops of such plants as grow very 
high and very closely. For this purposegmseveral crops of ff 
hemp in succession would no, doubt be found sufficient to : 
eradicate almost any weed. The tall oatsgrass, and some 
other grasses which grow very high and thick, would also 
be found very useful for this purpose.” 

See GRASSES. 
Crops of carrots and other roots, which require close 

weeding, would also be found excelent in eradicating some 
weeds. It is also believed, une planting grounds with po- 
tatoes, after the Irish method, will be tound sufficient to 
smother almost every kind of weed. 

See POTATOE. 
Something shall now be separately said of some of those 

weal which are most formidable to the Farmer. 
, The Canada thistle ( Cnicus Arvensis ) flourishes in close 

» “and stiff soils: In those which are dry and gravelly, or 
“ "sandy, it does not ohevelt It is extremely injurious in all 

' ) 
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tillage. In lands, however, which have been closely pastur- 
ed for a number of successive years, it will ne disap- 

pear; and in mowing lands, its growth will be constantly 
retarded, and lessened, where the grasses grow luxuriantly, 
pafticularly those ‘before mentioned. It is, however, but 
little injurious in hay, as cattle eat it freely; and they are 
particularly fond of it, when it has wilted, after being newly 
mown. In soiling of cattle, it would, therefore, be of no 
essential injury; while it would gradually give place to the 
tall and luxuriant growth of grasses, used for that purpose. 

See SOILING. . 
Pasturing, See 3 tall grasses, and keeping the lands 

highly manured, will probably, in general, be found the 
most eff-ctual methods of geting rid of this thistle, unless 
the culture of potatoes, before mentioned, should be found 
sufficient to destroy it. On dry loams, however, or those 
laid dry by hollow drains, or on some dry marly soils, the 
yearly culture of hemp might, in many instances, be profit- 
ably used in subduing this troublesome weed. 

By a communication of Mr. De Witt to the ‘ Society for 
the Promotion of the useful Arts,” in this State, it appears 
that covering this weed, to the depth of five or six inches, 
with straw, will completely extirpate it. In the trials which 
were made, for@this purpose, the straw was laid on when 
the thistles had grown to the height of six inches, and was 
left upon them for a twelvemonth. 

‘It is of the utmost importance (says Mr. De Witt) in 
the newly-cultivated parts of our Country, to attend to the 
early destruction of this troublesome weed. It generally 
appears first in small spots, and if not extirpated will ra- 
pidly spread, by means of its almost indestructible roots, 
an a it be prevented, by timely excision, from send- 
ing its winged seeds abroad, till it covers ficids to an extent 
which will ised attempts.to destroy it. I have seen 
several spots, far remote from where it prevails, that were 
at first but a few feet in extent, and which have annually 
increased, till they have become of a formidable size.’ 

It may be further observed, of this weed, as of all others, 
that constantly pulling it up, as ofiem as it appears above 
ground, will subdue it. The leaves of plants, in particular, 
are analagous to the lungs of Snimals. It is principally through 
the leaves that hydrogene ts absorbed, and oxygene is emited. 

See AiR. 
Any plant, therefore, when long divested of its leaves, 

or of its stalk, if it bear no leaves, must eventually perish. 
The roots alone cannot long exist. All, therefore, nae is 
necessary for extirpating any weed, is to keep all that 
grows above ground constantly cut or pulled off; amd the 

more frequently this is repeated, the sooner will the roots 
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loose all further vegetative power. The.roots of this thistle 
are difficult to subdue in this way; but’ perseverance will 
ultimately accomplish their destruction.’ It is almost use- 
less to add, that he who operates upon this weed, must 
provide himself with a thick pair of leather gloves for.the 
purpose. a 

The common thistle (carduus) is easily destroyed by 
mowing it when in blossom, or by pulling or diging it up in 
the Spring. . 

The yellowweed (ranunculus) prevails mostly in wetish 
meadows, where it roots out most of the grass. Ii is, how- 
ever, highly relished by cattle in fodder; though its product 
will be found small; compared with that of the grasses 
which before filled its place. When eaten green, it is hot 
and acrid, and cattle do, not much relish it. 

Hollow: draining wet lands, and manuring, and cultivating 
them with tall grasses, or in some of the methods before 
mentioned, which may be most suitable to the soil, -will 
quickly extirpate this weed. 

The whiteweed, Mayweed, or oxeye (chrysanthemum ) 
roots out the @rasses in pastures and mowing-lands, where 
the ground is not very strong; but where it is well enriched 
with suitable manures, it gives way to the grasses in turn. 
It never makes its appearance in a very stropg tough sward. 
Cattle will eat it in hay, if it be cut green, and well made; 
but they dislike it in pastures; and at best, its product is ~ 
but small. 

To extirpate this weed, manure the land strongly, and 
cultivate it yearly with carrots, hemp, or tall grasses, as 
may be most suitable to the soil, Common hoed crops, 
when’ yearly repeated, will also subdue it. But where it 
grows in moist meadows, which are not intended to be.hol- 
low-drained, the best means of we the sa are frequent 
top dressings of composts suitable to the soi(see Manures) 
or pulling it up by hand, which should be’done when it is 
in blossom. * 

The daisy prevails mostly in upland-pastures; and some- 
times, where the soil is not strong, it chokes the crops of 
wheat, flax, &c. It may be destroyed by yearly hoed crops, 
by hemp, tall grasses, &c.. 

The wild-onion, (allium canadé@mse_) prevails most in Penn- 
sylvanla, whereas brought by the Swedes, and used for 
pasture. It is very injurious in crops of wheat, and by no 
means inoffensive In those of rve. It is also bad food for 
Milch-cows, as it imparts its tasie to their milk, butter, and 
cheese. Yearly hoed crops, hemp, and tall grasses will 
gradually subdue it. Frequent ploughings and barrowings, 
een ar ground is dry, is also beneficial. Let the Irish 

- method of planting potatoes be also tried. 
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The method commonly used in Pennsylvania, for thining 
this weed, is one or two hoed crops, and then oats sowed 
thickly; Long pasturing or mowing the ground, will tend 
gradually to extirpate it; eepeciey if the growth of the 
grass be luxuriant. 
A Writer in a Paper, published at Raleigh, North- 

carolina, says, that late in August he turned under a sward, 
to the depth of about four inches, which was much infested 
with wild-onions; that, in the Fall following, he sowed and 
harrowed in wheat on the ground, «without any further 
ploughing; and that the crop was entirely clear of these 
weeds. In this case, it would seem, that turning under 
the roots of the onions to this depth, and leaving them thus 
inverted, is sufficient to destroy their vegetative powers; 

_and, if so, the turning under of a clover-sward, to forma 
Jay for wheat, would seem to be nh egg calculated for 
€xtirpating their growth. 

- See Cuover and TreNcH PLOUGHING. 
The growth of weeds which are commonly called cockle 

and steencrife, is often injurious to crops offWheat and rye. 
The seeds of these weeds are usually carried into the ficlds 
in the barn-dung, in its crude state. Dung, therefore, which 
contains these should not be applied to the summer-fallow, 
but carted out ge Spring and used for hoed crops; in 
this way, the seeds will vegetate in the Fall, and then the 
young growth is effectually killed by ploughing for the next 
Spring-crops. 

Johnswort ( Hypericum.) grows on such dry soils as are 
suitable to the application of gypsum; and this manure, or 
any other which is suitable to the soil, when pretty plen- 
tifully applied, and the land laid down with clover, or other. 
suitable grass, will aan eradicate ovgry vestige of this 
weed. 

Burdock (Are im ‘m) and some similar weeds, should be 
cut, or dug up, while green. 

Quitchgrass (Lolium) is considerably injurious to the 
growth of almost every plant. It prevails most in the stiffer 
soils. It starts afresh, wherever its large strong roots are 
cut with the plough or hoe; particularly when the soil is 
rather moist. When it is quite dry, the roots may be drag- 
ed to the surface by frequent harrowings, e 
perish; and this, together with long pasturing, or mowing 
the ground, is perhaps the only practicable method of geting 
rid of this grass. It should, however, be observed, that this 
is a tolerably good grass for either pasturing or mowing; 
especially when other grasses are mixed with it. , 

The seeds of this grass have some resemblance to Bains 
ef blasted rye. Grain designed for sowing may be mostly 
cleared of the seeds of it, by swiming the grain in water. 

§3 . .s 
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A species of this grass is cultivated in England, and is 
commonly called Darne/ or Raygrass, and is much approv- 
ed of to sow with red-clover; but probably this is the grass 

_with broad striped leaves, which we have commonly heard 
called Ribbongrass. 4“ 

See GRAsSES. 
Charlock ( Sinafiis.) is also a | troublesome weed. Some-. 

times it is called wild-mustard. Mortimer mentions a field 
of barley, which, by mowing when this weed was in blossom, 
gave the barley a chance to get above the weeds, as the 
mowing only took off the tops of the blades of the barley 
without injuring the crop. He supposes Cow-dung more 
favorable for increasing the growth of this weed, than any 
other manure; and recommends feeding Sheep on fallows 
infested with this weed, as they are very fond of it. The 
seeds will live many years in the earth, and afterwards 
vegetate, when it is cultivated. 

Mr. Deane says ‘grain should be sown thick, where 
there is danger of its being injured by Charlock, so that 
the crop may jovertop the weeds. Barley sown thick will 
certainly prosper in such situation.’ 

Fallowing the land in an effectual manner, by repeated 
ploughings and harrowings, is perhaps the best method to 
extirpate this weed; for, as soon as the seeds are brought 
up near the surface, they will vegetate; and then the next 
ploughing, or harrowing, will destroy the young plants. 

Sheep are much better than any other cattle for destroy- 
ing weeds, by pasturing. 

As all weeds are propagated by their seeds, none should 
be suffered to go to seed. This remark is no less applica- 
ble to the weeds before enumerated, than to the numeroug 
class of biennials which commonly infest the fields.» All 
weeds, by being suffered to grow, exhau t the soil. The 
ground, therefore, which is kept clear of ‘weeds, will much 
easier retain its fertility, than that which is suffered to be- 
come full of their seeds. Generally speaking, any given 
quantity of weeds growing with a crop lessens its product, 
in proportion to the weight of the green weeds with that of 
the growing crop. Farmers should therefore be extremely 
careful in keeping all weeds out of their grounds, and in 

nmon biennials as fast-as they appear, while 
the ground is be ining crops: And, in regard to those per- 
ennials, before enumerated, and all others which may infest 
the lands, the prevention of their growth is generally much 
easier than their extermination, after they have got footing 
in the soil. When, therefore, the Farmer sees new weeds 
Start-up in his land, let him immediately extirpate them, 
cither by frequently mowing them off closely, by taking 
them out of the ground, or by smothering them with a 
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sufficient quantity of earth, straw, chip-dung, or other rub- 
bish; and thus he will find that a pennyworth of trouble, 
spent in the prevention of the disease, is worth a pound 
spent in the cure. 

For destroying the common biennial weeds, see FaLLow~ 
inG OF LAND. 

WEEVIL. See Insects. a 

WELL. See Warer and PasturRE,, 

WHEAT (Triticum ) Under different articles of this 
Work, to wit: CHANGE OF (R®OPS {HANGE OF SEEDS, 
Dritt, FaLLow1nG, GREEN-DRESSING, Gypsum IESSIAN- 

FLY. HarrowinG HARVESTING, AiILDEW, SOILING, Sow- 

ING, SMUT, 1 HRESHING, and W ATER-FURROWING, consider- 
able has been said which regards the Culture of wheat, and 
need not here be repeated. \ 

There are several species of this grain;,such as, the 
Spring-wheat, and the different kinds of Winter-whest; the 
bald, the bearded, the cone, the Polish? an . the Smyrna 

wheat, &c. The latter has a central ear, with several smaller 
Jaieral ones, which spring from the lower end of the large 
one. It requires a rich soil, and it is probable that, in this 
Country, the horse-hoeing husbandry of Mr. Tull (see New 
Horse-HOEING HusBanpry) would be more suitable for it 
than tor any other kind. 

Winter- wheat, in this State, and in some more southerly, 
will grow on almost every dry soil that is sufficiently rich. 
Very sandy and very gravelly soils are, however, the most 
unsuitable. Dry red loams, with a trifle of clay in them, | 
are perhaps the best. Of the old States, the best wheat, 
and the greatest rops, are raised in whatsare called the 
Middle States. Mr. Gregg, of Pennsylvania, lately raised 
sixteen hundred bushels trom forty acres, and crops still 
larger have been raised in Virginia. In this State, the 
greatest products are not quite so large; and the Eastern 
States are suli less favorable for the growth of this grain. 

The time for sowing wheat probably depends much on 
previous habit. Thus, if it were sown a number of succes- 
sive years by the middle of August, and them the time of 
sowing were Changed, at once, to October, the crop would 
probably be much lighter on that account; ye h 
has become habituated to be sown late, it will do tolerably 
well. The later it is sown, however, the more seed is re- 

“quisite. When early sown, a bushel to the acre is believed 

= 

to be sufficient; but, when sown later, a bushel and aE ' 
or more, may be necessary. In England, they sow a much 
larger quantity than this; but it is probably an useless 

a 

» Where wheat 

9 
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expenditure of seed. Let the Farmer, however, try expee- 

iments in this way, by sowing, two, three, or four bushels to 
the acre; and if well repaid, by a suitable increase of his 
crops, let him persevere in sowing that quantity of seed 
which he finds most advantageous. 

Drilling in wheat will save as much as one-third of the 
seed. It wheat is found to grow larger in this way, than 
when sown in the broad-cast, the gain may be much greater. 
If it be soaked twenty-four hours in lie and brine, or old 
urine, with a proper mixture of sulipetre, its smutiness will 
be prevenred, which “in many instances may be a great save 
ing; while the crop will be greatly augmented. 

See SOwIne 
Thus, by payivg attention to these particulars, and some 

others, the clear profits of a crop of Wheat may perhaps be 
doubied. 7 

Seed-wheat should always be run through a screen, be- 
fore it is sown, to take out the seeds of cockle, drips, and 
other weeds which infest the crop. Care should also be 
taken, not to let the seed get any mixture of rye in it; as 
the cuting of this out requires considerable labor, and at 
the same time lessens the crop. The English Farmers say, 
that seed should never be taken of wheat which has grown 
on sandy land; but from that which has grown on soils 
most natural to it. VThe changing of seed should also be 
attended to, as this grain is found to degenerate. The 
Summer-wheat which is brought from Canada is found to 
produce much larger crops in this county (Herkimer) than 
that which has been sown here for some time. Wheat that 
is carried to a Climate much more northerly, than that in 
which it has been long sown, will not answer well, as it 
will be too late in ripening. a Pv bis 

' The best preparations for a crop of a are Summer- 
fallowing, or a clover-sward turned under, and the wheat 
sown on it. “The latter is good culture. The former ought 
never to constitute a part of a good system of farming, on 
account of its additional expense, Unless it be to recruit ex- 
hausted lands, or to destroy weeds. But, where lands re-= 
quire to be fallowed, let the work be done effectually, by 
repeated — loughings and harrowings, in order that, the 

ground be enriched, and the seeds of weeds destroyed. 
Beside c over, th ‘Summer-crops, which are found best to 
‘precede a crop of wheat, are turnips, peas, vetches, and 
barley will do tolerably well; but let the ground be plough- 
ed up immediately after the crop is taken off. A potatue- 
crop is also very good; provided it be got off the ground 
psutpeotly early for sowing the wheat. Indian corn, where 
the’ground is in good heart, will do well, by cuting up the 
crop while green, and seting it up in shocks to ripen. 

* ’ 
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Where wheat has lodged so as to fall flat on the ground, 
the better way is to harvest it immediately, if the grain be 

only in the milk; for in that situation it will derive no fur- 

ther benefic from the earth, or from the air; whereas, Heit 
be cut, and laid to dry, the seeds will derive nourishment 
from the stalk; and, though they be small, they will be as 

large as they would otherwise have been, perbaps larger, 

and at the same time®Wwill make much bewter flour, The 
treatment in this case ought to be the same as in case of 
mudew. é 5 jeg 

See MILDEW. , one 
It is believed, there is nothing gained by leting wheat 

stand till it is fully ripe; that is, ull the heads turn down, 
before it is harvested. If it stand so long, considerable will 
be shelled out before it is got into the barn; and even if the 
bulk should in this case be greater, still the weight may not 
be increased; and as wheat is now sold by weight, not by 
the bushel; and as it is known that the best flour is made 
from the earliest harvested wheat; the Farmer, from these 
considerations, may probably be the gainerjby commencing 
his harvest considerably earlier than the usual time. In this 
way, too, he will be less in dangér/of having his wheat 
grown by long-continued rains; for it is found, that wheat 
which is harvested early is less liable to grow, than that 
which is cut late. That, however, which is designed for 
seed, ought to be harvesied last, as it will vegetate more 
readily when late harvested. , 

As a matter of curiosity, it may be observed, that by fre- 
quently spliting the plants of wheat, and seting each part by 
itself, they may be greatly multiplied. Thus, by sowing the 
wheat in August you may split it, after it has branched out 
into a number of parts, and this may be again repeated in 
Séptember, and repeated once or twice again in the Spring, 
until in this _you may make one seed produce more 

than haif a bushel of grain. ees ; eet 
Where wheat is.likely to grow too large, the best way is 

to feed it down in‘the Spring, for such length of time as 
may be thought requisite ; and in this way it will grow up 

_with a stronger stalk, be less liable to lodge, and produce 
~ 

Naat a great crop. - 

tf. sh 

Pies Ti 

See Ryx, for a very extraordinary 

in this way. 2 with o 4 tus tg ee of " 

If the wheat cannot be ddavenicn pee off, let it be 
mowed off close, as often as may be found necessary, which 
will answer nearly the same Irpose. — 

In England, experiments have been made of transplanting 
wheat in the Spring, by means of which the crops prove 
very good, and a great deal of seed-was saved. ‘This migh 
be found peculiarly useful in wet lands, thrown up in Tidges 

ee 

an ae ae wal: ° 

crop that was raised 
PDs 
j 

“ 
Mu R “ 
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in the Spring. The expense of such culture would, proba- 
bly, however, be too great in this Couniry; and therefore 
need not be minutely described. 
Barberry-bushes or cherrytrees, planted in wheatfields,; 

will make the wheat growing near them blast. 
Spring-wheat should be sown as early as the ground cas 

be made mellow; and there is little or no danger of its be- 
ing too rich for this crop. It grows’Best on rich new lands, 
or on lands which have been well manured and bore Indian 
corn, or potatoes, the preceding year, The quality of this 
wheat is inferior to that of Winter-wheat, and the crop is 
usually smaller. It Is, however, cultivated with more suc- 

cess than Winter- wheat, in much of the higher lands where 
the snow falls deep in the northerly parts of this State. The 
requisite quantity of seed to the acre is from one and a half 
to two bushels. Like barley, it, degenerates ; and new sup- 
plies of seed from Canada, or ‘sgme more northerly climate, 
are found requisite. 

A principal.difficulty in raising Winter-wheat on the high 
lands of the northerly parts of this State, where the snow 
falls very deep, 18j‘that) it lies so long in the Spring that the 
wheat being then, from’the warmth of the ground, inclined 
to vegetate, is prevented by reason of the snow which lies 
upon it, and, being thus excluded from the air, it dies of 
course. The most effectual remedy found, has been, to feed 
off the wheat closely in the Fall, which, it would seem, 
prevents it from starting in the ‘Spring until the snow has 
dissolved. 

Mr. Peters finds his wheat-crops greatly assisted, by 
weting the seed, and rolling it in gypsum, before sowing. 
This treatment makes the crop grow larger, ripen much 
earlier, and preserves it from rust or mildew. He also de- 
rives great benefit. from harrowing his wheat in the Spri 
He thinks, five pecks of seed to the acre not much, Mich 
sown broad-cast. He verifies. the old remark, that lands 
which have been long manured with | barn- dung are not so 
good for wheat; that such lands are more liable to mildew ; 
and that this prevails most in low grounds. He finds peas 
much better than potatoes, to precede a crop of wheat. 

Mr. Beroyi, also 1 
ops” masrain in the Spring, when the ground: 

€ Suitably dried. He also says that all Win- 
ter-grain shoul "he eaten off closely, and as suddenly as 
possible, by Sheep, Calves, &c. before harrowing ; as this. 
serves to help crops which “appear diseased, as well as to 
prevent their lodging. He also recommends paneling the 

" goller over the crop, alter harrowing. 
Mr. Peters also says that wheat should never be the first: 

crop raised, after the land has been manured with lime; but 

psists on the great utility of harrowing 

_ =o 
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that rye, or Indian corn, may be cultivated with great ad- 
vantage, immediately after applying this manure. 

He has made trials of the Jerusalem wheat, and finds it 
more abundant in product, and less liable to lodge. The 
bread made of it he finds to be as well tasted as that of any 
other wheat; but it is considérably darker in color. , 

The Spanish Spring,wheat, lately brought to.this Country 
from England, is saidlito yield an eighth more than any 
other wheat, and — to be of good quality. 

WHEEZING. A . ae of rile commonly called 
broken wind; caused by surfeits, violent exercise when the 
belly is ful); by being rode into cold water when very warm; 
or, from obstinate colds not cured. + 

For the cure, Dr. Bracken advises, that the. Horse should 
have good nourishment, much grain, and littie hay; and 
that the water given him to drink daily have a soluiion of 
half an ounce of saltpetre, and two drachms of sal ammo- 
niac. “It is said ‘thatythe hay mia of white-weed wal cure 
this disorder. * . 

4. 

WHEY. This dvr may be fe to many valuable 
uses. 
“# See Vinecar, for making that liquid out of this atticle. 
‘Tt is good for feeding and fating Swine, and particularly 

excelent for Sows with sucking Pigs. Mr. Deane observes, 
however, that ‘care should be taken not to’ overteed Swine 
with this liquor; for it has often happened that after drink-’ 
ing plentifully of it, especially in hot weather, they will 
swell up, and die.’ 

The Tartars make ardent spirits, and vinegar, from the 
whey of the milk of their Mares; and Mr. Genet says the 
Cowherds on the Alps, and in some parts of France, ex- 
tract from the whey of the milk of their Cows a salt called 
sugar ‘Of milk, which the Swiss Doctors consider’ as the 
best detergent to purify the blood, and cure radically the 
most inveterate cutaneous complaints. For this purpose, 
the whey is clarified and boiled until reduced to one-fourth » 

Part of the whole, which is deposited in wooden or earthen 
‘pans in a cool place. In a short time, the saccharine parti- 
cles are chrystalized, and the phlegmatic t is then de- 

“canted slowly, and the sugar is dried | ah pieces of gray 
paper.’ ‘ 

Mr. Genet supposes that, for curing cutaneous disor- 
ders among cattle of every kind, it would be sufficient to 
boil the whey down to sugar at once; though this, by being 
colored by the kettle, might not be so fit for pharmaceutical. ) 
purposes. Probably whey itself, . whem given to such cattlé as 
will drink it, will auswef a similar purpose; and this seems 
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the less to be doubted, from a case mentioned by Mr. Genez, 
of his successful use of the milk of a Cow, in regenerating 
a decayed imported Merino Ram; the animal being entirely 
free from the scab, during all the time he was fed on milks 
while almost all the Sheep, which came from Spain with 
i were ce to that disorder. 

‘WILD-RICE (Avena Fatuor. Prnis plant ‘which has 
commonly been called wild-rice, by the English, and Folle- 
avoine, by the be is found in the bays, and other 
suitable places, bordering all the large Western Lakes, 
and other waters in that direction, almost as far north as 
Hudson’s Bay. It has not been found farther south than 
about the thirty-ninth degree of latitude; though no doubt 
it may be cultivated in much milder climates. It grows on 
lands naturally covered with water, to the depth of from 
two to seven feet; it requires a rich or muddy bottom, and 
will not grow in that which is sandy. Itis believed that it 
may be cultivated to ‘advantage in many situations where it 
does not naturally grow, and a its culture would be found 
very advantag e0us ; mee” 8 in situations where no other 
plant of toh essent alue is at present grown in this 
Country. We have seen it growing abundantly in a part 
of the bay of Littellodus, on Lake Ontario. It rises some 
height above tie ie, and in order to protect i it from the 
water-fowls, which feed on it, the practice of the Tadians 
is to go, in their canoes, aniongst it, and tie it in bunches, 
about the time the grains have formed; in which situation 
it stands till ripe; when they gather it, by bending the 
bunches over the sides of the canoe, and beatingsout the 
grain with sticks; in which way they will soon fili a vessel © 
of this description. When hulled, Which we ‘believe my 
be done in a manner similar to that of rice, it is said t 
as nufficious as that grain, and as well testa Ae 
How far this species of the vena may be successfully 

culiivated, in the manner that — ice is raised in more 
southerly climates, remains yet to be ascertained by experi- 
“ments. We are, however, impressed swith the belief that it 
may be found a substitute for rice, and cultivated in all the 
northerly parts. i this Country, where lands are naturally 
covercd with w 

be thus covered in an artificial manner. 

WILLOW (Salim) There are varieties of this tree, 
though not many that were found in this Country. The 
weeping- willow and some other kinds are imported. 
© Some kinds of this tree grow so rapidly, as to be valuable: 
to plant for fucl. The twigs of one kind are used for 
making baskets, &c. Oiher kinds are good for making 

to a suitable depth, or where they can’ 

LS ee ee ee 

ee — ee 
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hedges, in wet lands. Perhaps the shrubby kind, that grows 
along the banks of many of our hie sh wears be very 
good for this purpose. 

For making the hedge, either in the bank ' a ditch, or 
otherwise, stakes Of a proper length are cut and set a good 
depth in the ground, rine a foot apart, and they will take 
root and grow; while new twigs, sprouting out from every 
part, soon forms the Bic a thick bushy hedge. This, 
when sufficiently grown, is to be treated as other hedges. 

See HEDGES. 
In Greatbritain, some of the larpedilirts of this tree are 

also raised for building-timber. In this case, says Mr. Miller, 
they are planted in rows, and stand six feet apart each way, 
and are trimed up the requisite height. When they become 
too thick, every othér tree, in each fow, is taken away. 
They may also be planted along the banks of gditches, for 
this purpose. The sets are seven or eight feet jong when 
planted. The same Author observes, that every kind of 
willow is easily raised from sets « eulings, which readily 
take root, either in the Springs ill. 

WINDG ALLS. “These are willbe on the 
bee s of Horses; but most commonly they are seated’ on 

sides. of the back sinew, above the feilocks of ‘this ani- 
( omar they are in the joints and tendons. They 

ally flied with air and thin watery matter. Where 
in. the interstices of the large ‘muscles, which 

ar blown up like bladders, they are principally 
filled ie} “air, and may be safely opened, and treated as a 
cow. yound. ° 

hey first ear, they are usb} cured with re- 
cect and ban - drawn very tightly round the 
forywhich purpose, let the swelling be bathed twice a iw 

inegar, or yerjuice, or fomented with a decoctiow of 
Tk, pomegra wiles and allum, boiled in ver pice, and 

let the. bandage which binds eel be soaket in the 
same. ye? es 

_ Jf this should fail, Geevaivelling-miay be drawn*off by blis- 
tering, and applying” the blistering ointment, repeating it at 
snes till the humor is all drawn off. Some, however, cut 

en these swellings, wherever they bet sit@ated. and treat 
jem as a wound. But, perhaps, where the 

Pine the blistering is the safer remedy; ‘as the joints p2y 
be stiffened by imprudent management. x, 

‘WIND-MACHINERY. The saving of labor by the use 
of the winds, seems to have been but little attended to; and 
yet it is believed that great advantag és might i ike ts to 
the F si from this source. 

54 

Pare in the 
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Suppose, for instance, that an apartment were made under 
the roof of the barn, at one end; in the middle of which 
should be properly fixed an upright shaft, extending up 
through the highest part of the roof, with four horizontal 
arms on the upper end, and on these sails fixed for turning 
the shaft when the winds should blow: Could there be any 
doubt, that this could be made to turn different kinds of 
machines; to be used for different purposes ? 

In this way, a threshing-machine and a cornshelling- 
machine might be moved with a great saving of manual 
labor. “The cuting®of straw and hay, for feeding cattle, 
could thus be almost entirely performed, and the no-less 
importait business of grinding different kinds of grain, for 
feeding and a of cattle, could be performed with equal 
ease. Perhaps, also, the breaking alge caning of flax and 
hemp could be executed in this way, to advantage. 

The raisibg of a constant supply of water from wells, for 
supplying cattle, is also easily performed in this way; and 

0, invention so to contrive the it is a matter of no di 
machinery, | that it will p raising water when the trough 
into which at’is-em all be filled to a certain height. 
Churning may al thiis performed, with a very small 
expense, ‘when the wind will answer. a ' 

It is but a trifling objection against all this, that’ the 1 
are ineonstant; and that they blow oe ee ’ The w 

required to be thus pétformed requires at 
of operation; and days can always be chosen or p 
most of these labors, when the winds blow most Ste 

The machinery for some of the purposes before mention- 
ed should be so contrived as to be turned by hand, when 
the winds»should not serve. Ii is immaterial what quarter 
the winds come from, where the sails are fixed on Fic 
Zontal wheel, as above intended, as the wheel will stil 
thesame way. The sails may ‘be of very cheap m hy 
and the ‘cost of the whole machinery «néed not b ch. 
Any minute description of the machinery is here omited ; 
because verbal descriptions of such are necessarily prolix, 

‘and at bestidifficult to be understood ;,and because any one, 
wishing to test the efficacy of this method of saving labor,. 
need not be long ignorant of the best means of pyting his 
wishes into execution. 
It is believe 

the best that ingore’ in Greatbritain. His machine for 
crushing different ,kinds of grain, between rollers, is also 

' good, as being ‘3 expeditious; but probably those ma- 
chines which grind the grain, in the manner that coffee is 

‘ground in small hand-mills, are the best. Descriptions and 
plates exhibiting his naachines, as well as those of Sa/mon’s 

and Macdougal’s strawcuters, may be seen in a new British 

wo 

that Pasmore’s machine for cuting straw ie ; 
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Work, which has been often mentioned in this, called * The 
Complete Grazier” Ejther of these machines! might be 

easily adapted to the purpose of being turned by wind. 

WINE. Thettndces used for making this liquor are — 
similar to our screw-presses for making cider, though they 
are executed with muchgneater workmanship. 

To make good wine, the high of the same vine should 
be gathered at different times. The first should be of the 
ripest clusters; and let them be cutggiose to theginuit to 
avoid the taste of the stalks. The green and roten grapes 
are to be rejected. 

In due season, the second gathering takes place, when all 
that are ripe and sogpd are taken as before. The same 
may be observed of thé last gathering, the grapes of which 
will be the poorest. To make wine in the greatest pertec- 
tion, however, the grapes are all pre from the stems be- 
fore they are put into the vat. one 

Wines of different colors are made Hon the same yrape. 
~The French make their white ad Te * ac from | the black- 

o make white-wine, grapes cullen: ‘ie a Peace are 
hs early in a damp, misty morning, pile the dew is 

his increases the quantity of wine, but renders. it 
ee nthe sun comes out warm, the gathering is 

ba the press, into which they are immediately put, 
and the first pressing is given witnout delay; which should 
be penile, for fear of discoloring the liquor. The wine from 

iS pressing is the most delicate, but not the strongest. 
tte: the first pressing, the press is raised, the'scatterin; 

apes are laid on the cake, and the second pressing is giv- 
in) Which more force is used than before. Tie. mat 
g is but little inferior to the first, in. flavor or color, 

while it is stronger and will kee longer. Sometimes the 
wines of these two pressings are mixed togethe: ree 

hh _ After these teawibhis the. sides of the cake are cut down 
erpendicularly with a steel Spade, so far as a exceed the 

/upper part of the press thai is let downonst cake. The 
~ catings are laid on the top of the cake, and the’third press- 

ing, which is called the first cuting, Is. piven. ‘THe juice 
pressed out at this time is excelent. “A second and third 
cuting is: in like manner given the cake : w ith pressings, till 
the juice ceases. to run. patio 
The liquor of ‘ype cutings becomes eeaudil more red, 

from the liquor | ontained in the skin of the grapes. The 
wines of these different cutings are cullectellleasat’dy, 
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and afterwards mixed, according as they contain the quality 
that Is wan 

The pressings for the white-wine should be performed 
quickly, that the grapes may not have tim to heat, and that 
the liquor may not remain too long on the murk. 

In making red-wines of the same grapes, tney are to be 
gathered when the sun shines the hotest. They are to be 
selected and gathered iv the manner before direcied. 
Whea brought home, as betore, they are mashed in a 

val, ‘and,are then io in the hiquor for a length of ume, 
Which must depend on the heat of the weather, the flavor of 
the must and the heigit of color intended to be given. 
They are to be stired frequently, the better to raise a fer- 
mentation and reden the liquor. #: 

The Authors ofthe ' Maison, Rustique’ say, that, for the 
Coulange wine, four hours is sufficient tor the grapes to lie 
in the Aiquor; and that, forthe Burgundy wine, a whole day 
should ‘be aliowed. 4 Others allow a much greater length of 
time. Perhaps this point: will be best eapaneames by expe» 
rience, in different ¢ ates., %. 
When the must, iquor, has. lain as long on the husks 

in the vats as is thought. proper, i is poured off, strained, 
aid put into casks. Afterwards the murk, or remain £ 
the grapes in the vat, is pat into the presen nd undergoes 
the pressings and cutings before mentioned. The liq 
obtained, especially it the pressing be so har / as to. 
the seeds of the grapes, has a stronger body than th first 

runing ; but has not its fine, high, delicate flavor. “Some of 
it is, however, frequently mixed with the other ees ‘to 
make them kee . ; 

Some pour water on the murk in the vat, afier the t 
is drawn off,,.which should be done without delay, les. th 
murk sour, and leave it in this situation till they find 
water pretty weil colored, and judge that it has inco 
ed most of the remaining strength of the murk;. they. 
draw ‘off. the water and press: out the murk as pe aS possie Af 
ble, and mix, the liquor th 1S sie or with the w ater, and . 
barrel it.) It will keep no longe the rs 3 Ne \ 
ter; but is brisk and pleasad qaliele it keeps good. * 4 
T he murk i used to mend wines, whether old or new, | 

which | er color or strength. They are to be turned 
out 0 on the murk, afer the must» has been g 
drawn off, and t well"stired up, and let stand twenty-four 
hours, if new wine, or twelve hours if old. ' When a suffi- , 
cient color is thuS given the wine, and it is nedlonper too 
sweet, but agreeable to drink, draw it off, barrel it, and put y 
the murk to. és 
Hot to be mm} 

e press. New and old wines ‘are; however, re 
xed in this operation, vidya i 
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The unripened grapes, that wefe rejected at former 

gatherings, are to hang till they become a lu frost-bitens 

and may then besmade into wine which will anSwer to mix 

with other coi -wines. 

_ When the m s been fully pressed, it will still yield, 

when diluted with water, fermented, and distiled, a spirit for 

medical and domestic uses. 
In some parts of Germany, where the grape does not 

come to full maturity, the Makers of wine have stoves in 

their wine-cellars, by which they are kept warm during the 

fermentation of their wines, and this, by heightening the 

fermentation, meliorates them, and renders theme#more fine. 

Exposing the casksto the sun will have the same effect, in 

wines which are tooyacrid to ferment sufficiently. 
The People of Champaigne and Burgundy supply the 

want of fermentation, or of an insufficient one, in their late- 

made wines, by rolling the casks. Alter drawing the wines 

off from the first lees, three weeks after being first“put up, 

they roll the casks backward and fo 
a day, for four oe days success ively ; then two or three 

times a days for three or four Jays; then twice a day for 

four days more; then once a day for a week, and afterwards 

once in four or five days. This rolling is continued aho- 

gether for aie six weeks, where the grapes were pressed 

: Ut a less time, if they were tolerably ripe. 

The finest wines will work the soonest, and the ferment- 
. Pye te ae 

ation will take tenor twelve days, according to the kind 

of wine, and the season of the year. Those that are back- 

ward in fermenting may be quickened, by puting into them 
a little of the forth or yeast that works from others. During 

ermentation, the bung-holes of the casks are to be left 

ypen, and should be closed when it abates, which is known 

: froth ceasing to rise so fast as before. The cask’ is 

then to be filled to within two inches of the top, “and a 

vent-hole is to be feft open to carry off all that is thrown up 

by further fermentation. ‘The filling of the cask should be 

regularly done every two days, for about twelve days, in) 

rward, five ‘or six times 

order that the foulness thrown up by the continued fer- 
mentation may be thrown out at the vent-hole, or it will fall 
back into the wine and prevent its becoming clear. After 
this the cask should be filled to within an inch of the bung, 
every fifth or sixth day, for a month; and then once a fort- 

the fermentation ts 
entirely over, the casks are to be filled up, and this is to be 
repeated once a:month as long as they remain in the cellar, 
in order to preyent the wine growing flut and heavy. They, 
should be filled with wine of the same kind which they con- 
tain, which may be kept in bottles for the purpose; and the 
vent-hole should be stoped when the fermentation is over. 

ee & 
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The first drawing off from the lees is done about the 
middle of ember, and. the casks containing the liquor 
drawn off should stand without the leastydisturbance, by 
shaking, until the middle of Februar n the liquor 
should be’ again drawn off into. other, If there be 
then still so much lees as to endanger their contracting a 
putrid taint, let the wine be again drawn off in due season. 
Sometimes it may be necessary to repeat the racking sev- 
eral times; but I<t the casks be kept fuil, and let no wines 
of dissimilar qualities be mixed. 

The lees are to be collected togechers and, after settling, 
the thiner part may be distiled. 

Brandy is often added to wine, when, about to be trans- 
ported, to prevent any further fermentation. Fumigating the 
casks with burnt brimstone will answemt S) purpose better; 

but it is said this will destroy the red color of wines. The 
colors of wine are, however, mostly artificial. A deep- 

yellow may be made by burnt-sugar, and a Ree pened: by» 

redwood, elderberries, Sc. 
Turbid wines are fined by isinglass, bye puting a pound or 

two of fresh bioody meat into them, and by other means 
pointed out under CipgR. es 

Where wine has become sour, let some salt of tartar be 
mixed with it, just before 1t is used, which wall peutialy ze 
the acid. 

In Summer, dood. clear days, with. herly winds, “ite 
the best times for drawing off wines, spree their, fret. 
ing or frothing. Lar 

For making currant-wine, see Pie i  . 
Gooseberry- wine is made in the same manner as canpent- 

wine. - Zi 
Raisin-wine is made as follows: Take thirty gallu 

clear rain or river-water, and put it into.a vessel that y 
hold a third more; add a hundred weight of Malaga rai 
picked from: the stalks 5 mix the whole Well together, ; 
cover it over partly, but not entirely, with a linen cloth, and 

t it stand in a warm place, if the season be not warm. It 
will soon ferment, and must be well stired about twice in 
twenty-four, hours, for twelve or fourteen days. "By this 
time, if the liquor has lost its sweetness, and if the ferment- 
ation has nearly abated, which will be perceived by the 
the raisins lying quictly at the bottom, the liquor must be 

strained off, and the juice of the raisins pressed out, first 

by hand and afterwards by press, which may easily be con- 

trived, by having two boards, and weights laid on the upper- 
ost. All the liquor is then to be put info a good sound 
ck, well dried and warmed, together with eight 
pound of sugar, and a little yeast; except that a little of 
the wine should be reserved in bottles, to be afterwards 

.. 
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added during the fermentation, which will take place again. 
During this second fermentation, the cask must be kept 
nearly full, so that the froth or yeast will mun out of the 
bung-hole. V he fermentation has ceased, which will 
be at the end nth, the cask is to be stoped tight and » 
kept a year, 0 y and then bottled off. 

This wine will be very good at the end of a year and a 
half; but will improve much by being kept four or five 
years; as it will then be equal to any of the strong cordial 
foreign wines, and by proper substances, to give it color 
and flavor, may be made to resemble them. 

This is the most perfect of artificial wines, but others 
may be made cheaper ; such, for instance, as supplying the 
place of every four.pounds of raisins by one pound of sugar, 

so that only a fourtijef the quantity of raisins above men- 
tioned may be required; or by. adding a proportion of well- 
rectificd whiskey to the’ cask when closed, in which case 
less raisins and less sugar would be requisite. ays 
»» Any kind of Jarge raisins will answer as well as Malaga; 
but the thiner the, skin, and the sweeter the. Pulp, the better 
the wine will be. # Me ph 

To make Bire. Pibine. After collecting oie sap’ of the 
a it is to be made into wine before any fermentation 

place; and for this purpose, a pint of honey or a 
ni of sugar is to be added to every gallon of the sap, 

whole to be w ue stired up, and then boiled for about an 
hour, with a’ few cloves and a little lemon-peel; during 
which, the scum ‘iS carefully to be taken off: When cool, 

-a few spoonsful of ‘new ale or yeast is to be added, tod in- 
duce a due degree of SE aaieination ; and after this has ceas- 
ed, or early so, the liquor is to be bottled and put away in 

cool place in the cellar, for use; though, no'doubt, it be- 
comes improved by age. 
oN Vhen properly: made, the liquor, however, Heriined $0 
s ong - that it frequently bursts the’ bottles, unless they are 
placed in spring- water. Stone bottles are said to be the 
best for coMtanmas the liquor, as they are stronger. i 
lass. 

" The black-birch affords the greatest quantity of sap, which 
may be drawn from the tree in plenty, by boring a hole into 
the southerly side, in the manner directed for extracting 
the sap from the maple. 

See Map e. 
* The holes are to be pluged UP, when ho more sap is to 
“be drawn. 

Pevhaps a liquor equally good might i made, in some 
similar fant of the sap of the maple, and of the juice . , 
of water tae especially of those raised in the’ Southern 
States. - aus 
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To make Pomona-wine. The directions published by Mr. 
Coofer, for making a wine of cider and other ingredients, 
which may properly be called Pomona wine, are as follows : 
Take cider of the best runing of the @héese, and of the 
best quality, and add to it as much ho is will make the 
liquor bear an egg; strain the liquor throt Bish a cloth as 
you pour it into the cask; fill the cask full, with the addi- 
tion of two gallons of French brandy to a barrel; set it 
away in a cool place, with the bung-hole open, to ferment; 
as the fermentation proceeds, ‘it will throw out considerable 
froth and filth; keep filling it frequently with more of the 
same kind of liquor, kept for the purpose, until the fer- 
mentation has nearly subsided; then put in the bung; but 
not tightly, in order that the liquor may have some further 
vent, and, as soon as the fermentatiom ceases, close up the 
vessel. The next Spring, rack off, liquor into a new 
clean cask; and, in order to clarify it, ir. Cooper directs a 
mixture.of sweet'milk, the whites of eges, and clean sand 
to-be beat up and will: stired into the cask. 

See Ciper, for the particular directions for this. 
But it is believed, that about a quart of sweet-milk toa 

barre], well stired and mixed with the liquor as it is poured 
in, will answer equally’ well and perhaps better. This ope- 
ration alone will not only clarify liquors, but, by ee 8 
it several times, the highest-colored wines may be neay 
or quite divested of all their color. After the liquor has 
been thus clarified, let it be again draw rn off. into bottles, or 

into fresh clean casks, and kept in a Cool cellar for use. 
Mr.’Coofer says that his liquor, thus prepared, has often 
been taken, by good judges of wine, for the real juice of 
the grape ; ‘and has been pronounced by them superior to 
most of the wines in use. Age, however, is essential 
perfecting this kind of wine, as in all others. | die: 
“Mr. Clerk, in his ‘ Travels in Russia,’ makes 1 ine c 

of his having drank mead among the Cossacks of wes Don, 
which was sigteen years old; and this liquor, which is litde 
elise than honey and water, he assures us, was equal to good 

Madeira- wine. Mr. Cooper adds, that the expense of mak- 
ing Pomona-wine does not exceed twentyaare or thirty 
cents a gallon. 

Wine of a tolerable quality may he made of the © juice of 
elderberries, in a manner similar to that of making cur- 
rant-wine. P 

See CuRRANTS. © ¥ 
Raspberries and blackberries may also be applied to the 

same use; and hess sugar will be found ream in making 
wines of these than of currants. 
« In making artificial wines, French pean is used to add 
more spirit, and to assist in imparting to them the requisite 
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taste. But, as French brandy is somewhat expensive, it may 
not be amiss here to mention, that a very pleasant spirit, 
resembling that liquor in taste, may be made of the spirit 
distiled from cider, by puting into it a suitable proportion 

es, baked drown, but not burnt. About half 
@, OF perhaps less, will impart to a barrel of 

this distiled spirit'a very pleasant taste, smell, and ‘color, 
after the liquor has had time to ripen by age. Whether 
this liquor, thus prepared, will precisely supply the place of 
French brandy, in making arvificial wines, is not particularly 
known. Certain it is. however, that when it has age it has 
much of the brandy flavor, and is full as pleasant as that 
liquor. Common whiskey, also, when divested of its essen- 
tial oil, may in like manner be turned inio a pleasant brandy, 
after it has acquirgiaiicient age. 

WOAD. The leaves of this plant, when reduced toa 
paste, by a proper degree of heat and fermentation, and the 
mass then suffictently dried, is used by Diers, together with 
indigo, for making the best blue dies. Under Mitxwexp, 
it will be seen‘that the leaves of that plant have been suc- 
cessfully used as a.substitute for woad, and probably may be 
found less difficult and expensive in cultivation. 

By.a communication of Mr. Parish, of Greatbritain, who. 
, is himselfya Dier, and a Cultivator of woad, it seems, how- | 

ever, that the cultivation, of this plant has made fortunes to 
several in that Country, when grown on suitable lands; and 
that it is an excelent preparative for a crop of wheat. » 
_The soil, he says, which suits it best, is a fertile moist 

loam, and if underlaid with clay the betters; that ground 
of this kind, which has long lain in pasture or meadow, is 

® much preferable to land constantly tilled with grain, as b ing 
4 ; clear of weeds; that it is vain to expect a good crop 
fot s plant, and of good quality, on poor shallow land; for 

that, if the crop on such land should even be abundant, as 
it may be by manuring; still such lands can never impart to 
the woad its essential quality to make it valuable for dying; 
and more especially if the season be wet and cold. Warm 
showery s€asons, neither too dry nor too wel, are the most 
suitable for its growth. 

_ Mr. Parish says he ofice had occasion to purchase woad 
that was grown in a very wet season, andfound, on using it- 
in his vats, that it was Impossible to regulate their ferment- 
ation; that, on experiencing this difficulty, he purchased 
woad that was grown in a more genial season, and then he 
succeeded; that he kept the other three or four years, and. 
then found it more steady in its fermentation; but that it 
then required double the quantity, and even with this its” 
cifects were not so beneficial, as when good woad was used. 

55 : 
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Let the sward be broken in the Fall, and the ground 
ploughed and, harrowed again in the Spring. The crop 
should be put in as early as the ground’ can be properly 
prepared. Where the sward can be completely turned over, 
this may be done as early in the Spring as possible, and the 
crop sowed or planted, as the case may ‘be, on the sward, 
after it has first had about twenty-four bushels of lime to 
the acre, and this harrowed in. 

The seeds may be sown in the broadcast way, and the 
plants afterwards thined in hoeing, similar to the common 
method of cultivating turnips; or they may be drilled in 
rows, or planted in, the quincux ways and for this latter 
purpose a board, with pegs set into it diagonally, at the 
distance of twenty inches, or twenty-four, if the soil be very 
strong, is used to make the holes for the seed, and into each 
hole three or four seeds are to be droped, and covered with 
the roller, or the harrow. 4 

Mr. Parish says he bas been most successful in this latter 
mode of planting. Land cannot be too rich for the crop; 
and it often fails when cultivated on land not sufficiently 
strong, or moist, or when the hoeing is not well attended to, 
and weeds are suffered to rise. In hoeing, some earth 
should be drawn round the plants. If the season will admit 
of puting the seeds into the ground so early, as to have the 
plants strong before dry weather comes on, there will be 
almost a certainty of a good crop, where the land is of the 
tight. kind, sufficiently rich, and well cultivated. 

Previous to commiting the seeds to the earth, they should 
be soaked in water, with a mixture of fresh-slaked lime 
and soot, until, they begin to vegetate, and break the pods 
in which each seed is enclosed. If the ground be moisf, 
the youn plants will appear in a few days. ya 

Mr. Parish also advises, to strew more fresh-slaked lime 
on the surface of the ground, after planting, or sowing; 
when, if showers invite grubs, or snails to eat the young 
plants, this manure will destroy these insects. But perhaps 
this may as well be omited, until it be seen whe tie the, 
young plants become infested with these enemies; and, 0 
their first appearance, strew on the lime, as before mention- 
ed, and this will soon destroy them. "i Ay) 

He also says, that he once cultivated this crop for three 
years successivelyyon the same ground; but found this to be 
an error; for, afier the plants came up strong and healthy, 
they were soon.observed to decay and wither; and on exam- 
ining the roots he found them attacked by the wireworm. 
He, however, destroyed these by. applying forty-eight bush- 
els of fresh-slaked lime to the acre, and ‘harrowing it in, 
which’gave him a good crop. 
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He advises, therefore, nevet to cultivate more than two 
; crops successively on the same ground, from an opinion that 

the want of a change in this crop, and some others, is the 
cause of their becoming more liable to the depredations of 
insects. Be this as it may, we have no doubt but that a 
proper solution of salt and water, applied to the roots of the 
plants, would have destroyed the wireworm as effectually as 
the application of the lime. v Bek 3 

See Insects. - yf ba 
The leaves oi this plant, when grown on good land, and 

in a good season, grow very large and long; and when they 
Should be gathered, a brownish spot, inclining to a purple 

'* towards its centre, appéafs near the ends; while the other 
parts of the leaves still appear green, but a little tinged 

© — with yellow. a aie 
The leaves are to be gathered from two to four, and even 

five, i in a season, as Mr. Parish once experienced; 
and for the next Spring he saved an acre for seed, of which 

had a good crop. He also picked off the young seedling 
sprouts from what he had thus saved for seed, and mix- 
ed them with his first gathering of what was newly sown, 

““which he found to answer very well. But at another time, 
when he let these sprouts grow too long, they became too 
hard, and’ were of little value. 
," hepeercond crop is to be taken from the ground, it? 
should be ploughed up in ridges in the Fall, after the last’ 
gathering of the leaves; but, where wheat is to follow, the 
ploughing for that crop must be sufficiently early for sow- 

_ing it in season. ne i | 
After describing the common method of preparing woad, 

he proceeds to describe the process he pursues for this 
# urpose, which he says is beyond comparison the best, and 

as follows: ae \ 
After gathering the leaves, they are to be put to dry,-and 
to be turned so often as to prevent their heating so much 
as to be reduced to a paste. In wet weather, a’ stove is to 
be used for this purpose. When a quantity is sufficiently 
dried, which in England requires about a week (but less 
time would probably answer here) it is to be thrown into a 
heap, where, if not too dry, it will begin to heat and ferment; 
if too wet, it will rot, but not properly ferment, nor readily 
become in a condition for the Dier. Oy ot Pe . 

If the heap is too dry for fermenting, it is to be moistened 
with limewater, applied by a wateringpot. When the heat 
increases too rapidly, the heap must be turned, and very 
fine flour-lime strewed between different layers. That 
which requireS most lime to preserve a temperate sesree 
of fermentation, and takes most time in fermenting, is the 

r 
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best, ‘so that at length it comes to that heat which is indis- 
pensable to the production of good woad.” 

When the leaves begin to be reduced to a pasie, the 
surtace of the heap must be kept as smooth as possible.) 
and free irom cracks; as this prevents the escape of much 
carbonic acid gas, which is furnished by the hme, as well 
as by ihe fermentaiion; «and it also preserves it from the 
fly, magots, and*worms, which oftep are seen in those parts 
where thc heat is not$o great, or the lime is not in sufh- 
cient quantity to destroy them. It is surprising to observe 
what a degree of heat they will bear. This attention to 
rendering the surface of the couch (the heap) even and 
compaci, is essentially necessary, and to turning the woad 
as a dung exactly, diging perpendicularly to the bottom. 
The couching-house (where ihe heap is made) should have 
an-even floor of stone or brick, and the walls snould be the 
same, and every part of the couch of woad should be beaten 
with a shovel, and troden, to rendér it as compact. as 
possible.’ “ 

«The Grower of woad should erect a long shed in the 
centre of his land, facing.the south, the ground lying on a 
descent, so as to admit the sun to the back part; and here ™ 
the woad should be put down as gathered, and spread thin 
at one end, keeping Children to turn it towards Lene oer 

. a, and ‘the couch should be at the other end” 
“Mr. Parish supposes the degree of heat, ‘necessary to’ 
serait that change of smell which is necessary to finish a 
couch of woad properly for the Dier, to be about from one 
hundred to one hundred and twenty dégrees of Fahrenheit, 
and that it cannot be regularly obtained but by ee 
and time.’ 

‘Good woad, such as the richest lead produces, will be.of . * 
a blackish green and mouldy; and, when smail lumps are = 
pulled asunder, the fractures and fibres are brown; and 
these fibres will draw apart like small threads; and the 
more stringy they are, and the darker the external appear- 
ance, and if-of a green hue, the betier the woad; but poor 
land produces it of a light brownish green. The fibres only 
serve to show that # has not suffered by putrefaction.’ - 

When.the couch or heap of woad $ has attuined its due 
degree of fermentation, it is to be opened, spread, and turn- 
ed, until regularly cooled; and then it is in condition for 
sale : : But the immediate use of wood new’ from the couch 
is not advised by Diers who are experienceds for new wood 
is not $o regular in its fermentation in the blue-vat.’ 
We have thus\given the substance of the communica- 

“tion of. Mr. Parish, partly in his own’ words, and partly in 
our own, where we supposed: we bould be more explicit and 
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concise. What has been said will, as we believe, enable any 

ene sucessfully to raise this plant, and prepare it for the 

Dier; especially with the aid of a lithe experience in the 
yculture and- process of preparation. 

WOLVES. For the method of preventing their killing 
Sheep, see SHEEP. , | 

Wolves are easily caught in traps, and, aS many frontier 

‘towns are in the habit of offering considerable premiums 

for every Wolf that may be killed, we will suggest a me- 

thod of destroying them, which it is beli¢ved would be 
successful. . . 

Build a close board-pen, out in the wilderness, where the 
Wolves most frequent, so high thagpgthey cannot get Cver Is 

* 
“ let it be about twenty feet square; leave a hole in each side 

of it just large enough for a Wolf to thrust.his head iio; 
put three or four Sheep into the pen and feed them there; 
Take pieces of tainted meat, and drag them along on the 
ground, off for miles, in different directions from tbe pen. 
The Wolves coming across the scents made by these trails 
will follow them to the pen, and when there they will 

‘ stick their heads through the holes to get at the Siecp. 
si the Sheep be prevented from coming too Close to these 

eS. 4s 7. 

ih All then that is further to be done is to contrive traps, 
‘which, as they run their heads through the holes, wiil 
either kill them, hang them, or otherwise hoid them fast 
till they can be killed or taken; and the different methods 
of doing this, any Hunter of common ingenuity .can easily 
contrive for himself. 4 ¥ 

This‘plan would be equally useful where the Farmer folds 
his Sheep every night, to keep off the Wolves. 

kh WQODHOUSE. Every Farmer should provide himself 
with this building ; and into this let him-every Winter store 
away wood sufficient for the ensuing year, so that he may 
have a constant supply of ‘dry fuel. Any kind of wood, even 
that which is much decayed, will burn well when dry; and 
half of any given quantity of dry wood will give more heat 
than the whole where it is wet and green; so that there is a 
considerable saving of wood in having it dry, to say nothing 
of the greater pleasure and convenience it affords. 
A house twenty feet square and ten feet high will hold 

fifty cords of wood; but if the Farmer will be at the pains 
to have his rooms warmed, and his culinary business per- 
formed, in the most approved and economical manner, he 
will find the one-half of this yearly quantity-of wood sufi? 
cient for all his pt apres i and thus make a saving in this 
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article alone tothe amount of at least thirty dollars a year, 
and, where fuel is dear, to perhaps double that amount. 

See WarMING OF Rooms. 
In cuting wood short, after it is carted -home, a saw shoul 

be used; as this makes a great saving of the wood, and is 
at the same time equally expeditious. 

WOUNDS. Mr. Sarilet directs, where Horses or other 
cattle receive any large wound, the first step is to sow it 

up, if it be in such part of the body, as will admit of this; 
for in some™ parts the wound will be drawn open by the 
lying down, or rising, of the animal. Where the wound is 
deep, let the stitches be proportionately deep, so as to bring 
the lower parts of it togginer. The stitches may be half an 
inch or more apart. 

If an artery has been opened, let it be secured by pass- 
ing a crooked needle underneath and tying it up. If this 
cannot be done, apply a button of lint or tow, diped in a 
strong solution of biue vitriot, close to the mouth of the 
bleeding vessel, and be careful that it be kept there, by a 
proper compress and bandage, till an eschar is formed. 

The lips of the wound being brought together by the 
needle or bandage, it needs only to be covered with rags 
diped in brandy. Where the. blood of the animal is, how- 
ever, ina bad siate, which may soon be known by the aspect, 
of the wound, and its’not healihg, the blood should be rec-_ 
tified by internal medicines.. The wounded part should be 
kept as free from motion as possible. 

All wounds of the joints, tendons, and membraneous 
parts should be dressed with terebinthine medicines, to 
which may be added honey, and the tincture of myrrh. All 
greasy applications should be avoided. Fomentations and 
poultices are also of great use here. 

tae ™ “ne \ eh 
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YEAST. For the best yeast, see Bezr. 
A method of making what may be called a portable or 

durabie yeast, is as follows : 
Take a quantity of hops, suitable to the quantity. of yeast 

you intend to make, boil them well, and strain’ off the water 

@) which they are boiled; into this water stir a suitable 
quantity of flour, and considerable salt, # +! 
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a proportionate quantity of good yeast; let this mass rise 
as much as it will; then stir in fine Indian meal till it is so 
thick as that it can be made into small cakes of the size 
of a dollar or larger. When the cakes are thus made, dry 
(them in the sun till they are hard, minding to turn them 
frequently to prevent their moulding, and, then lay them by 
in a dry place, for future use. 
When you wish to have yeast, take one of these cakes, 

crumble it to pieces, pour warm water on it, and let it 
stand in a warm place, and it will soon rise sufficiently to 
make good yeast. A quantity of these cakes may be thus 
made at once, which will last for six months or more. 

YELLOWS. In Neat-cattle this disease is usually called 
the overflowing of the gall; in Horses, it is called the yel- 
lows or jaundice. 

See NEAT CATTLE. 
When Horses are troubled with this disorder, it is known 

by the yellowness of the eyes and of the inside of the mouth. 
The animal becomes dull and refuses to eat. The fever 
and the yellowness increase together. His urine is voided 
with difficulty, and looks red after it has lain some time. 
The off-side of the belly is sometimes hard and distended. 
If the disorder be not checked,’he becomés frantic. 
es Horses, when the liver has been long diseased, the 

cure is hardly practicable; and ends fatally with a wasting 
diarrhoea; but, says Mr. Bartlet, when the disease is re- 
cent, and the Horse*young, there is no danger, if the fol- 
lowing directions are observed: % 

First, bleed plentifully and give the laxative clyster, as 
Horses having this disorder are usually costive; and the 
next day give him a purge of an ounce and a half of cream 
of tartar, half an ounce of Castile-soap, and ten drachms of 
succotrine aloes. Repeat this two or three times, giving 

» intermediately the following balls and drink: Take Ethiop’s 
mineral, half an. ounce ; millepedes, ‘the same quantity ; 
Castile-soap, one ounce; make this into a ball, and give 
one every day, and wash it down with a pint of this de- 
cocti D: Take madder-réot and turmerick, of each four 
ounces; burdock-root, sliced, half a pound; Monk’s rhu- 
barb, fault ounces; boil the whole in a gallon of forge-water 
down to three quarts; strain it off and sweeten it with 
honey. 

Balls of Castile-soap and turmerick may also be given for 
this purpose, three or four ounces a day, and will in most 
cases succeed in effecting a,cure. 

By these means, the disorder generally abates in a week, 
which may be a the alteration of the Horse’s eyes ; and ® 

4 aw ) 

2 % 
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mouth; but the medicines must be continued till the yel- 
lowness is removed. Should the disorder prove obstinate, 
you must try more potent medicines, viz. Mercurial physic, 
repeated two op three times, at proper intervals, and the 
the following balls: Take salt of tartar, two ounces ; inna 
bar of antimony, four ounces; live millepedes and filings 
of steel, of each, four ounces; Castile-soap, half a pound ; 
make these into balls of the size of hen’s eggs, and give 
one of them night and morning with a pint of the above 
drink. On the recovery of the Horse, give him two or 
three mild purges, and if he be full and fat put in a 
rowel. 
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Stale bread is more Wholesome than that, which is.newly baked, 
the latter’ contains a latge —proportion,of indigestible paste ; whieh 
may, however, be rendered less hurtful, by toasting. 

To make bread with*salt.. ‘Cake as much of this article as is nes 
cessary forthe quantityof bread to be made; dissolve the salti in’ 
quantity ofwarm water sufficient to mix the flour intended to be 
baked; mix someéfloyrim this water, and set it in‘aypot near thé fire; 
but not so near aggto biirn the four: A yellow water will ‘soon rise 
on the top, which™s to be taken off, and the rising will begin; then 
mix the contents of*the pot withthe flour, add more warm water, if 
necessary, and in less than an hour the mass: Will be readyfor baking; 
and when baked wilh be foumdias’ well raised and tasted as bread 
raised with yeast...From three to four hours ate requisite in this 
process, from fr time of fitst preparing the salt and water 

er 

BURNPT-GRASS? Mr. Deane, in speaking of wre grass, says, 
‘I have had a bed of this grass for two years past on a hungry sand. 
It has grown luxuriantly, the stems, rising to the height of three feet; 

, and the’ seeds ripened the year at was sown, though. at_was not sown 
till the end of May. “The second year the seeds, ripened, think, “in 

& Junées “The severity of our Wainter-frost neither killed anyvof it, tor 
so much as altered the: verdure of thé stems or leaves. Some of it 
was cut up and given £0 cattle, as soon as. the’ snow was off, which 
they ate very greedily.” 

<{ think this-plant hids fair to ‘be A. pefiable grass in thig Country, 
where frost oetasions the confining: -ourstocks to da "Y fodder for six 
or seven Months.) Pore on a ‘pasture-oF 1 this Brass, Cattle, , Orses, , and 
Sheep may feéd till the ground is s covered - with snow ; ‘and again in 
the Spring, as soon as the ground is bare. Itais also_ ‘extelent foi a 

4. “ing, or to give green to,cattle in racks; and when it is made ble ito hay 
i thé leaves ate not apt to erumblé, or any part of the hay to be 

‘They who’ wish to propagate this grass may be eee that ane 
is noe the’ least difficulty im doing: it yifor. it is not iia a Most hardy 

Kind oF insects, ThevEnglish, Fat ‘ 
of weeds during the first patie or 
ground. «This maybe done partly I ee for, as it j is a ones 
tap-rooted plant; ' the’ teeth of the era not injure . 

is Legis 
CABBAGE. Mr. Parean ont Penneylianis, plants his: ty ag 

September, when he intends them for an early supply . ag 
year; and in this way’ lhe brings them. earlier’ forwar eh 
“faised in hotheds. , He drills) in) the secd,. dpe 
pitpose,dand ‘lets the plants ‘stand xposed Rae d 
‘thesearé killed by the frost : but as the stand _pretty. thi ckl 
are léfiin'the Fall, a sufficiency of mich survive the Winte 
thined cutthe next Spang oo growing at 3 oper distances. 4 

CAMEL, &There- are. fade different species of this ney “the 
Pactrian- Camel the Dromedary, the Lama, and the Cameleopard. 
The three formety: having long been .domesticated, are eminently 
serviceable for carrying burdéns, and-for trave i with, ac speed. 
The latter has never been subjected to the: nO ‘, 

‘The Bactrian is the Jar vest, and can con: enié at ly, car TV ‘aba half 
@ atonat a time, with which he will. easily. travel thirty miles ina day. 

Phe Chinese” bave a variety ofthis. ‘spec which they call Fong . 
‘Kyo Fo, or Camels with feet of thegwind| sone of which will carry 

® its Rider one hundred and fifty mula a days The common kind of 
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this species may be rodé’one hundred miles i in that time. It has.two 
large protuberances on its back. P” 

The Dromedary is smaller, has but one, and carries about six 
hundred weight. 
The Lama is much smaller than either of these, and carries a 

burden proportionately less. 
The species first meutioned is cona}ilaned the most serviceable. 

For the most prominent uses, for which the two former are fited by 
Nature, viz. for carryingbirdens, andfor expeditious traveling, they 
are by fam the most valuable animulsyon earth. Without them, much 
of Asiaand Africa could scarcely-be inhabited by Man. They are 
extremely, docile, lying or stooping down to receive, or to be reliev- 
ed from, their load;, they want neither whip nor spur to. urge them 
forward; and’éven wien tired, music, or a song, wali give them fresh 

animation; their fect,are adapted either for soft sandy or rough rogky 
paki "They endure ‘hunger and thirst toa surprising. degree, and 

subsist at all times on thé coarsest fate. Their flesh isweil tasted 
‘ peeing: the females of ea h sort afford considerable supplies 

ane Their hair is very Valdable for manufacturing into cloths; 
; thei act from’ the bunches, on, their backs is highly 

Preme for several medical” uses, a aS 
The Camel is a native of the torrid“Zone ; bat as ‘they are now tised 

by. af Re who inhab it the Country: roufd lake Baikal, which is 
several dred miles north of China, it would seem that.they may 
bene habe uated to almost an ‘climate. 
As twelve. of the Bactrian | 3 jels ‘would be pilin ciakt for trans- 

porting: Six tons, and as these twelve. could allbe attended by one 
gave: “as. ‘they. ‘may -be’kept at tess than half the Expense requisite 

Keoputggine ‘number: of - Algrses necessary for transporting the 
a aeweigh and as the transportation on | amels requires no essen- 
tial expetise in the. construction OF repair 6 ‘roads, and none what- 
ever for carriages ; it wouldyseem, froin all” these considerations, that 
land-carriage might be performed, b ythe use of these animals, for 
-aboutone-fourth of the expense thatis usually incured: , Andy if’ so, 
it only remains to be’ a <7 BP ae ne of Camels, for this 
purpose, been so long’ 1 irepe and in this Coun- 

Ey only” one-half. € ais of land-transportation 
d thus be saved, it would, prove a arce Of wealth to the 

srest of this Colintey, where n articles of produce will 
| x pense: of ae bce ty i Hh okt 

Re cas en aes of. this ant ‘but 
ony tly. cultivated in the more 

parts of | lias prope ated. from the seeds, and the 
ic] ec negar, Gey. ‘They exeite.the appetite, assist 

4 oer useful as fe th and. a ae in obstructions 
: sa¥ * 

Mr. efervomt in a iciter to then pees of Correspondence of 
_the Agricultural Society,of South- carolina, dated Paris; July, 1787, 
“recomménds the intréduction: of the caper. into the Southern States. 
He observes, * The caper, though | a tender, plant, is certain in its 
‘produce; because a mound | th of the sizé ofya cuctmber-hill, 
thrown dver the plant in the Autumn, protects i it effectually against ‘the 
cold of the Winter. _When the danger of. frost is over in the. ah 

they are to be - HCO} rered,: and the culture, bee ths “There are ‘y 
great deal in thé meigm orhood.of Toulon. The p ants are set about 
eight feet apart, im ay eld, one year with another, apa o pounds. 
of capers each, worth, on the spot, about. six, “pence erling the 



fruit, as it forms, » 

pound», They require little culture, and this may be performed eit 
with the plough omhoe. \The principal work isthe gathering of t 

hea 4 plant must be picked every othemday, from 
the last of June,until the middle of October. But this is ‘the work 
of Women and Children. | Whis piant does well in any kind off soil, | 
which is dry, oP even ingwalls,»where there is no soil; and they, last 

_the’life of a Man,®, Toulon. would be the #propér pork to apply ss 
them,’ , “_ 

Dr. Mease says, “The, se acla. must be brought over’ inetheir cap- 
sules, as they will keep mych better than without them; but theset 
should be secured from,insects, by. wrapings them in tobaceosleayes 
which are well dried.” Without aise erisien the seeds will: eae 
destroved before they arrive’ . 3 aM 

CARROT. ‘Phe orange- -colored ican is oS fpat ne cutiaeciil 
Mr. Coofier, of Newjersey,' raised eight hundfed bushels of eee 
an acre. The ¢rop maybe mowed twice during its. srowth; ' 
mowings will somewhat assist the erowth of the! myots’ and the < 
thus taken off are mutch relished by Catile, 4 W y ale 

It is contended sby. Some, that the beds ‘for? ng. ‘drills , carro! 
should betunderlaid with mattur oe high manher of turnips. 

See TURNIPS,” vias wae 

INSECTS; The a prop gated b: bye beasles ah bh 
which, during Summer, as -constat seh tle be scen’ 10 ‘bal 
composedvof eow or: horse-dung- es ‘balls re deposited in holes 
in the ground, and contain the-thaterials. wa nume Tomas enor 
gurbs, whieh are brought forth the nex ‘Sprin na 
are metamorphosed intorbeetles. >... peg y 

A. Writer, in a Raper blished at Maaleich, ‘Nusthaento lina, 
that he has never. rat thing so effectual for preventing the” 
ravages of grubs in Indian corn, as Fall-ploughing; a a practice which 
he particiilarly. recommends, as being. of singular use for this pur- 
pose, as welloas for its. excelent, gt on the growth of ne "erOR 
which is to follow.” : , ’ a ray » Sige ri 3 ieee 

if : 

[The Agtiesttatal Soe 3 yi 
ed forty dollars for the 
east aid their m 

these thee a 
othe A ppendix to” this ; 
-Crop mee prop pose 
that, on the subject of the’ ost 
he’ has, in this Essay, peste moi 

_ NURES, Ut the, body of this Work. 1% 

ROTATION OF, CROPS, Be, Bb ive Said ane ee aay 
for the growth of particulay plants, andin suchiease many successive 

fi 
e re explicit th ih pis ; 

_ yearly eto wths of them may be raised,: ‘without-manute, and. without 
of four- material diminution of product... Weshave known ann sta CE 

o round; teen good crops of wheat: raised, siiccessiyely: on the” sa 
another, of eighteen eropsiot oats; others, off at lea en of barley, 

@and nearly twenty ofrye: But: iese. vos cul jar soils; and ale 
though thisysameness/of culture was ds neces sf, no inference 
is therefore to be drawn that it was the mds Ppieptable, orlthat such 
soils would not eventually tive of theip/fayorite’cropsy ang then be 

‘an 
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found exhausted and unfit for others. Generally speaking, we conceive 
thatione of the mostimportant points uMbusbandpy is « judi@ous ro- 
tationjef such crops us are most profitable for culture;@ind at the 
same time best adapted for the particula® soils which are,to beyculti- 
vated, Lands seem naturally to require” change of growths. Whiere 
the oak has disappeared, after it had liftéd its/head to the, Springs of 
ages, another oak will, not naturally! ri8®) but soriie otherwee. In- 
stances have been known*of lands covered Solely with trees otydeci- 
duous growth, whereythe knotsyofjthe piteh-pine were stall to be 
found; aproof that pme wasionee a'tenant of the soil. in the South- 
éri, States, where lands have been exhausted with injudicious crop- 
ing, and. then thrown out to G@mmon, they sodh become covered With 
Opps of trees different from those they originally bore. 
“Some plants are so unfit for long continuance in apy particdam 

- epics that they aré endowed with: migratory powers, either by their 
winged seeds, which areswéfted abroad by the winds# bytheir roots, 
by, which they: change their places of growth beneath the surface ; or 
by their vines, by wich they, travel aboye ground, and thus locate 
themselves in different situations. Of the first’description are the 
varieties. of the: thistle, the miukweed, and the fireweed; of the 
second, the, potatoe,and some othey, “Bulbous-rooted plants;,of the . 
third, the strawberry, the blackbe1 y, the different species of the 
gourd-tribe, ‘The stalke\of erect’ plants fall when they ripen, and 
thus, the sééd reaches’ sala distancé from the roots which 
produced t m. There seer deed, to'be. generally a disposition 
in the earth to re uire, cha @e@s in the plants. it nourishes, m order 
vane it nay tnpayt 16 {0 1 thats is best adapted for each; and Provi- 

: ; wisdom, has endowed these, while growing ina 
Sich. properties as are best calculated to cfiect 

a 8. Let the Cultivator, thereforey study Nature, and follow 
er ‘dietates, af ate Wishes eaton success “or applause in bis em- 

re, with 

ployment. * © 2 tS ec 
In regard to Changi of: 'gropss ‘agencral rule has been tecommend- 

ed of alternate»growths of léguminous and culmiferous kinds, and. of ? 

green-crops and grain-crop : perhaps itewould: be’ quite ‘as philo- 
sophical,tovinsist’ upon a growths of, fibrous, and taprooted 
5 jants;)t rmer deriv i 1€ Super cuet the earth, 

| fro of s, and the ex- 
i king’ selections 

: erops of 
eatest ace av Minis 
eee for. pute: 

<] 

of 
_ pps: of ay when ‘ontiaeh is alk partie) gater | 
‘than: the’ expense ineured ‘in! ‘producing graincepops ; féourse, it 
must be evident thatl ese afford from thirty to ty, adie Jars an Acre 

of sar profit that a crop of either of the ro +28 just mene ned. 
roper ‘application. of the requisite he. ity: of ae e to 

yuta-baga, it maywbeysuccessfully growls on sIpeeeAy dry soil, whed 
well and deeply? sd, from wie gandy fo the deep rich ipams. 
Soils of the} latter are best adapted for mangle-wirtzcl. 

“Bither of these roots, peneanboie and a with the ad- 
at 
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dition of some meal, will answer all the purposes, for which) graindg) 
used forfeeding cattle of all sorts, from the Horse down to the Home 
Even stage-horses, which, fromthe severity of their labor, require” 
the most nourishing food, have been kept in England on hay and» 
steamboiled ‘ruta-baga. «Staal 

Mr. Cobbett savs; «a Hog of a good sort may be sufficiently fated 
with this root, when steamBodiled.” Allowing,) what we believe can- 
hardly be admitedy that a bushel of oats contains as much nutriment 
as three of this root; still it is evident that the usual product of one 
acre of it will go as far in keeping Horses as four of oats. ~ Neither 
ofthese root-crops requires any considerable expenditure imseeds, 
and on this account, if on no other, thy are’preterable to crops of: 
the potatoe and of the Jerusalem artichoke, which in the jartiele of. 
Seed are perhapsthe most expensive of any whvtever, We, however, 
consider crops even of these roots more profitable than those o 
grain, and particularly the potatoe; when judiciously cultivated in 
climates most suitable for its growth. » For®the various uses of this? 
root, for culinary purposés, it stands indeed withontamval, In point 
of profit, we would also give to the carrot, the parsnip, andthe onion, 
a preference to crops of grain; but the soils well adapted for them: 

» are moredlimited, and their culture is more expensive; ‘and although 
‘they should form apart of the products of the farm, we cannot»re: 
commend them as being i all instances proper for a judicious vota- fs 

tion of crops. The common turnip, and the cabbage, are also enti- 
iled to attention. |The puimpkir Beet isious as the: same weight 
of any root or vegetable. whatever, and its eulturé as-chéap; but 
whether its product, in weight, can bejmade to compete with that. 
of roots, is'a matter of which we are not inforared. , If fifteen tons, 
to the acre could be usually obtained of this Species OF gourd, w 
should be induéed to proBounce the crop, in point of profit’and use. 
unrivaled’ as a preparative for a eropsof Winter-grain. ‘The crops 
would be ifound among those which are’léast expensive in’ seed, in 

ie ode of 
potatoes 

It should farther be observed, that in suggesting’ what)may he 
deemed the most suitable changes of crops, no eg 

@io the actual state of farming amongius; but 
farming cught'to bé; and in’ pugsuance of thy 
great"measure,-discard the ideay-too)long preva 
that we should make the most of ‘our labor, not 

Burse we.shall, ina 
At’ ine this Country, 

the most of our land: 
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We shall, on the contrary, insist that, generally speaking, making the 
thost off our ands, .under a.proper course of husbandry, ‘is thegright 
Way to, realize the’ most from our labor.. We shall therefore begin 
With the most usual soil of this Country, the, dry, arable lands; which 
Greiusually suited for a,variety of créps. Of the stiff,clays, the hard 
‘@ravels, and light sands, soils which abound. but little here, we shall 

in particular. In ploughing, we Shalhadyise that the usual 

VK 

ep 
to*hills; from a well-fo 
considerably*more may be 
‘be rin, ata good depth, for 

phalf feetij gh 

‘thie land, and cow. 
¥ 

j ors 

To 

‘moderately, deep, thrown over it ‘from, each *side; hut, ‘where pota- i, 

jem in. gy psam before 
tance of about fifteen 

inches... The potatoe-drills being thus, covered, by they furrows 
thrown from each side, the same process serves to coverthe Bie in 
the othér furrows, and thus» the bedsjare formed) for planting thd 
other crops in the@iill-method.» Indiap ‘corn..may. be drilled an at 
one opsration by/# drill-machine for the purpose; the’same may be 

re 



‘® the seed in the turnip- -drills.be libefally strewn, in order thatif 

ra 
ay N i 

te ¢ 
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, effect bas on- aca weave never understood.” 9° 
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observed. of the turnip-crop, and. probably of the pumpkin; but, 
though ‘attended with more labor; itwmay usually be expected that, 
they will be drilled in by manual operation. We should advise tl rat 

oy 

of ‘the splants ,be, déstroyed “by the flies,genough may still be by ic 
The corm and puimpkin- seed” may be droped at the distance of | six. 
inches,»and “thined at the first hoeing, so.as to have the growing 
plants of the former about a foot,apart, aid the latter about eifhteen 
inches» If any vacant* places shoyld happen in any of these drills, 
such vacancies may readily be suppliéd by transplanting sets; taken 
from parts where more plants are standing than! are! necessary. Ajiy) 
young plants may, be transplanted after they have attained a Suita 
size, which is usually in'from two toffour weeks growth, The ¥ 
cies may be quickly filled by transplanting, and it is nee 
worthy of attention. 

. "The practice, lat ely introduged, ‘of laying barn: dung? a 
depth, and then covering it with mould to the) depthrof about 
or four inches, and planting the séeds over the manure’ thus: cove 
seems to answer the best purpesefor every Gri ed-crop, except 
tatoes: and we would:thereforé.reéommend this method of using 
barn-dung m preference fo every other) assfar as it may be wanted? 

»for drilled-crops. In this way 1 this manafe may be profitably applied” 
while fresh; but in many, istances we’ consider it more‘efh i 
when applied after the process ae or fermentati 
menced. Such i is thet cory of, Sir ‘elumphrey Davy,” ‘and 
full confidence in its correctness... When. thus” GEE | in the 
the growing plants, placed above the manure ‘ “have the uth 
of absorbing all ifs gaseous and) ‘soluble»parts , A ate nee we 3 i 

In preparing seeds, we would pyas a generat at if 
decomposition 18 going On. “| 

being soakedsabout twelve shours'in a stréng: solutio of Saltp 7 
of common salt,,and: then rolled»in’ gypsum, before being Binittedt ' 
to the earth! “the effect of this, mode of) preparing» thé seed seems - 
to be, that ‘the young. plants. start. with more vigor ’and grow Tar 
than, they do where this.tr eatment of the seed is neglected an t 
solution of saltpetre has the further effectiof bringing plants to m: 
tunity ‘fromone to.two weeks sooner) me, ” other 

each e a a eajeted. En all 
seeds. ue bert a Sia se lars 

gseedye: xe orm-erop in? part 
“ereatly see honor of Ww G 
Co cer — It is said that sprinkling a 
the; rs, of corn, aT make: them fill to’ ft 
off the » blassoms. of the }potatoe-crop, ‘as fast as they 
by, accurate experiment, toys 
one-sixth part. Salty and. 
their gtowth, thotgh; bya ply 
them. tora too we Wines." Bouthe corn and pumpke 
apply somevof this latter manure, afte® the plaits are up. 

increase the gtowth: of the ae or 
" sum haye San a pow. erful e€ feet 

A 

wiht plow, whing between the ‘drills, let*it be toa bee, 
@irning the furpews) ys the »plants,*rupine ab 
them, and then #urnin ehiseco back, wh ake Niven « and a 

hanes og ae are too ows he\second’ ploughing: should be similar 
“ 

end Nn ingy i 
Aer iy 8 ian 
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to the first, but farther from the plants; and in general, vues. 
it will be found advantageous to plough and hoe the crops the third 
time. We have seen it highly recommended to plough among Indi- 
an corn, as late as in August. Frequ A ScsP ploughing is certainly 
the best mean of keeping the groun st, and should never be 
omited in case of drought. . Ground chief is become) quite dry will 
be found moist after a thorough deep ploughing. At all events, the 
ground should be so cultivated as to prevent any weéds from going 
to seed in the Fall; for if this be suffered the ground will remain 
constantly stocked with the seeds of weeds. 
We advise to the cultivation of the common turnip, the potatoe, 
the pumpkin, in the manner we have mentioned, for the pur- 

pose of affording the early supply of food for feeding and fating cat- 
tle in the Fall and the forepart of Winter, before the ruta-baga-crop 
ine be used, of which we shall presently speak. We also advise 

this variety of crops, in order that the cattle may have a greater 
variety of food; a matter of considerable importance in feeding and 
fating cattle. For this purpose, also, the culture of the cabbage is 
worthy of attention. Horses; and all sorts of cattle, faten well on 
pumpkins; but for Swine they should be steamboiled, and the seeds 
taken out, as these prove injurious to those animals, ‘by causing too 

tion of urine. The seeds afford an oil equal to that of 
re well worth preserving for this purpose. 
e ears of the corn- -crop have somewhat hardened, the 

crop may be cut up and set in shocks, with the tops tied closely to- 
sr to keep out the rain, in which way the grain ‘will harden as 
as im any other, and a great addition of fodder may thus be 

acquired. *. 
_ During the: next season, we propose to take two crops from the 
round, to wit, a crop of ruta-baga, preceded by such Spring-crop 

aS ripens sufficiently early to be hatvested in time for preparing the 
ground for a full growth of this root. In the meridian of Newyork, 
Mr. Codbctt says that from the 26th of July until some of the first 
days in August,. is the proper time | to transplant this crop, the plants 
for the purpose being previous y grown. * The method of cultivating 
the crop by. transplanting, _ he insists, is the preferable way; and 
from our own experience we are fully disposed op sets with him, 
Advancing to the northw from Newyork iia are shorter, 

d aie the crop fia be transpl da gan while at the 
the Spri iIng-erops are lat in ripening. At Newyork, bar- 
a sn from the grou id in time sufficient to prepare for 

jer to the noxghy: this coe not be the case. In the 
Te, erbaps, be difficult to 

, now rel in t is C ne, pe ae exception of flax, 
Id ibe sufficiently early, The 1s, we want a particular 

crop for this purpose ; and that would@e@em to be the new sort of 
Spring-wheat lately in introduced imto France, which is there ‘called le 
ble de mai, in Englis , the wheat of 3 im, It is said to be a very % : 
productive species of wi eat, affording a grain from which flour is 
made of about a medium whiteness between that of rye and wheat, 
and in that Country it is fit to harvest in the latter end of May. In 
this Sta would probably ripen no Phere later than the first: of 
July, which#¥ould be in time suificient for the crop of ruta-baga. - 

Until wean procure this wheat, we can only recommend that the 
preceding crop be such only as will ripen sufficiently early, and, 
where none can be. had for the purpose, tobe. content with raising 
the crop ita-baga® a @nly in the course of the season. Wheré pre- 
vious Spring-crops can, however, be obtained, let them’ be taken 
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n a the ground as quick as possible, and the ground deeply turned 
‘over, and mellowed by three deep ploughings, then furrowed at the 
distance of about thirty inches, the manure laid in, and covered by 
fiirrows thro over it from each side, and the plants of ruta-baga a 
initnediately ‘set on the dgies, ‘by transplanting, at the distance of i 
about a foot fram each ‘aver From our own experience, we are * 
fully convincé@’that the pine of transplanting is, in the end, much 
the cheapest,,and most advisable. We would, however, recommend 
not to transplant before the appearance of a heavy shower, but at any i 
time afterwards; that the plants be of good size, say, of five or six ‘fl 
weeks growth, and that, in seting, special care be taken to have the Op } 

lower parts of the roots well enclosed with earth. For further par- is 
ticulars, in regard to the culture of this crop, the time and manner ‘ 
of using it, and of saving it, we refer the Reader to Mr. Cobbeti’s 7 
book on the subject, from a conviction that it is the best essay that RY 
has ever been published on the culture and use of this valuable q 
plant. i 

It wil] be seen, however, that we differ from Mr. Cobbett i in the ‘ 
distances in which the plants are to be set, ‘and in the manner of MY 
forming the ridges. He forms his by four gathering-furrows, by of 
which the ridges’ are each about four feet in breadth. We propose 
to form them by two gathering furrows, and at the distance of thirty 
inches. In England, the plan we recommend is genevally pursued, 4 
and the ridges are usually b bat twenty-seven inches widem 

In the Spring of the third year, we propose to sow t 
with barley, after two or three ploughings; seed, two and 
bushels to the acre. At the same time, alsvy give he er ound at 

e ground 
a half st 

east ; 

twelve pounds of red clover-seed to the acre, which may be carefuly ae 
mixed with the barley, and sown together. ‘row the ground be- 
fore sowing, and harrow in ve séed,. after it has been’ prepared in i 
the manner before directed; then, if the Farmer is in possession of Rh 
the roller, let this be cea over the ground, particularly if it be : 
somewhat dry; for, in such case, barley, being covered with a husk, i 
requires a close envelopement with e rth, in order that the progress 
of its germination be not either partially or wholly fetarded. Next 
Spring, give the ground a top- oreegne of gvpsum, of from one to itr 
two bushels to the acre, as circumstances may seem to tequire. Two Eh 
clover-crops are to be expected this season, The next, either one wi 
or two may be taken, » according to the climate, but usnalli one only 
in more northerly Mone: and in this cage let the secon ape Me oe 
laid prostrate, by the roller passifig over@t inthe same ectic 
which the plough is to follow, in oper that the growth 
fully turned under, which will for p 
or for rye, if the” climate is not ade p 

gtr: sie 
In suitable climates, we wit succeed ona oe clover il even 

on light sandy lands. It elieved, however, that the species of 
wheat which is considerably cultiv aed’ ‘in Pennsyv Ivania, called spelt a N 
(triticui® spelta ) may be, successfully cultivated in any part of the Bs 
Northern States where wheat of the common sorts does not flourish. we 
When, the sward has been thus turned under, let the surface be level- x 
ed by runing theyharrow lightly over it, in the same di ction the 
plough ruts, and then cover the seed with the harrow, 2 is i 

lar direction. “Let the seed-wheat be prepared in the 
described, anddet it be free from any mixture of rye, © 
of cockle or other weeds. Next Spring » give fhe ground another top- 
dressing: of gypsum, imorder that a srowt hite-clover may rise 
after harvest, as this will afford considerab: all-feed,"and a fresh 
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sward to be turned under in the laiter part of the Fall, the effect of 
which will be expiamed when speaking of manures, &c. 

Thus our rotation requires six seasons’for its completion, and ig 
composed of six or more different and successive erupst In exiubit- 
ing our pian, we intend it merely as an outline of what we deem at 
least one of the best and most profitablé systems of etthture that can ’ 
be pursued in good arable lands, where all obstructions to the most 
coniplete culture have been removed. Other courses may probably 
be devised which may be as good; but we feel confident there can 
be none better. We consider this rotation as comprehending a suf 
ficient variety of crops for every purpose of affordimg the land rest 
by changes; and alihough a course oj rotation might be made to in- 
clude a greater Variety of crops, still the profits of them, im the ag- 
gregate, would probably be tess than in the plan we propose. We 
insist much on the culture of root-crops for the greatest possible 
profits. In some instances, for the growths of roots and vines we 
propose, as well as of the grain-crops, others might be substituted, 
and sometimes, for the sake of further variety of growths, particularly 
of roots, it might De advisable jéall this must, however, depend on the 
soil, and on other circunistances, If the soil be rich and deep, per- 
haps the mangei-wurtzel should have «a preference to the common 
turnip, andjthe pumpkin, in the first years crop, and perhaps in such 

culture should sometimgs come in for a share. 
We should ligrdly advise that crops of carrots or of parsnips should 

ever enter the list of a generai rotation of crops, as they require pe- 
culiar soils, pet, een ae preparation. ‘they are very valuable 
crops fur particular ptirposes; but their uses, tor feeding and fating 
cattle, seem to be in a great measure superseded by the less expens- 
ive culture of the crops before mentioned. There are, however, 
some mellow fertile soils, of sandy texture, where these roots, par- 
ticularly carrots, may be cultivate@ with great advantage. A very 
serious objection to the culture of parsnips is, that, in the soils most 
suitable for them, they extend so deeply that their extraction from 
the earth is a matier of no smail difficuity. 

in recommending the alternate culture of the pumpkin with the 
corn-crop, we have been influenced by two considerations ; firsily, 
from an account we have lately seen of a trial made of the culture of 
the large sort of pumpkin by itself, in which at the rate of twenty- 
five tons to the acre were raised; and, secondly, we aye of opimion 
that in Ca ue the crop, in the way we propose, nearly as great 
a product may be obtained as if the ground were planted entirely 
with this crop. Growing in “dnilis by itself it will not impede the 

“growth of the corn; nor do we @onceive that this crop will be injured 
by the extension of the pumpkin-vines over the ground; whereas, if 
the two crops were planted together ing same hills, or drills, as is 
commonly practised, the growth of the must, in a great Measure, 
serve to rob the other of its due share of nutriment. The large sort 
of pumpkin, to which we have reference, has been raised of the 
weight,of upwards of one hundred and fifty pounds; but it is proba- 
bly less nutritious, because less sweet, than pumpkins of the common 
sorts. Another large sort, which we have seen exhibited in this 
county, a ‘more than four feet in length, is probably entitled to a 
preferenc culture, as it appears to be as sweet as pumpkins of 
the small ids. » se 

In selecti g seed for the pumpkin-crop, take sueh plants as bear 
the greatest weiglit of pumpkins, and from the largest of these let 
the seed be preserved e 
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We have next to speak of the rotations proper for clayey lands, oF | 
those which have more or less alumin in their composition. Lands 
of this description are various, as well in regard to their natural fer- 

“4: - Ca : ; 
tility, as to their being more,or less inchned to a superabundance of — 
moisture. Some are naturally too wet for cultivating even grain- 
crops with succeéss; ‘and should therefore be kept for mowing and 

grazing-lands. Some again may be merely too wet for crops of Win- 
ter-grain, and in such case Spring-crops should be substituted; while 
at the same time the lands should be more applied to the business of 
the dairy, and of the Grazier. {nthe mean time, let the Possessor 
of Jands which are naturally too wet, proceed to laying at least a part 
of them dry, by hollow-drains; and then by makmg his barn-dung 
principally into heaps of compost, in which hme and sand shall be 
considerably used as additional ingredients, and applying such com- 
post-manure to the drilled crops before mentioned, and in the man. 
ner before directed, he will find no dithculty whatever in pursuing 
the course of crops we have recommended, nor. of raising them of 
luxuriant growth. Where clayey lands are naturally dry enough for 
Winter-crops, we advise to a similar course of crops, with the manure 
prepared and used in a similar manner. In all’ stiff soils, however, 
an important point in husbandry is to keep the ground, while under 
a course of erdps, in a mellow crumbly state; and fi purpose 
nothing is more conducive, than frequent deep plo i 
ing the ground into high narrow ridges, as well to 
during Winter, as for the culture of all the drilled er 
The ridges are to be formed by tour gathering-furr ; and ingles . 
ing the ridges down new ones are formed, with the middle or highest, 
part of each where the last furrows were of the former ridges. When, 
therefore, the manure is to be used for'the drilled crop, it is to be 
laid in the furrows, between the ridges, and then covered over with 
two gathering-furrows run on each side, and thus the beds or ridges 
for the crop are prepared. Rs ) " 

If, however, it should still be found that some clays, even with 
this management for the purpose of ameliorating them, should still 
be found unsuitable for Indian corn, and for the turnip and ruta-baga- 
crops, we can only advise that, forthe former, the Winsor-bean, and, 
for the two latter, the mangle-wurtzel and the cabbage-crop, be made 
substitutes. The Winsor-bean is considerably cultivated in the clay- 
lands of Greatbritain; and Mr. Deane, in his Farmer’s Dictionary, 
says its growth on such lands in this Country is luxuriant. Perhaps 
in place of this species of the bean, 
the Southern States, and is there e@ 
fered. a 

It should be further observed, that’ eypsum, when applied as a 
top-dressing to clay-lands, gyartieularly those which are too wet, has 
but very little effect; but. n they are laid dry by hollow-drains, 
and thrown into ridges, as before mentioned, the effect of this ma- 
nure upon them is nearly the same as in other dry arable lands. And 
as we conceive it essentially necessary that all clay-lands eect are 
to be cultivated for Spring-crops, as well as all other soils which are 
naturally too wet, should lie in ridges during the Winter, we advise 
that, at the begining of the rotation we have mentioned, such lands 
have a Second ploughing in the Fall, for the purpose offj@eing laid in 
such ridges. When thus laid, they are easily reduced €0 a mellow 
state in the Spring; but, if this be neglected, they wilf usually be 
found, more or less, inhard baked clods, a state very unfit for good 
cultivation. i i | ; 

e in particular. . 

another, which is cultivated in | 
led the cowpea, should be pre- 
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In Greatbritain, it is found ebsentially requisite that clay-lands 
should be effectually Summer-fallowed, as often as eyery Sixth year; 
as weil for the purpose of extirpating growths of weeds, as for mel- 
lowing the soil, and rendering it more lively. A fallowing there is 
performed by many repeated ploughings and harro wings gs the 
Summer. But it should be remembered, that the climate of that 
Country is very different from this. Their wheat-harvesi if in Au- 
tumn; their Summers being wet and cool. Here we have time, after 
the harvest is over, to cleanse and enliven the soil*by eae 
ploughings and harrowings. 
On hard, gravelly lands, which are unfit for any crops of roots, ex- 

cept perhaps potatoes, no very extensive rotation can be had to ad- 
vantage, without plentiful manuring. Gypsum has a powerful eflect 
on such lands, and with the aid of thisgnanure alone, even the poor- 
est of gravels may be made to yield good crops of buckwheat and of 
red-clover; and on a lay of this latter crop, turned under, a tolerably 
good crop ‘of rye may be had. Saintfoin, and some other taprooted 
grasses, flourish in such soils better than might be expected. Gra- 
velly lands require very deep and frequent ploughings, in order to 
make them sufficiently retentive of moisture.. They are usually much 
assisted by compost-manures, where clay, mud, upland-marle, &c. form 
a considerable share of the ingredients. But as there are different 
degrees of fertility in gravelly lands, according to the nature of the 
gravel, and its greater or less predominance in the soil, we can lay 
down no definite course of crops thatin all cases would be found 
most advisable, Say, however, that: effectual deep ploughings, 
and plenty of suitable manure for the drills, the first crop shall be 
Indian corn, intermixed with the poiaior and the pumpkin-growths, 
as before mentioned ; Next Spri oats, or barley, if the ground will 
answer for this crop. “As soon” s this crop comes off, turn the stub- 
ble under, and harrow in Riceatiot for a- green-dressing, in the 
manner mentioned in treating of manures; and on this growth, turn- 
ed under, sow rye, if the ground is too gravelly for wheat. Sow ihe 
cloverseed the next Spring, in the quantity before mentioned, and 
then harrow the ground, which will serve the purpose of covering 
the seed, and also of yorg the growth of the crop of wheat or 
rye, as the case may be. The advantage derived from harrowing 
these crops in the Spring has been well ascertained by experiment. 
After the second years growth of clover has been fed or mowed off, 
turn over the ground in the Fall, to commence the rotation anew. 

When we speak of gravelly lands, we do not mean to include those 
which are, properly speaking, gravelly loams; for soils of this de- 
scription are generally well fited for the rotation first mentioned. 
By gravelly Jands we mean those where gravel is mostly predomi- 
nant, as we call those lands sandy where silex forms the greatest 

ue 
: proportion of the soil; and of these something is now to be said. 

As a specimen of whiat may be called light sandy lands, we will re- 
fer to much of those lying between Albany and Schenectady. These, 
like the gravelly lands just mentioned, are not, in their natural state, 
caucltttes for the production of many different crops in perfection; 
nor indeed for any, without manure. With the aid of gypsum alone, 
however, good crops of peas, and of buckwheat, may be had on most 
of these lands; tolerable, of red-clover; and on the lay of clover, 
turned under, middling crops of rye may be had, Probably, with 
this manure, valuable crops of pumpkins might be raised on them 
Lands of this description have, however, very essential properites, 
which gravelly lands do not possess; they are much easier cultivated 
than the harder soils, and, in proportion to their natural fertility, no 
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lands are better adapted for root-crops of almost every sort, or for 
the grasses whose roots extend deep into the earth; among which 
sre clover of different kinds, Saintfoin, lucerne, &c. Such lands are 
least adapted for crops of wheat and Indian corn; but, when suffi- 
ciently manured with clay, or upland-marle, which is better, they 
will yield tolerable crops of the latter, and also of the former, when_ 
raised on alay of red-clover. 

Where little else than the contents of the barn-yard and gypsum. 
can be had, for manuring sandy lands of the above description, the 
common turnip and ruta-baga culture would not, perhaps, be ad- 
visable; but the rotation should be something like the following: 
First year, potatoes and pumpkins in alternate drills, manured and 
treated as before described; second, peas, soaked in the solution 
before mentioned, and rolled mm gypsum before sowing, with a top- 
dressing of that manure; third, buckwheat, treated in the same 
manner, and cloverseed sown with the crop; third and fourth, clo- 
ver, with a top-dressing of gypsum each Spring; fifth, rye, on the 
clover turned under, as before described, which completes the 
course. 

ut where upland-marle, or even clay, can be had, for the purpose. 
of forming compost-manures with the *barn-dung and the addition of 
some lime, as is described under manures, &c. we shouldpadvise t 
the rotation first described, or something similar, in’ 
crops should form a poled to part; and, in such casey let the ma- 
nure be plentifully applied togthe drilled crops. At first, perhaps, 
some of the crops would not be’so abundant; but, ufider this man- 
agement the soil would be constantly improving, and of course the 
crops increasing. At first, perhaps, rye should be substituted for the 
wheat-crop; but each addition to the,soil, “of the aluminous and cal- 
careous matter of which the compost is principally composed, would 
render the land better adapted for grain-crops of every description. 

It is a matter of the first importance to the Cultivator to possess an 
adequate knowledge of the different substances which may be used 
with advantage for fertilizing his lands, of the different soils to which 
such substances are best adapted, of the proper quantities to be used, 
and of the most advantageous time and manner of their application. 
There is but little even of the i earths that will not become ex- 
hausted with constant croping wi out manure; and soils are seldom 
so sterile, but that, with a proper application of suitable manures te 
them, they may be made the residence of plenty. Hay 

Manures are of different kinds: Of animal, of vegetable, of fossil, 
and of mixed; of each of which notice will be taken in their order. 

‘The flesh of animals is an excelent Tiigice for all soils, and is used 
to a considerable extent on the seacoast, where fish are caught in 
plenty. It is believed’that flesh is used to most advantage in com- 
posts, and the same may be observed with mee certainty in regard 
to the use of the blood. ‘he shavings of the horny substances of 
animals, have very durable effects as a manure, in dry soils, by en- 
duing’ such with a greater power to retain moisture; and the same 
may also be observed of the hair and wool. The bones, when cal- 
cined, are also yaluable, as they are principally phosphate of lime. 
The miasma, produced by the putrefaction of the flesh and blood of 
animals, is also food for plants, or at least its presence assists their 
growth. The urine is a fertilizer principally by reason of the salt it 
€ontains, and probably also by its producing miagma. " 

- When animals die, it is ugual to let them lie above ground, to the 
annoyance of the Public; but, if covered with earth, this, together with 
the flesh, &e. of the animal, would be converted into good manure. 

' 
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Of vegetable substances, it may be generally observed, that almost 

every sort of vegetable, not of woody texture, buried m the soil 
while green, is more or less efficacious.as a manure; and that many 
sorts of these, when turned under where they grew, and while ina 
green state, will add much more fertility to thélsoil than their growth 
extracted from it; but that the same growth, when sutterédl to ripen 
on the ground, and then turned under, after the exhaustign of, its 
juices, will not generally repay the soil the nutriment it extracted 
from it while growing. It would seem that the ripening of plants is 
the principal cause of the exhaustion of soils, and, for this reason, 
green-dressings, that is, ploughing of green-crops under, has been 
found advantageous in enriching lands. Where green-dressings are 
resorted to, as a manure, such growths should be selected for the 

purpose as are cheap in the article of seed, and at the same’ time 
guick and bulky in their growths. Buckwheat has been much used 

for the purpose, though perhaps some other plants should be prefer- 
ed. The growth should be turned under when in blossom; and, in 
order that this be done effectually, it should be laid prostrate, by 
runing the roller over it, in the same direction in which the plough 
is to follow; after which, the ground should not be stired again «ll 
this manure has sufficiently roted. Generally, we think it would be 
most advisable to sow on the Jay or furrow, by which the green-crop 
is turned under. 
There may be some instances where manuring with green-dressings 

may be advisablé, particularly where it.can be doné without prevent- 
ing the growth of any intervening crop Where this is not practi- 
cable, we should hardly advise to this Thethod of manuring, unless in 
cases where other manures were not to be obtainedi. One case we 
will however mention, where a green-dressing might be given to 
advantage. Suppose, for instance, a crop of rye, oats, or barley har- 
vested, and the ground cleared of the crop, by the 20th of July; in 
that case, let the stubble be immediately turned under, and the 
ground harrowed in with buckwheat; by the 20th of September. 
this growths would be fit to be turned under, when a crop of wheat 
might be*sown on the lay. It should be understood, that rye is one 
of the best crops to precede a crop of wheat, or to follow it. In the 
same manner, thereforeythe’ crop for a green-dressing may be raised 
_in the wheat-stubble turned under, and the green-crop turned under 
for a crop of rye. _ ah » 
_ But the contents of the barnyard, and the excrements of cattle, 
are the principal sources of manure of the vegetable kind and of 
these it is necessary to treat particularly, as well of the qualities of 
the different sorts, as of their most advantageous applications to soils. 
The sorts of dung or excrement to be noticed, are those of Horses, 
Neat-cattle, Sheep, and Swine. The dung of Swine is most valuable, | 
where properly applied; that of Sheep is the next; that of Cows ranks: 
in the third degree; and that of Horses in the fourth. "be dung of 
the latter, if suffered to lie in a heap till it becomes thoroughly heat- 
ed, assumes a whitish or mouldy color, and is then of but little value. 
It is of a warm nature, and is best adapted for being well buried in 
moist or clayey soils; cow-dung, on the contrary, is most suitable for 
dry soils; sheep-dung answers best on the soils for which that of 
Horses is best suited; but is very valuable for almost any soil. 
Hog-dung should only be applied to dry arable lands, and is most — 
powerful in those of a sandy or gravelly nature. Dung, of all sorts, 
loses much of its valuable qualities by exposure to frequent rains, 
particularly when lying at but little depth over a considerable 
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surface. Its good qualities ‘are best preserved by lying in large 
heaps, and if under cover so much the better. " 

The stercorary is the most efféctual method for preserving barn- 
dung, and it is believed that every Farmer will find his money well 
expended _in the erection of this receptacle for the contents of that 
part of his barnyard, which is not used in the Spring. The sterco- 
ary may serve for a sheep-fold during Winter, and will thus answer 

a twofold purpose. It may be, for instance, forty feet in length, six- 
teen mn breadth, and of suitable height. The floor is to be made of a 
layer of clay, with the surface smoothly paved with small stones, and 
highest in the middle, so that the juices of the dung may run off to 
the sides, where a gutter receives this liquid, and carries it into a 
reservoir, sunk at one end, into which a pump is to be fixed to raise 
the liquid and throw it back over the heap. The floor, gutter, and 
reservoir are on a plan similar to those of a cider-press. The liquid 
that runs from the heap is the most valuable part, and should never 
be lost: This plan is therefore calculated to preserve it; and, for the 
purpose of absorbing the whole of it, any dry vegetable matter, or 
rich earth, may be laid over the heap, and this liquid thrown on that, 
which will serve to convert the whole into good manure. The juices 
of the soluble and gaseous parts of the excrements of cattle, together 
with the stale, are what principally afford nutriment for growing 
plants; and every mean by which these can be saved, by their being 
absorbed in other substances, of rich earthy or vegetable’ matter, 

would seem to be well worthy. of attention. We will next designate 
what is usually considered thampiethods most proper for the applica- 
tion of dung. 

Where lands are in grasses of the fibrous-rooted kinds, it is the 
generally-received opinion of the best Cultivators, that barn-dung, as 
well as manure of every other kind, should be applied as a top- 
dressing, that is, by spreading it on the surface; but that for tap- 
rooted grasses, or those whose roots extend deeply, as well as forall 
grain and root-crops, this. manure should be buried in the soil, at 
such depths as are best suited to the nature of the roots of the plants 
to be cultivated. The operation of barn-dung, and of all vegetable 
and animal substances used in manure, seems to be this: If laid at a 
certain depth beneath the surface of the svil, in the progress of their 
decomposition their soluble parts pass into the form of gas, or vapor, | 
anid of course rise to the surface, and in their ascent are more or less 
absorbed by the roots of the plants; on the contrary, if these ma- 

nures beJaid on the surface, these soluble parts, in the progress of 
decomposition, never become aeriform, but are washed downwards, 
in their liquid state, Where they are in like manner absorbed by the 
‘roots of the plants. This is probably as correct an explanation as 
can be given of the effect of these manures. It is well known that 
ground, long used as a graveyard, becoines very fertile, notwithstand- 
ing thé suljStances, which are the cause of such fertility, are laid at 
avery great depth. 

It has been held by some English Writers, that barn-dung should 
be well roted previous to its application as a manure; vut this opin-’ 

L 

ion is rejected by Sir Humphrey Davy, oné of the’ most scientific 
Agriculturists of Greatbritain; and also by Arthur Young, Esq. Mr. 
Davy contends, that this manure may in most instances be as well 
applied fresh as in any other way, by its being laid at a proper depth 
beneath the surface, and that in scarcely any instance is it advis.ble 
@hat it should undergo more than the first stage of decomposition be- 
fore it is used. When well roted it is, however, more efficacious for 
a single crop; but its use is of much shorter duration. It seems, 

na) \ ~*~ pe: h'sg 
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also, to be generally agreed, that using this manure for drill-crops, 
burying it a good depth, and raising the plants over the dung thus 
buried, is the best possible way in which it#can be used. We lately 
saw an account published of upwards of one hundred bushels of In- 
dian corn to the acre being raised by. this mode’ of culture. The 
success of Mr. Coddectt, and others, in raising great crops of ruta- 
baga by this method of using this manure, seems to demonstrate its 
utility, if evidence were wanting further than what appears in Eng- 
lish publications on the subject. 
‘The plan that we would therefore recommend‘is, to apply the 

fresh barn-dung to all drill-crops which are to be put in the ground 
in the Spring, and for these we refer to what has béen said under 
rotation of crops. The shortest dung should be used for these pur- 
poses, except for potatoes; and it should, as far as practicable, be 
applied to the soils best adapted for each kind of dung, as has before 
been mentioned. The longer or more strawy parts of the dung, we 
should advise to be laid in the stercorary, if this building has been 
provided, or else somewhere under cover; or, if no cover can be 
afforded, let it be thrown in a heap about three or four feet high; 
and, wherever it be laid, let it be stired up from the bottom in the 
course of about five or six weeks after it has been thus heaped or 
otherwise stored away; after which it will soon be found well fited 
for being used for the crop of ruta-baga. It is also advisable to cover 
the heap with a layer of good earth, which will serye to absorb and 
retain much of the steam Or gaseous matter that rises from the heap, 
and when saturated with)this, and mixed with the mass of dung, will 
be found a valuable addition. . 

‘Of manures*which may be termed fossils we will mention the vari- 
ous kinds of calcareous substances; the stony matter called pyrites, 
‘coal, salt; peaty substances; silicious and aluminous earths, Lime- 
stone, gypsum, chalk, and marle, are the calcdreous substances we 
shall notice, and-each in its order, fies % 

Limestone (carbonate of lime) has,always more or less aluminous 
or silicious earth in its composition. Frequently also it coutains 
magnisia. Limestone of this latter description, when calcined, makes 
what the* English Farmers call 4oz¢ lime, which is more powerful in 
its effects, and therefore less of it should be applied at once to the 
soil. That without any mixture of magnesia is considered more 
durable in its operation, but less powerful. Magnesiam limestone is 
known by its effervescing but little, when plunged in ni 
acid; while limestone that is not magnesian, when thu 
produces a strc effervescence. The magnesian, also, when im- 
mersed in diluted? nitfic acid, or aqua-fortis, réifders ie liquid ofa 

1 milky appearance. It is usually of a brownish or paléyellow-color. 
Being more caustic, when calcined, than common limestone, it is 
more efficacious in decomposing peaty earths, and is hesrcerice 
for soils which have too much either of peaty or vegetable 
them. Where lands have been injured by too plentiful an applica- 
tion of this lime, peaty earth should be applied to them, to correct 
the evil. i* 

The tritls of lime in this Country have been quite limited, and 
confined mostly to the Middle States, particularly Pennsylvania. It 
has usually been applied there at the rate of about forty bushels to 
the acre; but, whether the lime used there is magnesian, we have 
never understood. Lime may be applied as a top-dressing, dr mixed 
with the soil. Its application has been found most’successful, when 
the first secede crop was Indian corn: Afterwards, wheat. is 
grown to advantage. Instances are mentioned, in the Memoirs ef the 

* 
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Agricultural Society of Philadelphia, where gypsum had no effect on 
wornoutjlands, till they were first manured with lime. 
British Writers say that lime may be applied with equal advantage, 

either,when newly slaked or afterwards; that its effects are not 
alwavs the same, particularly where soils are different; but that 
usually it isa very dutable manure, A much larger quantity is, how- 
ever, applied in Greatbritain, than has been usual here; but perhaps 
the coolness of the Summers there renders more requisite. .We 
pretend to advise to no particular rules in the application of lime in 
this Country, farther than that about forty bushels to the acre be first 

tried; but less for sandy sojls, and perhaps more for those which are 
stiff clays, would be advisable. .In clays of this description, lime is 
particularly ee in destroying the adhesive quality of such soils, 
and thereby rendering them a mere friable Joam. Such has been its 
effects on the clay-lands which abound so much in England. Where 
the lime is magnesian, let trials be made of about twenty bushels te 
the acre. 

That Country abounds much in the calcareous matter denominated 
Chalk, which is also converted into lime by calcination, and used as 
amanure. It forms a weaker sort of lime. As this substance, how- 
ever, is hardly to be found in this Country, it will be unnecessary 
further to speak of this manure. 

Gyfsum (sulphate of lime) is a most powerful stimulant to the 
growth of many crops, in all dry soils in this Country ; but with the 
following excepti6ns: It has no sensible effect on lands newly clear- 
ed, on those in the vicinity,of the ocean, nor on those which have 
been completely exhausted by severe croping. In soils of this latter 
description, some pabulous matter must be given them for the gyp- 
sum to,digest or act upon; and this may be a previous manuring 
with lime, marle, bog-earth, barn-dung, or perhaps any substance that 
is calculated to improve the condition of the soil. It should also be 
observed, that the application of gypsum frequently, fails entirely of 
producing its effects, if followed by uncommon drought,,or unusually 
wet weather. Itis generally most powerful, when ap hed to growths 
of leguminous plants, to those extending in vines, hoa as the vari- 
ous species of the gourd-tribe, the strawberry, &c. and to several 
sorts of the green-crops, particularly potatoes, clover-grasses, lu- 
cern, &c. On fibrous rooted grasses, and those grain-plants most 
nearly related to them such as wheat, rye, oats, barley, &c. it has 
no sensible éffect, when applied as a top-dressing to the growing 

_@ plants? OngBuckwheat it is very powerful, and for Indian corn it is 

_*been long and.extensive, says, that althoug 
% 

also valuable. | 
Judge Peters, o& Pennsylvania, whose experience of its uses has 

xh he has found this ma- 
nure of little WSe to many sorts of plants, when applied to them as a 
top-dressing; yet he has invariably found that all plants derive bene- 
fit from their. seeds being rolled in gypsum, after being soaked in 
some hqitid before sowing or planting. As a manure, however, for 

_ wheat, or grain-crops of similar kinds, immense benefit may be de- 
rived from it, by applying it to the sward, as a top-dressing, as uitable. 
length of time before the ground is broken up. In this way, two 
bushels of gypsum may be made to give an additional increase of. 
eight or ten bushels of wheat to the acre. Take, for instance, land 
which in its natural state, and with the usnal culture, will only yield. 
ten bushels of wheat 18 the acre; in the Fall, or early in the Spring, 
give it a top-dressing of two bushels of gypsum to the acre; by the 
middle of June following the land will exhibit aefresh green-sward, 
principally of white-clover; and when land is thus clothed in yer- 

% 
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dure, it is a sure indication of a great addition to its fertility, cand 
that a ;ood crop may then be expected. When, therefore, the 
green-sward is thus formed, turn it under, and then, with the usual 
culture, twenty bushels of wheat to the acre may be expected, where 
only ten would have been had without this application of gypsum. 
Yet the same quantity of this manure, applied as a top-dressing to the 
growing crop of wheat, would have had no sensible efféct. 1t should 
therefore be understood, that for all growths which derive little or no 
benefit from gypsum, when applied as a top-dressing to the growing 
planis, the ground should be previously *enriched by applying this 
manure to the sward, a suitab:e length of time betore it is to be 
broken up, which will usually be froin two to three months. At all 
eveits, as soon as the sward fully exhibiis the effects of the gypsum 
it may be turned under. Wherever a sward is to be turned under, 
this practice should be invariably pursued, that the ground may be 
rendered more truittul for the crop that 1s to follow. 

In this Country, gypsum isa great source of wealth, wherever soils 
are sensible to its eifects. It has tended much to equalize the value 

_ of lands, by impartiig an artificial fertility to those naturally more 
_ sterile, and that ata small*’expense. But gypsum alone is by no 
means sufficient tor keeping lauds in the improved condition that is 
necessary for Paising the Lest crops, and of course deriving the org 
est prohis. 7Vhe. Farmer sliould attend also to,making the most of 
such’ other manures as come conveniently within his reach. We are, 
however, No Adyocate for obtaining manures at any price: They 
may Co; t too much; but almost every Farmer, whose lands are of 
suitable da ity, “and who stocks them with as many cattle as he can 
keep in good order, and then makes the best use of the manure they 
afiord, may usually, with the judicious use of gypsum, added to good 
cuiture, keep his lands in an improving conditions fin. 

But sonie soils are so constituted as to be of diminished value, 
without a suitable mixture of other earths, and in such case are per- 
manentiy benefited by such additions. if lands, for imstance, are 
too sandy, or gravelly, the addition of clay to them, or, what is bet- 
ter, of upland-marle, will permanently improve the soil; and where 
these earths can be found within reasonable distance it will usually 
be iabor well expended. We will state a case in point. In the rear 
of the city of Albany lies an immense body of calcareous earth, 
which may properly be called a schistic-marle. It is commonly call- 
ed blue-clay. ‘his, when mixed with a due proportion of sand, 
forms a very fertile and durable soil. Farther west of the city he * 
large tracts of sandy lands, which require suitable proportions of this 
marle to render them fit for good culture, and with such additions 
much of them would be found very valuable. Where they lie suffi- 
ciently level, and are not too sandy, it will probably be foul that 
from half a ton to a ton, for every rod square, would be suffi€ient to. 
render them very fertile, and fited for the most profitable rotations 
of crops. 

- This sort of marle, which may be found in various parts of the 
Country, and very frequently under tracts of sandy lands, is a valua- 
ble and permanent manure in all dry soils which are deficient of cal- 
careous matter, and have not already too great a proportion of clay. 
This manure should be laid on the land as a top-dressing, that it may 
be completely pulverized before it is mixed withthe soil, = * 

Upland-marle is sometimes found of silicious texture, in which 
case it is good for stiff soils, as well as for others. It is also found 
of different colors, when combined with argilaceous matter, and of 
different qualities; that containing, most lime or calcareous matter 

"o 
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being always the best. -Marles of this description are often very, vale 
uable in forming a principle ingredient in composts, of which we 
shall presently speak, and the same may be observed of the superior 
sorts of this mahure found in bog-swamps, of which something shalk 
now be said. 

This sort of marle is found, at greater or less depths, beneath the 
surface of many bog-swamps, and is of a whitish, a grayish, or a 
brownish color. The whitest is the most powerful, having most lime 
in it; the grayish is next in quality. The superstratum is either a 
bogt-earth, to wit, vegetable matter totally decomposed; or it 1s a 
peaty substance, or vegetable matter im a partial state of decomposi- 
tion. . The bog-earth is good manure of itself, and may be used 
separately, or mixed with the marle; the peaty substance must under- 
goa further decomposition, before it is rendered valuable as a ma- 
nure, it being then rendered similar to bog-earth. These manures, 
when applied to growing crops, are somewhat similar in their effects 
to those of gypsum. They are valuable,as top-dressings, or for mix- 
ing with the soil. Their effects are very powerful on Indian corn, 
and they are more or less valuable when applied to almost every sort 
of upland-crop, with the exception of wheat, rye, and barley. For 
these they are to be applied to the sward, a suitable time before 
breaking it up, as has been mentioned in re ard toreypsum. It. 
should, however, be Misetycd, that neither decomposéd peat, nor 
bog-earth, should be applied to soils hich already contain too great 
a proportion of decomposed vegetable matter. ’ “i 

The condition of clay-soils is also permanently improved, by mix- 
ing a due proportion of sand in them. ‘The most durable and perfect 
soil is chiefly composed of certain proportions of sand, clay, lime, and 
vegetable matter ina state of decomposition; and, whenever any soik 
is destitute of a due proportion of any of theSe, the addition of such 
earthy sudstance can neVer fail to serve as a manure. ‘ 

The stony earth called pyrites, when pulverized by the aid of a 
proper degree of calcination, 7 much used, and highly esteemed, in 
Flanders, as atop dressing for grass-lands, as is mentioned in a com. 
munication of the late Chancellor Livingston to the Society for the 
promotion of the useful arts in this State. We will refer the Reader 
to the second volume published by that Society, for the manner of 
preparing this manure, and the quantity to be used, &c. 

Of Coal, we shall merely state that, from the results of experi- 
menis made by the late Mr, Muhlenberg, of Pennsylvania, about 
forty bushels to the acre of this substance, pulverized in the manner 
of gypsum, was found a good manure, when applied asa top-dressing. 
Common Salt, pulverized, and applied as a top-dressing, at the 

rate ef from two to four bushels to the acre, has, in many mstances, 
powerfal effects asa manure. Sea-water is peculiarly adapted for 
this purpose. Mr. Deane, in his Farmer’s Dictionary, mentions an 
nstance where a crop of potatoes, and another of flax, were greatly 
increased in product by an application of sea-water to them while 
growing. About a pint of the water was applied to each hill of po- 
tatdes, and for the flax-crop the water was sprinkled* over the 
ground. 

Some trials have been made in this Country of burnt-clay, as a 
manure, and its use is recommended, particularly for all dry arable 

» iands, not inclining to clay. The first step in preparation fos burning 
’ clay is, to have a considerable quantity of this earth dug up in spits, 

and laid to dry in the sun: When pretty well dried, you prepare for 
burning by raising a little pile of dry wood in the shape of a pyramid, 
say, four or five feet high; sound this you build up the dried spits 
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of clay, leaving a hole at the bottom, for the entrance of the air, and 
another at the top, for it to pass off. Such, at least, was the method 
formerly praétised in Greatbritain; bat the modern improvement of 
retaining the smoke within the mass, agreeably to,the plan spoken 
of by Mr. Codéett, for burning earth, ought also to be pursued in 
burning clay. After the fire has been set to the wood, you continue 
diging up fresh clay and piling it around and over the heap, as fast as 
the fire penetrates the mass; taking care, however,:not to pile on so 
much at once as to extinguish the fire. If there be danger of its be- 
coming extinguished, it may be advisable to make one or more holes 
in the sides of the heap by runing a pole intofit. The fresh earth 
is to be added during pleasure, or until-a sufficient quantity is burn- 
ed. After the heap has cooled it is fit for use, by mixing with the 
soil, as directed by Mr. Coddeti, for applying burnt-earthy of which 
we will next speak. Mie 

By a late improvement, earths, other than those of clay, are suc- 
cessfully converted into good manure, by the process of burning. 
It is effected by retaining the smoke within the mass of earth, while 
in a state of ignition. Mr. Coddett says he has tried this manure for 
the ruta-baga-crop, and found it as efficacious as barn-dung. His 
manner of preparing mens which we believe would also be the best 
method of preparing burnt-clay, is as folluws: 

‘1 make acircle (says Mr. Coddctt) or an oblong square. I,cut 
sods ahd bal 4 wall all round, three feet thick, and four feet high. 
I then light a fire in the’middle with straw, dry sticks, boughs, ,or 
such-like matter. I go on making this fire larger and larger, till it 
exidid over the whole bottom of the pit or kiln. 1 put on roots of 
trees or any rubbish-wood, till there be a good thickness of strong 
coals. I then put on the driest of the clods that I have ploughed up 
round about, so as to coyer all the fire over. The earth thus put in 
will burn. You will see the smoke coming out at little places here 
and there. Put more clods Wherever the smoke appears. Keep on 
thus, for a day omtwo. By this time, a great mass of fire will be in 
the inside. And now you may dig out the clay, or earth, where 
round the kiln, and fling it on without.ceremony, always ta he care 
to keefi in the smoke; for, if you suffer that to continue coming out 
at any one place, a hole will soon be made; the main force of the fire 

will draw to that hole; a blaze, like that of a volcano, will come out, 
and the fire will be extinguished. é 

‘A very good way is, to put your finger into the’top of the heap 
here and there; and, if you find the fire very neur, throw on more 
earth. Not too much at a time, for that weighs too heavilf on the 
fire, and keeps it back; and, at first, will put it partially out. You 
keep on thus augmenting the kiln, till you get to the top of the,walls, 
and then you may, if you like, raise the walls, andystill go on. “No 
rain will affect the fire, when it is become strong. ae 

« The principle is to keefp out air, whether at the top or the sides, 
and this you are sure to do, if you keefi in the smoke. I burnt, the 
last Summer, about thirty wagon-loads in one round kiln, and never 
saw the smoke at all, after the first four days. 1t put in my finger to 
try whether the fire was near the top; and, when [ found it ap- 
ig put on more earth. Never was a kiln more completely 
urnt, 

« Now, this may be done on the skirt of any wood where the mat- 
ters are all at hand. This mode is far preferable to the above grouncd 
burning in heafis. Because, in the next place, the. smoke escapfies 
there, which is the finest part of the burnt matter. Soot, we know 
well, is more powerful than ashes, and sgot is composed of the 
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grossest parts of the smoke. That which flies out of the chimney is 
thie, best part of all. 

' ¢In case of a want of wood wherewith to begin the fire, the fire’ 
may be lighted precisely as in the case of faring and burning. It 

: the kiln be lauge, the oblong square is the best figure. About fen 
i) feet wide, because then a Man can fling the earth easily over every 

part. The mode they pursue in England, when there is no wood, is 
to make a sort of*building in the kiln with turfs, and leave airholes at 
the corners of the walls, till the fire,be well begun. But this is 
tedious work; and is in this Country wholly unnecessary. Care must, 
however, be taken, thiat the fire be well lighted. ‘The matter putin 
at first should be alle is of the lightest description; so that a 
body of earth on fire may be obtained, before it be too heavily 
loaded. * : | 

‘ fhe burning being completed, having got the quantity you want, 
let the kiln remain. ‘he fire will continue to work, until all is ashes. 
If you want to wse the ashes sooner, open’ the kiln. They will be 
cold enough to remove in a week.’ r 

A practice has long prevailed in Europe, of paring and burning 
sous, for the purpose of improving their texture and mcreasmg their 
fertility. On clay-lands, and such as contanaytce much vegetable 
matter, we conceive the process might be advisable, if not too ex- 
pensiye. Its effect oni is to destroy the adhesive quality of the 
soil, as the earth burned becomes rather of a silicious texture; and 
at the same time the surface is much enriched by the operation. In 
the other case, it is calculated to reduce the redundancy of vegetable — 
matter, as well as to enrich the soil. The operation is performed, in 
the following manner: — ; re (a 

When the ground isin a good sward of grass let it be carefully 
turned over with the plough; the irons of which should be well 
sharpened. Let the plough run about three inches deep. Then > 
cross-plough with a very sharp coulter, and the sward will all be cut 
into squares of about ten or twelve inches. »Set these square chunks 

= up edeuys: by leaning two together, and they will soondry. When 
if. well dried, build’a part of them up in the form of little ovens, at the 

distance of about eighteen feet each way. These are all to havea 
little opening or door, at a common windward side, for the air to 
enter, and another opening above, for the smoke to pass off, On 
some dry day, when the wind is fair for blowing into the holes below, 

place some straw or other dry rubbish into the holes, and set fire to 
, it. As soon as the fires have got fully going in each of the heaps, let 

the holés in the tops be stoped up, for the purpose of retaining the 
smoke, and keep gradually building up the heaps as the fire pene- © 
trates them, until all the chunks of earth are piled up round them; 
and’ when the héaps have fully burned, and sufficiently cooled, they 
-are to be nly spread over the Gypund, and ploughed in._ 

Inssome parts of Greatbritain it has been the practice to burn peat- 
earth, in a manner very similar to that before described for burning 
clay, and the ashes were used for top-dressings; but we believe this * 
practice has mostly givén way to that of roting or decomposing peat 
in compost; as follows: You form the compost-heap of about one- 
half of peat, a fourth of lime, and a fourth of barn-dung, and these are 

@ to be separately laid along in a manner most convenient to be after- 
wards thrown into the compost-heap in their proper proportions. 

» »  ‘¥pu commence at one end with spreading a layer of,;peat on the 
a ground, say, ten feet square and four inches in depth; then a layer 
2 of lime on this, and another of barn-dung, each two inches thick; 
‘ then another layer of peat, as before, and then the lime and bara- 
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dung, as before, until in this way the heap is raised about four feet 
high, and let the last layer be of peat: Then commence another ten. 
feet square alongside of this, and raise it, as before, till you raise it 
to the same height; then with another ten-feet square, at the end of 

this mass, and so on, till the heap is completed, After the heap has 
stood a while, it will heat, and when the heat begins to subside, you 
commence again at one end of the heap and cut the whole down to 
the bottom, with the spade, and form a new heap, throwing the ex- 
terior parts of the heap, thus cut down, into the middle of the other. 
A second heating of the mass will then commence, and when that 
subsides, the peat will be found sufficiently, decomposed, and the 
whole an excelent mass of manure. } 

In this Country, peaty substances are usually to be found in mo- 
rasses; as the superstratum of marle, as before mentroned; as the 
principal ingredient of the salt-marshes contiguous to the o¢ean; and 
as the superstratum of tracts of cold lands which are cdWered with 
growths of evergreen trees. Miicudl 

In making composts with upland-marle, before mentioned, -the 
proportions of the marle, with that of the lime and dung, may be 
similar to those just mentioned for the peat-composts, or perhaps 
the marle may be in greater proportion. The layers of each may be. 
as before described, but the heap only raised to such height that it 
may be cleft down to the bottom with the plough, then thrown to- 
gether i eS again with this implement;,and let these operations © 
be repeat t dntervals,» tillthe whole becomes well mixed, pulve- 
rised, and in a state of fermentation; when it is fit for use) and 
should be immediately applied. to the soil, in the manner before 
mentioned. eee Th RS Bina 

_ The use of wood-ashes, as a manure, is well known. It-is good 
for almost all crops, ,and is to be usedias a top:dressing. It is much 
more efficacious ag 4 manure in some parts of the®Country than 
others, partiétlarly on Longisland. It is most valuable on light dry 
soils, particularly those which are sandy. Soot, as a top-dressing, is 
much more valuable than ashes, and is proper for almost all arable 

lands. It is most efficacigus. when well pulyerized before its appli- 
cation. SP ee $ e Mage 

The dung of fowls of every sort has much calcareous matter in it, 
and is very efficacious applied as top-dressings. Malt-dust is good 
in the same way: Forty bushels of it ig’ a’ proper allowance to the 

*aee-, * ” 
Nightshade should be mixed with earth, say, two-thirds of the 

latter to one of the a and in the course of a few months it 
forms an excelent manure. In most European cities this excrement 

_is carefully collected, for manure; while in this’ Country its use has 
been neglected. , . a o ie ae 

Many liquids*are furnished from. every domicile, and particularly” 
the kitchen, which, mixed With earths, and other substances, would 
form valuable masses of manure. The liquids talighich we principally 
refer, are the soapsuds, dishwater, ybrine oF meat, lirine, &e. These 
should all be preserved, by being absorbed,in rich earthy substances, 
together with the contents of the hogsty; and in this way a large 
heap of good manure may be made, that is commonly lost for want 
of attention in saving these ingredients. 

_ 
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In page 5, for rulled the storm, read rul’d thé storm. Page 15, 

for and crofi-frloughed, read and cross-filoughed. Page 28, for a 
kind of diahoea, read a kind of diarhoea. Page 38, for deaded the 

fires, read deaden the fires. Page 40, for Scoth, read Scotch. Page 
62, for Fioria, read Fiorin and Cuinea- grag _ Page 66, for dacua- 

tions, read lacerations. Page 80, for froms hells, read from shells. 

Page 93, for stiff particularly, vead stiff clays particularly 

page 103, in the last sentence of the eS aapaddene from top, the 

two middle lines are to be transposed, inorder to render the sentence 

intelligible. Page 115,-for faking of, read iaking off. Page 128, — 
for Anthox Anthum, read Anthoxanthum, Same page, for severe # 
clod, read severe cold. Page 157, 10th line fkom bottom, for sce 

ty 

Swine, read see Stcamboiler. Page 168, forvacid-of lime, read aid 
of lime. ds wee 
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